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The University of Montana

On August 31, 1992, The University of Montana will begin
operation under a semester academic calendar. This switch
to a semester system from a quarter system was mandated
by the Board of Regents of the Montana University System.
Students entering The University of Montana for the first time
in the fall of 1992 will come under the jurisdiction of this
catalog. Students reentering The University of Montana in
the fall of 1992 and thereafter should refer to the governing
catalog section of this catalog.
Reserved Rights
The right is reserved to change any of the rules and regulations of the University at any time,
including those relating to admission, instruction and graduation. The right to withdraw curricula and specific courses, alter course content, change the calendar, and to impose or increase fees similarly is reserved. All such changes are effective at such times as the proper
authorities determine and may apply not only to prospective students but also to those who
already are enrolled in the University.

Important telephone Numbers
Admissions ........................... (406) 243-4277
Controller . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (406) 243-2223
Disability Services ................. TDD (406) 243-2243
Family Housing ........................ (406) 549-0134
Financial Aid .......................... (406) 243-5373
Graduate School ....................... (406) 243-6670
New Student Services .................. (406) 243-6266
Orientation ........................... (406) 243-6266
Registrar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (406) 243-2995
Residence Halls ....................... (406) 243-2611
University Switchboard .................. (406) 243-0211

Academic Information

&-Organization of Instruction

Organization of Instruction
Unit and Discipline
Degree
Program

UnderCourse graduate
Offerings
Minor

Associate of Arts ............................................. A.A. .............................. yes
University Honors College................................................................................................
Mansfield Center................................................................................................. yes
University College................................................................................. yes
College of Arts and Sciences
Administrative Sciences ................................. M.A.S.
(an interdisciplinary program involving participation by College of Arts and Sciences, School of Business Administration and School of Education}
African-American Studies....................................................................
Anthropology .................................................. B.A., M.A. . .............. .....
Asian Studies......................................................................................
Astronomy...................................................... .....................................

yes
yes
yes
yes

Nondegree
Advising
Program

yes

yes
yes

Biological Sciences Division
Biochemistry ............................................... M.S............ .............. ..... yes
Biochemistry/Microbiology ........................... Ph.D.
Biology ........................................................ B.A., M.S.T.B. ............. yes
Medical Technology .................................... B.S.M.T.
Microbiology ................................................ B.S.M., M.S. ................ Yes
Yes
Organismal Biology and Ecology ................ M.S., Ph.D .................. .
Paramedical Arts............................................................................................................... yes
Pre-Agriculture/Horticulture................................................................................................ yes
Pre-Medical Sciences........................................................................................................ yes
Chemistry ................................................... B.A., S.S., M.S.,
M.S.T.C., Ph.D............. yes
yes
Communication Studies .................................. B.A., M.A. .................... yes
yes
Comparative Literature ...................................................................................................... yes
Computer Science .......................................... B.S., M.S. .................... yes
yes
Computer Science-Physics ............................. B.A.
_Creative Writing ............................................. M.F.A.
yes
Economics ...................................................... B.A., M.A..................... yes
yes
English ........................................................... B.A., M.A..................... yes
yes
Environmental Studies ................................... M.S. ............................. yes
yes
Film ................................................................................................................................... yes
Foreign Languages and
Literatures........................................................................................ yes
Chinese...................................................... .................... .......... .. .. .. . yes
Classics ...................................................... B.A.
French ........................................................ B.A., M.A. .................... yes
yes
yes
German ....................................................... B.A., M.A..................... yes
Greek............................................................................................... yes
Japanese.................................................... ..................................... yes
Latin ........................................................... B.A. ............................. yes
yes
Russian ....................................................... B.A. ............................. yes
yes
Spanish ....................................................... B.A., M.A. .................... yes
yes
General.............................................................................................................................. yes
Geography ..................................................... B.A., M.A. .................... yes
yes
Geology .......................................................... B.A., M.S., Ph.D. ......... yes
yes
History .. ,......................................................... B.A., M.A. .................... yes
yes
History-Political Science ................................. B.A.
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Unit and Discipline
Degree
Program

UnderCourse graduate
Offerings
Minor

Nondegree
Advising
Program

Human Development........................................................................... yes
yes
Interdisciplinary Studies ................................. M.l.S.
Liberal Studies ............................................... B.A. ............ .............. .... yes
Linguistics........................................................................................... yes
Mathematics ................................................... B.A., M.A.
M.A.T.M., Ph.D ........... . yes
yes
Military Science ................................................................................... yes
yes
Native American Studies .................................................................... . yes
Philosophy ...................................................... B.A., M.A .................... . yes
yes
yes
Physics ........................................................... B.A., M.A., M.S .......... . yes
Physics and Astronomy .................................. B.A.
Physics-Computer Science ............................. B.A.
Political Science ............................................. B.A., M.A. .................... yes
yes
Political Science-History ................................. B.A.
Pre-Engineering .................................................................................................................... yes
Pre-Law ................................................................................................................................. yes
Psychology ..................................................... B.A., M.A., Ph.D.......... yes
yes
Public Administration ...................................... M.P.A.
Religious Studies................................................................................ yes
Rural, Town and Regional
Planning ..................................................... M.S.
School Psychology ......................................... M.A.
Science.......................................................... ..................................... yes
Social Work .................................................... B.A. ................. ............ yes
*Sociology ....................................................... B.A., M.A., Ph.D. ......... yes
yes
Soviet Studies ............ ·..............................................................................yes
*A moratorium has been placed on new admissions to the Ph.D. program in Sociology.
School of Business Administration
Accounting ..................................................... M.Acct. ........................ yes
Business Administration ................................. B.S.B.Ad., M.B.A.
Finance.......................................................... ..................................... yes
Management.................................................. ..................................... yes

School of Education
Business Education and
Office Administration........................................................................
Curriculum and Instruction..................................................................
Education ....................................................... B.A.E., M.A.
M.E., Ed.S., Ed.D.
Educational Administration..................................................................
Guidance and Counseling .............................. M.A. .............................
Health and Human Performance .................... B.S.H.H.P.,
M.S., M.S.T.H.P. .........
Library-Media Services...........................................................................
Office Administration ..............................................................................
School of Fine Arts
Art .................................................................. B.A., B.F.A.,
M.A., M.F.A. ................
Dance ............................................................. B.F.A. ..........................
Drama ............................................................ B.A., B.F.A.,
M.A., M.F.A. ................
Music ............................................................. B.A., B.M.E. ................
Composition ................................................ B.M., M.M.
Music Education ......................................... M.M.E.
Music History and
Literature ................................................. M.A ..

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

yes
yes

yes
yes

yes
yes

yes
yes
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Unit and Discipline
Degree
Program

UnderCourse graduate
Offerings
Minor

Nondegree
Advising
Program

Performance ............................................... B.M., M.M.
Theory ........................................................ B.M.

School of Forestry
Forestry .......................................................... B.S.F., M.F.,
M.S., Ph.D. .................. yes
Recreation Management. ............................... B.S.R.M., M.S. ............ yes
*Resource AdmiAistration ................................ M.R.A.
Resource Conservation .................................. B.S.R.C., M.S.
yes
Wildlife Biology .............................................. B.S.W.B., M.S. ............ yes
*A moratorium has been placed on new admissions to the Master of Resource Administration program.
School of Journalism
Journalism ...................................................... B.A.J., M.A. .................
Radio-Television ............................................. B.A.R-TV ......................

yes
yes

School of Law
Law ................................................................ J.D. .............................

yes

School of Pharmacy and
Allied Health Sciences
Health Sciences.................................................................................. yes
Pharmacy ....................................................... B.S.P., M.S. .. .............. yes
Physical Therapy ............................................ B.S.P.T. ....................... yes
Pre-Nursing......................................................................................................... yes
Library.............................................................. ........... ......... ........ .. ..... ..
Western Montana College of The University of Montana
Arts ................................................................ A.A. ...... ...... .. ....... ... . .....
Business ........................................................ A.S........ ... .... .. .. .. .... . .. .. .
Early Childhood Education .............................A.S. ..............................
Education (Elementary) .................................. B.S. ..............................
Education (Secondary) ................................... B.S. ..............................
Human Resource Management. ..................... A.S. .................... ..........
Information Processing ...................................A.S. ..............................
Office Systems Technology ............................A.S. ..............................
Tourism and Recreation .................................A.S. ..............................

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

Graduate School
For information on graduate degrees and programs offered, admission to the Graduate School, general requirements for graduate
degrees and graduate courses, write to the Dean of the Graduate School.
For information about particular degrees and application forms for admission to graduate work, write the head of the school or department in which you plan to pursue a graduate degree.

Nondegree Advising Programs
Although the University does not award degrees in the areas listed previously as nondegree advising programs, the faculty has
established curricula and provides advising. These curricula are for students who want to supplement their degree majors, who
plan to transfer to other institutions with degree programs in these areas, or who are undecided about their majors.

Teaching Majors and Minors
Subject areas in which the University offers majors and minors designed for students who plan to teach appear in the School of
Education section and in the respective disciplines' section of this bulletin. Teaching majors and minors are separate entities from
degree majors and minors and course requirements may be different.
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Admission to
the University
The University of Montana does not discriminate in admission, in the provision of student services, or
in employment policies on the basis of race, sex, national origin or ancestry, marital status, creed, religion,
color, political ideas, age, or mental or physical disability. The University accepts applications from instate or out-of-state, domestic or international students.
The University Welcomes out-of-state students insofar as its educational programs and resources permit. The University retains the right to limit the number of out-of-state students and to establish requirements which will insure their high scholastic aptitude.
Application to the School of Law is administered solely by the School of Law, The University of Montana, Missoula, Montana 59812. Requirements for admission are detailed in the Law School Bulletin.
Application to graduate degree programs is administered by the Graduate School, The University
of Montana, Missoula, Montana 59812 (406) 243-2572. Requirements for admission are detailed in the
Graduate School Catalog.
•
Application to undergraduate degree status, undergraduate nondegree status and graduate
nondegree status is administered by the Admissions Office, The University of Montana, Missoula, Montana 59812 (406) 243-4277. The requirements for admission to these statuses are described below.
Achievement of a U.S. high school diploma or equivalent is the minimum level of academic preparation
required for admission to the University. Upon receipt of an application the Admissions Office will send
each applicant a residence hall application, food service and residence.hall information, and a Medical
History Record form. Applicants will be notified of their acceptance or refusal as soon as possible after
necessary credentials have been received by the Admissions Office.

Undergraduate Degree
Status

The undergraduate degree admission status is for students who plan to earn an associate or a baccalaureate degree at UM. This status is comprised of entering freshmen and transfer students. International students are admitted to this status.
All schools and departments consider new applicants. Some departments reserve the right to review
applications and set admission standards for their undergraduate programs which differ from the general
University requirements listed here. Applicants to these departments who meet general University requirements for admission to the undergraduate degree status will be admitted to the appropriate premajor
program by the Admissions Office. Application to the undergraduate major program is an additional,
separate process administered by the department and arranged for by the student seeking acceptance.

Entering Freshmen/Undergraduate Degree Admission
Academic Eligibility (In-State and Out-of-State)
Admission standards are as follows for both in-state and out-of-state high school graduates. Students
who do not meet the admission standards may have several other admission options from which to
choose. Please contact the Admissions Office for information. These admission requirements are subject to change.
1. Graduation from an accredited high school.
2. 2.5 grade point average or 20 composite on the enhanced ACT or 800 combined verbal/math on
SAT or rank in the upper half of graduation class.
·
3. Successful completion of College Preparatory Program:
• Four years of English.
• Three years of math, including Algebra I, Geometry and Algebra II (or the sequential content
equivalent of these courses). Students are encouraged to take a math course in their senior year.
• Three years of social studies, including global studies (i.e., world history or world geography),
American history and government or another third year course.
• Two years of laboratory science. One year must be earth science, biology, chemistry, or physics;
the other year can be one of those sciences or another approved college prep laboratory science.
• Two years chosen from the following: foreign language (preferably two years), computer science,
visual and performing arts, or vocational education units that meet the Office of Public Instruction
guidelines.
The following categories of students are exempt from 2 and 3 above:
a. Non-traditional students (those who do not enter college for a period of at least three years from
the date of high school graduation or from the date they would have graduated from high school-see
GED under General Information).
b. Summer only students.
c. Extended degree students, and
d. Part-time students taking fewer than twelve credits per term .
Questions concerning admission requirements may be directed to the Admissions Office, (406) 243-4277.
How to Apply
Receipt in the Admissions Office of the credentials described below constitutes a complete application
for admission:
1. Application form. Submit a completed admission application form to the Admissions Office, The
University of Montana, Missoula, MT 59812.
2. $20 application fee. This non-refundable fee is payable once at the undergraduate level provided
poyment is followed by enrollment.
3. Test scores. Request that your ACT or SAT results be sent to the UM Admissions Office directly
from the testing company.
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4. High School Academic History Student Self Report form. This form may be part of the application
form . Forms also are available at high school guidance offices or by calling the UM Admissions
Office. If you are unsure of anything concerning your academic record, consult your counselor
or principal.
5. Final high school transcript. Request that only your final high school transcripts be sent to UM's
Admissions Office. Information provided on the self-report form will be verified from this transcript.
The original admission decision will be reviewed based on this official information.
6. Medical History Record. All applicants are required to submit a completed Medical History Record
to the Student Health Service prior to enrollment. This form will be sent to students upon receipt
of their application for admission. It is important that the immunization information be complete
and accurate and validated by a health official.
When to Apply
Credentials should be on file in the Admissions Office at least one month prior to registration for the
term in which the student intends to enroll. Those whose complete credentials are not on file at that
time may be required to pay a late registration fee. It is required that acceptance be granted prior to
participation in an orientation program. Details about new student orientation and and advance registration
for any particular term can be obtained from the Office of New Student Services. Freshman applicants
should not apply before the end of the junior year of high school.

Transfer/Undergraduate Degree Admission
Academic Eligibility
All applicants must present a 2.00 (C) grade average for all college level work attempted to be
eligible for admission.
Any undergraduate degree transfer applicant who has attempted twelve or more college level semester
credits must meet the academic eligibility requirements described here. Any undergraduate degree
transfer applicant who has attempted fewer than twelve college level credits must meet the academic
eligibility requirements for freshmen mentioned above.
The Admissions Office determines whether or not transfer work is college level, the appropriate grading
and credit conversions on transfer work, and the applicability of transfer credit toward general education requirements. See Transfer Credit under General Information in this section.
How to Apply
Receipt of the following credentials in the Admissions Office constitutes a complete application for admission:
1. Application form . The application form may be obtained by contacting the Office of New Student
Services, The University of Montana, Missoula, Montana 59812 (406) 243-6266. It should be completed, signed and returned to the Admissions Office.
2. $20.00 non-refundable application fee. This non-refundable fee is payable once at the undergraduate
level provided payment is followed by enrollment. In all other cases, record of payment will remain
on file in the Admissions Office for one year. An application cannot be considered prior to payment of these fees.
3. Official college/university transcripts. The student must supply a complete official transcript from
each regionally accredited college or university attended, and from each college or university attended holding candidate status. Applications from students who are enrolled at the transfer school
while applying to UM will be considered for admission based on incomplete official transcripts showing all academic work completed and posted to date. The complete official transcript must be on
file in the Admissions Office before the conclusion of the first term of enrollment at UM . Academic
eligibility will be reviewed again upon receipt of that final transcript.
4. All transfer applicants who have attempted fewer than 12 college-level semester credits must submit an official high school transcript, high school academic history student selfreport form, and
ACT or SAT scores. Academic eligibility will be determined on the basis of these credentials. If
the high school graduation date is more than three years prior to the term of intended enrollment,
the ACT/SAT is waived.
5. Medical History Record. All applicants are required to submit a completed Medical History Record
to the Student Health Service prior to enrollment. This form will be sent to students upon receipt
of their application for admission. It is especially important that the immunization record be complete and accurate and validated by a health official.
When to Apply
Credentials should be on file in the Admissions Office at least one month prior to registration for the
term in which the student intends to enroll. Those whose complete credentials are not on file at that
time may be required to pay a late registration fee. It is required that acceptance be granted prior to
participation in an orientation program. Details about new student orientation and advance registration
for any particular term can be obtained from the Office of New Student Services.

International-Undergraduate Degree Admission
The University of Montana Admissions Office will issue the Immigration Form 1-20 AB (necessary for
obtaining an F-1 student visa) to international applicants who are academically eligible for the
undergraduate degree status (see above) and who supply complete credentials as described below.
In certain situations an international applicant may not need an.l-20; in these cases, the Admissions
Office should be contacted for individual advice regarding admission status, academic eligibility, and
admission requirements. International students are not required to submit ACT or SAT scores.
How to Apply/International-Undergraduate Degree Status
Receipt of the following credentials in the Admissions Office constitutes a complete application for admission:
1. International application. This form can be obtained by contacting the Office of New Student Ser-
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vices, The University of Montana, Missoula, Montana 59812 {406) 243-6266. It should be completed and returned to the Admissions Office.
2. $20.00 non-refundable application fee. This non-refundable fee is payable once at the undergraduate
level when payment is followed by enrollment. In all other cases record of payment will remain
on file in the Admissions Office for one year. Payment of these fees are expected prior to consideration of the application. If this is not possible, the Admissions Office should be notified and
an alternative arrangement may be made.
3. Academic Credentials
A. Non-U.S.
(1) Certified copies of non-U .S. academic credentials beginning with secondary school through
the highest level of achievement.
(2) A detailed course by course evaluation of non-U.S. academic credentials from an approved independent evaluations service. Contact the Admissions Office for information about
making these arrangements {allow 4-8 weeks). Please Note: this evaluation is used as
a recommendation in determining academic eligibility and transfer credit where appropriate.
Transfer credit granted by The University of Montana is not necessarily transferable to
other colleges and universities.
B. U.S.
Complete official transcripts showing all U:S. high school and college/university attendance.
4. Statement of Financial Support
The applicant must submit a certified statement from his/her bank or sponsor verifying that adequate financial resources are available to pay for the student's estimated expenses for the first
yea,r {tuition, fees, room, board, miscellaneous, mandatory purchase of health insurance, expenses
of dependents, etc.).
5. English Report
Students from non-English-speaking countries must give evidence of proficiency in English. Such
students should arrange to take the Test of English as a Foreign Language {TOEFL). A passing
score on that examination is 490. However, students who score less than 580 will be required to
take English as a second language courses according to the following schedule:
490-525-one-half the normal academic load plus Engl/Ling 250: English for Foreign Students:
Intermediate. Students in mathematics, computer science, and science fields that depend heavily
on laboratory work may enroll up to a three-fourths academic load.
525-580-three-fourths normal academic load plus Engl/Ling 450: English for Foreign Students:
Advanced.
A student may petition the Supervisor of the English as a Second Language Program to waive
this requirement, if the student has the support of his or her department or program chair.
Any questions concerning the evidence of proficiency in English should be directed to the Admissions Office. Requests for information on TOEFL test procedures and registration should be directed
to:
Test of English as a Foreign Language, P.O. Box 899, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
When the student arranges to take the TOEFL test, he or she should request that examination
results be sent directly to the Admissions Office, The University of Montana, Missoula, Montana
59812. (Code N. 4489-00)
6. Medical History Record-International. All applicants are required to submit a completed Medical
History Record for international students to the Student Health Service. This form will be sent
to the student upon receipt of the application form. It is required that the immunization record {for
measles, rubella, diphtheria, tetanus, polio, and skin testing for tuberculosis) be complete, accurate,
and validated by a physician.
7. Visa Clearance and Advisor's Recommendation Form. F-1 students transferring from another college or university in the U.S. must have this form completed by the foreign student advisor of that
school and returned to the UM Admissions Office.
When to Apply
All application materials must be on file in the Admissions Office at least one month prior to registration
for the the first term of enrollment.

Undergraduate Nondegree
Status

An applicant who wishes to pursue studies for his or her personal growth and who does not wish to
work toward a formal degree at The University of Montana may apply as an undergraduate nondegree
student. Each applicant should understand that acceptance to this category does not constitute
acceptance Into a degree granting program. Applicants admitted as undergraduate nondegree students
are not eligible for financial aid.
Academic Eliglblllty
Each applicant should have sufficient educational background to qualify for the course or courses in
which enrollment is sought and must certify on the application form that he/she has graduated from
a high school that is fully accredited by its state department of education, or has passed the General
Educational Development test with a standard score of 35 or above on each test and an average standard score of 45 or above on all five tests. A maximum of 30 semester credits earned as a nondegree
student will be applied to an undergraduate degree at The University of Montana if the applicant applies and is accepted to a degree program. This category is not open to students currently on academic
suspension from The University of Montana or to freshman applicants who have been denied admission to the undergraduate degree status.
If a person is admitted as an undergraduate nondegree student and later wishes to change to a degree
program, he or she will be required to file an application for readmission available from the Admissions
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Office or the Registrar's Office, furn ish the required supporting credentials and meet the regular admissions requirements for the undergraduate degree status.
Students admitted as undergraduate nondegree students are not eligible for financial aid.
How to Apply
Receipt of the following credentials in the Admissions Office constitutes a complete application for admission to the undergraduate nondegree status:
1. Application form . The application form may be obtained from the Office of New Student Services,
The University of Montana, Missoula, Montana 59812 (406) 243-6266. It must be completed and
returned to the Admissions Office.
2. $20.00 non-refundable application fee. This non-refundable fee is payable once at the undergraduate
level provided payment is followed by enrollment. In all other cases, record of payment will remain
on file in the Admissions Office for one year. An application cannot be considered prior to payment of these fees.
3. Medical History Record. All applicants are required to submit a completed Medical History Record
to the Student Health Service. This form will be sent to students upon receipt of their application
for admission. It is especially important that the immunization record be complete and accurate
and validated by a health official.
4. Academic credentials or transcripts are not required .
When to Apply
The completed application and application fee should be on fi le in the Admissions Office at least one
month prior to registration for the term in which the student intends to enroll. Those whose applications
are not on file at that time may be required to pay a late registration fee. Details about new student
orientation and advance registration for any particular term can be obtained from the Office of New
Student Services.

Graduate Nondegree
Status

Former University of
Montana StudentsReadmission

Applicants having a baccalaureate degree who do not desire a graduate degree or who have not yet
been accepted by the Graduate School into a graduate degree program may enroll as graduate nondegree
students. (Students wishing to be admitted to a graduate degree program must apply for admission
through the Graduate School, furnish the required supporting credentials and meet all the regular admission requirements.)
Graduate nondegree students, may take courses for either graduate or undergraduate credit, as defined in the catalog. Graduate credit will be assigned automatically unless a request for undergraduate
credit is submitted to the Graduate School by the fifth week of the semester. Graduate credits earned
will not necessarily be applied toward graduate degree requirements if and when an individual is admitted to a graduate degree program. There is a limit of eight graduate credits for courses taken
while in the graduate nondegree status which might later be applied toward an advanced degree
at the University. These credits must be requested by petition to the Graduate School and require
the approval of the department or school to which the individual is seeking graduate degree admission.
Graduate nondegree students are urged to seek advice from the Graduate School if they have any intention of pursuing a graduate degree program. Applicants admitted as graduate nondegree students
probably will not be eligible for any type of financial aid.
Academic Eliglblllty for the Graduate Nondegree Status
Applicants must have earned a baccalaureate degree (or higher degree) from a regionally accredited
college or university prior to enrollment in the graduate nondegree status at UM.
How to Apply
Receipt of the following credentials in the Admissions Office constitutes a complete application to the
graduate nondegree status:
1. Application form. A completed application form may be obtained by contacting the Office of New
Student Services, The University of Montana, Missoula, Montana 59812 (406) 243-6266.
2. $20.00 non-refundable application fee. This non-refundable fee is payable once at the graduate
level provided payment is followed by enrollment. In all other cases, record of payment will remain
on file in the Admissions Office for one year. An application cannot be considered prior to payment of these fees.
3. Medical History Record. All applicants are required to submit a completed Medical History Record
to the Student Health Service prior to enrollment. This form will be sent to students upon receipt
of their application for admission. It is especially important that the immunization record be complete and accurate and validated by a health official.
4. Academic credentials are not required; however, the application must verify a completed baccalaureate _degree (or higher) at a regionally accredited college or university prior to enrollment
in the graduate nondegree status at UM.
When to Apply
Complete credentials should be on file in the Admissions Office one month prior to registration for the
term in which the student intends to enroll or the student may be required to pay a late registration
fee . Details about new student orientation and advance registration for a particular term may be obtained from the Office of New Student Services.

All students previously enrolled at The University of Montana who have interrupted their enrollment
for one year or more must submit an application for readmission. Applications for readmission may
be obtained from the Registrar's Office. Former students applying for a change in their admission status
(undergraduate degree, undergraduate nondegree, graduate nondegree) via the readmission prqcess
are subject to the admission requirements described above. Former undergraduate degree students
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who do not plan to change their status and who have attended another college/university since
attending The University of Montana, even if their absence from UM has been less than one year
in duration, also must apply for readmission.
Former students who have not been enrolled for more than two years preceding their return to the University must submit a new Medical History Report to the Student Health Service. This form will be sent
to former students upon receipt of their application.
There is a $20.00 non-refundable application fee . Former students are not required to submit this fee
unless they are changing from an undergraduate status to a graduate status or vice versa. This fee
is payable once at the graduate level and once at the undergraduate level provided payment is followed by enrollment.

General Information

Achievement Tests (ACT/SAT)
The results of the American College Test (ACT) or the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) must be requested
directly from the testing company. They are used for admission and academic advising, for helping
to select students with high academic potential who may be seeking scholarships and for placement
into classes. All new undergraduate degree students, both freshmen and transfers, who have attempted fewer than 12 semester credits must take the ACT or the SAT. Arrangements should be made to
take the test in October or December of the year preceding entrance to the University. Complete information and registration forms are sent to all high ~chool counselors well in advance of each test date.
Information may also be obtained from the American College Testing Program, P.O. Box 168, Iowa
City, Iowa 52240 or the College Board ATP, Box 592, Princeton, New Jersey 08540.
The examination must be completed no later than December of the year before entrance if the student
wishes to be considered for scholarships. Students who do not complete the ACT or SAT examination
in advance will be required to pay a registration fee and complete the ACT examination on campus
after their arrival. Students who have a handicap which would hamper them in taking the ACT or SAT
test will need to make special arrangements to take the test.
If the high school graduation date is more than three years prior to the term in which the student intends to enroll, an ACT or SAT score is not required but is strongly encouraged.

Advanced Placement (AP) Program/
College Level Examination Program (CLEP)
College credit may be granted based on achievement in college-level high school courses, provided
the University has received satisfactory scores from the College Entrance Examination Board on the
Advanced Placement Examinations. Credit for specific examinations is granted subject to approval of
the academic department which offers similar courses at the University. Therefore, it should not be
assumed that credit granted by other colleges/universities will be allowed by UM . Specific questions
regarding the Advanced Placement Program should be directed to the Admissions Office. (See University policy following.)
The University of Montana recognizes there are great individual differences in the academic preparation and background of students because of the variety of learning opportunities afforded by books,
television, travel and work experience. In an effort to give credit for learning that takes place outside
of the university classroom The University of Montana grants credit for some of the College Level Examination Program (CLEP) tests. The purpose of this program is to allow students to take examinations
to test their achievement and determine if their proficiency is equivalent to a college-level course in
various academic fields. Credit for specific examinations is granted subject to approval of the appropriate
academic department at the University. Therefore, it should not be assumed that credit granted by other
colleges/universities will be allowed by UM. Details about CLEP can be obtained from the Counseling
Center.
University policy for awarding credit on the basis of AP/CLEP Is as follows:
1. Students must be enrolled in or applying to the undergraduate degree status.
2. Grades of Pass will be recorded for all credits granted. (Be sure to read the Credit Maximums
section of this catalog regarding pass credits.)
3. There is no limit to the number of credits that may be awarded. (Be sure to read the Credit Maximums section of the catalog regarding pass credits.)
4. Credits may be used toward general education requirements. Appropriate designations will be made
by the Admissions Office.
5. The applicability of credits granted toward major requirements will be determined by the academic
department in which the student is majoring.

Credit for Military Service and Schooling
The University may grant elective credit for courses completed in military service schools and training
provided such credit is baccalaureate level as recommended by the American Council on Education
in "A Guide to Evaluation of Educational Experiences in the Armed Services". Specific questions regarding credit for military service schools should be directed to the Admissions Office.

Credit for Training Programs
The University may grant elective credit for courses completed in training programs, provided such
credit is baccalaureate level as recommended by the American Council on Education in "The National
Guide to Educational Credits for Training Programs". Specific questions regarding credit for training
programs should be directed to the Admissions Office.

Foreign Language Placement
See the Academic Policies and Procedures section of this catalog for information on placement testing
for foreign languages. Transfer credit is not granted for high school foreign languages.
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General Education Requirement
Accepted transfer courses apply toward The University of Montana General Education requirements
as assigned by the Admissions Office.
Transfer students who submit all credentials on time and who are admitted to an undergraduate degree
program will receive an evaluation of their work showing the distribution of courses toward the general
education requirements; this evaluation will be sent with the acceptance letter. It is important that a
student monitor his/her program with the help of an academic advisor. Refer to the General Education Requirements section of this catalog for details.
Students who have earned a baccalaureate or higher degree are considered to have met the general
education requirement.

GED Admissions
A person who is not a graduate from an accredited high school may be eligible for admission by earning passing scores on the General Educational Development (GED) tests. Passing scores are a minimum
score of 35 on each test and an average score of 45. For additional information regarding eligibility
and test center locations in Montana, contact the Office of Public Instruction, Helena, MT 59601.
Students completing the High School Equivalency Certificate based on the GED examination will be
admitted as "Conditional Freshmen". Conditional freshmen must complete a prescribed program of
study during the first term of enrollment. Conditional freshmen who complete the prescribed courses
without being placed on probation are to be removed from conditional status and be considered regular
students in the subsequent term.

Health Examination
Each student admitted to the University is required to submit a completed Medical History Record. This
self-reported medical history is designed to help the Health Service provide the best possible care to
students. It should be completed by the applicant as soon as possible and returned to the Health Service before registration. It is especially important that the immunization record be complete and accurate and validated by a health official.

High School Pilot Program
High school students who have completed high school course work in a specific area and who wish
to continue their education in that area can enroll in University classes under this program. High school
students earn college credit, receive an early introduction to University opportunities and are able to
develop skills and knowledge beyond the high school level. For more information, contact the Coordinator of the High School Pilot Program, Admissions Office, Lodge 222, The University of Montana,
Missoula, MT 59812 or phone 406-243-4277.

International Student Exchange Program
For information on the International Student Exchange Program, contact the International Programs
Office, University Hall 022, The University of Montana, Missoula, MT 59812 or phone 406-243-2288.

National Student Exchange
The University of Montana participates in the National Student Exchange (NSE) program with 80 other
state colleges and universities. This program offers students the opportunity to become better acquainted
with different social and educational patterns in other areas of the United States. NSE encourages students
to experience new life and learning styles, appreciate differing cultural perspectives, learn more about
themselves and others and broaden their educational backgrounds through specialized courses or unique programs which may not be available on the home campus. The qualified sophomore or junior
year student may travel to another state and participate in the exchange program for up to one academic
year while continuing to pay in-state (resident) fees. For more information, contact the Coordinator of
the National Student Exchange Program, Office of New Student Services, Lodge 101, The University
of Montana, Missoula, MT 59812 or phone 406-243-6266.

Special Admission Committee
A special admission committee reviews those applications of all students who do not meet the regular
admission standards.

Transfer Credentials
The kinds of credentials evaluated by the Admissions Office for possible transfer credits fall into two
categories, required and optional.
Required Credentials-UM requires that these credentials be submitted for evaluation at the time of
application to the undergraduate degree status. They consist of official transcripts from regionally accredited colleges and universities, and from colleges and universities that are candidates for accreditation in the Northwest Association of Schools and Colleges. Coursework from schools lacking regional
accreditation is not evaluated unless an individual exception is requested by a student and approved
by a committee composed of the Academic Vice President, Admissions Director and Registrar.
Optional Credentials-Although students are not required to submit these records, the Admissions
Office will evaluate them any time during enrollment in the undergraduate degree status. They consist
of official records from nontraditional sources including Advance Placement Program, College Level
Examination Program, military service records, records from certain training programs (see below).

Transfer Evaluations
Evaluations of transfer records are done by the Admissions Office for students who are applying to
or enrolled in an undergraduate degree program. An Advisor's Summary Report-Evaluation of Transfer
Records is included in the acceptance letter packet and in the advising materials distributed during
orientation. It is recommended that students provide their advisors with transfer course descriptions.
As part of an evaluation, the Admissions Office reviews all academic work for possible repeated courses
and assigns courses to UM General Education areas appropriately. Credit for courses judged by the
Admissions Office to be of college level will be applied toward the free elective reauirements of the
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associate and baccalaureate degrees, and subject to restrictions noted in the Credit Maximums presented
later in the section under Degree Requirements. These and other limitations are explained in that section . The academic department is authorized to determine the applicability of accepted credit toward
major department requirements. Students are required to seek the advice of their departmental advisors prior to registration each term .
Upon enrollment,transfer credit (course by course) will be posted to the UM permanent record.

Transfer Guides
The UM Admissions Office publishes guides to the evaluation of transfer courses from various two and
four year colleges in Montana, Idaho and Wyoming. These guides are available at the transfer schools
and from the Admissions Office, The University of Montana, Missoula, MT 59812.

Validation Required Credit
The Montana University System Board of Regents has stipulated that college level credit from colleges
and universities having candidacy status in a regional accrediting association can be accepted only
after the student has successfully completed twenty (20) semester credits at the receiving institution.
At UM, these credits are termed "validation required" (VR) credits. As students successfully complete
twenty credits at UM, the VR credit is released by the UM Registrar and is added to the cumulative
undergraduate total credits.

Vocational-Technical Credits
Courses from regionally accredited colleges which are intended for use exclusively in terminal, nontransfer programs are termed vocational-technical. Transfer credit is not accepted for vocational-technical
courses, and vocational-technical courses are not used to determine academic eligibility for admission
to the undergraduate degree status at UM . Vocational-technical courses will appear on the UM permanent record. Although credits for vocational-technical courses are not accepted in transfer, the vocationaltechnical petition process enables a student's UM major department to grant 0-10 semester credits
based on vocational-technical experiences which enhance the major program.
To receive a vocational-technical credit grant, a student may petition her or his major department by
securing the petition form from the Registrar's Office. This form, together with a copy of The University
of Montana permanent record and a copy of the transfer institution's catalog, should be presented to
the department chair of the student's major. The department chair will return the form to the Registrar's
Office indicating how many, if any, credits may be applied toward the degree. This completed form
will represent an agreement between the institution and the student that these credits may be applied
toward graduation requirements so Jong as the student retains his or her major in the same field. Should
the student elect to change majors, the procedure must be followed with the new department chair
and the old agreement becomes void.

Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education
The Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education's Professional Student Exchange Program
enables students in thirteen western states to enroll in out-of-state professional programs when those
fields of study are not available in their home states. Exchange students receive preference in admission. They pay reduced level of tuition-for most students, resident tuition in public institutions and
approximately one-third the standard tuition at private schools. The home state pays a support fee to
the admitting schools, to help cover the cost of students' education for the "normal" length of the program. Years show in the parentheses following the available fields are the normal maximum for WJCHE
support. Available fields are architecture (three academic years), dentistry (four academic years), law
(three academic years), library studies (graduate; varies), maritime technology (four academic years),
nursing (graduate; two academic years), occupational therapy (two years), optometry (four academic
years), osteopathic medicine (four academic years), pharmacy (varies), physical therapy (two years),
podiatry (four academic years), public health (two academic years), veterinary medicine (four academic
years). For more information about the Professional Student Exchange Program, contact the Admissions Office, Lodge 222.

Western Montana College/The University of Montana
Because some students would benefit from the special advantages offered by both Western Montana
College and The University of Montana, the two schools are cooperating in a unique effort-" Integrated
Programs" . Under these programs a student may take his or her first year or two of courses at Western
and transfer to the University. The University waives the application fees for students who have previously
paid the fees to Western Montana College providing they remain in the same status.

Western Undergraduate Exchange
The University of Montana participates with the states of Alaska, Colorado, Hawaii, Idaho, Nevada, New
Mexico, North Dakota, Oregon, South Dakota, Utah and Wyoming in the Western Undergraduate Exchange program. Residents of these states may be eligible for reduced tuition rates.
Because The University of Montana participates in the WUE program, residents of Montana may enroll
under the same terms in designated institutions and programs in other participating states.
Information may be obtained from the Admissions Office at The University of Montana. Montana residents
may obtain information about WUE programs in other states from the appropriate Admissions Office
at university/colleges taking part in the WUE program or from WICHE I Student Exchange Program,
P.O. Drawer P, Boulder, CO 80301-9752, telephone 303-497-0210.

Student Conduct Code

The Student Conduct Code, embodying the ideals of academic honesty, integrity and responsible citizenship, governs all academic work and student conduct at the University. Student enrollment presupposes a commitment to the principles and policies embodied in this Code.
The Student Conduct Code sets forth standards of student conduct, disciplinary sanctions for breach
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of the standards of student conduct and procedures to be followed in adjudicating charges of both
academic and non-academic misconduct.
The Dean of Students is responsible for administration of the Student Conduct Code for all non-academic
conduct. Matters involving academic conduct fall within the responsibility of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs.
The Student Conduct Code is set forth in a separately printed handbook, copies of which may be obtained from the Dean of Students, the Vice President for Academic Affairs, or ASUM (The Associated
Students of The University of Montana).
Also see the Plagiarism Warning section of this catalog.

Academic Advising
and Orientation
Advising

Orientation

The University of Montana maintains that academic advising is an important part of the educational
process. Establishing a friendly and honest relationship with an academic advisor will be an advantage
to the UM student both personally and educationally. An effective relationship with an advisor is one
of the avenues through which students come to realize the maximum educational benefits available
to them, learn to better understand themselves and to meet their special educational needs and
aspirations.
Academic advising is required each semester of all undergraduate students. This mandatory advisement policy means that a student must obtain the advisor's endorsement of his or her course selection
as evidenced by the advisor's stamp on registration materials. Students are strongly encouraged to
meet with an advisor during the Advanced Registration period each semester to discuss plans for the
next semester and to secure the required advisor stamp on the Course Request Form. Students who
do not advance register must meet with an advisor during Final Registration to obtain approval, however
these students may find their choice of courses limited.
Students majoring in a department or school are assigned an academic advisor from that unit. Each
department may use a different process in assigning advisors. In some cases, the person in charge
of advising for the program, the Advising Chair, does all the freshman advising. Or, the student may
be assigned an advisor in her major who seems best suited to discuss her particular academic interests.
The University of Montana encourages the enrollment of students who are unsure of their educational
and career plans. These students are designated as General Studies students, and are assigned a
faculty member or Peer Advisor from a select advising poof through the Office of Academic Advising
in the University College. This advisor will assist the student in exploring various educational and career
goals while meeting the General Education Requirements. While many advisors are faculty members
from the departments, the University does involve trained peer advisors and staff in the process. In
the event you are dissatisfied with your assigned advisor or if your schedules do not mesh, you may
request a change of advisor either from the department or from the University's Coordinator of Academic
Advising.
Although faculty advisors, peer advisors and the Coordinator of Academic Advising are here to help,
it is important for students to realize that the ultimate responsibility for meeting all graduation requirements
is their own. Students can increase their academic planning effectiveness by fully utilizing the advising
system, and by acquainting themselves with the academic requirements of their major fields, University policies for registration and graduation, and scholastic requirements. The UM catalog is the official
source of information on these matters and is available upon request from the New Student Services
Office.
Students with academic advising questions or concerns are invited to contact the Coordinator of Academic
Advising, University College, Corbin Hall, The University of Montana, Missoula, MT 59812 or phone
(406) 243-2835.

Participation in an Orientation session is the best way for new students to get acquainted with the University. Students who begin school in the autumn can attend one of three summer orientation programs
and advance register for classes. Other Orientation sessions take place at the beginning of each semester
in August and January.
Typical events of an Orientation session include general information meetings, personal academic advising appointments and registration for classes.
Information about Orientation programs is sent to all students who have applied for admission to the
University. Specific information is available through the Office of New Student Services by calling or
writing.

Academic Policies
and Procedures
Registration

The detailed instructions for advance registration and final registration as well as the course offerings
are published in the Schedule of Classes which is available for a nominal fee from the University Center
Bookstore. Students must complete their registration during the scheduled registration period or be
subject to payment of a late registration fee if they are allowed to register. Registration is not completed
nor is any credit awarded until all fees have been paid.
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If students plan to attend summer session or if students plan to attend during the academic year and
were not in attendance for a term(s) during the immediately preceding 12 months, they must reapply
for admission through the Registrar's Office. Students who have never attended before or who are changing admission status must apply to the Admissions Office. See the Admissions section of this catalog.
All students currently enrolled for an academic year semester and students admitted or readmitted to
the University may advance register for the subsequent semester. Those students who do not advance
register may attend final registration the day before classes begin.

Students with Disabilities
Students with disabilities may obtain assistance with the registration process and the relocation of classes
through Disability Services in 28 Corbin Hall, (406) 243-2243 VOICE/TDD.

Adding Courses
To add courses students must obtain a drop/add form from the Registration Center in the Lodge, obtain the signature of the instructor on the form and return it to the Registration Center within the first
fifteen instructional days of each semester. A drop/add becomes effective the day the form is submitted to the Registration Center and not the day when attendance in class begins.
Students may not add courses after the first fifteen instructional days unless very unusual circumstances
exist. In such cases they must obtain the approval of the advisor, the instructor, the instructor's chair
or dean, and their own academic dean on a petition form available from the Registration Center.

Dropping Courses or Changing Sections,
Grading or Credit Status
To drop courses, to change sections of the same course, to change from regular credit to audit or the
reverse, or to change from the pass/not pass grading option to letter grades or the reverse, students
must obtain a drop/add form from the Registration Center in the Lodge, obtain the instructor's signature
on the form and return it to the Registration Center within the first twenty-five instructional days of
each semester. Although courses may be dropped during the first twenty-five instructional days, students ·
will be charged the full amount for courses dropped after the fifteenth instructional day. A drop/add
becomes effective the day the form is submitted to the Registration Center. Courses dropped within
the first twenty-five days do not appear on student transcripts.
Students may not drop courses, change sections or change grading or credit status after the first twentyfive days unless very unusual circumstances exist. In such cases they must obtain the approval of their
advisor, the instructor, the instructor's chair or dean, and their own academic dean on a petition form
available from the Registration Center. Courses dropped after the first twenty-five days appear on student transcripts with a grade of W for withdrawal.
See the School of Law section of this catalog for the add and drop deadlines for law courses.

Class Attendance and Dropping Courses
Students who are registered for a course but do not attend the first two class meetings may be required
by the instructor to drop the course. This rule allows for early identification of class vacancies to permit
other students to add closed classes. Students not allowed to remain must turn in a drop slip to the
Registration Center to avoid receiving a failing grade. Students who know they will be absent should
contact the instructor in advance.

Withdrawal from the University
Students who withdraw from the University while a semester is in progress must complete withdrawal
forms which are obtained from the University College. Drop-add forms are not used to withdraw from
school.
When withdrawal forms are completed and submitted to the Registration Center before the end of the
fourteenth week of the semester, grades of W (withdrawal) are assigned. After the fourteenth week
students may not withdraw from the University except for very unusual circumstances. Such late
withdrawals are to be approved by the student's academic dean before the end of the semester. However,
in exceptional cases, a student's academic dean may approve retroactive withdrawal for the last semester
in attendance, provided the request is approved before the end of the student's next semester of
enrollment.

University Employees' Registration
University employees who have applied and have been accepted for admission to the University may
register with the approval of the employee's supervisor. Waivers of some fees are granted to faculty
and staff members who are at least three-quarter time salaried employees on the date of registration.
Additional information and the necessary forms are available in the Office of Human Resource Services in the Lodge.

Grading System

The University uses two types of grading: traditional letter grades and pass/not pass grades. At the
option of the instructors some courses are offered only on the traditional letter grade basis or only on
the pass/not pass basis. Other courses are open to either type of grading, at the option of the student.
Courses offered on the A-F basis only or P/NP only will be indicated in the Schedule of Classes. In
the event a change in the published grading option for a course becomes necessary, the faculty member
may make the change during the first ten class days of the semester. The students in the class and
the Registrar's office must be notified of the change no later than the tenth class day. Grades followed
by an R indicate remedial courses.

Traditional Letter Grading
A-work of superior quality; B-work better than average; C-average work; D-work below average,
but barely passini:i; F-failure. A proposal to allow plus and minus modifiers to these grades is under
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consideration. Other symbols used are: I-incomplete; N-work on the course may be continued in
later semesters (when work is completed, the final grade assigned applies to all semesters of the course);
W-withdrawal from a course; AUD-auditor registration. (AUD is recorded for all students who register
in courses as auditors, intending to listen to the courses without earning credit or being graded. The
same fees are assessed as when registering for credit. Any attendance or participation expectations
are established by the instructor of the course. If attendance expectations are not met, the instructor
may request a notation be placed on the student's academic record indicating attendance was not
satisfactory.)

Pass/Not Pass Grading
Student Option: To encourage students to venture into courses where they might otherwise hesitate
because of uncertainty regarding their aptitude or preparation they may enroll in certain courses on
a pass/not pass basis. A freshman or sophomore with a grade-point average of 2.00 or better may elect
one undergraduate course a semester on a pass/not pass basis. Juniors and seniors may elect more
than one pass/not pass course a semester. An instructor may indicate that a particular course is not
available under the pass/not pass option. Courses graded A-F only will be identified in the Schedule
of Classes.
No more than 40 pass/not pass credits may be counted toward graduation. The pass/not pass option
does not extend to courses required for the student's major or minor, except at the discretion of the
department concerned.
The grades of pass or not pass are not formally defined in terms of their relationship to the traditional
grades of A, 8, C, D, or F; a Pis given for work considered to be passing and therefore deserving credit,
and an X for work not passed. P and X grades do not affect grade point average.
Election of the pass/not pass option must be indicated at registration time on the registration form. After
registration, but prior to the end of the 25th day of instruction, an undergraduate student may change
a pass/not pass enrollment to an enrollment under the A-F grade system, and the reverse by means
of a drop-add form.
The University cautions students that many graduate and professional schools and some employers
do not recognize non-traditional grades (i.e., those other than A, 8, C, D, F) or may discriminate against
students who use the pass/not pass option for many courses.
Faculty Option: A faculty member may elect to grade an entire class on the pass/not pass basis. This
method of grading is used in courses where more precise grading is inappropriate. Courses graded
P/NP only will be identified in the Schedule of Classes.

No Credit Grading
Students enrolled in English 100 and 101 are graded by the traditional letter grades of A, 8, C, D, F
or are given NCR for no credit. The NCR grade does not affect grade point average.

Policy on lncompletes
It is assumed that students have the responsibility for completing the requirements of the courses in
which they are enrolled within the time framework of the semester.
lncompletes may be given when, in the opinion of the instructor, there is a reasonable probability that
students can complete the course without retaking it.
The incomplete is not an option to be exercised at the discretion of students. In all cases it is given
at the discretion of the instructor within the following guidelines:
1. A mark of incomplete may be assigned students when:
A. They have been in attendance and doing passing work up to three weeks before the end of
the semester, and
8. for reasons beyond their control and which are acceptable to the instructor, they have been
unable to complete the requirements of the course on time. Negligence and indifference are
not acceptable reasons.
2. The instructor sets the conditions for the removal of the incomplete and notes these conditions
on the final grade sheet.
3. When a student has met the conditions for removing the incomplete, the instructor will assign a
grade based upon an evaluation of the total work done by the student in the course.
4. An incomplete which is not removed within one calendar year automatically will revert to the alternate grade which was assigned by the instructor at the time the incomplete was submitted.

Computation of Cumulative Grade Average
Grade points are assigned as follows: 4 grade points for each credit of A; 3 grade points for each credit
of B; 2 grade points for each credit of C; and 1 grade point for each credit of D.
The cumulative grade-point average is computed by dividing the total grade points earned by the total
number of hours attempted, excluding courses assigned W, NCR, P, X, I, AUD, or N grades and courses
numbered under 100. Grades for courses transferred from other colleges and universities are not included in the calculation of the grade-point average for graduation.

Scholarship Requirements

University-wide minimum scholarship requirements (individual schools or departments may have higher
requirements) are based on the set of minimum grade averages printed below. The minimum grade
average requirement is raised progressively in order to help students meet the minimum requirements
for graduation.
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Number of Credits
Earned
0-30
31-64
65 or more

Minimum Cumulative
Grade Average Required
1.75
1.90
2.00

Academic Probation
Students will be placed on academic probation at the end of any semester if their cumulative GPA drops
below that required for the number of credits which they have earned. The effect of the academic probation is to serve notice to students that the quality of their work is below an acceptable level and that
continuation of unsatisfactory work during their next semester of enrollment will result in academic suspension. Students who are placed on academic probation will find that fact noted on their grade slips. They
should contact their advisors immediately to seek help.

Academic Suspension
Students will be academically suspended at the end of any semester if they were placed on academic
probation during their last semester of attendance and their cumulative GPA is still below the minimum
required. An exception is made if they earn at least 2.0 GPA for the semester without raising their
cumulative GPA to the required minimum. In such cases students remain on academic probation. The
effect of academic suspension is that students may not re-enroll at the University unless they have been
reinstated. Academic suspensions are noted on grade slips.

Reinstatement
The authority for reinstatement resides in the Admissions and Graduations subcommittee. In order to
be reinstated students must gain the approval of the dean of the school or college in which they intend
to enroll.
Following the first suspension, students are automatically reinstated after the lapse of two semesters
upon notification to the Registrar of their intent to return.
The dean will exercise his or her judgment concerning the best interests of students and the University
in cases of reinstatement after the first suspension but prior to two semesters and in cases of a second
or third suspension.
All students reinstated after suspension are reinstated on academic probation and will be suspended
again unless they meet the requirements as explained under Academic Suspension above.

Helping Services
Many programs at The University of Montana offer services to help students who are experiencing
academic difficulty. Faculty academic advisors are a primary resource for such students as they are
in a position to both give advice and make appropriate referrals. Students with declared majors secure
advisors through the department advising chair, and general studies students secure advisors through
the Office of Academic Advising in the University College.
Several courses are taught to assist students who have deficiencies in their academic backgrounds.
The Mathematical Sciences Department offers Math 005 and 100. The English Department offers
developmental composition and a writing laboratory. Help with reading problems and study skills is
available in the Curriculum and Instruction courses 002 and 160.
Financial needs, personal problems, and indecision regarding vocation often affect academic performance. The Financial Aids Office, the Counseling Center, the Student Health Service, the Career Planning and Placement Service and the Clinical Psychology Center can help in these areas.
Two tutoring programs are available to students, one administered by Special Services and the other
by the University College; both are located in Corbin Hall. The Counseling Center offers workshops
on a variety of topics designed to enhance student academic performance.

Plagiarism Warning

General Information

Plagiarism is the representing of another's work as one's own. It is a particularly intolerable offense
in the academic community and is strictly forbidden. Students who plagiarize may fail the course and
may be remanded to University Court for possible suspension or expulsion. (See Student Conduct Code
section of this catalog.)
Students must always be very careful to acknowledge any kind of borrowing that is included in their
work. This means not only borrowed wording but also ideas. Acknowledgment of whatever is not one's
own original work is the proper and honest use of sources. Failure to acknowledge whatever is not
one's own original work is plagiarism.

Maximum Credit Load
A student should register for no more than 18 hours credit during a semester, including physical education
activity courses, and courses which carry no credit such as Mathematics 005.
Permission to enroll for more than the maximum credit load given above may be approved by the student's academic advisor.

Full-Time Student Defined
An undergraduate student must register for a minimum of 12 hours credit a semester to be classified
as a full-time student; however, in most programs a student must earn slightly more than 16 credits
per semester to graduate in the normal four year period.

Classification of Undergraduate Students
The undergraduate student is classified as a freshman, sophomore, junior or senior based on the number
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of credits earned. The student who has earned fewer than 30 credits is a freshman. The student who
has earned at least 30 credits but fewer than 60 is a sophomore and the student who has earned at
least 60 credits but fewer than 95 credits is a junior. The student who has earned 95 or more credits
is classified a senior.

Dean's List (Honor Roll)
To qualify for the Dean's List, students must be undergraduates, must earn a semester GPA of 3.50
or higher, and receive grades of A or Bin at least 9 credits. No grades of C, D, F, X or NCR are allowed.

Repeating a Course
When a course is repeated, only the last grade received (excluding I, W, X, NCR and AUD) is used
to calculate the cumulative grade average. If the student has graduated and is repeating a course taken
prior to graduation, the cumulative grade average at the time of graduation is not changed. Credit is
not allowed for a course the second time if credit has already been counted toward a degree.
The repetition of a course in the School of Law is governed by a different policy. See the School of
Law section of this catalog.

University Omnibus Option for Independent Work
Under the "University omnibus option" credit is allowed for independent work in topics or problems
that are proposed by the student and approved both by the instructor or instructors under whose supervision the work is to be done and by the chairperson or chairpersons of the department(s) involved.
Such independent work may require as many weeks as the instructor(s) shall stipulate. The work may
be on campus or off campus, as the nature of the study requires, although prior approval of all arrangements and faculty supervision must be assured.
All fees must be paid during a regular registration period in advance of beginning independent work.
The student may not receive a larger number of credit hours than he or she is registered for, although
a smaller number may be completed and credit obtained with the approval of the instructor or instructors. No more than 10 credit hours may be received in a single topic or problem. A maximum of 26
credit hours of independent work for a bachelor degree and 13 credit hours of independent work for
an associate degree is permitted under the University omnibus option.
For each course taken under the University omnibus option, the student's transcript will show the departmental prefix, the level of the course, the number of credit hours, and an exact description of the topic
(example: Art/Jr./3: Navajo Pottery, 1870-1890). Registration forms for independent work under this
option are available in the Registration Center.

Credit By Examination
Under certain circumstances, a currently registered student may receive credit by examination for a
course in which he or she has not been regularly enrolled. The student must have a minimum cumulative
grade average of 2.00 and an entering freshman must present a high school scholastic record equivalent
to a 2.00 grade average to be eligible to earn credit by examination in any course.
Each school or department may determine those courses, if any, for which credit may be earned by
examination. The dean of the school or the chair of the department must approve any arrangements
prior to testing for such credit. On the successful completion of an examination, the department notifies
the Registrar's Office. There are no fees for this type of credit by examination and grading may be
pass/not pass or traditional letter grade.
For information regarding other types of credit by examination, consult the College Level Examination
Program in this catalog. See index.

Course Numbering System
001-099
100-199
200-299
300-399
400-499
500-699

Courses below college level. Credit not allowed toward a degree.
Primarily for freshmen.
Primarily for sophomores.
Primarily for juniors.
Primarily for seniors.
Primarily for graduate students. Senior (5th year) courses in the
School of Pharmacy are numbered 500 to 599.

Undergraduates in Graduate Courses
Undergraduate students with senior standing who have a minimum grade point average of 3.0 and permission from their advisors and the instructors of the courses may enroll in graduate level (500, 600)
courses. Any exceptions to this rule will require approval by the graduate dean.

Credit
Credit is defined in terms of semester hours. In general, 1 semester hour credit is allowed for 1 hour
of lecture each week of the semester, or an average of 2 hours of laboratory each week of the semester.

Prerequisites and Corequisites
"Prereq." indicates the course or courses to be satisfactorily completed before enrollment in the course
described. "Coreq." indicates a course which must be taken concurrently with the course described.

Cross-listed and Equivalent Courses
Some courses are offered jointly by two or more departments. Thus, the notation "Same as Ling 373,"
included in the course description for Anthropology 373, indicates that Anthropology 373 and Ling 373
are the same course. A student may enroll for such a course under the department in which she or
he wishes to receive credit, but credit is not allowed toward a degree for both courses.
In certain cases, a course description indicates credit Is not allowed for that course and for another
course offered by a different department. These courses are very similar in content, although offered
separately, and credit is not allowed toward a degree for both courses.
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Cancellation of Courses
The University reserves the right to cancel any course for which fewer than five students are enrolled
as of the beginning of the course.

Final Examinations
The final examinations for the semester are scheduled in two-hour segments, one for each course. The
segments should be considered as class meetings to be treated by the instructor as he or she thinks
educationally appropriate.
The time scheduled for final examinations is the only time period during which final examinations are
to be given. If an instructor elects not to give a final examination, under no circumstances are final
examinations to be given during the week preceding the scheduled final examination days.
Students may seek relief from writing more than two examinations during the same day. Students who
are scheduled for more than two examinations may contact the appropriate faculty to arrange an alternate testing time during the scheduled final examination period. If satisfactory arrangements cannot
be made, the student should seek the assistance of his or her dean.

Transcripts of Academic Records
Transcripts of the academic record of a student may be obtained from the Registrar's Office upon the
written request of the student. In compliance with federal and state laws designed to protect privacy,
transcripts are not released without the student's authorizing signature.
Transcripts are usually available within four or five working days after receipt of the request. After the
first request, which is free, there is a charge of $2.00 for each transcript. Payment must be received
before transcripts are released. Transcripts are withheld if the student owes a debt to the University.

Degree Requirements

Catalog Governing Graduation
A student may graduate fulfilling University and departmental requirements in any University of Montana catalog under which he or she has been enrolled during the six years prior to graduation . University or departmental requirements may change, however, to comply with accreditation requirements,
professional certification and licensing requirements, etc. The student may meet major and minor requirements under different catalogs than the catalog under which she or he is meeting University requirements. Pharmacy students should consult the Professional Pharmacy Curriculum section in this
catalog.
Semester Transition. Students in attendance under both quarters and semesters will not lose credit
for quarter courses in the conversion to semesters. Special advising is available in each academic program to work out the conversion of courses from quarter to semester. The University of Montana Faculty Senate adopted as the first guideline of semester transition the instruction that students must not
be penalized by the transition process.

Applying for Degree Candidacy
To become a candidate for a degree, the student must file formal application with the Registrar's Office
before the beginning of the semester preceding the semester in which he or she expects to graduate.
Deadline dates are specified in the Schedule of Classes.

Credits Required for a Degree
Associate of Arts
A total of 65 credits is required for graduation with an Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree. The minimum
grade-point average for graduation is 2.00 in courses taken on the traditional letter grade (A-F) basis.
To receive an Associate of Arts degree all students must complete in addition to any other requirements,
the following General Education Requirements:
A. Competency Requirements:
1. Writing skills: All students must complete successfully English 101 or be exempted by receiving
a score of "exempt" on the Writing Placement Examination. In addition, all students must complete successfully one course chosen from the list of approved writing courses.
2. Mathematics: All students must complete successfully one mathematics course numbered greater
than 100 or demonstrate equivalent skill by by competency testing. (A satisfactory score of "C"
or better on the CLEP College Algebra Test or a satisfactory score of "C" or better on the CLEP
College Algebra/Trigonometry Test, administered by the Counseling Center, will waive this requirement; however, no college credit will be given for either of these competency tests. Only an
equivalent score of "C" or better on the CLEP Calculus with Elementary Functions Test may be
used to apply for college credit.)
3. Foreign Language/Symbolic Systems: All students must complete sucessfully one of the following requirements.
a. Foreign Language: The second semester of a foreign language at The University of Montana
or demonstrate equivalent skill in an acceptable language in testing administered by the Counseling Center and the Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures.
OR
b. Symbolic Systems: The first semester of one of the approved sequences in a symbolic system
or demonstrate equivalent skill in testing administered by the appropriate department.
B. Dlstrlbutlonal Requirements:
Students must complete successfully three credits in each of the following six perspectives.
1. Perspective 1-Expressive Arts
2. Perspective 2-Literary and Artistic Studies
3. Perspective 3-Historical and Cultural Studies
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4. Perspective 4--Social Sciences
5. Perspective 5--Ethical and Human Values
6. Perspective 6--Natural Sciences
Students are referred to the section on General Education Requirements. To be used for General Educ•
tion credit, a course must be approved in the Schedule of Classes for the semester a student
registers for it.

Bachelor
A total of 130 credits is requ ired for graduation with a bachelor degree; except a greater number is
required in pharmacy and physical therapy. See the School of Pharmacy and Allied Health Sciences
section of this catalog.
Candidates for the Bachelor of Arts degree in the College of Arts and Sciences must complete a minimum
of 62 credits in that College, except that credit earned in art and drama may be included in the requirement.
Students may elect to earn two or more bachelor degrees. Those deciding to earn two or more degrees
must complete all the requirements of the majors for each degree. In addition, students must earn for
each degree a minimum of 30 credits beyond the number required for the first degree. The degrees
may be earned concurrently or at different times.

Residency Requirements for Degrees
University of Montana credit is the credit earned in any course which has been approved to be listed
in The University of Montana catalog and which has been approved for offering by the department chair
and dean of the school or college in which the course is taught. University of Montana credit may be
. offered at any location .
· •Requirements for the Associate of Arts Degree
A minimum of 30 credits of the required number must be earned from The University of Montana.
•Requirements for -the First Bachelor Degree
A first bachelor degree is defined as any b°achelor degree earned by a student who has not previously
earned a bachelor degree from The University of Montana. Thus, the requirements below also apply
to any student who previously earned a bachelor degree at another institution and now is seeking a
bachelor degree from The University of Montana.
a) A minimum of 30 credits of the required number must be earned from The University of Montana.
b) A minimum of 30 credits of the required number must be earned in study on The University of Montana campus.
c) Of the last 45 credits requ ired for the degree, at least 30 of these must be earned from The University
of Montana. Students attending elsewhere on a University approved exchange may be exempt from
this requirement with the prior written approval of their major department chair or dean.
•Requirements for the Second Bachelor Degree
A second bachelor degree is defined as any bachelor degree earned by a student who previously had
earned a bachelor degree from The University of Montana.
A minimum of 20 credits of the required 30 credits must be earned in study on The University of Montana campus.

Credit Maximums
The amount of credit which may be counted toward the minimum credit requirements for the bachelor
and associate degrees is limited in certain areas:
Maximum Credit Appl icable
For Bachelor
For AA
Subject
Degree
Degree
Physical education activity courses
4
4
(HPE 100-179) .. .. ....... ... ..~-- -·· ·· ···· · ··· · · · · · · ··· · ····· · · · ·· · ······ · · ·· ·· · ···· ···· ·· ·········
R.O.T.C. courses (contracted students may present 26 credits) ............ .
10
10
Performance music (Mus 100, 101, 201 , 301, 401,
151, 251 , 351 , 451 , 115, 116, 117,
215, 216, 217, 218) .... ..... ..... .. .. ........................ .... .............. ..... ......... ...
8
8
(Music majors and minors may present more)
Ensemble music (Mus 106-110, 122-124 and 140-141) ........... .............. ..
8
8
(Music majors and minors may present more)
Certain business education courses
(BuEd 180-185)
(Teaching majors or minors in BuEd,
may present more) .......... .................... .. ...................... .................... ... .
12
12
Pass/Not Pass credits .. ...... ................ ..... . ...................... ... ...... ...... .........
40
20
Omnibus credits ... ...... .............. ............ ..... ..... ... ... .... ....... .... .... ...............
26
13
Correspondence credits.... .. ............... ..... ........................ ..... ......... ...... ....
20
20
Credits attempted in these areas which are beyond the maximum applicable will remain on the students'
permanent records but cannot be used toward graduation .

General Education Requirements
To receive a baccalaureate degree all students must complete, in addition to any other requirements,
the following General Education Requirements:

A. Competency Requirements:
1. Writing Skills:
a. All students must complete successfully English (ENEX) 101 or be exempted by receiving a score
of "exempt" on the Writing Placement Examination .
b. In addition, all students must complete successfully six credits in courses designated as writing courses,
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including at least three credits at the 300 or above level. The following courses have been designated
as writing courses for 1992-93. Students are cautioned that approved courses may change from year
to year. To be used for General Education credit, a course must be llsted as approved In the catalog
and in the Schedule of Classes for the year a student registers for It.
Anthropology 326, 359, 450
Art 203, 303H
Biology 386
Business Education 187
Chemistry 334
Communication Studies 330
Curriculum and Instruction 358
Dance 333, 334
Drama 320, 321
English 120L, 121 L, 220L, 221 L, 320, 321 , 322, 323, 324, 325
Foreign Languages and Literatures 310L, 330H, 331H
Forestry 220, 342, 480
French 301, 311 L, 312L, 402
German 301 , 302, 303, 304, 311 L, 312L
Health and Human Performance 450
History 107H, 108H, 300, 305E, 324, 385, 400, 437
Journalism 270, 333, 350, 351, 371, 470, 489
Liberal Studies 151 L, 152L, 321H, 322H, 325E, 330L, 355L, 356, 454L
Management 348, 445, 446, 448, 461
Music 235, 420, 421 , 422, 423, 424, 425
Native American Studies 202L
Pharmacy 412
Philosophy 353, 461 , 463
Political Science 335, 354, 362, 366, 370, 461, 471, 472
Psychology 320
Radio-Television 480E
Recreation Management 31 O
Religious Studies 252L, 260H, 276
Russian 401
Social Work 344
Spanish 302, 402
Wildlife Biology 470
2. Mathematics:All students must complete successfully one mathematics course numbered greater
than 100 or demonstrate equivalent skill by competency testing. (A satisfactory score of "C" or better
on the CLEP College Algebra Test or a satisfactory score of " C" or better on the CLEP College
Algebra!Trigonometry Test, administered by the Counseling Center, will waive this requirement; however,
no college credit will be given for either of these competency tests. Only an equivalent score of "C"
or better on the CLEP Calculus with Elementary Functions Test may be used to apply for college credit.)
3. Foreign Language/Symbolic Systems:All students must complete successfully one of the follow·
ing requirements.
a. Foreign Language: students must complete successfully the second semester of a foreign language
at The University of Montana (Chinese, French, German, Greek, Japanese, Latin, Russian or Spanish
102; German 112) or demonstrate equivalent skill in any of these or other acceptable languages in testing
administered by the Counseling Center and the Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures.
OR
b. Symbolic Systems: a student must complete successfully one of the following approved sequences
in a symbolic system:
Any two of Computer Science 101 , 131 , 132, 201, 202, 203, 355
(202 may be taken twice if it deals with two different languages)
Linguistics 301 , 312 (and their cross-listings)
Mathematical Sciences 117, Management 250
Two Mathematical Sciences courses numbered higher than 100
Music 111 , 112, 137, 138
Music 161 , 162
Philosophy 210, 211

B. Distributional Requirements:
Students must complete successfully 32 credits in the following six perspectives. A minimum of three
credits is required from each perspective, except for Perspective 6 in which six credits are required.
A maximum of six credits from each perspective will count toward the General Education requirement;
credit taken above this limit will count toward graduation but not tClward General Education.
At least one course completed from Perspectives 1 through 5 must be non-western. That course also
will count toward that perspective.
The first Perspective 5, Ethical and Human Values, course completed must be lower-division and only
one lower-division course will count toward General Education.
At least one course completed from Perspective 6 must include a laboratory experience.
The following courses have been approved for 1992-93. Students are cautioned that approved courses
may change from year to year. To be used for General Education credit, a course must be Hated
as approved in the Schedule of Classes for the semester a student registers for It.
1. Perspective 1- Expresslve Arts: These courses involve the student in the creation of a work of
art or an artistic performance. They teach the skills involved in its creation as well as a conceptual basis
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for making qualitative judgements about the work. Note that many of these courses are repeatable.
Art 123A, 125A, 135A, 215A, 229A
Communication Studies 111 A
Dance 100A, 104A, 105A, 107A, 120A, 200A, 201A, 202A, 204A, 207A
Drama 100A, 106A, 107A, 111A, 112A, 116A, 200A, 201A, 216A
English 210A, 211A
Music 100A, 106A, 107A, 108A, 110A, 117A, 122A, 123A, 140A, 141A, 147A, 160A
2. Perspective 2-Literary and Artistic Studies: These courses bring the student into contact with
significant works, enhance critical abilities, and explore the historical, technical, emotional, philosophical
or social questions the work may raise.
Non-Western:
Foreign Languages and Literatures 380L, 382L
Liberal Studies 301 L, 302L, 311 L, 315L
Native American Studies 202L
Western:
Art 100L, 150L, 151L, 381L, 384L, 386L, 388L, 389L
Drama 101 L, 166L 220L, 221 L
English 120L, 121L, 220L, 221L
Foreign Languages and Literatures 160L, 221 L, 222L, 31 OL, 361 L
French 311 L, 312L
German 311 L, 312L
History 420L
Liberal Studies 151L, 152L, 330L, 341L, 355L, 454L
Music 132L, 133L, 134L, 135L, 166L
Philosophy 340L
Religious Studies 252L
Russian 311L, 312L
Spanish 311 L, 312L
3. Perspective 3-Historical and Cultural Studies: These courses present the historical or cultural
context in which ideas can be illuminated, examine cultural development or differentiation in the human
past and avoid focus on a narrow period, topic or geographical area. Courses are either western, emphasizing Greco-Roman, Judeo-Christian, European-American experiences; or nonwestern.
Non-Western:
Anthropology 101H, 323H, 330H, 340H, 351H, 354H, 357H
Foreign Languages and Literatures 280H, 281 H,
History 180H, 283H, 284H , 380H, 381H, 386H, 465H, 466H
Liberal Studies 210H, 211H
Music 136H
Native American Studies 100H, 102H, 342H, 465H, 466H
Philosophy 255H, 375H
Political Science 240H, 320H, 326H, 328H, 329H
Religious Studies 230H, 232H, 237H, 302H, 330H, 331H
Western:
African-American Studies 220H
Art 303H, 380H, 403H, 405H
Foreign Languages and Literatures 231 H, 330H, 331 H, 360H
History104H, 105H, 107H, 108H, 151H, 152H, 154H, 155H,311H,312H,319H,329H,330H,331H,
332H, 338H, 339H, 340H, 360H, 361H, 363H, 376H, 377H, 379H, 431H, 432H
Liberal Studies 221H, 321H, 322H, 335H, 340H, 345H
Music 234H, 235H
Philosophy 109H, 251H, 252H, 379H, 431H, 432H
Political Science 321 H, 322H
Religious Studies 202H, 249H, 260H
Radio-Television 201H
4. Perspective 4-Social Sciences: These courses bring the systematic study of society to bear on
the analysis of social problems and structures while giving considerable attention to the ways in which
conclusions and generalizations are developed and justified.
Non-Western:
Anthropology 220S, 251S, 341S
Communication Studies 451S
Geography 242S, 267S, 269H, 365S, 366S
Native American Studies 341S
Political Science 463S
Sociology 240S, 242S, 244S
Western:
Anthropology 180S, 2505, 3435, 3625, 3735
Communication Studies 11 OS, 2205, 2405, 241 S, 41 OS
Economics 100S, 111S, 112S, 3025, 345S
Forestry 280S, 380S
Geography 101S, 1035, 2565, 2585, 259S, 3155, 321S
Health and Human Performance 480S
History 3735, 3755
Management 1OOS, 340S
Military Science 101 S
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Political Science 100S, 200S, 230S
Psychology 100S, 115S, 116S, 117S, 235S, 240S, 260S, 330S, 336S, 350S, 351S, 365S
Recreation Management 11 OS
Religious Studies 130S, 304S
Social Work 1OOS, 420S, 425S, 430S
Sociology 11 OS, 120S, 130S, 140S, 21 OS, 220S, 235S, 250S,
255S, 300S, 304S, 306S, 308S, 330S
5. Perspective 5-Ethical and Human Values: These courses address the recurrent nature of moral
problems and the applicability of ethical criteria to problems of the past, present and future; relate the
ethical questions posed by the works studied to the analysis of values as they arise in ordinary personal, political or social experience; and relate the analysis of current problems to the systematic writings
of ethical theorists. Courses either address the general topics (Group 1) or relate a specific area to
the topics (Group 2) .
Group I:
Philosophy 200E, 201 E
Political Science 250E
Group 2:
Non-Western:
Native American Studies 301 E, 303E
Religious Studies 301 E, 381 E
Western:
African-American Studies 368E
Anthropology 480E
Business Education 352E
Communication Studies 450E
Curriculum and Instruction 407E
English 326E
Environmental Studies 301 E
Foreign Languages and Literatures 365E
Forestry 489E
Health and Human Performance 475E
History 305E, 326E, 334E, 364E, 460E
Liberal Studies 325E
Military Science 402E
Pharmacy 514E
Philosophy 321E, 323E, 325E, 327E, 361E
Political Science 332E, 360E, 433E
Radio-Television 494E
Social Work 41 OE
6. Perspective 6-Natural Sciences: These courses present scientific conclusions about the structure and function of the natural world; demonstrate or exemplify scientific questioning and validation
of findings.
Courses which include laboratory experience:
Astronomy 134N, 135N
Biology 102N, 104N, 107N, 120N, 122N, 165N, 200N, 212N, 213N
Chemistry 101N, 154N, 164N, 165N
Forestry 21 ON, 241 N
Geology 100N, 101N
Physics 101N, 102N, 221N, 222N
Science 126N , 128N
Courses which do not include laboratory experience:
Anthropology 260N, 265N, 267N , 360
Astronomy 131N, 132N
Biology 101N, 103N, 105N, 106N, 121N, 170N, 201N , 265N, 267N
Chemistry 151N, 152N, 161N, 162N
Environmental Studies 101 N, 270N
Forestry 130N, 240N, 270N
Geography 102N, 330N, 346N
Geology 105N, 106N, 107N, 108N
Health and Human Performance 236N
Pharmacy 11 ON
Physics 104N, 105N
Psychology 270N , 315N
Recreation Management 270N
Science 125N, 127N

General Education for Transfer Students
Transfer students meet the General Education requirements with the following modifications, based
on the number of credits accepted at the time of initial registration at The University of Montana:
A. Students transferring a total of 27 or fewer credits from other institutions must meet all requirements
by transfer, by examination, or by completing courses at The University of Montana.
B. Students transferring a total of 27 .1-60 credits from other institutions must meet all competency
requirements in Mathematics and in Foreign Language/Symbolic Systems (by acceptable transfer credits,
by examination , or by taking courses at The University of Montana); must complete successfully one
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upper-division level course from the approved list of University of Montana writing courses; and must
complete successfully three credits in each of the six perspectives and three additional credits in two
of the perspectives to include at least one non-western course (by transfer or by completing courses
at The University of Montana).
C. Students transferring a total of over 60 credits from other institutions must meet all competency
requirements in Mathematics and in Foreign Language/Symbolic Systems (by acceptable transfer credits,
by examination, or by taking courses at The University of Montana); must complete successfully one
upper-division level course from the approved list of University of Montana writing courses; and must
complete successfully at least one credit in Perspective 1, Expressive Arts, and at least three credits
in the other five perspectives (by transfer credits or by taking courses at The University of Montana).
D. Second Degrees: students who have completed a bachelor degree at the University or elsewhere
will be presumed to have completed the General Education Requirement.
in relation to the general education requirement a transfer student is an undergraduate degree student
whose admission or readmission to the undergraduate degree status includes an Admissions Office
evaluation of required and/or optional credentials. Students submitting only optional credentials for evaluation and receiving no transfer credit are not included in this definition.
Initial enrollment is a student's first recorded enrollment at The University of Montana, either through
regular registration or through Continuing Education. The preceding general education requirement
categories of A, B, Care based upon the number of transfer credits completed prior to the date of initial
enrollment at UM. To apply toward these categories, credits must be listed on an evaluation of transfer
records issued by the Admissions Office.
The Admissions Office will evaluate all transfer credits for General Education credit. Students who wish
to appeal that evaluation may petition the Admissions and Graduations Subcommittee of the Academic
Standards and Curriculum Review Committee, but such petitions must be initiated during the first
semester of the student's attendance following that evaluation.

University Writing Examination
Every candidate for a bachelor degree from The University of Montana (including transfer students seeking
their first bachelor degree) must demonstrate an ability to communicate effectively in written English
by passing a University Writing Examination. A student is eligible to take this examination for graduation after he or she has passed one writing course from the approved list and completed 64 credits.
It is recommended that students take this examination as soon as they are eligible and not defer it
into their senior year.
Accommodations for taking the examinations can be arranged for handicapped students.
The examination will be administered each term. Students who fail the University Writing Examination
may appeal to the Director of the Writing Laboratory for review of the examination.
Implementation of this requirement awaits funding. If the writing examination is funded before
the student earns 64 credits, successful passage of the examination will be required for his or
her graduation.

Grade Average Requirement
A minimum grade average of 2.00 (C) in all work attempted at this University is required for graduation.

Graduation with Honors or High Honors
Students will be awarded their bachelor degrees with honors if they receive the recommendation of
their major department or school and the faculty of The University of Montana. At the time of graduation they must have a 3.40 or higher grade average in the following four areas:
1) All work attempted at The University of Montana.
2) The combination of all work attempted at The University of Montana and all other work, including
failing grades, transferred to this University.
3) All work attempted in the major field at The University of Montana.
4) The combination of all work attempted in the major field at The University of Montana and all other
work in the major field, including failing grades, transferred to this University.
Students will be awarded their bachelor degrees with high honors if they have the recommendations
mentioned above and, at the time of graduation, have a 3.70 or higher grade average in the four areas
listed.
In the School of Law, the grade average for honors is computed on law credits only.

Major Requirements

Declaring a Major and Changing a Major
Students indicate on the application for admission the major or majors in which they are interested.
Students undecided as to a field of interest may elect a General Studies major while making program
and career decisions. Students must declare a major in a degree-granting program prior to obtaining
upper-division status (60 credits).
Students must complete a major in order to earn a bachelor degree.
Students may change their majors or minors by obtaining the proper approval on a change of major
or minor form available from the Registration Center in the Lodge.

Credits Required for a Major
In general, students in a bachelor degree program must complete a minimum of 30 credits in their major.
Students may elect to earn a single degree with more than one major. Students may complete a double
major (two majors) or any number of majors. All requirements for the majors must be completed even
though students wm receive a single degree such as a Bachelor of Arts with majors in Psychology and
Sociology. It is only necessary to complete the total credit requirement for a single bachelor degree.
Courses completed to satisfy the requirements of a major also may be applied toward the General Education Requirement if they appear on the list of approved courses at the time they are taken.
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Credit Limitations in a Major
A maximum of 47 credits in the student's major may be counted toward the degree, except except some
emphases in Health and Human Performance and majors in the Schools of Business Administration,
Fine Arts, Forestry, Journalism, Law, and Pharmaci and Allied Health Sciences are allowed more.
Students with combined majors, as opposed to two majors, are allowed to apply 60 credits in the major.
Credit for a course that is cross-listed in a student's major must count as credit in the major. Students
in the College of Arts and Sciences who complete a senior honors thesis may exceed this limit by the
number of thesis credits earned, up to a maximum of six.

Grade Average Requirement
A minimum grade average of 2.00 (C) in all work attempted in the major at this University is required
for graduation.

Emphases
Groups of courses have been identified which lead to a specialization within one major or between two
or more majors. These specializations are called emphases. The names of approved emphases will
be recorded on the permanent records of those students who have satisfactorily completed the requirements as given in the catalog governing their graduation. A student desiring a particular emphasis
must satisfy the requirements of the major offering it. If one emphasis is offered within two or more
majors, the student must satisfy the requirements of only one.
Only courses listed within the supporting major or cross-listed between the supporting major and another
unit count toward the 47-credit-limitation in the major. Courses in other fields do not count toward the
maximum of 47 credits in the major even though they may be required or elected for the emphasis.
If one major has two or more emphases, a student may satisfy the requirements for more than one
emphasis so long as the maximum credit limitations are·observed.

Minor Requirements

Students may elect to complete one or more minors in fields outside their majors. Minors may be in
fields unrelated to students' majors or they may be complementary or supportive of majors. A student
may not take a minor in the same field of study as his or her major.
A student will not be required to satisfy the requirements of a minor in order to graduate unless that
minor is required by the student's major department or school.
Courses completed to satisfy the requirements of a minor also may be applied toward the General Education Requirement if they appear on the list of approved courses at the time they are taken .

Credits Required for a Minor
To complete a minor, students must earn at least 15 credits in an app1oved minor listed in this catalog.
Students possessing a baccalaureate degree from an accredited college or university may earn a minor
if they have been accepted by the University as an undergraduate degree student. In addition to meeting
minor requirements, students must earn from The University of Montana a minimum of 9 credits in the
minor field and 15 credits overall.

Grade Average Requirement
A minimum grade average of 2.00 (C) in all work attempted in the minor at this University is required
for graduation with the minor.

Teaching Minors
Teaching minors are separate entities from degree minors as described in this section. Teaching minors
are identified and requirements listed in the School of Education section of this catalog.

University Honors College, The Mansfield Center,
and University College
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University Honors College
John D. Madden, Dean
The University Honors College, established in 1991, continues the mission of an honors program which
had functioned at The University of Montana since 1979. It is a campus-wide association of faculty and
students united by a common concern for academic and personal excellence. It fosters intellectual, social
and civic values, providing support for the best possible teaching and learning circumstances for participating students and faculty. They may find the curriculum of the University Honors College .an avenue
to exploring better possibilities for the future. Membership is open to undergraduate students in all discipline
areas of the College of Arts and Sciences and the professional schools.
Admission
Students may apply to the University Honors College any time after the beginning of their senior year
in high school. Students also must apply for admission to the University and meet the general University admissions requirements. Applicants may be admitted to the University Honors College on the basis
of individual review of their commitment, potential and academic performance. Automatic admission
to the University Honors College is granted to high school applicants with ACT or SAT composite scores
in the upper 88 percentile and a GPA of 3.5 or higher. Transfer students and current University of Montana students should have a cumulative GPA of 3.4 or higher. These criteria apply only to automatic
admission. Motivated students not meeting these criteria are encouraged to apply and explain their circumstances.
Curriculum
Honors courses, offered in various departments each semester, are typically limited in size and emphasize
discussion and writing. Many of these courses are linked or clustered, allowing the same group of students
to examine several related subjects from different points of view each semester. Beginning in 1992-93
University Honors College students will fulfill part of the General Education requirement through honors
courses, and complete an honors project. Continuing honors students may elect to follow the new curriculum, or to complete the honors program curriculum under which they entered.
Activities
The University Honors College supports the Campus Compact organization which co-ordinates volunteer
activities on the campus and in the community. The University Honors Students Association sponsors
a number of social, fund-raising and community service activities throughout the year. Housing is available
to honors students on the Honors-International Floor in Knowles Hall.
Graduation
Honors is not itself a major, nor does the University Honors College grant degrees. Students sucessfully
completing the University Honors College requirements receive their degrees in their respective schools
or disciplines as University Scholars.
Membership in the University Honors College is entirely voluntary, and may be relinquished at any time.
Scholarhips
The University Honors College administers the Presidential Scholarships for incoming freshmen, and
other major scholarship programs for continuing students.
'
For further information about the University Honors College or the Presidential Scholarship Program,
please contact:
Mrs. Shirley Whalen
Administrative Assistant
The University Honors College
The University of Montana
Missoula, MT 59812
Phone: (406) 243-2541

The Mansfield Center
Phllip West, Mansfield Professor of Modern Asian Affairs
The Mansfield Center honors the public life of Mike Mansfield by offering programs in Ethics in Public
Affairs and Modern Asian Affairs. The Ethics in Public Affairs Program is devoted to the ethical dimensions of public institutions, public policies, and governmental service. The Modern Asian Affairs Program is concerned with modern historical, intellectual, cultural, political, and economic developments
in East Asia. Mansfield Center activities in both programs include courses, conferences, special lectures, internships, foreign exchanges, and research projects. Offerings at both the graduate and
undergraduate levels are generally open, with the consent of the instructor required. Conference sessions and special lectures are open to the public.
Courses taught by the Mansfield Center faculty usually are listed or cross-listed with other departments
or programs such as history, political science, philosophy, or Asian studies.

Courses

U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or graduate credit, G = for graduate credit.
Rafter the credit indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated after the R.
U
195 Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr. Experimental offerings of
visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current
topics.
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Faculty

u

395

UG

494

G

595

Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of instr. Experimental offerings of
visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses or one-time offerings of current
topics.
Mansfield Center Seminar Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of instr. Experimental
offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of instr. Experimental offerings of
visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current
topics.

Professors
Philip West, Ph.D., Harvard University, 1971 (on leave 1990-91)

Faculty Affiliate
Leo Moser, Ph.D., University of Southern California, 1957 (Senior Associate)

University College
James A. Flightner (Dean), Director
The University College is the academic home for exploratory students. Its activities include early assessment of entering students' academic strengths and weaknesses, intrusive advising of students in academic
difficulty, placement of underprepared students in appropriate remediation courses, and development
of special sections of established courses and of new courses to meet the needs of entering students.

Courses

U=for undergraduate credit only, UG=for undergraduate or graduate credit, G=for graduate credit. R
after the credit indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated after the R.
U
195 Special Topics 1-6 er. Restricted to freshmen. Topics variable. Experimental offerings
of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.

•
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James A. Flightner, Dean
The largest and most broadly based academic unit of the University, the College
of Arts and Sciences fulfills the central purpose for which the University was
chartered in 1893: "To provide the best and most efficient manner of imparting . . . a liberal education and thorough knowledge of the different branches
of literature, science and the arts."
A liberal education gives students the means to test ideas, beliefs and facts. It exposes them to a variety of academic disciplines that will broaden and deepen their
perspectives and enable them to continue the learning process as educated
citizens. It teaches them how to apply what they have learned. By studying the
ways of thinking and expression that are intrinsic to the arts, humanities, and social
and natural sciences, students are trained in scientific methods, critical thinking,
analysis, synthesis, and cogent expression, and are helped to develop intellectual
skills, humanistic understanding and aesthetic appreciation. Such an education
increases the usefulness .of career planning and specialization by laying a foundation for lifelong values.
A particular strength of the College is the diversity of its disciplines and programs.
This diversity makes possible a varied and flexible curriculum that advances both
general programs and specialized education on the undergraduate and graduate
level. Another strength is the quality of the faculty. Its members have a distinguished
record of publication, service to professional societies and national organizations,
and participation in consulting, extension and outreach programs. Their commitment to undergraduate liberal education is underscored by the quality of ttie
graduates the College has produced. Twenty-three Rhodes scholars have come
from the University, and the pre-professional education received here has enabled University of Montana graduates to compete successfully for admission to law,
medical and graduate schools across the nation. A third strength of the College
is its traditional recognition of student needs. This is reflected in close student faculty
relationships and in the continuous attention given by the College to the effect that
policies, procedures, programs, and faculty and administrative structures have on
students' educational experience.
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Accounting (See School of Business Administration)
African-American Studies
Ulysses S. Doss (Professor of Humanities), Director
African·American studies at The University of Montana deal with African-American experiences and the
development of racism's consciousness while encouraging the growth of individual identity within the
process of community development.
The following courses also relate to African-American studies:
Anthropology
180S
Race and Minorities
Dance
107A
Jazz Dance I
Economics
332
International Economic Relations
Geography
101S
Introduction to Human Geography
321S
Urban Geography
History
355
The Age of the Civil War: U.S., 1830-1880
Interpersonal Communication
Special Topics: Communication and Cultural Values in the Classroom
495
Political Science
326H
Politics of Africa
Sociology
220S
Race and Ethnic Relations

Courses

U=for undergraduate credit only, UG=for undergraduate or graduate credit, G=for graduate credit. R
after the credit indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated after the A.
U
U
U

U

U

U
U
U

Faculty

195

Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
220H A Search for Identity 3 er. A history of the African-American peoples; provides a meaningful context within which to study the Civil Rights Movement.
325 Sexism and Racism 3 er. Offered alternate years. Explores the experience of women
and minorities who face segregation and prejudice through the oppressive application of
law and de facto law.
326 Violence and Nonviolence In Human Relatlonshlps 3 er. Offered alternate years. Study
of the interrelated problems of violence in our society, in our homes and in our personal
lives. The course interrelates violence of socialization, child rearing and the problems of
race and sex discrimination.
368E Gandhi and King: Ethics of Nonviolence 3 er. Prereq., lower-division course in Perspective 5 or consent of instr. An examination of the writings of Gandhi and King in search of
the ethical basis for their struggles for justice.
395 Speclal Topics Yarlable er. (R-9)Prereq., consent of instr. Experimental offerings of visiting
professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
493 Omnibus Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr.
496 Independent Study Yarlable er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of instr.

Professor
Ulysses S. Doss, Ph.D., The Union Institute, 1974

Department of Anthropology
Thomas A':' Foor, Chairman
Anthropology is the study of the biological and cultural background of humankind. It is concerned with
people, cultures and societies on a worldwide scale throughout time. It studies institutional arrangements
under which people live, their psychological adjustments to different cultures, and their languages. Emphasis is on non-literate societies, but the field also includes human evolution and human variations,
archaeology and the application of anthropological principles to an understanding of complex civilizations. Bachelor of Arts and Master of Arts degrees are offered in anthropology.

Special Degree
Requirements

Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the catalog. See Index.
Thirty-three credits in anthropology courses are required for the Bachelor of Arts degree including Anth
220S, 250S, 260N, 370, and 481; 6 credits of 360N, 430, 450; 371; 373S or 375; and 6 credits of elective
courses.
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Not more than 18 total credits in the following variable credit courses may be counted toward the degree:
Anth 353, 359, 494 and 496.
A sequence in a symbolic language and a course in statistics are required for all majors in anthropology.

Suggested Course
of Study

Anthropology is a liberally based discipline and majors are urged to acquire a broad background especially
in the natural and social sciences and the humanities. Recommended areas of study are biology,
economics, English, geography, geology, history, communication studies, linguistics, Native American
studies, philosophy, political science, psychology, religious studies, sociology, and zoology.

Requirements for
a Minor

To earn a minor in anthropology the student must complete Anth 220S, 250S, 260N and 370; one upperdivision, regional oriented course in social anthropology, archaeology, or linguistics; and one upperdivision, theoretical or topical course in social anthropology, linguistics, archaeology, or physical anthropology for a total of 9 lower-division and 9 upper-division credits.

Courses

U=for undergraduate credit only, UG=for undergraduate or graduate credit, G=for graduate credit. R
after the credit indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated after the R.

Introductory, Multidisciplinary
U

101H Introduction to Anthropology 3 er. A survey of anthropology which introduces the fundamental concepts, methods and perspectives of the field. The description and analysis
of human culture, its growth and change. The nature and functions of social institutions.

Linguistics
UG
UG

UG

UG

UG

370

Introduction to Linguistics 3 er. Same as Enli 370, FLLL 370 and Ling 370. An introduction to the science of modern linguistics and to the nature of language.
371
Morpho-Phonology 3 er. Prereq., Anth 370. Same as Enli 370, FLLL 371 and Ling 371 .
Study of phonological and morphological systems from as many as 20 languages, most
of them non-lndo-European; training in how to do linguistic analysis as well as linguistic theory.
373S Language and Culture 3 er. Prereq., Anth 370. Same as Comm and Ling 373S. Offered
alternate years. Technical study of relationships between grammatical categories and world
view.
375 Analytical Techniques 3 er. Prereq., Anth 370. Offered alternate years. Same as Comm
and Ling 375 or equiv. Writing up linguistic data, developing techniques for the elicitation
of linguistic data working with a native speaker of a non-lndo-European language.
475 North American Indian Linguistics 3 er. Prereq ., Anth 370. Same as Ling 475. Offered
alternate years. Analysis and characteristics of American Indian languages in historical
perspective.

Social Anthropology
U

UG
UG
UG
UG

UG
UG
UG
UG

UG

UG

220S Comparative Social Organization 3 er. Study of social organization of non-western
societies; emphasis on variations in ecology, social structure, economic, political and religious
beliefs and practices.
323H Indians of Montana 3 er. The history and culture of the Indian tribes in Montana.
326 Religious Belief Systems 3 er. Offered alternate years. Theories and practices concerning supernatural phenomena found among non-literate peoples throughout the world.
327 Anthropology of Sex Roles 3 er. Offered alternate years. Description and analysis of
the importance of sexual differences in the patterning of role behavior cross-culturally.
328 Psychological Anthropology 3 er. Prereq., Anth 220S or consent of instr. Offered alternate years. The study of socialization, personality, cognition, and mental health crossculturally.
329 Social Change in Non-Western Societies 3 er. Prereq., Anth 220S or consent of instr.
Offered alternate years. Study of the processes of change, modernization and development.
330H Peoples and Cultures of the World 3 er. (R-9) Study of the peoples of various geographic
regions and their cultures.
340H Introduction to Far Eastern Culture 3 er. The society, religion and other aspects of life
in the Far East.
341S Anthropology, the American Indian, and Contemporary Issues 3 er. Same as NAS
341S. Offered alternate years. An examination of anthropology's goals and development
in relationship to historical and contemporary issues faced by American Indian people.
343S Culture and Population 3 er. Offered alternate years. The relationship between population
processes and culture to the human condition; survey data, methodologies, theories of
demographic and culture change.
430 Social Anthropology 3 er. Prereq ., Anth 101H and 220S. The principles and theories
of social organizations and institutions.

Archaeology
U

2505 Introduction to Archaeology 3 er. What archaeologists do and how they reconstruct
past human cultures. Methodological and theoretical approaches to understanding and explaining past human societies.
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u
UG
UG
UG

UG

UG

UG
UG
UG
UG

251S Foundations of Civilization 3 er. Focus on the worldwide evolution of human society
from stone age hunter-gatherers to the beginnings of modern civilization. Approached through
the colorful and exciting world of archaeologists and the sites they excavate.
351H Archaeology of North America 3 er. Offered alternate years. The origins, backgrounds
and development of Pre-Columbian American peoples and cultures.
352 Archaeology of Montana 3 er. Offered alternate years. The origins, distributions and
development of aboriginal cultures in Montana and surrounding regions.
353 Archaeological Survey 3 er. (R-12) Prereq., Anth 101H, 250S and consent of instr. Offered any semester in which field parties are organized. A field course in Montana archaeology.
354H MesoAmerican Prehistory 3 er. Offered alternate years. The development of civilization and prehistoric states in the New World. Prehistoric lifeways and the effects of European contact on these cultures.
357H Archaeology of the Southwestern United States 3 er. Offered alternate years. The
development of the prehistoric communities in the southwestern United States from ancient
times to the dawn of history in the area.
359 Seminars In Archaeology 3 er. (R-6) In-depth research and discussion of selected areas
in archaeology.
450 Archaeological Theory 3 er. Prereq., Anth 250S. Historical trends and current major
theories and methods in archaeology.
456 Historic Sites Archaeology 3 er. Prereq., Anth 101H and consent of instr. The location
and evaluation of historic sites in the Northwest.
468 Biocultural Evolution 3 er. Prereq., consent of instr. Examination of the interrelationships of morphological and behavioral evolution and of the consequences of these
developments for modern man.

Physical Anthropology
U

U

U

UG

UG

UG

UG

UG

UG

260N Human Paleontology 4 er. Review of the morphological development of humans and
their capacity for adaptive responses, using paleontological evidence and modern evolutionary theory.
265N Human Sexuality 3 er. Same as Biol 265N. Biological, behavioral, and cross-cultural
aspects of human sexuality to help students place their own sexuality and that of others
in a broader perspective. Includes sexual anatomy, physiology, development, reproduction,
diseases, sex determination, as well as gender development and current issues.
267N Human Genetics 3 er. Same as Biol 267N. Genetics-related problems that confront individuals and society. Variation and natural selection in human populations Designed for
non-biology majors.
360N Introduction to Biological Anthropology 3 er. Prereq. , Anth 260N or consent of instr.
Same as HS 360N. Introduction to human biological variations in time and space, and to
the theories which attempt to explain their distributions.
361 Culture, Health and Healing 3 er. Cross-cultural comparisons of theories and concepts
and health and illness. Examination of the impact of these concepts upon health practices
and treatment of disease around the world.
362S Indigenous Peoples and Global Development 3 er. Offered alternate years. Examination of the impact of global development on tribal and indigenous peoples. Topics include
land issues, health, employment, and cultural change caused by global development. Exploration of how these societies are resisting or adapting to their changing world.
363 Osteology 3 er. Prereq., Anth 260N and 360N or equiv. or consent of instr. Offered alternate years. The study of human skeletal material, bone as tissue and organ, bones as clues
to growth patterns and living conditions in the past, normal and abnormal conditions,
paleopathology, care of bones in an archaeological and laboratory context.
364 Forensic Anthropology 3 er. Prereq., Anth 363 or consent of instr. Lecture and laboratory
course covering assessments of sex, age, stature, race and any skeletal features that will
help law enforcement personnel with identification. Includes reporting and facial
reconstruction.
468 Biocultural Evolution 4 er. Prereq., consent of instr. Offered alternate years. Sociobiology
of the human species; evolution of language and culture and their effects on human biology.

General

u

u
u
UG

180S Race and Minorities 3 er. Analysis of the development and concept of race as a social
category and the processes of cultural change within and between ethnic groups.
198 Cooperative Education Internship Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of department.
Extended classroom experience which provides practical application of classroom learning during placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the faculty supervisor and the Cooperative Education Office.
295 Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings relating to current problems or new
developments in the discipline.
381 Anthropological Data Analysis 3 er. Prereq., college algebra or consent of instr. Offered alternate years. An analysis of the foundations of anthropological scaling and
measurement.
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UG

UG
UG

UG

u
u

UG

UG

UG
UG

UG
G
G

G

G

G
G
G
G

G
G

G

Faculty

Adva•~ced Anthropological Statistics 3 er. Prereq., introductory course in statistics or
consent of instr. Offered alternate years. Application of quantitative techniques to anthropological data.
383 Anthropological Museology 4 er. Prereq., Anth 101H. Offered alternate years. Introduction to anthropological museums, museum work and museum theory.
387 Food and Culture 3 er. Offered alternate years. Examination of the ways culture shapes
the satisfaction of a biological need: food production, preparation, choices, customs, taste,
taboos, beverages, spices and food distribution around the globe.
388 Native American Health and Healing 3 er. Same as NAS 388. Offered alternate years.
Examination of traditional and contemporary uses of medicine in Native American societies.
Issues discussed will be the current health status of American Indians, the relationship between medicine and culture, and introduction to various techniques for assessing health
status of American Indian populations.
395 Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
398 Cooperative Education Internship Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., 9 credits in anthropology;
consent of faculty supervisor and cooperative education officer. Practical application of
classroom learning through internship in a number of areas such as museology, culture
resource management, and forensics.
480E Ethics In Anthropology 3 er. Prereq., Anth 101H and lower-division course in Perspective 5 or consent of instr. Offered alternate years. A review of ethical problems in the four
subfields of anthropology. The ethical guidelines adopted by the American Anthropological
Association are discussed in terms of case materials which present particular ethical
·
dilemmas.
481 Culture and Theory 3 er. Prereq., Anth 101H and 220S. The development of theory and
method in cultural anthropology to the present. Various archaeological, ethnological and
socio-psychological theories in the light of historical anthropology.
494 Seminars In Ethnology and Linguistics 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr. Offered
alternate years.
495 Special Topics Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of instr. Experimental offerings of
visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current
topics.
496 Independent Study Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr.
570 Seminar In Linguistics 3 er. (R-6) Same as Ling and Enli 560. Offered alternate years.
Topic varies.
580 Classical Evolution and Neoevolutlonary Thought 3 er. Prereq., graduate standing
and consent of instr. The major figures in the development of 19th century evolutionary theory,
and in 20th century neoevolution.
581 Theories and Concepts of Cultural and Social Anthropology 3 er. Prereq., graduate
standing and consent of instr. Major figures and concepts associated with the diachronic,
synchronic, holistic, and hologeistic study of culture and society.
583 Theories and Concepts in Physical Anthropology 3 er. Prereq., graduate standing.
Comprehensive review of major concepts, theories, and recent publications in physical anthropology; designed to prepare graduates to evaluate new hypotheses, and to design and
teach introductory physical anthropology.
584 Seminar In Archaeology 3 er. .Topic varies.
585 Seminar In Ethnology 3 er. (R-6) Offered alternate years. Topic varies.
589 Anthropological Research Methods 3 er.Offered alternate years. Field methods, case
analysis techniques, controlled comparisons and cross-cultural methodology.
595 Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
597 Research Variable er. (R-9)
598 Internship Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., graduate standing and consent of faculty supervisor. Practical application of classroom learning through internship in a number of areas
such as museology, cultural resource management and forensics. Written reports are required.
599 Thesis Variable er. (R-6)
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Professors
Frank B. Bessac, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1963 (Emeritus)
Carling I. Malouf, Ph.D., Columbia University, 1956 (Emeritus)
Anthony Mattina, Ph.D., University of Hawaii, 1973 (on leave 1990-91)
Charline G. Smith, Ph.D., University of Utah, 1970 (Emeritus)
Katherine M. Weist, Ph.D., University of California, Berkeley, 1970

Associate Professor
Thomas A. Foor, Ph.D., University of California, Santa Barbara, 1982 (Chairman)

Assistant Professors
Gregory R. Campbell, Ph.D., University of Oklahoma, 1987
John E. Douglas, Ph.D., University of Arizona, 1990
Randall R. Skelton, Ph.D., University of California, Davis, 1983
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Art (See School of Fine Arts)
Asian Studies
Philip West, (Mansfield Professor of Modern Asian Affairs), Chair
The Asian Studies Program offers undergraduates at The University of Montana an opportunity to acquire a basis for understanding the ways of thought and behavior of the peoples of Asia. Although the
program is called "Asian" and can therefore encompass the study of East, Southeast, South, Central,
and West Asia, the focus is on East Asia.
The program is administered by the Asian Studies Committee, an interdisciplinary group of faculty with
teaching and research interests in Asia. The committee works closely with the Maureen and Mike Mansfield
Center and the Office of International Programs at The University of Montana.
Students may choose from two programs. The first is a major in Liberal Studies with an emphasis in
Asian Studies (see the Liberal Studies section of this catalog). The second program is a major in another
discipline with a minor in Asian Studies (see the minor requirements section following).
Students admitted to either the emphasis or the minor program must register with the Asian studies
chair, who will review the requirements and the course of study and appoint an appropriate advisor.
Students are encouraged to plan their course sequence at least one year in advance.

Asian Studies Courses
Courses approved for the Asian studies emphasis and minor are listed under two designations: 1. Asian
Studies; 2. other disciplines: These courses are offered on a regular basis. In addition , new and/or experimental courses are offered each year in other departments under the 195, 395, and 495 designations.
Asian Studies
100
Introduction to Asian Studies
395
Special Topics
495
Problems in Asian Studies
Asian studies courses in other disciplines (for full descriptions of these courses, refer to the individual
departments):
Anthropology
Courses as appropriate with the approval of the Asian Studies chair
Chinese
Elementary Chinese
101
Elementary Chinese
102
Intermediate Chinese
201
Intermediate Chinese
202
Advanced Chinese
301
Advanced Chinese
302
Economics
170
The Japanese Economy
336
U.S.-Asian Economic Relations
Geography
207
East Asia
268
South Asia
269
Middle East
365
Japan
366
China
History
180H East Asian Civilization
283H Islamic Civilization
284H Islamic Civilization
Modern China
380
381 H Modern Japan
Japanese
101
Elementary Japanese
102
Elementary Japanese
201
Intermediate Japanese
202
Intermediate Japanese
Liberal Studies
211H Chinese Culture and Civilization
Mansfield Center
195
Special Topics
395
Special Topics
495
Mansfield Center Seminar
Philosophy
255H Introduction to the Philosophical Traditions of India and China
Political Science
328H Politics of China
329H Politics of Japan
Religious Studies
100
Introduction to the Study of Religion
232H Buddhism
237H Religion of Islam
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330H
331H
Sociology
240S
242S
244S

Suggested Course
of Study

Religions of China
Religi.)ns of Japan
Japanese Society
South Asia/Land and People
Southeast Asia: Cross-Cultural Survey

First Year
Anth 101-lntroduction to Anthropology..... .......... .................... ..........................
Chin 101-102-Elementary Chinese or
Jpns 101-102-Elementary Japanese......... .. .. ......................... ........................
*Enex 101-Composition ........... ...... ...... .... .. .......... ......... ... ................ ... .. ....... ... . ..
A course in the social sciences such as
Geog 101-lntro to Human Geography .......................................................... .
Courses in the humanities, such as history or literature ........ .. .. .. ....... ...... ..... ....
Elective or General Education ...........................................................................

A
3

s

5
3

5

4

4

3
3
15

16

*Semester of enrollment depends on beginning letter of student's last name.

Requirements for
a Minor

The following are the requirements for the minor:

Courses

U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or graduate credit, G=for graduate credit.
R after the credit indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated after the R.
U
100 Introduction to Asian Studies 3 er. An introduction to Asian ways of thinking and realities
today. Focus on country profiles of East Asia, with particular attention to China and Japan.
Basic concepts include political and social organization, cultural themes as expressed in
literature and art, and Asian interactions with the United States.
U
395 Special Topics Variable er. (R-12) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
UG 495 Problems in Asian Studies Variable er. (R-6) Seminar designed for students with an
emphasis in Asian Studies. Regional or temporal focus may vary, depending on the discipline
and expertise of the instructor.

Astronomy (See

1. Completion of a minimum of 18 semester credits in approved Asian studies courses.
2. Completion of 9 of the 18 semester credits at the 300-level or above; completion of 6 of the 18 semester
credits in the social sciences and 6 in the humanities.

Department of Physics and Astronomy)

Division of Biological Sciences
Delbert L. Kilgore, Associate Dean for the Biological Sciences
The Division of Biological Sciences offers courses and degrees, both undergraduate and graduate, in
a wide range of biological disciplines. Biological Sciences offers bachelor degrees in biology (with emphases in botanical sciences, cellular and molecular biology, environmental biology, natural history,
zoological sciences, and biological education), medical technology, microbiology, and wildlife biology
(a cooperative program administered by the School of Forestry). The Division als'o advises pre-medical
sciences students, pre-agriculture/horticulture students, and students in paramf'Jdical arts. The Division
also offers a series of courses during the summer months at the University's Biolr,gical Station on Flathead
Lake.
Graduate degrees offered by the Division of Biological Science include Mi>..ster of Science degrees in
biochemistry, microbiology, and organismal biology and ecology, and the M·aster of Science for Teachers
of Biology (with thesis and nonthesis options). Doctor of Philosophy degrees in biochemistry/microbiology
and organismal biology and ecology are offered, also. For general require,ments for all graduate students
and for information regarding graduate study in the biological sciencf'JS, contact the graduate School
or the Division of Biological Sciences.
Besides offering courses for its own students, the Division of Biologi'cal Sciences is committed to offering modern, meaningful courses that are designed to meet the ne·eds of non-science majors. In addition to offering a number of introductory, no prerequisite courses to i:'JOth non-majors and majors, Biological
Sciences offers courses designed especially for non-majors: geneti.c engineering, trailside -botany, elementary microbiology, elementary medical microbiology, human g'anetics, human sexuality, and others.
Degree requirements and course descriptions are described 'in the next few pages of this catalog except for the wildlife biology program listed under the Schor,1 of Forestry.
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Faculty

Professors
Fred W. Allendorf, Ph.D., University of Washington, 1975 (Zoology)
Mark J. Behan, Ph.D., University of Washington, 1963 (Botany)
David E. Bilderback, Ph.D., University of Oregon, 1968 (Botany; Associate Dean, College of Arts
and Sciences)
George L. Card, Ph.D., University of Nebraska, 1966 (Microbiology)
Meyer Chessin, Ph.D., University of California, 1950 (Botany)
Reuben A. Diettert, Ph.D., State University of Iowa, 1937 (Botany; Emeritus)
Richard A. Faust, Ph.D., Purdue University, 1958 (Microbiology; Emeritus)
H. Richard Fevold, Ph.D., University of Utah, 1961 (Biochemistry)
James R. Habeck, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1959 (Botany)
LeRoy H. Harvey, Ph.D., University of Michigan, 1948 (Botany; Emeritus)
Walter E. Hill, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1967 (Biochemistry)
Richard L. Hutto, Ph.D., University of California at Los Angeles (Zoology)
Donald A. Jenni, Ph.D., University of Florida, 1961 (Zoology)
Ralph C. Judd, Ph.D., The University of Montana, 1979 (Microbiology)
Delbert L. Kilgore, Ph.D., University of Kansas, 1972 (Zoology; Associate Dean, Division of
Biological Sciences)
Galen P. Mell, Ph.D., University of Washington, 1961 (Biochemistry)
Lee H. Metzgar, Ph.D., University of Michigan, 1968 (Zoology)
Charles N. Miller, Ph.D., University of Michigan, 1965 (Botany)
Mitsuru J. Nakamura, Ph.D., Boston University School of Medicine, 1956 (Microbiology)
Sherman J. Preece, Jr., Ph.D., Washington State University, 1956 (Botany; Emeritus)
Andrew L. Sheldon, Ph.D., Cornell University, 1966 (Zoology)
Richard P. Sheridan, Ph.D., University of Oregon, 1966 (Botany)
Richard A. Solberg, Ph.D., University of California at Los Angeles, 1961 (Botany; Emeritus)
John F. Tibbs, Ph.D., University of Southern California, 1968 (Zoology) .
George F. Weisel, Ph.D., University of California at Los Angeles, 1947 (Zoology; .Emeritus)
Philip L. Wright, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1940 (Zoology; Emeritus)

Associate Professors
Kerry R. Foresman, Ph.D., University of Idaho, 1977 (Zoology)
Willard 0. Granath, Ph.D., Wake Forest University, 1982 (Microbiology)
Thomas W. North, Ph.D., University of Arizona, 1976 (Biochemistry)
Vicki J. Watson, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1981 (Botany)

Assistant Professors
Dan C. DeBorde, Ph.D. Brown University, 1976 (Microbiology)
Kenneth P. Dial, Ph.D., Northern Arizona University, 1984 (Zoology)
Erick P. Greene, Ph.D., Princeton University, 1989 (Zoology)
Thomas Mitchell-Olds, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1985 (Botany)
Kathleen C. Raymond, Ph.D., University of Wyoming, 1974 (Microbiology)
Michael F. Minnick, Ph.D., Washington State University, 1987 (Microbiology)

Research Professors
Jerry J. Bromenshenk, Ph.D., Montana State University, 1973 (Zoology)
Jack A. Stanford, Ph.D., University of Utah, 1975 (Zoology; Bierman Professor;
Director of the Biological Station)
Barbara E. Wright, Ph.D., Stanford University, 1951 (Microbiology)

Research Associate Professors
F. Richard Hauer, Ph.D., North Texas State University, 1980 (Zoology; Biological Station)
Penelope F. Kukuk, Ph.D., University of Kansas, 1980 (Zoology)

Research Assistant Professors
Dona F. Boggs, Ph.D., The University of Montana, 1980 (Zoology)
Roland L. Redmond, Ph.D., The University of Montana, 1984 (Zoology)
Craig N. Spencer, Ph.D., Michigan State University, 1984 (Zoology; Biological Station)

Biochemistry

U=for undergraduate credit only, UG=for undergraduate or graduate credit, G.=for graduate credit.
R after the credit indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated after
the A.
UG 381 Elementary Biochemistry 3 er. Prereq., Chem 222 or 262. A service course directed
toward health science students. Basic biochemistry and its relationship to other health
sciences. Chemistry and metabolism of biomolecules. The energy relationships in
metabolism. Credit not allowed for both Bioc 381-382 and Bioc 481-482.
UG 382 Elementary Biochemistry 2 er. Prereq., Bioc 381. Continuation of Bioc 381. Emphasis
is on metabolism of biomolecules, photosynthesis and the storage, transmission and expression of genetic information. Credit not allowed for both Bioc 381-382 and Bioc 481-482.
UG 385 Clinical Chemistry Laboratory 2 er. Prereq., Bioc 381 or 481. Analysis of biological fluids
by methods currently used by most clinical laboratories. Discussion of the chemical principles of the chosen methods, along with the factors involved in the evaluation of the clinical
status of the patient.
UG 481 Biochemistry 3 er. Prereq., Chem 262 or equiv., Chem 370 or 372 or equiv. Primarily
for science majors. The chemistry and metabolism of biomolecules, with emphasis on the
structure and function of proteins, carbohydrates, lipids and nucleic acids and the associated
bioenergetics. Credit not allowed for both Bioc 381-382 and Bioc 481-482.
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Biological Station

UG

482

UG

485

UG
G

486
559

G

580

G

581

G

582

G

583

G

584

G

585

G
G

597
599

G

685

G

699

Biochemistry 3 er. Prereq., Bioc 481 or equiv. Continuation of Bioc 481. Metabolism,
especially macromolecule biosyntheses, the chemistry and regulation of the transfer and
expression of genetic information, protein synthesis and molecular physiology. Credit not
allowed for both Biol 381-382 and Bioc 481-482.
Biochemistry Laboratory 2 er. Prereq., Bioc 481. Experiments are designed to illustrate
biochemical principles and techniques. Primarily for science majors.
Biochemistry Laboratory 2 er. Prereq., Bioc 482, 485. Continuation of Bioc 485.
Plant Molecular Biology Laboratory 1-3 er. (R-6) Prereq., molecular genetics. Same
as Biol and Micb 559. Laboratory methods in plant molecular biology. Experimental methods
for study of DNA and proteins.
Molecular Biology Seminar 1 er. (R-6) Prereq., graduate standing or consent of instr.
Same as Micb 580. Consideration of areas of current research interest in biochemistry and
molecular biology.
Physical Biochemistry 3 er. Prereq., Chem 370 or 372; Bioc 482. Offered alternate years.
Techniques of physical chemistry used in studying biological structure and function of
macromolecules. Emphasis is on spectroscopic methods, hydrodynamic methods and xray and other scattering and diffraction techniques.
Proteins and Enzymes 4 er. Prereq., Chem 370 or 372 and Bioc 482. Offered alternate
years. The chemical and biological properties of proteins including their dynamic properties in solution, their interactions with other molecules, and their ability to catalyze chemical
reactions.
Lipids and Membranes 3 er. Prereq., Chem 370 or 372 and Bioc 482 or equiv. Same
as Micb 583. Offered alternate years. The chemistry and biochemical properties of lipids
and their functions in biological systems. The structure and function of biological membranes
are emphasized.
Nucleic Acids 3 er. Prereq ., Bioc 482 and Chem 370 or 372 or consent of instr. Offered
alternate years. The structure and function of nucleic acids with emphasis on their role in
transfer of genetic information, mechanisms of biosynthesis and manipulation of nucleic
acids for recombinant DNA technologies.
Hormone Biochemistry 3 er. Prereq., Chem 370 or 372 and Bioc 482. Offered alternate years. The chemical structure, metabolism and biochemical actions of vertebrate
hormones.
Research Variable er. (R-18)
Thesis 1-10 er. (R-10) Prereq., masters student in biochemistry. Laboratory research for
and preparation of a masters thesis.
Advanced Biochemistry and Molecular Biology Laboratory 1-3 er. (R-9) Prereq., Bioc
482 or equiv. and consent of instr. Introduction to research techniques in biochemistry and
molecular biology.
Dissertation 1-10 er. (R-20) Prereq., doctoral student in biochemistry. Laboratory research
for and preparation of a doctoral dissertation.

Jack A. Stanford (Bierman Professor of Ecology), Director
The University of Montana operates its Flathead Lake Biological Station as a year-round research facility and summer academic center in the field sciences. The Station is located on 160 acres at Yellow
Bay on Flathead Lake, some 70 miles north of Missoula near Kalispell and Glacier National Park. Up
to 110 students can board in rustic cabins and in a new, winterized commissary and dorm I apartment
facility; several large academic and office structures complement the state-of-the-art Freshwater Research
Laboratory at this field campus.
During the annual ten-week summer session, formal courses are offered which emphasize field investigations of the rich flora and fauna of the diverse aquatic and terrestrial habitats found at or near the Station. The program emphasizes aquatic studies, and is coordinated by the Division of Biological Sciences.
Faculty from UM and other universities throughout the United States and Canada teach the courses
of the summer program. The formal courses each carry five semester credits for either advanced
undergraduate or graduate academic programs and are offered two and one-half days (20 hours) per
week to maximize opportunities for field study. Advanced students are encouraged to take up to 6 credits
of independent research under the direction of one of the FLBS faculty members. Credits are transferable
to most universities in the United States and Canada. Students must have completed introductory courses
in biology, botany, zoology and chemistry before enrolling in courses of the program.
Biology courses offered at the Biological Station are selected on a yearly basis from the following:
352 Field Botany
353 Aquatic Flowering Plants
354 Terrestrial Plant Ecology
355 Ecology of Mammals
356 Ecology of Birds
357 Ecology of Fishes
451 Phycology
452 Mycology
453 Lake Ecology
454 River Ecology
494 Seminar in Biology
497 Research
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In addition to the summer courses, the Biological Station offers opportunities for graduate studies in
aquatic biology and ecology. After formal admission to a graduate degree-granting program, research
programs leading to M.S. or Ph.D. degrees can be designed by the student, academic departments
at the University and the Director of the Station. Research assistantships are often available for students
working on advanced degrees at FLSS. Several scholarships are also available annually for students
enrolled at UM.

Enrollment Procedures
Students interested in participating in the annual summer academic program must apply before May
1. Application forms are available from the Director or may be obtained in the Division of Biological Sciences
office at UM .
Students interested in pursuing graduate work at FLSS should apply in writing to Graduate Admissions,
Division of Biological Sciences, The University of Montana, Missoula, 59812, or contact the Director.
For detailed information about academic and research opportunities at the Flathead Lake Biological
Station, please contact:
Director
Flathead Lake Biological Station
The University of Montana
311 Bio Station Lane
Polson, MT 59860
(406) 982-3301

Biology

Special Degree
Requirements

For students wishing to work in the broad area of biology rather than one of the more specialized fields
offered by the Division of Biological Sciences, the Division offers an undergraduate degree in biology.
Six emphases are provided in the program.
The botanical sciences emphasis entails the study of various aspects of plant life, such as form, structure, development, physiology, reproduction, classification, evolution and distribution. Plant science is
important for many professional fields such as forestry, wildlife biology, pharmacy, agriculture, horticulture,
plant pathology and plant breeding. The cellular and molecular biology emphasis is for students wishing
to concentrate on cellular and physiological aspects of biology and is designed for those who plan to
continue studies at the graduate level or in the medical sciences. In the environmental biology emphasis,
students combine a background in basic biology with offerings in environmental science. This emphasis
also is intended for those who plan to continue studies at the graduate level. The natural history emphasis requires one year of general chemistry, but no coursework in mathematics or foreign languages
beyond the General Education requirement. The emphasis in natural history is not suitable for the student planning a traditional career in the biological sciences. The zoological sciences emphasis is a flexible program and students have the opportunity to concentrate their electives in related areas such as
ecology, environmental studies, wildlife biology, chemistry, botany, computer science, education or other
areas.
High School Preparation: In addition to general University admission requirements, chemistry, 3 1/2
years of mathematics, and preparation in a modern foreign language are recommended.

Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the catalog. See index.
These general courses must be completed for a B.A. degree with a major in biology: Biology 101N-102N,
103N-104N, 221 , and 223. Exemption from Biology 101N-102N may be allowed.

Emphasis in Botanical Sciences
Forty-five credits in biology including the general requirements, Biol 165N, 222, 300, 301, 311-312, 340-341,
and 344.
Math 117, 121, 150, 241; CS 170; Chem 151N-152N, 154N; Phys 101N-102N or 221N-222N also are required.

Emphasis in Cellular and Molecular Biology
Thirty-eight to forty credits in biology and microbiology including the general requirements, Biol 121N-122N,
222, 300, 301 , 439, 440; Micb 300-301 , and one course chosen from Biol 344 or 345, or Micb 450.
Math 117, 121 , 150; CS 170; Chem 161N-162N, 164N-165N, 221-222, 223-224, 341; Phys 101N-102N or
221N-222N also are required . Students must complete 10 credits in a modern foreign language or
demonstrate a reading knowledge in a modern language.

Emphasis in Environmental Biology
Forty credits in biology, biochemistry, and microbiology including the general requirements, Biol 222,
300, 301 , 340-341 , and two additional courses at the 300 or 400 level in Bioc, Biol, or Micb.
Math 117, 121, 150, 241 ; CS 170; Chem 151N-152N, 154N; Phys 101N-102N or 221N-222N also are required. Student must complete 10 credits in a modern foreign language or demonstrate a reading
knowledge in a modern language.

Emphasis in Natural History
Thirty-seven to thirty-nine credits in biology including Biol 121N-122N, 165N, 200N or 201N, 300, 311
or 312, 304-305 or 306-307, 309 or 310, and 489.
Chem 151N-152N, 154N are required . Students also must complete at least 20 credits in cognate areas
of anthropology, chemistry, geography, geology, foreign langauges, forestry, mathematics, physics and
wildlife biology. However, no more than 10 credits from any one of these areas can be applied toward
the 20-credit requirement. Students interested in combining natural history with other subject areas may,
with the permission of an advisor, substitute 20 credits in English-writing, journalism, photography, art,
business management, or some other field that would provide a unique learning experience.
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Emphasis in Zoological Sciences
Forty-four to forty-five credits in biology including the general requirements, Biol 222, 300, 301, 302, 303,
309, 340-341, 345, 489, and 413 or 465.
Math 117, 121, 150, 241; CS 170; and Chem 151N-152N, and 154N are required. Students must successfully
complete one college year, or its equivalent, of a modern foreign language.

Teacher Preparation in Biology
Emphasis in Biological Education-Major Teaching Field of Biology: This emphasis is designed for
students seeking an endorsement in the major teaching field of biology. The general courses listed above
are not required for students electing this emphasis.
A student must complete Biol 101N-102N, 103N-104N, 170N, 221-222, 223, 301, 340-341, 344, 345, and
Micb 300-301.
Evst 101N; CS 170; Math 117, 241; Chem 151N-152N, 154N, 485; and C&I 426 also are required. Phys
101N-102N, or Geol 100N and 106N, must be completed.
For endorsement to teach biology, a student also must gain admission to Teacher Education and Student Teaching and meet all the requirements for certification as a secondary teacher (see the School
of Education section of this catalog).
Biology qualifies for a single-field endorsement. However, there is a limited demand in most Montana
high schools for teachers with a single endorsement in biology, and students are advised to complete
the requirements for a second teaching endorsement (major or minor).
Minor Teaching Field of Biology: For an endorsement in the minor teaching field of biology, a student
must complete Biol 101N-102N, 103N-104N, 121N-122N, 170N, 221-222, 223; Micb 300-301; Evst 101N;
C&I 426; CS 170; Math 117, 241; and Chem 151N, 485. A student also must gain admission to Teacher
Education and Student Teaching and must meet the requirements for certification as a secondary teacher
(see the School of Education section of this catalog).

Teacher Preparation in General Science
Extended Major Teaching Field of General Science: A student must meet the requirements for a B.A.
with a major in biology with an environmental biology emphasis by completing Biol 103N-104N, 221-222,
223 and 340-341; Astr 131N-134N; Chem 152N-154N, 161N-162N-164N-165N, 485; CS 170; Geol 100N,
· Geog 330, Math 150 or 152; Evst 101N or Geol 101N, and Phys 101N-102N or 221N-222N.
Highly recommended are Biol 345, Micb 300-301, Phys 102N and Chem 101N.
For an endorsement in the extended major teaching field of General Science, a student must gain admission to Teacher Education and Student Teaching, complete C&I 426 and meet the requrement for
certification as a secondary teacher (see the School of Education section of this catalog.)

Suggested Course
of Study

Biology-All Emphases Except Natural History
First Year
A
Biol 101N-102N-Principles of Biology and Laboratory. ......................................
4
Biol 103N-104N-Diversity of Life and Laboratory ..............................................
Chem 151N-152N, 154N or Chem 161N-162N, 164N-165N-General or
College Chemistry. .. ........................................................................................ 3-5
*Enex 101-Composition. ... ............ ................ ........ ........... .. ... ......... .. .. ............. .. . 3
Math 117-Probability and Linear Mathematics.................................................. 3
Math 121-Precalculus ..................................................................................... .
Electives and General Education. ...................................................................... 1-3

s

16

17

5
5
4

3

*Semester of enrollment depends on beginning letter of student's last name.

Botanical Sciences Emphasis
Second Year
Biol 221-222-Cell and Molecular Biology and Laboratory .................................
Biol 223-Genetics and Evolution .................................................................... .
Biol 165N-Rocky Mountain Flora .................................................................... .
CS 170-Computer Applications ....................................................................... .
Math 150-Applied Calculus ............................................................................ .
Math 241-Statistics ..........................................................................................
Electives and General Education .......................................................................

5
4
3
3
4
4
4

6

17

16

Third Year
Biol 300-Biological Literature ......................................................................... .
Biol 301-Developmental Biology ......................................................................
Biol 311-312- Survey of Plants ..........................................................................
Biol 344-Plant Physiology .............................................................................. .
Phys 101N-102N or 221N-222N-General Physics ............................................. .
Electives and General Education ...................................................................... .

2
3
5

5
4
5
2

5
1

16

16
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Fourth Year
Biol 340-341-Ecology and Laboratory ... .... ........... ...... ......... .. .. ... ...... .. ...... ... .....
Electives and General Education.. ...... .. ....... .. ........... ......... ........ .. .. .... .......... .... ..

5
11

16

16

16

Cellular and Molecular Biology Emphasis
Second Year
Biol 221-222-Cell and Molecular Biology and Laboratory ...... .. ..... ........ ... .... .. .. .
Biol 223-Genetics and Evolution ... .. ...... ........... ............ ..... ........... .................. .
Biol 121N-122N-lntroductory Ecology and Laboratory ......... ......... .......... .......... .
Chem 221-222-223-224-0rganic Chemistry and Laboratory ....................... ... .. .
CS 170-Computer Applications ... ........ .......... ........ ................ ...................... .... .
Math 150-Applied Calculus ......... ....... ........ .. ......... ....... ............................ ...... .
Electives and General Education ... ...... ............. ... .................. ... ....... .......... ....... .

5
5

4
4
5
3

4
3
17

17

Third Year
Biol 300-Biological Literature .... ... ......... .. ........ .......... .... .... ................ ........... ...
Biol 301-Developmental Biology ....... ...... .............. .... .. ....... ....... ...................... .
Chem 341-Quantitative Analysis and Instrumental Methods ................ ...... ...... .
Micb 300-301-General Microbiology and Laboratory ........................... ............ .
Foreign language .......... ......................... ...... .... ...... ..... ... .. ... ....... ............... ....... .
Electives and General Education ...... ............ ............ ......... .......... ..................... .

2
3
3
5
5
3

5
6

16

16

Fourth Year
Biol 439-Cytology ......... ............ .................... ... .............. .. ....... ........................ .
Biol 440-Biological Electron Microscopy ... .. ............ .......... .... ... ...... ........ .. ....... .
Biol 344 or 345 or Micb 450-Plant Physiology or Principles of
Physiology or Microbial Physiology ... ... ... ........ ... ........ .. ......... ........................ .
Phys 101N-102N or 221N-222N-General Physics ... ..... ......... ............ ...... ..... ......
Electives and General Education ............... .... ........ ....... .............. ... ... .. ....... ... .... .

3
2
5
5

2-4
5
7-9

15

16

Environmental Biology Emphasis
Second Year
Biol 221-222-Cell and Molecular Biology and Laboratory ... ..... ..... ....... ........... ..
Biol 223-Genetics and Evolution ..... .... ... ...... .. ........... ........ .......... ....... .......... .. .
CS 170- Computer Applications ........ ... ............... ..... .. ..... ................................. .
Math 150-Applied Calculus .... .................... ........... ..... ......... ........ .... ... .. .... ..... ..
Math 241-Statistics .............. .. ... .. ........ ..... ..... .............. .... ... ... ......... ........ ..........
Foreign language .... ....... ........... ..... ... ... ............................. ............. ....... ........... .
Electives and General Education ..... ...... ... ............... ............. ...... ...... ................ .

5
4
3
4
5

4
5
4

17

17

Third Year
Biol 300-Biological Literature ... ............ ................ .............. ............ .. ...... ........ .
Biol 301-Developmental Biology ............ .. ... ... .............. ............. ................... ....
Biol 340-341-Ecology and Laboratory ........ ................. ........... .......... ....... ...... .. . 5
Electives and General Education ........ ...... ... ..... .... .. ................. ..... ........ .... .... ... .. 11

2
3
11

16

16

Fourth Year
Biol 354 or 366-Terrestrial Plant Ecology or Freshwater Ecology ...... ................
One course at the 300-400 level in Bioc, Biol, or Micb ... ......... ....... ... .... ... .... .... .
Phys 101N-102N or 221N-222N-General Physics ........... .... ............ ....... ........... .
Electives and General Education ..... .......... ..... .. .. ......... ...... ................... ............ .

5
5
5
15 ,

3-5
5
6-8
16

Natural History Emphasis
First Year
Biol 101N-102N-Principles of Biology and Laboratory ...... ............... ........ ..... .....
Biol 103N-104N-Diversity of Life and Laboratory... .. ........... ... .. ... .............. ........
Biol 121N-122N-lntroductory Ecology and Laboratory. .............. ... ... ......... .. .......
Chem 151N-152N, 154N-General Chemistry and Laboratory.. ... ...... ...... .. .. .......
*En ex 101-Composition.. ... ............. ...... ... .. ........... ... ..... ........................ ... ...... ....
General Education and cognate requirements.. .... ......... ...... ......... .. ... ... .............

4
3
3
6
16

*Semester of enrollment depends on beginning letter of student's last name.
Second Year
Biol 165N, 200N or 201N-Rocky Mountain Flora, Trailside Botany or
Montana Wildlife. .... ..... ..................... ... ... ........ .. ...... .. ... .......... ........ ...... ......... .

3

5
4
5
3
17
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Biol 221-Cell and Molecular Biology ............... ...................... .......................... .
Biol 223-Genetics and Evolution .................................................................... .
General Education and cognate requirements .................................................. .

4
10
17

4
~
17

Third Year
Biol 300-Biological Literature .......................... ............. .................................. .
Biol 311 or 312-Survey of Plants ..................... ...................... .......................... .
General Education and cognate requirements .................................................. .

2
5
11

14

16

16

Fourth Year
Biol 304-305 or 306-307-0rnithology or Mammalogy ...................................... . 4
Biol 309 or 310-lnvertebrate Biology or Entomology ....................................... .
Biol 489-Seminar ............ ....................................... ........................................ . 1
Electives and General Education ...................................................................... . 10
15

3-5
11:13
16

Zoological Sciences Emphasis
Second Year
Biol 221-222-Cell and Molecular Biology ........................................................ .
Biol 223-Genetics and Evolution .................................................................... .
CS 170-Computer Applications ....................................................................... .
Math ·150-Applied Calculus ............................................................................ .
Math 241-Statistics ......................................................................................... .
Electives and General Education .......................................................................

5
4
3
4
5
17

-8
4
~
17

Third Year
Biol 300-Biological Literature ......................................................................... .
Biol 301-Developmental Biology ...... ............................................................... .
Biol 302-Comparative Vertebrate Embryology ................................................. .
Biol 303-Functional Vertebrate Morphology .....................................................
Biol 340-341-Ecology and Laboratory ............................................................. .
Foreign language ................................................................... .......................... .
Electives and General Education .......................................................................

2
3
2
4
5
5

_g

5
4

16

16

Fourth Year
Biol 309-lnvertebrate Biology .. .. ........................................... ...........................
Biol 345-Principles of Physiology ... .. ..... ........... .. ........ .......... .. .................... ..... 2
Biol 413 or 465-Field Ecology or Experimental Biology Laboratory ....... ........... 2-3
Biol 489-Seminar ................................................................. ...........................
Electives and General Education ....................................................................... 10-11
15

Requirements for
a Minor

Courses

5
1
10
16

Blology-Botanlcal Sciences: To earn a minor in botanical sciences, the student must complete a minimum
of 20 credits in biology including Biol 101N-102N, 103N-104N, 165N and the remainder in upper-division
biology courses.
Blology-Zoologlcal Sciences: To earn a minor in zoological sciences, the student must complete a
minimum of 24 credits in biology including Biol 101N-102N, 103N-104N, and 15 credits in biology at the
300-400 level selected from those listed for zoological science or natural history emphasis.
U:for undergraduate credit only, UG:for undergraduate or graduate credit, G=for graduate credit. R
after the credit indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated after the R.
U
101N Principles of Biology 3 er. Unifying principles of biological structure-function relationships at different levels of organization and complexity. Energy, substances, organisms.
Reproduction, genetics, development, evolution, ecosystems, the inter-relationships of the
human species to the rest of life.
U
102N Principles of Biology Laboratory 1 er. Coreq., Biol 101N. A series of laboratory experiences illustrating basic biological principles including growth, reproduction, development, genetics and physiological processes.
103N Diversity of Life 3 er. Survey of the diversity, evolution and ecology of life including proU
karyotes, viruses, protista, fungi, plants and animals.
U
104N Diversity of Life Laboratory 2 er. Coreq., Biol 103N. The diversity of life including prokaryotes, viruses, protista, fungi, plants and animals including structure and evolutionary
relationships.
'U
105N Elementary Microbiology 3 er. Coreq., Biol 107N recommended. The structure, function and classification of bacteria, molds, yeasts, rickettsiae and viruses, and their practical
significance to agriculture, food , drug, fermentation and other industries. Credit not allowed toward a major in microbiology.
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106N Elementary Medical Microbiology 3 er. Infectious diseases, including concepts of
virulence, resistance, prevention and control of microbial diseases in the individual and in
the community. If laboratory experience is desired, the student may enroll concurrently in
Biol 107N. Credit not allowed toward a major in microbiology.
107N Elementary Microbiology Laboratory 1 er. Prereq. or coreq., Biol 105N or 106N. Observation of live microorganisms, their characteristics and activities. Experience with
microbiological techniques. Credit not allowed toward a major in microbiology.
109 Survey of Microbiology 1 er. (R-2) The field and subject matter of microbiology.
120N General Botany 3 er. Introduction to the plant kingdom including anatomy, physiology
and ecology.
121N Introductory Ecology 3 er. An introduction to ecological principles, stressing the structure
and function of natural communities and examining human's role in these ecosystems.
122N Introductory Ecology Laboratory 1 er. Prereq. or coreq ., Biol 121N. An introduction to
field techniques or ecosystem analysis.
165N Rocky Mountain Flora 3 er. Elements of the evolution , geography and natural affinities
of flowering plants. Identification using a manual of native plants of Montana.
170N Genetic Engineering 3 er. Introduction to genetic engineering for non-science majors.
DNA, RNA, protein synthesis, DNA manipulation, cloning, mutations and the fundamental
techniques used in genetic engineering.
195 Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
198 Cooperative Education Internship Variable er. (R-9) Prereq ., consent of Division. Extended classroom experience which provides practical application of classroom learning
during placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the faculty supervisor
and the Cooperative Education Office.
200N Trailside Botany 3 er. Introduction to plant associations including interpretation of deserts,
plains, foothills, alpine and tropical life zones. Field trips.
201N Montana Wildlife 3 er. Prereq ., one course in a biological science. Interpreting biological
patterns associated with selected Montana wildlife species, including mammals, birds, reptiles
and amphibians.
212N Anatomy and Physiology I 4 er. Introduction to basic cellular structure and function.
The fundamental facts and concepts of the anatomy and physiology of the integumentary,
musculoskeletal, nervous and endocrine systems.
213N Anatomy and Physiology II 4 er. Prereq ., Biol 212N . The fundamental facts and concepts of the anatomy and physiology of the circulatory, respiratory, digestive, urinary and
reproductive systems.
Cell and Molecular Biology 4 er. Prereq ., Biol 101N or equiv., one year of college
221
chemistry. Description and analysis of biological structures and processes at the cellular
and subcellular levels including molecular genetics, energy, metabolism and cell differentiation.
222 Cell and Molecular Biology Laboratory 1 er. Coreq., Biol 221 . Experimental approaches
to the molecular biology of prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells.
223 Genetics and Evolution 4 er. Prereq., Biol 221 . Principles and mechanisms of inheritance
and evolution. Population genetics, fossil record, macroevolution, speciation, extinction,
systematics, molecular evolution .
265N Human Sexuality 3 er. Same as Anth 265N . Biological, behavioral, cross-cultural aspects
of human sexuality to help students place their own sexuality and that of others in a broader
perspective. Includes sexual anatomy, physiology, development, reproduction, diseases,
determination, as well as gender development and current issues.
267N Human Genetics 3 er. Same as Anth 267N . Offered alternate years. Genetics-related
problems that confront individuals and spciety. Variation and natural selection in human
populations. Designed for non-biology majors.
295 Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
298 Cooperative Education Internship Variable er. (R-9) Prereq ., consent of Division. Extended classroom experience which provides practical application of classroom learning
during placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the faculty supervisor
and the Cooperative Education Office.
300 Biological Literature 2 er. Prereq., a minimum of 15 credits in biology. Use of bibliographic
resources, preparation of manuscripts and presentation of seminars in the biological sciences.
Developmental Biology 3 er. Prereq ., Biol 221; Biol 223 recommended. An analysis of
301
the origin and development of form and patterns in organisms, stressing the processes of
growth and differentiation in plants and animals.
302 Comparative Vertebrate Embryology 2 er. Coreq. , Biol 301 . A laboratory course emphasizing comparative embryological development of vertebrates.
303 Functional Vertebrate Morphology 4 er. Prereq ., Biol 103N, 104N, and 223. Offered
alternate years. Phylogenetic and functional analysis of vertebrate structure. Laboratory will
involve a review of organ systems from preserved and prepared specimens representing
all of the vertebrate classes.
304 Ornithology 3 er. Prereq. , Biol 103N, 104N and 223. The classification, structure, evolution , behavior and ecology of birds.
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Ornithology Laboratory 1 er. Coreq., Biol 304. The anatomy, taxonomy, natural history
and identification of birds. Students are expected to provide themselves with binoculars
for required field trips.
Mammalogy 3 er. Prereq., Biol 103N, 104N and 223. The evolution, systematics, anatomy,
physiology and ecology of mammals.
Mammalogy Laboratory 1 er. Coreq., Biol 306. The anatomy, taxonomy, natural history
and identification of mammals.
Biology and Management of Fishes 4 er. Prereq., Biol 103N, 104N, 223 and one year
of college mathematics. Diversity, adaptations and ecology of fishes. Analysis and management of fish populations and communities.
Invertebrate Biology 5 er. Prereq., Biol 103N, 104N and 223. Structure, general biology
and phylogeny of the invertebrates.
Entomology 3 er. Prereq., Biol 103N, 104N and 223. Offered alternate years. The structure, classification, life histories, distribution and ecology of insects.
Survey of Plants I 5 er. Prereq., Biol 101N, 102N. Morphology, ultrastructure, systematics,
physiology and ecology of algae, fungi and bryophytes.
Survey of Plants II 5 er. Prereq., Biol 101N, 102N. Structure and function of vegetative
and reproductive organs of vascular plants and their importance in classification and evolutionary thought.
Plant Systematics 3 er. Prereq., Biol 223 and Biol 165N. Lecture and laboratory on principles of plant evolution and classification. Analyzing variation in populations; cytogenetic,
chemical, phenetic and cladistic methods. Credit not allowed for Biol 313 and 352.
Ecology 3 er. Prereq., Biol 223 and one year of college mathematics. Analysis of the
distribution and abundance of plants and animals. Includes individual, population and
community-level processes (e.g., population growth and regulation, competition, predation,
succession, nutrient cycling, energy flow and community organization). Credit not allowed
for Biol 340 and 354.
Ecology Laboratory 2 er. Coreq., Biol 340. Methods of describing and testing alternative
explanations for patterns in nature. The use of scientific methodology in ecology.
Plant Physiology 4 er. Prereq., Biol 120N, 221 or consent of instr. The chemical and
physical basis of water relations, photosynthesis, mineral nutrition, respiration, vegetative
and reproductive growth of plants.
Principles of Physiology 2 er. Prereq., Biol 221 or equiv. Fundamental principles of coordination, respiration, excretion, digestion, metabolism, circulation and reproduction in
vertebrates.
Field Botany 5 er. Prereq., Biol 165N or equiv. Offered summers only at Flathead Lake
Biological Station. Field characteristics of at least 50 families of seed plants, emphasizing
regional flora and an extensive plant collection; principles of classification and plant evolution. Credit not allowed for both Biol 352 and 313.
Aquatic Flowering Plants 5 er. Prereq., Biol 165N or equiv. Offered summers only at
Flathead Lake Biological Station. identification and ecology of flowering plants from aquatic
habitats of western Montana.
Terrestrial Plant Ecology 5 er. Prereq., an introductory college course in ecology. Offered summers only at Flathead Lake Biological Station. The interrelationships between plants
and plant communities and their natural environment. Credit not allowed for both Biol 354
and 340.
Ecology of Mammals 5 er. Prereq., Biol 223 or equiv. Offered summers only at Flathead
Lake Biological Station. The identification, natural history and behavior of mammals.
Ecology of Birds 5 er. Prereq., Biol 223 or equiv. Offered summers only at Flathead
Lake Biological Station. The identification, natural history, and behavior of western Montana birds.
Ecology of Fishes 5 er. Prereq., Biol 223 or equiv. Offered summers only at Flathead
Lake Biological Station. The identification, natural history, and behavior of fishes inhabiting
lakes and streams.
Freshwater Ecology 5 er. Prereq., Biol 103N, 104N and one year of college chemistry.
Offered alternate years. Physical and chemical dynamics of lakes and streams. Diversity,
distribution and dynamics of freshwater .organisms.
Conservation Biology 3 er. Prereq., Biol 223. Offered alternate years. Application of
the principles of population biology and genetics to the problem of conserving plant and
animal species.
Writing Skills for Biological Sciences 3 er. Prereq., biological sciences major. Development of writing skills for dealing with subjects of importance to biology.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-10) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
General Parasitology 2 er. Prereq., Biol 223. Parasitism as a biological phenomenon,
origin of parasitism, adaptations and life cycles, parasite morphology, fine structure,
physiology, parasites and their environment.
General Parasitology Laboratory 1 er. Coreq., Biol 400. Taxonomy, morphology and identification of parasitic protozoa, helminths and arthropods.
Animal Behavior 3 er. Prereq., Biol 223, senior standing or consent of instr. The descrip-
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tion and evolutionary interpretation of animal behavior under natural conditions. Laboratory
involves observation and recording of animal behavior.
Advanced Ecology 3 er. (R-9) Prereq., Biol 340. Examination of current ecological
research, theories and controversies. The emphasis of specific offerings vary, but include
such topics as community, population or behavioral ecology.
Vegetation Ecology 3 er. Prereq., course in ecology; upper-division standing in a life
science. The scientific study of natural, terrestrial vegetation, vegetation dynamics and
phytosociology, modern methodology for describing and classifying vegetation types and
survey of the natural vegetation of North America. Laboratory and field trips required.
Tropical Ecology 3 er. Offered alternate years. Principles of tropical ecology, with emphasis on plant and animal ecology. The impact of deforestation, agriculture and politics
on native cultures, world climate and wildlife habitats presented along with prognosis for
the future.
Field Ecology 3 er. (R-9) Prereq ., Biol 340 and 341, Math 241, or equiv. and consent
of instr. Firsthand experience with the methods of developing and conducting research in
field ecology. Independent research projects during a spring break field trip required, followed
by data analysis, a written report and an oral report during the subsequent semester.
Marine Biology 2 er. Prereq ., Biol 103N, 104N and consent of instr. Systematics and
ecology of marine animals of the Pacific Coast; requires a five-day trip to Washington coast.
Field Methods in Fisheries Biology and Management 1-4 er. Prereq., Biol 308 or 357;
consent of instr. Field instruction by practicing biologists in techniques for evaluating and
managing aquatic habitats and fish populations.
Plant Development 3 er. Prereq., Biol 344. Offered alternate years. The regulation of
growth and development of flowering plants.
Cytology 3 er. Prereq ., Biol 221 . Offered alternate years. Ultrastructure of cells and its
relationship to function.
Biological Electron Microscopy 2 er. Prereq., senior standing or consent of instr. Theory
of electron microscopy, recent developments in transmission and scanning electron
microscopy. Limited experience with the instruments.
Electron Microscopy Laboratory Variable er. (R-6) Prereq. or coreq ., Biol 440. Practical laboratory experience in the preparation of various biological materials, hands-on operation of the transmission electron microscope.
Phycology 5 er. Prereq., Biol 103N or equiv. Offered summers only at Flathead Lake
Biological Station. Morphology, taxonomy, physiology and ecology of the freshwater algae.
Mycology 5 er. Prereq., Biol 120N or equiv. Offered summers only at the Flathead Lake
Biological Station. The morphology, taxonomy and ecology of the fungi and lichens.
Lake Ecology 5 er. Prereq., Biol 223, Chem 162N and 165N, or equiv. Offered summers
only at the Flathead Lake Biological Station. The biogeochemical processes that characterize
the lakes and ponds of western Montana.
River Ecology 5 er. Prereq., Biol 223, Chem 162N and 165N or equiv. Offered summers
only at the Flathead Lake Biological Station. The biogeochemical processes that characterize
the streams and rivers of western Montana.
Medical Physiology 3 er. Prereq., Biol 212, 213, one year college chemistry or consent
of instr. Advanced principles of normal and abnormal physiology. Primarily for students in
the professional physical therapy program.
Experimental Biology Laboratory 2 er. (R-6) Prereq., senior standing in biology or consent of instr. Experimental approaches to the study of fundamental concepts in the life
sciences.
Evolutionary Biology 3 er. Prereq., Biol 223. Offered alternate years. The mechanisms
and study of evolution. Natural selection, speciation, transspecific evolution, construction
of phylogenies and philosophical issues.
Population and Ecological Genetics 3 er. Prereq., Biol 223. Offered alternate years.
Genetic structure of populations. Dynamics of natural selection and adaptation.
Zoology Seminar 1 er. Prereq., senior standing in biology or zoology. A discussion of
current zoological topics.
Seminar In Biology 1 er. (R-3) Prereq ., consent of instr.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-10) Prereq., consent of instr. Experimental offerings of
visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current
topics.
Independent Study Variable er. (R-10) Prereq., consent of instr. Independent study under
supervision of faculty.
Research Variable er. (R-10) Prereq., consent of instr. Semi-independent work under
the direction of a faculty member. May be repeated during succeeding semesters.
Research Facilities and Methods 1 er. Prereq., graduate standing in biological sciences.
An introduction to the facilities, faculty and staff in the Division of Biological Sciences. Reading
and discussion of the use of scientific methodology in biology.
Ecological Morphology 3 er. Prereq. , Biol 303 or equiv., undergraduate ecology. Offered alternate years. Studies of animal structure and their ecology. The relationship between form and function in animal design emphasizing biomechanics, locomotion, feeding
mechanics and body shape integrating ecology.
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Advanced Animal Behavior 3 er. Prereq ., Biol 405 or consent of instr. Offered alternate years. The causation and function of animal behavior, with emphasis on the evolutionary aspects of the behavior of animals in the wild.
Behavior Seminar 1 er. (R-6) Prereq. , graduate standing or consent of instr. Review of
recent developments in animal behavior and behavioral ecology, with emphasis on the evolutionary significance of the behavior of individuals.
Behavioral Ecology 3 er. Prereq ., Biol 340, graduate standing, or consent of instr. Offered alternate years. Review and discussion of recent studies dealing with behavioral aspects
of ecology, including such topics as territoriality, mate choice, social systems, habitat selection,
foraging theory and migration.
Population Ecology 3 er. Prereq. , Biol 340 or equiv. Offered alternate years. A review
of the principles that govern population change and an examination of current theories and
investigations.
Community Ecology 3 er. Prereq. , Biol 340 or equiv. , consent of instr. Offered alternate years. Current concepts of species interactions, succession, food webs, temporal and
spatial patterns and quantitative characterization of community structure.
Systems Ecology 3 er. Prereq., Biol 340 or equiv., graduate standing or consent of instr.
Offered alternate years. Biological productivity and biogeochemical cycling in local and global
ecosystems, including modeling and management.
Field Ecology 1-3 er. (R-6) Prereq. , Biol 340 or equiv., graduate standing, or consent
of instr. Experience with the methods of developing and conducting research in field ecology.
Independent research projects are required, which includes problem definition, field research,
data analysis, written report and oral presentation of results.
Plant-Animal Interactions 3 er. Prereq. , graduate standing and consent of instr. Offered
alternate years. Ecology and evolution of herbivory and seed predation, plant defenses and
pollination.
Advanced Vegetation Ecology 3 er. Prereq., upper-division course in ecology or consent of instr. Offered alternate years. Review and discussion of recent advances in vegetation ecology.
Biogeography 3 er. Prereq ., consent of instr. Offered alternate years. Description of the
distribution of plants and animals at global, continental and regional scales. Analysis of
ecological and historical factors influencing distribution and association.
Ecology Seminar 1 er. (R-8) Prereq ., graduate standing. Examination of current topics
in ecology.
Evolution Seminar 1 er. (R-8) Prereq., Biol 223. Examination of current topics in evolution.
Physiological Plant Ecology 3 er. Prereq., Biol 340 and 344. Offered alternate years.
The physiological basis of plant adaptation and response to the environment.
Advanced Topics in Physiology 1-4 er. (R-8) Prereq., consent of instr. Offered alternate
years. Topics vary but emphasize aspects of comparative or environmental physiology of
animals and/or plants.
Vertebrate Reproductive Biology 3 er. Prereq ., Biol 301, 345. Offered alternate years.
General vertebrate reproductive biology will be discussed with an emphasis placed upon
the myriad of reproductive strategies which vertebrates have evolved .
Biological Effects of Pollution-Concepts 3 er. Prereq. , graduate standing or consent
of instr. Same as Evst 550. Sources and environmental fates of pollutants. Biological responses
at the individual, population, community and ecosystem level.
Biological Effects of Pollution- Methods 2 er. Prereq., Biol 550. Same as Evst 551.
Designing and executing field studies of pollution. Project oriented.
Plant Molecular Biology Laboratory 1-3 er. (R-6) Prereq., molecular genetics. Same
as Bioc and Micb 559. Laboratory methods in plant molecular biology. Experimental methods
for study of DNA and proteins.
Population and Ecological Genetics 3 er. Prereq. , Biol 223, Math 150. Offered alternate years. Genetic structure and dynamics of populations. Dynamics of natural selection,
adaptation and genetic drift.
Population Genetics Seminar 1-2 er. (R-12) Prereq. , consent of instr. or graduate standing. Current topics in population genetics, evolutionary biology, molecular evolution and
related topics.
Conservation Biology Seminar 1 er. (R-4) Prereq., graduate standing, Biol 385 or equiv.
Discussion of current issues in conservation biology.
Population Management 3 er. Prereq., Biol 340. Offered alternate years. A critical examination of the problems and options faced by managers of biological populations. Current harvesting theories are emphasized.
Herbarlum Curatorial Techniques 1-6 er. (R-12) Prereq., Biol 165N. Techniques of curation of herbarium collections of plants and paleobotanical specimens including preservation, storage and identification of species.
Seminar in Biology 1 er. (R-6) Prereq., graduate standing or consent of instr. A review
and discussion of current research in biology. Topics vary.
Special Topics 1-4 er. (R-8) Prereq., graduate standing and consent of instr. Experimental
offering of new courses by resident or visiting faculty.
Independent Study 1-4 er. (R-8) Prereq. , consent of instr. Credit for independent research
project unrelated to thesis or dissertation.
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Research 1-8 er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of instr. Library work involved with preparation
of a thesis or dissertation proposal.
Cooperative Education Internship 1-8 er. (R-8) Prereq., consent of the Division, graduate
standing. Extended classroom experience that provides practical application of learning
during placement off campus.
Thesis 1-10 er. (R-10) Prereq., masters student in biology. Field and laboratory research
on, and writing of, a student's masters thesis.
Dissertation 1-10 er. (R-20) Prereq., doctoral student in biology. Credit for field and
laboratory research on, and writing of, a student's doctoral dissertation.

Medical
Technology

George Card (Professor of Biological Sciences), Advisor
Medical Technology, a degree program in the Division of Biological Sciences, is a combined study of
chemistry, physics, physiology and microbiology. A medical technologist is one who, by education and
training, is capable of performing, under the supervision of a pathologist or other qualified physician
or laboratory director, the various chemical, microscopic, bacteriologic and other medical laboratory
procedures used in the diagnosis, study and treatment of disease.
Four years are required to earn the degree of Bachelor of Science in Medical Technology. The first
two years are devoted to the development of a sound foundation in physics, chemistry and biology.
The last two years are designed to develop efficiency in the fields of microbiology and clinical methods.
The student is encouraged to obtain an understanding of social science and cultural subjects.
To be certified by the Board of Registry a student, after satisfying the minimum course requirements,
serves an internship of at least 12 consecutive months in an approved school of medical technology
endorsed by the National Accrediting Agency for Clinical Laboratory Sciences (NAACLS) and American
Society of Clinical Pathology (ASCP) of the American Medical Association. Schools of medical technology
are located in every state, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico and the Canal Zone. After completing
the internship and passing the Registry examination, the student receives a diploma from the Board
of Registry with the professional designation of Medical Technologist M.T. (ASCP).
Medical technologists are in demand in hospital laboratories, physicians' offices, research institutions
and in federal and state health departments. Although certification is desirable, persons receiving the
B.S. in Medical Technology are also qualified bacteriologists and can obtain positions in many laboratories
as technicians.
Medical technology schools require for acceptance a minimum of three years of college work. Most
such schools now expect the student to have had four years of college work and the baccalaureate
degree, due partly to increasingly competitive conditions for acceptance to internship.
The Division of Biological Sciences offers two options leading to a Bachelor of Science in Medical
Technology degree. Under Option I the student receives a B.S. after about three and one-half years
of academic studies at the University and 12 months of hospital practice. Following successful completion of the 12-month hospital training, the student will receive 20 hours credit toward the B.S. degree.
Option II consists of four years of academic studies at the University, leading to a B.S. degree; then
12 months of hospital practice as requested by the Board of Registry. Option II has a decisive advantage in giving the student a broader preparation for medical technology and a more balanced liberal
education. It has the added advantage of preparing the student for further study in medical technology
at one of the universities offering advanced degrees in the field.
A frequently revised brochure and other advisory materials on the program, internships, the state professional society, etc., are available (see advisor).
High School Preparation: In addition to the general University requirements for admission, it is recommended that high school preparation include algebra, geometry, trigonometry, chemistry, physics and
a foreign language.

Special Degree
Requirements

Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the catalog. See index.
In addition to the General Education requirements, the following courses are required for the Bachelor
of Science in Medical Technology for both Options I and II: Thirty-two or more credits in biology and
microbiology including Biol 221, 223; Micb 300-301, 309, 310-311 , 312-313, 420-421 and 450-451.
Math 117, 121 ; Chem 161N-162N,164N-165N, 221-222, 223-224, 341 ; Phys 101 N-102N; Bioc 385 and
381-382 or 481 -482 also are required.
Option I-A student must complete a minimum of 10 elective credits in residence during the senior
year. Successful completion of a 12-month hospital training in a hospital approved by the American
Society of Clinical Pathologists and the faculty is required for which the student will receive 20 hours
of credit toward the B.S. degree.
Option II-The student receives the B.S. degree after approximately four years of academic study and
is not required to complete hospital training.

Suggested Course
of Study

Option II
First Year
Chem 161N-162N, 164N-165N- College Chemistry and Laboratory..................
Math 117, 121-Probability and Linear Mathematics and
Precalculus......................................................................... ...........................
*Enex 101-Composition.............. ......................................................................
Electives and General Education ........ ....... .. .... ........................ ... .......... ... .........

A

s

5

5

3
3
5

4

8

16

17
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*Semester of enrollment depends on beginning letter of student's last name.
Second Year
Biol 221-Cell and Molecular Biology .............. .. .... ...... .... .. .............................. .
Biol 223-Genetics and Evolution ...................................... .............................. .
Chem 221-222-223-224-0rganic Chemistry and Laboratory .......................... ..
Electives and General Education ........ ...... ............ ...... ....... ......... .... .. ........ ...... ..

Special Degree
Requirements

Suggested Course
of Study

5
8

4
5
8

17
Third Year
Micb 300-301-General Microbiology and Laboratory .. ........... ... ...... .......... ..... ..
5
Micb 309-Hematology ..... ... ..... ................... ............................... ......... ............ .
Micb 310-311- lmmunology and Laboratory .. .. ......... ...................................... ..
Chem 341-Quantitative Analysis and Instrumental Methods ........... .......... ...... . 3
Bioc 385-Clinical Chemistry Laboratory .... ............ ...... .................................. ..
Phys 101N-102N-General Physics ............ .. ..... .. ...... ...... ................... ............. . 5
Electives and General Education ........ ............ ........ ...................................... .. .. . 3

17

16

16

Fourth Year
Micb 312-313-Medical Bacteriology and Laboratory .. ............. .. .. ........ .... .. ...... .
Micb 420-421 - Virology and Laboratory ............... ...... ................... .. ................. .
Micb 450-451-Microbial Physiology and Laboratory ... ............................... ...... .
Bioc 381-382-Elementary Biochemistry or
481 -482-Biochemistry ................... .. .... .... ... .......... .. ... .......... ............ .. .... .......
Electives and General Education ....... .............. ........ ...... .......... ...... ................. ..

Microbiology

4

3
4
2
5
2

4
4
4
3
4

2-3
9

15

15-16

Microbiology is the study of microorganisms, including the bacteria, yeasts, molds, viruses, protozoa
and other microscopic parasites. Special emphasis is placed on their structure, function, interactions
and relationships with humans.
A B.S. in microbiology is offered. Initial work provides the student with a working knowledge of the basic
principles of the physical and biological sciences and mathematics. The remaining study is devoted
to a more intense and broadened training in microbiology and ancillary fields, and may include independent study which offers the student an opportunity to prepare for graduate work.
Refer to the graduation requirements listed previously in the catalog. See index.
In addition to the General Education requirements, the following courses must be completed for the
Bachelor of Science in Microbiology: Thirty-two or more credits in biology and microbiology including
Biol 221 , 223; Micb 300-301 , 310-311, 312-313, 404-405, 420-421, and 450-451.
Math 117, 121 , 150; Chem 161N-162N,164N-165N, 221-222, 223-224, 341; Phys 101 N-102N and Bioc
381-382 or 48 1-482 also are required.
First Year
Chem 161N-162N, 164N-165N-College Chemistry and Laboratory ................ ..
Math 117-Probability and Linear Mathematics .... .......... .. ........ ...... ............. .... .
Math 121-Precalculus .. .... .. ..... .... ... ... ... ... .. .... ...................... ....................... .... .
*Enex 101-Composition .... ............ .................... ..... ... ... .. ... ........... .. ... ...... ........ ..
Electives and General Education .... .... .. ...... .................... ................ .. .. .. .. ...... .. ..
*Semester of enrollment depends on beginning letter of student's last name.
Second Year
Biol 221-Cell and Molecular Biology ............ .. .. ...... ................ ....................... ..
Biol 223-Genetics and Evolution ... .......... ......... .... .... .... ..................... .. .. .. ..... .. .
Chem 221-222-223-224-0rganic Chemistry and Laboratory ......................... .. .
Math 150-Applied Calculus ........ .. .... ...... ...... ................ ..... ............................. .
Electives and General Education .................................................................... ..

A
5
3

Fourth Year
Micb 404-405-Molecular Genetics and Laboratory ......................................... .
Micb 420-421-Virology and Laboratory .. ... ... .......... ... ...... .......................... ...... .

5
4

3
5

8

16

17

4
5
4
4
17

Third Year
Micb 300-301-General Microbiology and Laboratory .... .. .. ........... .............. .. .. ..
Micb 310-311-lmmunology and Laboratory ................ .. ................................. ..
Micb 312-313-Medical Bacteriology and Laboratory ... ................................... ..
Chem 341-Quantitative Analysis and Instrumental Methods .................... ....... .
Phys 101N-102N-General Physics ... ...... .... .... ...... ...... .... ............................... ..
Electives and General Education ...... .......... ...... .............................................. ..

s

4
5
8
17

5
4
4
3
5
3

5
3

16

16

4
4
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Micb 450-451-Microbial Physiology and Laboratory ....................................... ..
Bioc 381-382 or 481-482-Elementary Biochemistry or Biochemistry .............. ..
Electives and General Education .................................................................... ..

Requirements for
a Minor
Courses

3
4

4
2-3
9-10

15

16

To earn a minor in microbiology, the student must complete Micb 300-301, 310-311, 302 or 312-313
and eight credits selected from Micb 306, 404, 418, 420-421, 450-451; Biol 400, 401 .
U =for undergraduate credit only, UG =for undergraduate or graduate credit, G =for graduate credit.
A after the credit indicates the course may be repeated for credit to· the maximum indicated after the A.
UG 300 General Mlcrobiology 3 er. Prereq., Chem 151N or 221, Biol 221. Microbial structure
and function, growth and reproduction, physiology, ecology, genetics, environmental factors, control of microorganisms and sterility, antimicrobial agents, microbial diversity.
UG 301 General Microbiology Laboratory 2 er. Prereq. or coreq., Micb 300. Basic microbiology
procedures and techniques.
UG 302 Medical Microbiology 3 er. Microbial structure and functions, pathogenic
microorganisms, virology, immunology. Credit not allowed toward a major in microbiology.
UG 306 Applied and Environmental Microbiology 3 er. Prereq ., Biol 105N, 107N or Micb
300-301. Food and industrial microbiology, microbial degradation of toxic and other environmental waste, interactions of microorganisms with other organisms in the environment.
UG 307 Applied and Environmental Microbiology Laboratory 1 er. Prereq. or coreq., Micb
306. Experimental approaches to problems in food, industrial and environmental
microbiology. Degradation of waste products, analysis of food and other products. Quality
control procedures.
UG 309 Hematology 3 er. Prereq., junior level or consent of instr., Micb 300. Study of blood
and diseases of the circulatory system. Blood banking and serology.
UG 310 Immunology 3 er. Prereq., Micb 300-301. Modern concepts and methods in immunology.
UG 311 Immunology Laboratory 1 er. Coreq., Micb 310. Modern techniques for analysis of immune responses.
UG 312 Medical Bacteriology 2 er. Prereq., Micb 310. A study of the pathogenic bacteria and
the diseases they produce.
UG 313 Medical Bacteriology Laboratory 1 er. Prereq. or coreq. , Micb 312. Laboratory study
of pathogenic bacteria.
UG 404 Molecular Genetics 3 er. Prereq., Micb 300. Molecular biology of the genetic system:
mechanisms of gene expression, replication, recombination, mutation, regulation and in
vitro genetic manipulation.
UG 405 Molecular Genetics Laboratory 1 er. Prereq. or coreq., Micb 404. Experiments in
molecular gentics: mutagenesis, recombination, recombinant DNA.
UG 406 Clinical Diagnosis 2 er. Prereq., Micb 312-313. Principles of blood chemistry, urinalysis,
hematology and other clinical parameters of disease and health.
UG 407 Clinical Diagnosis Laboratory 1 er. Prereq., Micb 312-313, 406. Clinical diagnostic
methods.
u 408 Seminar 1 er. (R-3) Prereq., senior standing in natural sciences. Recent topics in
microbiology and related subjects.
UG 411 Epidemiology 2 er. Prereq., course in microbiology. Distribution and determinants of
infectious and chronic diseases. Principles of epidemiologic methods. Public health practices. World health and disease problems.
UG 418 Medical Mycology 4 er. Prereq., Micb 310 or equiv. Study of the medically important
fungi and the diseases they cause. Microscopic, serologic and modern methods of identification.
UG 420 Virology 3 er. Prereq., Micb 31 O. The general nature of viruses, with emphasis on the
molecular biology of animal and human viruses.
UG 421 Virology Laboratory 1 er. Prereq. or coreq., Micb 420. Propagation, isolation and quantitation of viruses from different host systems: tissue culture and embryonated eggs.
Molecular characterization of viral components: protein and nucleic acid.
UG 450 Microbial Physiology 3 er. Prereq ., Micb 300-301. Microbial structure and function,
physiological diversity, microbial metabolism, role of microbial activity in the environment.
UG 451 Microbial Physiology Laboratory 1 er. Coreq ., Micb 450. Experimental approaches
to analysis of microbial structure, composition and metabolism.
G
500 Advanced Topics in Microbiology 2 er. (R-6)
G
502 Advanced Immunology 3 er. Offered alternate years. Advanced topics and immunological techniques used in modern immunology.
G
505 Microbiology Literature 1 er. (R-6)
G
509 Advanced Virology 3 er. Prereq., Micb 420-421. Offered alternate years. Students are
presented with research papers that have been pivotal to the understanding of important
molecular or genetic concepts in virology.
G
510 Microbial Structure and Function 3 er. Prereq., graduate standing. Offered alternate
years. Ultrastructure and function of microbial cells.
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Paramedical Arts

Suggested Course
of Study

G

520

G

559

G

580

G

583

G
G

594
595

G
G

597
599

G

685

G

686

G

699

Medical Parasitology 2 er. Prereq., Biol 400 or equiv. Offered alternate years.
Epidemiology, pathology, immunology, diagnosis and treatment of protozoan and helminth
parasites of humans. Stresses current advances in parasitology.
Plant Molecular Blology Laboratory 1-3 er. (R-6) Prereq., molecular genetics. Same
as Bioc and Biol 559. Laboratory methods in plant molecular biology. Experimental methods
for study of DNA and proteins.
Molecular Biology Seminar 1 er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr. Same as Bioc 580.
Consideration of areas.of current research interest in biochemistry and molecular biology.
Lipids and Membranes 3 er. Prereq., Chem 370 or 372 and Bioc 482 or equiv. Same
as Bioc 583. Offered alternate years. The chemistry and biochemical properties of lipids
and their functions in biological systems. The structure and function of biological membranes are emphasized.
Seminar 1 er. (R-6)
Special Topics 1-3 er. (R-6) Prereq., graduate standing. Experimental offerings of visiting
professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Research Variable er. (R-18) Prereq., graduate standing, one semester residence.
Thesis 1-10 er. (R-10) Prereq., masters student in microbiology. Laboratory research
for and preparation of a masters thesis.
Advanced Molecular Biology Laboratory 1-3 er. (R-3) Prereq., graduate standing.
Modern molecular biology techniques.
Advanced Molecular Biology Laboratory 1·3 er. (A·3) Prereq., graduate standing.
Modern molecular biology techniques.
Dissertation 1-10 er. (R-20) Prereq., doctoral student in microbiology. Laboratory
research for and preparation of a doctoral dissertation.

George L. Card (Professor of Biological Sciences), Advisor
The paramedical arts refer to the special qualifications and competencies required in individuals who,
because of their academic and clinical training, aid and assist physicians, surgeons and other medical
professionals in providing quality health care services. Not all persons in allied health occupations must
have academic training at the university level, and a few clinical training programs are open to applicants
with only secondary school diplomas. But the most rewarding and responsible careers are those based
on one or more years of post-secondary education.
Training programs are available at many academic and medical institutions leading to such occupations as medical assistant, ophthalmic assistant, histologic technician, medical laboratory technician,
physician's assistant, radiologic technologist, radiation therapy technologist, respiratory therapy technician
and respiratory therapist. These training programs include both a classroom or didactic component
and an in-service or clinical training component. Some or all of the courses listed in the suggested curriculum in paramedical arts may be applicable toward the didactic component of a particular program.
However, any student contemplating transfer to one of the above programs should consult the catalog
of the receiving institution in order to, plan a program which the receiving institution agrees will satisfy
its requirements.
The curriculum suggested below meets the University requirements for the Associate of Arts degree.
(See the Associate of Arts section of this catalog.) It includes the fundamental courses in human biology,
chemistry, mathematics, psychology, and communications skills important for the allied health professional, and also satisfies many of the lower-division course requirements for majors in the biological
sciences. Consequently, students in the paramedical arts curriculum have considerable latitude for mobili·
ty to and from baccalaureate degree programs.

Curriculum in Paramedical ArtsFirst Year
Biol 106N-107N-Elementary Medical Microbiology and Laboratory ................ ..
Chem 151N-152N, 154N-General Chemistry and Laboratory..........................
Comm 11 OS-Introduction to Communication...................................................
*Enex 101-Composition....................................................................................
Psyc 100S-lntroduction to Psychology............................................................
Soc 11 OS-Principles of Sociology..................................................................
Soc 208-Social Psychology .................. .......................................................... .
Electives and General Education .... ......... .................... .....................................
*Semester of enrollment depends on beginning letter of student's last name.
Second Year
Biol 212N-213N-Anatomy and Physiology.......................................................
Biol 221-222-Cell and Molecular Biology and Laboratory .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Biol 223-Genetics and Evolution.....................................................................
Math 117-Probability and Linear Mathematics................................................
Phar 110N-Use and Abuse of Drugs...............................................................
Electives General Eduation. ..... .......... ....... ..... ........ ..... .... .......... .............. ..........

A

s

3
3
3
3
3

5

2

4

17

16

4
5

4

4

3

4
3
4

3
_§

16

16
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Pre-Agriculture/
Horticulture

Students planning to transfer to another institution in order to pursue studies in agriculture or horticulture
,may use the suggested curriculum below in planning course work for the freshman and sophomore
y:·ears. Advisors familiar with requ irements at various agriculture schools are available for advising in
thl ~ Division of Biological Sciences.
First Year
A
S
Biol 1 101 N-102N-Principles of Biology and Laboratory .. ..... ... .................. .. .......
4
Biol 121 N-lntroductory Ecology ...... .... .. .... ....... ........... .. .. ................ .. ...............
3
Biol 120N-General Botany .. .. .. .. ....... ............. .. ...... ......... ........ ... .. .. .. .... ............
3
Chem 151N-152N, 154N-General Chemistry and Laboratory... .... ...................
3
5
Comm .111A-lntroduction to Public Speaking............. ............................. ........
2
*Enex 10 .1-Composition.......................... ...... .... ........... .... ... .. .... ........................
3
Math 121- -Precalculus ...... ... .... ..... ........ ....... ............... ............... ......... ........... ..
4
Math 150- -Applied Calculus ................................................. .. .. ...... ..................
4
Electives ar.1d General Education ........ ................. ..... ....... ........... ........ .. ............ 3
17
*Semester of enrollment depends on beginning letter of student's last name.
Second Year
Acct 201-Finan •cial Accounting.. .. ............. ...... .... .... .... .....................................
Biol 221-222-Ce 1 11 and Molecular Biology and Laboratory .. .... ............ ..... .........
Biol 223-Genetic. s and Evolution .. .. .. ... .. .... .. .. .. ..... .... ...... .. ..... .... ........ .......... ... .
Econ 111 S-112S-.Introduction to Microeconomics and Macroeconomics .........
For 210N-lntroduc tory Soils. .... ........ ............... .......................... ............... .......
Phys 101N-102N or . 221 N-222N-General Physics............................................
Electives and Genera ·! Education ................. ... ... ........ ........ ... ....... .....................

17

3
5
3
3
5
16

4
3
5
2
17

Electives within the area of specialization:
Biol 301-Developmenta.1 Biology
Biol 165N-Rocky Mount<. li n Flora
Biol 344-Plant Physiology ·
Biol 340-341-Ecology and Laboratory
For 240N-241 N-Dendrology ·

Pre-Medical Sciences

Suggested Course
of Study

Galen Mell (Professor of Biolo!,.lical Sciences), Director
The pre-medical sciences prograrr.1 provides the basic training students require for careers in dentistry,
medicine, veterinary medicine, opt'ometry, and podiatry.
Students may select any major as a \1ield of study which must include specific preprofessional courses.
When selecting a major consider tha~ your undergraduate years may be your last opportunity to pursue
in depth a nonscience subject of inte' rest. Professional schools are most concerned with the overall
quality, scope and difficulty of underg,raduate work.
Preprofessional courses are designed to provide a strong foundation in the sciences, highly developed
communicative skills and a solid background in the social sciences and humanities. The curriculum
guide outlined below conforms to the minir11al course requirements established by professional schools.
The minimal requirements should be comp, leted by the end of the third year of study or prior to taking
the admission test required by professional , schools. Since specific subject requirements vary among
institutions, students should discuss their acad1emic plans with a pre-medical sciences advisor. Individuals
with weak math and science preparation shoL 1ld consider a five year undergraduate program beginning with remedial courses in math , English, a.nd reading skills.
Admission to a professional school is very com.petitive. Students must maintain a B-plus grade-point
average in college if they expect to be admitted . All required courses must be taken for letter grades.
In addition, the applicant must place high on an a 1dmissions test which has been designed to measure
basic academic ability in the natural sciences, rea1ding ability and problem solving skills. The examinations are given twice a year, usually in the spring and autumn, and ordinarily is taken during the junior year.
Besides their academic accomplishments and aptitud 'e exam scores, acceptance by a professional school
is also dependent upon letters of recommendation t1y the University's pre-professional advisory committee and personal interviews conducted by the prof, essional school. It is important that students consult with their pre-medical sciences advisor and with their major advisor each year to make sure that
he or she can satisfy the necessary requirements for g raduation within the time available. The advisor
can also discuss procedures, counsel and support the ~•tudent during the process of applying to a professional school.
High School Preparation: High school students contemr. 1lating a pre-medical sciences program should
have three to four years of mathematics, several years c.1f a modern foreign language, experience in
chemistry and considerable background in literature anc.I social science.

Dentistry, Medicine, Osteopathy, Optometr)', Podiatry, Veterinary Medicine
First Year
**Biol 101N-102N-Principles of Biology and Laboratory.. .. ................................
Chem 161N-162N, 164N-165N-College Chemistry and Laboratory..................
Comm 111A-lntroduction to Public Speaking .................. .............. ....... ...........
*Enex 101-Composition.... .... ... .. .... ............... ...... .... ........... ... .. ..... .................. ...
Math 117-Probability and Linear Mathematics ...... .. ... ............. .. ................ ......

A
4
5
3
3

S
5
2
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Math 121-Precalculus ............................................... .......................................
4
*Semester of enrollment depends on beginning letter <'Jf student's last name.
••Biol 101 N may be exempt if ACT Natural Science 'f;core is 29 or above.
Second Year
Biol 221-222-Cell and Molecular Biology and La'.rJoratory ................................ 5
Biol 223-Genetics and Evolution .... ... .. ... ..... .. ... . .. ............. ... ...... ...... ...... ........ ..
4
Chem 221-222-223-224-0rganic Chemistry anic'J
Laboratory or 251-262, 263-264 ................... . ................ ... ............................ .. 5
5
Chem 341-Quantitative Analysis and lnstrurr•,ental Methods............................
3
4
Math 241-Statistics ... ... .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. ..... .. .. ... . ................. ... .................. .... .. ..... ...
Third Yee,.,
Phys 101N-102N-General Physics or 22•1 N-222N.... ....... ..... .............. ..... .........
5
5
Specific additional requirements:
The student must satisfy the University's C:,eneral Education requirements. Biochemistry (Bioc 381-382
or 481-482) andmicrobiology (Micb 300-30· 11) are required by most dental and veterinary medicine schools.
Highly recommended courses:
Biol 301-Developmental Biology, 3 r;r.
Biol 345-Principles of Physiology, ·:~ er.
Chem 370-Physical Chemistry for the Life Sciences, 3 er.

Business Education and Office Administrt!Jtion

(See School of Education)

Department of Chemistry
R. J. Field, Chairman
Chemistry is the science' Nhich involves the study of atoms and molecules-their structures, their combinations, their interacti1 ,)ns and the energy changes accompanying their interactions.
The Department offers t'.ne following degrees: B.S., B.A., M.S., M.S. for Teachers of Chemistry and Ph.D.
A departmental honorf; program has been established for chemistry majors who attain a high scholastic
record. The program i· s based on independent study and research under the direction of individual faculty
members. Students rnay enter this program as early as the spring semester of their freshman year.
In many cases finar1c'ial support is available on a part-time research assistantship basis from research
grants obtained b)/ 'individual faculty members.
Prospective stude,•,1ts desiring further information on any part of the department's program should write
the Chair, Depa•/tment of Chemistry.
High School P·reparation: In addition to the general University admission requirements, it is wise to
take two yearn of algebra, geometry, trigonometry, science courses and a foreign language.
Refer to grac'J•.iation requirements listed previously in the catalog. See index.

Bachelor of Science Degree
Courses re< ~uired for the B.S. degree provide a solid chemistry background for the professional chemist
and for grr .:1duate work in most areas of chemistry. These requirements meet the latest standards of
the Ameri,can Chemical Society.
Course
Credits
Chem · 151 N-162N-College Chemistry................................................................................. 6
Chem 164N-165N-College Chemistry Laboratory............................................................... 4
Cherri 261-262-0rganic Chemistry..................................................................................... 6
Chern 263-264-0rganic Chemistry Laboratory. ................................................................... 4
Chem 331-Chemistry Literature......................................................................................... 1
Ch13m 334-Scientific Writing........ ....................................................................................... 3
Cl'1em 341-342-Quantitative and Instrumental Methods...................................................... 6
C1nem 371-372-Physical Chemistry .. ................................................................................... 6
C;hem 452-453-lnorganic Chemistry.. ....... .......................................................................... 6
<.::hem 455-lnorganic Chemistry Laboratory........................................................................ 2
*Advanced Electives (from Chem 395, 463, 464, 465, 473
476, 481, 485, 495, or 497, or with consent of
department, from advanced courses in physics,
geology, biochem or math) ......... ...................................................................................... 6
Cognate courses:
CS 101-lntroduction to Programming ................................................................................. 3
Math 152-153-Calculus I, 11................................................................................................ 8
Math 251-252-Calculus Ill, IV................ ............................................................................. 7
Phys 221-222-General Physics.... ....................................................................................... 10
Germ 111-112-Elementary German (Reading Skills)........................................................... 10
Enex 101 ........................................................................ ..................................................... 3
Beginning mathematics course dependent on placement test.
Chemistry majors must use the traditional letter grade option in registering for their required science
and mathematics courses.
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At the time of graduation a chemistry major must have acquired a reading knowledge of German
equivalent to completion of one year of a reading course in German or three semesters of an audiolingual sequence. With departmental approval, a foreign language other than German can be used to
satisfy this requirement.
Every student in the S.S. program is required to pass a senior comprehensive examination in chemistry
before graduation.

Bachelor of Arts Degree
The courses required for the B.A. degree provide a minimum background in chemistry, while allowing
the student to supplement his or her program with courses that meet his or her specific needs. The
B.A. degree in chemistry is designed to permit latitude for preparation in such interdisciplinary areas
as environmental studies, pre-medicine, biochemistry, physical chemistry and teacher preparation . It
is strongly advised that a student using this degree obtain faculty advice in planning his or her program.
Course
Credits
Chem 161 N-162N-College Chemistry ..... ........... ....... ........... ...... ....... ................ ....... .. ......... 6
Chem 164N-165N-College Chemistry Laboratory ............................. .. ........ ...... ........ .... .. ... . 4
Chem 261-262-0rganic Chemistry. ... .. .............................. .. ... .... ... ........ ....... ........ ...... .... ... . 6
Chem263-264-0rganic Chemistry Laboratory. ................... ..... ............. ....... .... ....... ........... .. 4
Chem 331-Chemistry Literature .................... ..... .......... ......................... ..... ...... ... .... ....... ... . 1
Chem341-342-Quantitative and Instrumental Methods............. ........ .. .... .......... ......... .... ...... 6
Chem 371-372-Physical Chemistry ...... ..... ..... ....... .. ............ .. ...... ...... .. ......... ..... ........ ...... .... 6
*Advanced chemistry electives ...... ......... .... .......... ..... .. .. ....... .. ............. ...... .. ............ .. ....... .... . 7
Other required courses:
CS 101-lntroduction to Programming.. ................. ..................... ........ ....... ...... ... .. ..... .......... 3
Math 152-153-Calculus I, 11 .. ............ ....... ........ ........... .......... ............ ............ .. ........... .... .. .. . 8
Phys 221 7222 or 101-102-General Physics.... ............. ............. ...... .... .. ... ................ .. ...... .. .. 10
Germ 111-112-Elementary German (Reading Skills)................... ... .................. .... ... .. ..... ..... 10
Enex 101-Composition .... ..................... ..... .......... ... ..... ..................... .......... ............ ... ..... .... 3
*Students using this degree for a physical chemistry emphasis should elect Chem 452 and 473, and
advanced courses in mathematics and physics. For biochemistry emphasis, students should choose
Biochemistry 481, 482, 485, 486 and other courses in the life sciences . As preparation for teaching
at the secondary level, students should take Chem 452 and 485, Biochemistry 381 and 382, and teaching
certification requirements including C&I 426. For other interdisciplinary programs, the student should
consult his or her advisor.
·
Beginning mathematics course actually dependent on placement test.
Chemistry majors must use the traditional letter grade option in registering for their required science
and mathematics courses.
For graduation with a B.A. degree in chemistry a student must have acquired a reading knowledge
of German or Russian by completing two semesters of any modern language in the audio-lingual track.
The department will waive the foreign language requirement for a student who has completed this degree
in preparation for secondary teaching and who has met the requirements for teaching certification , including the student teaching requirement.

Teacher Preparation in Chemistry
Major Teaching Field of Chemistry: For an endorsement in the major teaching field of Chemistry,
a student must complete the requirements for the B.A. degree with a major in Chemistry including Chem
101N and 485. Students also must complete Evst 101N, Math 241 , and C&I 426, gain admission to
Teacher Education and Student Teaching and meet the requirements for certification as a secondary
teacher (see the School of Education section of this catalog). The foreign language requirement of the
B.A. degree with a major in Chemistry will be waived for students who successfully complete the requirements for teacher certification (students will be required to meet the foreign language/symbolic
systems competency requirement for General Education as described in the Academic Policies and
Procedures section of this catalog).
Minor Teaching Field of Chemistry: For an endorsement in the minor teaching field of Chemistry,
a student must complete Chem 101N; Chem 161N-162N, 164N-165N, 341, 485; Chem 370 or 371 ; Chem
221-222 or 261-262; Chem 223 or 263 and Chem 152 or Biochemistry 381, Evst 101 N, CS 101 , Math
241, 152 and Physics 101-102 or Physics 221-222. Students also must complete C&I 426, gain admission to Teacher Education and Student Teaching and must meet the requireme nts for certification as
a secondary teacher (see the School of Education section of this catalog).

Suggested Course
of Study

For B.S. Degree
First Year
Chem 161 N-162N-College Chemistry ...... ... ........ ....... .... ........ .. .... .. ..... ... ... .... .
Chem 164N-165N-College Chemistry Laboratory ......... ..... ...... ....... .............. .
CS 101-lntroduction to Programming .. ....... .. ....... .......................... .............. ..
*Math 152-153-Calculus I, 11 ................... .... .......... .... .. ............... ......... .. ...... .. ..
Enex 101-Composition ... .. .... ..... .. .... .. ........... ........ ............. ...... ..... ... ............. .
Electives and General Education ........... .... ........ ............... ... ............. .... ...... ... .
Second Year
Chem 261-262-0rganic Chemistry ...... .... .............. ............ ... ... ....... .... ........ .. .
Chem 263-264-0rganic Chemistry Laboratory .... ..................... ........ ... .. .... .....
Math 251 -252-Calculus Ill, IV ..... ....... ........... ..... ..... .................. .......... .. ...... .. .

A
3
2
3
4

s
3
2

4

4
3
4

16

16

3
2
4

3
2
3
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Phys 221-222-General Physics.......... ..................................................... .......
Electives and G'~neral Education ............. .... .............................................. .....

5
2
16

5
~

16

16

*The beginning mathematics course is determined by a placement test.

Requirements for
a Minor

To earn a minor in chemistry the student must complete Chem 161N-162N (6 er.), l';hem 163N-164N
(4 er.), Chem 221-222 or 261-262 (6 er.), Chem 223 or 263 (2 er.), Chem 341 (3 er.), l ~hem 370 or 371
(3 er.), and at least 4 credits from one of the following groups:
·
(a) Chem 342, 348, 372, 452
(b) if the student's major does not require biochemistry, Biochemistry 381-382or~181-482
For teaching minor requirements, see the teacher preparation in chemistry section.

Courses

U =for undergraduate credit only, UG =for undergraduate or graduate credit, G =for graduat, e credit.
R after the credit indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated afte1 •the R.
U
100 Chemistry and Civilization 2 er. (R-12) A variety of special topics for non-scienc,e majors. Topics announced in Schedule of Classes. Credit not allowed more than one :'ime
for the same topic.
U
101 N Chemistry for the Consumer 3 er. An introduction to chemistry that emphasizes th ·e
influence of chemistry on one's everyday life. Common household products, such as soap,
aspirin, toothpaste, face cream and fertilizers are prepared in the lab.
U
104 Preparation for Chemistry 3 er. An introduction to chemistry for those who believe they
have an inadequate background to enroll in Chem 151N or 161N. Not appropriate toward
chemistry requirement in any major.
U
151 N General Chemistry 3 er. First semester of an introduction to general, organic and
biochemistry.
U
152N General Chemistry 3 er. Prereq., Chem 151 N. Second semester of an introduction to
general, crrganic and biochemistry.
U
154N General Chemistry Laboratory 2 er. Prereq. or coreq., Chem 152N. Laboratory to accompany Chem 152N.
U

U
U
U

U
U
U
U
U

161N College Chemistry 3 er. Prereq., high school algebra; coreq., Chem 164N. For science
majors and other students intending to take more than one year of chemistry. Properties
of elements, inorganic compounds, liquid solutions, chemical equilibria and chemical
kinetics.
162N College Chemistry 3 er. Prereq., Chem 161N, 164N; coreq., Chem 165N. A continuation of Chem 161N.
164N College Chemistry Laboratory 2 er. Coreq., Chem 161N. Reactions of inorganic
chemistry studies in the context of qualitative analysis.
165N College Chemistry Laboratory 2 er. Coreq., Chem 162N; prereq., Chem 161N, 164N.
Experiments in electro chemistry, chemical equilibria, chemical kinetics and quantitative
analysis.
221 Organic Chemistry 3 er. The chemical and physical properties of organic compounds.
Not designed for chemistry majors.
222 Organic Chemistry 3 er. Prereq., Chem 221. Continuation of 221.
223 Organic Chemistry Laboratory 2 er. Coreq., Chem 221. Laboratory to accompany Chem
221. Microscale techniques are emphasized.
224 Organic Chemistry Laboratory 2 er. Prereq., Chem 223; prereq. or coreq., Chem 222.
261 Organic Chemistry 3 er. Prereq., Chem 162N. Designed for chemistry majors. Credit
not allowed for the Chem 261-262 sequence and the Chem 221-222 sequence.

U
U

262
263

U

264

U

297

UG

331

U

334

U

341

Organic Chemistry 3 er. Prereq., Chem 261. Continuation of 261.
Organic Chemistry Laboratory 2 er. Prereq. or coreq., Chem 261. Credit not allowed
for the Chem 263-264 sequence and the Chem 223-224 sequence.
Organic Chemistry Laboratory 2 er. Prereq. or coreq., Chem 262 and prereq., Chem
263. Continuation of Chem 262.
Special Problems and Honors Research Variable er. (R-10) Prereq., one semester
of chemistry and consent of instr. Laboratory investigations and research in the laboratory
of a faculty member.
Chemistry Literature and Seminar 1 er.
Prereq., Chem 222 or 262 and reading
knowledge of German. Presentation and discussion of current literature of chemistry. Use
of the library.
Methods of Scientific Writing 3 er. Prereq., junior or senior standing in chemistry,
geology, mathematics, microbiology, pharmacy, or physics or consent of instr. A course
with workshop format for developing and improving skills in scientific writing and its evaluation. This course does not count toward the 47 credit maximum for a chemistry major.
Quantitative Analysis and Instrumental Methods 3 er. Prereq., one year of college
chemistry, including laboratory. Classroom and laboratory work in gravimetric, volumetric,
colorimetric and electrochemical methods of analysis; theory of errors; ionic equilibria in
aqueous solutions.
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Instrumental Analysis and Physical Measurement 3 er. Prereq., Chem 341 and 371.
Theory and use of instrumental methods in the study of analytical and physical chemistry.
Digital Electronics for Scientists 1 er. Practical experience in wiring digital electronic
circuits. Offered pass/not pass only.
Instrumental Analysis for Environmental Studies 3 er. Prereq., Chem 341 or consent of instr. Offered alternate years. Theory and laboratory techniques of chemical in:
struments useful for analyses needed in environmental surveillance.
Physical Chemistry for the Life Sciences 3 er. Prereq., Chem 152 or 162 and Math
150. Basic thermodynamics and chemical kinetics with appHcations in the biological sciences.
Credit not allowed for both 370 and 371.
·
Physical Chemistry 3 er. Prereq., Chem 162, Math 251, Phys 102 or 221 , and CS 101.
Systematic treatment of the laws and theories relating to chemical phenomena. Credit not
allowed for both Chem 370 and 371 .
Physical Chemistry 3 er. Prereq., Chem 371. Systematic treatment of the laws and
theories relating to chemical phenomena.
Special Topics Variable er. (A-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Cooperative Education Internship Variable er. (A-9) Prereq., consent of department.
Extended classroom experience which provides practical application of classroom learning during placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the faculty supervisor and the Cooperative Education Office.
Physical Inorganic Chemistry 3 er. Prereq., Chem 262 and 371 or consent of instr.
Theory and principles of inorganic chemistry and a systematic coverage of descriptive inorganic chemistry in the context of the Periodic Table.
Inorganic Chemistry 3 er. Prereq., Chem 452. Theory and principles of inorganic
chemistry and a systematic coverage of descriptive inorganic chemistry in the context of
the Periodic Table.
Inorganic Chemistry Laboratory 2 er. Prereq., Chem 224 or 264 and 371 and consent of instr. Preparation of inorganic and coordination compounds. Isolation and
characterization by ion exchange, column chromatography, IA, UV-VIS, derivatives, MP
and BP.
Advanced Organic Chemistry 2 er. Prereq.,one year of inorganic chemistry or consent of instr. Fundamentals of modern organic chemistry featuring reactions not generally
covered in introductory organic courses. Emphasis on both synthetic utility and reaction
mechanism. Class meets during the first half of the semester prior to Chem 464.
Carbohydrates and Polysaccharides 2 er. Prereq., one year of organic chemistry or
consent of instr. Emphasis on structure, reactions and synthesis in low molecular weight
carbohydrates, leading into chemistry of polysaccharides. Class meets during the second
half of the semester after Chem 463.
Organic Spectroscopy I 3 er. Prereq., Chem 370 or 371 and one year of organic
chemistry or consent of instr. Theory and interpretation of the NMA, IA, UV, and mass spectra
of organic compounds with the goal of structure identification.
Kinetics 3 er. Prereq., Chem 372. The rates and mechanisms of chemical reactions.
Radiochemistry 2 er. Prereq., Chem 152or162. Offered alternate years. Nuclear reactions, interactions of particles with matter, nuclear instruments, chemical effects and applications of radiation, radiation safety and personnel monitoring.
Polymer Chemistry 3 er. Prereq. , Chem 371. Offered alternate years. Types, structures,
synthesis, properties and-applications of polymers; polymerization kinetics; experimental
methods of study of polymers.
Laboratory Safety 1 er. Prereq., one year of college chemistry. Awareness of and
methods of control of hazards encountered in laboratory work. Awareness of legal constraints on work with chemicals. Sources of information regarding chemical hazards.
Special Topics Variable er. (A-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses or one-time offerings of current topics.
Special Problems and Honors Research Variable er. (A-9) Prereq., consent of instr.
Laboratory investigations and research in the laboratory of a faculty member.
Quantum Chemistry I 3 er. Prereq., Chem 372 or consent of instr. Offered alternate
years.
Quantum Chemistry II 3 er. Prereq., Chem 571 . Offered alternate years.
Professional Project 3 er. Prereq ., consent of instr.
Special Topics Variable er. · (A-9) Prereq., consent of instr. Experimental offerings of
visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current
topics.
Independent Study Variable er. (A-9) Prereq., consent of instr.
Research Variable er. (A-open) Prereq., consent of instr.
Cooperative Education Internship Variable er. (A-8) Prereq., consent of department.
Extended classroom experience which provides practical application of classroom learning during placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the faculty supervisor and the Cooperative Education Office.
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Thesis. Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr.
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1 er.

(R-open) Prereq., graduate standing in chemistry.

Physical Inorganic Chemistry 3 er. Prereq., Chem 452. Offered alternate years.
Special Topics in Inorganic Chemistry Variable er. (R-open) Prereq., consent of instr.
Topic specified in class schedule.
Organic Chemistry Seminar 1 er. (R-open) Prereq., graduate standing in chemistry.
Mechanisms and Structure 3 er. Prereq., Chem 463 or consent of instr. The structures
of organic compounds and the mechanisms of their reactions.
Special Topics in Organic Chemistry 1-5 er. (R-open) Prereq., consent of instr. Topic
specified in class schedule.
Physical Chemistry Seminar 1 er. (R-open) Prereq., graduate standing in chemistry.
Statistical Thermodynamics 3 er. Prereq., Chem 372. Offered alternate years.
Research Variable er. (R-open) Prereq., consent of instr.
Dissertation Variable er. (R-10)

Professors
James W. Cox, Ph.D., Montana State University, 1969
Ralph J. Fessenden, Ph.D., University of California, 1958
Richard J. Field, Ph.D., University of Rhode Island, 1968 (Chairman)
Richard E. Juday, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1943 (Emeritus)
Earl C. Lory, Ph.D., Johns Hopkins University, 1932 (Emeritus)
R. Keith Osterheld, Ph.D., University of Illinois, 1950 (Emeritus)
Geoffrey N. Richards, Ph.D., D.Sc., University of Birmingham, 1964
John M. Stewart, Ph.D., University of Illinois, 1944 (Emeritus)
Forrest D. Thomas II, Ph.D., Pennsylvania State University, 1959
Wayne P. Van Meter, Ph.D., University of Washington, 1959 (Emeritus)
Edward E. Waali, Ph.D., University of Wyoming, 1970
George W. Woodbury, Jr., Ph.D., University of Minnesota, 1964
Leland M. Yates, Ph.D., Washington State University, 1955 (Emeritus)

Assistant Professors
Christopher Fiann, Ph.D., University of Rochester, 1984
Douglas G. Klarup, Ph.D., University of California, Berkeley, 1986
William G. Van Der Sluys, Indiana University, 1987

Lecturer
Edward J. Keller, B.A., San Jose State College, 1961

Adjunct Assistant Professors
Wei Min Hao, Ph.D., Harvard University, 1986 (Research) (Visiting)
David A. Johnson, Ph.D., Dartmouth College, 1986
Lori Stepan Van Der Sluys, Ph.D., Indiana University, Bloomington, 1991 (Research)

Department of Communication Studies
Wesley N. Shellen, Chair
Communication is the branch of the social and behavioral sciences concerned directly with human
message systems. Courses in Communication Studies treat theoretical conceptions of the nature, use,
and role of messages in life and society, and applications of these conceptions to communication actions, interactions and transactions.
The program focuses on preparation for: (1) positions in allied professions such as sales, public relations, organizational consulting, academic administration, and law and (2) graduate work in communication
studies and related behavioral sciences.
Undergraduates are awarded the Bachelor of Arts degree in communication studies. Students interested
in entering business, industry, government, or graduate work, and desiring a liberal arts background ,
may select the general degree requirements or the organizational communication emphasis.
Students majoring in other disciplines may augment their majors by selecting a communication studies
minor. Because of heavy enrollment demands, minors in communication studies should have an advisor in communication studies in addition to an advisor in their major field.
Graduate students are awarded a Master of Arts degree.

Admission
Requirements

To be admitted to the communication studies major, a student must satisfy the following requirements:
1. overall G.P.A. of 2.5
2. completion of Comm 110S, 111A, and one other Comm course
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Students who intend to major in communication studies but who have not yet met the above requirements
are admitted to the program as pre-communication majors. Before a student can graduate, he or she
must meet the requirements to become a communication studies major.

Special Degree
Requirements

Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the catalog. See index.
Core Requirements
To graduate with a degree in communication studies, the student must complete 35 total communication credits with 18 of those credits in courses numbered 300 or above. In addition, the following courses
are required:
1. a course in statistics
2. Comm 110S-lntroduction to Interpersonal Communication
3. Comm 111 A-Introduction to Public Speaking
4. Comm 330-Message Composition
5. Comm 460-Research Methods

Allied Fields
The major is advised to take courses in other academic units throughout the University that will provide
an increased understanding of communication such as anthropology, English, psychology, social work,
and sociology. Of particular interest to students interested in helping professions and associated content areas (e.g., children, families, aging) is the human and family development minor. Further, students
interested in selected professional or vocational areas might take courses in the School of Business
Administration, education, forestry, journalism and in special programs such as environmental studies
and linguistics. At a minimum, it is expected of the student to take courses in the social and behavioral
sciences, humanities, fine arts, natural sciences, Native American and African-American studies, and
professional schools to provide a liberal education as expected of a university graduate.
Organizational Communication Emphasis
Students who elect to concentrate in organizational communication must complete 35 credits in Communication Studies with 18 of those credits at the 300-level or above. As part of the 35 credits, students
must complete:
1. all the core requirements listed previously
2. Comm 220-lntroduction to Organizational Communication
3. Comm 320-Business and Professional Communication
4. Comm 420-Advanced Organizational Communication
Students in the organizational communication emphasis must also complete the following courses in
the School of Business Administration:
1. MGMT 100-lntroduction to Business
2. three other MGMT courses at the 300-400-level
Teacher Preparation in Speech Communication
Minor Teaching Field of Speech Communication: For an endorsement in the teaching field of Speech
Communication, a student must complete Comm 110S, 111A, 173, 202, 220S, 240S, 242 and 410S.
In addition, a student must complete Drama 101A, C&I 428 and a course in statistics. Students also
must gain admission to Teacher Education and Student Teaching and meet the requirements forcertification as a secondary teacher (see the School of Education section of this catalog).

Requirements for
a Minor

To earn a minor in communication studies the student must complete a minimum of 20 credits in communication studies courses which include Comm 110S and 111A. In addition, at least 9 credits must
be in communication courses numbered 300 and above.

Courses

U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or graduate credit, G = for graduate credit.
Rafter the credit indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated after the R.
U
110S Introduction to Interpersonal Communication 3 er. An overview of the process of
human communication with special emphasis on analyzing communication patterns and
improving interpersonal communication skills.
U
111A Introduction to Public Speaking 2 er. Preparation, presentation, and criticism of
speeches. Emphasis on the development of public speaking techniques through constructive
criticism.
U
173 Introduction to Language 3 er. Same as Ling 173. A survey of the elements of language
(structure, meaning, and sound) including language use in its social and cultural contexts.
U
195 Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
U
198 Cooperative Education Internship Variable er. (R-3) Prereq., consent of department.
Extended classroom experience which provides practical application of classroom learning during placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the faculty supervisor and the Cooperative Education Office .
U
202 Nonverbal Communication 3 er. Nonverbal code systems and how they function in
human communication including gestures, facial expressions, personal space and others.
U
203 Listening 3 er. Principles and practices of effective cognitive and empathic listening
skills.
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220S lnt1·oductlon to Organizational Communication 3 er. An historical survey of theory
and research related to the structure and function of communication in organizations with
focus on effective organizational practices.
240S Communication In Small Groups 3 er. Theory and research related to communication patterns, cohesion, leadership, and decison making. Experiences provided in task
oriented groups and field analyses of group processes provided.
241S Persuasive Communication 3 er. The use of communication in attitude and behavior
change as experienced in personal, organizational, and public contexts.
242 Argumentation 3 er. Prereq., sophomore standing. Development of argumentation skills
and critical judgment in decision making and debate. Includes criticism, construction, presentation, and refutation of spoken and written arguments.
295 Special Topics Variable er. (R-9)
315 Language and Culture 3 er. Prereq., Ling 370. Same as Ling 373. Offered alternate
years. Technical study of the relationships between grammatical categories and world view.
320 Business and Professional Communication 3 er. Prereq., Comm 220S. Internal and
external organizational communication practices, such as interviewing, presentational speaking, and public relations.
330 Message Composition 3 er. Prereq., Enex 101 and Comm 111A, and one lower-division
writing course. The preparation and presentation of oral and written messages with an emphasis on organization, style, and comparison of effective oral and written communication.
395 Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
398 Cooperative Education Internship Variable crs. (R-3) Prereq., consent of instr. Extended classroom experience which provides practical application of classroom learning
during placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the faculty supervisor and the Cooperative Education Office.
410S Communication In Personal Relationships 3 er. Prereq., Comm 110S. An examination of the functions, types, and historical context of close personal relationships with an
in-depth study of the role of communication in friendships and romantic relations.
411 Family Communication 3 er. Prereq., Comm 110S. An examination of communication
in husband-wife, parent-child, and extended family relationships. Topics include intimacy,
power, decision making, problem solving, identity formation, and interpersonal perception.
412 Interpersonal Conflict 3 er. Prereq., Comm 110S. The nature of interpersonal struggles across a variety of contexts, focusing on styles, tactics, power, goals, negotiation, and
conflict intervention modes such as mediation.
420 Advanced Studies in Organizational Communication 3 er. (R-9) Prereq., Comm 320.
Focus on current theories and research on communication in organizations. Course content will explore different topical areas each semester. Examples include diffusion of innovations, organizational culture, power and politics in organizations, training and
development.
450E Ethics in Communication 3 er. Prereq., lower-division course in Perspective 5 or consent of instr. Offered alternate years.The study of ethical issues in human communication
in relation to traditional Western value systems.
451S lntercultural Communication 3 er. Communication principles and processes in crosscultural environments. Non-Western cultures are emphasized by contrasting them to Western
communication norms.
460 Communication Research Methods 3 er. Prereq., a course in statistics. Introduction
to the major types of communication research and the foundations of quantitative research
methods.
473 Psycholinguistics 3 er. Prereq., Comm 173 or Ling 370 or consent of instr. Same as
Ling 473. Offered alternate years. Theory and research on the comprehension, production
and acquisition of language and discourse.
495 Special Topics Variable er. (R-3)
496 Independent Study Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of instr.
498 Cooperative Education Internship Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of instr. Extended
classroom experience which provides practical application of classroom learning during
placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the faculty supervisor and
the Cooperative Education Office.
500 Theories of Communication 3 er. Offered alternate years.Overview of the major
theoretical approaches to the study of communication in various contexts.
501 Seminar in Language 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr. Offered alternate years.
510 Seminar In Personal Relationships 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr. Offered alternate years.
512 Seminar in Dispute Resolution 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr. Offered alternate
years.
520 Seminar In Organizational Communication 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr. Offered alternate years.
521 Seminar in Communication Training and Consultation 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., consent
of instr. Offered alternate years.
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Seminar in Instructional Communication 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr. Offered
alternate years.
Teaching the Basic Course 1-2 er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr.
Qualitative Research Methods 3 er. Offered alternate years. An emphasis on the
philosophy and practice of qualitative inquiry, the development and use of descriptive
frameworks, and gathering and testing qualitative data to develop human communication
theory.
Professional Paper Variable er. (R-3) Prereq., consent of instr.
Topical Seminar Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr. Offered alternate years.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Independent Study Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of instr.
Thesis Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr.

Professors
Eldon E. Baker, Ph.D., Purdue University, 1966 (Emeritus)
Wesley N. Sheilen, Ph.D., Ohio University, 1973 (Chair)
William W. Wilmot, Ph .D., University of Washington, 1970

Associate Professors
Betsy Wackernagel Bach, Ph.D., University of Washington, 1985
James H. Polsin, Ph .D., University of Kansas, 1971
Alan L. Sillars, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1980

Assistant Professors

David M. Fisher, M.A., Bail State University (Emeritus)
Steven R. Phillips, Ph.D., University of Southern California, 1989

Instructor
Debra C. Stevens, M.A., The University of Montana, 1987 (Visiting)

Comparative Literature
Bruce Bigley (Professor of English), Phillip H. Lutes (Professor of Foreign Languages), Joint
Chairmen, Comparative Literature Committee
·
Comparative literature is the study of literature beyond the confines of one national literature. it is
especially concerned with the similarities and differences which can be observed in literary works
in different languages. It makes comparisons from various points of view, studying, for example,
movements, periods, genres and themes in two or more national literatures. Certain types of comparative literature studies can be highly useful to students in such fields as psychology,
philosophy, anthropology and history, as well as to majors in English and foreign languages and
literatures.
Students interested in working toward a degre in comparative literature (not offered by this University) should bear in mind that a knowledge of at least two foreign languages is indispensable for
advanced work. Courses in comparative literature topics are offered at The University of Montana
in several departments: English, Drama, Philosophy, Liberal studies, Foreign Languages and
Literatures, Native American Studies, and Asian studies. For advising see one of the joint chairs.

Department of
Computer Science
Jerry D. Esmay, Chairman
The growing utility of computers in research and education, as well as the increased impact of
computers on our modern society, strongly implies that a knowledge of computers and their
capabilities should be a part of the basic education of ail students. The courses listed below are
designed to provide the student with this knowledge and to prepare the student for a career in a
field in which there is a growing need for trained personnel. The objective of the undergraduate
curriculum in computer science is to develop professionally competent and broadly educated computer scientists who wish to pursue professional careers or graduate studies.
High School Preparation: In addition to general University admission requirements, pre-college
preparation should have included four years of high school mathematics, to include algebra and
trigonometry. Also recommended are physics and chemistry.

Admission
Requirements

Admission to computer science courses varies according to course level and other departmental standards. However, students must have completed ail prerequisite courses with a grade of at least a C.
Lower-Division Courses
Most 100- and 200- level courses-notable exceptions are CS 131, 132, 231 and 232-are open on
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a first-come, fi;·;:!-served basis to all students who have the prerequisites. First preference for enrollment in CS 131, 132, 231, and 232 is given to students who have declared computer science as their
major or minor.
Upper-Division Courses
Admission to 300-level or above courses requires successful completion of the prerequisites.
Major-Minor Status
Completed change of major forms along with college transcripts must be turned into the department
when declaring computer science as a major or minor.

Special Degree
Requirements

Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the catalog. See index.
A B.S. degree in computer science requires completion of the following requirements with at least a
C in each course:
Computer Science. CS 131-132, CS 231-232, CS 331, CS 332, CS 335, CS 344, CS 346 and CS 365.
Additionally, the student must complete the requirements of one of the emphases listed below.
Mathematics. Math 152-153, 225, 325, 344, 347, and one additional advanced Math course.
Writing/Communication. Students must take either For 220, Fundamentals of Technical Writing, or
Chem 334, Methods of Scientific Writing. Students must also take Comm 111, Introduction to Public
Speaking, or Comm 212, Argumentation.
Science. Students must take Phys 221 and 222, and must take two additional courses selected in consultation with a CS advisor.
Philosophy. Students must take Phil 110.
NOTE: 100-level CS courses other than CS 131-132 and 200-level CS courses other than CS 231-232,
and CS 202 (business emphasis) do not count toward the degree or emphasis requirements. However,
they do count in the 47 credit limit in the major.
The following emphases are available:

Artificial Intelligence Emphasis
A student choosing this emphasis must complete CS 446, CS 455, CS 456, and six credits of CS electives selected from courses numbered 300 and above.
In addition, the student must complete Psyc 100, and two of the following psychology courses: 260,
270, 371, 373, or 365.
Also, the student must complete one of the following philosophy courses: 111, 310, 335, 350, 365, or 410.

Business Systems Emphasis
A student choosing this emphasis must complete CS 202, CS 461-462, and six credits of CS electives
from courses numbered 300 and above.
In addition, the student must complete Acct 201-202, and two of the following: Fin 322, Mgmt 341, and
Mgmt 360.

Scientific Applications Emphasis
A student choosing this emphasis must complete CS 446, CS 475, CS 477, and six credits of CS electives selected from courses numbered 300 or above.
In addition, the student must complete a minimum of seventeen credits in a single
physical/biological/social science discipline of his or her choice. The courses must be selected in consultation with a CS advisor.

Software Systems Emphasis
A student choosing this emphasis must complete CS 441-442, CS 446, CS 455, and three credits of
CS electives selected from courses numbered 300 and above.

Combined Major in Computer Science-Physics
The purpose of the combined program is to provide a thorough background in both allied disciplines
and to inculcate a deeper understanding of their goals and methods. A student must complete at most
60 credits in the two disciplines: 29 of these credits in physics courses and 29 of these credits in computer science courses.
The physics requirements are: 221-222, 301, 314-315, 371-372, and 452.
The computer science requirements are: 131-132, 231-232, 331, 332, 335, 475, and 477.
The mathematics requirements are: 152-153, 225, 251, 311, and 325. Beyond the required mathematics
courses, the computer science department strongly recommends Math 344, 347, and 471.
Also required is one course from Chem 334 or For 220. Moreover, the student must complete two
academic semesters of foreign language at the University.
Each student plans a program in consultation with a computer science and physics advisor.

Suggested Course
of Study

First Year
CS 131-132-Fundamentals of Computer Science I, II, 111. ............................... .
Comm 111-lntroduction to Public Speaking ................................................... .
*Enex 101-Composition ....................................................................................
Math 152-153-Calculus I, 11 .............................................................................
Math 225-Discrete Math I ........ ...................................................................... .
Phil 110-lntroduction to Logic, Deduction ...................................................... .

A

4

S

4

2

3

4

4
4

3
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Electives and General Education ... ... ......... .. .. ....... ... .. .. ...... .......... ...... ....... ........

4
17 15

*Semester of enrollment depends on beginning letter of student's last name.
Second Year
CS 231-232-Assembly Language Programming and Computer Architecture I, II
CS 331-Data Structures..................................................................................
CS 332-Algorithms..... .. ... ....... ........... ... ......... ...... ....... ............... ....... ........ .... ...
CS 335-Programming Languages...................................................................
Math 325-Discrete Math II . ........................................... ...................... ....... .....
Electives and General Education ....... ........ ...... .... ... ........ ......... .. ........... .... ..... ...

3
3

3
3
3

4
6

7

16 16

Requirements for
a Minor
Courses

To earn a minor in computer science the student must complete 25 CS credits including: CS 131-132,
CS 202 or 203 or CS 204, CS 231-232, CS 331, and CS 335. The remaining credits must be selected
from courses at the 300 level or above. The student must also complete Math 152-153, and Math 325.

U =for undergraduate credit only, UG =for undergraduate or graduate credit, G =for graduate credit.
A after the credit indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated after the A.
U
101 Introduction to Programming 3 er. Elementary programming techniques using the
BASIC programming language. A wide range of primarily nonmathematical problems will
be written by the student and run on a computer.
U
111 Computer Literacy 3 er. An introduction to computer terminology, organization and
operation, and the social impact of computers. Includes hands-on exposure to microcomputers and time-sharing applications.
U
131 Fundamentals of Computer Science I 4 er. Coreq., Math 152. Fundamental computer
science concepts, algorithms and data structures using a high level structured programming language and design.
U
132 Fundamentals of Computer Science II 4 er. Prereq., CS 131; coreq., Math 153 or consent of instr. Continuation of CS 131 .Topics include basic software engineering principles,
searching and sorting algorithms, elementary data structures, analysis of algorithms, file
structures, introduction to round-off errors and numerical computations, and social and
ethical implications of computing.
170 Computer Applications 3 er. Introduction to computer applications, including spreadU
sheet, word processing, and database programs. (One hour scheduled lab plus two hours
independent lab work per week.)
U
180 Microcomputer Graphics Applications 3 er. Prereq., CS 111 or 170 or consent of instr.
An introductory survey of microcomputer graphics software applications. Includes handson experience with various software tools for generating graphics displays on personal computers. Will not count toward a major in computer science.
U
195 Special Topics Variable er. (A-6) Prereq., consent of instr. Experimental offerings of
visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current
topics.
U
196 Independent Study Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr.
U
198 Cooperative Education Internship Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of department.
Extended classroom experience which provides practical application of classroom learning during placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the faculty supervisor and the Cooperative Education Office.
U
201 Special Programming Languages 3 er. (A-open) Prereq., CS 101 or one year of high
school computer science or consent of instr. Offered alternate years. Computer programming using a high-level programming language which is not taught in a regular languagespecific course. Can be repeated by choosing different languages. (Two hours lab per week.)
202 COBOL Programming 3 er. Prereq., CS 101or131 or 203 or consent of instr. COBOL
U
programming in the business environment.
U
203 FORTRAN Programming 3 er. Prereq. , CS 101 or 131 or consent of instr. Computer
programming using the programming language FORTRAN. Several programs will be written by the students. (Two hours lab per week.)
204 C Programming 3 er. Prereq., CS 131or203 or consent of instr. Computer programmU
ing using the "C" programming language. Several programs will be written by the students.
(Two hours lab per week.)
231 Assembly Language Programming and Computer Architecture I 3 er. Prereq., CS
U
132. Programmer's model of a processor, complement arithmetic, instruction sets, condition codes, exception handling, addressing modes, assemblers, interrupt processing,
subroutine linkages.
U
232 Assembly Language Programming and Computer Architecture II 3 er. Prereq., CS
231. Assembly language programming, linkers, macros, elements of logic circuit design,
ALU structure and design, control unit design, arithmetic and instruction pipelines, input/output processors, comparison of various architectures, CISC/RISC comparison.
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Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr. Experimental offerings of
visiting professors, experimental offerings of new coursees, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Independent Study Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr.
Internship Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of department. Extended classroom experience which provides practical application of classroom learning during placements off
campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the faculty supervisor and the Cooperative
Education Office.
·
Data Structures 3 er. Prereq., CS 132, Math 153, and Math 225, or consent of instr.
Abstract data types, linked lists, trees, graphs, strings, hashing, searching, and sorting,
and applications of data structures.
Algorithms 3 er. Prereq., CS 331 and Math 325, or consent of instr. Algorithm design,
analysis, and correctness. Commonly used algorithms such as string matching, greedy
algorithms, dynamic programming, fast fourier transform, branch and bound, and graph
algorithms. Introduction to NP-complete problems.
Theory of Programming Languages 3 er. Prereq., CS 132. Concepts of programming languages. Comparative study of programming languages, analyzing their suitability
for various applications. Languages studied include LISP, Ada, C, Modula-2, Prolog, and
SmallTalk.
Operating Systems 3 er. Prereq., CS 331 and Math 153, or consent of instr. Process
and concurrent programming concepts. Job scheduling and resource management. Introduction to virtual memory, extended machine and file systems. Distributed and real time systems.
Performance modeling and analysis. Existing operating systems comparison and analysis.
Software Science 3 er. Prereq., CS 132. Software development lifecycle with particular
emphasis on requirements analysis and system design. CASE tools, project management
and cost estimation techniques.
Introduction to Expert Systems 3 er. Prereq., CS 111 or CS 170 or another computer
course; or consent of instr. An overview of the application of expert-systems and artificialintelligence techniques to a wide variety of problems. Strengths and limitations of expert
systems. Includes hands-on experience with personal computer software for building expert systems. Credit not allowed toward an M.S. degree in computer science.
Database Design and Database Management Systems 3 er. Prereq., CS 331 and
Math 325, or consent of instr. Models and representations of data, relations, and files for
fast retrieval by indexes, trees, and hashing. Introduction to relational, hierarchical, network, distributed database systems, and relevant query languages. Theory and techniques
for design and implementation of relational database systems.
Seminar Variable er. (R-6) Pmreq., consent of instr. Guidance in special work.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., junior standing. Experimental offerings of
visiting professors, experimental offerings of n.ew courses, or one-time offerings of current
topics.
Independent Study Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr.
Research Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr.
Internship Variable er. (R-15) Prereq., consent of instr. Business or government internship. Learning agreement must be completed with faculty advisor. Only three credits applicable to computer science major or minor.
Computers and Society 3 er. Prereq., upper-division standing. Offered alternate years.
The present and future role in, and effect on, society of computing and related technologies.
Theory of Computation 3 er. Prereq., CS 132 and Math 325. Offered alternate years.
Automata, regular and context-free languages, Turing machines, computability, decidability.
Advanced Programming I 3 er. Prereq., CS 335, 344, 346. Applied systems programming, compiler writing, and operating systems development.
Advanced Programming II 3 er. Prereq., CS 441. Continuation of 441.
Computer Graphics 3 er. Prereq., CS 331 and Math 153 or consent of instr. Hardware
and software elements of graphics systems. Basic computer graphics algorithms for transformations, clipping, windowing and polygon filing. Straight line, circle generation. Parametrical
representations of curves and surfaces. Three-D viewing. Hidden line and surface removal,
shading and color models.
Artificial Intelligence I 3 er. Prereq., CS 335 or consent of instr. Using the computer
to solve problems that require intelligence. Representation of knowledge, search techniques, symbolic programming in LISP, expert systems.
Artificial Intelligence II 3 er. Prereq., CS 455. Continuation of 455. Topics may include
logic programming, machine learning, natural language understanding, vision, planning,
automated deduction, neural nets.
Computerized Business Systems I 3 er. Prereq., CS 201 (COBOL). 332, 346; Acct
202. Design and implementation of integrated computerized business systems using advanced data handling and programming techniques. Credit not allowed toward M.S. in computer science.
Computerized .Business Systems II 3 er. Prereq., CS 461. Continuation of 461. Credit
not allowed toward M.S. in computer science.
Introduction to Numerical Methods 3 er. Prereq., CS 203 or 131, and Math 153. Offered alternate years. Computer representation of floating-point numbers, roundoff error,
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numerical solution of nonlinear equations, systems of linear equations, differential equations, integration, interpolation and function approximation. Extensive use of the computer.
477 Computer Simulation 3 er. Prereq., CS 133, 335; Math 153, Math 241 or Math 344,
or consent of instr. Offered alternate years. The theory and principles governing computer
simulation. Use of special-purpose simulation languages. Uses of a computer in modeling
and simulation.
481 Parallel Processing 3 er. Prereq., CS 344 and 331; or consent of instr. Offered alternate years. Study of several examples of parallel architectures: array, hypercube, and other
multi processors. Examination of interconnection topologies, operating systems, and programming strategies on multiprocessor machines.
484 Embedded System Software 3 er. Prereq., CS 344. Structure and requirements of
embedded system software; special development environment, design and analysis
techniques.
488 Computer Communications and Networks 3 er. Prereq., CS 331, 132, 232. Offered
alternate years. Data transmission fundamentals. Open Systems interconnection model,
computer network protocols and example networks. Local area network protocols. Introduction to Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN).
494 Undergraduate Seminar Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr. Guidance in special
work.
495 Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr. Experimental offerings of
visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current
topics.
496 Independent Study Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr.
497 Research Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr.
498 Internship Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of department. Business or government
internship. Learning agreement must be completed with faculty advisor. Only three credits
applicable to computer science major or minor.
531 Design and Analysis of Algorithms 3 er. Prereq., CS 331. Offered alternate years.
Algorithm design, analysis, and correctness, with an emphasis on more advanced techniques than covered in CS 332. Design of algorithms by induction. Recurrences and their
solutions. Parallel algorithms. Complexity theory: NP-hard and NP-complete problems. Approximation algorithms for intractible problems.
535 Advanced Programming Languages 3 er. Prereq., CS 331, CS 344, and CS 335 or
consent of instr. Offered alternate years. Data Types and abstraction, exception handling,
concurrency, object oriented programming, functional programming, logic programming
and special language features for parallel processing.
536 Theory of Computer Science I 3 er. Prereq., Math 325 or consent of instr. Offered
alternate years. Formal models including finite automata, regular expressions, closure properties of regular sets, context free grammars, pushdown automata, closure properties of
context free languages.
538 Theory of Computer Science II 3 er. Prereq., CS 536 or consent of instr. Offered alternate years. Recursive and recursively enumerable languages, Turing machines, the universal
Turing machine, undecidability, the Chomsky hierarchy, closure properties of families of
languages, computational complexity theory, P and NP-complete problems, oracles.
539 Formal Semantics and Specification 3 er. Prereq., Math 325 or consent of instr. Offered alternate years. Formal Specification of programs and abstract data types, proofs
of correctness, and methods of defining programming language semantics.
541 Software Science I: Requirements and Specifications 3 er. Prereq., Math 225; CS
331 and 335 or consent of instr. Offered alternate years. Requirements analysis, techniques for representing requirements, specification development techniques, and specification languages.
542 Software Science II: Design, Implementation and Testing 3 er. Prereq., CS 541. The
design process. Major design methods such as composite/structured design, data structure driven design, structured analysis, transfer of design to code, testing techniques, validation, verification, certification, security.
·
Prereq., CS 344. Offered alternate years.
544 Advanced Operating Systems 3 er.
Distributed operating systems, memory organization, protection, scheduling, concurrent
programming and parallel processing.
546 Advanced Computer Graphics 3 er. Prereq., CS 446. Offered alternate years. Solid
geometric modeling, shading, intensity, color, animation, and specialized hardware for
graphics and image processing.
555 Applications In Artificial Intelligence 3 er. (R-6) Course can be repeated for credit at
the discretion of the instructor. Prereq., CS 455 or consent of instr. One Al application area
will be investigated, such as natural language processing, expert systems, knowledge acquisition. LISP experience is required.
565 Database Systems 3 er. Prereq., CS 335, 344, 365 or consent of instr. Offered alternate years. Relational database theory, data models, user interfaces and query languages,
security, and concurrency.
570 Management Information Systems 3 er. Prereq., enrollment in the M.A.S. program.
Computer-related topics of interest to today's managers. Information management; end
user computing; MIS concepts; systems planning; development and implementation; manag-
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ing computer resources; evaluation and acquisition of hardware and software. Credit not
allowed toward M.S. degree in computer science.
Systems Analysis 3 er. Prereq., enrollment in the M.A.S. program. Offered alternate
years. Techniques for the analysis and design of business data processing and information systems. Information systems and the systems analyst; tools and techniques of systems
analysis; information system development life cycle. Credit not allowed toward M.S. degree
in computer science.
Requirements Analysis and Software Design 3 er. Prereq., enrollment in the M.A.S.
program. Offered alternate years. Methodology for specifying system requirements; Structured System Analysis (SSA) including data flow diagrams, process description, and the
data dictionary; entity-relationship modeling; modern software design methodology; use
of CASE tools to implement both methodologies. Credit not allowed toward M.S. degree
in computer science.
Information Analysis 3 er. Prereq., enrollment in the M.A.S. program. Offered alternate years. Techniques for analyzing information in support of executive decision making.
Decision Support System (DSS) tools; Data Base Management Systems (DBMS); expert
systems. Credit not allowed toward M.S. degree in computer science.
Business Telecommunications 3 er. Prereq., enrollment in the M.A.S. program. Offered alternate years. Topics related to the transmission, receipt and storage of data. Computer and communication networks; types of telecommunications; hardware and software
requirements. Credit not allowed toward M.S. degree in computer science.
Parallel Processing 3 er. Prereq., CS 331, 335, and 344. Offered alternate years. Parallel
processing architectures and programming languages.
Graduate Seminar Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr. Seminar on current
research topics in computer science.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr. Experimental offerings of
visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current
topics.
Independent Study Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr.
Research Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr.
Thesis/Project Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr. Research for and preparation of the master thesis or professional paper.

Professors
Robert P. Banaugh, Ph.D., University of California, 1962 (Emeritus)
Spencer L. Manlove, M.S., San Jose State University, 1959 (Emeritus)
James Ullrich, Ph.D., Southern Illinois University, 1969
Alden H. Wright, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1969

Associate Professors
Jerry D. Esmay, M.S., University of Texas, El Paso, 1971 (Chairman)
Ray Ford, Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh, 1980

Assistant Professors
Gene F. Schiedermayer, M.S., Southern Methodist University, 1971(Emeritus)
Ronald E. Wilson, Ph.D., University of Chicago, 1975
Youlu Zheng, Ph.D., Washington State University, 1987

Dance (See School of Fine Arts)
Drama

(See School of Fine Arts)

Department of Economics
Thomas M. Power, Chairman
The department considers its teaching goals to be three-fold: (1) To present to students the basic
theoretical tools of economic analysis, relevant facts and institutional material, which will assist them
as civic leaders. (2) To introduce students majoring in economics to the various special fields of study
within economics. This training along with extensive work in the other liberal arts and sciences, is intended to instill breadth of intellectual interest, critical habits of thought, a problem-solving attitude and
facility of expression. (3) To help meet, through graduate work, the increasing demands for competent
professional economists in industry, commerce, government and education.
Courses cover general economic theory, environmental economics, monetary theory, international
economics, public finance, labor economics, regional and urban economics, economic development,
comparative economic systems, econometrics, and economic philosophy.
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Students may major in economics leading to a Bachelor of Arts degree. Graduate work leads to a Master
of Arts degree in economics (see Graduate School catalog).

Special Degree
Requirements

Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the catalog. See index.
Thirty-three credits in economics must be earned. Within the 33 credits the student must include Econ
111S-112S; 311-312-313-314; one year of the following: Econ 406, 411, or 413; Econ 460; and eight
elective economics credits numbered 300 or above. A maximum of four credits of Econ 495 and none
of the Econ 110 and 398 credits may count toward the 33-credit requirement. The following courses
may be counted as part of the 33 economics credits required for the undergraduate degree: Geog 315,
Hist 374, PSc 365, For 320, For 520.
The student should take Econ 311, 312, 313, and 314 before the senior year; Econ 314 should be taken
before any 400-level courses are taken.
Non-economics courses required for the undergraduate degree are: Math 117, Math 150 or 152-153;
Math 241 (or equivalent); CS 170 (or equivalent); and four of the following courses: Anth 101H, Soc
110S, PSc 100S, Phil 210, Hist 151 H, 152H. The student must pass Enex 101 with a grade of "C"'
or above, or pass an economics department composition examination before he or she has completed
100 credits. Math 117-150 should be taken in the freshman year. Students planning graduate study
in economics should take Econ 406, 411, 413, and 560 as well as Math 152-153 and either Math 344-345
or Math 381-382.

Teacher Preparation In Economics
Major Teaching Field of Economics: For an endorsement in the major teaching field of Economics,
a student must complete the requirements for a B.A. with a major in Economics. Students must also
complete C&l 428, gain admission to Teacher Education and Student Teaching and meet the requirements
for certification as a secondary teacher (see the School of Education section of this catalog).
Students are advised that the demand in Montana high schools for teaching of courses in this field
is limited. Student should complete another endorsement (major or minor) in a field other than drama,
geography, journalism, psychology or sociology.

Minor Teaching Field of Economics: For an endorsement in the minor teaching field of Economics,
a student must complete Econ 111 S, 112S, 304, 311, 313, 317 and 321 . Students also must complete
C&I 428, gain admission to Teacher Education and Student Teaching and meet the requirements for
certification as a secondary teacher (see the School of Education section of this catalog).

Suggested Course
of Study

First Year
CS 170-Computer Applications ...................................................................... .
Econ 111 S, 112S-introduction to Economics ..... ..................................... ...... ..
* Enex 101- Composition ............ ............................................. ........................ .. .
Math 117-Probability and Linear Math ........... ................................................ .
Math 150-Appiied Calculus .. ...................... .... .............................................. .. .
Required non-economics courses ................................................ ................ .... .
Electives and General Education ..................................................................... .
*Semester of enrollment depends on beginning letter of student's last name.
Second Year
Econ 311 -312- lntermediate Microeconomics I, 11 .... ..... ................................... .
Econ 313-lntermediate Macroeconomics ... ............................................... ...... .
Math 241-Statistics I ......................... .. ........................................................... .
Required non-economics courses .................................................................... .
Elective economics course ... ...................... .. ........ .............. .............................. .
Electives and General Education .. ................... ................................................ .

A
3
3
3

Fourth Year
Econ 406 or 411 or 413-advanced theory .... ...................................... ............ .
Economics elective .............. .. ............ ....... ............ .......... ................................. .
Electives and General Education ........................................ ............................. .

3
3

4
3

3
4

~

16

16

3

3
3
4
3

3
3
6
15

Third Year
Econ 314- Applications of Mathematics in Economics .......... .......................... .
Econ 460-Econometrics ..... .................................................. .... ...................... .
Upper-division econonomics electives .............. ...................... ., ........................ .
Electives and General Education ............................................ ... ...................... .

s

4
17

3
3
11

4
3
10

17

17

3
13

3
13

16

16

Requirements for
a Minor

To earn a minor in economics the student must complete Econ 111S, 112S, 311, 313, and six additional credits of economics classes numbered 300 or above, only three of which may be in Econ 495.

Courses

U = tor undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or graduate credit, G = for graduate credit.
R after the credit indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated after the R.
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1OOS Introduction to Political Economy 3 er. A critical examination of the market mechanism
as a.social decision-making device to guide the use of a nation's resources. The limitations of these processes in the light of current economic problems such as the rise of the
large corporation, monopoly, environmental degradation, economic discrimination and the
increasing role of the government.
111S Introduction to Microeconomics 3 er. The nature of a market economy, economic decisions of the household and firm, competition and monopoly, value and price determination, distribution of income and applied microeconomic topics.
112S Introduction to Macroeconomics 3 er. The determination of the level of national
economic activity, inflation, economic instability, the role of money and financial institutions, and selected topics in public economic policy.
170 The Japanese Economy 3 er. An introduction to the economy of Japan with emphasis
on Japan's post-war development and role in the world economy.
195 Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
302S The Montana Economy 3 er. An introduction to various ways of analyzing state and
local economies using Montana and its regions as a case study. The Montana economy
is analyzed by region and major industrial sector.
304 Public Finance: Expenditures 3 er. Prereq., Econ 1118 and 1128. Rationale for governmental expenditure; public goods; public choice. Analysis of expenditure policy. Intergovernmental relations.
305 Public Finance: Taxation 3 er. Prereq., Econ 1118 and 112$. Tax incidence; economic
effects of alternative tax policies at the federal, state, and local levels.
311 Intermediate Microeconomics I 3 er. Prereq., Econ 111$ and Math 150 or equiv.
Analysis of consumer behavior, production, factor pricing, and income distribution under
assumptions of perfect competition.
312 Intermediate Microeconomic Analysis II 3cr. Prereq., Econ 311. The impact of monopoly power on goods and factor markets; general equilibrium and welfare economics.
313 Intermediate Macroeconomics 3 er. Prereq., Econ 112$ and Math 150. Analysis of
national income determination, unemployment, and inflation with emphasis on the role of
fiscal and monetary policy.
314 Applications of Mathematics In Economics 3 er. Prereq., Econ 111$, 1128 and Math
150. Applications of basic mathematical techniques to both macro and microeconomic theory.
315 History of Economic Thought 3 er. Prereq., Econ 111 S, 112$. Offered alternate years.
A survey of economic ideas from antiquity through the present.
317 Monetary Economics and Institutions 3 er. Prereq., Econ 1118, 1128. Definition and
role of money; banks and other financial institutions as suppliers of money; the federal
reserve system as a regulator of money; monetary theories, history, and policy.
323 Labor Economics 3 er. Prereq., Econ 111 S, 1128. Economic analysis of labor markets.
Theories of wage determination, discrimination and poverty with implications for manpower
policy.
324 Industrial Relations 3 er. Prereq., Econ 111 S, 1128. Offered alternate years. Theory
and practice of collective bargaining in contemporary American labor markets. Emphasis
on case studies.
331 International Trade 3 er. Prereq., Econ 1118, 1128. Offered alternate years. International trade; theory, policy, institutions, and issues. Analysis of comparative advantage and
trade restrictions, negotiations, and agreements.
332 International Economic Relations 3 er. Prereq., Econ 1118, 1128. Offered alternate
years. International finance; theory, policy, institutions and issues. Analysis of balance of
payments, exchange rate determination, exchange rate regimes, and international financial agreement.
336 U.S. Asian Economics 3 er. Offered alternate years. The study of Asian economies
and their impact on the U.S. and world economies through a study of international trade
and economic development in Asia.
340 Environmental Economics 3 er. Prereq., Econ 1118, 112$. Same as Evst340. Outlines
a theoretical framework for the analysis of environmental problems, including concepts
of market failure and externalities, materials balance and propE!rlY rights. The policy implications of this analytical model are explored for a range of topics including pollution and
the preservation of natural environments and species.
345S The Economics of Wlldland Preservation 3 er. An economic analysis of the costs and
benefits associated with preserving natural areas. The extension of economic tools to analyze
the value of non-commercial resources, goods, and services is one focus. A critique of the
limits and dangers associated with that extension is also developed.
350 Economic Development 3 er. Prereq., Econ 111$, 1128. Offered alternate years. Study
of the processes of economic growth and development in the less developed world.
374 Comparative Economic Systems 3 er. Prereq., Econ 1118, 1128. Offered alternate
years. Comparative analysis of alternative ideal types of economic organization stressing
the assumptions and values used in their critique and defense. Capitalism, Socialism, Communism, Fascism.
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Monopoly and Public Policy 3 er. Prereq., Econ 111 S. Offered alternate years. The
theoretical basis for public policy solutions to market power. Emphasis on case studies
in matters of antitrust, regulation of public utilities, and public ownership of business enterprises.
Regional and Urban Economics 3 er. Prereq., Econ 111S, 112S. Offered alternate
years. Study of the role of spatial relationships on the economy. Analysis of the locational
patterns of people and industry. Economic characteristics of urban land markets, city growth,
structure, and land use.
Special Topics Variable er. {R-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Independent Study Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., six credits in economics and consent
of instr.
Cooperative Education Internship Variable er. (R-12) Extended classroom experience
which provides practical application of classroom learning during placements within the
business community. The student must complete a learning agreement with a faculty
member, relating the placement opportunity to his or her field of study. The department
will determine the number of credits to be earned for the experience based upon the activities outlined in the learning agreement. Prior approval must be obtained from the faculty supervisor and the Cooperative Education Office. The department has determined that
credit for this course cannot count in the 50 credit minimum requirement for the major.
Monetary Economics 3 er. Prereq., Econ. 313 and 314. Offered alternate years.
Advanced Microeconomics 3 er. Prereq., Econ 311, 312, 314. Offered alternate years.
Price, welfare and general equilibrium theory at a level above intermediate analysis.
Advanced Macroeconomics 3 er. Prereq., Econ 313, 314. Offered alternate years. Production, income and employment at a level above intermediate analysis.
Issues in Economics and Philosophy Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of instr. Same
as Phil 455. Topic variable. May include Private Property and the Public Interest,
Methodological Issues in Economics, Justice and Efficiency, Public Choice Theory.
Econometrics 4 er. Prereq., Econ 314 and an introductory statistics course. Quantitative
methods in economics with emphasis on regression analysis.
Senior Thesis for Phllosophy-Economics 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., senior standing.
Seminar In Economics Variable er. (R-15) Prereq., consent of instr.
Advanced Problems Variable er. (R-15) Prereq., 12 credits in economics and consent
of instr.
Graduate Research Variable er. (R-6)
Economic Analysis 3 er. Offered only for M.A.S. program. A review of basic micro and
macro economic theory for those who have not studied economic analysis recently. Basic
micro economic concepts are developed and applied to both business and public policy
problems. National macro economic policies to control inflation, income, and employment
are analyzed using basic macro economic theory.
Microeconomic Theory 3 er. Prereq., Econ 311, 312, 314. Advanced theoretical treatment of consumer and producer behavior.
Macroeconomic Theory 3 er. Prereq., Econ 313, 314. Advanced theoretical treatment
of national income determination, unemployement and inflation.
Advanced Econometrics 4 er. Prereq., Econ 460. Advanced quantitative methods in
econometrics. Coverage of probit-logit regression models, simultaneous equation systems,
principle components, ridge regression and other specialized techniques.
Empirical Research Design Variable er. (R-6) Role and scope of empirical research.
Planning and conduct of a research project.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Cooperative Education Internship Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of department.
Extended classroom experience which provides practical application of classroom learning during placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the faculty supervisor and the Cooperative Education Office.
Thesis Variable er. (R-6)

Professors
Richard N. Barrett, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, Madison, 1972
Ronald A. Dulaney, Ph.D., Columbia University, 1973
John W. Duffield, Ph.D., Yale, 1973
George B. Heliker, Ph .D., University of Michigan, 1954 (Emeritus)
John G. Photiades, Ph.D., University of lllinols, 1972
Thomas M. Power, Ph.D., Princeton, 1971 (Chairman)
Dennis J. O'Donnell, Ph.D., Pennsylvania State University, 1974
Kay Unger, Ph.D., Johns Hopkins University, 1974
John H. Wicks, Ph.D., University of Illinois, 1962 (Emeritus)

Associate Professor
Michael H. Kupilik, Ph.D., University of Colorado, 1976
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Assistant Professors
Doug Dalenber), Ph.D., University of Oregon, 1987
Mark Partridge, Ph.D., University of Illinois, 1981

Department of English
Henry Harrington, Chairman
Students study English for a variety of reasons. Some wish to improve the clarity, precision and ease
with which they use English. Some are motivated by general cultural interest; they hope, through a
study of literature, to clarify and enrich their knowledge of themselves and the contemporary world in
which English has become the dominant international language. Others combine cultural purposes with
specific vocational objectives, such as professional writing, teaching, or pre-professional training for
law, business, journalism, or medicine. Generally, therefore, those who choose English as their major
usually fall into one of four groups:
1. Humanists, who can increase their critical insight by study of the great literary works of the past
and present, and can prepare themselves for graduate work by gaining an understanding of the
methods and ma!erials of literary study.
2. Creative writers, whose powers can be tested and directed in an environment favorable to the
development of their individual abilities in writing poems, short stories, novels and plays.
3. Teachers in high school, who need a program which will provide them with an adequate background
in their subject matter, as well as required course work for secondary school certification. The
Montana Writing Project serves experienced teachers when they return for professional and graduate
emphasis.
4. College teachers of linguistics or teachers of English as a foreign language.

Special Degree
Requirements

Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the catalog. See index.
For the Bachelor of Arts degree every major in English will complete the following requirements:
1. At least 42-but no more than 48- credits in English can count toward the total number of credits
required for graduation. Enex 100: Composition does not count toward the major.
2. All English majors must take Enlt 120L: Contemporary Imagination; Enlt 220L: History of British
Literature; and Enlt 221 L: History of American Literature.
7. In addition, all English majors must take all of the courses required in one of the following emphases within the English major:
A. Literature: Enlt 121 L; Enlt 320; three of the following courses: Enlt 321, 322, 323, 324, and
325; two of the following courses: Enlt 420, 421 or 422; Enli 370; and two years of a foreign
language.
B. Creative Writing: Enlt 121L; Enlt 320; three of the following courses: Enlt 321, 322, 323, 324,
325; Enlt 421, 422; three upper-division creative writing courses; two years of a foreign language.
C. English Linguistics: Enli 170, 370, 371, 470; Ling 372, 373 or 375; two years of a foreign
language.
D. Teacher Preparation: Enlt 320; Enli 470; Enlt 421or422; Entt 440, 441 and 442; one course
from Enlt 321, 322, 323, 324, 325, which concentrates in poetry; one course from Enlt 321,
322, 323, 324, or 325, which concentrates in American literature; secondary school teaching
certification courses.
Only courses under English, cross-listed with English, or labeled only Linguistics will count toward the
42-48 credit major requirement.
Majors in English may not take any course required for the English major on a pass/not pass basis.
Minor Teaching Field of English: For an endorsement in the minor teaching field of English, a student
must complete Enlt 320; Enli 470; Enlt 421 or 422; Ent! 440, 441, and 442; one course from Enlt 321,
322, 323, 324, 325, which concentrates in poetry; one course Enlt 321, 322, 323, 324, or 325 which
concentrates in American literature; secondary school teaching certification courses.
A student also must gain admission to Teacher Education and Student Teaching and meet the requirements for certification as a secondary teacher (see the School of Education section of this catalog.)

Sample Course
of Study

Literature Emphasis
First Year
Enex 101-Composition (required semester depends
on first letter of last name) .... .............. ...... .................... ...... ... ..... ..... ......... ....
Enlt 120L-Contemporary Imagination ..............................................................
Enlt 121L- Poetry.............................................................................................
Foreign language.. ............................................................................................
Electives or General Education.........................................................................
Second Year
Enlt 220L-History of British Literature.............................................................

A

s

3
3

(3)

5
6

3
5
6

17

17

3
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Enlt 221 L-History of American Literature ....................................................... .
Foreign language ................ ............................................................................. .
Electives or General Education ........................................................................ .

5
9

17
Third Year
Enlt 320-Shakespeare ..................................................................................... 3
Three courses from 321, 322, 323, 324, 325 ................................................... . 3
English elective ................................................................................................ .
Electives and General Education ...................................................................... 11
17

3
5
9
17

6
3

-~
17

Fourth Year
Two courses from 420, 421, 422, or 470 ...... .. ......... ... ................... ........... ........ . 3
English electives ............................................................................................... 3
Electives and General Education ...... ...................... ......................................... . 11

3
3
11

17

17

Creative Writing Emphasis
First Year
Enex 101-Composition (required-semester depends
on first letter of last name) ............. ...... ........ ............ ........... ......... ................ .
Enlt 120L-Contemporary Imagination ................................... ...........................
Enlt 121L-Poetry ............................................................................................ .
Foreign language ....................................... ...................................................... .
Electives or General Education .........................................................................
Second Year
Enlt 220L- History of British Literature .... ................ ........................ .................
Enlt 221 L-History of American Literature ............... .... .................................... .
Encr 210A or 211A-lntroduction to Creative Writing: Fiction or Poetry ........... .
Foreign language ............................................................................................. .
Electives or General Education ........................................................................ .

3
3
3
5
6

5
9

17

17

3
3
3
5
6

5
9

17
Third Year
Enlt 320-Shakespeare .................................................................................... . 3
Three courses from 321, 322, 323, 324, 325 .... ............................ ............ ...... .
3
Encr 310 or 311-Creative Writing: Fiction or Poetry ....................................... .
Electives and General Education ............... ....................................................... 11

17

17
Fourth Year
Enlt 420, 421, 422, or Enli 470 .... ........ ............................ ..... ...... ..................... . 3
Encr 310, 311, 410 or 411 ..... ....................................................................... . 3
Electives and General Education ...................................................................... 11

17

17

17

6
3
8

3
3
11

Teacher Preparation Emphasis
First Year
Enex 101-Composition (required-semester depends
on first letter of last name) ................................. ........... ...... .............. ........... .
Enlt 120L-Contemporary Imagination .................. ........................................... .
Enlt 121 L-Poetry ............................................................................................ .
Certification requirements ......... .. .............. ...... ....... ............................... .. ......... .
General Education ............................................................................................
Second Year
Enlt 220L-History of British Literature ............................................................ .
Enlt 221 L-History of American Literature .................. ..... .............................. .. .
Certification requirements ................................................................................ .
Electives or General Education ......................... .............................................. .

3
3
3
5
6

5
6

17

17

3
5
9

17
Third Year
Enlt 320-Shakespeare .... ................. ... ......................................................... :.
3
One course from 321, 322, 323, 324, 325 concentrating in poetry... ................. 3
One course from 321, 322, 323, 324, 325 concentrating in American literature
English electives.. .... .........................................................................................
General Education and certification requirements ............................................. ...!!_
17
Fourth Year
Enli 470-Structure and History of English.......................................................

3

3
5
9
17

3
3
11
17
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Enlt 421 or 422 .. ......... ...... .. .......... ....... .. ............ ......... ............. ....... .. .......... ......
Entt 441-Teaching Literature .......................................................................... 3
Entt 422-Methods of Teaching English ...........................................................
Certification requirements ................................................................................. _!.:!_
17

3
3
11
17

Linguistics Emphasis
First Year
Enex 101-Composition (required-semester
depends upon first letter of last name) ..........................................................
Enlt 120L-Contemporary Imagination ............................................................. .
Foreign language ..............................................................................................
General Education ...........................................................................................

3
3
5

-~ -~
17

Second Year
Enlt 220L-History of British Literature .............................................................
Enlt 221 L- History of American Literature ....................................................... .
Foreign language ..............................................................................................
Ling 170-lntroduction to Language ................................................................ .
Electives and General Education .....................................................................

5
3
6

Third Year
Enli 370-lntroduction to Linguistics ................................................................. 3
Enli 371-Morphology-Phonology ......................................................_. ...............
English electives .... ........................................................................................... 3
Electives and General Education ...................................................................... 11
17

Courses

17

3

17

Requirements for
a Minor

5

3
5
9
17

3
6

_!!_
17

Fourth Year
Enli 470-Structure and History of English ..................................................... .
Ling 372-Syntax/Semantics ............................................................................ . 3
Ling 373s-Language and Culture or 375-Analytical Techniques ....................
English electives ......................................................................................... :.... . 3
Electives ........................................................................................................... 11

3
3
8

17

17

3

To earn a minor in English the student must complete the following requirements:
1. At least 27 credits in English, excluding Enex 100.
2. Enlt 120L, 121 L, 220L, 221 L, and 320.
3. Twelve credits in English of which nine are numbered 300 or higher.
U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or graduate credit, G = for graduate credit.
R after the credit indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated after the R.

English As A Second Language
U

195

U

250

U

251

U

450

U

451

Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Intermediate English as a Second Language: I 3 er. (R-6) Same as Ling 250. Extensive training in reading, writing, and speaking grammatical English. Required of all foreign
students with TOEFL scores between 490 and 525.
Intermediate English as a Second Language: II 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., 490 to 525 on the
TOEFL or consent of instr. Same as Ling 251 . English grammar, reading, writing and conversation skills for students who are not native speakers of English; designed for students
who have scored between 490 and 525 on the TOEFL.
Advanced English as a Second Language: I 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., TOEFL score of 526
to 580 or consent of instr. Same as Ling 450. Extensive training in reading, writing, and
speaking grammatical English.
Advanced English as a Second Language: II 3 er. Prereq., TOEFL score of 526 to
580 or consent of instr. Same as Ling 451. English grammar, reading, writing and conversation skills for students who are not native speakers of English; designed for students
who have scored between 526 and 580 on the TOEFL.

Expository Writing
Writing Laboratory No Credit. Open to any university student not enrolled in a writing class.
Individualized tutorial service for students having difficulty writing acceptable papers for
any university course (except for English courses in expository or creative writing). Tutors
will be available at regular periods Monday through Friday to assist such students in revising papers not considered acceptable by instructors (other than those teaching English
courses in expository writing and creative writing). Any member of the faculty may suggest
or require a student to attend the laboratory, and the student may attend voluntarily as
long as he or she and the tutor think he or she needs help.
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U

100

U

101

U

195

U

198

U

260

U

300

U

398

UG

400

UG

401

UG

495

G
G

540
595

Basic Composition 2 er. Prereq., minus score on writing diagnostic examination or refer·
ral by Enex 101 instr. For students with major difficulties in expository prose. Emphasis
on forming, structuring, and development of ideas; tutorial emphasis on mechanics in special
class hour to be arranged with instuctor. Grading A, B, C, D, F, or NCR (no credit).
Composition 3 er. Prereq ., Enex 100 or proof of passing score on writing diagnostic
examination, or referral by Enex 100 instr. Expository prose; emphasis on structure, argument, clarity, style. Students expected to write without major faults in grammar or usage.
Grading A, B, C, D, F, or NCR (no credit).
Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Cooperative Education Internship Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of department.
Extended classroom experience which provides practical application of classroom learning during placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the faculty supervisor and the Cooperative Education Office.
Grammar and Usage 3 er. Grammar: descriptive study of sentences and of the prin·
ciples governing writing sentences. Usage: study of writing faults and of beliefs about how
we ought to write. Useful to teachers and those seeking to improve their writing. Not a writing
course or substitute for Enex 101.
Practicum: Tutoring Composition 1·3 er. (R-6) Prereq., Enex 260 (or a satisfactory
score on departmental grammar test), Enex 440 and consent of instr. Limited to those who
are tutoring students enrolled in Enex 100.
Cooperative Education Internship Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of department.
Extended classroom experience which provides practical application of classroom learning during placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the faculty supervisor and the Cooperative Education Office.
Professional Editing 3 er. Prereq., consent of instr. Intensive training in advanced skills
of revising different kinds of prose to give them style, shape, and clarity and to prepare
for such editing assignments as press releases, articles, grant proposals, manuals, impact
statements, technical and non-technical reports.
Editing Internship 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., Enex 400 and consent of instr. Editorial assignment to a local office, business, organization or agency. Requires 9-12 hours of editing
a week for undergraduates, 12-15 hours for graduates; weekly conference with supervising instructor and/or other interns.
Special Topics 3 er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental
offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Teaching College Level Composition 2 er. (R-4)
Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.

Creative Writing
U
U

U

U

U

UG

UG

UG
UG
UG

195

Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
21 OA Introduction to Creative Writing: Fiction 3 er. An introductory writing workshop focused
on the reading, discussion, and revision of students' short fiction. Students will also be
introduced to models of fiction techniques. No prior experience in writing short fiction required.
211 A Introduction to Creative Writing: Poetry 3 er. An introductory writing workshop focused
on the reading, discussion, and revision of students' poems. Students also will be introduced
to models of poetic techniques. No prior experience in writing poetry required.
310 Creative Writing: Fiction 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., Encr 210A or consent of instr. An intermediate fiction writing workshop. Students will be expected to finish 3 or 4 substantial
stories for the course. Although some outside material will be considered, the primary emphasis will be analysis and discussion of student work. Students are expected to have done
promising work in Encr 210A.
311 Creative Writing: Poetry 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., Encr 211A or consent of instr. An intermediate workshop involving critical analysis of students' work-in-progress as well as
reading and discussion of poems in an anthology. Numerous directed writing assignments,
experiments, exercises focussed on technical considerations like diction, rhythm, rhyme
and imagery.
410 Advanced Creative Writing: Fiction 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., Encr 310 or sample of writing
and consent of instr. An advanced writing workshop in which student manuscripts are read
and criticized. Rewriting of work already begun (in 310 classes) will be encouraged.
411 Advanced Creative Writing: Poetry 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., Encr 311 or sample of writing
and consent of instr. An advanced writing workshop involving critical analysis of students'
work-in-progress, as well as reading and discussion of poems by "established" poets. Discussions will focus on structure and stylistic refinement, with emphasis on revision. Different
techniques, schools and poetic voices will be encouraged. Frequent individual conferences.
414 Techniques of Modern Fiction 3 er. Intensive reading of several contemporary prose
writers. Primarily for advanced students in creative writing but open to all English majors.
415 Traditional Prosody 3 er. Workshop in and study of the techniques of prosody from
Beowulf to the 20th century.
495 Special Topics 3 er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental
offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
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G

510

G

511

G

595

G

599

Fiction Workshop 3 er. (R-15) Prereq., Encr 410 and admission to MFA program or
consent of instr.
Poetry Workshop 3 er. (R-15) Prereq., Encr 411 and admission to MFA program or
consent of instr.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Thesis-Creative Writing Variable er. (R-6)

Linguistics
U

195

UG

370

UG

371

UG

470

UG

477

UG

479

UG

495

G
G

560
595

Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Introduction to Linguistics 3 er. Same as Anth, FLLL, Ling 370. An introduction to
the science of modern linguistics and to the nature of language.
Morpho-Phonology 3 er. Prereq., Enli 370. Same as Anth, FLLL, Ling 371. A study
of phonological and morphological systems from as many as 20 languages, most of them
non-lndo-European; training in how to do linguistic analysis as well as linguistic theory.
Structure and History of The English Language 3 er. Prereq., Enli 370. Same as Ling
470. The development of the English language from a historical perspective contrasted
with the phonological and grammatical structure of English from a modern linguistic point
of view, specifically designed for teachers.
Teaching English as a Foreign Language 3 er. Prereq., Enli 370 or 470. Same as Ling
477. Offered alternate years. The application of principles of modern linguistics to the problems of teaching English as a foreign language. Includes a contrastive study of English
and at least one other language.
ESL Internship 2 er. Same as Ling 479. Teaching English as a second language under
supervision in the public schools.
Special Topics 3 er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental
offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Seminar In Linguistics 3 er. (R-6) Same as Anth 570 and Ling 560.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.

Teacher Training
Teacher Training courses do not count toward majors under the Literature, English Linguistics, and
Creative Writing emphases.
UG 440 Teaching Composition 2 er. Prereq., C&I 200 and senior standing and consent of instr.
Emphasis on teaching writing in grades 5-12. Research findings about development and
maturity of young writers. Strategies for teaching factors of organization, development, style,
diction, and mechanics. Peer-editing methods for the classrooms. Grading, criteria, assessment, and assignment characteristics. Required of students pursuing teacher certification,
except English majors.
UG 441 Teaching Literature 3 er. Prereq., senior standing and consent of instr. Emphasis on
various approaches to teaching literature: generic, thematic, chronological and interdisciplinary. Includes techniques for developing evaluative, interpretive, perceptive, and
personal responses to prose, poetry, film and other media. Explores criteria, evaluation,
curriculum, and sequence of teaching literature in grades 5-12. Teaching majors in areas
other than English should enroll in Entt 440.
UG 442 Methods of Teaching English 3 er. Prereq., senior standing and consent of instr. Emphasis on preparation, execution, discussion and evaluation of teaching strategies in grades
5-12. Includes objectives, teaching styles, unit plans, media use, and creative drama. Explores student-centered curriculum, with emphasis on developing abilities in reading, speaking and listening. Special emphasis on language and language development. Teaching
majors in areas other than English should enroll in Entt 440.
UG 446 Special Topics In English Education 1-3 er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of instr. Experimental
offerings by visiting professors and others.
UG 495 Special Topics 3 er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental
offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
541 Teacher Training Workshop Variable er. (R-10) Prereq. , teaching experience and conG
sent of instr.
G
542 Teaching Reading in English Classes 3 er. Offered alternate years. Emphasis on
teaching reading skills in English classes. Structured overviews, reading study guides, and
comprehension exercises are discussed.
G
543 Teaching Young Adult Literature 3 er. Offered alternate years. Selecting, reading,
teaching, and evaluating young adult literature. Design of thematic units with emphasis
on students' responses to literature.
G
544 Creative Drama in the English Class 3 er. Offered alternate years. Designing, teaching
and evaluating creative drama in the language arts classroom. Emphasis on using creative
drama as a learning skill.
G
545 Teaching Writing Across the Curriculum 3 er. Offered alternate years. Emphasis on
writing as a thinking/learning skill in all content areas. Design, implementation, and evaluation
of writing assignments.
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G

593

G

595

Professional Paper {Teacher) Variable er. (R-3) Pedagogical paper for the Master of
Arts (Teacher Option). Credit not allowed toward any other degree.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.

Literature
U

U
U
U

U

UG
UG

UG

UG

UG

UG

UG

UG

UG

UG

U
U

U
G
G
G
G

120L The Contemporary Imagination 3 er. Focusing primarily on twentieth-century texts,
instruction in articulating strong responses to varied imaginative texts-fiction, poetry, drama,
and other art forms. Emphasis on the process and results of readers' ideologies meeting
texts' ideologies.
121L Introduction to Poetry 3 er. An introduction to the techniques of reading and writing
about poetry with emphasis on the lyric and other shorter forms.
195 Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
220L The History of British Literature 3 er. An introduction to the British cultural tradition
through readings of its major texts and discussions of what their texts represent from the
Middle Ages to World War I.
221L The History of American Literature 3 er. An introduction to the American cultural tradition through readings of its major texts and discussions of what those texts represent from
the Colonial period (1620) to World War I (1920).
320 Shakespeare 3 er. Prereq., Enlt 220L and 221 L. A survey of selected Shakespeare plays
emphasizing close reading of the texts and consideration of their dramatic possibilities.
321 Studies in a Major Author 3 er. (R-18) Prereq., Enlt 220L and 221L. Intensive study
of the life and works of one author writing in English (every two years, Chaucer, Milton,
Faulkner, Joyce; less frequently, Conrad, Hemingway, Blake, Woolf, D.H. Lawrence, Welty).
322 Studies in Literary History 3 er. (R-18) Prereq., Enlt 220L and 221 L. Study of influences
on and innovations in the works of various authors within a particular literary historical period
in England or America (every two years, British Rennissance, Age of Johnson, Romantic,
Victorian, British Modern, American Puritanism to Transcendentalism, American Realism
and Naturalism; less frequently, Medieval, 17th century).
323 Studies In Literary Forms 3 er. (R-18) Prereq., Enlt 221 L and 220L. Reading of various
authors from different literary periods and cultures working in the same mode of composition (every two years, Modern Drama, 19th Century Fiction, 20th Century Fiction, Lyric Poetry,
Autobiography, Science Fiction; less frequently, Epic, Tragedy, Satire, Romance, Comedy).
324 Studies in Literature and Society 3 er. (R-18) Prereq., Enlt 220L and 221L. Reading
devoted to a single topic of contemporary social concern (every two years, Women's Writing,
Montana Writers; less frequently, Regionalism, American Indian Literature, Contemporary
Women's Writing).
325 Studies In Literature and Other Disciplines 3 er. (R-18) Prereq., Enlt 220L and 221 L.
Selected works of literature studied in conjunction with works of art, music, religion,
philosophy, or another discipline (every two years, Psychology and Literature, Film and
Literature, The Poetry of Meditation; less frequently, British Art and Literature, Modernism,
Literature and Science, Bible as Literature, Song).
326E Politics, Ethics, and Language 3 er. Prereq., lower-division course in Perspective 5
or consent of instr. The relation between suppression of information, low standards of literacy
and argumentation, and political unfreedom.
420 The History of Critical Theory to 1900 3 er. Prereq., 15 credits in literature courses
numbered 300 or higher. Same as LS 460. A survey of the historical development of critical
theories which shaped ways of reading and writing from Plato and Aristotle to the beginning of the twentieth century.
421 Twentieth-Century Critical Theory 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., 15 credits in literature courses
numbered 300 or higher. Readings in and background to contemporary theoretical debates
on the roles readers and writers play in the creation of meaning in literature (every two
years, Narrative Theory, Psychoanalysis, Feminist Theory, Semiotics; less frequently, Reader
Response Theory).
422 Theoretical Approaches to Literature 3 er. Prereq., 15 credits in literature courses
numbered 300 or higher. Study in the application of a particular critical model(s) to interpret literature (every two years, Freud and Fairy Tales; less frequently, Psychoanalysis and
Women's Writing, Freud and Modern Fiction, Feminist Theory and the Canon, Kenneth
Burke's Dramatism).
495 Special Topics 3 er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental
offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
496 Independent Study 1-3 er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of instr. and chair, and junior or senior
standing. Special projects in literature, language, creative writing, and teacher training.
011ly one 496 may be taken per semester. Consent must be obtained prior to enrollment.
499 Honors Thesis Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of chairman.
520 Seminar In British Literature 3 er. (R-9) Topics will vary.
521 Seminar In American Literature 3 er. (R-9) Topics will vary.
522 Seminar In Comparative Literature 3 er. (R-9) Same as Fllg 522. Topics will vary.
595 Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
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G

596

G

598

G

599

Graduate Independent Study Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of instr. and chair.
Special projects in literature, languages, creative writing, and teacher training. Only one
596 permitted per semester. Consent must be obtained prior to enrollment.
Cooperative Education Internship Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of department.
Extended classroom experience which provides practical application of classroom learning during placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the faculty supervisor and the Cooperative Education Office.
Thesis Variable er. (R-6)

Professors
Richard R. Adler, Ph.D. , University of Illinois, 1971
William Bevis, Ph.D., University of California, Berkeley, 1969
Jesse Bier, Ph.D., Princeton University, 1956 (Emeritus)
Bruce Bigley, Ph.D., Yale University, 1970
Gerry Brenner, Ph.D., University of Washington, 1965
Walter L. Brown, Ph.D., University of California (Emeritus)
Beverly Chin, Ph.D., University of Oregon, 1973
Merrel D. Clubb, Jr., Ph.D., University of Michigan, 1953 (Emeritus)
Earl Ganz, Ph.D., University of Utah, 1977
Patricia Goedicke, M.S., Ohio University, 1965
Henry Harrington, Ph.D., Stanford University, 1971 (Chairman)
Robert B. Hausmann, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1972
Stewart Justman, Ph.D., Columbia University, 1976
William Kittredge, M.F.A., University of Iowa, 1969
Michael W. Mcclintock, Ph.D., Cornell University, 1970
Lois Welch, Ph.D., Occidental College, 1966

Associate Professors
Larry Barsness, M.A., University of Oregon, 1950 (Emeritus)
Robert B. Johnstone, Ph.D., University of Washington, 1970
Greg Pape, M.F.A., University of Arizona, 1974
Douglas Purl, Ph.D., University of California, Santa Barbara, 1976
Dexter Roberts, Ph.D. Stanford University, 1966 (Emeritus)

Assistant Professors
Nancy Cook, Ph.D., State University of New York, Buffalo, 1991
John Hunt, Ph.D., Stanford University, 1984
Ronnie Stewart, State University of New York (Stonybrook), 1990

Adjunct Assistant Professor
Jocelyn Siler, M.F.A., The University of Montana, 1977

Adjunct Instructor
Kathleen Gadbaw, M.F.A., The University of Montana, 1985

Environmental Studies
Thomas M. Roy (Professor of Social Work), Director
The environmental studies graduate program is designed to provide students with course work and
experience required to deal effectively with environmental issues. By combining lectures, seminars,
discussions and small-team, problem-oriented projects with specially-designed courses, we hope to
expose students to three basic phases of education: familiarity with the subject matter, skills in problem analysis and solution and direct involvement or confrontation with complex issues.
The current offerings lead to a Master of Science with a major in Environmental Studies, and include
content from the humanities and the social sciences, particularly those social and cultural aspects
necessary to define what kind of environment we need and want.
Requirements for admission follow general University graduate requirements, but in addition, the stu- .
dent must be accepted into the Environmental Studies degree program. A special faculty committee
passes on applications. At present, the number admitted is limited by the number of volunteer faculty
advisors available to guide graduate students in this endeavor.

Requirements for
a Minor

The minor in environmental studies is designed to complement majors as diverse as biology and business
administration. To earn a minor the student must complete 25 credits, of which a minimum of 15 must
be at the 300 level or above. The following courses must be completed: EVST 101 N, Biol 121 N, 122N,
PSc 367 and either EVST 301 E or Phil 327E. Twelve credits from the following list must be completed:
EVST 301E, 304, 370, 371, 372, 400, 425, 483; Biol 340, 341; Econ 340, 345; For 370, 380, 470; Hist
364; Geol 101 N; Nas 303E; Phil 327E; RS 347; Soc 326, 342.

Courses

U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or graduate credit, G • for graduate credit.
R after the credit indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated after the R.
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U
U

UG

UG

UG

UG
UG
UG

u

u

101 N Environmental Science 4 er. Using an ecosystems approach, analyzes how we have
created environmental problems from our land, water, resource and energy uses.
270 Conservation of Wilderness, Wild Rivers and National Parks 3 er. Same as For and
Reem 270. Examination of the historical, philosophical and legislative background for
development and management of our national system of wilderness areas, wild and scenic
rivers, trails, and national parks; their place in our social structure.
301 E Ethics, Beauty and the Environment 3 er. Prereq., lower-division course in Perspective
5 or consent of instr. Examination of the central questions of environmental ethics- the
relationship between humans and the non-human world-from several perspectives, including the role and place of beauty.
304 Conservation of Natural and Human Resources in Montana 3 er. Prereq., consent
of instr. Same as For 304. Conservation in Montana; environmental problems such as air
pollution, water pollution, mining impacts and resource management of wildlands,
timberlands, and wildlife.
340 Environmental Economics 3 er. Prereq., Econ 111 S, 112S or consent of instr. Same
as Econ 340. Outlines a theoretical framework for the analysis of environmental problems,
including concepts of market failure and externalities, mater'ials balance and property rights.
The policy implications of this analytical model are explored for a range of topics including
pollution and the preservation of natural environments and species.
370 Environmental Studies Lecture Series 1 er. (R-3) Periodic public offerings on important environmental topics.
371 Wilderness Issues Lecture Series 1 er. (R-3) Same as Reem 371. Explores current
issues in wilderness preservation, management and research.
372 Wildlife Film Festival 1 er. (R-3) In conjunction with International Wildlife Film Festival;
attend showings, workshops, discussion groups. Public offering.
396 Independent Study Variable er. (R-3) Prereq., six credits in EVST and consent of instr.
Individual student work on selected problems under direct faculty supervision.
398 Cooperative Education Internship Variable er. (R-3) Prereq., six credits in EVST and
consent of instr. Practical application of classroom learning through internship with governments, organizations or industry.

UG

425

UG

494

UG

495

G

501

G

504

G

510

G

520

G

550

G

551

G

560

G

564

G

565

The Human Role in Environmental Change 3 er. Prereq., consent of instr. or Geog
101 S or 102N. Same as Geog 425. Systematic examination of changes to vegetation,
animals, soils, waters, landforms, and atmosphere to understand human impact on the
environment.
Seminar 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., EVST 101 N or consent of instr. A seminar on a current
environmental topic.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Scientific Approaches to Environmental Problems 3 er. Prereq., graduate standing
in Evst or consent of instr. The strength and limitations of the scientific approach to investigating and solving selected environmental problems with an emphasis on the natural
sciences.
Colloquim in the Philosophy of Ecology 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., graduate student in EVST
or consent of instr. Same as Phil 504. Documents of ecology studied in the context of social
and political philosophy, metaphysics and ethics, philosophy of science and technology.
Environmental Education Workshop 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., graduate standing in EVST.
Two-semester sequence utilizing a problem-solving approach to environmental education;
problem identification, research and design and implementation of an educational approach
to selected environmental issues.
Environmental Policy 3 er. Prereq., graduate standing in Evst or consent of instr. Advanced analysis of selected environmental policies, locally, federally and globally.
Biological Effects of Water Pollution-Concepts 3 er. Prereq., graduate student in
EVST or consent of instr. Same as Biol 550. Sources and environmental fates of water
pollutants. Biological responses at the individual, population, community and ecosystem
level.
Biological Effects of Water Pollution-Methods 2 er. Prereq., graduate student in
EVST or consent of instr. Same as Biol 551 . Designing and executing water pollution field
studies. Environmental sampling and analysis. Project-oriented.
Environmental Impact Analysis 3 er. Prereq., graduate standing in EVST or consent
of instr. Offered alternate years. Basis for analyzing environmental impacts of various activities; preparing and critiquing federal and state environmental impact documents, such
as environmental reviews, impact statements, etc.
Environmental Law 2 er. Prereq., graduate standing in Evst and consent of instr. Same
as Law 662. Incorporates the study of the requirements, enforcement, and interrelationships of federal and state environmental protection laws. Included topics are the national
Environmental Policy Act, the Montana Environmental Policy and Major Facility Siting Acts
and regulatory programs addressing air, water, toxic substance, and hazardous waste
pollution.
Public Land and Resources Law 3 er. Prereq., graduate standing in Evst and consent of instr. Same as Law 697. Historical development of United States public land law,
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state-federal relations, and the roles of Congress, the executive and the courts; the law
applying to specific public land resources: water, minerals, timber, range, and preservation.
Advanced Problems In Public Land and Resources Law 2 er. Prereq., graduate standing in Evst and consent of instr. Collaborative work on practical problems arising in public
land and resources law and individual research and writing projects.
Foundations of National Forest Planning 3 er. Same as For 580. Offered alternate
years. Historical and topical seminar on the development of forests under the National Forest
Management Act; current issues in forest planning including the appeals process.
Professional Paper Variable er. Prereq., graduate standing in EVST.
Graduate Seminar 3 er. (R-15) Prereq., graduate standing in EVST or consent of instr.
In-depth analysis of a current environmental topic. Different topics offered each semester.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., graduate standing in EVST or consent of
instr. Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses,
or one-time offerings of current topics.
Independent Study Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., graduate standing in EVST. Work on
selected problems by individual students under direct faculty supervision.
Research Variable er. (R-12)Prereq., graduate standing in EVST. Directed individual
graduate research and study appropriate to background and objectives of the student.
Cooperative Education Internship Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., graduate standing in
EVST. Practical application of classroom learning during placements off campus.
Thesis Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., graduate standing in EVST.

Professor
David Bilderback, Ph.D., University of Oregon, 1968
Ronald E. Erickson, Ph.D., University of Iowa, 1959
Chris Field, Ph.D., University of California, Los Angeles, 1966
Lee Metzgar, Ph.D., University of Michigan, 1968
E. W. Pfeiffer, Ph.D., University of California, Berkeley, 1954 (Emeritus)
Thomas M. Roy, M.A., University of Chicago, 1966

Associate Professor
Vicki Watson, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1981

Assistant Professor
Bruce Jennings, Ph.D., University of Hawaii, 1984

Film
Robert Acker (Professor of Foreign Languages and Literatures)
Chairman, Film Committee
The interdisciplinary offerings in film afford students the opportunity to acquire a basic knowledge of
the history and development of the film. Specific courses provide study in national cinemas (e.g.,
American, French, German, and Japanese), directors (e.g., Bergman, Fellini, Hitchcock, Kurosawa),
genres (e.g., Silents, Noir, Western, Detective, literary adaptations), and problems (e.g., aesthetics,
Existentialism, theology, sexism). The courses view films primarily from historical, critical, and creative
perspectives. A course in cinematography Is offered, and courses in screenwriting and film criticism
are offered under the special topics listing; courses are not offered, however, in shooting or producing
scripts, nor in technical production, filmmaking, editing, etc. It is recommended that all students take
the Introduction to the Film course before enrolling in other courses. Students should examine the class
schedule each semester to learn the titles of special topics courses.Courses:
Liberal Studies 180 Introduction to the Film
Liberal Studies 195 Special Topics-Film
Foreign Languages and Literatures 221 L The French Film
Foreign Languages and Literatures 222L The German Cinema
Liberal Studies 381 Studies in the Film
Philosophy 344 Topics in the Philosophy of the Arts-Film
English 323 Studies in Literary Forms-Film

Finance (See School of Business Administration)
Department of Foreign
Languages and Literatures
Maureen Cheney Curnow, Chairer
Instruction is offered in the following languages and literatures: Chinese, French, German, Greek,
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Japanese, Latin, Russian and Spanish, as well as in linguistics, foreign literatures in English translation, and the study of foreign cultures. Undergraduate courses have been planned to meet the needs
of students who began studying a language in high school as well as those who undertake such study
for the first time at the University.
The courses are intended to serve several purposes: (1) Contribute to the general education of students
by giving them an opportunity to gain insight into patterns of living and thinking which are different
from their own: (2) Enable students to gain proficiency in the language; (3) Prepare candidates for careers
in research and college teaching by providing a solid basis for graduate studies in the various languages;
(4) Prepare future teachers of foreign languages; (5) Give language training requisite to careers in government, foreign commerce and library work; (6) Enable students to read foreign publications and to meet
graduate foreign language requirements in their field .
A language laboratory with facilities for listening, oral practice and recording is used to supplement
regular class work, and is available to give the individual student opportunity to develop active use of
the language. Language tapes are available for individual student checkout.
The Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures offers undergraduate majors in Classics (Greek
and Latin), French, German, Latin, Russian, and Spanish. Within the French or German major it is possible
to elect an emphasis in linguistics. The Master of Arts degree is offered in French, German and Spanish .
A master degree with a concentration in classics or linguistics may be obtained by means of the Master
of Interdisciplinary Studies program.
High Schoc;>I Preparation: A student who has several successful years of foreign language study in
high school may wish to take the CLEP exam, administered by the Counseling Center in the case of
French, German, or Spanish, or an equivalent exam, administered by the Department of Foreign
Languages and Literatures, in the case of other languages (e.g., Chinese, Latin, Russian). The CLEP
exams are arranged individually.
This exam is not required, but it serves one or more of three purposes:
I.

Exemption-from the General Education Competency Requirement in Foreign Language: if
the student achieves a score that indicates a competence equivalent to the completion of French ,
German, or Spanish 102 (second semester). (See the General Education Requirements section
of this catalog.)
2. Placement for further study in the language: the score achieved on this test is an accurate indicator of the course level at which language study should be resumed at the University (e.g. 102,
201, 202).
3. Credit by examination: A student with extensive language study may score high enough on the
exam to receive university credits. Attainment of a score equivalent to completion of 201 or 202
will be rewarded by receipt of the four credits for that course. Four credits is the maximum number
of credits attainable by examination . Pass grade only.
Students who elect not to take this exam may:
I.

Satisfy the General Education Competency Requirement in Foreign Language by successfully completing a University foreign language 102 (second semester) course.
2. Estimate their placement level for further study by the approximate equating of one year of high
school study to one semester of university study. Students should consult with the department
in making this estimate.
The Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures strongly recommends that foreign language majors
take, as early as possible in their college career, Liberal Studies 151L-152L-lntroduction to the
Humanities, and FLLG 160L-Classical Mythology.
Foreign Study Programs. The Foreign Languages and Literatures Department offers programs of accredited study in Austria, France, Spain, Mexico, Japan, or the Soviet Union. Each program is supervised by a University of Montana Foreign Languages faculty member, and is open to any student who
meets the respective foreign language prerequisites. Details concerning individual programs are available
from the Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures.

Special Degree
Requirements

Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the catalog. See index.
Total credits required for a major in a foreign language vary with the student's high school preparation
or language credit transferred from another college or university. Requirements for academic majors
are set forth below under the various languages. Requirements for teaching majors and minors also
are listed under the School of Education. Three semesters or equivalent of a second language are required for all students majoring in French, German, Russian, or Spanish except: double majors, teac
hing majors, and students completing the linguistics option. English 101 must be completed by both
academic and teaching majors or minors.
All majors must register in the department and be assigned a departmental major advisor. A student
is not considered a major In the Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures until he or
she has registered with the department.

Classics
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Latin 101 to 212 inclusive or equivalent.
Greek 101 to 212 inclusive or equivalent.
At least 6 credits of Latin 300 and 6 credits of Greek 300.
Also required for majors are: Hist 104H, LS 151L, and FLLG 160L.
Recommended for majors are: LS 251, 252; FLLG 360H, 361L, 365E; Phil 298 .

Latin
1. Latin 101 to 212 inclusive or equivalent.
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2.
3.
4.
5.

At least 15 credits of Latin 300. (Greek 101-102 may be substituted for 4 credits of Latin 300).
Lat 402-Composition.
·
Hist 104H; FLLG 160H, 361L.
FLLG 395-Readings in Roman History.

French
1. French 101 to 202 or equivalent.
2. At least 24 credits of upper-division work in French exclusive of repeated credits in composition
and conversation (Fren 301, 402, and 405). The 24 credits must include Fren 301, 302, 311 L, 312L,
402, and at least 3 credits of 400-level literature courses.
3. Three semesters, or equivalent, of another foreign language.
4. One semester in history of Europe, chosen from History 306, 307, 309, 310, 311H, 312H, 314, 315.

German
1. German 101 to 202 or equivalent.
2. At least 24 credits of upper-division work in German, including 301, 302, 311 L, 312L, 401 and
at least two 3-credit courses in literature at the 400 level.
3. Three semesters, or equivalent, of another foreign language.
4. Two semesters in history of central Europe above the 100 level. German 303 or 304, but not
both, may be substituted for one semester of history but, if so, may not be counted as a German course.

Russian
1.
2.
3.
4.

Russian 101 to 202 or equivalent.
At least 24 credits of upper-division work in Russian .
Three semesters, or equivalent, of another foreign language.
Two semesters of Russian history.

Spanish
1. Spanish 101 to 202 or equivalent.
2. At least 24 credits of upper-division work in Spanish, including 331, 332 and two 3-credit literature
courses at the 400 level.
3. Three semesters, or equivalent, of another foreign language.
4. All Spanish majors must complete FLLG 310L, Cervantes.
5. Spanish majors are advised to take at least one semester of Latin-American history (History
285-286).

Linguistics Emphasis
For a complete listing of Linguistics offerings see Linguistics.
1. Language courses 101 to 202 or equivalent in any of the languages in which a major is offered.
Spanish does not offer the linguistics emphasis.
2. The available language courses numbered 401, 460, 465 (or approved equivalent); or for Classics
and Latin, 9 credits of Greek and/or Latin 300.
3. Eighteen credits of Linguistics, including: Ling 370, 371, 373.
4. Strongly recommended are: nine upper-division credits in literature and/or culture, and at least
one course in the history of Europe.

Teacher Preparation in Foreign Languages
General Requirements for an Endorsement in the Extended Major, Major and Minor Teaching Fields:
For an endorsement in the extended major, major and minor teaching fields of French, German, Latin,
Russian or Spanish, three semesters or equivalent of another foreign language are not required. Students
must gain admission to Teacher Education and Student Teaching (see the School of Education section
of this catalog). A departmental recommendation on the student's proficiency is requi red for student
teaching. An over-all minimum grade point average of 3.0 is required for upper-division work. Students
must meet the requirements for certification as a teacher (see the School of Education section of this
catalog.)
Extended Major Teaching Field of French: For an endorsement in the extended major teaching field
of French, a student must complete the requirements for the B.A. with a major in French including Fren
401 and 410. Study in a French-language country, provided either through the University's Study Abroad
Program or an experience considered to be equivalent, also is required.
French qualifies for a single-field endorsement. However, there is a limited demand in the majority of
Montana high schools for teachers with a single endorsement in French. Students should complete
the requirements for a second teaching endorsement (major or minor) in another field in more demand
in high schools.
Minor Teaching Field of French: For an endorsement in the minor teaching field of French, a student
must complete Fran 101-102, Fran 201-202, Fran 301, 302, 40.1 and 410.
Extended Major Teaching Field of German: For an endorsement in the extended major teaching field
of German, a student must complete the requirements for the B.A. with a major in German including
Germ 400. Study in a German-language country, provided either through the University's Study Abroad
Program or an experience considered to be equivalent, also is required.
German qualifies for a single-field endorsement. However, there is a limited demand in the majority
of Montana high schools for teachers with a single endorsement in German. Students are encouraged
to complete the requirements for a second teaching endorsement (major or minor) in another field in
more demand in high schools.
Minor Teaching Field of German: For an endorsement in the minor teaching field of German, a student must complete Germ 101-102, Germ 201-202, Germ 301, 302, and 400.
Major Teaching Field of Latin: For an endorsement in the major teaching field of Latin, a student must
complete the requirements for the B.A. with a major in Latin and, in addition, Lat 410, Hist 104H, FLLG
160L, FLLG 360H and FLLG 395.
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Minor Teaching Field of Latin: For an endorsement in the minor teaching field of Latin, a student must
complete Lat 101-102, Lat 211 -212, 6 credits of Lat 300, Lat 402, and Lat 410.
Major Teaching Field of Russian: For an endorsement in the major teaching field of Russian, a student must complete the requirements for the B.A. with a major in Russian including Russ 301-302,
401 and 410.
Minor Teaching Field of Russian: For an endorsement in the minor teaching field of Russian, a student must complete Russ 101-102, Russ 201-202, Russ 301-302, 312, and Russ 410.
Extended Major Teaching Field of Spanish: For an endorsement in the extended major teaching field
of Spanish, a student must complete the requirements for the 8.A. with a major in Spanish including
Span 301, 302, 401 , 402 and 410. Study in a Spanish-language country, provided either through the
University's Study Abroad Program or an experience considered to be equivalent, also is required .
Spanish qualifies for a single-field endorsement. However, there is a limited demand in the majority
of Montana high schools for teachers with a single endorsement in Spanish. Students are encouraged
to complete the requirements for a second teaching endorsement (major or minor) in another field in
more demand in high schools.

Suggested Course
of Study

The following is a sample first year program to aid students in planning their first year before they arrive on campus and have the opportunity to work out a full four-year course plan with their academic
advisor. Each student intending to major or minor in a foreign language must consult with an advisor
before registering. For any further information contact the Secretary, Department of Foreign Languages
and Literatures.
For freshmen without previous training in the major language (French, German, Latin, Russian, Spanish):
First Year
A
S
Specific Recommendations:
Major language 101-102-Elementary.................. ................ ............. ........ .. ...... 5
5
LS 151L-152L-lntroduction to the Humanities ... .. ............................. ...............
4
4
Hist 104H-105H-European Civilization. .......................... ............... ... ................
4
4
*Enex 101-Composition... ......................... ....... ....... ...................... ...................
3
Suggested electives:
Enlt 120L-121L-The Contemporary Imagination/
Introduction to Poetry .... ............... ..... .......... ................. ................... .............. (3)
(3)
FLLG 160L-Classical Mythology............... ................. ...................................... (3)
(3)
General Education courses in Perspectives 1, 4, or 5............ ..... ........ ....... ....... 0-3
3-6
16

16

*Semester of enrollment depends on beginning letter of student's last name.

Requirements for ·
a Minor

Total credits required for a minor in a foreign language vary with a student's high school preparation
or language transferred from another college or university. A student with foreign language experience
equivalent to 101 -102, 201 -202 may obtain the minor by earning 12 credits at the upper-division level.
A student with no previous language experience, in order to earn a minor in one of the languages, French,
German, Russian or Spanish, must complete a minimum of 30 credits in that language, 12 of which
must be at the upper-division level.
In Business French, upper-division courses must include 301, 302, and 306.
In German, upper-division courses must include 301 , 302, 311, and 312.
To earn a minor in Latin the student must complete Lat 211-212 and 9 credits in courses numbered
300 and above .
To earn a minor in Greek the student must complete Grk 211-212 and 9 ~redits in Greek numbered
300 and above .

Courses

U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or graduate credit, G = for graduate credit.
A after the credit indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated after the R.

Foreign Languages and Literatures
These courses are given in English for the general student body. They do not count as credit toward
a B.A. degree in any given foreign language.

General Studies
U
U
U

U

U

160L Classical Mythology 3 er. Same as LS 160L. Deities and myths of the Greeks and
Romans, with emphasis on those of most importance to Western literature and art.
195 Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses or one-time offerings of current topics.
198 Cooperative Education Internship Variable er. (R-9) Prereq. , consent of department.
Extended classroom experience which provides practical application of classroom learning during placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the faculty supervisor and the Cooperative Education Office.
221 L The French Film 3 er. (R-6) Same as LS 221 L. Offered alternate years. A historical and
esthetic survey of the French Classical Cinema concentrating on the works of Vigo, Clair,
Carne, Renoir, Bresson and Godard.
222L The German Cinema 3 er. Same as LS 222L. Offered alternate years. The develop-
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ment of the German film from its beginnings in 1895 down through the contemporary New
German Cinema. Topics include Expressionism, New Objectivity, the Nazi film, the German contribution to Hollywood, and the post-war film in East and West Germany.
Germanic Mythology and Culture 3 er. Same as LS 231 H. Offered alternate years.
Germanic culture arid mythology from 200 B.C. to 1200 A.O. Topics include the Germanic
pantheon, Germanic religious practices, Germanic migrations, and major literary masterpieces.
Chinese Culture and Civilization 3 er. Same as LS 211 H. Offered alternate years.
A comprehensive study of Chinese culture and civilization in the manifold aspects of anthropology, sociology, economics, art, literature, religion, and philosophy.
East-West Cultural Relations 3 er. Same as LS 210H. Offered alternate years. Confrontation , conciliation and mutual influence between China and the West; social relations,
religious attitudes, political institutions, philosophies, ideals.
Cervantes 3 er. Same as LS 355L. The study of Cervantes" Don Quixote, his short
novelas and some representative literary works which enhance students' understanding
of Spanish society during Spain's Golden Age.
German Culture to 1900 3 er. Same as LS 321H. Offered alternate years. Overview
of major events and currents in German culture to 1900 with emphasis on the arts, literature,
and intellectual movements. Credit not allowed for both FLLG 330H and Germ 303.
German Culture from 1900 to Present 3 er. Same as LS 322H. Offered alternate years.
Overview of major events and currents in German culture from 1900 to the present with
emphasis on the arts, literature, and intellectual movements .. Credit not allowed for FLLG
331 H and Germ 304.
Ancient Greek Civilization and Culture 3 er. Same as Art 380H and LS 340H. Offered alternate years. Slide-lecture course. Ancient Greek works of art and architecture,
related to and explained by contemporary ideas and values of Greek society.
Roman, Early Christian and Byzantine Art 3 er. Same as Art 381 Land LS 341 L. Offered alternate years. A survey of developing styles in painting, mosaic and building, with
attention to philosophic and religious content and its influence on later ages. Slide lectures.
The Roots of Western Ethics 3 er. Prereq., lower-division course in Perspective 5 or
consent of instr. Same as LS 325E. Studies of the origins of Western ethical theories in
the original writings of Greek philosophers and their application to current situations.
Chinese Folktales 3 er. Same as LS 311 L. Offered alternate years. The study of the
aspirations, desires, loves, fears, moral and aesthetic values of the Chinese people as expressed in their folk-stories .
Twentieth Century Chinese Fiction 3 er. Same as LS 315L. Offered alternate years.
A study of some 20 representative Chinese writers and their works from 1919 to the present.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Offered alternate years. Experimental offering of visiting
professors, experimental offerings of new courses or one-time offerings of current topics.
Cooperative Education Internship Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of department.
Extended classroom experience which provides practical application of classroom learning during placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the faculty supervisor and the Cooperative Education Office.
Studies in Comparative Literature 3 er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of instr. Same as LS
455. The study of important literary ideas, genres, trends and movements. Credit not allowed
for the same topic in more than one course numbered 440, 494, or LS 455.
Seminar in Foreign Literatures 1-3 er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of instr. Specialized topics
in various foreign literatures. Topics announced in class schedules. Credit not allowed for
the same topic in more than one course numbered 440, 494 or LS 455.
Research Methods 3 er. Prereq., graduate standing in an M.A. program. Study of
technical terms and overview of literary theory. Intensive analysis of research tools, materials
and methods in literature, linguistics and pedagogy. Guided work in writing components
of a research paper or thesis. Required of both thesis and non-thesis candidates for an
advanced degree in French, German, Spanish, or Interdisciplinary Studies which includes
Classics.
Seminar in Comparative Literature 3 er. (R-12) Prereq., graduate standing. Same as
Enlt 508. Topics will vary.
Graduate Seminar Variable er. (R-6)
Cooperative Education Internship Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of department.
Extended classroom experience which provides practical application of classroom learning during placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the faculty supervisor and the Cooperative Education Office.

Linguistics
UG

370

UG

371

Introduction to Linguistics 3 er. Same as Anth, Enli, Ling 370. An introduction to the
science of modern linguistics and to the nature of language.
Morpho-Phonology 3 er. Prereq., FLLL 370. Same as Anth, Enli, Ling 371. A study
of phonological and morphological systems from as many as 20 languages, most of them
non-lndo-European; training in how to do linguistic analysis as well as linguistic theory.

Chinese
U

101

Elementary Chinese
Mandarin.

5 er.

Emphasis on speaking, reading and writing elementary
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Elementary Chinese 5 er. Prereq., Chin 101. Continuation of 101.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Intermediate Chinese 4 er. Prereq., Chin 102 or equiv. Continuing study of Chinese
characters, pronunciation, vocabulary and syntax.
Intermediate Chinese 4 er. Prereq., Chin 201 or equiv. Continuation of 201.
Advanced Chinese I 3 er. Prereq., Chin 202 or consent of instr. Advanced Chinese,
with emphasis on literary style, advanced grammar, and literary oral expression.
Advanced Chinese II 3 er. Prereq., Chin 301 or consent of instr. Advanced Chinese,
with emphasis on literary style, advanced grammar, and literary oral expression.

French

u
u

u
u
u
u
u
u
UG

u
u
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG

u
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
G
G

G

101

Elementary French 5 er. Active skills: listening, speaking, reading and writing plus basic
cultural analysis.
102 Elementary French 5 er. Prereq., Fren 101. Continuation of 101.
195 Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
201 Intermediate French 4 er. Prereq., Fren 102 or equiv. Expansion of active skills: listening,
speaking, reading, writing plus further cultural analysis.
202 Intermediate French 4 er. Continuation of 201.
260 La France Contemporaine 1-3 er. (R-6) Prereq., Fren 202 or equiv. Social, political,
economic and cultural evolution of France since World War II. Only for students registered
for the Burgundy Study Abroad Program.
290 Introduction aParis 2 er. Prereq., Fren 202 or equiv. An introduction to Paris: political
divisions and geography, transportation systems, history, museums and monuments. Only for students registered for the Burgundy Study Abroad Program.
301 Oral and Written Expression 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., Fren 202. Development of oral and
written skills in French.
302 French Civilization and Culture 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., Fren 301 or consent of instr.
Chronological/topical study of French culture.
306 French for Business and Translation 3 er. Prereq., Fren 202 or equiv. Offered alternate years. Development of skills for the mastery of vocabulary and style specific to French
for business. General overview of the economy of France. Practical exercises in techniques of translation.
307 La Bourgogne 2 er. Prereq., Fren 202 or equiv. Survey of the province of Burgundy,
its history, culture, literature, art, and institutions. Only for students registered for the Burgundy Study Abroad Program.
311L Survey of French Literature 3 er. Prereq., Fren 202 or equiv. French literature of the
Middle Ages, Renaissance and 17th century.
312L Survey of French Literature 3 er. Prereq., Fren 202 or equiv. French literature of the
18th, 19th, and 20th centuries.
334 Francophone Culture and Literature 3 er. Prereq., Fren 202. Study of culture and
. literature of French speaking countries outside France.
355 Special Topics in French Language, Literature, and Culture 1-3 er. (R-9) To be taken
in conjunction with the Burgundy Study Abroad Program.
385 Topics in the Linguistic Structure of French 3 er. Prereq., Fren 401 or Ling 370 and
consent of instr. Same as Ling 385. Topics in French phonology, morphology, syntax and
lexicon.
395 Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
401 Applied Linguistics 3 er. Prereq., Fren 301 and Ling 370 or consent of instr. Same
as Ling 401. Contrastive phonology (including phonetics), morphology and syntax.
408 Advanced Composition and Conversation 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., Fren 301. Intensive practice in writing and speaking French; close examination of different levels of usage and style.
410 Methods of Teaching French 3 er. Prereq., Fren 302 and Fren 401 . Fundamental concepts, objectives and techniques in the teaching of French.
420 Studies in French Prose 3 er. Prereq., Fren 302. Offered alternate years. Evolution
of textuality from the Renaissance to the 20th century: the novel.
430 Studies in French Drama 3 er. Prereq., Fren 302. Offered alternate years. Evolution
of textuality from the Renaissance to the 20th century: the theatre.
440 Studies in French Poetry 3 er. Prereq., Fren 302. Offered alternate years. Evolution
of textuality from the Renaissance to the 20th century: poetry and essays.
494 Seminar Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., Fren 202. Studies in major authors, periods or
genres or linguistic and/or pedagogical areas ..
500 Directed Readings 1-3 er. (R-6) Prereq., undergraduate major in French.
540 Advanced Topics in the Teaching of French Variable er. (R-4) Prereq., graduate standing. Study of problems encountered by the French teacher: lesson planning, testing, use
of supplementary materials, contribution of linguistics to the foreign language classroom.
Methods and techniques of teaching culture.
593 Professional Paper 1-3 er. (R-6) Prereq., graduate standing.
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Graduate Seminar 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., graduate standing.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., graduate standing. Experimental offerings
of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Independent Study Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., graduate standing.
Thesis Variable er. (R-9)

German
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u
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Elementary German 5 er. Emphasis on oral communication, with development in all
major skill areas: listening, speaking, reading, and writing.
Elementary German 5 er. Prereq., Germ 101.Emphasis on oral communication, with
continuing development in all major skill areas: listening, speaking, reading, and writing.
Elementary German (Reading Skills) 5 er. For students who wish a reading knowledge
of German. Credit not allowed for both Germ 111-112 and 101-102.
Elementary German (Reading Skills) 5 er. Prereq., Germ 111 or equiv. For students
who wish to gain a reading knowledge of German. Credit not allowed for both Germ 111-112
and 101-102.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Introduction to Austrian Culture 1-3 er. (R-6) Prereq., Germ 102 or equiv. Lecturedisoussion course intended for prospective participants in Vienna Study Abroad Program
and other interested students.
Intermediate German 4 er. Prereq., Germ 102 or equiv. Continuation of active skills
approach to German-listening, speaking, reading, and writing.
Intermediate German 4 er. Prereq., Germ 201. Continuation of 201.
Oral and Written Expression I 3 er. Prereq., Germ 202 or equiv.
Oral and Written Expression II 3 er. Prereq., Germ 301 or equiv.
German Culture to 1900 3 er. Prereq., Germ 202 or consent of instr. Offered alternate years. Overview of major events and currents in German culture to 1900 with emphasis on the arts, literature, and intellectual movements. Lectures in English. Some work
in German required for German credit. Credit not allowed for both FLLG 330H and Germ 303.
German Culture from 1900 to the Present 3 er. Prereq., Germ 202 or consent of instr.
Offered alternate years. Overview of major events and currents in culture of German-speaking
world from 1900 to the present with emphasis on the arts, literature, and intellectual
movements. Lectures in English. Some work in German required for German credit. Credit
not allowed for both FLLG 331 H and Germ 304.

UG · 311 L Introduction to German Literature: Prose 3 er. Prereq., Germ· 202 or equiv.
UG 312L Introduction to German Literature: Drama and Poetry 3 er. Prereq., Germ 202
UG 355 Topics in German Language, Literature and Culture 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., Germ 202
or equiv. Offered alternate years. To be taken in conjunction with the Vienna Study Abroad
Program.
u 395 Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., Germ 202 or equiv. Experimental offerings
of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
UG 403 Applied Linguistics 3 er. Prereq., Ling 370. Same as Ling 403. Offered alternate years.
Specific problems in contrastive analysis of German phonology, morphology and syntax.
UG 410 Methods of Teaching German 3 er. Prereq., Germ 403. Offered alternate years. Fundamental concepts, objectives and techniques in the teaching of German.
UG 431 The Age of Goethe 3 er. Prereq., Germ 311L and 312L or consent of instr. Offered
alternate years. Readings, study, and discussion of writers, texts, and contexts in German
literature from 1760 to 1832, including Enlightenment, Storm and Stress, Romanticism,
and Classicism.
UG

441

UG

451

UG

452

UG

494

G
G
G
G

500
593
594
595

19th Century Realism 3 er. Prereq., Germ 311 Land 312L or consent of instr. Offered
alternate years. Readings, study, and discussion of writers, texts, and contexts in German
literature from 1832 to 1900.
20th Century German Literature to 1945 3 er. Prereq., Germ 311L and 312L or consent of instr. Offered alternate years.
20th Century German Literature Since 1945 3 er. Prereq., Germ 311L and 312L or
consent of instr. Offered alternate years.
Seminar in German studies Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., Germ 311L and 312L.Advanced
studies in major topics in German literature and culture.
Directed Readings 1-3 er. (R-6) Prereq., undergraduate major in German.
Professional Paper 1-3 er. (R-6) Prereq., graduate standing.
Graduate Seminar 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., graduate standing.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., graduate standing. Experimental offerings
of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
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G

596

G

599

Independent Study Variable er. (R-6) Prereq .., graduate standing. Out-of-class independent work of a research nature which involves intensive use of the University or other libraries;
also, research carried on in another country under the direction of a University professor.
Thesis Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., graduate standing.

Greek
U

101

U

102

U

211

U
UG

212
300

U

395

G

580

Elementary Greek 5 er. Introduction to Classical Greek, designed to enable the student to read Greek authors in the original Greek as rapidly as possible. Based upon selected
texts from Plato, Xenophon, Menander, New Testament, Tragedians, and other major
authors.
Elementary Greek 5 er. Prereq., Grk 101. Continuation of 101. Greek grammar,
vocabulary, readings of ancient Greek writings with the aid of a lexicon.
Greek Readings 3 er. Prereq., Grk 102 or equiv. Attic prose and poetry- Plato,
Thucydides, Euripides.
Greek Readings 3 er. Prereq ., Grk 211 or equiv. Readings from Homer's Iliad.
Major Greek Writers 3 er. (R-12) Prereq. , Grk 212 or equiv. Homer, lyric poets,
Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides, Aristophanes, Herodotus, Thucydides, Xenophon, Plato,
Aristotle, Hellenistic philosophers, New Testament, etc. Selection to fit students' interests
and programs.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Graduate Studies in Greek Literature 2-3 er. (R-9) Graduate seminar in Greek literature.

Japanese
U

101

U
U

102
195

U

201

U
U

202
301

U
U

302
395

U

398

Elementary Japanese 5 er. Understanding of grammar and basic sentence structures
are taught as a foundation for oral comprehension. The students will learn Hiragana and
Katakana, two of the three Japanese writing systems.
Elementary Japanese 5 er. Prereq., Jpns 101. Continuation of 101.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Intermediate Japanese 4 er. Prereq., Jpns 102 or equiv. Reading and writing kanji;
building oral fluency.
Intermediate Japanese 4 er. Prereq., Jpns 201 or equiv. Continuation of Jpns 201.
Oral and Written Expression I 3 er. Prereq., Jpns 202 or equiv. Development of greater
reading and speaking proficiency. Vocabulary enhancement and kanji {Chinese characters)
are emphasized. Various Japanese expressions are examined through children's stories
and grade school textbooks and other materials.
Oral and Written Expression II 3 er. Prereq., Jpns 301 or equiv. Continuation of 301.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-12) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Cooperative Education Internship Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of department.
Extended classroom experience which provides practical application of classroom learning during placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the faculty supervisor and the Cooperative Education Office.

Latin

...

u

101

u

102

u

195

u

211

u
UG

212
300

u

395

UG

402

UG

410

G

580

Elementary Latin 5 er. The first course of a two semester sequence designed to impart to the student a solid foundation in the Latin language. Successful completion of the
sequence will enable the student to read any Latin author.
Elementary Latin 5 er. Prereq., Lat 101 . Continuation of 101 . Latin grammar, vocabulary,
readings.
Special Topics Variable er. {R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics .
Latin Reading and Grammar Review 4 er. Prereq., Lat 102 or equiv. Selections of Latin
prose from the classical period, with complementary exercises in elementary composition.
Latin Readings: Vergil 4 er. Prereq., Lat 211 or equiv. Latin epic poetry: Vergil's Aeneid.
Major Latin Authors 3 er. (R-20) Prereq ., Lat 212 or equiv. Offered every semester.
Plautus, Terence, Lucretius, Livy, Cicero, Vergil, Horace, Ovid, Tacitus, Juvenal, Pliny,
Martial, etc.; also, Early Church fathers, Medieval and Renaissance Latin. Selection to suit
students' needs and interests.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Advanced Prose Composition 3 er. Prereq., Lat 212 or equiv. Offered alternate years.
Latin prose composition, based on the best classical models.
Methods of Teaching Latin 3 er. Prereq ., one semester of Lat 300. Offered alternate
years. Fundamental concepts , objectives and techniques in the teaching of Latin.
Graduate Studies In Latin Literature 2-3 er. (R-9) Prereq., undergraduate major in Latin
or consent of instr. Graduate seminar in Latin literature.

Russian

u

101

Elementary Russian

5 er.
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u
u
u
u
u
u
UG

UG

u
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG

102
195

Elementary Russian 5 er. Prereq., Russ 101 or equiv. Continuation of 101.
Special Topics Variable Cr. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
201 Intermediate Russian 4 er. Prereq., Russ 102 or equiv.
202 Intermediate Russian 4 er. Prereq., Russ 201. Continuation of 201.
301 Oral and Written Expression I 3 er. Prereq., Russ 202 or consent of instr. Emphasis
on active use of Russian.
302 Oral and Written Expression II 3 er. Prereq., Russ 301. Continuation of 301.
311L Introduction to Russian Literature 3 er. Prereq., Russ 202. A survey of Russian poetry
and prose from their beginnings (medieval period) to mid-nineteenth century. Included are
the works of Karamzin, Pushkin , Lermontov, and Gogol.
312L Introduction to Russian Literature 3 er. Prereq., Russ 202. A survey of Russian poetry
and prose from the mid-nineteenth century through the Symbolist period of the early 20th
century. Included are the works of Turgenev, Dostoevsky, Tolstoy, and the Symbolists.
395 Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
401 Advanced Conversation and Composition 3 er. Prereq., Russ 302. Intensive practice in conversation and practice in writing on different levels of usage and style.
402 Russian Culture and Civilization 3 er. Prereq., Russ 302 or consent of instr. An introduction to various aspects of Russian cultural life.
410 Methods of Teaching Russian 3 er. Prereq., Russ 302. Fundamental concepts, objectives and techniques in the teaching of Russian
411 19th Century Major Russian Authors 3 er. Prereq., Russ 302. Offered alternate years.
A study of various authors; may include Dostoevsky, Tolstoy, etc.
412 20th Century Major Russian Authors 3 er. Prereq., Russ 302. Offered alternate years.
A study of one author in depth; may be Solzhenitsyn, Sholokhov and others.
413 Soviet Russian Literature 3 er. Prereq., Russ 302. A chronological survey of Soviet
Russian literature since 1917.

Spanish

u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
UG

UG

UG
UG

u
UG
UG

UG
UG

101

Elementary Spanish 5 er. Emphasis on oral communication, with development in all
major skill areas: listening, speaking, reading and writing.
102 Elementary Spanish 5 er. Prereq., Span 101. Continuation of 101.
195 Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
200 Introduction to Hispanic Cultures 1-3 er. (R-3) Prereq., Span 102 or equiv. An introduction to various aspects of Hispanic culture. May be taken concurrently with Span 102, but
may not be used as a prerequisite for higher number courses, or for fulfilling language
requirements.
201 Intermediate Spanish 4 er. Prereq., Span 102. Continued practice in the oral skills with
added emphasis on grammar and reading proficiency.
202 Intermediate Spanish 4 er. Prereq., Span 201. Continuation of 201.
203 Intensive Intermediate Spanish 4 er. Prereq., Span 202. An intensive review of Spanish
grammar; introduction to the close reading of short literary texts.
301 Phonetics and Oral Expression 3 er. Prereq., Span 202. Applied phonetic theory and
guided practice toward fluency in speaking.
302 Written Expression in Cultural Contexts 3 er. Prereq., Span 202 or consent of instr.
Development of written skills with an emphasis on Hispanic cultural context.
311L Introduction to Contemporary Spanish Literature 3 er. Prereq., Span 202 or equiv.
The study of contemporary works by peninsular authors, including an introduction to literary
genres.
312L Introduction to the Literature of Contemporary Latin America 3 er. Prereq., Span
202 or equiv. The study of representative works by Latin-American authors with emphasis
on the 20th century. Includes an introduction to literary genres.
355 Special Topics in Hispanic Literature and Culture Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., Span
311Lor312L or consent of instr. To be taken in conjunction with the Study Abroad Program.
386 History of the Spanish Language 3 er. Prereq., Span 302 or consent of instr. Same
as Ling 386. The development of Spanish from its major dialects found in Spain and Spanish
America and contributions of other languages to the formation of Spanish.
395 Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
405 Applied Linguistics 3 er. Prereq., Span 301 and Ling 370. Same as Ling 405. Contrastive analysis of phonology, morphology, and syntax.
408 Advanced Composition and Conversation 3 er. Prereq., Span 302 or consent of instr.
Intensive practice in writing on different levels of usage and style, combined with guided
oral practice.
410 Methods of Teaching Spanish 3 er. Prereq., Span 311Lor312L and Span 401 . Fundamental concepts, objectives and techniques in the teaching of Spanish.
420 Spanish Literature: Renaissance and Golden Age 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., 311Lor312L
or consent of instr. Offered alternate years.
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UG

430

UG

450

UG

494

G
G
G
G

500
593
594
595

G

596

G
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Spanish Literature: Modern and Contemporary 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., 311L or 312L or
consent of instr. Offered alternate years.
Latin American Literature 3 er. (R-6) Prereq. 311L or 312L or consent of instr. Offered
alternate years. Emphasis on major works of the 20th century.
Seminar Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., Span 311L or 312L. Studies in major authors,
periods, or genres.
Directed Readings 1-3 er. (R-6) Prereq., undergraduate major in Spanish.
Professional Paper 1-3 er. (R-6) Prereq., graduate standing.
Graduate Seminar 3 er. (R-9) Prereq., graduate standing.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., graduate standing. Experimental offerings
of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Independent Study Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., graduate standing. Out-of-class independent work of a research nature which involves intensive use of University or other libraries;
also research work carried on in another country under the direction of a University professor.
Thesis Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., graduate standing.

Professors
Robert W. Acker, Ph .D., University of Texas at Austin, 1974
Anthony F. Beltramo, Ph.D., Stanford University, 1972
Kenneth C. Brett, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1972 (Emeritus)
Robert M. Burgess, Ph .D., University of California at Los Angeles, (Emeritus)
Raymond L. Corro, Ph.D., University of Utah, 1971
Maureen Cheney Curnow, Ph.D., Vanderbilt University, 1975 (Chairer)
Marguerite H. Ephron, M.A., The University of Montana, (Emeritus)
Gerald A. Fetz, Ph.D., University of Oregon, 1972
James A. Flightner, Ph.D., State University of New York at Buffalo, 1971 (Dean)
John G. Hay, Ph.D., University of Minnesota, 1973
Horst Jarka, Ph.D ., University of Vienna, 1955
Gertrud Lackschewitz, Ph .D., Goettingen University, 1954 (Emeritus)
David K. Loughran, Ph.D., Johns Hopkins University, 1969
Philip H. Lutes, Ph.D., University of Michigan, 1969
John D. Madden, Ph.D., Yale University, 1975
Philip G. Maloney, Ph .D., Universiy of Pittsburgh, 1973
Dennis R. McCormick, Ph .D., University of Texas at Austin, 1972
Sigyn Minier, Ph.D., University of Connecticut, 1977
Domenico Ortisi, Ph .D., University of California at Berkeley, 1955 (Emeritus)
Ward H. Powell, Ph.D., University of Colorado, 1956 (Emeritus)
Judith Rabinovitch, Ph.D., Harvard University, 1981
0. W. Rolfe, Ph .D. , Stanford University, 1967
Stanley L. Rose, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1969
Theodore H. Shoemaker, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1941 (Emeritus)
John B. Wang, Ph.D., University of Maryland, 1967 (Emeritus)

Associate Professors
Joan Birch, Ph.D., University of Texas, 1969
Robert R. Brock, M.A., University of Washington, 1961 (Emeritus)
Gilbert F. Holliday, Ph.D., Cornell University, 1966 (Emeritus)
Ludmila Prednewa, Ph .D. , University of Pennsylvania, 1982

Assistant Professors
Christopher Anderson, Ph.D ., University of Iowa, Iowa City, 1990
Hayden Ausland, Ph.D., University of California, Berkeley, 1987
Timothy Bradstock, Ph .D., Harvard University, 1984
Maria Jose Bustos Fernandez, Ph .D., University of Colorado, 1990
Masanori lchizawa, Ph.D., Boston College, Chestnut Hill, 1985
James M. Scott, Ph.D., University of Washington, 1986
Michel Valentin, Ph.D., University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, 1980

Instructors
Susanne Bauer, Matura, Linz, 1984 (Visiting)
Zhen Cao, M.A., Shanghai International University, 1988 (Visiting)
Hollis Dixon, M.A., University of Pittsburgh, 1982
Marcia Hass, M.A. , The University of Montana, 1990
Quan Hu, Shanghai International Studies University
Sandra Mcinnis, M.E., University of Maryland, 1966
Hiroko Tadaka, B.A., Sophia University, 1990 (Visiting)
Dalila Terzi, Licence, Maitrise, DEA, Sorbonne, 1989 (Visiting)
Naomi Yodokawa, M.S. , Bloomsburg University, 1989 (Visiting)-
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Department of Geography
Paul B. Wilson, Chairman
Geography is the study of what places are like as a result of the combination and spatial arrangement
of things within and around them. It is the study of the arrangement of things in space in somewhat
the same sense that history is the study of the sequence of events in time. Thus, geography is more
a point of view than it is a body of facts .
Geographers work in business, industry, government, planning, and teaching. The tasks of geographers
range from determining the optimal location for a new supermarket to doing the biophysical and
socioeconomic studies required for urban and regional planning .
The branches of geography, which correspond more or less to the geography courses listed in this
catalog, tend to fall into these groupings: (1) human geography-cultural, economic, and urban; (2)
physical geography-climatology, hydrogeography, geomorphology, and biogeography; (3) regional
geography-studies of regions or territories, such as East Asia, Pacific Northwest, and Montana; (4)
geographicalconcepts, methods, and techniques-historical geography, map and air photo interpretation, cartography, quantitative spatial analysis, field techniques, and geographic research methods.
The Department of Geography offers the Bachelor of Arts and Master of Arts degrees in geography,
and a teaching major and minor in geography. The Department is also the home of a multi-disciplinary
Master of Science in Rural, Town, and Regional Planning. The bachelor degree program provides a
broad liberal education, qualifies graduates for a variety of professional jobs, and prepares the better
students for graduate studies in geography, planning or related fields . The Master of Arts program
prepares the candidates for a somewhat greater range of employment, including teaching in community and junior colleges, and for doctoral studies in geography and allied disciplines. The Master of Science
degree prepares the candidate for employment in planning and related fields, focusing upon smaller
communities and sparsely populated rural areas with only small cities, such as Montana, Idaho, Wyoming,
and the Dakotas. See the graduate catalog for more information on the M.A. and M.S. degrees.

Special Degree
Requirements

Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the catalog. See index.
The following are required for the Bachelor of Arts in geography:

Requirements in Geography
A minimum of 36 credits in geography (maximum 45), including the following:
Credits
101S-lntroduction to Human Geography ............... ......... ...... ....... ................. ..... ............ .. .
102N-lntroduction to Physical Geography ... .. ..... .. ..... .. ....................... ....................... .......
104-lntroduction to Maps and Air Photos ....................... ........... ..... .. ... ............. ............... .
385-Field Techniques ......... ...................... ... ........ ... ....... ................. ................................. .
386-Spatial Analysis ..... ................. .... ......... ..... ................... ................................. ............ .
387-Principles of Cartography .. ...... ..... ................................ ..... ...... .. .. ......... ...... .............. .
One regional geography course numbered 200 or above ........ ....... .. .... ... .... ..... ................. .
Two upper-division human geography courses
and one upper-division physical geography course,
or the reverse .... ...... ...... ........ .. .... .. ......... .. ......... ..................................... ............. .... .....
Electives in geography .... ..... ......... ..... .... ... ............... ................ ..... ....... ...... ............... .........

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
9
6-15

Total .. .. .......... ..... .. ..... .... .... ................ .. .................. ..... .. .... .. ..... .. .. ...... ......... .... ............ . 36-45
With the approval of the student's advisor, other courses deemed relevant may be accepted as part
of the requirements in geography. Geography majors may not take geography courses on the pass/not
pass system after having chosen geography as their major, except for those courses offered only on
this basis. The student may pursue the cartography emphasis described below or take the degree without
emphasis.

Cartography Emphasis
In addition to satisfying the general requirements for a degree in geography, the student desiring to
achieve an emphasis in cartography must complete Geog 388, 487, 488; For 252, 351, 450; and twelve
credits selected from the following electives: Astr 131N, 132N, 134N, 135N; For 352, 451, 452, 503,
504; and Geog 330N and 587. Also required are CS 203 or 204 and Math 150. These requirements
are designed to satisfy the Cartography Series, GS-1370 qualifications for cartographer positions with
the Federal Government.

Advisor
Every geography major is required to obtain the consent of a geography faculty member to act as advisor. The student must meet with this advisor periodically to design a program and monitor progress.
All proposals for course substitutions and program alterations must be submitted to the advisor. The
student's application for graduation must be approved and initialed by the advisor before being reviewed and signed by the chairman.

Teacher Preparation in Geography
Major Teaching Field of Geography: For an endorsement in the major teaching field of Geography,
a student must complete the requirements for the B.A. degree with a major in geography including
Geog 103S, 259S, 381 , and 494. Students also should complete C&I 428, gain admission to Teacher
Education and Student Teaching and meet the requirements for certification as a secondary teacher
(see the School of Education section of th.is catalog).
Students are advised that the demand in Montana high schools for teaching of courses in this field
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is limited. Students should complete the required second endorsement (major or minor) in a field other
than Drama, Economics, Journalism, Psychology or Sociology.
·
Minor Teaching Field of Geography: For an endorsement in the minor teaching field of Geography,
a student must complete Geog 101S, 102N, 103S, 259S, 381, 494 and three elective credits of geography.
Students also must complete one upper-division human geography course or one upper-division physical
geography course and C&I 428, and gain admission to Teacher Education and Student Teaching and
meet the requirements for certification as a secondary teacher (see the School of Education section
of this catalog).

Suggested Course
of Study

First Year
Geog 101 S-lntroduction to Human Geography ............................................. .
Geog 102N-lntroduction to Physical Geography ....................... ....... ............... .
Geog 103S-World Regional Geography ......................................................... .
Two course sequence in mathematics ...... ....... ·······.······ ........ .......................... .
*Enex 101-Composition .................................................................. ................. .
Electives and General Education ........... ......................................................... .

A
3

.,-

1

•

~,__

..

3'
3
3

3
3
7

7

16

16

*Semester of enrollment depends on beginning letter of student's last name.
Second Year
Geog 104-lntroduction to Maps and Air Photos ..................... ........................ .
3
Regional geography course-200 level or above ............................................ .
*CS 101-lntroduction to Programming ............................................. :............ ... .
3
*CS 102-Advanced BASIC Programming ..................... ....................... ............. .
Second course in writing ...................... ........................................................... ·
3
Electives and General Education . ..................................................................... . ~
17
Third Year

s

3
3
10
16 .

~··

Geog 385-Field Techniques ........ .................. ...............................:.:........ :.. .... .
Geog 387-Principles of Cartography .............................................................. .
Upper-division human or physical geography course ...................................... ..
*CS 103-FORTRAN Programming (or other higher-level computing language).
Third course in writing, 300 level or above ................. .. .................................. .
Electives and General Education ....................................................................
Fourth Year
Geog 386-Spatial Analysis ............................................................................ .
Geog 488-Computer Cartography ..................................................... ............ .
Geog 496-lndependent Study ................................................................. :..... :.
Upper-division human geography course ........................................................ .
Upper-division physical geography course ...................................................... .
Electives and General Education .....................................................................

3
3
3
3
3
8

10

17

16

3

3
3
3
3
7

10

16

16

•A course sequence in a foreign language may be substituted.

Requirements for
a Minor

To earn a minor in Geography the student must complete a minimum of 18 credits including: Geog
101S and 102N; two courses from Geog 104, 385, 386, and 387; and one upper-division human or physical
geography course.

Courses

U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or graduate credit, G = for graduate credit.
Rafter the credit indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated after the A.
U
101$ Introduction to Human Geography 3 er. Introduction to human geography: population, culture, settlement, land uses and spatial interaction.
U
102N Introduction to Physical Geography 3 er. Introduction to major natural environmental systems: weather, climate, water, vegetation, and soils.
U
103$ World Regional Geography 3 er. An overall view of how the lands and peoples of the
world are organized into coherent geographical regions, how landscapes differ from region
to region, and how the people differ in terms of their traits, beliefs, ways of life, and economic
livelihood.
U
104 Introduction to Maps and Air Photographs 3 er. Introduction to the concepts and techniques needed to understand and analyze the information contained in maps, aerial
photographs and other graphics.
U
195 Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
U
295 Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
U
395 Special Topics Variable er. (R-12) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
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Human Geography
UG

UG

UG

UG

305

Cultural Geography 3 er. Prereq., Geog 101S. An exploration of the role of culture in
shaping ihe environment into human landscapes and the differing patterns of human use
on the earth.
315S Economic Geography 3 er. Prereq., Geog 101S or consent of instr. Spatial order and
changing locational patterns of human economic activity. Emphasis on concepts and theories
of agriculture, industrial and urban location.
321S Urban Geography 3 er. Prereq., Geog 101S. Development of world patterns of urbanizations, kinds of cities, cities in relation to the areas they serve, the internal geographical
patterns of cities.
425 The Human Role in Environmental Change 3 er. Prereq., Geog 101S or 102N or consent of instr. Same as EVST 425. Systematic examination of changes to vegetation, animals,
soils, waters, landforms, and atmospheres to understand human impact on environment.

Physical Geography
UG

UG

UG

UG

UG
UG

UG
UG

330N Meteorology 3 er. Prereq., Geog 102N or consent of instr. Origin, composition, structure, and dynamics of the atmosphere, gas and radiation laws, energy budget and balance,
weather elements, and North American weather systems.
340 Landform Geomorphology 3 er. Prereq., Geog 102N or equiv. Important landforms,
the biophysical processes and environments of their formation, and associated morphological
problems.
342 Watershed Geomorphology 3 er. Prereq., Geog 102N or equiv. Offered alternate years.
Landforms and processes involved in the development and functioning of drainage basins
considered from the perspective of human use.
344 Glacial Geomorphology 3 er. Prereq., Geog 102N or equiv. Offered alternate years.
Characterization and development of processes, landforms, and landscapes made by continental and alpine ice masses during the "ice ages".
346N Biogeography 3 er. Prereq., Geog 102N or equiv. Geography of the biological community and its environment using the ecosystem approach and the landscape perspective.
435 Water Resources 3 er. Prereq., Geog 330N or consent of instr. Offered alternate years.
Components of hydrological cycle. Occurrence, acquisition, transportation, and utilization
of water resources. Water management problems of major U.S. watersheds.
436 Surface Runoff 3 er. Prereq., Geog 340 or consent of instr. Offered alternate years.
Analysis of flood characteristics, water supplies, flood-prone lands, and damage reduction.
443 Soil Geomorphology 3 er. Prereq., Geog 340, For 210 or consent of instr. Offered alternate years. Development, distribution, and stratigraphy of soils and paleosols as consequences of bio-climatic geomorphological processes.

Regional Geography
U

U

U

U

U
U
U
UG
UG
UG
UG

242S South Asia/Land and People 3 er. Same as Soc 242S. The physical setting of South
Asia, its history, culture and socioeconomic organization. Examines regional differences,
changing social patterns, and the relationship between people and the environment.
256S North American West 3 er. Consideration of the spatial integration and arrangement
of the physical, cultural, and economic traits which give to the western parts of the United
States and Canada their geographic personality. Emphasis on spatial organization, landscape contrasts, and the various geographic subregions of the West.
257 Pacific Northwest 3 er. Offered alternate years. An examination of the physical and
socioeconomic characteristics of Washington, Oregon, Idaho and western Montana with
emphasis on the regional economy, resource problems and policies.
258S Rocky Mountains 3 er. Offered alternate years. Study of the Rocky Mountains as a
geographic region, using the concepts of regional geography and the principles of mountain geography.
259S Montana 3 er. The spatial integration and arrangement of the physical, cultural, and
economic traits which give to Montana its geographic personality.
267S East Asia 3 er. The spatial integration and arrangement of the physical, cultural, and
economic traits of East Asia.
269S Middle East 3 er. Offered alternate years. The spatial integration and arrangement of
the physical, cultural, and economic traits of the Middle East.
351 Geography of a Selected Region 3 er. (R-9) Selected regions will be listed as appropriate
in each class schedule.
365S Japan 3 er. The spatial integration and arrangement of the physical, cultural, and
economic traits of Japan.
366S China 3 er. The spatial integration and arrangement of the physical, cultural, and
economic traits of China.
451 Advanced Regional Geography 3 er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of instr. lndepth treatment
of a geographical region, a particular regional problem, or the methodology of regional
geography. Topics vary.

Geographic Thought, Methodology, and Techniques
UG

376

Historical Geography 3 er. Prereq., Geog 101S and 102N or consent of instr. Geography
of past periods with the aim of understanding geographical patterns and processes both
past and present.
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Geography for Teachers 3 er. Restricted to education majors. Geographic concepts,
methods, and subject material needed for teaching geography effectively at the elementary or secondary levels.
Field Techniques 3 er. Prereq., Math 117 and twelve credits in geography or consent
of instr. Field techniques used by geographers and planners in making field observations
and in collecting data.
Spatial Analysis 3 er. Prereq., Geog 385 or consent of instr. Use of quantitative methods
in the analysis of areal distributions of physical and cultural phenomena. Average position, linear and areal dispersion, gravity models, point and areal patterns, network
measurements, regionalization, spatial diffusion and spatial association.
Principles of Cartography 3 er. Prereq., Geog 104 or consent of instr. The compilation, design , layout, lettering, and construction of maps, charts, and diagrams. Emphasis
on the techniques of map construction.
Thematic Cartography 3 er. Prereq., Geog 387. The elements and principles of constructing qualitative and quantitative thematic maps. Techniques will emphasize the production of maps employing photographic screens, color-separation, four-color processes,
and negative scribing techniques.
Geographic Concepts, Research, and Writing 3 er. Prereq., junior standing in
geography. A study of the history, theories, methods, and practices of Geography as a
discipline with an emphasis on qualitative research and academic and/or report writing.
Cartography: Graphics and Production 3 er. Prereq., Geog 387. Compilation, design
and production of maps employing photographic screens, color separation, four-color processing, photo-mechanical techniques, and negative scribing.
Computer Cartography 3 er. Prereq., Geog 387 or consent of instr. Compilation, design,
and production of maps, diagrams, and graphs employing computer techniques. Introduction to geographical information systems. A variety of computer software and hardware
is used.
Omnibus Variable er. (R-15) Prereq., consent of instr. University omnibus option for
independent work. See index.
Seminar in Teaching Geography 3 er. Prereq., consent of instr. A survey of modern
concepts and techniques in geography with emphasis on their use in teaching geography
in Montana schools. Students are required to prepare and present a teaching unit project.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of instr. Specialized aspects of
geography. Topics vary.
Problems in Geography Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of instr. Independent study
in any subfield of geography.
Cooperative Education Internship Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of instr. Extended
classroom experience which provides practical application of classroom learning during
placements within governmental agencies or the business community.
Geographic Thought 3 er. Geographical ideas, concepts, approaches, and techniques
from Humbolt and Ritter to the present.
Concepts and Purposes in Planning 2 er. Prereq., consent of instr. An introduction
to the major philosophies, theories, methods and practices of planning, and a critical appraisal of scope and purpose in planning as a discipline and profession.
Seminar in Planning I 2 er. Prereq., consent of instr. Analysis of land use planning
theories, concepts, problems and current professional practices.
Seminar in Planning II 2 er. Prereq., Geog 579 or consent of instr. An analysis of planning concepts and problems with emphasis on theory and practice at regional and state
levels.
Land Use Law and Regulation 2 er. Prereq ., consent of instr. Offered alternate years.
An analysis of procedure and substantive requirements for land use regulation of local,
state and federal regulatory bodies. Course is particularly oriented to persons involved in
all aspects of land use regulation and emphasizes a step-by-step approach to administrative
regulation of land uses.
Planning Design Studio 3 er. Prereq., consent of instr. Offered alternate years. Analysis
of land use problems and design .
Seminar in Applied Cartography 3 er. (R-9) Prereq., Geog 387. Offered alternate years.
Application of cartographic principles and techniques to the formulation, design, and completion of mapping projects.
Professional Paper Variable er. (R-6)
Graduate Seminar 3 er. (R-9) Prereq ., consent of instr. Topics vary.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of instr. Experimental offerings of
visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current
topics.
Independent Study Variable er. (R-9) Prereq ., consent of instr. Independent research
in geography or planning.
Research Methods 3 er. Prereq., consent of instr. Offered alternate years. Methods
of research appropriate for geography and planning, including research design, data collection, analysis, interpretation, synthesis, and presentation. Preparation and defense of
a thesis or professional paper proposal.
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Cooperative Education Internship Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of advisor. Extended classroom experience which provides practical application of classroom learning
during placements off campus.
Thesis Variable er. (R-10) Prereq., consent of instr.

Professors
John M. Crowley, Ph.D., University of Minnesota, 1964
Evan Denney, Ph.D., University of Washington, 1970
John J. Donahue, Jr., Ph.D., Syracuse Unive.rsity, 1971
Chris Field, Ph.D., University of California, Los Angeles, 1966 (Emeritus)
Darshan S. Kang, Ph.D., University of Nebraska, 1975
Paul B. Wilson, Ph.D., University of Nebraska, 1972 (Chairman)

Associate Professor
H. W. Bockemuehl, Ph.D., Massey University, 1973 (Emeritus)

Department of Geology
Steven D. Sheriff, Chairman
An understanding of geology involves a knowledge of the processes and events that shape the earth.
By studying minerals, rocks, and fossils, as well as aspects of rivers, oceans and atmosphere, the geologist
interprets earth history, the evolution of life, the movement and development of continents, and the
changing aspects of the ocean basins. The study of earth materials takes place in the field and in the
laboratory, and depends upon a rock hammer as well as sophisticated analytical equipment. Within
the broad field of geology, professionals specialize in a variety of subjects including mineral resources,
groundwater, sedimentary, igneous and metamorphic rocks, volcanoes, geophysics, geochemistry, fossils
and many others. This specialization leads to employment by private industry, federal, state, and local
governmental agencies, consulting firms, and by secondary schools needing earth science teachers.
Many of our graduates work in the fields of exploration and development for minerals and fuels. Others
work in a variety of fields related to construction, site selection, water supply, environmental remediation and planning. Jobs in geology are available at the B.A., M.S., and Ph.D. level. However, the more
creative the position, the higher level of education needed, and a master's degree is advisable for flexibility in professional employment.
The Department of Geology offers B.A., M.S., and Ph.D. degrees; also available is a bachelor degree
with a teaching major in earth sciences. All degree programs in the department involve field work and
a combination of applied and theoretical approaches requiring sound general background in other
sciences.
High School Preparation: In addition to the general requirements for University admission, it is recommended that high school preparation include as much mathematics and science as possible.

Special Degree
Requirements

Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the catalog. See index.
There are three emphases for the bachelor degree in geology. The professional orientation emphasis
prepares the student for graduate work in geology and for practice in the geologic profession. The interdisciplinary orientation emphasis is a broad, flexible program restricted to individuals seeking a double major or an interdisciplinary concentration of courses in environmental geoscience. The earth science
education emphasis is for students seeking certification to teach.

Professional Orientation Emphasis
The following courses are required: Geology 1OON, 230, 202, 205, 206, 330, 429 (or equivalent course),
and at least nine credits from any 300-400-level geology courses. A minimum grade of C is required
in prerequisites for these courses. Admission to certain geology courses (see course descriptions) will
be limited to students having a grade point average, overall and in geology courses, of 2.25 or better.
To assure satisfactory completion of this emphasis, geology majors should have achieved the 2.25 grade
point average specified above by the time they become juniors. Prerequisites will be monitored and
enforced.
Also required are 41 credits in mathematics and allied sciences. Unless a different program is approved in writing by a geology undergraduate advisor, a program will consist of the following:
Chemistry 161N, 162N (lectures) 164N, 165N (labs) .......................................................... .
Math 152, 153 ....................................................................................................................
Physics 101 N and 102N or 221 N and 222N .......................................................................
Computer Science 101 .......................................................................................................
Other (May include biology; pre-calculus or post-calculus math; consult .......................... .
advisor for courses most appropriate for those interested in
geophysics, hydrology, paleontology, etc.; elective disciplines
other than those above include astronomy and microbiology.)

Credits
10

8
10

3
10
41

Most graduate schools and professional employers require college preparation in these subjects. Science
courses designed for education majors may not be counted toward the departmental science requirements.
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Communication skills are important to the geologist. The department requires three courses. Normally,
one or two will be in writing and one in speech; one may be in literature. Choices are: English 101;
Forestry 220; Management 444; one from Communication Studies 111 A, 330; no more than one from
creative writing or literature, English 210A, 211A, 310, 311, 410, 411; English 120L, 220L, 221L.
The communication skills requirement may be modified in cases where past per1ormance indicates
superior ability.

Interdisciplinary Orientation Emphasis
The following work is required: 33 credits in geology, including Geology 230; 40 credits in mathematics
and other sciences listed under the professional emphasis, or in biology, chemistry, physics, mathematics,
forestry, anthropology, and geography. Students using the interdisciplinary emphasis as preparation
for interdisciplinary graduate study should consult with their advisor concerning which science courses
are most appropriate to their goals. The communication skills requirement is the same as for the professional emphasis.
Geology majors may, with the consent of the instructor, take geology courses on a pass/not pass basis,
provided the course is not required 1or the major. Required allied sciences and communicatioh skills
courses must be taken for regular grade.
Summary of Requirements:Professional
Interdisciplinary
Emphasis
Emphasis
34
1. Geology courses
33
2. Allied science and mathematics
41
40
3. Communication skills
3 courses
3 courses
4. Electives and General Education
Certain departmental requirements can be waived for students who at the end of any complete year
have a B average in all college courses previously taken while pursuing a standard geology curriculum.
A special geology curriculum may be devised for these students in consultation with their advisor. This
will, for example, allow for a curricula planned for special areas of interest, such as geophysics, paleontology or environmental geoscience. This flexibility is applicable at the end of the freshman year and
to transfer students, and can be revoked if the grade average. falls below B.

Earth Science Education Emphasis
Major Teaching Field of Earth Science: A student must complete Geol 1OON, 101 N, 106N, 202, 205-206,
230, 310, 330, 429 and 430. Geog 330N, Astr 131N-132N, Math 121, 344, CS 101 and C&l 426 also
are required. Biol 121N-122N or Chem 151N or Phys 101N-102N must be completed.
For endorsement to teach earth science, a student also must gain admission to Teacher Education
and Student Teaching and meet the requirements for certification as a secondary teacher (see the School
of Education section of this catalog).
The demand in most Montana high school for teaching in this field may be limited, and students should
complete the requirements for the required second teaching endorsement (major or minor).

Suggested Course
of Study

Professional Orientation Emphasis
First Year
CS 101-lntroduction to Programming .......................................................... .
Chem 161 N-162N and 164N-165N-College
Chemistry and laboratory ........... ..... ............. .............................................. ..
*Enex 101-Composition ................................................................................ .
Geo I 1OON-General Geology .... ................................... ................................ .
Geol 230-lntroduction to Field Methods ..................................................... ..
Biology course ...............................................................................................
Electives and General Education ................................................................. ..
•semester of enrollment depends on beginning letter of student's last name.
Second Year
Geol 202-Stratigraphy-Sedimentology ........................................................ ..
Geol 205, 206-Mineralogy-Petrology I, II ..................................................... .
*Math 152, 153-Calculus I, 11 .........................................................................
Electives and General Education ................................................................. ..
••communication skills course ....................................................................... ..

A

s
3

5

5
3

3
3
3
6

__!.

17

17

4
3
4
6

3

4
5

__!.

17
15
*If your high school math has not prepared you to start calculus (Math 152) at the beginning of your
second year, consult with your advisor.
•*For list of applicable communication skills courses, see previous Special Degree Requirements.
Third Year
One course from the category of "additional geology requirements" ............ ..
3
Geol 330-Structural Geology ................ ............ .......... ..................... ........... ..
3
•communication skills course ........................................................................ ..
3
Electives and General Education ................................................................. .
9
13
15
16
*For· list of applicable communication skills courses, see previous Special Degree Requirements.
•summer Session
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Geol 429-Field Geology .............................................................................. .
Fourth Year
**Communication skills course ................ .................... ................................... ..
*One course from each other category of "additional geology requirements" .
Phys 101N, 102N or 221N, 222N-General Physics ....................................... .
Geology and non-geology electives and General Education
Must bring total for mathematics and supporting sciences
to 41) ..........................................................................................................

6
3
3
5

6
5

5

4

16
15
*Students taking 499 should do so their junior year and complete their chosen project during their
senior year.
**For list of applicable communication skills courses, see previous Special Degree Requirements.

Interdisciplinary Orientation Emphasis (Environmental
Geoscience)
First Year
Geol 1OON-General Geology ........................................................................... .
Geol 230-lntroduction to Field Methods ......................................................... .
Chern 161N, 162N and 164N, 165N-College Chemistry and Laboratory ....... ..
Math 152, 153-Calculus I, 11. ...........................................................................
General Education .......... ........................................ ......................................... .

3
3
5
4

5
4
5

_§

17

17

Second Year
Geol 195-Special Topics in Environmental Geology ...................................... ..
3
Geol 226-Rock, Minerals and Resources ....................................................... .
Phys 221 N-222N-College Physics ............ .. .................................................... . 4
Math 251, 158-Calculus, Applied Differential Equations or
Chern 261-262-0rganic Chemistry .............................................................. . 3-4
CS 101-Cornputer Programming ................................................................... ..
3
General Education .......................................................................................... .. 3-4

3
4

3-4
7-8

17
Third Year
Geol 480-Hydrogeology ........... ... ....................... ...................... ..................... ..
3
Geol 431-Environrnental Geochemistry ......................................................... ..
Geol 330-Structural Geology or Chern 341-lnstrurnental Methods ................ . 3
Geol 202-Stratigraphy and Sedimentation or Chern 378-Physical Chemistry.
Electives and General Education ..................................................................... . 10

17

16
Fourth Year
Geol 382-Global Change ................................................................................ 3
Geol 499-UndergraCluate Thesis ............. ...................................................... ..
3
Electives and General Education ......................... ............................................ . _9

16

15

3
3
10

3
12
15

Requirements for
a Minor

To earn a minor in Geology the student must complete Gaol 100N, 230, 202, 205, 206 plus at least
7 credits in other geology courses for which advance, written approval is required from a regular
undergraduate advisor. All of the geology elective credits must be at the 200 level or above. All courses
must be taken for a traditional letter grade.

Courses

U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or graduate credit, G = for graduate credit.
R after the credit indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated after the A.
U
1OON General Geology 3 er. General geology including the work of wind, flowing water, glacial
ice, gravity, earthquakes, volcanoes and plate tectonics in shaping the earth. Lab sections
will reinforce lecture materials with both laboratory and field exercises.
U
101 N Geologic Hazards, Water Resources and Humans 3 er. Offered alternate years. Floods;
groundwater supply and contamination; landslides; earthquake and volcanic hazards; wave,
beaches and erosion.
U
1OSN Oceanography, Volcanoes, and Earthquakes 3 er. Origin of sea-water in ocean basins;
currents, tides, and coastal processes; use and misuse of the oceans by humans. Origin
and eruption of volcanoes; formation of lava flows and volcanic ash; earthquakes and their
effect on humans. Credit not allowed for 105N and 106N-107N.
U
106N Oceanography-History of Life 3 er. Origin of seawater in ocean basins; currents, tides
and coastal processes; use and misuse of oceans by humans. Evolution of plants and
animals; highlights in the development of life. Credit not allowed for 106N and 105N, 108N.
U
107N Roadsld.e Geology of Montana and Idaho-Volcanoes and Earthquakes 3 er. · Geology
of Montana and Idaho; glaciers, streams, catastrophic floods, volcanoes, earthquakes, im·
pact of giant meteorites, submergence of the continent. Origin and eruption of volcanoes;
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formation of lava flows and volcanic ash; earthquakes and their effect on humans. Credit
not allowed for Geol 107N and 105N, 108N.
108N Roadside Geology of Montana and Idaho-History of Life 3 er. Geology of Montana
and Idaho; glaciers, streams, catastrophic floods, volcanoes, earthquakes, impact of giant
meteorites, submergence of the continent. Evolution of plants and animals; highlights in
the development of life. Credit not allowed for Geol 108N and 106N, 107N.
195 Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
202 Stratigraphy and Sedimentation 4 er. Prereq., Geol 100N. Concepts and methods of
lithostratigraphy, and biostratigraphy including classification and correlation of sedimentary rocks. Interpretation of ancient environments from analysis of sedimentary structures.
205 Mineralogy-Petrology I 3 er. Prereq., Geol 100N. Chem 161N, 164N. Mineralogy of
major igneous rock-forming minerals, crystal chemistry, crystallography; magmatic phase
relationships; crystallization, melting, and related tectonics. Credit not allowed for both Geol
205 and 226.
206 Mineralogy-Petrology II 4 er. Prereq., Geol 205, Chem 162N, 165N. Igneous rock
associations, igneous processes and origins; metamorphic minerals and phase relationships, metamorphic zones, facies, and conditions; metamorphic environments, metallic
minerals and mineral deposits.
226 Rocks, Minerals and Resources 3 er. Prereq., Geol 100N or Sci 126N. Common
minerals, rocks and fossils. Origin and extraction of resources. Credit not allowed for both
Geol 226 and 205.
230 Introductory Field Geology and Maps 3 er. Prereq., Geol 100N. Basic geologic field
observations and methods, geological map interpretation. All day Saturday field trips to
key areas of western Montana.
310 General Paleontology 3 er. Prereq., Geol 100N, 202 or equiv. Principles of paleontology
including morphology, classification and evolution of major groups of fossils and their application to paleonecological analysis.
330 Structural Geology 3 er. Prereq., Geol. 230. Structures of deformed rocks; mechanical
principles; graphical interpretation of structural problems.
340 Geology of Soils 3 er. Prereq., Geol 205 or 226. Offered alternate years. Origins, properties and nature of mineral components of soils; stress on clay minerals. Analytical methods
for determination of soil mineralogy and nutrient reservoirs.
378 Geomorphology 3 er. Prereq., Geol 100N. Landforms in terms of processes which
create them. Emphasis on glacial and fluvial systems and watershed equilibrium.
382 Global Change 3 er. Prereq., consent of instr. Offered alternate years. Lectures,
readings, and discussions on geological and geochemical processes that affect global
change using recent literature; carbon dioxide buildup, greenhouse effect, ozone depletion, desertification, ice ages, and other global events.
395 Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
398 Cooperative Education Internship Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., 12 credits in geology.
Extended classroom experience which provides practical application of classroom learning during placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the faculty supervisor and the Cooperative Education Office. No more than 3 credits of Geol 398 may be
applied to the geology interdisciplinary emphasis or geology minor.
411 Paleobiology 3 er. Prereq., Geol 310 or equiv. Offered alternate years. Application of
paleontologic principles to problems in biostratigraphy and paleoecology.
412 Invertebrate Biostratigraphy 3 er. Prereq., Geol 202, 310 or equiv. Offered alternate
years. Principles and concepts of the classification of rock utilizing the occurrences and
distributions of invertebrate fossils. Examples extracted from case studies in the Paleozoic.
420 Optical Mineralogy 5 er. Prereq., Geol 206. Theory and use of polarizing microscope
in identification of non-opaque mineral fragments and minerals in thin section.
427 Geochemistry 3 er. Prereq., one year of college chemistry. Elementary thermodynamics
as applied to geologic processes. Origin and chemical composition of atmosphere and
hydrosphere. Methods of radiometric dating.
429 Field Geology 6 er. Prereq., Geol 230 and consent of instr. Geologic mapping on aerial
photos and topographic base maps. Field interpretation in a variety of rock types and structures. Taught every summer near Dillon, Montana. Extra fees. Pre-registration in early spring.
430 Geotectonics and Earth History 3 er. Prereq., Geol 202, 206, 330, and 2.25 or better
overall GPA in geology courses. Examination of large scale structural features of earth's
surface, processes responsible for their origin, and earth history in light of global tectonics.
431 Environmental Geochemistry 3 er. Prereq., senior or graduate standing in sciences.
Processes of contamination on the Earth related to natural and anthropogenic causes;
presenting the sources and sinks of contaminants and the byproducts of resource extraction and utilization. Chemical and physical processes of transport in surface and subsurface.
432 Sedimentation 3 er. Prereq., Geol 202. Interpretation of sedimentary environments from
analysis of depostional processes and sedimentary structures within their stratigraphic and
tectonic frameworks. Afternoon labs taught in the field .
437 Introduction to Geophysics 3 er. Prereq., Math 152, Phys 101N, Geol 206 or 226.
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Techniques of seismic reflection, seismic refraction, gravity, and magnetic prospecting.
Applications include groundwater, crustal imaging, and whole-earth models.
Petroleum Geology 3 er. Prereq., Geol 430. Offered alternate years. Principles of
petroleum genesis, migration and accumulation. Exploration methods, including applications of geology, geophysics and petrophysical logs.
Mineral Deposits and Resources 3 er. Prereq., Geol 206. Geology of mineral deposits
and other resources; their origin, classification and uses.
Hydrogeology 3 er. Prereq., Geol 100N; Phys 101Nor221N; Math 165 strongly recommended. Occurrence, movement, quality, and methods of quantification of groundwater.
Geological framework and physics of groundwater flow. Supply, contamination, and management problems.
Senior Seminar 1-10 er. (R-10) Prereq., upper-division standing in geology or consent
of instr. Independent study of various topics under the direction of a faculty member.
Undergraduate Thesis 3-10 er. (R-10) Prereq., 18 credits in geology. Independent
research project in any geologic topic supervised by faculty member, and leading to completion of baccalaureate degree.
Advanced General Geology 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., geology graduate student or consent
of instr. A review and synthesis, at advanced level, of general physical geology. Regional
geology of the Pacific Northwest, and discussion of faculty research. Required of all incoming graduate students.
Carbonate Petrology 3 er. Prereq., graduate standing in geology. Offered alternate
years. Thin section description and classification of carbonate rocks, their environmental
interpretation and diagenetic history.
Sandstone Petrology 3 er. Prereq., Geol 420. Problems of sandstone classification;
methodology of interpreting sedimentary, diagenetic and tectonic histories from suites of
sandstone samples studied in thin section.
Metallic Mineral Deposits 3 er. Prereq., Geol 206, 430, or consent of instr. Theoretical
and descriptive aspects of mineralization processes and ore deposits; relationships to
geologic environments and plate tectonics are stressed; exploration procedures; field trips
to mines and districts.
Exploration Geology and Resource Analysis 3 er. Prereq., consent of instr. Exploration techniques for minerals and fuels. Models, philosophies, and economic parameters
of exploration. Evaluation of world resources base for renewable and non-renewable
materials. Short- and long-term projections; market technology, governmental functions,
and environmental impact on resource base.
Igneous Petrology 4 er. Prereq., Geol 420. Description, classification, interpretation,
and origin of igneous rocks; processes leading to their formation and evolution. Study of
thin sections.
Metamorphic Petrology 4 er. Prereq., Geol 525. Description, classification, interpretation, and origin of metamorphic rocks; processes leading to their formation and evolution.
Study in thin section.
Advanced Sedimentation 3 er. Prereq., graduate standing. Interpretation of ancient
sedimentary environments based on analysis of grain size and sedimentary structures.
Taught mostly in the field including an eight-day field trip to the Oregon-Washington coast
at additional expense to the student.
Geodynamics 3 er. Prereq., a previous course in geophysics or consent of instr. Offered alternate years. An investigation of the mechanics and dynamics of tectonic processes.
Structure of the Crust 2 er. Prereq., a previous course in geophyics or consent of instr.
Offered alternate years. Geophysical investigation of the middle crust, lower crust, and uppermost mantle including geophysical limits, geophysical application and geological constraints on the structure and evolution of the crust.
Advanced Geochemistry 3 er. Prereq., Chern 371, Geol 431. Chemistry of aqueous
systems including acid/base concepts; redox chemistry in natural systems; solid and solution interfacial processes; and selected advanced topics. Includes numerical calculations,
pe-pH diagram construction and use, and concepts of geochemical modeling.
Advanced Hydrogeology and Groundwater Modeling 4 er. Prereq., Geol 480 or consent of instr. Advanced concepts used in groundwater investigations, including flow systems
analysis, numerical groundwater modeling, resource evaluation, exploration, development
and monitoring. Special problem areas in groundwater exploration and management.
Clays and Clay Petrology 3 er. Prereq., consent of instr. Clay mineralogy including
fundamental particle theory; x-ray identification methods. Origins of clays; petrology of shales
through low-grade metamorphism.
Topics in Mineralogy and Petrology Variable er. (R-6 for M.S., R-12 for Ph.D.) Prereq.,
consent of instr. Offerings on request of graduate students by arrangement with appropriate
faculty. Recent topics: tectonics and petrology; alkaline igneous rocks.
Topics in Economic Geology Variable er. (R-6 for M.S., R-12 for Ph.D.) Prereq., consent of instr. Offerings on request of graduate students by arrangement with appropriate
faculty. Recent topics: exploration geochemistry; gold deposits; stratiform sulphide deposits;
and applications of stable isotopes to ore genesis and exploration.
Topics in Structure and Geophysics Variable er. (R-6 for M.S., R-12 for Ph.D.) Prereq.,
consent of instr. Offerings on request of graduate students by arrangement with appropriate
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faculty. Recent topics: structural analysis, Precambrian crustal evolution, field trips on Rocky
Mountain structure.
Topics in Stratigraphy, Paleontology and Sedimentation Variable er. (R-6 for M.S.,
R-12 for Ph.D.) Prereq., consent of instr. Offerings on request of graduate students by arrangement with appropriate faculty. Recent topics: evolution of life; Proterozoic stratigraphy;
reefs through time.
Topics in Surfical Processes Variable er. (R-6 for M.S., R-12 for Ph.D.) Prereq., consent of instr. Offerings on request of graduate students by arrangement with appropriate
faculty. Recent topics: metals transports, stream-sediment dynamics.
Topics in Hydrogeology and Low-Temperature Geochemistry Variable er. (R-6 for
M.S., R-12 for Ph.D.) Prereq., consent of instr. Offerings on request of graduate students
by arrangement with appropriate faculty. Recent topics: field methods, well design, contaminant transport, geochemical modeling.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-8) Prereq., consent of instr. Experimental offerings of
visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current
topics.
Advanced Problems Variable er. (R-10) Prereq., consent of instr. Investigations of
geological problems exclusive of thesis or dissertation research.
Thesis Research Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., thesis proposal approval. Directed research
to serve as thesis for the master degree. Credit assigned upon submittal of final copy of
approved and bound thesis.
Dissertation Research Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., dissertation proposal approval.
Directed research to serve as dissertation for the Ph.D. degree. Credit assigned upon submittal of final copy of approved and bound dissertation.

Professors
David Alt, Ph.D., University of Texas, 1961
Donald W. Hyndman, Ph.D., University of California (Berkeley), 1964
Ian M. Lange, Ph.D., University of Washington, 1968
Johnnie N. Moore, Ph.D., University of California (Los Angeles), 1976
Raymond C. Murray, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1955 (Associate Provost for Research and
Economic Development and Dean of the Graduate School)
James W. Sears, Ph.D., Queen's University, 1979
George D. Stanley, Ph.D., University of Kansas, 1977
Graham R. Thompson, Ph.D., Case Western Reserve, 1971
John P. Wehrenberg, Ph.D., University of Illinois, 1956 (Emeritus)
Robert M. Weidman, Ph.D., University of California (Berkeley), 1959 (Emeritus)
Donald Winston, Ph.D., University of Texas, 1963
William W. Woessner, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin (Madison), 1978

Associate Professor
Steven D. Sheriff, Ph.D., University of Wyoming, 1981 (Chair)

Assistant Professor
Nancy W. Hinman, Ph.D., University of California (San Diego), 1987

Health and Human Performance
Health Sciences

(See School of Education)

(See School of Pharmacy and Allied Health Sciences)

Department of History
William E. Farr, Chair
For the student in search of a broad education rather than in training for a particular occupation, the
History Department offers an exciting program of instruction. It is designed to provide a knowledge
and understanding of the background and ramifications of present local, national and world affairs.
The program emphasizes understanding rather than the memorization of names and dates. Students
are taught how to read critically, analyze thoughtfully, conduct research carefully and write intelligently.
Toward this end, the department offers a wide variety of courses ranging in time, location and subject.
For those students interested in local history there are courses on Montana, the West and unique aspects
of the frontier. Other classes stress the American Revolution, Civil War and diplomacy in the Cold War.
Still others emphasize European exploration, the French Revolution, Mexico, Islamic civilization, China,
Russian history and Nazi Germany. Topical courses concentrate upon cities in history, diplomacy, war
and peace, terrorism, the cattle industry and conservation.
The History Department helps to prepare men and women for many different kinds of occupations.
Graduates are employed in federal, state or local government positions ranging from domestic to foreign
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service, from senators to research analysts. Many teach history in Montana or in other states while
ohers pursue their educations at advanced graduate schools earning master or doctoral degrees. Several
have been awarded Rhodes or Marshall scholarships. Lawyers, journalists and businessmen also are
trained by the department; many combine history with political science, journalism or business. History
provides not only a basis for the pursuit of their chosen profession but also furnishes knowledge and
perspective for intelligent leadership of citizens in community affairs.

Special Degree
Requirements

Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the catalog. See index.

Requirements for a History Major
Students selecting a major in history must complete the following requirements:
Courses and credits
A. A minimum of 40 credits in history, maximum of 47. Of the 40-credit total, 13 credits must
be in European history and 13 in American history. History majors must complete at least 20
upper~division credits.
B. History majors must complete Hist 300, Methodology, and Hist 400, Historiography.
II.
Languages
The Department requires competency in English and a proficiency in one foreign language. These
requirements include:
A. Enex 101 or its equivalent.
B. Foreign language requirements may be satisfied by completing any one of the following options:
1. The 101-102 active skills sequence in any foreign language.
2. The 111-112 reading skills sequence in any foreign language.
3. Any single course at or above the 102 or 112 level in any foreign language.
4. An equivalency test for (3) offered by the Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures.
The Department of History does not allow credit for foreign languages taken in high school but students
with high school backgrounds in a foreign language may wish to pursue options (3) or (4) above. Options (1), (2), and (3) may be taken on a pass/not pass basis.
I.

Teacher Preparation in History
Major Teaching Field of History-Emphasis In History Education: This emphasis is designed for
the student seeking an endorsement in the major teaching field of history. A student must select one
course (4 er.) from Hist 104N-105H and complete Hist 151H-152H,269, a non-western course in history,
and Hist 300. Six (6) credits of upper-division courses in United States history, six (6) credits of upperdivision courses in European history and nine (9) elective credits in history courses are required. Students
also must take C&I 428, gain admission to Teacher Education and Student Teaching and meet the
requirements for certification as a secondary teacher (see the School of Education section of this catalog).
Minor Teaching Field of History: For an endorsement in the minor teaching field of History, a student
must select one course (4 er.) from Hist 104H-105H, and complete Hist 151H-152H, 269, a non-western
course in history and Hist 300. A three (3) credit upper-division courses in United States history, a three
(3) credit upper-division course in European history and a three (3) credit elective upper-division course
in history are required. Students also must take C&I 428, gain admission to Teacher Education and
Student Teaching and meet the requirements for certification as a secondary teacher (see the School
of Education section of this catalog).

Combined History-Political Science Teaching Major
The B.A. degree with a major in History-Political Science is designed for students seeking an endorsement to teach comprehensive (broadfield) Social Science. Students complete a broad range of courses
in history and political science (48 credits) and from 9 to 13 credits from two additional social science
disciplines. Students must complete three courses from Hist 104H-105H, 151H, 152H, Hist 300 and
9 credits in upper-division history courses, including a selection from American and other than American
history. In political science, students must complete PSc 100S, PSc 200S, PSc 230S and 15 elective
credits in upper-division political science courses. No more than 60 credits in History and Political Science
may be counted toward the degree. Only 12 credits of lower-division political science courses and 12
credits of 100-level courses in history may be counted toward the degree. Courses in two additional
social science disciplines must be completed by choosing two discrete sets from the following four sets
of courses (for example, the series of courses in economics and geography):
1. Economics 100S, 111S, 112S, 213
2. Geography-select a minimum of 12 credits from: Geog 101S, 104, 195, 496., one upper-division
course in human geography and one upper-division course in regional geography.
3. Psychology 1OOS, 240S, 330S
4. Sociology 110S, 201, 320 and 235S or 330S
Students also must complete C&I 428, gain admission to Teacher Education and Student Teaching
and meet the requirements for certification as a secondary teacher (see the School of Education section of this catalog). Comprehensive Social Science qualifies for a single teaching field endorsement.
Students must have an advisor from the School of Education for teacher certification.

Graduation with High Honors
In order to graduate with high honors in history or history-political science, a student must conform
to the general University requirements (see index) and, in addition, must (1) have an overall gpa of
3.7 at the beginning of the senior year and maintain that gpa throughout the year; (2) write a senior
thesis; (3) participate in a senior seminar; and (4) take a comprehensive oral examination during the
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spring semester of the senior year. Students must apply for high honors status during the spring semester
of their junior year.

Suggested Course
of Study

First Year

A

s

History 104H-105H-European Civilization or 151H-152H-The
Americans ..................... ..... ................ .................... ......................... .......... ... .
*Enex 101-Composition ........ ...... ...... .. ........ .... ................ ....... .... .............. .... .... .
Foreign language .. .. ................ .............. ......... ..... ....... ........... .......... ....... .... .... ..
Electives and General Education .................... ...... ........ ............ .. .... ................ ..

4
3
5
4

4
5
8
17

16
*Semester of enrollment depends on beginning letter of student's last name.
Second Year
Hist 180H-East Asia or 269-Montana, or
283H, 284H-lslamic or 285, 286-Latin America ...... .............. ............ .... .. ...... . 6
Electives and General Education ........ .. .. ...... ...... .... ...... .............. .. ...... ...... .. .... .. 12

3
15

18

18

Requirements for
a Minor

To earn a minor in history the student must complete the following: (1) a minimum of 21 credits in history
of which 6-8 credits must be in American history and 9-11 credits in Eurasian and Latin American history;
(2) of the 21 credits at least 10 must be upper-division credits; (3) Hist 300, Methodology; and (4) Enex
101 or its equivalent.

Courses

U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or graduate credit, G = for graduate credit.
Rafter the credit indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated after the R.
U
104H European Civilization: The Birth of Modem Europe 4 er. A comprehensive, introductory
history of western civilization from classical antiquity to the French Revolution. Lecturediscussion. Credit not allowed for both 104H and 107H.
U
105H European Civilization: The Struggle for Power and Peace 4 er. A comprehensive,
introductory history of western civilization from the French Revolution to the present. Lecturediscussion. Credit not allowed for both 105H and 108H.
U
107H Honors Course In European Civilization: The Birth of Europe 4 er. Limited enrollment by consent of instr. only. A comprehensive, introductory history of western civilization from classical antiquity to the French Revolution . Lecture-honors discussion. Credit
not allowed for both 107H and 104H.
U
108H Honors Course In European Civilization: The Struggle for Power and Peace 4
er. Limited enrollment by consent of instr. only. A comprehensive introductory history of
western civilization from the French Revolution to the present. Lecture-honors discussion.
Credit not allowed for both 108H and 105H.
U
151H The Americans: Settlement to Civil War 4 er. A comprehensive introductory history
of Colonial, Revolutionary and early national America. Lecture-discussion. Credit not allowed
for both 151H and 154H.
U

U

U

U

U
U

U
U

152H The Americans: Civil War to the 21st Century 4 er. A comprehensive introductory
history of the U.S. from the Civil War to the present. Lecture-discussion. Credit not allowed for both 152H and 155H.
154H Honors Course in the Americans: Settlement to Civil War 4 er. Limited enrollment
by consent of instr. only. A comprehensive introductory history of Colonial, Revolutionary,
and early national America. Lecture-honors discussion. Credit not allowed for both 154H
and 151H.
155H Honors Course In the Americans: Civil War to the 21st Century 4 er. Limited enrollment by consent of instr. only. A comprehensive introductory history of the U.S. from the
Civil War to the present. Lecture-honors discussion. Credit not allowed for both 155H and
152H.
180H East Asian Clvlizatlon: 1800-Present 3 er. Same as AS 180H. A historical survey of
East Asian civilization from 1800 to the present, including the Western impact and the various
Asian responses. Emphasis is given to China and Japan with some attention to the other
cultures of the Asian Pacific region .
195 Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
198 Cooperative Education Internship Variable er. (R-15) Prereq ., consent of department.
Extended classroom experience which provides practical application of classroom learning during placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the faculty supervisor and the Cooperative Education Office.
230 Introduction to East Asia: Antiquity to the 14th Century 3 er. A general introduction
to the history and culture of China, Korea and Japan from antiquity to the 14th century.
241 The Making of England, 55 B.C.-1603 3 er. Offered alternate years. The ancient,
medieval , and Tudor background to the creation of the English nation.
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U

242

Modern Britain, 1603-Present 3 er. Offered alternate years. The constitutional settlement, the industrial revolution, and the rise and fall of the British Empire.
UG 269 Montana 3 er. An introductory and interpretive history from Lewis and Clark to 2000.
U
283H Islamic Civilization: The Classical Age 3 er. A concise history of the Islamic world from
the 6th century to the fall of the Abbasid Empire in the 13th century, focusing primarily
on the teachings of Islam and the causes for the rapid expansion of the Islamic empire ..
U
284H Islamic Civilization: The Modern Era 3 er. History of the Islamic world and particularly the Persian, Arabic, and Turkish speaking lands between 1453 and 1952.
U
285 Latin America: Politics and Revolution, 1492-1870 3 er. Pre-Columbian and Iberian
societies, the conquest, slavery, race and independence.
U
286 Latin America: Race, Society, and Culture, 1870-Present 3 er. Charismatic leadership, revolution and ideologies, diplomacy and debt.
Although the department has no official prerequisites for 300 level courses, they generally rest on a
modicum of survey knowledge or ability.
UG 300 Methodology: Historians' Craft 3 er. The location and use of historical sources; footnotes, bibliography, and style; an explicit writing component.
UG 303 Classical Antiquity 3 er. Offered alternate years. The ancient Near East, Greek culture,
and Rome to the fall of the Empire.
UG 305E Medieval Christianity 3 er. Prereq., lower-division course in Perspective 5 or consent
of instr. Offered alternate years. Exploration of the impact and integration of Christian ideals
with the assumptions, attitudes, and actions of people in the Medieval West from 300-1400.
Access will be through specific institutions such as the papacy, monasticism and kingship,
through personalities as well as texts and practices.
UG 306 The Medieval World: The Barbarian West, 400-1200 3 er. The collapse of Roman
authority, the establishment of the Germanic kingdoms, Christianity and the Roman church.
UG 307 The Medieval World: The High Middle Ages, 1150-1450 3 er. The Christian world in
the West to the decline of the papacy, a hundred years of war, the Black Death.
UG 309 The Renaissance 3 er. Concept of the "Renaissance" and the political, social, economic,
intellectual, and artistic achievements of the Italian and northern Renaissance.
UG 310 The Reformation 3 er. The Reformation and its impact on European society, politics,
economic theory and religious thought from 1500 to 1600; the Counter-Reformation.
UG 311 H Early Modern Europe, 1415-1648 3 er. The political, economic, intellectual and social
development of Europe from 1415 to 1648.
UG 312H Early Modern Europe, 1648-1789 3 er. The political, economic, intellectual, and social
development of Europe 1648-1789.
UG 314 France In Revolution, 1789-1848 3 er. Political, economic, and social upheaval and
development.
UG 315 Modern France, 1848-Present 3 er. The political, economic and social development.
UG 317 World War I: The World Transformed 3 er. Offered alternate years. From "cabinet
war" to "total war"; new weapons and policies; the global economy; famine and humanitarian
relief; the challenge of Bolshevism; the Wilsonian response, and the reorganization of Central
Europe.
UG 318 World War II 3 er. Offered alternate years. From a "war of campaigns" to multi-front
war; leadership and decision-making; mobilization of economic resources; propaganda,
ideology, and psychological warfare; collaboration and resistance; the SS-State; population transfers, genocide and refugees.
UG 319H Contemporary Europe 3 er. European politics, culture, and society since 1945.
UG 320 Medieval Germany and Its Neighbors 3 er. The Frankish experiment; the Saxon, Salian
and Hohenstaufen dynasties.
UG 321 Germany: Augsburg to Bismarck, 1555-1866 3 er. Political, economic and social
development of the states of the Holy Roman Empire from 1555-1866.
UG 322 Modern Germany 3 er. Offered alternate years. Forces and personalities in modern
German history from Bismarck and German unification, the First World War, the Weimar
Republic, the rise of Hitler, the Second World War and the Holocaust, the two German
states, and reunification to the present.
UG 324 Italy from Dante to Napoleon: 1300-1800 3 er. Medieval, Renaissance, Baroque, and
Neoclassical Italy; the rise and decline of the liberal nation-state; Mussolini's fascist regime;
contemporary terrorism.
UG 326E Terrorism: Political Violence in the Modern World 3 er. Prereq., lower-division course
in Perspective 5 or consent of instr. The rise and spread of terrorism in the modern world,
from the French Revolution to the present.
UG 329H European International Relations: Origins of the State System 3 er. The nature, evolution and functions of the European diplomatic system from the Ancient World to Napoleon.
UG 330H Foreign Relations of the Great Powers to 1870 3 er. The nature, evolution, and functions of the European diplomatic system during the 17th, 18th, and 19th centuries up to
Italian and German unification.
UG 331 H Foreign Relations of the Great Powers, 1870-Present 3 er. The Bismarckian alliances,
causes and results of the First World War and the rise of Hitler, the Japanese and Nazi
new order, the Second World War, American's emergence as a Great Power, the division
of Europe and the world by the Cold War, and the continual search for stability in a revolutionary world.
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UG

UG
UG

UG

UG

UG
UG
UG
UG

UG
UG

UG
UG
UG

UG

UG

UG
UG
UG
UG

UG
UG
UG
UG

UG
UG
UG
UG
UG

332H The Global Diplomacy of the Cold War 3 er. Confrontations of international relations
from the Second World War to the present including the Cuban Missile Crisis and Vietnam
War, regional perspectives on Soviet-American rivalries, changes since Gorbachev, and
current developments.
333 The Expansion of Europe 3 er. Exploration and colonization of the non-European world
in the 16th to the 18th century.
334E War, Peace, and Society 3 er. Prereq., lower-division course in Perspective 5 or consent of instr. A thematic and interdisciplinary approach to warfare and peace, sociopolitical
structures and military organization, power among states, technological change, the role
of the individual in organized violence, and moral views of war and peace.
338H European Social and Intellectual History: 1450-1789 3 er. Offered alternate years.
The influence of the Renaissance, Baroque and Classical Ages, and the Enlightenment
on early modern history.
339H European Social and Intellectual History: The 19th Century 3 er. Offered alternate
years. Romanticism, Realism, and the Avant-Garde against the historical background of
the Industrial Revolution and urbanization.
340H European Social and Intellectual History: The 20th Century 3 er. Offered alternate
years. The triumph of the Avant-Garde and the decline of traditional culture.
344 Imperial Russia, 862-1801 3 er. The autocratic political tradition, Peter the Great, and
territorial expansion.
345 Revolutionary Russia, 1801-Present 3 er. Modernization and the revolutionary movement; the October Revolution and Stalinist era; the contemporary Soviet system.
346 Russian Cultural and Intellectual History 3 er. Offered alternate years. The development of Russian culture from earliest times to the present. Focus on the history of ideas
and the changing character of artistic expression.
347 Eastern Europe to 1795 3 er. Offered alternate years. Early history, formation of states,
and Great Power politics. Focus on Poland, Bohemia, Hungary, and the Balkan lands.
348 Eastern Europe Since 1795 3 er. Offered alternate years. Eastern Europe in the age
of empire, revolution, and world war. Focus on Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and
Yugoslavia.
349 The Irish and Irish-Americans 3 er. Ireland, the Irish people, and the Irish diaspora,
from first settlement to contemporary troubles.
350 Historical Backgrounds to Current Crises 3 er. (R-6) Social, intellectual, political, and
constitutional backgrounds of unresolved crises in Europe, Asia, and America.
351 Colonial America 3 er. Offered alternate years. Europeans, Indians, and Africans; AngloAmerican political culture; the Great Awakening; the Glorious Revolution and tensions of
empire.
352 The American Revolutionary Era, 1763-1801 3 er. Offered alternate years. Causes,
course, and consequences of the American Revolution: the constitutional crisis, the Declaration of Independence, republicanism, war, the Constitution, the first party system.
353 Jefferson and Jackson: The United States, 1801-1848 3 er. Offered alternate years.
Democracy, nationalism and sectionalism, the War of 1812, the second party system, social
order and disorder, the capitalist revolution.
355 The Age of the Civil War: The U.S., 1830-1880 3 er. Civil War and Reconstruction;
the triumph of the industrialist and capitalist ethic.
356 Industrial America: The U.S., 1848-1920 3 er. The final triumph of industrial capitalism,
labor and farm revolts; conservation as reform.
357 The Age of Reform: The United States, 1900-1945 3 er. Progressivism, World Wars
I and II, the Great Depression and the New Deal, social and intellectual developments.
358 America in Our Time: The United States, 1945-2000 3 er. The Cold War and its consequences, the civil rights revolution, affluence and anxiety, the Sixties, Vietnam and
Watergate in the American present.
360H Society and Culture in America I 3 er. Offered alternate years. Social, religious, literary,
and philosophical ideals since the Civil War.
361 H Society and Culture in America II 3 er. Offered alternate years. Social, religious, literary,
and philosophical ideals since the Civil War.
363H History of American Law 3 er. Offered alternate years. Issues in the social history of
law from the colonial period to the present.
364E History of Conservation 3 er. Prereq., lower-division course in Perspective 5 or consent of instr. The conservation movement in the United States in the 19th and 20th centuries. Theories and concepts of humans' place in the natural environment.
365 North American Frontiers to 1865 3 er. Spanish, French, English and American conflict on the moving frontier.
366 North American Frontiers Since 1865 3 er. The Trans-Mississippi West in the 19th
century; the contemporary American West.
367 Topics in American Western History 3 er. (R-9) Selected topics on the history of the
American and Canadian West.
368 American Military History 3 ct. (R-6) Offered alternate years. The French and Indian
Wars to Vietnam and beyond; chronological and topical accounts.
373S Immigration, Ethnicity, and Work in American Life 3 er. Offered alternate years. Im-
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migration to the United States; European, Asian, and Latin American background; ethnic
cultural survival; and the intersection between class and ethnicity among immigrant workers.
UG 374 History of American Business 3 er. Offered alternate years. American enterprise;
organization, capitalization, marketing, and labor relations from colonial times to the present.
UG 375S The American Legal Profession 3 er. Lawyers and their function in society: what it
meant to be a lawyer, the education of lawyers, and the rise of a legal profession.
UG 376H American Constitutional History to 1864 3 er. Offered alternate years. The development of the American Constitution from its English and colonial background through the
Taney Court.
UG 377H American Constitutional History Since 1864 3 er. Offered alternate years. The development of the American Constitution from the Civil War to the present.
UG 379H Women in America: The Historical Perspective 3 er. Same as LS 335, Phil 379. The
feminine image in America as revealed by popular literatures: the "good wyfe" of Colonial
America, the Southern belle of the 19th century, the "Jewish mama" of the immigrant experience, and the "castrating female" of the 20th century.
UG 380H Modern China 3 er. China since 1800, emphasizing internal weaknesses of the Manchu dynasty, confrontation with the west, and the emergence of Nationalist and Communist
regimes.
UG 381 H Modern Japan 3 er. Japanese culture, politics, and economics since 1800: the Tokugawa
period, the Meiji Restoration, militarization and the Great Pacific War, the American occupation, Japan as a model of modernization.
UG 382 History of Canada 3 er. Offered alternate years. A comprehensive, introductory history
of Canada from French exploration to the present.
UG 384 The Labor Wars: Organized Labor and Industrial Violence in America 3 er. Offered
alternate years. A history of American labor and case studies of violent labor-management
disputes.
UG 385 Mexico 3 er. A comprehensive introduction to Mexican history from the Conquest to
the present.
UG 386H Nationalism In Modern Middle East 3 er. The several intellectual traditions and
philosophies-some ephemeral and visionary, most eclectic and confused, and virtually
all conflicting- that are usually believed to underlie the varying concept of Iranian and
Arab nationalism in the 20th century.
UG 387 Iran Between Two Revolutions 3 er. The socioeconomic, political, and cultural causes
which resulted in the transformation of the Iranian society from a traditional Islamic entity
to a modern secular state and the factors which led to the downfall of the secular state
and the establishment of an Islamic republic.
UG 388 The Arab-Israeli Conflict 3 er. Zionism and Arab nationalism; legacy of the First World
War and the league of Nations' Mandate System; the Arab-Israeli wars and the struggle
for leadership in the Arab world; the Palestinian issue since Camp David.
U
393 Omnibus Variable er. (R-9) University omnibus option for independent work. See index.
U
395 Special Topics Variable er. (R-12) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
U
398 Cooperative Education Internship Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of department.
Extended classroom experience which provides practical application of classroom learning during placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the faculty supervisor and the Cooperative Education Office.
Although the department has no official prerequisites for 400 level courses, they may require appropriate
prior study. Interested students should inquire of the History Department before registering.
UG 400 Historiography: History and Historians 3 er. The history and philosophy of history.
UG 406 Medieval Institutions 3 er. (R-6) The Christian Church, feudalism, Roman law, the 12th
century Renaissance, the papal-imperial struggle.
UG 410 Personalities in History 3 er. (R-6) Offered alternate years. Influential individuals in
European, American, and Asian history.
UG 420 History Through Literature 3 er. (R-6) Offered alternate years. The history of selected
chronological eras, topics, or events as reflected in the novels of the period.
UG 431 H History of Science 3 er. Prereq., upper-division standing. Same as Phil 431 H. Offered
alternate years. Scientific thought from preclassical times to the Renaissance of the 12th
century.
UG 432H History of Science 3 er. Prereq., upper-division standing.Same as Phil 432H. Offered
alternate years. Scientific thought in western Europe and U.S. from the 13th to the 19th
century.
UG 437 Issues of Diplomacy and International Relations 3 er. Offered alternate years. An interdisciplinary, global, and thematic approach to major issues in foreign affairs brought
about by world wars, diplomatic expansion, the collapse of cultural homogeneity,
technological developments, and the rise of public opinion.
UG 441 Britain in the Revolutionary Era, 1760-1815 3 er. Offered alternate years. The British
response to the American, French, industrial and intellectual revolutions of the 18th and
19th centuries.
UG 442 Modern Britain, 1815-Present 3 er. Offered alternate years. The social, intellectual,
and political responses of the British to imperial responsibilities, industrialization, and the
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second scientific revolution, World Wars f and II, the retreat from Empire, and economic
union with Europe.
446 The Russian Revolution, 1900-1930 3 er. Offered alternate years. The causes, course,
character, and consequences of the Bolshevik Revolution.
450 Archival Management 3 er. Offered alternate years. The nature, acquisition, processing, use, and administration of archival sources.
460E Problems of Peace and National Security 3 er. Prereq., lower-division course in
Perspective 5 or consent of instr. Contemporary and historical problems of civilian policy
and military strategy, power and technology, intelligence operations in democratic societies,
human rights and security issues, conscription, and ethics in statecraft.
465H History of Indian Affairs to 1865 3 er. Same as NAS 465H. A study of tribal ecounters
and adjustments to European and American powers to 1865.
466H History of Indian Affairs from 1865 3 er. Same as NAS 466H. A study of tribal encounters and adjustments to the American nation from 1865.
493 Omnibus Variable er. (R-9)University omnibus option for independent work. See index.
494 Seminar Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr.
495 Special Topics Variable er. (R-12) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
496 Independent Study Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of instr.
500 Teaching Discussion Sections In History 1 er. (R-4) Supervised teaching and reading
keyed to survey courses in American history and western civilization.
507 Medieval Europe 3 er. Offered alternate years. Intensive reading in the history of the
Middle Ages from the 5th to the 15th century.
511 Early Modern Europe 3 er. Offered alternate years. Intensive reading in 16th, 17th, and
18th century European history ..
514 Modern France 3 er. Offered alternate years. Intensive reading, from the French Revolution to the present.
516 Modern Europe 3 er. Offered alternate years. Intensive reading in 19th and 20th century European history.
531 European Diplomacy 3 er. Offered alternate years. Intensive reading in the diplomatic
history of Europe in the late 19th and 20th centuries.
544 Modern Russia 3 er. Offered alternate years. Intensive reading in 19th and 20th century Russia.
551 Early America 3 er. Intensive reading in Colonial, Revolutionary, and Early National
American history.
552 19th Century America 3 er. Intensive reading.
553 20th Century America 3 er. Intensive reading.
566 The American West 3 er. Intensive reading.
570 United States Foreign Relations 3 er. Offered alternate years. Intensive reading in
American diplomatic history.
580 Modern Asia 3 er. Offered alternate years. Intensive reading.
585 Latin America 3 er. Offered alternate years. Intensive reading.
593 Professional Paper Variable er. (R-6) For non-thesis degree students.
594 Seminar 3 er. (R-12) Prereq., 27 credits in history. Directed research.
595 Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
596 Independent Study Variable er. (R-12)
597 Research in History 3 er. (R-9)
598 Cooperative Education Internship Variable er. (R-8) Prereq., consent of department
and Cooperative Education Office. Practical application of classroom learning in off-campus
placements.
599 Thesis Variable er. (R-6)

Professors
Robert R. Dozier, Ph.D., University of California at Berkeley, 1969
Richard R. Drake, Ph.D., University of California, Los Angeles, 1976
David M. Emmons, Ph.D., University of Colorado, 1969
William B. Evans, Ph.D., University of Washington, 1965 (Emeritus)
William E. Farr, Ph.D., University of Washington, 1971 (Chair)
Linda S. Frey, Ph.D., Ohio State University, 1971
Harry W. Fritz, Ph.D., Washington University at St. Louis, 1971
H. Duane Hampton, Ph.D., University of Colorado, 1965 (A. B. Hammond Professor of Western History)
Paul Gordon Lauren, Ph.D., Stanford University, 1973
Robert 0 . Lindsay, Ph .D., University of Oregon, 1965
Kenneth A. Lockridge, Ph.D., Princeton University, 1965
Manuel A. Machado, Jr., Ph.D., University of California at Santa Barbara, 1964
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Associate Professors
Michael S. Mayer, Ph.D., Princeton University, 1984
Frederick W. Skinner, Ph.D., Princeton University, 1973

Assistant Professor
Mehrdad Kia, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1986

Human and Family Development
Sue Forest (Co-Director Early Intervention Specialty Program, Adjunct Professor of Psychology),
Chair, Human and Family Development Committee
Human and Family Development is an interdisciplinary minor concerned with the study of life-span human
development and family relations, and the impact of biological, environmental and socio-cultural factors on both. The minor is designed to supplement the ;knowledge base of students by providing a
human development specialty orientation to their fields of major interest.
Human and family development encompasses a broad range of topics, all of which share the view that
human growth is a valid subject of scientific study. Knowledge of the processes and contents of
psychological, social and biological growth of the individual separately and within the family context
will benefit the quality of life of both the studenUinvestigator and the public. The purpose of this program is to equip students with a general knowledge of issues relevant to normal and exceptional patterns of human development and to provide them with some practical skills and insights which will enhance
their abilities in a variety of professions which deal with developmental and family issues.
The curriculum reflects four specific goals: (1) to provide students with an extensive knowledge base
of theory and research concerning lifespan development and the role of the family in development;
(2) to train students to be critical consumers of research and evaluation results in the human and family
development areas; (3) to provide students with practical experience in at least one applied service
discipline in the human development areas; and (4) to provide students with the opportunity to take
topical courses in normal and exceptional development of the individual and family.
All students enrolled in this minor must select a faculty advisor from the Human and Family Development Committee.

Requirements for
a Minor

To earn a minor the student must complete 23 credits, with 11 at the 300 level or above. All students
are required to take an 11-credit core curriculum and, with the help of a faculty advisor, to develop
a written statement of goals and interests along with a planned curriculum that includes 12 additional
credits of electives consistent with the stated goals and interests. At least 6 credits of electives must
be outside of the student's major.
Core Curriculum:
Psyc 240S-Developmental Psychology (3 er.)
HFD 401-Research Methods (2 er.)
HFD 494-Seminar in Human Development (1 er.)
HFD 498-Practicum (Variable er.; 2 required)
One of the following:
COMM 401-Family Communication (3 er.)
C&I 358-Family Management Systems (3 er.)
Soc 300S-The Family (3 er.)
Electives:
The following list of electives is categorized to assist the student wishing to focus on one of these areas.
Students may plan curricula which do not correspond to these categories, but should choose among
courses from this list. Occasionally "special topics" courses are offered. Students may use these as
electives with the consent of their advisors.
Normal Development
Biol 101 N-Principles of Biology
Biol 223-Genetics and Evolution
COMM 410S-Communication in Personal Relationships
C&I 254-Parenthood Education
C&I 303-Educational Psychology and Measurements
C&I 330-Early Childhood Education
C&I 355-The Child in the Family
C&I 358-Family Management Systems
HHP 346-Nutrition Through the Life Cycle
Ling 376-Child Language Acquisition
PT 386-Motor Development Through the Lifespan
Psyc 337-Prinicples of Cognitive Behavior Modification
Psyc 345-Social and Emotional Development
Psyc 346-Cognitive Development
SW 300-Human Behavior and Social Environment
SW 430S-Adult Development and Aging
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Exceptional Development
C&I 410-Exceptionality/Classroom Management
C&I 461-Teaching Gifted Pupils
Psyc 235S-Fundamentals of Clinical Psychology
Psyc 336S-Child and Adolescent Psychological Disorders
Soc 324-Family Deviance
Soc 330S-Juvenile Delinquency
SW 420S-Child Abuse and Neglect
Family Development
SUED 286-Personal and Family Economics
SUED 352E-Ethics and Consumer Economics
COMM 411-Family Communication
C&I 250-Family in Transition
C&I 254-Parenthood Education
C&I 355-Child in the Family
C&I 357-lntroduction to Exceptionality
C&I 358-Family Management Systems
HHP 236N-Nutrition
HHP 248-Nutrition and Consumer Choice
HHP 346-Nutrition Through the Life Cycle
HHP 348-Nutrition and Disease
Psyc 115S-Psychology of Loving Relations
Soc 300S-The Family
Soc 324-Family Deviance
SW 489-Special Topics (e.g., Family Violence; Counseling Changing Families)
Human and Family Development Committee
C. Leroy Anderson (Professor, Sociology)
Jon W. Bertsche (Associate Professor, Social Work)
George Camp (Professor, Psychology)
Sally Freeman (Associate Professor, Education)
Susan Harper-Whalen (Early Childhood Education)
Linda Kron (Co-Teach)
Ted Maloney (Adjunct Professor, Education)
Richard Offner (Associate Professor, Education)
Audrey Peterson (Associate Professor, Education)
Alan Sillars (Associate Professor, Communication Studies)
Richard van den Pol (Associate Professor, Education)
Philip Withkind (Rural Institute)

Courses

U =for undergraduate credit only, UG =for undergraduate or graduate credit, G =for graduate credit.
Rafter the credit indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated after the R.
UG 401 Research Methods in Human Development 2 er. Prereq., Psyc 240S or consent of
instr. Fundamental techniques of research design, data collection, and analysis in human
development. Emphasis on evaluation of published research. Consideration of ethics in
research and evaluation.
UG 494 Seminar in Human Development 1 er. (R-3) Discussion of selected problems in human
development. Emphasis on integrating theory and practice.
UG 495 Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, new
courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
UG 498 Practicum In Human Development Variable er. (R-4) Prereq., 12 credits in HFD. Supervised fieldwork in settings relevant to developmental topics, including school classrooms;
child/family welfare agencies; various institutions and programs for children, juveniles, or
the aged.

Liberal Studies
Phillip R. Fandozzi, Coordinator
The Liberal Studies Curriculum is designed for the student who wants a liberal education with emphasis
on the humanities and social sciences. It is not intended for the student who is undecided about a major. It includes courses in literature, philosophy, art, foreign languages, history and the social sciences.
This program permits students to work in a combination of the above areas rather than in a particular
one of them and affords a varied selection of courses from which to choose. All majors must complete
the lower-division core curriculum. During their last two years students do more advanced work in two
areas of their choice if the General Emphasis is elected. Alternatively, students may choose one of
the Area Studies Emphases (see Upper-Division Emphases, below). Lists of recommended course sequences can be obtained from advisors.
A faculty committee appointed by the Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences advises students who
elect to maior in Liberal Studies. Students must register with the Liberal Studies Committee no later
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than the beginning of their junior year to establish a ·liberal studies major. Majors in liberal studies may
not take any of their major courses on a pass/not pass basis. Upperclassmen transferring into this program should have at least a C average in all credits attempted.
Liberal Studies Advising Committee
Phillip R. Fandozzi (Professor, Humanities, Coordinator)
LeRoy Anderson (Professor, Sociology)
Thomas H. Birch (Associate Professor, Philosophy)
Paul A. Dietrich (Associate Professor, Religious Studies)
John G. Hay (Professor, Foreign Languages and Literatures)
Fred McGlynn (Associate Professor, Philosophy)
James Scott (Assistant Professor, Humanities/Foreign Languages)
James G. Todd (Professor, Art)
Julia A. Watson (Associate Professor, Humanities)

Special Degree
Requirements

Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the catalog. See index.
Following are the special requirements for the Bachelor of Arts degree with a major in Liberal Studies.

Major Requirements
Core Curriculum-(courses numbered under 300)
Credits
English 101 ......... .................... ............................................... ................................................ 3
Foreign language (3 semesters of one language or 2 semesters of two languages) ............... 15-20
Lower-division art/music/drama/history (any combination) .... ...... ...... ...................................... 6
Liberal Studies 151, 152-lntroduction to Humanities ............................................................ 8
Philosophy or religious studies.. ... .. ....... ...... ........................................................................... 6
Anthropology, African-American studies, geography, Native
American studies, psychology, sociology...... .. .................................................................... 10
History, political science, economics.. ...... ....... ................................................. ..................... 10

Upper-Division Emphases-(courses numbered 300 and above)
General Emphasis

Credits

The student elects upper-division courses in two of the following groups:
1. Anthropology, geography, psychology (not more than two) ................................................
2. History, political science, economics (not more than two) ............................... ...................
3. Literature, philosophy, liberal studies ............. .........................................................._....... ...

16
16
16

Area Studies Emphases
A.

B.

C.

Asian Studies (C. LeRoy Anderson, Professor of Sociology, advisor): Students admitted to the
Asian Studies Program must register with the Asian Studies faculty advisor who will supervise
their program. The following requirements must be met to complete the Asian studies emphasis
within the liberal studies major.
1. A minimum of 33 credits in Asian studies in addition to the liberal studies core curriculum, including the study of Japanese, Chinese, or any other Asian language as the foreign language.
2. At least 15 of the 33 credits must be completed at the 300-level or above, including the seminar
in Asian studies, AS 495, or its equivalent in another department.
3. Twelve credits must be taken in the social sciences and 12 in the humanities. The remaining
9 credits may be completed in any discipline, as long as they are in courses approved by the
Asian Studies Committee.
Environmental Studies (Tom Birch, Associate Professor of Philosophy, advisor): Students admitted to this program must register with the Environmental Studies faculty advisor, who will supervise their program. The following requirements pertain to the completion of this emphasis.
I. Completion of liberal studies core curriculum.
2. Completion of EVST 101N and Biol 121N, 122N.
3. Minimum of 32 credits of class work in relevant courses numbered above 299. The following
courses above 299 are required: Econ 340 or 345S; EVST 304 and at least one credit from
EVST 370, 371 , 372; Hist 364E; NAS 303E; PSc 367; and either EVST 301 E or Phil 327E. The
13 elective credits should come from the following list: EVST 301 E, 370, 425, 494; Biol 340,
341; Econ 340, 345S; For 370, 380S, 470; Phil 327E and RS 347; Soc 344. The pattern of course
work must insure that a student obtain the broad approach to his or her area of interest that
is in keeping with the purpose of the liberal studies major.
4. Environmental studies emphasis students are encouraged to fulfill the foreign language requirement of the core curriculum by taking classes in Native American languages as they become
available.
Women 's Studies (Maxine Van de Watering, Professor of Philosophy, advisor): Students admitted to this program must register with the Women's Studies advisor, who will supervise their program. The following requirements must be met to complete the women's studies emphasis within
the liberal studies major.
1. Completion of liberal studies core curriculum.
2. Completion of Phil 109H.
3. Minimum of 32 credits of class work in relevant, advisor-approved courses numbered above
299; at least 18 of those credits must be from Group I "Required Courses", and the other 14
may be from Group ii "Significant Component" courses. A selection from among the following
Group I courses is required: Anth 327, AAS 366, Art 405, FLLG 460, Hist 379H, NAS 350, Phil
368, Psyc 344; Fren 400, 490 (these courses require expertise in French); and, when approved
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by the Women's Studies advisor and the content focuses on women's studies, Enlt 396, Enlt
492, Enlt 508, EVST 400, FLLG 440, LS 440, RS 370. An annual list of Group II courses will
be available. The pattern of course work must ensure that a student obtain the broad approach
to her or his area of interest that is in keeping with the purpose of the liberal studies major.

Suggested Course
of Study

First Year
Anth 101 H-lntroduction to Anthropology ........ ..... ....... ......... ...... ............ ..... .....
*Enex 101-Composition ......... .... .. ..... ... ........... .. ... ........ .... ...... ........ .... ..... ...... ... .
Foreign language 101-102-Elementary .. ............ ............ ........ ............. ....... ... .
Hist 104H-105H-European Civilization ............ ......... ... ...... ... .... ....... ... .......... ..
LS 151L-152L-lntroduction to Humanities ..................... ...... .... ... ........ ....... ..... .
LS or RS electives ................ .................. ............................... ............... ....... .... .
*Semester of enrollment depends on beginning letter of student's last name.
Second Year
Art 150L-151L-Art of Western Civilization ..... ........................ ....................... ... .
Enlt 120L-The Contemporary Imagination ..... .. ................. ..... ........ .. .. ............. .
Foreign language 201, 202-lntermediate ....... .. ................... ............. ................
NAS 100H-lntroduction to Native American Studies ............ ................... .... ... ..
Phil 200E-Ethics ............ .............. ........ ........ ....... .......... .. ............ ..... .. .. .... ...... .
Psyc 100S-lntroduction to Psychology .. ...................... .................... ... .............
Electives and General Education ... ...... ...... .. ................ ................. ............... .... .

Courses

A

s
3

3
5
4
4

5
4
4
3

16

19

A
3
3
4

s
3
4
3
3

3
3

3

16

16

U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or graduate credit, G = for graduate credit.
R after the credit indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated after the R.
U
151L Introduction to the Humanities 4 er. General survey of the field of Humanities in
Western civilization with reference to non-Western analogs, contrasting the Graeco-Roman
with the Jewish and Christian traditions.
U
152L Introduction to the Humanities 4 er. General survey of the field of Humanities in
Western civilization, with reference to non-Western analogs, since antiquity.
U
160 Classical Mythology 3 er. Same as FLLG 160. Deities and myths of the Greeks and
Romans, with emphasis on those of most importance to Western literature and art.
U
180 Introduction to Film 3 er. The history and development of the film medium. Emphasis
on critical analysis of selected classic or significant films.
U
195 Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
U
210H East-West Cultural Relations 3 er. Same as FLLG 281 H. Offered alternate years. Confrontation, conciliation, and mutual influence between China and the West: social relations,
religious attitudes, political institutions, philosophies, ideals.
211 H Chinese Culture and Civilization 3 er. Same as FLLG 280H . Offered alternate years.
U
A comprehensive study of Chinese culture and civilization in the manifold aspects of anthropology, sociology, economics, art, literature, religion , and philosophy.
U
220 Aspects of Contemporary Foreign Cultures 1-3 er. (R-6) Same as FLLG 220. Studies
of other cultures entirely in English. Given by various instructors under various titles.
U
221 H Germanic Mythology and Culture 3 er. Same as FLLG 231 H. Offered alternate years.
Germanic culture and mythology from 200 B.C . to 1200 A.O. Topics include the Germanic
pantheon, Germanic religious practices, Germanic migrations and major literary masterpieces.
U
251 The Epic 3 er. (R-6) Offered alternate years. Reading, study, and discussion of epic
poems. Selections will vary from Western and non-Western traditions.
U
252 Tragedy 3 er. (R-6) Offered alternate years. Study of the literary, artistic and philosophical
dimensions of tragedy. Selections will vary.
U
281 The French Film 3 er. (R-6) Same as FLLG 221. Offered alternate years. Historical and
esthetic survey of the French classical cinema, concentrating on the works of Vigo, Clair,
Carne, Renoir, Bresson, and Godard.
U
282 The German Cinema 3 er. Same as FLLG 222. Offered alternate years. Development
of the German film from its beginnings in 1895 through the contemporary New German
Cinema. Topics include Expressionism, New Objectivity, the Nazi film , the German contribution to Hollywood, and the post-war film in East and West Germany.
U
301 L Earth's Mind: Ecology and Native Peoples 3 er. Offered alternate years. Non-western
attitudes toward nature, based on the work of anthropologists, philosophers, novelists, poets,
and on native oral traditions.
U
302L American Indian Literature 3 er. Offered alternate years. Selected examples from the
Indian literature of Montana, Dakotas and the American Southwest will be read and examined.
U
311 L Chinese Folktales 3 er. Same as FLLG 380L. Offered alternate years. The study of
the aspirations, desires, loves, fears, moral and aesthetic values of the Chinese people
as expressed in their folk-stories.
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315L 20th Century Chinese Fiction 3 er. Same as FLLG 382L. Offered alternate years. A
study of leading Chinese writers and their works from 1919 to the present.
321H German Culture to 1900 3 er. Same as FLLG 330H. Offered alternate years. Overview
of major events and currents in German culture to 1900 with an emphasis on the arts,
literature, and intellectual movements. Credit not allowed for LS 330L and Germ 303.
322H German Culture Since 1900 3 er. Same as FLLG 331H. Offered alternate years. Overview of major events and currents in the German culture from 1900 to the present with
an emphasis on the arts, literature, and intellectual movements. Credit not allowed for
LS322H and Germ 304.
325E The Roots of Western Ethics 3 er. Prereq., lower-division course in Perspective 5 or
consent of instr. Same as FLLG 365E. Studies of the origins of Western ethical theories
in the original writings of Greek philosophers and their application to current situations.
330L Classics by Women Writers 3 er. Offered alternate years. An alternative Great Books
course that rethinks themes and issues of the Great Tradition from the margins of gender,
race/ethnicity, and class. Typical readings include: A Room of One's Own, The Princess
of Cleves, Jane Eyre, To the Ughthouse, Sula, Cassandra, and selected poetry. Writing projects include critical essays worked through the proposal, draft, and revision process and
a reading journal.
335H Women in America: The Historical Perspective 3 er. Same as Hist, Phil 379H. The
feminine image in America as revealed by popular literature-the "good-wyfe" of colonial
America, the southern belle of the 19th century, the "Jewish mama" of the immigrant experience, and the "castrating female" of the 20th century.
340H Ancient Greek Clvllizatlon and Culture 3 er. Same as FLLG 360H and Art 380H. Offered alternate years. Slide lecture course. Ancient Greek works of art and architecture,
related to and explained by contemporary ideas and values of Greek society.
341L Roman, Early Christian and Byzantine Art 3 er. Same as FLLG 361L. Offered alternate years. A survey of developing styles in painting, mosaic, and building, with attention
to philosophic and religious content and to influence on later ages. Slide lectures.
344 Topics and Issues in Philosophy of the Arts 3 er. (R-9) Prereq., upper-division standing. Same as Phil 344. Offered alternate years. Examination of philosophical problems
related to the particular arts and discussion of the nature of the arts. Topics include music,
visual arts, literature, and film.
345H Topics In Art Criticism and the Social History of Art 3 er. Prereq., Art 203 or consent
of instr. Same as Art 303H. Analysis of the visual arts in their social context. Topics alternate between (1) printmaking and the multiple image and (2) prehistoric art in Celtic and
Northwest Indian traditions; includes example of critical methods from Franz Boas, A.
Coomaraswamy, John Berger, Walter Benjamin, etc.
355L Cervantes and His Time 3 er. Same as FLLG 31 OL. The study of Cervantes' Don Quixote,
his short novelas, and some representative dramatic pieces.
356 Studies In Literature and Other Disciplines 3 er. (R-18) Prereq., Enlt 221L and 220L.
Same as Enlt 325. Selected works of literature studied in conjunction with works of art,
music, religion, philosophy, or another discipline (every two years, Psychology and Literature,
Film and Literature, The Poetry of Meditation; less frequently, British Art and Literature,
Modernism, Literature and Science, Bible as Literature, Song).
381 Studies in the Film 3 er. Prereq., LS 180 or consent of instr. Offered alternate years.
Studies in genres, directors, movements, problems, etc.
395 Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
454L Autobiography 3 er. Reading of classics of Western selfhood against autobiographies
that propose alternative concepts of identity by writers historically on the margins of gender,
race/ethnicity, or class. Writing projects include an autobiographical narrative (draft, critiques, revision) and a critical essay.
455 Studies In Comparative Literature 3 er. (R-9) Same as FLLG 440. Offered alternate
years. Study of important literary ideas, genres, trends and movements. Credit not allowed for more than one course on the same topic numbered FLLG 440, 494 or LS 455.
460 The History of Critical Theory to 1900 3 er. Prereq., 15 credits in literature courses
numbered 300 or higher. Same as Enlt 420. A survey of the historical development of critical
theories which shaped ways of reading and writing from Plato and Aristotle to the beginning of the 20th century.
461 20th Century Critical Theory 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., 15 credits in literature courses
numbered 300 or higher. Same as Enlt 421. Readings in and background to contemporary
theoretical debates on the roles readers and writers play in the creation of meaning in
literature (every two years, Narrative Theory, Psychoanalysis, Feminist Theory, Semiotics;
less frequently, Reader Response Theory).
494 Seminar In Humanities: Genres and Periods 3 er. (R-9) Offered alternate years. Concentrated studies in specific genres and periods.
495 Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
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Linguistics
Robert B. Hausmann (Professor, English)
Chairman, Linguistics Program
Linguistics is the science that investigates the structure of languages and their dialects that are in use,
or have been in use, throughout the world. Its goal is to investigate specific languages in order to construct a theory of language that will account for all human language behavior. Because human language
provides one nexus of human behavior, linguistics has implications for many other disciplines- anthropology, foreign languages, literature, philosophy, psychology and sociology, just to name a few.
Although the University offers no separate degree in linguistics, a student can earn a bachelor degree
in English or foreign languages with emphases in linguistics. A graduate student can earn a master
degree with a major concentration in linguistics through the interdisciplinary master degree program
or through the linguistics option in the Department of English. A core curriculum in linguistics is required of all students electing individual majors with concentrations in linguistics:
Linguistics 370 (Anth, Enli, FLLL 370): Introduction to Linguistics-3 credits
Linguistics 371: Morpho-Phonology-3 credits
Linguistics 372: Generative Syntax and Semantics-3 credits
Linguistics 374: Language History, Variety, and Change-3 credits
Students interested in such degrees should examine the degree requirements in these departments
and confer with both the advisors in the individual departments and the chair of the Linguistics Program.
Certificate of Accomplishment in Teaching English as a Second Language
Although the University does not offer a minor in teaching English as a second language, it does offer
a sequence of courses that will lead to a Certificate of Accomplishment. The certificate will be issued
by the University upon the recommendation of the chair of the Linguistics Program and the Faculty Senate.
In order to earn this certificate, a student must hold (or simultaneously earn) a bachelor or higher degree
and complete the following courses: Ling 370, 371, 372, 373, 375, 377, 477, and 479.
It is recommended that a student have the equivalent of two years of a foreign language. Non-native
speakers of English must take an English competency examination to be administered by the chair
of the Linguistics Committee.

Courses

U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or graduate credit, G = for graduate credit.
A after the credit indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated after the A.
U
173 Introduction to Language 3 er. Same as Comm 173. A survey of the elements of
language (structure, meaning, and sound) including language use in its social and cultural
context. Credit is not allowed for students who have already completed Ling 370.
U
195 Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
U
198 Cooperative Education Internship Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of department.
Extended classroom experience which provides practical application of classroom learning during placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the faculty supervisor and the Cooperative Education Office.
U
250 Intermediate English as a Second Language: I 3 er. (R-6) Same as Ensl 250. Extensive training in reading, writing, and speaking grammatical English. This course is required
of all foreign students with TOEFL scores between 490 and 525.
U
251 Intermediate English as a Second Language: II 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., 490 to 525 on the
TOEFL or consent of instr. English grammar, reading, writing and conversation skills for
students who are not native speaker of English; designed for students who have scored
between 490 and 525 on the TOEFL.
UG 370 Introduction to Linguistics 3 er. Same as Anth, Enli, FLLL 370. An introduction to the
field of modern linguistics and to the nature of language.
UG 371 Morpho-Phonology 3 er. Prereq., Ling 370. Same as Anth, Enli, FLLL 371. A study
of phonological and morphological systems from as many as 20 languages, most of them
non-Inda-European; training in how to do linguistic analysis as well as linguistic theory.
UG 372 Generative Syntax and Semantics 3 er. Prereq., Ling 370 or equiv. A systematic study
of the nature of syntactic and semantic systems in natural language. Emphasis on abstract
argument.
UG 373 Language and Culture 3 er. Prereq., Ling 370; Ling 371 recommended. Same as Anth
373, Comm 315 .. Offered alternate years. Technical study of the relationships between
grammatical categories and world view.
UG 374 Language History, Variety, and Change 3 er. Prereq., Ling 370. Offered alternate years.
The principles of historical reconstruction and comparative method in the analysis of linguistic
variation and change.
UG 375 Analytical Techniques 3 er. Prereq., Ling 370 or equiv. Same as Anth, Comm 375.
Offered alternate years. Writing up linguistic data; developing techniques for eliciting
linguistic data by working with a native speaker of a non-Inda-European language.
UG 376 Child Language Acquisition 3 er. The development of speech and language:
phonologic, prosodic, semantic, pragmatic, and morphosyntactic systems.
UG 377 Bilingualism 3 er. Prereq., Ling 370 or consent of instr. Offered alternate years. Societal
and individual bilingualism: topics include language policy such as maintenance and interference; code switching and mixture; and bilingual education.
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Sociology of Language 3 er. Prereq., Soc 110. Same as Soc 302. Offered alternate
years. An examination of the ways language functions to fashion groups, situations, relationships, and memberships in contemporary society. Special emphasis on how language
is used in actual social settings.
Topics in the Linguistic Structure of French 3 er. Prereq., Fren 301 or Ling 370 and
consent of instr. Same as Fren 385. Topics in French phonology, morphology, syntax and
lexicon.
History of the Spanish Language 3 er. Prereq., Span 302 or consent of instr. Same
as Span 386. Offered alternate years.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Cooperative Education Internship Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of department.
Extended classroom experience which provides practical application of classroom learning during placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the faculty supervisor and the Cooperative Education Office.
Applied French Linguistics 3 er. Prereq., Fran 301 and Ling 370 or consent of instr.
Same as Fren 401. Contrastive analysis of French phonology (including phonetics), morphology and syntax.
Applied German Linguistics 3 er. Prereq., Ling 370 and Germ 301. Same as Germ
403. Contrastive analysis of German phonology, morphology, and syntax.
Applied Spanish Linguistics 3 er. Prereq., Span 301 and Ling 370 or consent of instr.
Contrastive analysis of Spanish phonology, morphology, and syntax.
Advanced English as a Second Language: I 3 er. Prereq., TOEFL score of 526 or
greater and consent of instr. Same as Ensl 450. Extensive training in reading, writing, and
speaking grammatical English.
Advanced English as a Second Language: II 3 er. Prereq., 526 to 580 on the TOEFL
or consent of instr. Same as Ensl 451. English grammar, reading, writing and conversation skills for students who are not native speakers of English; designed for students who
have scored between 525 and 580 on the TOEFL.
Structure and History of English Language 3 er. Prereq., Ling 370. Same as Enli 470.
The development of the English language from a historical perspective contrasted with the
phonological and grammatical structure of English from a modern linguistic point of view,
specifically designed for teachers.
Philosophy of Language 3 er. Prereq., upper-division standing. Same as Phil 471. Offered alternate years. Structure and functions of natural and ideal languages; the relations
of language to thought and reality.
Psycholinguistics 3 er. Prereq., Ling 173 or 370 or consent of instr. Same as Comm
473. Offered alternate years. Theory and research on the comprehension, production and
acquisition of language and discourse.
North American Indian Linguistics 3 er. Prereq., Ling 370; Ling 271 recommended.
Same as Anth 475. Analysis and characteristics of American Indian languages in historical
perspective.
Teaching English as a Foreign Language 3 er. Same as Enli 477. Offered alternate
years. The application of principles of modern linguistics to the problems of teaching English
as a foreign language. Will include a contrastive study of English and at least one other
language.
ESL Internship 2 er. (R-8) Same as Enli 479. Teaching English as a second language
under supervision in the public schools.
Independent Study Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of instr. · Special projects in
linguistic analysis.
Seminar in Linguistics 3 er. (R-6) Same as Anth, Enli 570. Advanced topics in linguistic
analysis.
Teaching College Level English as a Second Language 2 er. (R-4) Prereq., consent
of instr. Same as Enli 575. Methods and procedures for teaching English as a second
language to university students.

(See School of Business Administration)

Department of Mathematical Sciences
Johnny W. Lott, Chairman
Mathematics is studied both as a tool and for its own sake. Its usefulness in the sciences-physical,
biological, social and behaviorial, and environmental-and in decision-making processes is so established
as to make it an indispensable part of many curricula, and its role in these areas of application is growing. Mathematics is chosen as a major study by individuals who find it challenging, fascinating, and
beautiful, aspects also appreciated by many who seek primarily to acquire mathematics as a tool.
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A career in mathematics, except for teaching at the secondary level, generally requires a graduate degree
as initial preparation . Careers include teaching, research , and the application of mathematics to diverse
problems carried out in institutions of higher learning, business, industry, and government.
The Bachelor of Arts, Master of Arts and Master of Arts for Teachers of Mathematics, and Doctor of
Philosophy degrees are offered .
High School Preparation: For study of mathematics at the University, it is recommended that high
school preparation include two years of algebra, plane geometry, trigonometry, and analytic geometry.

Special Degree
Requirements

Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the catalog. See index.

Mathematics Requirements for B.A. Degree
with a Major in Mathematical Sciences
To obtain a B.A. degree with a major in Mathematical Sciences, the required courses are Math 152,
153, 251 , 305 and six additional 3- or 4-credit mathematics courses numbered 300 or above (at least
three of the six must be numbered 400 or above). All mathematics courses counted toward the major
must be passed with a grade of C or better. In addition, if a special emphasis is desired, the minimum
requirements listed below for that emphasis must be met. Additional courses should be chosen in consultation with a mathematics advisor.

Requirements for the Special Emphases
Pure Mathematics Emphasis
Math 324, 351 and two courses from Math 421 , 422, 435, 451, 452.
Mathematics Education Emphasis
Math 324, 326, 341 , 401 , 406, 431 and the completion of certification requirements for teaching in secondary schools to include C&I 430.
Statistics Emphasis
Math 341 , 441, 442 and one additional 400-level statistics course. (Math 324, 451 and additional statistics
courses are recommended.)
Operations Research Emphasis
Math 381 , 382 , 481, and 482. (Math 324, 341, 347 and 414 are recommended.)
Applied Analysis Emphasis
Math 311, 312, 414 and one of 452 or 471. (Math 341, 351 , 445, and 482 are recommended.)

Major Requirements in Courses Outside Mathematics
1.
2.

3.

Suggested Course
of Study

One course in a computer programming language is required.
Except for the Mathematics Education emphasis, the completion of two semesters of any one foreign
language is required. Fr1mch, German or Russian is recommended for those preparing for graduate
study in mathematics.
The completion of 18 credits in at most three sciences selected from astronomy, biology, chemistry,
computer science, economics, forestry, geology, management, microbiology, and physics is required. An alternative to the science requirement is for the student to present a second minor or
major in one of the schools or departments within the University or for the student with a mathematics
education emphasis to complete an additional teaching minor or major.

First Year
Math 152-153-Calculus I, 11 .... .. .... ... ... ... .............. .. .... .. ... .. .. ..... ..... ..... ... ....... ... .
*Enex 101-Composition ............... ....... ...... ....................... .. .............................. .
Computer programming language ........... ........... ............. .......... ........... .............
Electives and General Education ................ ......... ..... ...... ................ .......... ........

A

s

4
3

4
3-4

9

16
Second Year
Math 251 - Calculus 111 •• ... .. ...• •...• •.... •..•.• •••• .•.........•.. •• .... •.........••.•••• •.•••• ••••• •••••••
4
Math 305-lntroduction to Abstract Math ............. .................. .................. .... .. .. .
Electives and General Education ... ........ .... ....... .... .. ......... ........ ..... ................ ... . 12
16

9
16-17

3
13
16

Requirements for
a Minor

To earn a minor in mathematics the student must earn 23 credits in mathematics including at
least three 3- or 4-credit courses at the 300-level or above. All courses counted toward the minor
must be passed with a grade of C or better.
Mathematics Education Minor: For endorsement in the minor teaching field of mathematics, a
student must complete Math 152-153, 305, 326, 341, 401 and 431 . Students also must complete a
course in computer programming language, C&I 430, gain admission to Teacher Education and
Student Teaching and meet the requirements for certification as a secondary teacher (see the
School of Education section of this catalog). All courses counted toward the minor must be passed with a letter grade of C or better.

Courses

U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or graduate credit, G = for graduate
credit. R after the credit indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated after the R.
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Unless the student has prior written approval by the Mathematical Sciences Department, credit is
not allowed for Math 100 if credit has been or is being earned in any mathematics course
numbered above 100. Unless the student has prior written approval of the Mathematical Sciences
Department, credit is not allowed for any mathematics course numbered under 150 if credit has
been or is currently being earned in Math 150 or 152.
U
005 Introductory Algebra 5 er. Review of arithmetic principles of integers and rational
numbers; linear equations in one or two unknowns; operations with polynomials and rational expressions. Credit not allowed toward a degree.
U
100 Intermediate Algebra 5 er. Prereq., Math 005 or appropriate score on placement exam. Topics include linear equations and systems of linear equations, inequalities, applications and graphing; polynomials; rational expressions and equations; radicals, rational
exponents and complex numbers; quadratic equations; exponential and logarithmic
functions.
U
117 Probability and Linear Mathematics 3 er. Prereq., Math 100 or appropriate score on
placement exam. Systems of linear equations and matrix algebra. Introduction to probability
with emphasis on models and probabillstic reasoning. Examples of applications of the
material in many fields.
121 Precalculus 4 er. Prereq., Math 100 or appropriate score on placement exam or three
U
years of college preparatory mathematics. Properties of algebraic functions of one variable
and their graphs, mathematical induction, conic sections, trigonometric functions and inverses, trigonometric identities, exponential and logarithmic functions, vectors and polar
coordinates.
U
130 Mathematics for Elementary Teachers 5 er. Prereq., Math 100 or appropriate score
on placement exam. Open only to elementary education majors. Topics include problemsolving, sets and logic, functions, the mathematical meaning and background of arithmetic
through real numbers, number theory, probability and statistics.
U
131 Mathematics for Elementary Teachers 4 er. Prereq., 130. Topics include introductory
geometry, geometric constructions, congruence, similarity, measurement, coordinate
geometry and an introduction to the computer language Logo.
U
150 Applied Calculus 4 er. Prereq., Math 117 or 121 or appropriate score on placement
exam. Introductory course surveying the principal applicable ideas of calculus. Emphasis
on applications and comput13r software. Intended primarily for students who do not plan
to take higher calculus.
152 Calculus I 4 er. Prereq., Math 121 or equiv. or appropriate score on placement exam.
U
Limits of functions and sequences. Continuous functions and the Intermediate Value
Theorem. Tangents and derivatives. Linear Approximation. Inverse functions and implicit
differentiation. Mean Value Theorem. Extreme values. Curve sketching. Antiderivatives.
Definite integral for continuous functions. Fundamental Theorem of Calculus.
153 Calculus II 4 er. Prereq., Math 152. Techniques of Integration. Area computations. ImU
proper integrals. Infinite series and various convergence tests. Power series. Taylor's Formula. Polar coordinates. Parametric curves. Vectors in the plane and space.
U
158 Introductory Differential Equations 3 er. Prereq., Math 150 or 152. Solution of ordinary
differential equations and systems with emphasis on applications, numerical methods and
computer software.
U
221 Applied Linear Algebra 3 er. Prereq., Math 150 or 152. Basic vector space theory
augmented with applications, numerical methods and computer software.
U
225 Discrete Mathematics 3 er. Prereq., Math 121; Math 152 or 221 recommended.
Mathematical concepts used in computer science. Elementary logic, sets, functions and
relations, combinatories, mathematical induction, recursion and algorithms. Mathematics
majors should take 305 instead of 225.
u 241 Statistics 4 er. Prereq., Math 117 or consent of instr. Introduction to major ideas of
statistical inference. Emphasis is on statistical reasoning and uses of statistics.
u 251 Calculus Ill 4 er. Prereq., Math 153. Calculus of functions of several variables; differentiation and elementary integration.
u 294 Seminar Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of instr. Guidance in special work for advanced students.
u 295 Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of instr. Experimental offerings of
visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current
topics.
u 296 Independent Study Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of instr. Guidance of an individual
student in doing independent study on material not offered in a regular course.
UG 305 Introduction to Abstract Mathematics 3 er. Prereq., Math 153. Introduction to logic,
set theory, number systems, and metric spaces. Additional topics selected from: cardinal
and ordinal arithmetic, group theory, Hilbert space theory, theory of lattices and Boolean
algebras, probability theory.
UG 311 Ordinary Differential Equations and Systems 3 er. Prereq., Math 251. Ordinary differential equations. Systems of linear differential equations from a matrix viewpoint. Series
solutions. Existence and uniqueness for initial value problems. Numerical methods. Stability
and selected topics.
UG 312 ·Partial Dlfferentlal Equations 3 er. Prereq., Math 311. Fourier series, Sturm-Liouville
and boundary value problems. Partial differential equations: Cauchy problems and the
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UG
UG

UG

UG

UG

UG
UG

UG
UG

UG
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u
u
u

UG
UG

UG

UG

UG
UG

UG

UG

method of characteristics, separation of variables and Laplace transform methods. Numerical
methods and selected topics.
324 Linear Algebra 3 er. Prereq., Math 251, 305 or 225 or consent of instr. Vector spaces,
bases, linear transformations and applications.
325 Discrete Mathematics 3 er. Prereq ., Math 152 and 225 or 305. Continuation of 225
and topics from graph theory, Boolean algebras, automata theory, coding theory, computability and formal languages.
326 Elementary Number Theory 3 er. Prereq., Math 225 or 305. Congruences, Diophantine equations, properties of primes, quadratic residues, continued fractions, algebraic
numbers.
341 Introduction to Probability and Statistics 3 er. Prereq., Math 153. Probability, probability models and simulation, random variables, density functions, special distributions,
and a brief survey of estimation and hypothesis testing. Computer use integrated throughout.
344 Statistical Methods 3 er. Prereq., one year of college mathematics including Math 117
or equiv. course in probability or consent of instr. Intended primarily for non-mathematics
majors who will be analyzing data. Graphical and numerical summaries of data, exploring
relationships between variables, designing experiments, probability as a model for random
phenomena and as a tool for making statistical inferences, random variables, basic ideas
of estimation and hypothesis testing.
345 Statistical Methods 3 er. Prereq., Math 344. Continuation of Math 344. Elementary
sampling, simple and multiple regression, analysis of variance.
347 Computer Data Analysis 1·2 er. Coreq., Math 344 or consent of instr. Computing techniques in probability and statistics. An introduction to a variety of software for doing statistical
analyses. Intended primarily for students in Math 344. Graduate students see Math 547.
348 Computer Data Analysis 1·2 er. Prereq., Math 347; coreq., Math 345 or consent of
instr. Continuation of Math 347. Graduate students see Math 548.
351 Advanced Calculus 4 er. Prereq., Math 251, 305. Rigorous development of the theory
of functions of several variables. Differentiability, Taylor's theorem, inverse and implicit
function theorems, multiple integration, differential forms and Stokes' theorem.
381 Operations Research Methods: Discrete Optimization 3 er. Prereq., Math 153 or 221 .
Intended for non-mathematics majors as well as majors. Introduction to discrete optimization techniques with applications to operations research. Topics from graph theory with
applications, graph algorithms, network models, matching theory and applications to integer programming.
382 Operations Research Methods: Linear Optimization 3 er. Prereq., Math 153 or 221 .
Intended for non-mathematics majors as well as majors. Introduction to continous optimization techniques with applications to operations research. Topics from linear programming
with applications duality theory and sensitivity analysis, dynamical programming, applications to integer programming.
394 Seminar Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of instr. Guidance in special work for advanced students.
395 Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of instr. Experimental offerings of
visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current
topics.
396 Independent Study Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of instr. Guidance on an individual student in doing independent study on material not offered in a regular course.
398 Cooperative Education Internship Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of instructor.
Extended classroom experience which provides practical application of classroom learning during placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the faculty supervisor and the Cooperative Education Office.
401 Mathematics for Teachers 3 er. Prereq., Math 305. Technology as a tool for teaching
secondary mathematics and other current topics.
406 History of Mathematics 3 er. Prereq., Math 305. Offered alternate years. Historical study
of the development of mathematics from the Egyptian and Babylonian eras to the 20th
century.
414 Deterministic Models 3 er. Prereq., Math 158 or 311 or consent of instr. Linear and
nonlinear difference and differential equations: stability, phase-plane analysis, oscillatory
behavior, limit cycles, and chaos. Eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. Emphasis on models
in biology.
421 Abstract Algebra 4 er. Prereq., Math 251 and one of 305 or 324 or 325. An introduction to modern ideas of algebra. Groups, rings, fields, vector spaces, matrix theory and
linear groups.
422 Abstract Algebra 4 er. Prereq., Math 421 . Continuation of 421.
431 Euclidean and Non-Euclidean Geometry 3 er. Prereq., Math 305. Euclidean geometry
from a rigorous, axiomatic viewpoint and Non-Euclidean geometries including Lobachevskian, projective, finite and Riemannian.
435 Introduction to General Topology 3 er. Prereq., Math 251, 305. Offered alternate years.
Topological spaces, continuity, connectedness, compactness, convergence, separation axioms, metric spaces.
441 Mathematical Statistics 3 er. Prereq., Math 251 and 341 or consent of instr. An introduction to probability, random variables and their probability distributions, estimation and
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hypothesis testing. This course is the foundation on which more advanced statistics courses
build.
Mathematical Statistics 3 er. Prereq., Math 441. Continuation of 441.
Applied Nanparametrlc Statistics 3 er. Prereq., Math 345 or 341 or consent of instr.
Offered alternate years. Nonparametric methods using the ranks of the data and elementary counting methods to develop statistical estimation and testing techniques. These techniques applied to a variety of situations including one- and two-sample, correlation, regression,
analysis of variance and goodness of fit problems. For majors and non-majors.
Applied Linear Models 3 er. Prereq., Math 345 or 341 or consent of instr. Offered alternate years. Simple linear and multiple regression and analysis of variance, including estimation, inference and residual analysis. Use of the computer and real data sets integrated
throughout. For majors and non-majors.
Applied Time Series 3 er. Prereq., Math 345 or coreq., 442 or consent of instr. Offered
alternate years. Introduction to time series and applications. Approach is that of Box-Jenkins
ARIMA models. Use of the computer and real data sets integrated throughout. For majors
and non-majors.
Introduction to Real Analysis 4 er. Prereq., Math 251, 305. Offered alternate years.
Theory of metric spaces and point set topology, Riemann-Stieltjes integral, sequences and
series of functions. Stone-Weierstrass theorem, theorem of Arzela-Ascoli, introduction to
Lebesgue integration.
Complex Variables 4 er. Prereq., Math 251, 305. Offered alternate years. Analytic functions, complex integration, singularities and application to contour integration, harmonic
functions, spaces of analytic functions.
Numerical Analysis 4 er. Prereq., Math 305, 311, one computer language. Error analysis;
approximation and interpolation, numerical solution of linear and non-linear equations,
numerical integration of ordinary and partial differential equations.
Mathematical Operations Research: Mathematical Programming 3 er. Prereq., Math
251 and 305; Math 381, 382, and 324 recommended. The mathematical development of
topics in operations research, including linear and nonlinear programming, duality theory
and sensitivity analysis.
MathemaUcal Operations Research: Stochastic Optimization 3 er. Prereq., Math 251
and 305; Math 381, 382, and 341 recommended. The mathematical development of topics
in operations research. Topics from stochastic decision theory, inventory theory, queuing
theory, simulation, stochastic programming.
Seminar Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of instr. Guidance in special work for advanced students.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of instr. Experimental offerings of
visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current
topics.
Independent Study Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of instr. Guidance of an individual
student in doing independent study on material not offered in a regular course.
Cooperative Education Internship Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of instr. Extended
classroom experience which provides practical application of classroom learning during
placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the faculty supervisor and
the Cooperative Education Office.
Senior Thesis Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of instr. Senior thesis for mathematics
majors and/or Watkins Scholars.
Current Mathematical Curricula 3 er. Prereq., undergraduate major or minor in
mathematics. Offered alternate years. Analysis of contemporary materials for secondary
school mathematics: the goals, the mathematical content, alternative methodologies, and
curriculum evaluation.
Technology in Mathematics for Teachers 3 er. Prereq., undergraduate mathematics
major or minor. Offered alternate years. Technology usage-when it is appropriate and
when it is not. Experience is provided with scientific calculators, graphing utilities, computers, and identification of exemplary software.
Problem Solving for Teachers 3 er. Prereq., undergraduate major or minor in
mathematics. Offered alternate years. Strategies for problem solving, problem posing in
a variety of situations, modeling and applications. Problems are selected from various areas
of mathematics.
Advanced Mathematical Methods 3 er. Prereq., Math 311-312 or 414. Offered alternate years. Methods in applied mathematics related to the qualitative and quantitative solution of nonlinear differential integral equations, dynamical systems, and perturbation
methods. Applications of these methods to other sciences.
Advanced Mathematical Methods 3 er. Prereq., Math 511. Offered alternate years.
Continuation of 511.
Topics in Applied Mathematics Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of instr. or Math
511-512. Offered alternate years. Topics of current interest in applied mathematics,
mathematical modeling, dynamic modeling, and optimal management in stochastic or deterministic environments.
Algebra for Teachers 3 er. Prereq., Math 324 or equiv. Offered alternate years. Topics
include algebraic number fields, linear algebra topics, and applications appropriate for secondary teachers.
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Advanced Algebra 3 er. Prereq ., Math 422 or consent of instr. General topics from
groups, rings, modules, commutative algebra, fields and categories.
Advanced Algebra 3 er. Prereq., Math 521 or consent of instr. Offered alternate years.
Continuation of 521.
Special Topics in Algebra Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., Math 422 or consent of instr. Offered alternate years. Topics of modern research interest in algebra.
Special Topics in Algebra Variable er. (R-6) Prereq ., Math 524. Offered alternate years.
Continuation of 524.
Discrete Mathematics for Teachers 3 er. Prereq., Math 305 or consent of instr. Offered alternate years. Elements and operations of finite structures, combinatories, recursion, graph theory, matrix representations, and finite state transition models.
Geometries for Teachers 3 er. Prereq., Math 431 or equiv. Offered alternate years.
Comparison of synthetic, analytic, vector, and transformational approaches to geometry.
Includes classification of geometries, geometric representations, axiomatics, and the applications of modern geometries.
Topology 3 er. Prereq., Math 451 or consent of instr. Offered alternate years. Set theory,
topological spaces, metrizability, continuous mappings and selected topics.
Topology 3 er. Prereq., Math 531 or consent of instr. Offered alternate years. Continuation of 531 and algebraic topology.
Probability and Statistics for Teachers 3 er. Prereq., Math 341 or equiv. Offered alternate years. A survey of modern topics in probability and statistics. Emphasis will be on
applications of statistics in real situations.
Advanced Mathematical Statistics 3 er. Prereq., Math 442. Offered alternate years.
Generating functions, limit theorems, sufficient statistics, maximum liklihood, estimation,
uniformly most powerful tests, decision theory, sequential procedures, stochastic models,
and other current topics in statistics.
Advanced Mathematical Statistics 3 er. Prereq., Math 541. Offered alternate years.
Continuation of 541.
Applied Multivariate Statistical Analysis 3 er. Prereq., Math 345 or coreq., Math 442,
or consent of instr. Offered alternate years. Introduction to multivariate statistical analyses
and applications. Appropriate linear algebra, random vectors, multivariate normal,
multivariate ANOVA, principal components, factor analysis, discrimination and classification, clustering, canonical correlations. For majors and non-majors.
Topics in Probability and/or Statistics 3 er. Prereq., Math 442. Offered alternate years.
Topics chosen from those listed under 541. Depending upon the topics chosen in a given
year, Math 543 may or may not be a prerequisite.
Statistical Inference 3 er. Prereq., Math 442. Offered alternate years. One of the topics
chosen from multivariate analysis, linear models, design of experiments, sampling theory,
nonparametric theory.
Statistical Inference 3 er. Prereq., Math 442; Math 545 may be a prerequisite depending on topics chosen in a given year. Offered alternate years. Topics chosen from those
listed under Math 545 or other current topics in statistics.
Advanced Computer Data Analysis 1 er. Prereq. or coreq., Math 344 or equiv. Computing techniques in probability and statistics intended primarily for students in Math 344.
Graduate students register for Math 547 and one credit of Math 347. Main frames, Macintosh, and or PC usage.
Advanced Computer Data Analysis 1 er. Prereq., Math 547 or equiv. Coreq., Math
345 or equiv. Continuation of Math 547. An introduction to selected large statistical packages.
Graduate students register for Math 548 and one credit of Math 348.
Statistics and Research Methods 3 er. Prereq., one course in college mathematics.
Introduction to modern statistics. Exploratory data analysis, sampling and experimental
designs, probability, confidence intervals, hypothesis testing, and regression analysis. Topics
from research methods; may include literature search techniques, analysis of primary and
secondary data courses, and questionnaire design. Credit not allowed toward graduate
degree in mathematics.
Analysis for Teachers 3 er. Prereq., Math 251 or equiv. Offered alternate years. Notions of limits, continuity, differentiation, and integration in R .
Real Anslysis 3 er. Prereq., Math 451 or 452 or consent of in;tr. Measure theory, abstract
integration theory, theory of LP-spaces.
Functional Analysis 3 er. Prereq., Math 451 or 452 or consent of instr. Normed linear
spaces, linear functionals, separation theorems, topological linear spaces, weak topologies,
dualities.
Topics in Analysis 3 er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of instr. Research projects or topics
in analysis. May include but not restricted to Banach algebras, Fourier analysis, Harmonic
analysis, Hilbert space theory, integral equations, or operator theory.
Operations Research 3 er. Prereq., Math 421, 451 , or consent of instr. Offered alternate years. Introduction to the mathematical techniques in operations research. Topics from
discrete optimization theiry, graphs and network theory, linear and non-linear programming, stochastic optimization theory, queuing theory, inventory theory, decision theory, and
simulation.
Operations Research 3 er. Prereq., Math 581 . Offered alternate years. Continuation
of Math 581 .
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Topics in Optimization 3 er. (R-12) Prereq., Math 582 or consent of instr. Offered alternate years. Topics may include but are not limited to, Karmarkar's algorithm and other
interior point methods, convexity, nonlinear optimization, multiple objective optimization,
dynamic programming, combinational optimization, and convexity theory.
Professional Project 1 er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of advisor.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of instr. Experimental offerings of
visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-lime offerings of current
topics.
Independent Study 1 er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of instr.
Research 1 er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of instr.
Cooperative Education Internship Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of department.
Extended classroom experience which provides practical application of classroom learning during placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the faculty supervisor and the Cooperative Education Office.
Thesis 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr.
Mathematics Colloquium 1 Cr. (R-3) Prereq., consent of advisor.
Graduate Seminar In Applied Mathematics Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of instr.
Graduate Seminar In Algebra Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of instr.
Graduate Seminar in Geometry/Topology Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of instr.
Graduate Seminar in Probablllty and Statistics Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., consent
of instr.
Graduate Seminar in Analysis Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of instr.
Graduate Seminar In Numerical Analysis Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of instr.
Graduate Seminar in Operations Research Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of instr.
Seminar Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of instr.
Dissertation Variable er. (R-9)

Professors
William R. Ballard, Ph.D., University of Chicago, 1957 (Emeritus)
Richard Billstein, Ed.D., The University of Montana, 1972 (Associate Chairman)
Mary Jean Brod, M.A., Stanford University, 1969
Charles A. Bryan, Ph .D., University of Arizona, 1963 (Emeritus)
Ben Cox, Ph.D. , University of San Diego, 1990 (on leave 1990)
William R. Derrick, Ph.D ., Indiana University, 1966 (on sabbatical 1990)
Richard Gallagher, Ph.D., University of Nebraska, 1988
Rudy Gideon, Ph .D., University of Wisconsin, 1970
Krishnen_pu Gosh, Ph.D., Temple University, 1990
Stanley I. Grossman, Ph.D., Brown University, 1969 (on leave 1990)
Gloria C. Hewitt, Ph.D., University of Washington, 1962
James J. Hirstein, Ed.D., University of Georgia, 1976
Don 0. Loftsgaarden, Ph.D., Montana State University, 1964
Johnny W. Lott, Ph.D., Georgia State University, 1973 (Chairman)
Merle E. Manis, Ph.D., University of Oregon, 1964
Robert McKelvey, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1954 (on leave 1991)
D. George.. McRae, Ph .D., University of Washington, 1967
William M. Myers, Jr., Ph.D., Ohio State University, 1952 (Emeritus)
David Patterson, Ph.D., University of Iowa, 1984
Howard E. Reinhardt, Ph.D., University of Michigan, 1959 (Emeritus)
Greg St. George, Ph.D., The University of Montana, 1989
Karel Stroethoff, Ph.D., Michigan State University, 1987
George Votruba, Ph.D., University of Michigan, 1964
I. Keith Yale, Ph.D., University of California, Berkeley, 1966

Medical Technology
Microbiology (See

(See Biological Sciences)

Biological Sciences)

Department of Military Science
Reserve Officers Training Corps
Anthony R. McDermott, Chairman
Army ROTC (Reserve Officers' Training Corps) is a program that offers college students the opportuni-
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ty to graduate as officers and serve in the U.S. Army, the Army National Guard, or the U.S. Army Reserve.
It enhances a student's education by providing unique leadership and management training, along with
practical leadership experience. It helps a student develop many of the qualities basic to success while
earning a college degree and an officer's commission at the same time.
Four-Year Program. The four-year Army ROTC program is divided into two parts, the Basic Course
and the Advanced Course.
Basic Course. The basic course is usually taken during the first two years of college and covers such
subjects as management principles, national defense, military history, and leadership development.
In addition, a variety of outside social and professional enrichment activities are available. All necessary
ROTC textbooks, uniforms, and other essential materials for the basic course are furnished to students
at no cost. After they have completed the basic course, students who have demonstrated the potential
to become officers and who have met the physical and scholastic standards are eligible to enroll in
the Advanced Course.
Elective credit is granted for military science courses and the freshman and sophomore years {Basic
Course) may be taken without incurring any military obligation. Compression of the Basic Course into
two semesters may be arranged for those students who did not take military science courses during
the freshman year.
Students enrolling in Basic Course classes must sign an oath of loyalty to the U.S. Constitution, as
directed by the Congress of the United States, and will be required to complete enrollment forms specified
by the Department of the Army.
Advanced Course. The Advanced Course is usually taken during the final two years of college. It includes instruction in organization and management, tactics, ethics, professionalism, and further leadership
development. All necessary textbooks and uniforms in the advanced course are furnished to students
at no cost. During the summer between their junior and senior years of college, Advanced Course cadets
attend Advanced Camp, a fully paid six-week leadership practicum. Advanced Camp gives cadets the
chance to practice what they have learned in the classroom and introduces them to Army life in the
field . Completion of the Advanced Course requires two years of study. Each cadet in the Advanced
Course receives a subsistence allowance of up to $1,000 for each year of attendance.
Two-Year Program. The two-year program is for junior and community college graduates, students
at four-year colleges who did not take ROTC during their first two years of school, and students entering a two-year postgraduate course of study. To enter the two-year program, students must attend a
fully paid six-week Basic Camp, normally held during the summer between their sophomore and junior
years of college. At Basic Camp, students learn to challenge themselves physically and mentally, and
to build their confidence and self-respect. After they have successfully completed Basic Camp, students
who meet all the necessary enrollment requirements may enroll in the Advanced Course. The Junior
Option Program allows qualified students to enroll in the Advanced Course and attend Basic Camp
between their junior and senior years of college and then attend the Advanced Camp the summer of
their senior year of college.
Scholarships and Financial Assistance. Army ROTC scholarships are offered for four and three years
and are awarded on a competitive basis to the most outstanding students who apply. Four-year scholarships are awarded to students who will be entering college as freshmen. Three-year scholarships are
awarded to students already enrolled in college and to Army enlisted personnel on active duty. Students
who attend the Basic Camp of the two-year program may compete for two-year scholarships while at
camp. Each scholarship pays for college tuition and required educational fees and provides a specified
amount for textbooks, supplies, and equipment. Each scholarship also includes a subsistence allowance
of up to $1,000 for every year the scholarship is in effect. Special consideration for Army ROTC scholarships is given to students pursuing degrees in nursing, engineering, the physical sciences, and other
technical areas. Students who receive scholarships are required to attain undergraduate degrees in
the fields in which their scholarships were awarded.
Veterans. Veterans may apply their military experience as credit toward the ROTC Basic Course. If
credit is granted, a veteran may omit the freshman and sophomore years of the program and enroll
directly in the Advanced Course, when eligible.
Simultaneous Membership Program. This program allows students to be members of the Army National Guard or the Army Reserve and to enroll in Army ROTC at the same time.

Courses

U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or graduate credit, G = for graduate credit.
Rafter the credit indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated after the R.
A total of 26 credits are allowed toward the bachelor degree for contracted students. A total of 1Ocredits
·
are allowed toward the bachelor degree for non-contracted. students.
U
101 S American Defense Establishment 3 er. The Constitutional role of the military, military
tradition, current defense posture, service roles and missions. An introduction to the military
approach to the principles of leadership, with analysis of current leadership techniques.
U
102 Introduction to Military Science 3 er. Instruction, demonstration, and practice in a variety of individual military skills, including land navigation, rappelling, mountaineering, and
marksmanship with emphasis on maximum individual involvement.
U
103
The Soviet Military and Strategic Studies 2 er. Examination of the personnel, organization, tactics, equipment and weaponry of the Soviet military and study of how U.S. national
security objectives are developed and instituted.
U
104 Leadership Practicum 1-4 er. {R-4) Prereq., consent of instr. Intensive six-week supervised study in applied leadership and management development in an organizational setting.
U
195 Special Topics Variable er. {R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
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201

Military Skills 3 er. Demonstration and practice of individual military skills with emphasis
on map utilization, communications, small unit formations, first aid, marksmanship, orienteering, and rappelling. Examination and practical application of the methods the military uses
for individual and collective instruction.
202 History of the U.S. Military 3 er. An in-depth study of American military history, from
colonial days to present emphasizing selected actions, battles, campaigns, and military
personalities of the U.S. Army.
203 Training for Ranger Challenge 1-6 er. (R-6) Practical hands-on training in rappelling,
rope bridge, land navigation, marksmanship, and physical conditioning. A team selected
from this class will represent the University in competition against 19 other colleges and
universities within 1st Brigade, 4th ROTC Region. Students may include up to but not more
than four credits earned in the HHP 100-179 activity courses and MS 203 and 315 in the
total number of credits required for graduation.
301 Individual Leadership Development 3 er. Prereq., consent of instr.; coreq., MS 303.
Developing a personal leadership philosophy; military leader's role in counseling and
motivating, controlling resources, planning and organizing. Study of the organization and
operation of the U.S. Army.
302 Military Strategy and Tactics 3 er. Prereq., consent of instr.; coreq., MS 303. Continuation of the study of the U.S. Army operation in various geographical and tactical
scenarios and a look at the leader's role in planning, directing, and coordinating the efforts of individuals and small groups in tactical missions.
303 Leadership Laboratory 1 er. (R-4) Coreq., MS 301, 302, 401, 402. Practical application of skills learned in the classroom.
304 Advanced Leadership Practicum Variable er. (R-4) Prereq., consent of instr. Required
intensive six week study and internship in military tactics, leadership and organizational
behavior. Supervised by active duty military personnel.
315 Drill and Conditioning Variable er. (R-6) The study and application of military drill and
ceremony: formation, cer.emonies, and marching; the study of the fundamentals of the military
physical conditioning program, and the practical application of skills learned. Physical education activity course; a maximum of four credits of activity courses may be counted toward
graduation.
395 Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
401 The Army Officer: Roles and Responsibilities 3 er. Prereq., consent of instr.; coreq.,
MS 303. The military in the social framework of the nation; changing dimensions of military
professionalism; moral and ethical foundation of leadership; the application of leadership
principles and techniques involved in leading young men and women in today's Army.
402E Ethics and Justice in the U.S. Army 3 er. Prereq., consent of instr.; coreq., MS 303.
Analysis of ethical situations in the command structure of the U.S. military. How to resolve
ethical dilemmas in administering regulations and the code of military ethics for officers.
Understanding of the ethical components of the uniform code of military justice and civil
rights legislation. Restricted to contracted Military Science students.

Professor
Anthony R. McDermott, M.A., Central Michigan University, 1980 (Chairman)

Associate Professor
Richard L. Magera, M.S., Campbell University, 1985

Assistant Professors
James T. Conley, Jr., B.A., University of Utah, 1976
Richard C. Farnsworth, M.A., Webster University, 1984
Anita M. Rice, B.S., The University of Montana, 1985
Marcus A. Rinehart, Jr., B.S., University of Tennessee, 1978

Music

(See School of Fine Arts)

Native American Studies
Bonnie Heavy Runner Craig, Director
Native American studies, as an academic discipline, is committed to examining the contemporary and
ancient experiences and ways of life of the first Americans from their perspective. The curriculum is
designed to provide a study of American Indians from a holistic and humanistic viewpoint by focusing
upon their cultural, historical, and contemporary life. Courses are designed for both Native American
and non-Native American students so they can better understand human similarities and differences,
thereby leading to the development of increased communications and good interpersonal relationships.
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Requirements for
a Minor

To earn a minor in Native American studies the student must complete the following requirements:
1. Complete NAS 100H, 202L, 301E and 303E.
2. Complete at least 9 credits of electives from the following approved cognate courses: Anth 180S,
320, 323H, 324, 341S, 388, 419; Soc 308S; Hist 365, 366; NAS 102H, 195, 242, 300, 342H, 465H,
466H, 394, 395, 400, 496.

Courses

U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or graduate credit, G = for graduate credit.
Rafter the credit indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated after the R.
U
1OOH Introduction to Native American Studies 3 er. Survey course to acquaint the student
with Native American studies by a general overview of Indian history, culture, philosophy
and religious practices.
U
102H Indian Culture as Expressed through Language 3 er. Introduction to the language
of American Indian peoples. Understanding, through the language, of the history, traditions, and modern life of Indian peoples.
U
103 Language Laboratory 1-2 er. Coreq., NAS 102H. Laboratory exercises in Native
American language.
U
195 Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
U
198 Cooperative Education Internship Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of department.
Extended classroom experience which provides practical application of classroom learning during placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the faculty supervisor and the Cooperative Education Office.
U
202L Oral and Written Traditions of the Native American 3 er. Analysis of the oral traditions of Native Americans including a study of the literary works of leading American Indian writers.
U

242

UG

300

UG

301E

UG

303E

UG

341S

UG

342

UG

388

u
u

394
395

u

398

UG

400

UG

465H

UG

466H

UG

495

u

496

G

560

Contemporary Issues of the American Indian 3 er. Offered alternate years. Tribal selfgovernment and self-determination; Indian rights; assimilation and the goals of Indians in
contemporary America.
American Indian Education 3 er. A study of Indian education from the Parochial Period
to the Self-Determination Period; examination of Johnson O'Malley funding for Indian education; and a look at the unique needs of the Indian child.
American Indian Religion and Philosophy 3 er. Prereq., lower-division course in
Perspective 5 or consent of instr. Same as RS 301 E. A study of selected ethical systems;
origins, world views; religious ceremonies and the way they have been affected by western
civilization.
Ecological Perspectives in Native American Traditions 3 er. An examination of Native
American environmental views and tribal and historical and contemporary use of physical
environmental resources.
Anthropology, the American Indian, and Contemporary Issues 3 er. Same as Anth
341 S. An examination of anthropology's goals and development in relationship to historical
and contemporary issues faced by American Indian people.
Native American Women 3 er. Focus on American Indian Women and their cultural
continuity and historical evolution. National in scope with concentration on certain tribes.
Group analysis of contemporary issues relevant to Native American Women.
Native American Health and Healing 3 er. Same as Anth 388. Offered alternate years.
Examination of traditional and contemporary uses of medicine in Native American societies.
Current health status of American Indians, relationship between medicine and culture, and
introduction to various techniques for assessing health status of American Indian populations.
Seminar Variable er. (R-6) Offered alternate years.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Cooperative Education Internship Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of department.
Extended classroom experience which provides practical application of classroom learning during placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the faculty supervisor and the Cooperative Education Office.
Tribal Government 3 er. Same as PSc 400. Offered alternate years. An examination
of tribal governments from a historical and political perspective. Particular attention is devoted
to the issues of tribal sovereignty and tribal-state conflicts.
History of Indian Affairs to 1865 3 er. Same as Hist 465H. A study of tribal encounters
and adjustments to European and American powers.
History of Indian Affairs Since 1865 3 er. Same as Hist 466H. A study of tribal encounters and adjustments to the American nation from 1865.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses or one-time offerings of current topics.
Independent Study Variable er. Prereq., upper-division standing and consent of instr.
Selected topics on American Indians under the direct supervision of a faculty member.
Methods and Sources in Native American Studies 3 er. Prereq., consent of instr.
Methods, sources for, and actual experience in the use of field observations, interviews,
special collections, federal records, and library materials In Native American studies research
and writing. Required of all Native American studies affiliated graduate students.
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Seminar in Native American Studies 1-3 er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr.
Independent Study Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., graduate standing and consent of instr.
Study of selected topics or problems on American Indians under the direct supervision of
a faculty member.
Cooperative Education Internship Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of department.
Extended classroom experience which provides practical application of classroom learning during placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the faculty supervisor and the Cooperative Education Office.

Associate Professor
Richmond L. Clow, Ph.D., University of New Mexico, 1977

Paramedical Arts (See

Biological Sciences)

Department of Philosophy
Albert Borgmann, Chair
Philosophy is the search for an understanding of how the world as a whole hangs together and of how
we are to assume our place in the world. Philosophy pursues its goal first of all historically. It is the
trustee of the heritage of great philosophical texts, and it engages those texts in a conversation with
contemporary problems. Second, philosophy turns to the contemporary world directly and tries to illuminate and advance its concerns with ethics and art, with science and technology, with ecology and
feminism, with law and medicine.
Bachelor of Arts and Master of Arts degrees are offered.

Special Degree
Requirements

Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the catalog. See index.
The following requirements must be completed for the Bachelor of Arts degree with a major in philosophy:
a minimum of 33 credits including Phil 210, 251 H, 252H, 31 O; at least 20 credits in courses numbered
300 and above; at least one of the following three courses: 353, 461, 463; at least one of the following
three courses: 361 E, 363, 469; at least one of the following two courses: 465, 467; and Phil 480. The
Phil 252H requirement may be satisfied by Phil 351, 352 and 353. Normally students are expected to
complete Phil 251H and 252H by the end of their sophomore year.
All philosophy majors must complete at least three semesters of one of the following languages: French,
German, Latin, or Greek. Substitution of another language may be allowed by petition to the department.

Suggested Course
of Study

First Year
Phil 210-lntroduction to Logic ..... ................................................ ................... .
Phil 200E-Ethics ............................................................................................ .
*Enex 101-Composition ................................................................................... .
Hist 104H, 105H or 107H, 108H-European Civilization .................................. .
Electives and General Education** ............ ................. ............... ..................... .

A
3

s
3

3
4
7

17
Second Year
Phil 251 H-History of Ancient and Medieval Philosophy .................................. .
5
Phil 252H-History of Modern Philosophy ........................................................ .
Electives and General Education** .................................... .......................... ... . *12

4
11
18

5
12

17
17
*Semester of enrollment depends on beginning letter of student's last name.
**Hum 151 L, 152L should be taken the first or second year. Students should not neglect mathematics
and the physical and biological sciences in choosing elective courses.

Requirements for
a Minor

To earn a minor in philosophy the student must complete: Phil 210, 251H, 252H (252H requirement
can be met by the philosophy sequence 351, 352, 353); at least two additional courses numbered above
300, at least one of which must be from the following group: Phil 340, 359, 361E, 373, 377, 441.

Courses

U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or graduate credit, G = for graduate credit.
R after the credit indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated after the R.
U
100 Introduction to Philosophy 3 er. (R-12) Great philosophers, problems of philosophy,
or topics of general contempor!iry concern.
U
105 Introduction to Existentialism 3 er. introduction to basic ideas of Kierkegaard, Nietzsche, Sartre, and Camus which form the foundation for what is known as Existentialism;
literary works as well as philosophic essays. Intended for nonmajors as well as majors.
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U

109H Philosophical Perspectives on Women in the Western Hemisphere 3 er. Introduction to the discipline and scope of Western philosophy focusing on women as the subject
rather than men. A chronological study following the ideological development in the West
of social attitudes and scientific theses.
U
195 Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
U
200E Ethics: The Great Traditions 3 er. An examination of the Western vision of morality
through the careful study of selected writings from Aristotle, Kant and Mill. Additional works
in ethics may supplement primary readings.
U
201 E Political Ethics 3 er. An examination of the issues of political ethics through the careful
study of selected writings from the three great Western political traditions: classical natural
law theory, modern individualism, and contemporary distributive justice.
U
210 Introduction to Logic: Deduction 3 er. Offered every semester. Understanding general
principles of reasoning and the habits of clear and correct thinking. Emphasis on the ;analysis
of the logical structure of claims in natural language and the skills of elementary deductive
inference.
U
211 Introduction to Logic: Inductive and Scientific Reasoning 3 er. Prereq., Phil 210.
Elementary principles of induction and scientific reasoning. Emphasis on effective evaluation of information and argument in public discourse.
U
251 H History of Ancient and Medieval Philosophy 5 er. Th.a origin of philosophy in ancient
Greece. Its development in the Roman Empire. Its encounter with the Jewish, Christian
and Islamic traditions.
U
252H History of Modern Philosophy 5 er. A survey of the history of philosophy from Descartes
to Hegel, which includes other Continental Rationalists, the British Empiricists, and Kant.
U
255H Introduction to the Philosophical Traditions of India and China 3 er. Introduction
to the diversity of thought found in the early phases of the philosophic traditions in India
and China.
u 295 Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
·
UG 310 Formal Logic: Scope and Limits 3 er. Prereq., Phil 210 or equiv. A systematic study
of first-order logic, including development of standard metatheory and the significance of
modern formal methods.
UG 321E Medical Ethics 3 er. Prereq., upper-division standing and lower-division course in
perspective five, or consent of instr. Same as HS 321 E. Offered alternate years. An examination of ethical problems raised by the practice of medicine and by recent developments
in medically-related biological sciences.
U
323E Business and Ethics 3 er. Prereq., lower-division cou.rse in Perspective 5 or consent
of in.sir. An analysis of ethical conflicts that may arise in business.
U
325E Morality and the Law 3 er. Prereq., lower-division course in Perspective 5 or consent
of instr. Analysis of moral reasoning in Anglo-American law, emphasizing certain ethical
and legal concepts and the role of the Supreme Court.
UG 327E Environmental Ethics 3 er. Prereq., lower-division course in Perspective 5 or consent
of instr. Critical exploration of selected philosophical and literary texts pertinent to the ethics
of human relationships with the natural environment.
UG 331 Philosophy of the Social Sciences 3 er. Prereq., upper-division standing. Philosophical
issues relating to the nature of social science: human behavior, relation of social science
_
to philosophy and physical science.
UG 340 Aesthetics 3 er. Prereq., upper-division standing. Offered every year. The nature of
aesthetic experience, of the standards of art criticism, and of the kinds of knowledge communicated by art. Readings from philosophers, artists, and art critics.
UG 344 Topics in the Philosophy of the Arts 3 er. (R-9) Prereq., upper-division standing. Same
as LS 344. Examination of philosophical problems related to the particular arts and discussion
of the nature of the arts. Topics include music, visual arts, literature, and film.
UG 351 Descartes, Spinoza, Leibniz 3 er. Prereq., Phil 252H or 6 credit hours in philosophy
or consent of instr. Offered alternate years. The development of Continental Rationalism.
UG 352 Locke, Berkeley, Hume 3 er. Prereq., Phil 252H or 6 credit hours in philosophy or consent of instr. Offered alternate years. The development of British Empiricism.
UG 353 Kant 3 er. Prereq., Phil 252H or 6 credit hours in philosophy or consent of instr. Offered alternate years. Reading and interpreta~iori of selected works.
UG 359 The Political Philosophy of Marxism 3 er. Prereq., PSc 250E or consent of instr. Same
as PSc 359. Offered alternate years. The study of Marx's writings and the works of representative 20th century Western Marxists.
UG 361E Contemporary Ethical Theory 3 er. Prereq., lower-division course in Perspective 5,
nine credits in philosophy or consent of instr. Offered alternate years. Recent theories on
the nature of moral concepts.
UG 363 Contemporary Politlcal Ethics 3 er. Prereq., upper-division standing. Offered alternate
years. Examination of contemporary political philosophers with particular attention to
utilitarian liberalism and deontological liberalism and their critics.
UG 375H Oriental Thought 3 er. Prereq., upper-division standing. Offered alternate years.
Philosophical themes in some Hindu, Buddhist, and Taoist literature.
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Philosophy of Society and Culture 3 er. Prereq., upper-division standing. Offered alternate years. A philosophical examination of cultural forces shaping modern society, forces
such as science, technology, or domesticity.
379H Women in America: The Historical Perspective 3 er. Same as LS 335H, Hist 379H.
The feminine image in America as revealed by popular literature-the "good-wyfe" of Colonial America, the Southern belle of the 19th century, the "Jewish mama" of the immigrant
experience, and the " castrating female" of the 20th century.
393 Omnibus Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of instr. Independent work under the University omnibus option . See index.
394 Seminar Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of instr.
395 Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses or one-time offerings of current topics.
396 Independent Study Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of instr.
397 Research Variable er. (R-9) Prereq ., consent of instr.
410 Philosophy of Science 3 er. Prereq., upper-division standing. Offered alternate years.
A consideration of philosophical issues relating to the nature of modern physical science:
method, explanation, theory, progress, space/time, causality, relation of science to
philosophy.
431H History of Science I 3 er. Prereq ., upper-division standing. Same as Hist 431H. Offered alternate years. Scientific thought from preclassical time to the Renaissance of the
12th century.
432H History of Science II 3 er. Prereq ., upper-division standing. Same as Hist 432H. Offered alternate years. Scientific thought in western Europe and U.S. from the 13th to the
19th century.
441 Philosophy of Law 3 er. Prereq., consent of instr. Empirical, analytical and normative
theories of law. Special attention to how these theories deal with substantive problems in
American law.
455 Issues in Economics and Philosophy Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr. Same
as Econ 455. Topics vary. May include private property and the public interest,
methodological issues in economics, justice and efficiency, public choice theory.
461 Plato 3 er. Prereq., Phil 251 H. Offered alternate years. General introduction to the
philosophy of Plato emphasizing dialogues of the Early and Middle periods.
463 Aristotle 3 er. Prereq., Phil 251 H. Offered alternate years. General introduction to Aristotle. Early biological writings, Categories, De lnterpretatione, Nicomachean Ethics, selections
from Physics, De Anima and Metaphysics.
465 Major Philosophers of the 19th Century 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., Phil 252H. Offered alternate years. Selection to be announced in the class schedule.
467 20th Century Continental Philosophy 3 er. Prereq., upper-division standing. Intensive
study of the work of one philosopher (Heidegger, Husserl, Sartre, Merleau-Ponty, Ricoeur,
Derrida, etc.) or several texts representing a major movement in 20th century continental
thought (Phenomenology, Existentialism, Hermeneutics, Post-structuralism, etc.)
469 20th Century Anglo-American Philosophy 3 er. Prereq., upper-division standing. Offered alternate years. Readings in analytic philosophy, contemporary empiricism, and contemporary pragmatism .
471 Philosophy of Language 3 er. Prereq., upper-division standing. Same as Ling 415. Offered alternate years. Structure and functions of natural and ideal languages; the relation
of language to thought and reality.
480 Senior Seminar 3 er. (R-9) Prereq., senior standing. Research in problems in philosophy.
485 Senior Thesis for Philosophy-Economics 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., senior standing. Same
as Econ 485.
493 Omnibus Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of instr. Independent work under the University omnibus option. See index.
494 Seminar Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of instr.
495 Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of instr. Experimental offerings of
visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current
topics.
496 Independent Study Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of instr.
497 Research Variable er. (R-9) Prereq. , consent of instr.
501 Topics in Epistemology, Philosophy of Technology and Philosophy of Science 3
er. (R-6) Offered every year.
502 Topics in Social, Political, and Legal Philosophy 3 er. (R-6) Offered every year.
503 Topics in the Philosophy of Art and Religion 3 er. (R-6) Offered every year.
504 Colloquium in the Philosophy of Ecology 3 er. (R-6) Same as Evst 504. Critical
study/discussion of current (as well as benchmark) texts and issues in environmental ethics,
environmental politics, and the philosophy of ecology. Interdisciplinary; open to concerned students from all disciplines.
593 Professional Paper Variable er. (R-9)
594 Seminar Variable er. (R-9)
595 Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
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Research

Variable er. (R-9) Directed individual research and study appropriate to the
background and objectives of the student.
Thesis Variable er. (R-6)

Professors
Thomas H. Birch, Jr., Ph.D., University of Texas, 1969
Albert Borgmann, Ph.D., University of Munich, 1963 (Chair)
Henry G. Bugbee, Ph.D., University of California, Berkeley, 1947 (Emeritus)
Thomas P. Huff, Ph.D., Rice University, 1968
Phillip R. Fandozzi, Ph.D., University of Hawaii, 1974
Ray Lanfear, Ph.D., Rice University, 1968
John F. Lawry, Ph.D., Harvard University, 1960 (Emeritus)
Burke A. Townsend, Ph.D., University of Hawaii, 1976
Maxine Van de Wetering, Ph.D., University of Washington, 1970

Associate Professors
Fred F. McGlynn, M.A., Northwestern University, 1965
Richard E. Walton, B.A., The University of Montana, 1964, 1966

Physical Education (See School

of Education)

Physical Therapy (See School of

Pharmacy and Allied Health Sciences)

Department of Physics
and Astronomy
Randolph H. Jeppesen, Chairman
Physics is the science that has as its objective the formulation and verification of laws or relationships
among the different physical quantities. Some of the most important of these quantities are mass, time,
length, force, energy, momentum, electric charge, electric field strength, entropy and wave length. These
quantities and the relations among them, which we call laws, have been found to serve in and to explain a wide range of phenomena such as occur in mechanics, heat, electricity, magnetism, light, atomic
and nuclear physics and in such related subjects as engineering, biophysics, meteorology and geophysics.
In addition, the subject of philosophy is profoundly influenced both by the methods and development
of physics.
The department also offers a variety of courses in astronomy. These courses are designed to provide
a good background in the related fields of mathematics and physics and to include a thorough preparation in astronomy and astrophysics.
Bachelor of Arts and Master of Arts degrees in physics, a Bachelor of Arts degree in physics and astronomy
and a Bachelor of Arts degree in physics-computer science are offered.

Special Degree
Requirements

Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the catalog. See index.

Bachelor of Arts with a major in Physics
Thirty-eight cr~dits in physics must be earned for the Bachelor of Arts degree with a major in physics.
Physics majors should take Physics 221 N and 222N in preparation for advanced courses. Mathematics
152, 153, 158, 251 also must be taken.
Physics majors must satisfy successfully the general education requirements including the following
requirement in Foreign Language/Symbolic Systems: Completion of the second semester of a foreign
language chosen from German, Russian, French, or Spanish, or demonstration of equivalent skill in
any of these specified languages in testing administered by the Counseling Center and the Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures, and completion of at least one computer science language
course (CS 131, 202 or 203).
Recommended courses in other departments include 6 credits of Computer Science courses above
200; Mathematics 311, 312.

Bachelor of Arts with a major in Physics and Astronomy
The entering freshman students interested in working toward this degree would normally have had the
high school mathematics courses which would prepare him or her for enrollment in Mathematics 121
during the autumn semester of the freshman year. If he or she has had four years of college preparatory
mathematics, including high school trigonometry, or can pass an examination which will exempt him
or her from Mathematics 121, he or she should initially enroll in Calculus I. During the first two years
of college, the student in the combined major should take Calculus I, II, Ill and Applied Differential Equations. The student should also enroll in the introductory astronomy sequence, Astronomy 131 N-132N.
In addition, he or she should enroll in as many electives and non-major courses satisfying departmental graduation requirements as his or her course schedule permits. Foreign language requirements must
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be met as set forth above under Bachelor of Arts with a major in Physics. The prospective major in
physics and astronomy will normally not take any physics courses until the second year. During the
sophomore year, he or she should enroll in Physics 221 N-222N.
Thirty-nine credits in astronomy and physics courses are required for the B.A. degree with a major in
physics and astronomy, in addition to the general requirements for graduation. The thirty-nine credits
should include Physics 221 N-222N plus at least two of the following course sequences: Physics 314-315,
322-323, 371-372, or 452-453. In addition, Astronomy 131N-132N, 351-352, 363-364, and one additional
astronomy course of the student's choice are required.

Combined Major in Physics-Computer Science
The purpose of the combined program is to provide a thorough background in both allied disciplines
and to inculcate a deeper understanding of their goals and methods. A student can offer a combined
major by completing at least 58 credits in the two disciplines, 29 of these credits in physics courses
and 29 of these in computer science courses. The following courses are required: Physics 221 N-222N,
301, 314-5, 371-2 and 452; Computer Science 131-2, 231-2, 331, 332, 335, 475, and 477; Mathematics
152-3, 251, 311, and 321-2. Beyond the required mathematics courses, Math 344, 347, and 471 are
strongly recommended. Also required is one course from Chem 334 or For 220. Moreover, the student
must complete two academic semesters of a foreign language at the University.
Students expecting to enroll in the program must meet the admission requirements of the computer
science major. See computer science.

Teacher Preparation in Physics
Major Teaching Field of Physics: For an endorsement in the major teaching field of Physics, a student must complete the requirements for the B.A. degree with a major in Physics including Phys 104N,
Phys 221N-222N, Phys 322-323 or 314, Phys 328, 341, 371; Astr 131N-132N and three electives in
physics and astronomy. Also required are Chem 151N, Evst 101N or Geol 101N, Math 152-153, 158,
and CS 101, 131 or 201. Students also must gain admission to Teacher Education and Student Teaching
and meet the requirements for certification as a secondary teacher (see the School of Education section of this catalog).
Minor Teaching Field of Physics: For an endorsement in the minor teaching field of Physics, a student must complete Phys 221N-222N, Phys 322-323, Phys 328, 341, 371 and three elective credits
in physics and astronomy courses. Also required are Chem 151N, Evst 101N orGeol 101N, Math 152-153,
158 and CS 101, 131or201. Students also must gain admission to Teacher Education and Student
Teaching and meet the requirements for certification as a secondary teacher (see the School of Education section of this catalog).

Suggested Course
of Study

Bachelor of Arts with a Major in Physics
For physics majors with four years of college preparatory mathematics or exemption from Math 121
by examination:
First Year
A
CS 101-lntroduction to Programming ............................................................. . 3
CS 203-FORTRAN Programming ................. .................................................. .
3
*Enex 101-Composition ................................................................................... . 3
4
Math 152-153-Calculus I, 11 ............................................................................. 4
Phys 221 N-222N-General Physics ................................................................. . 5
5
Electives and General Education ..................................................................... . ~
_§

s

17
*Semester of enrollment depends of beginning letter of student's last name.
Second Year
Math 251-Calculus 111 ......................................................................................
Math 158-Differential Equations ..................................................................... .
Phys 301-Vector Analysis ...............................................................................
Phys 322-323-Light .........................................................................................
Phys 341-Fundamentals of Modern Physics .................................................. .
Phys 371-372-Mechanics .................................. ............ ................................. .
Foreign Language ........................................................................................ .... .
Electives .......................................................................................................... .
Third Year
Math 311-312-Applied Analysis .......................................................................
Phys 251-Laboratory Arts ...............................................................................
Phys 314-315-Electricity ..................................................................................
Phys 452-453-Quantum Physics ............. ....................................................... .
Electives and General Education ......................................................................

17

4

2
3
3
5

3
3
2
3
5
2

17

18

3
1
3
3

3
4
3

.1

_§

17

16

Fourth Year
Phys 446-Thermodynamics and Statistical Mechanics ................................... . 3
Phys 473-Quantum Mechanics ...................................................................... .
Electives and General Education ...................................................................... ~
16

3
13
16
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For physics majors with less than four years of college preparatory mathematics (students who begin
Math 152 in the second semester use this suggested course of study for physics courses):
First Year
Astr 131N-132N-Elementary Astronomy... ....................................................... 3
3
CS 101-lntroduction to Programming..............................................................
3
*Enex 101-Composition...................... .............................................................. 3
Math 121-PreCalculus .................................................................................... 3
4
Math 152-Calculus 1........................................................................................
5
Foreign language .............. ..... ................ ............ ............................................... 5
Electives or General Education.........................................................................
6
17
*Semester of enrollment depends on beginning letter of student's last name.
Second Year
Math 153-Calculus 11 ...................................................................................... .
Math 158-Differential Equations ......................................................................
Math 251-Calculus 111 .................................................................................... ..
Phys 221 N-222N-General Physics ..................................................................
Phys 301-Vector Analysis ...............................................................................
Foreign language ............................................................................................. .
Electives or General Education .........................................................................

4
5

4
4
5
3

4

.-1
17

Third Year
CS 203-FORTRAN Programming ................................................................... .
Math 311-312-Applied Analysis ..................................................................... ..
Phys 314-315-Electricity ..................................................................................
Phys 341-Fundamentals of Modern Physics .................................................. .
Phys 371-372-Mechanics .............................................................................. ..
Electives and General Education ......................................................................

18

3
3
3
3
4

16
Fourth Year
Phys 446-Thermodynamics and Statistical Mechanics ................................ .. 3
Phys 452-453-Quantum Physics ................................................................... ..
3
Phys 473-Quantum Mechanics ...................................................................... .
Electives and General Education ...................................................................... 11
17

16
3
3
4
3
4
17

3
3
~
15

Requirements for
a Minor

To earn a minor in physics the student must complete Phys 101N-102N or 221 N-222N; Phys 371-372;
and six credits from Phys 301, 314-315, 322-323, 341, 446, or 452-453.

Courses

Astronomy
U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or graduate credit, G = for graduate credit.
Rafter the credit indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated after the R.
U
131N Elementary Astronomy I 3 er. Prereq., high school algebra and geometry. Solar system
astronomy.
U
132N Elementary Astronomy II 3 er. Prereq., high school algebra and geometry. A survey
of normal and variable stars, star clusters, nebulae and galaxies, quasars, pulsars, neutron
stars, black holes, and other topics.
U
134N Elementary Astronomy Laboratory I 1 er. Prereq. or coreq., Astr 131N. Laboratory
exercises in solar system astronomy.
U
135N Elementary Astronomy Laboratory II 1 er. Prereq. or coreq., Astr 132N. Laboratory
exercises in stellar and galactic astronomy.
U
150 The Search for Life in the Universe 2 er. Prereq., Astr 131 N. Offered alternate years.
A survey of exobiology with emphasis on the astronomical evidence regarding prospective
life sites in the solar system and elsewhere.
U
195 Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses or one-time offerings of current topics.
U
198 Cooperative Education Internship Variable er. (R-10) Prereq., consent of department.
Extended classrom experience which provides practical application of classroom learning
during placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the faculty supervisor and the Cooperative Education Office.
U
233 Galaxies and Cosmology 3 er. Prereq., Astr 132N. Offered alternate years. Distribution of stars, nebulae, and interstellar matter of the Milky Way Galaxy and properties of
other galaxies, clusters of galaxies, and quasars. The origin and fate of the Universe.
UG 351 Solar System Astronomy and Astrophysics 3 er. Prereq., Astr 131N, Phys 222N. Offered alternate years. Physical characteristics of planets, satellites, asteroids, comets, and
meteoroids.
UG 352 Solar System Astronomy and Astrophysics 3 er. Prereq., Astr 351. Offered alternate
years. Continuation of Astr 351, concentrating on the observable properties of the sun.
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UG

362

UG

363

UG

364

U

395

U

398

Observational Astronomy 3 er. Prereq., Astr 132N, Phys 222N. Offered alternate years.
Telescopes and instrumentation for the determination of the positions, brightnesses, colors and other properties of stars; particular attention to photoelectric photometry. Includes
observational and computational problems.
Stellar Astronomy and Astrophysics 3 er. Prereq., Astr 132N, Math 158 and 251, and
Phys 222N . Offered alternate years. Detailed application of physical laws to determine the
nature of the stars; analysis of stellar spectra; structure of stars and their evolution; galactic structure and cosmology.
Stellar Astronomy and Astrophysics 3 er. Prereq., Astr 363. Offered alternate years.
Continuation of Astr 363.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Cooperative Education Internship Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of department.
Extended classroom experience which provides practical application of classroom learning during placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the faculty supervisor and the Cooperative Education Office.

Physics
U

U
U

U

U
U

U

U
U
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG

UG

UG
UG
U
UG
UG

UG

101 N General Physics 5 er. Prereq., high school algebra and trigonometry. Mechanics, sound,
and heat. For non-physical science majors. Satisfies medical school requirements. Credit
not allowed for both Phys 101N-102N and 221N-222N.
102N General Physics 5 er. Prereq., Phys 101N, Electricity, magnetism, light, and modern
physics. Credit not allowed for both Phys 101N-102N and 221N-222N.
104N Physics of Energy 3 er. Study of various energy sources and the problem of energy
frugality in order to understand public policy and environmental issues. Basic understanding of governing physics principles is emphasized.
105N Physics of Music and Hi-Fidelity 3 er. Study of waves, sound and electricity asapplied to music and hi-fidelity. Not appropriate towards general physics requirement in any
major.
195 Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
198 Cooperative Education Internship Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of department.
Extended classroom experience which provides practical application of classroom learning during placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the faculty supervisor and the Cooperative Education Office.
221N General Physics 5 er. Prereq. or coreq., calculus. This course satisfies medical and
technical school requirements in general physics. Mechanics, sound, and heat. Credit not
allowed for both Phys 221N-222N and 101N-102N.
222N General Physics 5 er. Prereq., Phys 221N. Electricity, magnetism, light, and modern
physics. Credit not allowed for both Phys 221N-222N and 101N-102N.
251 Laboratory Arts 1 er. (R-2) Prereq., Phys 222N and upper-division standing in physics.
Elements of glass blowing, machine shop practice and electronic construction technics.
301 Vector Analysis 3 er. Prereq., Phys 222N and Math 251. Selected topics in vector
algebra and vector calculus, with examples from applications in physics.
314 Electricity 3 er. Prereq., Phys 301 . Electricity and magnetism at the intermediate level.
315 Electricity 4 er. Prereq., Phys 314. Continuation of Phys 314, with one two-hour
laboratory per week. Electricity and magnetism at the intermediate level.
322 Light 2 er. Prereq., Phys 222N and coreq., Math 251. Topics in light and optics at the
intermediate level, with laboratory.
323 Light 2 er. Prereq., Phys 322. Continuation of Phys 322. Topics in light and optics at
the intermediate level, with laboratory.
328 Methods of Teaching Physics 2 er. Prereq., Phys 222N. Offered alternate years. Texts,
demonst;ations and laboratory experiments used in contemporary approaches to teaching
of high school physics. Credit not allowed toward major in physics.
341 Fundamentals of Modern Physics 3 er. Prereq., one year of general physics. Includes
historical background for development of modern physics and an introduction to quantum
mechanics, atomic and nuclear physics. Credit not allowed for graduate degree in physics.
371 Mechanics 3 er. Prereq., Phys 301 and Math 158 and 251. Topics in classical mechanics
at the intermediate level.
372 Mechanics 3 er. Prereq., Phys 371 . Continuation of Phys 371. Topics in classical
mechanics at the intermediate level.
399 Honors Physics Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr. Independent research in
topics of current interest in physics.
446 Thermodynamics and Statistical Mechanics 3 er. Prereq., Phys 222N and Math 158
and 251. Topics in thermodynamics and statistical mechanics.
452 Quantum Physics of the Atom 3 er. Prereq., Phys 341 and Math 251. Introduction to
quantum mechanics. Topics include Schroedinger equation, piecewise constant potential,
harmonic oscillator, hydrogen atom, angular momentum theory, electron spin.
453 Quantum Physics of Multi-Electron Systems 3 er. Prereq., Phys 452. Continuation
of 452. Topics include molecular bonds, molecular spectra, physics of solids, and introductory
nuclear and particle physics.
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UG

473

UG

495

G

514

G

515

G

554

G

555

G

573

G

574

G

595

G
G

597
598

G

599

Quantum Mechanics 3 er. Prereq., Phys 452. Advanced topics in quantum mechanics
including linear vector spaces and Dirac notation, quantum dynamics, time-dependent perturbation theory, and scattering theory.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Electrodynamics 3 er. Prereq., Phys 315 and 373. Offered alternate years. Electricity
and magnetism at the advanced level.
Electrodynamics 3 er. Prereq., Phys 514. Offered alternate years. Electricity and
magnetism at the advanced level.
Nuclear Physics 3 er. Prereq., Phys 453 and 473. Offered alternate years. Nuclear
physics at the advanced level.
Nuclear Physics 3 er. Prereq., Phys 554. Offered alternate years. Nuclear and particle physics at the advanced level.
Quantum Mechanics 3 er. Prereq., Phys 473. Offered alternate years. Quantum
mechanics at the advanced level.
Quantum Mechanics 3 er. Prereq., Phys 573. Offered alternate years. Quantum
mechanics at the advanced level.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Research 1·6 er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of instr. Research in selected physics topics.
Cooperative Education Internship Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of department.
Extended classroom experience which provides practical application of classroom learning during placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the faculty supervisor and the Cooperative Education Office.
Thesis Variable er. (R-9) Thesis preparation and execution.

Professors
Richard J. Hayden, Ph.D., University of Chicago, 1948
Mark J. Jakobson, Ph.D., University of California, Berkeley, 1951
C. Rulon Jeppesen, Ph.D., University of California (Emeritus)
Randolph H. Jeppesen, Ph.D., New Mexico State University, 1980 (Chairman)

Assistant Professors
David B. Friend, Ph.D., University of Colorado, 1982
Eijiro Uchimoto, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1988

Department of Political Science
Jonathan Tompkins, Chairman
From the time of Plato and Aristotle, the study of politics has been concerned with how human communities use power to shape the lives of individuals. Students of politics observe the world's political
institutions, from local governments to international organizations. They are interested in the quality
of political leadership, the values which underlie public affairs, the political and legal processes used
to make governmental decisions, and the wisdom of policies. Politics is the continuing dialogue about
the best way for communities to govern themselves.
The department offers a varied undergraduate curriculum covering domestic, foreign, and international
politics. By meeting requirements outlined below, a student may earn a bachelor degree in political
science or in political science-history; a minor in political science; or a bachelor degree in political science
with an emphasis in public administration. A Master of Arts degree in political science and a Master
of Public Administration degree are also offered.
The scope of the faculty's interest and research is wide. They bring special insights gained through
study and residence in Canada, England, Western Europe, the Soviet Union, Africa, India, the Far East
and Latin America, as well as in Montana and Washington, D.C. All members of the department teach
introductory and advanced courses.
Courses offered in the department are designed to: (1) assist students to secure a broad liberal education and to equip them with the foundations for American citizenship; (2) provide undergraduate preparation to allow continued study at the graduate level with the ultimate goal of college teaching and research;
(3) offer a broad program of training for those students who plan careers in teaching at both the elementary
and secondary levels; (5) provide a sound background for those students who intend to enroll in law
and other professional schools.
The major fields of political science are (1) American government and politics with national, state and
local government, politics, and public law as sub-fields; (2) public administration; (3) political theory;
(4) comparative government; (5) international relations, organization and law.
Majors are eligible for membership in Pi Sigma Alpha, the national political science honorary and are
active in student political activities. The Department of Political Science secures a number of legislative
and administrative internships in state and local government each year. Internships and other learning
opportunities in Washington, D.C., are also available.
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Special Degree
Requirements

Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the catalog. See index.
Political Science Major: Students majoring in political science must take a minimum of 33 credits of
political science, including 100S, 200S, 230S, 250E; one course in comparative government; and one
additional 300-400-level course in three of the five fields listed above. Twenty-one of the 33 hours must
be in upper-division courses.
Political Science Major with an Emphasis in Public Administration: A student may earn a major
in political science with an emphasis in public administration by completing a minimum of 39 credits
in political science, including: 100S, 200S, 230S, 250E, one course in comparative government, one
additional 300-400-level course in three of the five major fields of political science listed previously (excluding public administration), 361, 362, 460, and two of the following courses: 360E, 364, 365, 367,
461, 463S, 465.

Teacher Preparation in Political Science (Government)
Major Teaching Field of Political Science (Government): For an endorsement in the major teaching
field of Political Science (Government), a student must complete the requirements for the B.A. degree
with a major in Political Science. Students also must complete C&I 428, gain admission to Teacher
Education and Student Teaching and meet the requirements for certification as a secondary teacher
(see the School of Education section of this catalog).
Minor Teaching Field of Political Science (Government): For an endorsement in the minor teaching
field of Political Science (Government), a student must complete the requirements for the political science
minor as given in the section, Requirements for a Minor. Students also must complete C&l 428, gain
admission to Teacher Education and Student Teaching and meet the requirements for certification as
a secondary teacher (see the School of Education section of this catalog).
Combined Political Science-History Teaching Major: The B.A. degree with a major in Political ScienceHistory is designed for students seeking an endorsement to teach comprehensive (broadfield) Social
Science. Students complete a broad range of courses in political science and history (48 credits) and
from 9 to 13 credits of courses from two additional social science disciplines. Students must complete
PSc 100S, PSc 200S, PSc 230S and 15 elective credits in upper-division political science courses. In
history, students must complete three courses from Hist 104H, 105H, 151 H, 152H, Hist 300 and 9 credits
in upper-division history courses, including a selection from American and other than American history.
No more than 60 credits in Political Science and History may be counted toward the degree. Courses
in two additional social science disciplines must be completed by choosing two discrete sets from the
following four sets of courses (for example, the series of courses in economics and geography):
1. Economics 1OOS, 111 S, 112S
2. Geography-select a minimum of 12 credits from :
Geog 1018, 104, 195, 496, one upper-division course in human
geography and one upper-division course in regional geography
3. Psychology 1OOS, 240S, 330S
4. Sociology 110S, 201, 320 and 235S or 330S
Students also must complete C&I 428, gain admission to Teacher Education and Student Teaching
and meet the requirements for certification as a secondary teacher (see the School of Education section of this catalog). Comprehensive Social Science qualifies for a single teaching field endorsement.
Students must have an advisor in either political science or history and an advisor from the School
of Education for teacher certification.

Suggested Course
of Study

First Year
A
PSc 1OOS-lntroduction to American Government ........................................... . 3
PSc 200S-Public Policy Issues ...................................................................... .
PSc 230S-lntroduction to International Relations ........................................... .
Seven General Education courses ................................................................... . 10
One elective ..................................................................................................... 3
16
Second Year
PSc 250E-Political Theory ......................... ........................................ ............ . 3
PSc comparative government course ............................................................... .
PSc 300-400-level course ................................................................................. .
Seven General Education courses .......................................................... ......... . 11
One elective .................................................................................................... . 3
17

s
3
3
11
17

3
3
10
16

Requirements for
a Minor

To earn a minor in political science the student must complete a minimum of 21 credits of political science,
including 100S, 200S, 230S, and 250E; one course in comparative government; and one additional
300-400-level course in two of the five major fields of political science listed previously. Nine of the
21 credits must be in 300-400-level courses.

Courses

U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or graduate credit, G = for graduate credit.
A after the credit indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated after the R.
U
100S Introduction to American Government 3 er. Not open to senior level political science
majors except with consent of chair. Constitutional principles, structures, and the political
process of the national government.
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U

195

U

200S

U

230S

U

240H

U

250E

UG

320H

UG

321H

UG

322H

UG

323

UG

326H

UG

328H

UG

329H

UG

332E

UG

335

UG

341

UG

342

UG

351

UG

352

UG

354

UG

359

UG

360E

u

361

UG

362

UG

364

UG

365

Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Public Polley Issues 3 er. Prereq., PSc 100S. Introduction to the policy-making process and issues of domestic and foreign policy.
International Relations 3 er. Not open to senior level political science majors except
with consent of instr. Review·of the evolution of the nation-state system and survey of contemporary international actors, issues and forces for stability and change.
Introduction to Third Wor1d Studies 3 er. Introduction to Third World societies, cultures,
political systems, problems, and perspectives. Consideration of Western policies and involvement.
Political Theory 3 er. Analysis of the various attempts (from Plato to Marx) to explain,
instruct, and justify the distribution of political power in society. Emphasis is placed upon
those theories whose primary concern is to define the nature of the "good" society.
Politics of the Middle East 3 er. Prereq., junior standing or consent of instr. Institutions, political development, and the role of religion in selected Middle Eastern countries
with emphasis on Afghanistan, Iran, Pakistan, and Saudi Arabia.
Politics of Western Europe 3 er. Prereq., PSc 100S and junior standing or consent
of instr. Comparative analysis of parliamentary forms of government and politics with emphasis on Great Britain, France and West Germany.
Politics of the Soviet Union 3 er Prereq., PSc 100S and junior standing or consent
of instr. Culture, ideology and political institutions of the Soviet Union.
Politics of Revolution 3 er. Prereq., junior standing or consent of instr. Study of the
political processes of revolution, its causes and consequences. Analysis of violence as a
political technique and of counter measures designed to prevent or control it.
Politics of Africa 3 er. Prereq., junior standing or consent of instr. Development of the
political systems of sub-Saharan Africa. Analysis of the interaction between African and
Western social, political, and economic forces. Consideration of African political thought.
Politics of China 3 er. Prereq., junior standing or consent of instr. Institutions and political
development in China.
Politics of Japan 3 er. Prereq., junior standing or consent of instr. Institutions and political
development in Japan.
International Organizations 3 er. Prereq., PSc 230S and junior standing or consent
of instr. Offered alternate years. A theoretical and political examination of the United Nations (and selected other organizations) as an instrument of international cooperation.
American Foreign Polley 3 er. Prereq., PSc 200S and 230S and junior standing or consent of instr. Offered alternate years. American diplomatic, economic and defense policies
since World War II and their significance in international politics.
Elections and Public Opinion 3 er. Prereq., PSc 100S. Offered alternate years. Nominations, campaigns and elections. Voter attitudes and behavior. Significance of elections for
the political system.
Political Parties and Interest Groups 3 er. Prereq., PSc 100S. Offered alternate years.
Study of the roles of political parties and interest groups in the American political system:
their influence on elections, government policies, and opportunities for citizen participation.
The Classics of Political Theory 3 er. Prereq., PSc 250E or consent of instr. Offered
alternate years. The political philosophies of Plato, Aristotle, St. Augustine, Machiavelli and
Hobbes.
American Political Thought and Its Antecedents 3 er. Prereq., PSc 250E or consent
of instr. The study of Locke and Rousseau serves as introduction for an analysis of conflicting themes in American political thought: Utilitarianism vs. Republicanism, Libertarianism
vs. Egalitarianism, Elitism vs. Communitarianism.
Contemporary Issues In Political Theory 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., PSc 250E or consent
of instr. Offered alternate years. Topics variable. Research and assessment of current political
and social issues through the study of a representative text and related literature.
The Political Philosophy of Marxism 3 er. Prereq., PSc 250E or consent of instr. Same
as Phil 359. Offered alternate years. The study of Marx's writings and the works of representative 20th century Western Marxists.
Ethics In Government 3 er. Prereq., lower-division course in Perspective 5 or consent
of instr. Analysis of the role and scope of ethical issues in public policy and the moral responsibilities of public officials.
Public Administration 3 er. Prereq., PSc 100S. Legal and institutional setting of the
administrative system; dynamics of organization and processes of public management.
Case Studies In Public Administration 3 er. Prereq., PSc 361or501. Problems and
techniques of administration illustrated by case materials and role playing. Emphasis on
administrative policy-making, organizational development, personnel issues, ethics and
decision-making, and management.
State and Local Government 3 er. Prereq., PSc 100S and junior standing. Offered alternate years.Analysis of American state and local government with emphasis on governmental
organization, intergovernmental relations, local government powers, and self-government
charters. Special attention to Montana.
Government and the Economy 3 er. Prereq., PSc 200S. Offered alternate years. The
politics of governmental involvement in the economy, and its role as regulator, promoter,
and participant in economic activity.
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The American Presidency 3 er. Prereq., PSc 100S. The constitutional foundation and
evolution of the executive branch, the structure of the office, and executive functions and
powers.
367 Natural Resource Politics 3 er. Prereq., PSc 200S or consent of instr. An examination
of the political process as it relates to the ongoing conflict over the nation's natural resources.
Particular attention will be devoted to the politics of conservation and environmentalism.
370 The Supreme Court and Judicial Politics 3 er. Prereq., PSc 100S and junior standing.
Offered alternate years. Introduction to the judicial process with emphasis on judicial powers,
interpretation of law by judges, and Supreme Court decision making.
387 Legislative Politics 3 er. Prereq., PSc 100S. Structure, processes, and politics of U.S.
Congress and state legislatures. During legislative years, special emphasis will be devoted
to the Montana Legislature.
400 Tribal Government 3 er. Same as NAS 400. Offered alternate years. An examination
of tribal governments from a historical and political perspective. Particular attention devoted
to the issues of tribal sovereignty and tribal-state conflicts.
433E International Law 3 er. Prereq., PSc 332E and junior standing or consent of instr. Offered alternate years. Introduction to classical principles and contemporary issues of the
law of nations.
460 Public Personnel Administration 3 er. Prereq., PSc 361 or consent of instr. Study of
the essential elements of personnel administration, including analysis and evaluation of
work, and the selection, management, and evaluation of public employees.
461 Administrative Law 3 er. Prereq., PSc 100S and junior standing. Offered alternate years.
The legal foundations of public administration with emphasis on legislative delegation, administrative rulemaking and adjudication, judicial review, and public participation.
4635 Development Administration 4 er. Prereq., junior standing or consent of instr. Offered
alternate years. Study of the functions and processes of public administration in the Third
World. Focus on alleviating poverty and underdevelopment. Includes project design and
development planning activities.
465 Selected Topics in Public Policy 3 er. Prereq., PSc 200S and junior standing or consent of instr. Offered alternate years. Analysis of the public policy process with special emphasis on selected contemporary issues that illustrate the roles of governmental and
non-governmental bodies in the formation of public policy.
471 Constitutional Law I: Federalism and Separation of Powers 3 er. Prereq., junior standing or consent of instr. Offered alternate years. Case studies of judicial policy making
by interpretation of the United States Constitution.
472 Constitutional Law II: Civil Rights and Liberties 3 er. Prereq., PSc 471 or consent
of instr. Offered alternate years. Case studies of judicial policy making by interpretation
of the United States Constitution.
493 Omnibus Variable er. (R-15) Prereq., consent of instr. Independent work under the
University omnibus option. See index.
495 Special Topics In Political Science 1-3 er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of instr. Experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
496 Independent Study in Political Science 1-3 er. (R-6) Prereq., nine credits in political
science courses numbered at the 300- or 400-level and consent of instr. Research in fields
appropriate to the needs and objectives of the individual student.
501 Public Administration 3 er. Advanced analysis of processes of public management;
examination of public administrators' involvement in policy making.
502 Research Methods 3 er. A survey of methods employed in social science research with
emphasis on preparing research designs.
503 Policy Analysis 3 er. Prereq., PSc 501 and 502 or consent of instr.; coreq., PSc 597.
The role of public administrators in the policymaking process with emphasis on methods
of policy analysis and program evaluation.
504 Administration in Complex Organizations 3 er. Concepts and theories relevant to the
administration of complex organizations, including administrative structure, behavior, process and functions.
505 Public Finance and Budgeting 3 er. Seminar focusing on principles of public finance
and analysis of budgeting as a primary tool of public sector management.
521 Ethics in Government 3 er. Prereq., enrollment in Helena M.P.A. program or Great
Falls M.A.S. program. Offered every second or third year. Analysis of the role and scope
of ethical issues in public policy and the moral responsibilities of public officials.
522 Public Personnel Administration 3 er. Prereq., enrollment in Helena M.P.A. program
or Great Falls M.A.S. program. Offered every second or third year. Study of the essential
elements of personnel administration, including analysis and evaluation of work, and the
selection, management and evaluation of public employees.
523 Administrative Law 3 er. Prereq., enrollment in Helena M.P.A. program or Great Falls
M.A.S. program. Offered every second or third year. The legal foundations of public administration with emphasis on legislative delegation, administrative rulemaking and adjudication, judicial review, and public participation.
531 American Government 3 er. Prereq., consent of instr. Directed readings in the area
of American government.
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Comparative Government 3 er. Prereq., consent of instr. Directed readings in the area
of comparative government.
International Relations 3 er. Prereq., consent of instr. Directed readings in the area
of international relations.
Political Theory 3 er. Prereq., consent of instr. Directed readings in the area of political
theory.
Professional Paper 1-3 er. (R-3)
Seminar Variable er. (R-9) Topic varies.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Independent Study Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr.
Applied Research Project 3 er. Coreq., PSc 503. Offered pass/not pass only.
Internship In Public Administration Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr. Offered pass/not pass only.
Public Administration Practicum 1-10 er. Supervised field work in state, municipal,
and county governmental agencies. Offered pass/not pass only.
Thesis Varlable er. (R-6)

Professors
Forest L. Grieves, Ph.D., University of Arizona, 1967
Donald Habbe, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1957 (Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs)
Louis D. Hayes, Ph.D., University of Arizona, 1966
Peter Koehn, Ph.D., University of Colorado, 1973 (Director of International Programs)
James J. Lopach, Ph.D., University of Notre Dame, 1973
Thomas Payne, Ph.D., University of Chicago, 1951 (Emeritus)
Ronald F. Perrin, Ph.D., University of California, San Diego, 1971

Associate Professors
William J. Chaloupka, Ph.D., University of Hawaii, 1980
Jonathan R. Tompkins, Ph.D., University of Washington, 1981 (Chairman)

Assistant Professors
Patrick Edgar, D.P.A., University of Southern California, 1991
Paul L. Haber, Ph.D., Columbia Univesity, 1992
Michael J. Laslovich, Ph.D., Carleton University, 1988

Pre-Agriculture/Horticulture (See Biological Sciences)
Pre-Engineering
E. Uchlmoto (Assistant Professor of Physics), Advisor
The pre-engineering curriculum is for students planning to transfer to technical engineering schools.
Since engineering curricula differ for the different divisions of engineering, the general curriculum listed
below serves only as a guide. A student planning to transfer into a particular type of engineering or
into a particular school should work out a special program with his or her advisor.
First Year
A
S
CS 101-lntroduction to Programming.............................................................. 3
CS 203-FORTRAN Programming....................................................................
3
*Enex 101-Composition.................................................................................... 3
Comm 111A-lntroduction to Public Speaking ..................................................
2
tMath 152-153-Calculus ...... ................... .. ............ ... .... ............. ..... ..... ... ........... 4
4
Phys 221 N-222N-General Physics ... .... ... .. ....... .. .. ... ... .................. ... ... ....... ...... 5
5
Electives ...... ............. ......... .. ................ .. ...................... ..................... ..... ....... .... 2
3
17
*Semester of enrollment depends on beginning letter of student's last name.
tThe mathematics sequence should begin with Math 121 for students deficient in
Second Year
Chem 161 N-162N-164N-165N-College Chemistry and
Laboratory . ....... ..... .. ... .. ... ...... .. ....... .. .. ..... .. .. .. ........... ... ........... ...... . ..... ... .. .. . .. .
Econ 111 S-112S- lntroduction to Micro/Macroeconomics .................................
Math 251 - Calculus. .........................................................................................
Math 158-Differential Equations. .....................................................................
Phys 341-Modern Physics . .. ....... .. .... .. ... .. .. ....... .. ...... ... ..... .... ... ...... .... .. .. ........ .
Phys 301-Vector Analysis. ..............................................................................
Electives ....... ......• ... ........ .... ......... ............ ... ...... .. ... .. ...... ....... .. .. ........... .. ...........

17

mathematics.

5
3
4

5
3
3

3
2

3
3

17

17
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Pre-Law
Pre-law students are required to choose a degree major in which they will specialize. It is important
to note that there is no one major which best prepares students for law school and no particular course
of study is a prerequisite for admission to law school. The Pre-Law Advising Committee suggests that
the best preparation for law school is a broad education which ensures exposure to the varieties of
thought about the social, political, economic, philosophical, and cultural forces which have shaped law
and the societies it governs. Pre-law students must develop substantial skills in writing and be able
to think critically and logically.
The Pre-Law Advising Committee urges students to see one of its members as soon as they consider
going to law school. Advice on the specific character of each student's pre-law program, help in preparation for the LSAT examination, and support in admission to law school are the aims of each member
of the committee.
Pre-Law Advising Committee
Thomas P. Huff (Professor, Philosophy) (Coordinator)
Michael R. Brown (Professor, Accounting)
Harry W. Fritz (Professor, History)
Jerry L. Furniss (Associate Professor, Management)
Forest L. Grieves (Professor, Political Science)
J. Ray Lanfear (Professor, Philosophy)
James J. Lopach (Professor, Political Science)
Michael Mayer (Associate Professor, History)
Jack K. Morton (Professor, Management)
John G. Photiades (Professor, Economics)

Pre-Medical Sciences (See Biological Sciences)
Pre-Nursing (See School of Pharmacy and Allied

Health Sciences)

Department of Psychology
Laurence H. Berger, Chairman
Psychology is the science of the behavior of humans and other animals. The psychologist, using scientific methods, seeks to understand the causes and purposes of behavior. Psychologists pursue their
research and its application in academia, business, government, health, military and social service.
The department offers the Bachelor of Arts, Master of Arts and Doctor of Philosophy degrees.

Special Degree
Requirements

Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the catalog. See index.
To earn a Bachelor of Arts degree in psychology, the student must complete one of three emphases.
Students are not restricted to the courses listed under any emphasis, although one emphasis must
be completed by majors.
Qualified students are encouraged to complete a baccalaureate thesis-a project and report resembling an M.A. thesis. Students work with and are guided by three faculty members and must declare
their intention to complete the baccalaureate thesis by the beginning of their senior year. Thesis credit
is taken in addition to all other requirements for a degree in psychology.
Majors are required to remain in periodic contact with departmental advisors to facilitate advanced and
individual program planning, to deal with impending difficulties, and as a communication channel between student and department.
Students who are particularly interested in child, adult or family development should investigate the
human and family development minor. See index.
General Emphasis
The general emphasis is intended for students who have a major interest in psychology, but do not
intend to pursue graduate training in psychology.
1)
2)
3)
4)

Psyc 100S- lntroduction to Psychology
Psyc 120-lntroduction to Psychological Research Methods
Psyc 220- Psychological Statistics
Psyc 330S- Abnormal Psychology
5) One of:
Psyc 235S- Fundamentals of Clinical Psychology
Psyc 336S-Child and Adolescent Psychological Disorders
Psyc 337-Principles of Cognitive Behavior Modification
Psyc 365- Cognition
Psyc 456-Advanced Personality Theory
6) Psyc 240S- Developmental Psychology
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7) One of:
Psyc 350S~Social Psychology
Psyc 351S-Psychology of Personality
8) Psyc 260S-Learning and Memory
9) Psyc 270N-Fundamentals of Biological Psychology
10) Psyc 320-Advanced Psychological Research Methods
11) One of:
Psyc 371-lntermediate Physiological Psychology
Psyc 372-lntermediate Behavioral Biology
Psyc 373-lntermediate Sensory Systems and Perception
12 One of:
Math 117-Probability, Linear Math
Math 152-Calculus I
Management 357 is recommended for the general emphasis.
Pre-Professional Emphasis
The pre-professional emphasis provides the student with an adequate foundation for graduate studies
in psychology.
The requirements for the pre-professional emphasis are the same as those for the geneai emphasis plus:
1) Psyc 367-Supervised Research (2 credits)
The pre-professional emphasis students should understand that psychology is a science of unusual
breadth. A psychologist should understand scientific processes in general, and basics of closely related
scientific disciplines. The following courses are recommended to students preparing for graduate training in psychology. Not all of the courses listed are equally important for all subfields within psychology,
so it is advisable for students to consult with advisors in selecting those most crucial. An indication
of possible applicability is included with each suggested course.
Biology-cell and molecular biology and genetics. (physiological,
behavioral biology, developmental)
Chemistry-survey of chemistry through biochemistry.
(ail except mathematical psychology)
Computer Science-mastery of one language: e.g., FORTRAN or Pascal for
quantitative fields; LISP or PROLOG for artificial intelligence (all)
Mathematics-Calculus I and II (all)
Physics-physics including sound and light (all laboratory fields)
Zoology-human physiology through the nervous system and
endocrinology (ail except mathematical psychology)
Technician
The technician emphasis is intended for those students who wish to work at the bachelor degree level
as behavioral technicians in group homes or state institutions for the developmentally disabled or emotionally disturbed.
1) Psyc 100S-lntroduction to Psychology
2) Psyc 120-lntroduction to Psychological Research Methods
3) Psyc 220-Psychological Statistics
4) Psyc 240S-Developmental Psychology
5) Psyc 260S- Learning and Memory
6) Psyc 320-Advanced Psychological Research Methods
7) Psyc 337-Principles of Cognitive Behavior Modification
8) Psyc 397- Supervised Research
9) Psyc 438-Behavioral Technology
10) Psyc 498-Practicum in Behavioral Technology (3 er. in junior year)
11) Psyc 498-Practicum in Behavioral Technology (9 er. in senior year)
Teacher Preparation in Psychology
Major Teaching Field of Psychology: For an endorsement in the major teaching field of Psychology,
a student must complete the requirements for the B.A. degree with a major in Psychology, General
Emphasis and Psyc 315N. Students also must complete C&I 428, gain admission to Teacher Education and Student Teaching and meet the requirements for certification as a secondary teacher (see
the School of Education section of this catalog).
Students are advised that the demand in Montana high schools for teaching of courses in this field
is limited. Students should complete the required second endorsement (major or minor) in a field other
than Drama, Economics, Geography, Journalism or Sociology.
Minor Teaching Field of Psychology: For an endorsement in the minor teaching field of Psychology,
a student must complete the requirements for the psychology minor as given in the section, Requirements
for a Minor. Students also must complete Psyc 315N and C&l 428, gain admission to Teacher Education and Student Teaching and meet the requirements for certification as a secondary teacher (see
the School of Education section of this catalog).

Suggested Course
of Study

First Year
Psyc 100S-introduction to Psychology ............................................................
Psyc 120- lntroduction to Psychological Research Methods .............................
Math 117- Probability and Linear Math or 152- Calculus 1..............................
*Enex 101-Composition....................................................................................

A
3

s
3

4
3
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Four General Education courses. ........................ ..............................................
Two elective courses .... ... ........... .... ........... ....... .......... ....... ... . ........ ......... ..... ... ..

3
3

9
4

16

16

3
3
6
4

6
6
4

16

16

Second Year
Psyc 220-Psychological Statistics ................................ ...................... ........... ..
Three other 200-level psychology courses ........ ..... ...... ...... ........ ... ........... ..... .. ..
Four General Education courses... ......... ................ ....... .... ................................
Two elective courses .... .. .... . .. ......... .. .... .... ........ ....... .......... ...... .. .... .. .... .. ......... ..

Requirements for
a Minor

To earn a minor in psychology the student must complete a minimum of 21 credits of psychology including:
1) Psyc 100S-lntroduction to Psychology
2) Psyc 120-lntroduction to Psychological Research Methods
3) One of:
Psyc 240S-Developmental Psychology
Psyc 350S-Social Psychology
Psyc 351 S-Psychology of Personality
4) One of:
Psyc 235S-Fundamentals of Clinical Psychology
Psyc 330S-Abnormal Psychology
Psyc 336S-Child and Adolescent Psychological Disorders
Psyc 337-Principles of Cognitive Behavior Modification
5) Two of:
Psyc 260S-Learning and Memory
Psyc 270N-Fundamentals of Biological Psychology
Psyc 371-lntermediate Physiological Psychology
Psyc 372-lntermediate Behavioral Biology
Psyc 373-lntermediate Sensory Systems and Perception
At least six of the 21 credits must be at the 300-level or above.

Courses

U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or graduate credit, G = for graduate credit.
R after the credit indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated after the R.
U
100S Introduction to Psychology 3 er. Introduction to the scientific study of behavior in
humans and other animals.
U
115S The Psychology of Loving Relations 3 er. Prereq., Psyc 100S. The dynamics, development, and behaviors of intimate human relations as they emerge from infancy through
adulthood.
U
116S The Psychology of Parent-Child Relations 3 er. Prereq., Psyc 100S. Theory, research,
and practice of parenting. Common issues of parent-child relations will be presented.
U
117S Psychology of Stress and Coping 3 er. Prereq., Psyc 100S. An overview of environmental, social and personal stressors and the consequences of stress for individuals, families
and organizations. Current research strategies and major theories regarding stress and
coping are emphasized.
U
118 Extrasensory Perception and Related Phenomena 3 er. Prereq., Psyc 100S. An examination of paranormal events from scientific and alternative viewpoints.
U
120 Introduction to Psychological Research Methods 3 er. Prereq., Psyc 100S. Experimental and quantitative methods employed in the scientific study of behavior.
U
195 Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
U
201 Personalized Student lnstuction 3 er. Prereq., Psyc 100S, consent of instr., and 3.0
GPA. Theory and practice of teaching techniques using personalized student instruction
at the college level.
U
220 Psychological Statistics 3 er. Prereq., Psyc 100S, Math 117 and 152. Application of
statistical techniques to psychological data. Credit not allowed for both Psyc 220 and Soc
202 or Mgmt 250.
U
235S Fundamentals of Clinical Psychology 3 er. Prereq., Psyc 100S. Clinical psychology
as a science and a profession. Theoretical models and techniques of assessment and intervention. Case illustrations.
U
240S Developmental Psychology 3 er. Prereq., Psyc 100S. An overview of research findings
on development throughout the lifespan, with emphasis on application.
U
260S Learning and Memory 3 er.. Prereq., Psyc 100S. Basic theory and research regarding
the nature of animal and human learning and memory.
U
270N Fundamentals of Biological Psychology 3 er. Prereq., Psyc 100S. Introduction to the
relationships between biological structures and mechanisms, and their corresponding
psychological processes and events. Origins and adaptations of structures and behaviors
as well as the methods used to study these relationships.
U
294 Seminar-Honors 1 er. (R-3) Prereq., consent of instr.; coreq., another psychology
course. Taken in conjunction with another psychology course to provide additional content and discussion for honors students. Consent of the corequisite course instructor is
required for this course.
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U

295

UG

315N

UG

320

UG

330S

UG

336S

UG

337

UG

345

U

346

U

350S

UG

351S

U

355

UG

356

UG

357

UG

365S

UG

371

UG

372

UG

373

U

395

UG
U

396
397

u

398

UG

400

UG

425

u

438

UG

456

Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., Psyc 1OOS. Experimental offerings of visiting
professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Substance Use and Dependence 3 er. Prereq., Psyc 100S. To acquaiht the student
with commonly used and abused drugs, their classification, and principles of action. The
therapeutic and recreational use of drugs is explored, and the development of drug
dependence as a behavioral syndrome is discussed.
Advanced Psychological Research Methods 3 er. Prereq., Psyc 220. An appreciation of the experimental approach to the scientific study of behavior through studentconducted experiments.
Abnormal Psychology 3 er. Prereq., Psyc 100S. Description and classification of abnormal orientations, with emphasis on their psychological dynamics.
Child and Adolescent Psychological Disorders 3 er. Prereq., Psyc 100S. Study of
causes, characteristics, assessment and treatment of emotional, social and intellectual
disorders. The age span studied will range from infancy through adolescence.
Principles of Cognitive Behavior Modification 3 er. Prereq., Psyc 100S. Offered alternate years. Study of basic principles, assumptions, methodology and applications of behavior
modification. Discussion of current literature relevant to behavioral assessment and treatment of major psychological disorders.
Social and Emotional Development 3 er. Prereq., Psyc 240S. Theories and research
in emotional and social development.
Cognitive Development 3 er. Prereq., Psyc 240S. Theories and research in intellectual development.
Social Psychology 3 er. Prereq., Psyc 100S. Individual behavior as a function of interpersonal interaction. Not equivalent to Soc 210S.
Psychology of Personality 3 er. Prereq ., Psyc 100S. Introduction to theories and
research in personality. Intensive survey of theoretical concepts and a detailed examination of experimental methods and experiments in the field of personality.
Psychology of Sex Roles 3 er. Prereq., Psyc 100S. Sex roles and sex differences are
examined from a social psychological perspective.
Theories and Research in Social Psychology 3 er. Prereq., Psyc 350S. Offered alternate years. Further consideration of selected topics in social psychology, with emphasis
on theoretical analysis and current literature.
Personnel Psychology 3 er. Prereq., Psyc 100S. Same as Mgmt 345. The application
of psychological research and theory to the problems of human resource utilization asapplied to the personnel function; research methodology; individual and cultural differences;
job analysis; the legal environment; pre-employment evaluation techniques; worker selection, training, evaluation, and satisfaction.
Cognition 3 er. Prereq., Psyc 100S. Offered alternate years. Introduction to the
psychology of thinking. Emphasis on theories and research in adult cognition and cognitive
development.
Intermediate Physiological Psychology 3 er. Prereq., Psyc 270. The investigation of
neural mechanisms and process underlying behavior.
Intermediate Behavioral Biology 3 er. Prereq., Psyc 270N. Advanced evaluation and
analysis of animal behavior through the synthesis of theory, research, and methods found
in comparative psychology, behavioral biology, ethology, and sociobiology.
Intermediate Sensory Systems and Perception 3 er. Prereq., Psyc 270N. An examination of sensory system processes and their relations to perception. Visual and auditory
systems emphasized.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., nine credits in psychology and consent of
instr. Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses,
or one-time offerings of current topics.
Independent Study 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., junior or senior standing and consent of instr.
Supervised Research Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., nine credits in psychology and consent of instr.
Cooperative Education Experience Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of department
chair. Extended classroom experience which provides practical application of classroom
learning during placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the faculty
supervisor and the Cooperative Education Office.
History and Systems of Psychology 3 er. Prereq., 15 credits in psychology. Origin
and development of basic concepts and methods in scientific psychology.
Advanced Psychological Measurement 3 er. Prereq., Psyc 220. Offered alternate years.
Methodology in attitude, ability and personality measurement with particular reference to
scaling models, test construction, reliability, validity,
Behavioral Technology 3 er. Prereq ., Psyc 337. Fundamental topics in behavioral
assessment and intervention. Emphasis on operant analysis, reliability assessment, ethical
considerations and professional problems.
Advanced Personality Theory 3 er. Prereq., Psyc 100S and 330S. Offered alternate
years. Major current temperament, charcter, and personality formulations used in clinical,
developmental, and social psychology are examined. Emphases are placed on their
theoretical and methodological origins, and their potential applications for understanding
and enhancing human functioning. Methods of measuring personality critically reviewed.
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UG

475

u

493

UG

494

UG

495

u

498

u

499

G

500

G

510

G

515

G

520

G

521

G

523

G

525

G

526

G

530

G

531

G

532

G

535

G

536

G

540

G

550

G

551

G

555

Human Neurdscience and Neurology 3 er. Prereq., Psyc 371. Offered alternate years.
An investigation of neurological and neuropsychological examination and pathology.
Omnibus Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr. Academic credit for non-traditional
educational experiences. Prior approval of a Psychology Department faculty member is
required . Independent work under the University omnibus option. See index.
Senior Seminar Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., nine credits in psychology and consent of
instr. Topics of current interest with critical examination of the literature.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., 12 credits in psychology and consent of instr.
Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or onetime offerings of current topics.
Practicum in Behavioral Technology Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., Psyc 337 and junior
or senior standing. Field work in institution or group home setting as a behavioral
technologist. Three credits to be taken during the junior year, nine credits to be taken during the senior year.
Baccalaureate Thesis Variable er. (R-6)Prereq., junior or senior standing and consent
of instr.
Advanced History and Systems of Psychology 3 er. Prereq., undergraduate course
in history and systems or consent of instr. Development of concepts, systems and theories
in psychology.
Trends in Psychological Research 1 er. Brief survey of the departmental faculty's ongoing research interests.
Psychological Evaluation for Counseling 3 er. Prereq., introduction to measurement
and undergraduate statistics. Individual intelligence theory and measurement.
Advanced Psychological Statistics I 3 er. Prereq., undergraduate statistics and consent of instr. Brief review of the bases of statistical inference, discrete and continuous probability distributions, linear combinations, expectation, univariate correlation, regression,
and anova.
Advanced Psychological Statistics II 3 er. Prereq., Psyc 520 or consent of instr. Complex anova designs, model building with regression, linear model equivalences, covariance
analysis, scale properties and methods, reliability models, validation procedures, and test
construction.
Research Design 3 er. Prereq., graduate standing in psychology. The examination and
application of the principles and methods of experimental and quasi-experimental research
design in psychology.
Psychological Evaluatlon I 4 er. Prereq., undergraduate statistics and consent of instr.
Individual tests of aptitudes and intellectual abilities; psychometric considerations in clinical
assessment; objective personality assessment.
Psychological evaluation II 3 er. Prereq., enrollment in doctoral program in psychology
and consent of instr. Projective methods, emphasizing the Rorshach and TAT; integration
and reporting of test findings.
Interviewing and Case History Techniques 2 er. Prereq., graduate standing and consent of instr. Clinically oriented. Client centered, supportive, and consulting interviewing
practiced. A behavioristic orientation toward case history taking.
Principles of Psychotherapy 3 er. Prereq., enrollment in doctoral program in clinical
or experimental psychology. The philosophical and scientific bases of major systems of
psychotherapy are reviewed. Psychotherapy research methods, issues, and findings are
introduced.
Advanced Psychopathology 3 er. Prereq., graduate standing in psychology or consent of instr. Symptoms, etiology, diagnostic criteria and treatment of the major psychological
disorders, with an emphasis on current research findings. Background in psychological
assessment techniques strongly recommended.
Cllnlcal Psychology Practicum 3 er. (R-15) Prereq., graduate standing in the clinical
psychology program and consent of instr. Supervised practice of clinical techniques in a
clinical setting.
Advanced Child and Adolescent Psychological Disorders 3 er. Prereq., consent of
instr. Offered alternate years. Advanced study of the characteristics, etiology, assessment,
and treatment of the emotional, social, and intellectual problems of children covering the
span from infancy through adolescence. Attention devoted to theory, research, and practice.
Advanced Developmental Psychology 3 er. Prereq., undergraduate course in
developmental psychology or consent of instr. Psychological and behavioral development
through the life span. Emphasis on theoretical development and theoretical interpretation.
Advanced Social Psychology 3 er. Prereq., undergraduate course in social psychology
or consent of instr. Theory and experiment in the analysis of individual behavior in relation
to social stimuli.
Theories of Personality 3 er. Prereq., consent of instr. Examination of theories of personality with an additional focus on research and issues of historical and/or contemporary
importance.
Theory and Research In Personality and Social Psychology 3 er. Prereq., consent
of instr. A selection of issues that may have importance in applied settings will be studied.
The course is not an applied-skills course but rather consists of an examination of the
research and theoretical literature.
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Advanced Learning 3 er. Prereq., undergraduate course in learning or consent of instr.
Offered alternate years. Principles and methods pertaining to the acquisition and retention of new behavior.
565 Advanced Cognition 3 er. Prereq., undergraduate course in perception, cognition, or
learning, or consent of instr. Offered alternate years. Examination of the acquisition of
knowledge through perception and learning, the retention of knowledge, and the use of
knowledge through thinking and reasoning.
570 Advanced Biological Psychology 3 er. Prereq., undergraduate course in physiological,
comparative, or sensory systems, or consent of instr. Examination of the knowledge and
theories about the biological bases of behavior and psychological phenomena.
571 Advanced Physiological Psychology 3 er. Prereq., consent of instr. Offered alternate
years. Brain mechanisms and behavior; electrophysiological correlates of behavior.
580 Problems in School Psychology 2 er. Prereq., consent of instr. Offered alternate years.
Critical review of the role and function of consultation practices by, and legal and ethical
problems for school psychologists.
581 Psychologists in School Organization 2 er. Prereq., consent of instr. Offered alternate years. Analysis of the psycho-social structures of schools as organizations from the
perspective of school psychologists.
582 School Psychological Evaluation 4 er. Prereq., Psyc 525 and consent of instr. Methods
of gathering information and valid inferential use of it in evaluating children's school learning problems and adjustments.
585 School Psychology Practicum Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., enrollment in school
psychology program and consent of instr. Supervised practice of school psychological techniques in a professional setting.
586 Behavioral Management 2 er. Prereq., undergraduate course in learning, or consent
of instr. Offered alterna~e years. Principles and applications of behavior control and
management.
588 School Psychology Internship Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of instr. Supervised
work experience in the role and functions of school psychologists.
595 Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
596 Independent Study Variable er. Prereq., consent of instr. Assigned readings and other
special study projects.
597 Research Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of instr. Independent supervised research
projects, other than thesis or dissertation.
599 Thesis Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of instr. M.A. thesis research activities.
620 Program Evaluation I 2 er. Prereq., Psyc 521. Offered alternate years. Current models,
methods, and literature in the evaluation of human service programs.
621 Program Evaluation II 2 er. Prereq., Psyc 620 or consent of instr. Offered alternate
years. Application of methodological principles to field evaluation of human services
programs.
625 Psychological Evaluation Ill 3 er. Prereq., consent of instr. Offered alternate years.
Refinements in assessment techniques are explored for a wide variety of diagnostic issues.
629 Seminar in Measurement and Quantitative 1-3 er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of instr.
Advanced treatment of specialized research topics in measurement and quantitative
psychology.
630 Ethics, Professional and Cultural Issues 3 er. Prereq., enrollment in doctoral program
in clinical or experimental psychology. Review of ethical principles and professional standards of psychologists. Analysis of the influence of cultural factors upon professional conduct.
631 Interventions 3 er. (R-12) Prereq., graduate standing in the clinical psychology program and consent of instr. Review of clinical research and methodology. Specific treatment interventions are explored for the practitioner and also may serve as a valuable base
for engaging in psychological consultation. Each offering will have a unique title.
632 Current Clinical Topics 3 er. (R-12) Prereq., graduate standing in psychology and consent of instr. Current topics in clinical psychology with reviews of theory, research, and
methodology. Each offering will have its unique title.
635 Advanced Clinical Psychology Practicum 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., Psyc 638 and consent
of instr. Directed experience in clinical supervision.
638 Clinical Psychology Internship 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., proficiency in clinical techniques.
Clinical internship offered by the psychology staff of a hospital, clinic or other approved
agency in coordination with The University of Montana Clinical Psychology Program.
639 Seminar In Clinical Psychology 1-3 er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr. Offered alternate years. Advanced treatment of specialized research topics in clinical psychology.
649 Seminar In Developmental Psychology 1-3 er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of instr. Offered alternate years. Advanced treatment of specialized research topics in developmental psychology.
659 Seminar In Social Psychology and Personality 1-3 er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of instr.
Advanced treatment of specialized research topics in personality and social psychology.
669 Seminar In Learning 1·3 er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of instr. Advanced treatment of
specialized research topics in learning.
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G

678

G

679

G

697

G

699

Seminar In Physiological Psychology 1·3 er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of instr. Offered
alternate years. Advanced treatment of specialized research topics in physiological
psychology.
Seminar In Comparative Psychology 1·3 er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of instr. Offered
alternate years. Advanced treatment of specialized research topics in comparative
psychology.
Advanced Research Variable er. (A~9) Prereq., consent of instr. Independent research
projects, other than thesis or dissertation.
Dissertation Variable er. (R-18) Prereq., consent of instr. Doctoral dissertation research
activities.

Professors
Charles K. Allen, Ph.D., Ohio State University, 1963
Arthur L. Beaman, Ph.D., University of Washington, 1972
Laurence H. Berger, Ph.D., University of Washington, 1969 (Chairman)
Nabil F. Haddad, Ph.D., University of Oklahoma, 1976
Frances A. Hill, Ph.D., Ohio State University, 1965
John A. Means, Ph.D., University of Colorado, 1965
Paul S. Silverman, Ph.D., University of Georgia, 1977
David A. Strobel, Ph.D., The University of Montana, 1972 (Associate Dean of the Graduate School)
James A. Walsh, Ph.D., University of Washington, 1963
Herman A. Walters, Ph.D., Pennsylvania State University, 1962
Janet P. Wollersheim, Ph.D., University of Illinois, 1968

Associate Professors
John A. Bradley, Ph.D., University of Wyoming, 1980
George C. Camp, Ph.D., University of Illinois, 1971
D. Balfour Jeffrey, Ph.D., University of Utah, 1973
David A. Schuldberg, Ph.D., University of California, Berkeley, 1981

Assistant Professor
Stuart Hall, Ph.D., University of Texas at Austin, 1989

Adjunct Faculty
Sue Forest, Ph.D., Iowa State Univesity, 1989
Linda Kron, B.A., The University of Montana, 1988
Sandra Rahrer, Ph.D., University of Wyoming, 1979
Thomas Seekins, Ph.D., University of Kansas, 1983
Richard Van den Pol, Ph.D., Western Michigan University, 1981

Radio-Television

(See School of Journalism)

Recreation Management (See School of Forestry)
Religious Studies
Paul A. Dietrich (Professor of Liberal Studies), Director
The academic study of religions is coextensive with the broad field of humane learning in which questions pertaining to the meaning of human existence are most prominent. The study of religions in the
University is therefore taken up in close conjunction with the humanities, arts, letters, and the several
sciences.
In course offerings, two emphases prevail: first, the scholarly analysis and transmission of the literature
and forms of the world's religions; second, the sensitization of the student to the value of religious studies
for appreciating his/her cultural and social existence. Thus, courses are designed to illuminate religious
traditions in historical depth as they inform modern cultures generally, and the individual within American
cultural situations in particular.
The offerings in Religious Studies do not constitute a pre-professional program. They are intended to
extend and deepen the student's education in the liberal arts.

Courses

U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or graduate credit, G = for graduate credit.
A after the credit indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated after the A.
U
100 Introduction to the Study of Religion 3 er. An inquiry into the literary and historical
phenomena of religion in relation to the symbolic, cultural and-social expressions of selected
major world religions.
U
106 Introduction to Old Testament Studies 3 er. Introduction to the literature and history
of ancient Israel and to modern methods employed in studying Israel's religion as an
academic discipline.
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U

107

U

126

U

127

U

130S

U

195

U

198

U

202H

U

230H

U

232H

U

237H

U

249H

U

252L

U

260H

U

276

U

295

UG

301E

UG

302H

UG

304S

UG

311

UG

312

UG

330H

UG

331H

UG

333

UG

335

UG

336

UG

347

Introduction to New Testament Studies 3 er. An introduction to the literature and history
of early Christianity and to the scholarly methods used in studying the New Testament.
Introduction to Biblical Hebrew 5 er. Offered alternate years. Introduction to the morphology and syntax of ancient Hebrew, based on selected biblical texts.
Introduction to Biblical Hebrew 5 er. Continuation of 126. Offered alternate years. Introduction to the morphology and syntax of ancient Hebrew, based on selected biblical texts.
Sociology of Religious Cults 3 er. Same as Soc 130S. Offered alternate years. Unconventional religious groups in American society. Topics include recruitment, conversion,
commitment, defection, leadership, belief systems, organizational structure and change.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Cooperative Education Internship Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of department.
Extended classroom experience which provides practical application of classroom learning during placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the faculty supervisor and the Cooperative Education Office.
Middle Eastern Archaeology 3 er. Coreq., Anth 250 suggested. Offered alternate years.
An examination of recent archaeological discoveries in the Middle East and their impact
on our understanding of ancient history and religion; an emphasis on the techniques and
disciplines used in modern Syro-Palestinian archaeology.
The Comparative Study of Religion 3 er. Offered alternate years. An introduction
to the comparison of religions on themes and topics common to them, such as origin of
the earth or cosmos, sacred space and time.
Buddhism 3 er. Offered alternate years. An historical introduction to Buddhism in India, China, Tibet and Japan.
The Religion of Islam 3 er. Offered alternate years. An introduction to Islam; the Quran,
the Prophet, the Sunnah, the way of the Sufis and the cultural forms and lifeways which
have developed from these traditions.
The Medieval Vision 3 er. Offered alternate years. Interdisciplinary introduction to the
medieval west; study of symbolic structures in literature, philosophy, popular religion, art
and architecture.
Medieval Allegory 3 er. Offered alternate years. Study of creative allegories of the
spiritual quest or journey and critical interpretive allegories of sacred texts. Typical authors
include Gregory of Nyssa, Dante, the Pearl poet, Farid ud-Din Attar.
Religion in· America 3 er. Offered alternate years. A survey of the history of religion
in American society, thought and culture from the advent of the first Europeans to the present.
Contemporary Religious Thought 3 er. (R-6) Offered alternate years. Study of selected
major critical and constructive proposals in modern religious thought in various traditions.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
American Indian Religion and Philosophy 3 er. Prereq., lower-division course in
Perspective 5 or consent of instr. Same as NAS 301 E. A study of selected ethical belief
systems; origins, world views; religious ceremonies and the way they have been affected
by Western civilization.
Religions of the Ancient Near East 3 er. (R-6) The literature, thought, institutions, and
archaeology of major religions in the ancient Near East.
Sociology of Religion 3 er. Prereq., Soc 110S. Same as Soc 304S. Offered alternate
years. Focus on religious rituals, belief systems, conversion and commitment processes,
and activities which promote social cohesion and social conflict. Typologies of religious
organizations and classical and contemporary theoretical conceptions of religion are examined.
The Gospels 3 er. Offered alternate years. An investigation of the origins, nature and
development of the gospels.
The Legacy of Paul 3 er. Offered alternate years. The life and letters of Paul; the structure of the Pauline understanding of the Christian faith; the legacy of Paul in later Christian thought.
Religions of China 3 er. A study of the major historical religions of China: Confucianism,
Buddhism, and Taoism.
The Religions of Japan 3 er. A study of the major historical religions of Japan and
their permutations (folk religion, Shinto, Buddhism, Confucianism, Taoism, Zen, etc.).
Old Testament Studies 3 er. (R-9) Prereq., 3 hours credit of religious studies. Offered
alternate years. Study of specialized topics in Old Testament studies and their social and
historical contexts in antiquity.
Western Religious Thought I 3 er. Selected studies in the intellectual history of western
religions, alternating between studies of periods and seminal thinkers. Emphasis will be
on the ancient and medieval periods.
Western Religious Thought II 3 er. Selected studies in the intellectual history of western
religions, alternating between studies of periods and seminal thinkers. Emphasis will be
on the late medieval and early modern periods.
Nature and Cosmology 3 er. An investigation of religious views of nature in the west
including ancient near eastern creation myths, medieval speculative cosmologies and nature
mysticism, romanticism and contemporary accounts.
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Mysticism 3 er. (R-6) An inquity into the literature and interpretation of mysticism in
the major religious traditions. Each offering will focus on a specific tradition or period.
381E Comparative Ethics 3 er. Prereq., lower-division course in Perspective 5 or consent
of instr. An examination of models for cross-cultural study, concentrating on the formation
and exercise of values in eastern cultures as approached from the standpoint of western
students.
395 Special Topics Variable er. (R-12) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
445 Social World of Ancient Israel 3 er. Offered alternate years. A social scientific approach
to selected topics in the religion and culture of ancient Israel, including comparisons with
developments in other cultures.
495 Special Topics Variable er. (R-12) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
496 Independent Studies 3 er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of instr. Work on selected problems
by individual students under direct faculty supervision.
370

Associate Professors
Paul A. Dietrich, Ph.D., University of Chicago, 1981 (Director)
Alan Sponberg, Ph.D., University of British Columbia, 1980

Science
Science courses are intended for students majoring in non-scientific subjects or for those with
limited science backgrounds but desiring further knowledge and insight. Enrollment in Science
courses may serve as an introduction to further study in the sciences, to fulfill general requirements, or to fill specific requirements of a major. In the latter category are included majors in
elementary education, for whom enrollment in both the lecture and laboratory courses is required.
For most others, the primary value of Science courses should lie in the lecture courses.

Courses

U == for undergraduate credit only, UG == for undergraduate or graduate credit, G ==for graduate
credit. R after the credit indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated after the R.
U
125N General Science: Physical and Chemical Science 4 er. Demonstrations and illustrated
lectures on topics in chemical and physical science for prospective elementary school
teachers and the educated nonscientist. No mathematics or science background is assumed.
U
126N Science Laboratory 1 er. Coreq., Sci 125N. Required for elementary education majors; optional for others.
U
127N General Science: Earth and Life Science 4 er. Demonstrations and lectures on topics
in earth and biological science for prospective elementary school teachers and the nonscientist. No mathematics or science background is assumed.
U
128N Science Laboratory 1 er. Coreq., Sci 127N. Required for elementary education majors; optional for others.
U
195 Special Topics Variable er. (R-16) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
UG 350 General Science: Environmental Perspectives 2 er. Critical analysis of the assumptions and effects of past and present patterns of land use, based on readings drawn from
both the sciences and humanities.
U
395 Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
U
493 Omnibus Variable er. (R-8) Prereq., consent of instr. Independent work under the University omnibus option. See index.
UG 494 Seminar Variable cr.(R-9) Prereq., consent of instr. Seminars and conferences designed to update teachers on developments in science and technology or to introduce interdisciplinary concepts.

Department of Social Work
Frank W. Clark, Chairman
Social work is a human service profession concerned with the prevention of social problems, the
maintenance of satisfying social relationships and the enhancement of human 2evelopment. It focuses
on people and their social environment. Social workers employ a range of knowledge and skills as the
basis for constructive intervention on behalf of various client populations. The Bachelor of Arts degree
in social work is offered.
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The undergraduate major in social work is available for those who wish to prepare for: (1) employment
in the social services; (2) entry into a graduate school of social work; (3) graduate education in other
helping service professions; (4) intelligent and informed citizen participation in the solution of social
problems.

Special Degree
Requirements

Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the catalog. See index.
Thirty-seven credits in social work courses are required for the B.A. degree. The following courses must
be successfully completed: SW 100S, 200, 300, 310, 350, 360, 400, 488, and at least 10 credits in SW 498.
Requirements for the B.A. degree include course work outside the Social Work Department providing
content in the social and behavioral sciences, human biology, and human diversity. Required course
work includes Econ 100S; PSc 100S or 200S; Soc 110S; Psyc 100S and 240S; Biol 101 N; Anth 180S
or Soc 308S. All of these requirements must be completed prior to or concurrent with enrollment in
SW 300 or 350.
To enroll in required 300- and 400-level social work courses, social work majors are required to have
earned and to maintain a 2.5 GPA for all college course work completed within the preceding five calendar
years.
Social work majors who wish to explore more specialized study in such areas as aging, children, exceptional persons or the family should consider the Human and Family Development minor program,
which is described elsewhere in the catalog.
Majors in social work are assigned a faculty advisor with whom they are required to meet at least once
per semester as soon as the social work major is declared. A departmental advising guide is available
to all students at the Department of Social Work office.

Suggested Course
of Study

s

First Year
A
SW 1ODS-Introduction to Social Welfare ........ ................................................ .
3
Econ 100S-lntroduction to Political Economics .............................................. .
Psyc 100S-lntroduction to Psychology .............................. ............................ ..
3
Soc 11 OS-Principles of Sociology ...... .......... .................. .. .... ...................... .... .
General Education ....... ......... ............................................................ .... .. ........ .. 10

3
10

16

16

3

Second Year
SW 200-lntroduction to Social Work Practice................................ ................ ..
Biol 101N-102N-Principles of Biology and Laboratory ................................... ..
PSc 1DOS-Introduction to American Government or
PSc 200S-Public Policy Issues .................................................................... .
Psyc 240S-Developmental Psychology ............................... ... .......... ............ ... .
Anth 180S-Race and Minorities or Soc 308S-Race and Ethnic Relations .... .
General Education ................................... ..................... ......... ...... .. .................. .

Courses

4
4
3
3
3
6

9

16

16

U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or graduate credit, G = for graduate credit.
R after the credit indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated after the R.
U
100S Introduction to Social Welfare 3 er. Overview of human services, programs and problems in meeting social welfare needs, with emphasis on the complexity of social services
and their historical development. Analysis of the value, attitudinal, economic and political
factors that condition the provision of these services.
U
195 Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
U
198 Cooperative Education Internship Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of department.
Application of classroom learning in off campus placements. Prior approval must be obtained from the faculty supervisor and the Cooperative Education Office.
200 Introduction to Social Work Practice 4 er. Prereq., SW 100S, sophomore standing.
Introduction to social work as a profession, including an examination of goals, guiding
philosophy and basic assumptions. Emphasis on a generalist framework of social work practice and the development ot beginning analytical and practice skills.
220 Community Volunteer Service 1 er. (R-3) Structured volunteer experience in a social
service agency. Open to pass/not pass enrollment only.
u 295 Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
UG 300 Human Behavior and Social Environment 4 er. Prereq., SW 200, junior standing. Using the ecological-social systems framework, the integration of knowledge and concepts
from the social and behavioral sciences for analysis and assessment of problems and issues
relevant to professional social work practice.
UG 310 Social Welfare Polley and Services 3 er. Prereq., SW 200. Social welfare history, program planning and analysis with review of selected policies on the national level. Includes
international comparisons.

u
u
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350

UG

u

360
395

UG

398

UG

400

UG

410E

UG

420S

UG

425S

UG

430S

u

488

UG

489

u

493

UG
UG

494
496

Social Work Intervention Methods I 4 er. Prereq., SW 200; coreq., SW 300. The study
and application of the generalist model of social work practice and related techniques and
procedures for the assessment, intervention and prevention of problems in social functioning
of individuals, families, small groups and communities.
Social Work Intervention Methods II 4 er. Prereq., SW 350. Continuation of 350.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses or one-time offerings of current topics.
Cooperative Education Internship Variable er. (R-10) Extended classroom experience
which provides practical application of classroom learning during placements within the
business community. The student must complete a learning agreement with a faculty
member, relating the placement opportunity to his or her field of study. The department
will determine the number of credits to be earned for the experience based upon the activities outlined in the learning agreement. Prior approval must be obtained from the faculty supervisor and the Cooperative Education Office. The department has determined that
a maximum of 3 credits can be applied to the departmental major.
Social Work Research 3 er. Prereq., SW 360. Utilization of social research findings
in social work practice. Techniques for the collection and analysis of clinical data. Special
emphasis on research methodology for the assessment of practitioner and program effectiveness.
Ethics and the Helping Professions 3 er. Prereq., completion of twelve credits in social
work or a related discipline and lower-division course in Perspective 5 or consent of instr.
Analysis of specific ethical dilemmas from personal, professional and policy perspectives.
Focus on ethical issues common to the helping professions and utilizing codes of ethics
as guides to decision-making. The relationship between professional ethical issues and
the development of social policy.
Child Abuse and Neglect 4 er. Prereq., junior standing or consent of instr. Signs and
symptoms of physical and sexual abuse and neglect, family dynamics in abuse and neglect,
the legal context, programs of prevention and intervention, foster care, special needs adoptions and related issues in child welfare.
Introduction to Alcohol and Chemical Dependency Studies 3 er. Prereq., junior standing or consent of instr. Prevention, education and treatment of alcoholism, alcohol abuse
and other chemical dependencies. The role of family in the dynamics and treatment of
alcoholism and other chemical dependencies emphasized.
Adult Development and Aging 3 er. Prereq., SW 100S or Psyc 100S or Soc 110S or
consent of instr. Exploration of the major theories of adult development with emphasis on
psychosocial growth. Special attention to the family, work, health, ageism, retirement and
dying.
Field Work Practicum Seminar 2 er. Coreq., SW 489. Consideration and discussion
of practicum-related matters, professional development, and issues confronting the professions.
Field Work Practicum Variable er. (R-10) Prereq., SW 360. Supervised field work in
public and private agencies and institutions. Concurrent with first semester of enrollment,
student must enroll in SW 488. Successful completion of the field work practicum requires
a passing performance on the departmentally administered professional social work competence examiniation.
Omnibus Variable er. (R-15) Prereq., 10 credits in social work. Independent work under
the University omnibus option. See index.
Seminar Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., 9 credits in social work.
Independent Study Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr.

Professors
Mary Birch, M.S.W., Columbia University, 1966
Frank W. Clark, Ph.D., University of Oregon, 1969 (Chairman)
Robert L. Deaton, Ed.D., University of Nevada, Reno, 1980
Charles A. Horejsi, Ph.D., University of Denver, 1971
Thomas M. Roy, M.A., University of Chicago, 1966
John C. Spores, Ph.D., University of Michigan, 1976
Richard 0. Shields, M.S.W., San Diego State University, 1968

Associate Professor
Jon W. Bertsche, M.S.W., University of Washington, 1976 (Visiting)

Assistant Professor
Cynthia L. Garthwait, M.S.W., University of Wisconsin, Madison, 1974 (Visiting)

Department of Sociology
Jon J. Driessen, Chairman
Sociology, as one of the social sciences, seeks to discover the basic structure of human society, to
identify those factors which hold groups together or which change and weaken them, and to know what
conditions transform social life. The study of sociology is broadly interested in linkages among individuals,
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groups, institutions and society. Like any other basic science, sociology is characterized by a systematic
search for fundamental knowledge of the nature of its subject matter. Sociology is a profession which
applies its knowledge and techniques to practical problems in the every day world of individuals, groups,
organizations and government. Bachelor of Arts and Master of Arts degrees are offered.

Special Degree
Requirements

Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the catalog. See index.
To earn a degree in sociology the student must successfully complete a minimum of 34 credits in the
major. No more than 47 sociology credits may be applied toward graduation.
The major includes required core and distribution requirements designed to insure broad exposure to
the field of sociology. All majors must complete the following courses:
1. Sociology Core (110S, 201, 202, 455 and either 210S or 320);
2. At least one from the Social Institutions area (300S, 302, 304S, 306S, 308S, 450);
3. At least one course from any two of the following areas:
Social Problems (120S, 220S, 322)
Population and Social Change (250S, 255S)
Cross-Cultural Sociology (240S, 242S, 244S)
Collective Behavior (130S, 140S, 310)
Community Studies (340, 344, 346)
Criminology/Deviance: (230, 235S, 324, 330, 332, 333, 334, 335, 435, 438)
Sociology 11 OS is a prerequisite for all courses numbered 200 and above. Additional prerequisites are
listed in course descriptions. Students who have not completed specified prerequisites may enroll only
with the instructor's consent. All courses to be applied toward the 34-credit major must be taken for
a letter grade. Majors are expected to earn a "C" or better in all core courses.
Criminology Emphasis. Completion of a degree in sociology with an emphasis in criminology provides a sound educational background for work in public and private criminal justice agencies, as well
as graduate study in criminology, criminal justice and law.
In addition to courses required of all sociology majors, students concentrating in criminology must complete the following:
1. Criminology core (230 and either 235S or 330S).
2. Any three of the following: 332, 333, 335, 435, 438.
The Sociology Department offers a variety of internships in the criminal justice system to qualified students.
These internships are awarded on a competitive basis and require junior standing, a GPA of a least
2.75, and successful completion of all criminology and sociology core courses except Soc 455. Depending on the nature of the internship, additional prerequisites may be required . Students may receive
up to 12 credits by enrolling in Soc 493 for one or more semesters.
Sociology Honors Program. Sociology majors enrolled in the University Honors Program are expected
to meet three additional requirements:

1. Each student must complete Soc 201 and 202 before the end of the sophomore year, and Soc
455 before the end of the junior year.
2. The student must enroll for an additional one or two credits to accompany a particular course in
order to examine the course material in greater depth. Specific requirements for the student's independent work will be arranged in consultation with the instructor. Sociology 496 should be used
when registering for extra credits.
3. The student must complete a senior project involving original research. Up to six credits may be
earned under Soc 493. These credits are exempt from the 47-credit limit in the major.
Teacher Preparation in Sociology
Major Teaching Field of Sociology: For an endorsement in the major teaching field of Sociology, a
student must complete the requirements for the B.A. degree with a major in Sociology and C&I 428.
Students also must gain admission to Teacher Education and Student Teaching and meet the requirements for certification as a secondary teacher (see the School of Education section of this catalog).
Students are advised that the demand in Montana high schools for teaching of courses in this field
is limited. Students should complete the required second endorsement (major or minor) in a field other
than Drama, Economics, Geography, Journalism or Psychology.
Minor Teaching Field of Sociology: For an endorsement in the minor teaching field of Sociology, a
student must complete Soc 110S, 201, 220S, and 235S or 330S and 9 elective credits in Sociology
courses 200 and above. Students also must complete C&I 428, gain admission to Teacher Education
and Student Teaching and meet the requirements for certification as a secondary teacher. (See the
School of Education section of this catalog.)

Suggested Course
of Study

To earn 130 credits in four years, students must average 32.5 credits per year, or just over 16 credits
per semester. Requirements for general sociology majors allow considerable flexibility in choosing
courses. However, requirements for the criminoiogy concentration are more stringent. Criminology
students must plan their college careers carefully if they expect to graduate in four years.

General Sociology Majors:
First Year
Soc 110S-Principles of Sociology .. ....... ....... ...... ..... ........... ..... ...... .......... ........
Soc 201-Social Science Methods........... .. ..... ....................... ..................... ......

A
3

S
4
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Soc 210S-Social Psychology ...........................................................................
*Enex 101-Composition ....................................................................................
Math 117-Probability and Linear Math ........................................................... .
Writing course .................... ............................................................................. .
Electives and General Education .....................................................................
Second Year
Soc 202-Social Statistics ................................................................................
Sociology distribution requirements ............................ ........... .......................... .
Writing course ...... ... .......................................................... .............................. .
Electives and General Education .................................................................... ..

3
3
3
7

3
6

16

16

3
6

8

3
3
11

17

17

Criminology Emphasis:
First Year
Soc 11 OS-Principles of Sociology ...................................................................
Soc 201-Social Science Methods .............. ........... .......................................... .
Soc 210S-Social Psychology ...........................................................................
Soc 230S-Criminal Justice System ........................................ .... .................... .
*Enex 101-Composition ....................................................................................
Math 117-Probability and Linear Math .......................................................... ..
Writing course ................................................................................................. .
Electives and General Education ......................................................................
Second Year
Soc 202-Social Statistics ............................................................................... .
Soc 235S-Criminology or 330S-Juvenile Delinquency .................................. .
Sociology distribution requirements ................................................................. .
Writing course ..................... ................. ............................................... ............ .
Electives and General Education ..................................................................... .

3
4

3
3
3
7

3
3
3

16

16

3
3
6

3
3
8

8

17

17

*Semester of enrollment depends on beginning letter of student's last name.

Requirements for
a Minor

To earn a minor in sociology the student must complete a minimum of 20 credits in sociology with at
least 1O of these credits at the upper-division level. Students must take Soc 11 OS, 201, one course
from the Social Institutions area, and either Soc 210S or 320.

Courses

U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or graduate credit, G = for graduate credit.
Rafter the credit indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated after the R.
U
11 OS Principles of Sociology 3 er. Overview of the principles and concepts used in the study
of human social interaction, groups, communities and societies. Required of all majors.
U
120S Contemporary Social Problems 3 er. A survey of sociological perspectives on problems
such as racism, environmental degradation, sexism, crime, poverty, drugs, domestic
violence, urbanization, mental illness and population.
U
130S Sociology of Religious Cults 3 er. Same as RS 130S. Offered alternate years. Unconventional religious groups in American society. Topics include recruitment, conversion,
commitment, defection, leadership, belief systems, organizational structure and change.
U
140S Explaining the Holocaust 3 er. Offered alternate years. The calculated and systematic
destruction of Jews during the Nazi "Final Solution" is examined in lectures, readings and
films. Concepts and principles of social science are used to explain the behaviors of the
perpetrators, victims, survivors and "bystanders".
U
195 Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
U
201 Social Science Methods 4 er. Prereq., Soc 110S. Methods of research in the social
sciences including naturalistic observation, interviewing, measurement, experiments,
surveys, content analysis, and basic data analysis. Required of all majors.
U
202
Social Statistics 3 er. Prereq., Math 117 or consent of instr. Application of descriptive
and inferential statistical techniques to sociological data. Required of all majors.
U
210S Social Psychology 3 er. Prereq., Soc 110S. The study of the behavior of individuals
in social contexts ranging from small groups to societies. Topics include attitude change,
conformity, aggression, helping behavior, self-concept formation, and group cohesion and
decision-making. Majors must take Soc 210S or 320. Psyc 350S is not equivalent to Soc
210S.
U
220S Race and Ethnic Relations 3 er. Prereq., Soc 110S. Analysis of the dynamics of
American racial and ethnic relations. Focus on power relationships, intergroup conflict and
adaptations to minority-group status.
U
230 Criminal Justice System 3 er. Prereq., Soc 110S. A systematic survey of crime and
the administration of justice in the United States, including the organizational structures,
processes, and dynamics of law enforcement, criminal adjudication, and corrections.
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235S Criminology 3 er. Prereq., Soc 110S; Soc 230 recommended. A critical examination
of crime in society: how crime is defined, the extent and distribution of crime, theoretical
explanations of criminal behavior, and crime control efforts.
240S Japanese Society 3 er. Prereq., Soc 110S. Introductory historical and analytical study
of Japanese society, its institutions and culture. Emphasis upon Japanese-American comparisons.
242S South Asia/Land and People 3 er. Same as Geog 242S. The physical setting of South
Asia, its history, culture and socioeconomic organization. Examination of regional differences,
changing social patterns, and the relationship between people and the environment.
244S Southeast Asia 3 er. Offered alternate years. Introduction to the history, geography,
cultures, social organization, and contemporary events of Southeast Asia.
250S Social Change 3 er. Prereq., Soc 11 OS. Sociological theories brought together with instances of changes in societies to illuminate the mechanisms and principles of change.
Focus on contemporary and historical changes.
255S World Population 3 er. Prereq., Soc 110S. An introduction to world population growth
and change, including the imP,act of population trends on family and community life, and
·
local, national and world decision-making:
300S The Family 3 er. Prereq., Soc 110S. Historical and analytical study of the family in various
societies. Emphasis on changes in values, norms and sex roles in American families.
302 Sociology of Language 3 er. Prereq., Soc 11 OS. Same as Ling 381. Offered alternate
years. An examination of the ways language functions to fashion groups, situations, relationships and memberships in contemporary society. Special emphasis on how language
is used in actual social settings.
304S Sociology of Religion 3 er. Prereq., Soc 110S. Offered alternate years. Focus on
religious rituals, belief systems, conversion and commitment processes, and activities which
promote social cohesion and social conflict. Typologies of religious organizations and
classical and contemporary theoretical conceptions of religion are examined.
306S Sociology of Work 3 er. Prereq., Soc 110S. Structure and function of occupations and
professions. Problems of organization and relationships in work groups, with emphasis on
the study of actual work situations.
308S Sociology of Education 3 er. Prereq., Soc 110S. Offered alternate years. The structure and operation of the educational system in the United States, with special attention
to the organization and effectiveness of schools.
310 Extraordinary Group Behavior 3 er. Prereq., Soc 110S. Offered alternate years. The
study of emergent social behavior including rumors, crowds, crazes, riots, panics, terrorism,
revolutions and social movements.
320 Complex Organizations 3 er. Prereq., Soc 110S. The structure and operation of complex organizations and bureaucracies such as schools, government agencies, small
businesses and multi-national corporations. Majors must take Soc 320 or 210S.
322 Sociology of Poverty 3 er. Prereq., Soc 110S. Offered alternate years. An examination of the roots, prevalence and social characteristics of the poor. Analysis of policies intended to end poverty.
324 Family and Deviant Behavior 3 er. Prereq., Soc 110S. Offered alternate years. The
nature and extent of deviance in the family. Investigation of links between individual deviance and structure of families and society. Topics include child and spouse abuse, incest, divorce, mental illness, alcoholism and others.
330S Juvenile Delinquency 3 er. Prereq., Soc 11 OS. The nature, extent, causes and control
of juvenile delinquency.
332 Sociology of Law Enforcement 3 er. Prereq., Soc 11 OS, 230, and either 235S or 330S.
Offered alternate years. An examination of policing in society, with emphasis on the cultural
context in which it occurs, its structural characteristics, and social psychological processes.
333 Criminal Adjudication 3 er. Prereq., Soc 110S, 230 and either 235S or 330S. Offered
alternate years. An examination of adjudicatory processes applied to the criminally accused. Includes pretrial, trial, and sentencing practices and procedures. Special attention to
the sociological dimensions of criminal adjudication: its cultural underpinnings, structural
characteristics and interactional dynamics.
334 Sociology of Corrections 3 er. Prereq., Soc 110S, 230 and either 235S or 330S. Offered alternate years. An examination of the purposes, structures, and processes of jails,
prisons, and community corrections, including probation and parole. Emphasis on historical
development and current trends and issues in corrections.
335 Juvenile Justice System 3 er. Prereq., Soc 110S, 330S. Offered alternate years. An
analysis of the juvenile justice system in the United States, including the historical develop'.
ment of policies and practices. The role of various social agencies in defining, preventing,
and responding to delinquency.
340 The Community 3 er. Prereq., Soc 110S. Offered alternate years. The study of families,
peer groups, neighborhoods, voluntary associations, power structures, social classes and
large scale organizations as they come together in local communities.
344 Urban Sociology and Ecology 3 er. Prereq., Soc 110S. The origin and development
of cities, with special emphasis on the interplay of population, social organization, technology
and the physical environment.
346 Rural Sociology 3 er. Prereq., Soc 110S. Offered alternate years. The lifestyles and
social patterns of rural America. Special emphasis on Montana and the Northwest.
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Faculty
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386
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398
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G
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G
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G
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Microcomputers In Sociology 3 er. Prereq., Soc 110S, 201, 202. A hands-on introduction to preparing sociological reports and documents, performing research and statistical
tasks common to the field. Presumes no previous knowledge of microcomputers.
Preceptorshlp In Sociology 2-3 er. Prereq., Soc 110S and consent of instr. Assisting
a faculty member by tutoring, conducting review sessions, helping students with research
projects, and carrying out other class-related responsibilities. Open to juniors and seniors
with instructor's consent. Proposals must be approved by department chairperson.
Cooperative Education Internship Variable er. Prereq., consent of department. Extended classroom experience which provides practical application of classroom learning
during placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the faculty supervisor and the Cooperative Education Office.
Sociology of Law 3 er. Prereq., Soc 11 OS. Offered alternate years. The study of the
law and society, including the origin, institutionalization, and impact of law and legal systems.
Seminar In Crime and Deviance 3 er. Prereq., Soc 11 OS, 230, and 235S or 330S. Offered alternate years. Advanced studies in criminology/deviance theory and research. Emphasis on public policies related to crime.
Social Stratification 3 er. Prereq., Soc 11 OS. Offered alternate years. The origins, institutionalization and change of class, status, prestige, power and other forms of social
inequality. Special attention to the effects of stratification on individuals.
Foundations of Contemporary Social Theory 3 er. Prereq., Soc 110S. Historical
development of master concepts and theories in sociology from Comte to Parsons, including
European and American theorists such as Marx, Durkheim, Weber, Simmel, Cooley, Thomas,
and Mead. Required of all majors.
Ethnographic Research Methods 3 er. Prereq., Soc 110S. An introduction to basic
methods in ethnographic research. Actual field studies are carried out by study teams consisting of graduate students and advanced undergraduates.
Social Science Research Practicum 2 er. Prereq., Soc 11 OS, consent of instr. A teamtaught course designed to familiarize advanced undergraduates and graduate students
with the research facilities shared by sociology, anthropology and geography. Focus on
basic word-processing, statistical analysis, computer graphics and mapping. Students enroll
pass/not pass.
Omnibus Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., Soc 110S and consent of instr. Independent work
under the University omnibus option. See index.
Seminar 2-3 er. Prereq., Soc 110S and consent of instr.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., Soc 110S. Experimental offerings of visiting
professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Independent Study 1-3 er. (R-9) Prereq., Soc 110S and consent of instr. Individual work
with a faculty supervisor in an area of special interest. Requirements include completion
of one or more papers that will be evaluated on the basis of writing skills as well as
sociological content. Proposals must be approved by department chair.
Social Research Methods 3 er. Current methods used in quantitative sociological
research and program evaluation; from writing a proposal to the dissemination of findings.
Social Data Analysis 3 er. Prereq., Soc 360 and 501. Computer analysis of social data
emphasizing statistical models and techniques currently used in social research and program evaluation.
Criminological Theory 3 er. Psrereq., Soc 230 and 235S. Advanced study of the major theories of crime and criminality; includes the themes and theoretical perspectives of
criminology together with relevant research findings.
Seminar In Crime and Deviance 3 er. Advanced study of a specific criminological topic
or issue with special emphasis on research and public policy. Possible topics include women
and crime, cross-cultural criminal justice, sentencing, the social location of crime, drugs
and crime, causal analysis of crime and criminality.
Graduate Seminar 3 er. (R-9) Topics vary according to faculty and student.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-12) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Independent Study Variable er. (R-6)
Graduate Research 2-3 er. (R-9) Directed research. Student must develop a specific
research or evaluation proposal which is approved by the instructor prior to registration.
Cooperative Education Internship Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of department.
Extended classroom experience which provides practical application of classroom learning during placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the faculty supervisor and the Cooperative Education Office.
Thesis Variable er. (R-6) Students must register for at least one credit of thesis work
each semester until the thesis is completed.

Professors
C. LeRoy Anderson, Ph.D., The Ohio State University, 1962
Robert W. Balch, Ph.D., University of Oregon, 1972 (Chairman)
Rodney L. Brod, Ph.D., Stanford University, 1972
Jon J. Driessen, Ph.D., University of Colorado, 1969
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William H. McBroom, Ph.D., The Ohio State University, 1968
John M. McQuiston, Ph.D., University of Southern California, 1970
Paul E. Miller, Ph.D., State University of New York at Buffalo, 1970
Fred W. Reed, Ph.D., University of North Carolina, 1972

Assistant Professors
James W. Burfeind, Ph.D., Portland State, 1983
Daniel P. Doyle, Ph.D., University of Washington, 1984

Soviet Studies
Students interested in Soviet studies may choose a minor in Soviet studies as listed below.
Students will receive formal guidance for their interest in Soviet studies and recognition for completing a defined program. For assignment to an advisor in Soviet studies, the student may contact Dr. Forest Grieves, Department of Political Science.
The following requirements must be successfully completed to obtain a minor in Soviet studies:
1. Twelve credits of course work concerning the Soviet area. The Soviet Studies Faculty Committee
will designate the courses which may be used for the minor. These twelve credits will include at
least one course concerning Soviet area studies in at least three of the following disciplines: anthropology, business administration, economics, foreign languages and literatures {not including
the language requirement), geography, history, communication studies, political science, sociology.
2. Second year proficiency in the Russian language.
3. Satisfactory completion of a cross-disciplinary upper-division seminar, centered upon the Soviet
area and approached from an interdisciplinary perspective {registration through the designated
seminar or independent study course in the respective departments).

Wildlife Biology

(See School of Forestry)

Professional Schools

The University of Montana has seven professional schools: Business Administration, Education, Fine Arts, Forestry, Journalism, Law, and Pharmacy and Allied
Health Sciences. Each school has a specific focus designed to develop professionals through both practical training and research. At the same time, the professional emphasis is balanced by a broad background in the liberal arts and sciences.
Each school also maintains contact with professional organizations in its field and
provides leadership through research and service to the state of Montana and the
nation.
The professional schools, each administered by a dean, have both graduate and
undergraduate programs with the exception of the School of Law which is a
graduate school only. The professional schools concentrate on degree programs
which ensure that a student will be professionally qualified to function in his or
her chosen field, both as a successful practitioner and as a critical and informed
citizen. The quality of the professional schools is reflected by the number of
graduates who move on to excellent positions in their chosen fields.
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School of Business Administration
Larry D. Gianchetta, Dean
Robert W. Hollmann, Associate Dean
The School of Business Administration, founded in 1918, is the largest professional school at the University.
All programs are accredited by the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business; its curriculum,
therefore, is similar to those of other recognized schools of business.
The aim of the School of Business Administration is to provide a broad foundation in the fundamentals
of organizational administration and management as well as exposure to the basic principles of the
specialized disciplines within the field of business administration. The complexity and scope of our contemporary society have brought about an ever-increasing need for responsible leadership in the business
community. A professional business education combined with a solid grounding in the liberal arts and
sciences prepares men and women to meet the challenges of an age of organizational revolution and
to participate actively in the molding of the future of that age.
The curriculum of the School of Business Administration provides particular preparation in a variety of
fields in addition to the core of basic courses. Areas in which the student may specialize are: accounting, financial management, decision sciences, management and marketing.
The student may pursue a program of studies leading to the B.S. in Business Administration.
Opportunity for further study at the graduate level is offered through programs leading to the degrees
of Master of Business Administration and Master of Accountancy. The M.B.A. program is particularly
suited to those students whose undergraduate training has been in areas other than business administra- .
lion. Further details may be obtained from the Graduate Studies bulletin or by specific inquiries directed
to: Director of Graduate Studies, School of Business Administration.
High School Preparation
Students in high school who are planning to major in business administration at The University of Montana should take their school's college preparatory curriculum. Additional courses to improve reading
and writing skills will be beneficial. Students should take as much mathematics as possible including
two years of algebra.
Pass/Not Pass Option
Courses in the School of Business Administration are available on a Pass/Not Pass basis as follows:
For Non-Business Majors: All 100, 200, 300 and 400-level business administration courses.
Business Majors: All courses except those required courses listed in 1 and 2 below, and required courses
in the student's emphasis.
Exceptions to the above, for business majors, may be made by the instructor with the approval of the
department chair.

Special Degree
Requirements

Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the catalog. See index.
To earn the B.S. in Business Administration degree, the student must:
1.

._,

Complete the following requirements during the freshman-sophomore years:
Enex 101-Composition
Math 117-Probability and Linear Mathematics (must earn a grade of C or better)
Econ 111S, 112S-Microeconomics, Macroeconomics
Comm 111A-lntroduction to Public Speaking
CS 170-Computer Applications
Acct 201, 202-Financial Accounting, Managerial Accounting
Mgmt 250-Business Statistics
Mgmt 270-Fundamentals of Management Information Systems

2. Complete the following requirements during the junior-senior years:
Fin 322-Business Finance
Mgmt 340-Management and Organizational behavior
Mgmt 341-0perations Management
Mgmt 357-Business Law
Mgmt 360-Marketing Principles
Mgmt 445-Small Business Management and Strategic Planning
or Mgmt 446-Strategic Management
or Mgmt 448-Management Game
Note: A student must have completed a minimum of 60 credits and have completed all the freshmensophomore requirements listed in number 1 . above before advancing to the 300-level requirements
listed in this section.
Non-business majors may take any undergraduate business course numbered 300 and above with
the consent of the instructor.
3.

Choose one of the following emphases before the beginning of the junior year: accounting, 'financial management, decision sciences, management, or marketing.
4. Complete course work required in the selected emphasis.
5. Complete no fewer than 52 credits in courses in the School of Business Administration. Courses
outside the .school which may count toward the 52-credit requirement are: all courses offered by
the Department of Economics, History 374.
6. Complete no fewer than 60 credits (exclusive of health and human performance activity credits)
of work taken in departments and schools other than the School of Business Administration.
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6. Complete at least a total of 130 credits.
7. Earn a minimum grade-point average of 2.00 on all credits in business administration courses for
which a grade is received and a minimum grade-point average of 2.00 on all credits in emphasisarea courses for which a grade is received.

Department of
Accounting and
Finance

Bruce P. Budge, Chairman

Accounting Emphasis
The accounting curriculum is designed to serve the needs of all undergraduate students intending careers
in industrial or institutional accounting. Emphasis is placed on concepts rather than tools or techniques,
with the needs of the future, not the present, in mind . A minimum basic curriculum has been structured
for those students who plan to pursue accounting in private industry, in government, or in quasi-public
institutions.
Basic Requirements for Emphasis in Accounting
Credits
Required:
Acct 311-lntermediate Accounting I .. .... ........ ...... ... .. ..... ......... ..... ....... .. ...... .............. ..... ..
3
Acct 312-lntermediate Accounting 11................ ................... .............. ...................... ........
3
Acct 321-Cost Accounting ........... ...... .. ....................... .... ...... ..... .................................. ...
3
Acct 411-Advanced Accounting.. ........... .......... ..... ... .................. ................ ........... ...... .....
3
Acct 431-lncome Tax......................................................................................................
3
Acct 441-Auditing ........ ... ........... .....................................................................................
3
Acct 451-Non-Profit Accounting............. ............. ....... ........................................ ... ..........
3
Must take any two (2) of the following:
Credits
Acct
Acct
Acct
Acct

415-Accounting Theory ..................... .................................................................... .
421-Advanced Cost Accounting ....... ................................................................... ... .
432-Advanced Income Tax .. .................................................................................. .
442-Advanced Auditing ..... ..... ............................ ............... ..... .......................... ..... .

3
3
3
3

Financial Management Emphasis
The financial management curriculum is designed 1) to give students an understanding of the financial
markets and their relation to banking and investments; and 2) to acquaint students with the concepts
and methods relevant to financial analysis and management.
Basic Requirements for Emphasis in Financial Management
Credits
Required:
*Fin 228-Personal Financial Planning and Investment..................... .. ..... ..... ..................
3
Fin 420-lnvestments ........ .... .. ......... .. ......... ....... ...... ... ........ ........ ...... .. ....... .. .... ....... ... ...
3
3
Fin 424-Financial Markets . .. ............... ... ... ....... ...... ....... ......... ...... ... .... .... ........ .... ..... ... .
Fin 429-Financial Management I-Theory and Analysis . ........ ....... .. .. ......... ..... ..... ... . ... .
3
3
Fin 439-Financial Management II-Analysis and Problems. .........................................
Plus take three courses from the following two groups of business and economics courses. Students
can mix these classes, but at least one of the three should be from Group I. Students should select
these electives in consultation with their academic advisor.
Group I Courses:
Any upper-division (300- or 400-level) business course not otherwise required for graduation. Internship courses are excluded. Up to a maximum of 3 independent study credits will
count as one of these courses.
Group II Courses:
Econ 311-lntermediate Microeconomic Analysis .......... ........ .. ... .......... ....... ... ......... ... .. ..
3
Econ 313-lntermediate Macroeconomic Analysis... ................................ .......................
3
Econ 304-Public Finance: Expenditures ......................................................................
3
Econ 305-Public Finance: Taxation..... ................... ..... .. ........ .......................................
3
*Finance 228 must (and can only) be taken during the freshman or sophomore year. Students who transfer
into the University or choose the financial management emphasis after they are of junior standing, will
not take Fin 228 but must then take four of the elective courses above rather than three and at least
two of the courses from Group I.
Students wishing to augment their accounting skills should take Acct 311 and 312; those interested in
financial economics should take Econ 311 and 313, and those with special interest in the public sector
should take Acct 451, Econ 304 and 305.

Department of
Management

Gerald E. Evans, Chairman
The Department of Management offers three emphases: Decision Sciences, Management and Marketing.
A description of each follows.

Decision Sciences Emphasis
The decision sciences curriculum prepares students to use quantitative tools and computer applications to transform the firm's data into useful information. The emphasis focuses on: 1) modeling complex business systems; and 2) analyzing and designing th·e computer systems that suggest decision
making. In addition to the basic requirements of the School of Business Administration, stucjents in the
decision sciences emphasis must complete the following courses:
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Credits
Four (4) courses from the following:
Mgmt 354-Forecasting .......................... ..................................... ....... .......... .. .... ..... .. ......
Mgmt 355-Applied Statistics ........ ........ .. .... .......... ...... .......... ............. ......... .. ... ....... ........
Mgmt 370-Advanced Management Information Systems .. ........... ... ... ........... ............. .... ..
Mgmt 375-Microcomputer Applications .... ... ...... ...... ... ...... ... ............. ........... ..:........ ........
Mgmt 452-Management Science ..... ...................... .... .. .... ........ ........... ..... ..... ............. ....
Mgmt 453-Manufacturing Planning and Control.. ............. .. ......... .......... .... .. ........ .... ...... ..
Must take any two (2) additional upper-division business courses, which could include
Econ 323-Labor Economics, and Econ 324-lndustrial Relations. These additional courses
can include courses that are listed in above category but are not selected to meet the above
category requirements.. ......................................................... ....... ... .. ....... ............. ......... .
Must take any two (2) upper-division non-business courses (for a total of at least six (6)
credits) from the following:
Any computer science course numbered 300 or at>ove .. ...... .. ............ ..... .. ........ ... ............
Any mathematics course numbered 300 or above... ....................... ... ...... .... ... ....... ...... .... .
Psyc 230-Advanced Psychological Research Methods .............................. ................. .... ·

3
3
3
3
3
3

6

3
3
3. -

Management Emphasis
The management emphasis is designed to prepare students interpretative, analytical, and integrative
skills required in managerial positions in a variety of business and nonprofit organizations. In addition
to the basic requirements of the School of Business Administration , students in the management emphasis must complete the following courses:
Credits
Four courses from the following:
I
Mgmt 344-Human Resource Management. ............... ... :....... ....................... ... ............... .
Mgmt 345-Personnel Psychology ................. ... .................... ..... :.................................... .
Mgmt 348-Entrepreneurship .................. ..... .. .. ~ ....... .... :.............. :... ...,............ ............ .....
Mgmt 368-lnternational Business ............... ........ : ..................... ...... .. :'. .... , ...................... .
Mgmt 440-Business and Society ........................... ......... ............. ...... .. ........ ................. .
Mgmt 444-Management Communication ......... ....... ........... .... ...... ....... .............. ... ....~· · ··· ·
Must take any 2 additional upper-division business courses, which could include Econ
323-Labor Economics, and Econ 324-lndustrial Relations. These additional courses can
include courses that are listed in above category but are not selected to meet the above
category requirements ..... ....... .............. ... ........:...... ..... .............. ............ ........ .. ........... .... .
Must take any 2 upper-division course from the following list of non-business courses:
Anth 327-Anthropology of Sex Roles ........... ....... .... ... .... ...... ...... ........ ....... .... ................. .
Comm 320-Business and Professional Communication 1•••• ••••• .: ••• .•.. •• ... •..•••• .. .• ... •.•.••••••
Comm 412-lnterpersonal Conflict ...... ........ ....... ....... .... ............ ........ ...... ............ .. ... .. .... ..
Comm 420-Advanced Organizational Communication .. ......, ........... ......... ...................... .
Comm 451S-lntercultural Communication_... .. .............. .. ...... ........ .... .. ... ...... .. ............. .... .
Econ 317-Monetary Economics and Institutions ... ...... .... .. ................. ........ .... ..... .... ..... ... .
Econ 331-lnternational Trade ..... ... .... .. ..... .......................................... ........................ ..... ·
Econ 332-lnternational Economic Relations ............. .. ... ...... .. ................................. .. ... ...
Econ 336-U.S. Asian Economics ................... ...... .. ....... .... ............... ........... ............ .. ... .. .
Econ 340- Environmental Economics ... ....... .. ........... ... .. .. ...................... ...... ................... .
Geog 305-Cultural Geography ........ ................... ..... ............ ................... ,...................... .
Geog 315S-Economic Geography ......... .... ......... ...... ... ....... ........... ..... ... .. ........ .. ...... .... .. .
Hist 374-History of American Business ..... .......... ... ................... .. ... .. ....... ...................... .
Hist 384-The Labor Wars: Org Labor and lndust Violence in America ..................... ... .. ..
Phil 323E-Business and Ethics ... ................ .................................... ...... .. ....... ... ... ... ...... .
PSc 367-Natural Resource Politics .. .................. ...... ....... ..... ...... ........ ... ............. ............ .
Pysc 3SOS-Social Psychology .................. .. ...... ........... .... .... .... .... ......... ......... .......... ...... .

3
3
3
3
3
3
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Marketing Emphasis
The marketing emphasis provides students with knowledge and skills requi red in the process of marketing
products, services, or ideas. The contemporary role of marketing in society is treated from various perspectives including functional and institutional analysis along with the application of decision making tools.
In addition to the basic requirements of the School of Business Administration, students in the marketing
emphasis must complete the following courses:
Credits
Required:
Mgmt 362-Consumer Behavior ......... ........... ... ... .. ... ..... ..... ............. ...... ............ ......... .....
3
Mgmt 363-Marketing Communication ..... ....... ... ... .. .... ... ... .... ... ............ ..... ...... .... ....... .....
3
3
Mgmt 366-Marketing Research ........ ... ... ... .... ... ............ ........ ... ........... .... ...... .. ....... .........
Mgmt 461-Marketing Management ... ........... .. .. ............. ......... ..... .... ........................ ........
3
One of the following:
3
Mgmt 354-Forecasting .. .... ........ .... ... ........ ......... ... ...... ...... .......................... .... ...... ....... ...
3
Mgmt 361-Personal Selling... ..... ....... ..... ........ ...... ............. ..... .. .. .. .. .. ... .... .......................
Mgmt444-Management Communication ..... ....... ... ........... ........... .. ....... ...... ..... ..... ...... ..
3
Mgmt 368-lnternational Business
..... ............ ....... .. .. ....... .. . ....... .......... .. ... ............
3
Must take at least one (1) additional upper-division business course, which would include Econ 323-Labor economics, and Econ 324-lndustrial Relations. This additional course
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can include a course listed in above category but not selected to meet the above category
requirements......... ....................................................... ... ................................................
Must take any two (2) upper-division courses from the following list of non-business
courses:
Comm 320-Business and Professional Communication I ....... ............. ....... ........ ...... ......
Comm 330-Message Composition ... ...... .. ............. .... ... .... ....... .............. ... .......... ..... .......
Comm 451S-lntercultural Communication ...... ...... .... .... ... ....... .. .......... .. ..... ...... ......... ......
Econ 331-lnternational Trade... ............... ...................... ...................... ............ .............. ..
Econ 332-lnternational Economic Relations........... .................................................. .... ..
Econ 336-U.S. Asian Economics ............ ...................... ...................... ............................
Econ 460-Econometrics ..... ...................................................................... .. ....................
Geog 305-Cultural Geography.................................................................................. .....
Geog 315S-Economic Geography ........................................................ ..........................
Hist 374-History of American Business .... ..................... ........... .......................... ............
Jour 332-Publication Design. .................... .................... .......... .......................... .............
Math 443-Applied Nonparametrical Statistics ................ ............ ........... .............. ... .........
Math 444-Applied Linear Models. ..................................................................................
Psyc 350S-Social Psychology .. ...................... ................. ............... ..... ............... ....... .....

Suggested
Course of Study

For accounting, financial management, and management emphases:
First Year
Mgmt 100-lntroduction to Business ................. ........................................... .. .. .
*Enex 101-Composition ..................................... ................... ........................ .....
Comm 111A-lntroduction to Public Speaking .... ... .......... ......................... ..... ....
Math 117-Probability and Linear Math .. .. ........... ........... ........ ............. .............. .
CS 170-Computer Applications ........................ ..................... .......... ................ .
Electives and General Education ...................................................................... .
*Semester of enrollment depends on beginning letter of student's last name.
Second Year
Acct 201-Financial Accounting ............................................................. ........ ...
Acct 202-Managerial Accounting ....................................... ............... .... ...... .... .
Mgmt 250-Business Statistics ......................................... ......... ........... ...... ..... .
Mgmt 270-Fundamentals of Management Information Systems .......................
Econ 111S, 112S-Microeconomics, Macroeconomics ........ ................. .............. .
Electives and General Education ...... ................... ............................... ...............

A
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Individual programs may differ from the suggested course of study to better accomplish the needs of
the particular student.

Courses

U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or graduate credit, G = for graduate credit.
A after the credit indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated after the A.
Courses at the 500 and 600 levels are open only to graduate students admitted to degree programs.

Accounting
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U
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u
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u
u

394
395

u

Problems Variable er. (R-3) Prereq., consent of instr.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Cooperative Education Variable er. (R-3) Extended classroom experience which provides practical application of classroom learning during placements within the business
community. The student must complete a learning agreement with a faculty member, relating
the placement opportunity to his or her field of study.
Financial Accounting 3 er. Introduction to financial accounting concepts.
Managerial Accounting 3 er. Prereq., Acct 201. Continuation of Acct 201 with a focus
on managerial accounting topics.
Independent Study Variable er. (R-3) Prereq., consent of instr.
Intermediate Accounting I 3 er. Prereq., junior standing, Acct 202 or consent of instr.
The fundamentals of valuation as applied to the balance sheet, income determination as
applied to the income statement and cash inflows and outflows as applied to the cash flow
statement.
Intermediate Accounting II 3 er. Prereq., junior standing, Acct 311 or consent of instr.
Continuation of Acct 311.
Cost Accounting 3 er. Prereq., junior standing; Acct 202 or consent of instr. Development and application of cost systems. Analysis of cost behavior and use of cost information
by management.
Undergraduate Seminar Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., junior standing and consent of instr.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., junior standing and consent of instr. Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
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UG 411
UG 415
UG 421
UG 431
UG 432
UG 441
UG 442
UG 451
UG 471

UG 494
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UG 498
G

605

G
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621

G

631

G

641

G

671

G
G

694
696

G 699
Finance

u
u

189
195

u

198

U
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Advanced Accounting 3 er. Prereq., junior standing; Acct 311, 312 or consent of instr.
Application of accounting principles to consolidated financial statements and to other selected
advanced topics such as foreign currency exchanges, financial analysis.
Accounting Theory 3 er. Prereq., junior standing; Acct 312 or consent of instr. A critical
analysis of the concepts underlying development and application of generally accepted accounting principles and discussion of current accounting topics.
Advanced Cost Accounting 3 er. Prereq., junior standing and Acct 321 or consent of
instr. Advanced topics in cost and management accounting, including cost analysis and
control. Contemporary readings will be assigned.
Income Tax 3 er. Prereq., junior standing, Acct 202 or consent of instr. The application
of the federal income tax law to individuals and other selected topics.
Advanced Income Tax 3 er. Prereq., junior standing, Acct 431 and 312, or consent of
instr. Advanced topics of the federal tax law as applied to entities other than individuals.
Auditing 3 er. Prereq., junior standing, Acct 312 or consent of instr. Scope and professional responsibilities of the independent public accountant as related to the examination
of financial statements.
Advanced Auditing 3 er. Prereq, junior standing, Acct 441 or consent of instr. Advanced auditing topics.
Non-Profit Accounting 3 er. Prereq., junior standing and Acct 311 or consent of instr.
Principles of accounting and financial reporting for governmental units, hospitals, the federal
government, and other non-profit organizations.
Contemporary Accounting Problems 4 er. Coreq., Mgmt 359; prereq., senior standing
with at least 112 earned credits, Acct 312, 321, 411, 431, 441, 451, and 6 credits chosen from
Acct 415, 421, 432 and 442 or the equiv. within the past two years with the consent of instr.
Integration of accounting theory and practice. Primarily for the student preparing to take
the uniform CPA examination.
Seminar Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., junior standing and consent of instr.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., junior standing and consent of instr. Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Accounting Internship Variable er. (R-8) Prereq., junior standing and consent of instr.
Students are placed with private or governmental organizations to receive on-the-job training. Written reports are required. Grade option pass/not pass only.
Administrative Controls 3 er. Prereq., graduate degree status. The application of accounting information to managerial and financial decision making.
Advanced Accounting 3 er. Prereq., Acct 312, graduate degree status. Application of
accounting principles to special areas such as consolidated financial statements, consignment sales, installment sales, ethics, foreign exchange, inflation accounting and others.
Accounting Theory 3 er. Prereq., Acct 312, graduate degree status. A critical analysis
of the concepts underlying the development and application of accounting in the United
States.
Problems In Managerial Accounting 3 er. Prereq., Acct 321, graduate degree status.
Development and application of cost systems. Analysis of cost behavior and use of cost
information by management. Behavioral impact of cost accounting systems, and other current topics.
Advanced Tax 3 er. Prereq., Acct 431, graduate degree status. The application of the
federal income tax law to corporations and partnerships, and special problems associated
with taxation of trusts, estates and gifts.
Advanced Auditing 3 er. Prereq., Acct 441, graduate degree status. Scope and professional responsibilities of the independent public accountant as related to the examination
and expression of an opinion on published financial statements.
Seminar In Accounting 3 er. Prereq., Acct 611; and concurrent registration or completion of 615 and 621; Acct 631, 641; Mgmt 629; graduate degree status. Contemporary issues
in accounting and integration of accounting topics, to include preparation of students for
the entry examination into the profession as a certified public accountant.
Seminar 3 er. (R-15) Prereq., graduate degree status. Selected topics in accounting.
Independent Study Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., graduate degree status. Directed study
of individual or small groups of students in topics not available in scheduled classes.
Thesis Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., graduate degree status.
Problems Variable er. (R-3) Prereq., consent of instr.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Cooperative Education Variable er. (R-3) Extended classroom experience which provides practical application of classroom learning during placements within the business
community. The student must complete a learning agreement with a faculty member, relating
the placement opportunity to his or her field of study.
Personal Financial Planning and Investment 3 er. Concepts, strategies and techniques
in analyzing financial situations and investment opportunities from the individual's perspective. Open to any level non-business majors and business majors of freshman or sophQmore
standing.
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Independent Study Variable er. (R-3) Prereq., consent of instr.
Principles of Insurance and Risk Management 3 er. Prereq., junior standing or consent of instr. The functions of risk management integrated with the description and analysis
of the various types of insurance.
Real Estate Fundamentals 3 er. Prereq., junior standing or consent of instr. Introduction to the principles and practices of real estate. Includes the study of real estate law, financing, valuation, brokerage and land use.
Business Finance 3 er. Prereq., junior standing; Econ 112S and Acct 202 or consent
of instr. Theory and practice in managing the financial affairs of a business enterprise.
Undergraduate Seminar Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., junior standing and consent of instr.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., junior standing and consent of instr. Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Investments 3 er. Prereq., junior standing, Fin 322 or consent of instr. Principles, practices and methodology in investment analysis and portfolio management.
Financial Markets 3 er. Prereq., junior standing, Fin 322 and Econ 112S or consent of
instr. Operations and analysis of the national and international money and capital markets,
and financial institutions.
Financial Management I: Theory and Analysis 3 er. Prereq., junior standing, Fin 322
or consent of instr. Theory, concepts and techniques applicable to the analysis of financial
practices, policies, and strategies.
Financial Management II: Analysis and Problems 3 er. Prereq., Fin 429 or consent
of instr. Application of theory and decision making techniques in the analysis of problems
in financial management.
Seminar Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., junior standing and consent of instr.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., junior standing and consent of instr. Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Finance Internship Variable er. (R-8) Prereq., junior standing and consent of instr.
Students are placed with private or givernmental organizations to receive on-the-job training. Written reports are required. Grade option pass/not pass only.
Problems In Financial Management 3 er. Prereq., all foundation courses, graduate
degree status. Advanced theory and analysis in corporate financial management.
Seminar Variable er. (R-15) Prereq., graduate degree status. Selected topics in finance.
Independent Study Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., graduate degree status. Directed study
of individual or small groups of students in topics not available in scheduled classes.
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100S Introduction to Business 3 er. Nature of business enterprise; role of business in society;
problems confronting business management; career opportunities in business. Open to nonbusiness majors and business majors of freshman or sophomore standing only. Business
majors are advised to register for the course their freshman year.
189 Problems Variable er. (R-3) Prereq., consent of instr.
195 Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
198 Cooperative Education Variable er. (R-3) Extended classroom experience which provides practical application of classroom learning during placements within the business
community. The student must complete a learning agreement with a faculty member, relating
the placement opportunity to his or her field of study.
250 Business Statistics 3 er. Prereq., Math 117 and CS 170 or consent of instr. Applied
business statistics covering descriptive statistics, estimation and hypothesis testing for one
and two populations, analysis of variance, regression analysis, and non-parametric methods.
270 Introduction to Management Information Systems 3 er. Prereq., CS 170. An introduction to the computer-based information systems used in business. Topics include strategic
uses of information, computer hardware and software, information processing fundamentals, database systems, management information systems, decision support systems, systems
development and evaluation, control and security procedures, and computers in society.
296 Independent Study Variable er. (R-3) Prereq., consent of instr.
340S Management and Organizational Behavior 3 er. Prereq., junior standing. An intensive
examination of the fundamentals of management and organization supported by the application of behavioral science principles to the management of people in organizations.
341 Operations Management 3 er. Prereq., junior standing. Design and operation of the
systems used to produce goods or services. Analysis of the problems encountered in the
operations function. Use of the concepts and methods of planning, controlling and problemsolving to achieve the strategic and tactical output objectives of the organization.
344 Human Resource Management 3 er. Prereq., junior standing, Mgmt 340S; Psyc 100S
recommended. Examines the personnel function in business organizations, with emphasis
on staffing, equal opportunity employment, job design, training and development, performance appraisal, compensation, and labor-management relations. Includes case analysis
and experiential exercises.
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Personnel Psychology 3 er. Prereq., junior standing; Mgmt 340S; Psyc 100S recommended. Same as Psyc 357. The application of psychological research and theory to the
problems of human resource utilization as applied to the personnel function; research
methodology, individual and cultural differences; job analysis; the legal environment; preemployment evaluation techniques; worker selection, training, evaluation and satisfaction.
Entrepreneurship 3 er. Prereq., junior standing, Mgmt 340S, Mgmt 360, Fin 322. Focuses
on starting and managing a growing business. Topics include recognizing business opportunities, setting strategy for the firm, raising capital, marketing new products, and organizing a management team . Students write a business plan for themselves or for a local
entrepreneur.
Business Forecasting 3 er. Prereq., junior standing, Mgmt 341. Business forecasting
methods using regression, exponential smoothing, leading indicators, and Box.Jenkins. Emphasis on selections of method and practical applications.
Applied Statistics 3 er. Prereq ., junior standing. Advanced topics in applied business
statistics including research design, multivariate analysis of variance (Manova), multiple
linear regression, discriminant analysis, and factor analysis. Extensive computer-based
analysis of data included.
Business Law 3 er. Prereq. , junior standing. An analysis of the legal and ethical implications of domestic and international commercial transactions.
Marketing Principles 3 er. Prereq., junior standing. The marketing environment-product,
price, distribution, and promotion strategies including government regulation and marketing
ethics.
Personal Selling 3 er. Prereq., junior standing, Mgmt 360. Theory and practice of the
personal selling element of the marketing mix.
Consumer Behavior 3 er. Prereq., junior standing; Psyc 100S and 240S recommended. A behavioral analysis of consumer decision making and of the factors influencing consumer decisions, i.e., those decisions directly involved with the obtaining of economic goods
and services.
Marketing Communications 3 er. Prereq., junior standing. An integrated course in promotion strategy. Topics include advertising message design, media selection, promotions,
public relations, personal selling, and other selected topics.
Marketing Research 3 er. Prereq., junior standing, Mgmt 250, 360. Emphasis on data
acquisition and analysis for improved decision making in marketing. Topics include problem definition; secondary data; primary data via observation, interrogation and experimentation; data analysis; written and oral reports. May include field project.
International Business 3 er. Prereq., junior standing. Analysis of business in diverse
parts of the globe. Examines the impact of socio-economic, political, legal, educational,
and cultural factors on management.
Advanced Management Information Systems 3 er. Prereq., junior standing. Advanced topics in the management of information systems including the value of information,
systems analysis, design, implementation and evaluation. Advanced technologies including
networks and telecommunications, decision support systems, and expert systems.
Microcomputer Applications 3 er. Prereq., junior standing, Mgmt 341, or consent of
instr. Applications of software, including spreadsheet software and data base software.
Undergraduate Seminar Variable er. (R-3) Prereq., junior standing and consent of instr.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., junior standing or consent of instr. Experimental
offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Business and Society 3 er. Prereq., junior standing. Offered alternate years. Business
organizations and their relationship to the external environment and various stakeholders.
Focuses on responsibilities to society and their impact on decision making, with particular
emphasis on business ethics and values.
Management Communications 3 er. Prereq., junior standing. Focuses on internal and
external business communications. Selected topics include: developing communications
strategies, designing and conducting communications audits, selecting appropriate message
vehicles, orchestrating presentations, and management press relations.
Small Business Management and Strategic Planning 3 er. Prereq., senior standing,
all business core. Application of the concepts of strategic managment to small businesses.
Integrates the functional areas of management, marketing, finance and accounting. Students
work with local businesses in a consulting role and are required to write a consulting report.
Credit not allowed for both Mgmt 445 and 446.
Strategic Management 3 er. Prereq., senior standing, all business core. Integration of
the functional areas of management, marketing, finance and accounting. Heavy case orientation, class discussions. Industry and competitor analysis and strategy formulation . Credit
not allowed for both Mgmt 446 and 445.
Management Game 3 er. Prereq., senior standing, all business core, or consent of instr.
Simulation of a large business organization in which students make executive-level decisions in the areas of production, marketing, finance, human resources and organization.
Management Science 3 er. Prereq., junior standing, Mgmt 341 or consent of instr. Study
of the theory and application of management science techniques including mathematical
programming and simulation.
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Manufacturing Planning and Control Systems 3 er. Prereq., Mgmt 341, junior standing, or consent of instr. Principles and techniques of production scheduling and inventory
control. Systems for setting strategic and tactical objectives, accomplishing detailed material
and capacity plans, and establishing and executing shop floor priorities.
Accounting Law 3 er. Prereq., junior standing and Mgmt 357. Legal issues in accounting, including accountant legal liability.
Marketing Management 3 er. Prereq., senior standing, Mgmt 360, 362, 363, 366 or consent of instr. Case analysis in marketing management.
Seminar Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., junior standing and consent of instr.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., junior standing or consent of instr. Experimental
offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offer·
ings of current topics.
Management Internship Variable er. (R-8) Prereq., junior standing and consent of instr.
Extended classroom experience which provides practical application of classroom learning during placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the faculty supervisors and the Cooperative Education Office.
Accounting Law 3 er. Coreq., Acct 628; prereq., graduate degree status. The legal theory
and principles relating to bankruptcy, unfair competition, suretyship, secured transactions,
creditors' rights, trusts and estates, wills and intestacy.
Research Methods 3 er. Prereq., graduate degree status. Investigation of the sources
and quality of both private and governmental data. Problem formulation and research design,
organization and planning; interpretation and reporting of results.
Management/Human Resources 3 er. Prereq., all foundation courses; graduate degree
status. Professionally oriented overview of technical and pragmatic application of human
resource policy and administration, emphasizing personnel management processes, systems,
procedures and methods.
Business Policy 3 er. Prereq., all foundation courses; graduate degree status. Interdisciplinary approach to the analysis of problems encountered by senior administrators;
determination of objectives; development of policies; organization of executive personnel
to implement policies; coordination of the organization; appraisal and adjustments of the
organization to changes in environment.
Management Decision Making Simulation 3 er. Prereq., all foundation courses, graduate
degree status. Computer simulation of management decision making at the corporate level.
Marketing Management 3 er. Prereq., all foundation courses, graduate degree status.
Analysis of major marketing problems and decision areas.
International Business 3 er. Prereq., all foundation courses, graduate degree status.
Trends and contemporary issues in international business. The significance and effect on
foreign operations of different institutions and political, social and economic conditions.
Seminar 3 er. (R-15) Prereq., graduate degree status. Selected topics in business.
Independent Study Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., graduate degree status. Directed study
of individual or small groups of students in topics not available in scheduled classes.
Internship Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., graduate degree status. Placements with private
or governmental organizations for practical training in business. Written reports required.
Thesis Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., graduate degree status.

Professors
Aaron W. Andreason, Ph .D., Brigham Young University; 1975 (Management)
Glenn R. Barth, Ph.D., Montana State University, 1966 (Management; Emeritus)
Teresa K. Beed, D.B.A., University of Colorado, 1981; C.P.A., Montana, 1973 (Accounting)
Paul B. Blomgren, D.B.A., Indiana University, 1952 (Management; Dean Emeritus)
Bernard J. Bowlen, Ph.D., Iowa State University, 1954 (Malmstrom Air Force Base; Emeritus)
Michael R. Brown, J.D., The University of Montana, 1969; C.P.A., Montana, 1963 (Accounting)
Bruce P. Budge, Ph.D., University of Minnesota, 1968; C.P.A., Idaho, 1973 (Accounting; Chair,
Department of Accounting and Finance)
Mary Ellen Campbell, M.S., University of Illinois, 1968 (Management)
Robert J. Connole, Ph.D., University of Iowa, 1968 (Management)
Richard T. Dailey, Ph.D., Pennsylvania State University, 1968 (Management)
Patricia P. Douglas, Ph.D., University of California, Berkeley, 1967; C.P.A., Montana, 1963
(Accounting)
Donald J. Emblen, Ph.D., Columbia University, 1943; C.P.A., Montana, 1950 (Accounting;
Emeritus)
Maureen J. Fleming, Ph .D., Southern Illinois University, 1969 (Management)
Larry D. Gianchetta, Ph .D., Texas A & M, 1974 (Management; Dean)
Rudyard B. Goode, Ph.D., University of Virginia, 1953 (Finance)
Fred A. Henningsen, M.A., The University of Montana, 1948; C.P.A., Montana, 1948 (Accounting;
Emeritus)
Robert W. Hollmann, Ph.D., University of Washington, 1973 (Management; Associate Dean)
Maxine C. Johnson, M.A., The University of Montana, 1952 (Management; Director, Bureau of
Business and Economic Research Emeritus)
Jack J. Kempner, Ph.D., Ohio State University, 1956; C.P.A., Montana, 1957 (Accounting;
Emeritus)
Thomas 0 . Kirkpatrick, Ph.D., Ohio State University, 1967 (Management)
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Jack K. Morton, J.D., The University of Montana, 1971 (Management)
Paul E. Polzin, Ph.D., Michigan State University, 1968 (Management; Director, Bureau of
Business and Economic Research)
Perry F. Roys, M.B.A. , University of Michigan, 1948 (Management; Emeritus)
Richard K. Smith, Ph.D., University of Oregon, 1971; J.D., University of Iowa, 1941 (Finance;
Emeritus)
Thomas J. Steele, Ph.D., Pennsylvania State University, 1974 (Management)
Lee N. Tangedahl, D.B.A., University of Colorado, 1976 (Management)
Norman E. Taylor, Ph.D., University of Minnesota, 1955 (Management; Emeritus)
David W. Weber, D.B.A., University of Colorado, 1973 (Finance)
Richard P. Withycombe, Ph .D., University of Oregon, 1972 (Management; Director, Graduate Programs in Business)

Associate Professors
Gary L. Cleveland, Ph.D., University of Minnesota, 1986 (Management)
Gerald E. Evans, Ph.D., Claremont Graduate School, 1985 (Management; Chair, Department of
Management)
Jerry L. Furniss, J.D., University of Idaho, 1980 (Management)
Charles E. Keegan, M.S., The University of Montana, 1976 (Management; Bureau of Business and
Economic Research)
Paul R. Larson, Ph.D., University of Utah , 1984 (Management)
Clyde W. Neu, Ph.D., University of Minnesota, 1973 (Management; Resident Administrator, Billings
MBA Program)
Roy W. Regel , D.B.A. , University of Colorado, 1985; C.P.A. , Colorado, 1973 (Accounting)
Nader H. Shooshtari, Ph.D. , Arizona State University, 1983 (Management)
Joseph A. Weber, Ph.D., University of Minnesota, 1983; C.P.A., Montana, 1975 (Accounting)

Assistant Professors
Paul R. Bahnson, Ph .D., University of Utah, 1987; C.P.A., Utah (Accounting)
Claudia D. Denker, M.B.A., The University of Montana, 1976 (Finance)
Larry Godwin, D.B.A., University of Colorado, 1974; C.P.A., Colorado, 1968 (Accounting)
Timothy A. Manuel, Ph.D., University of South Carolina, 1988 (Finance)
Charles A. P. Smith, Ph.D., University of Arizona, 1990 (Management)
Larry D. Swanson, Ph.D., University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1980 (Management; Bureau of Business
and Economic Research)
Judith L. Webb, Ph.D., University of Washington, 1989; C.P.A., Indiana, 1981 (Accounting)

Instructors
Warren S. Barca, M.B.A., The University of Montana, 1989 (Management)
Daniel P. Cahalan, M.A., American Graduate School of International Management, 1982 (Management)

School of Education
Donald L. Robson, Dean
Kathleen E. Miller, Associate Dean
The School of Education consists of two departments, the Department of Health and Human Performance and the Department of Professional Education.
The School of Education is accredited at all levels by the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher
Education, the Northwest Association of Schools and Colleges and the Montana State Board of Public
Instruction.
There are two educational laboratories associated with the School of Education: the Preschool Laboratory
and the CO-Teach Preschool program. Students anticipating teacl'ring in the primary grades, or who
are interested in acquiring skills in working with handicapped children , are encouraged to participate
in these laboratory programs. The laboratories provide the opportunity for students to gain experience
in teaching children. For further information contact the Director of the Preschool laboratory Susan Harper
Whalen, phone 243-4262 or the Director of the CO-Teach Preschool program, Richard Van den Pol,
phone 243-5344.
Program options within the school are described below and in the Department of Health and Human
Performance section of this catalog.

Department of
Professional
Education

William E. Patton, Chair
Graduate Programs: The following degrees are offered: Master of Arts, the Master of Education, Educational Specialist, and Doctor of Education. Emphases within both the Master of Arts and the Master
of Education progams include: curriculum and instruction (with concentrations in reading, library-media
services, business education, and office administration), guidance and counseling, and school administration and supervision (preparing elementary, middle school, and secondary principlas and
superintendents). The Master of Arts with a major in Guidance and Counseling is an interdisciplinary
program with coursework required in psychology and sociology, or social work, and the specialist degrees
are offered in school administration/supervision, curriculum/instruction (with either a leadership or
teaching-subject emphasis), and guidance/counseling.
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Teaching, administrative, and/or other education-related experience is normally required prior to the
completion of advanced degree programs. To receive a masters degree in elementary or secondary
education, a minimum of two years of teaching experience is required. All decisions regarding discretionary coursework (area of emphasis, coursework outside the field of education, and electives) must
be made only after consultation with and the expressed approval of, the student's advisor. Information
about specific requirements and options is available from the School of Education. For more information refer to The University of Montana Graduate Programs and Admissions Catalog.
Teacher Education: The School of Education offers teacher preparation programs for kindergarten
through twelfth grade. Students preparing to teach in a self-contained kindergarten through eighth grade
classroom or in business education should plan a degree major in education. Individuals preparing to
teach in either the middle or senior high schools must obtain a degree in a subject area they plan to
teach, and complete the requirements of a minor teaching field unless the degree is in a teaching field
that qualifies as a single endorsement. The School of Education faculty recommends that a prospective secondary teacher seek endorsement in more than a single area. Students must also fulfill courses
required for certification at the elementary or secondary level and demonstrate teaching competency
during their student teaching experience.
To meet state teacher certification standards an applicant must: (1) be at least 18 years of age, (2) present a satisfactory health certificate signed by a physician, (3) pass the National Teacher's Examination (NTE) Core battery, and (4) satisfy course, credit and degree requirements as outlined below.

Admission to Teacher Education
The Professional Education Department establishes policies and standards for students within the Teacher
Education Program. All students seeking certification or a degree in education must apply for admission to the Teacher Education Program. To be considered for admission a student must have a cumulative
grade point average of 2.50 or higher, including transferred credits, and must have passed the General
Knowledge and the Communication Skills portion of the National Teacher's Examination (NTE). Students
must maintain a cumulative 2.50 GPA to continue in the education program. Students seeking certification
should obtain the Teacher Education Policy Handbook which contains more specific admission requirements and procedures. The handbook may be obtained from the UC Bookstore. Prior to enrolling
in C&I 200, students must be admitted to the Teacher Education Program.
Students seeking a K-12 endorsement in Library-Media, Reading or Special Education must have full
admission into the Teacher Education Program or already be a certified teacher before seeking admission to one of these specialized programs. Students must be admitted into the Special Education Program prior to enrolling in C&I 457.

Application for Student Teaching
Student teaching is a critically important experience in a teacher's professional preparation. It is one
of the most demanding, rewarding and beneficial experiences in the teacher preparation program. At
the end of the junior year students should begin advance planning for their student teaching experience.
Students must meet the following criteria to be considered for student teaching: (1) full admission into
the Teacher Education Program; (2) no grade below C in courses offered by the Department of Professional Education and courses required for certification; (3) a cumulative GPA of 2.50 and a 2.50 GPA
in each field of endorsement; and (4) consent of the Director of Field Experiences. In addition, elementary majors must have completed the required courses in methods of elementary teaching, and secondary students must have completed at least two-thirds of the work in their teaching field(s). Departmental
recommendation regarding the student's competence for teaching in the major and/or minor fields is
also a prerequisite to student teaching. Application for student teaching must be made on forms contained in the Student Teaching Packet available in the UC Bookstore. Consult the Teacher Education
Policy Handbook for application deadlines and procedures.

Certification
Requirements

For special degree requirements, refer to the graduation requirements listed previously in the catalog.
See index.
The Dean or the Certification Official of the School of Education recommends eligible graduates for
certification as elementary or secondary teachers to the state Office of Public Instruction. Students who
expect to teach in states other than Montana should investigate each state's specific requirements since
they may vary from state to state.
All applicants for initial Class 1, 2, 3, or 5 certification must provide evidence of having completed the
National Teacher's Examination Core Battery with a minimum score established by the Board of Public
Education. Exception: Teachers currently holding a Class 2 standard certificate will not be required
to take the test to qualify for a Class 1 Certificate if they obtained the Class 1 certificate before October
1, 1991.

Elementary Degree and Certification Requirements
Academic and professional requirements for University recommendation for certification to teach in
fully accredited elementary schools of Montana consist of a baccalaureate degree from the University
or other approved institution of higher education showing that the individual has completed a four-year
program (or equivalent) for preparation as an elementary school teacher. Some of the courses required
to meet The University of Montana general education requirements may also fulfill state teacher certification requirements.
Exceptions to the required courses for standard elementary teaching certification are permitted only
with the approval of the Dean of the School of Education.
Degree candidates must earn a minimum of 39 credits in curriculum and instruction courses which
include the following: C&l 200, 301, 303; 309, 310, 311, 315, 316, 404, 407, .410, and 415. In addition,
the student will complete work in the following areas: English/communications, history and social sciences,
mathematics, health and human performance, art, music, psychology, and science. For more specific
information regarding these course requirements refer to the Teacher Education Policy Handbook. Elemen-
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tary education majors may use their electives to strengthen any of the required academic fields, or to
complete a minor. Available minors are art, health and human performance, library media, reading and
special education . Students who plan to teach kindergarten also must complete C&l 355--Early Childhood
Education, before registering for student teaching. It also is highly recommended that students who
are planning to teach kindergarten through grade three enroll in C&I 330 prior to student teaching. C&I
355 is a prerequisite to C&I 367.
To successfully complete the program students must earn a grade of C or above in every course required in the following areas: English, history, social sciences, science, mathematics, health and human
performance, music and art, psychology, and all professional curriculum and instruction courses. None
of these courses may be taken as pass/not pass except where that is the only grade available.
Curriculum in Elementary Education
First and Second Years
General Education writing requirements .............................................................. ..
Sci 125N, 127N-Science for General Education ................................................. .
Sci 126N, 128N-Science Laboratory for Elementary Education Majors .............. ..
LS 151 L-lntroduction to Humanities ....................................................................
Psyc 100S-lntroduction to Psychology .......................................... ,.................... ..
Psyc 240S-Developmental Psychology (or C&I 355) .......................................... ..
C&I 200-Exploring Teaching Through Field Experiences ................................... ..
HHP 289-Advanced First Aid .... ......................................................................... .
HHP 233-The School Health Program ................................................................ .
Hist 151 H-The Americans ...................................................................................
Hist 269-Montana History .................... ................. ............................................. ..
Math 130-131-Math for Elementary Teachers ..................................................... .
P Sc 100S-American Government ...................................................................... .
Elective social studies ......................................... ................................................ ..
Electives and General Education .......................................................................... .
Third and Fourth Years
C&I 301-Education Laboratory: Elementary ........................................................ .
C&I 303-Educational Psychology and Measurement.. ........................................ ..
C&I 309-Teaching Mathematics: Elementary School .......................................... .
C&I 310-Teaching Social Studies: Elementary School ....................................... ..
C&I 311-Teaching Science: Elementary School .................................................. .
C&I 315-Teaching Language and Literacy ......................................................... ..
C&I 355-Early Childhood Education (for students planning to
teach in primary grades) ................................................................................... .
C&I 316-Children's Literature and Critical Reading ............................................ .
Art 314-Elementary School Art ............................................................................
Sci 350-General Science: Environmental Science .............................................. .
HHP 339-Teaching Physical Education in Elementary Schools ......................... ..
Mus 335-Music Education in the Elementary School ......................................... ..
Geog 381-Geography for Teachers .....................................................................
C&I 410-Exceptionality and Classroom Management.. ........................................ .
C&I 404-Student Teaching: Elementary .............................................................. .
C&I 407E-Ethics and Issues in Public Policy (enroll immediately before
or after student teaching) ...................................................................................
C&I 415-lnstructional Media/Computer Application and Lab .............................. ..
Electives and General Education ...........................................................................

Credits
Variable

8
2
4

3
3
2
3
3
4
3
9
3
6
6
1

3
3
2
2
5
3
3
3
2
3
3
3
3
12

3
1
24

Secondary Teaching Certification Requirements
To satisfy requirements for secondary teacher certification in all teaching fields, except Business Education, candidates must possess a degree in a subject area they plan to teach and complete the requirements
of a minor teaching field unless the degree is in a teaching field that qualifies as a single endorsement.
To be certified as a secondary teacher with a K-12 endorsement, a student must follow the requirements
listed in the major subject area of the catalog as well as the education requirements for secondary certification. Prospective secondary teachers are advised to seek certification in more than a single endorsable area.
Students who wish to qualify for the Montana secondary teaching certificate must, according to the
regulations of the State Board of Public Education, complete requirements for a major teaching field,
and, where required, a minor teaching field in areas generally taught at the secondary level. The University
reserves the right to modify course requirements listed.
For extended major and for major teaching field requirements, students should seek advice from both
the degree granting departments and the School of Education. Students may satisfy requirements for
a degree from a University department, but still not meet all the requirements for the certification in
a teaching field.
Academic and professional requirements for University recommendation for certification to teach in
fully accredited secondary schools of Montana are as follows:
1. A baccalaureate degree from the University or another approved institution of higher education.
2. A minimum of twenty-eight semester credits in education courses as follows: C&I 200, 301 or 302,
303, 322, 405 (12 er.), 407E, 410, 427, and 415.
3. Completion of general education writing competency as well as Enex 101, Entt 440, Methods of
Teaching Composition.
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4. Completion of Psychology 1OOS.
5. Completion of Health and Human Performance 233, or equivalent.
6. Preparation in any one or more special subject areas taught in the secondary schools as indicated
under course requirements in major and minor teaching fields (see following). Single-field endorsements
(40 or more credits) are possible for the following teaching majors: art, biology, business education,
chemistry, English, French, general science, German, health-physical education, mathematics, music,
physical sciences, social sciences, and Spanish. All other teaching majors require a teaching minor
or a second major.
Students must successfully complete the certification requirements at the secondary level. Students
must receive a grade of C or above in the following areas: all courses required for a teaching major,
a teaching minor, professional education courses, a health education course, Psyc 1OOS, Enex 101,
and Entt 440. None of these courses may be taken as pass/no pass except where that is the only grade
available. Variations from the required courses for secondary teaching certification are permissible only with the approval of the Dean of the School of Education.
Curriculum for Secondary Education
First and Second Years
Enex 101 and General Education writing requirements ........................................ .
Psyc 100S-lntroduction to Psychology ................................................................ .
C&I 200-Exploring Teaching Through Field Experiences .................................... .
HHP 233-School Health Program ........................................................................
HHP 289-Advanced First Aid ............................................................................. .
Electives, General Education and/or Courses in Major and/or Minor
Teaching Field(s) ................................................................................................ .
Third and Fourth Years
C&I 301 or 302-Education Laboratory ................................................................ .
C&I 303-Educational Psychology and Measurement ........................................... .
Entt 440-Teaching Composition ..........................................................................
C&I 322-Micro Teaching and Lesson Design ...................................................... .
C&I 410-Exceptionality and Classroom Management... ....................................... .
C&I 427-Teaching Reading & Writing in Middle and Secondary Schls ............... .
C&I 405-Student Teaching: Secondary ............................................................... .
C&I 407E-Ethics and Policy Issues (enroll immediately before or
after student teaching) ...................................................................................... .
C&I 415-lnstructional Media and Computer Applications and Lab ...................... .
Electives, General Education and/or Courses in Major and/or Minor
Teaching Field(s) ...............................................................................................

Credits
Variable
3

2
3
3
Variable
1

3
3
2
3
2
12

3
1

Variable

Secondary Emphasis in Business Education: Candidates for certification in business education must
complete the following:
1. Meet the requirements for a baccalaureate degree in Education by completing a minimum of 28 credits
in Curriculum and Instruction courses. In addition to the courses listed above in the secondary curriculum for Secondary Certification, students must complete one course from one of the following: (1)
Library-Media or (2) Guidance.
2. Meet the requirements for Business Education listed in this catalog.
A Marketing Education endorsement is available for students who complete a Business Education major. Course requirements are listed under the Marketing Education endorsement section of this catalog.
Students may concurrently complete a Business Education major and complete the course requirements
for a Marketing Education endorsement.
A non-teaching option in office administration is also available. For details of this program, contact an
advisor in Business Education.
Certification for School Library-Media Specialists: The library-media program is designed to prepare
library-media specialists to qualify for K-12 endorsement. To be eligible for library-media certification
students must meet the teacher certification requirements as well as complete a minimum of 21 credits.
The minimum requirement for library media-specialists in elementary schools with an enrollment of 100
or less includes C&I 472, 473, 474, and 477. Library-media specialists in larger elementary schools
and all high schools must satisfy requirements for library-media endorsement including elective courses
and the following required courses: C&I 316, 470, 471, 472, 473, 474, 475, 476, and 477.
Certification for Reading:The reading endorsement program is designed to enhance the diagnostic
and instructional skills of regular classroom teachers and remedial reading teachers. The program follows
the philosophy of the International Reading Association. The undergraduate reading minor requires
the following courses: C&I 315, 316, 427, 433, 434, and 435.
Professional Certification: The Montana professional certificate is issued to applicants with three or
more years successful teaching experience who have completed a minimum of 30 semester credits
in approved courses beyond the baccalaureate degree or who hold a master degree in a certifiable
area. Students intending to qualify for this certificate must first outline their program with a graduate
advisor and receive approval from the Dean of the School of Education.
Professional Certification in Reading Education: The post-graduate endorsement in reading involves
an intensive summer practicum. The post-graduate program for reading requires the following course
sequence: Curriculum and Instruction 316 (or 470), 433, 530, 534, 537 and/or 434, 543.
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Requirements for a
Non-Teaching Minor

Library-Media Services
To complete a non-teaching minor in library-media services, the student must complete the following
courses:
Credits
C&I 471-Fundamentals of Media Production ..................................................... ..
3
C&I 472-Library-Media Technical Processes ....................................................... .
2
C&I 473-Computer Applications in Library-Media Operations ............................. .
2
C&I 474-Administration/Assessment of Library-Media Programs ..........................
3
C&I 476-Reference, Media Skills, Information Services ...................................... .
3
C&I 477-Library-Media Collection Development and Curriculum ......................... .
3
C&I 475-Library-Media Practicum .............................................., ........................ .
3
Electives chosen in consultation with advisor ....................................................... .
6

Office Administration
To earn a non-teaching minor in office administration the student must complete the following courses:
Credits
Mgmt 100S-lntroduction to Business ...................................................................
3
CS 170-Computer Applications .......................................................................... .
3
0-2
BuEd 180-lntroduction to Keyboarding (or equivalent) ........................................ .
Acct 201-Financial Accounting ............................................ ................................
3
BuEd 187-Business Communications ................................................................. .
3
Bu Ed 283-lntroduction to Word Processing ........................................................ .
2
BuEd 287-Electronic Office Procedures ..............................................................
3
BuEd 288-Computerized Business Technology .................................................. .
3
Bu Ed 383-0ffice Management ........................................................................... .
3
Mgmt 340S-Management and Organizational Behavior ...................................... .
3
Mgmt 357-Business Law .................................................................................... .
3

Course Requirements for
Major and Minor
Teaching Fields

Students who wish to qualify for the Montana secondary teaching certificate must, according to the
regulations of the state Office of Public Instruction which were in effect when this catalog was printed,
complete requirements for a major teaching field (45 or more credits, depending on the field) and a
minor teaching field (30 or more credits, depending on the field) in areas commonly taught in high schools.
Should the state Office of Public Instruction change the program standards of major and minor
teaching fields, the University reserves the right to modify the requirements listed for them.
Major teaching field requirements are not necessarily the same as major department requirements
for graduation. The student might satisfy requirements for the major teaching field, but still not meet
requirements for graduation as a major in the University department. Also, several courses are usually
required in the teaching field which are not required in the degree program.
Departmental recommendation regarding the student's competency for teaching in the major and/or
minor fields is prerequisite to student teaching. Certification will not be possible without this departmental recommendation.
Art
(K-12)
For an endorsement in the extended major teaching field of Art, a student must complete the requirements
for a Bachelor of Arts with a major in Art with an Art Education (see the Department of Art section in
this catalog and below). Individuals possessing a baccalaureate degree must meet those requirements
by completing the courses at The University of Montana or demonstrating course equivalency.
For an endorsement in the minor teaching field of Art, a student must complete the courses for the
minor teaching field (see the Department of Art section in this catalog and below) at The University
of Montana or demonstrate course equivalency.
*Extended
Major
Minor
Field
Field
(52 crs.)
(28 crs.)
Art 123A-Drawing Fundamentals ......................................................... .... .
3
3
Art 125A-Color and Design ........................................... .......................... .
3
Art 135A-Three-Dimensional Fundamentals ..............................................
3
3
Art 150L-151L- Art of Western Civilization .................................................
3
6
Art 215A-Photography 1•• •••.•.•••.. •••••••...••• •••••.. .•••...••......•.........•... .....•...• ••••
3
Art 227-Crafts ......................................................................................... .
3
Art 229A-Ceramics I .................................................................................
3
3
Art 231, 232, 233, 234-Printmaking (choose one) .................................... .
3
3
Art 235-Sculpture I .................................................................................. .
3
3
Art 240-Painting I ............. ........................................................................ .
3
3
Art 307-Teaching K-12 Art ........................................................................
4
4
Art 314- Elementary School Art .................................................................
3
3
Dan 427- Teaching Creative Movement ................................................... ..
3
Phil 340L-Aesthetics ..................................... ........................................... .
3
Drama electives ........................................................................................ .
3
Music electives .......................................................................................... .
3
Strongly recommended:
Anth 101 H-lntroduction to Anthropology (3 crs.)
Dram 101 L- Theater Appreciation (3 crs.)
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Encr 210 or 211-lntroduction to Creative Writing (3 crs.)
LS 151L-152L-lntroduction to Humanities (8 crs.)
Comm 111A-lntroduction to Public Speaking (2 crs.)
Comm 1108-lntroduction to Interpersonal Communication (3 crs.)
Psyc 1008-lntroduction to Psychology (3 crs.)
Psyc 260-Learning and Memory (3 crs.)
Soc 1108-Principles of Sociology (3 crs.)
*Qualifies for single field
Biology
For an endorsement in the extended major teaching field of Biology a student must complete the requirements for the B.A. with a major in Biology, emphasis in Biological Education (see the Biology section of this catalog and below). Individuals possessing a baccalaureate degree must meet these
requirements by completing the courses at The University of Montana or demonstrating course
equivalency.
For endorsements in the major teaching field of Biology, a student must complete the courses in the
major teaching field (see the Biology section of this catalog and below) at The University of Montana
or demonstrate course equivalency.
*Major
Minor
Field
Field
(72-76 crs.) (51 crs.)
(40 crs.
(30 crs.
in Biol)
in Biol)
Biol 101N-102N-Principles of Biology and Laboratory.............................. .
4
4
Biol 103N-104N-Diversity of Life .............................................................. .
5
5
Biol 121N-122N-lntroductory Ecology and Laboratory...............................
4
Biol 170N-Genetic Engineering ............................................................... .
3
3
Biol 221-222-Cell and Molecular Biology and Laboratory ......................... .
5
5
Biol 223-Genetics and Evolution ..............................................................
4
4
Biol 301-Developmental Biology ...............................................................
3
Biol 340-341-Ecology and Laboratory ...................................................... .
5
Biol 344-Plant Physiology .........................................................................
4
Biol 345-Principles of Physiology ............................................................ .
2
Micb 300-301-General Microbiology and Laboratory ................................ .
5
5
Evst 101N-Environmental Science ........................................................... .
4
4
C&I 426-Teaching Science in Middle & Secondary Schools .....................
3
3
CS 170-Computer Applications................................................................ .
3
3
Math 117-Probability and Linear Mathematics ..........................................
3
3
Math 241-Statistics .................................";;.;:·::.....:..................................... .
4
4
tChem 151N-152N, 154N-General Chemistry and Laboratory ................. .
8
3
Chem 485-Laboratory Safety ....................................................................
1
1
Phys 101N-102N or Geol 100N, 106N-General Physics or
General Geology, Oceanography and History of Life..............................
6-10
*Qualifies for single-field endorsement. There is a limited demand in most Montana high schools for
teachers with a single endorsement in biology, and students should complete the requirements for a
second teaching endorsement (major or minor).
tStudents presenting a minor in chemistry take Chem 151N.
Business Education

*Extended
Major
Minor
Field
Field
(54-56 crs.) (33-35 crs.)
(26 crs.
in BuEd)
BuEd 180-lntroduction to Keyboarding .................................................... .
0-2
0-2
2
2
BuEd 181 -Advanced Keyboarding .......................................................... .
Bu Ed 184-lntroduction to Alpha Sht/Hnd/Note ........................................ .
5
5
BuEd 185-Advanced Alpha Shorthand/Note ............................................ .
5
5
BuEd 187-Business Communications ...................................................... .
3
Bu Ed 283-lntroduction to Word Processing ............................................. .
2
2
BuEd 288-Computerized Office Technology ............................................ .
3
3
BuEd 287-Electronic Office Procedures....................................................
3
BuEd 380-Teaching Business Subjects ................................................... .
4
4
BuEd 383-0ffice Management ................................................................ .
3
BuEd 485-Vocational Business Education ............................................... .
3
3
BuEd 486-Advanced Technology and Supervision in Vocational
Business Education ............................................................................... .
3
Acct 201 - Financial Accounting ................................................................ .
3
3
Acct 202-Managerial Accounting ..............................................................
3
CS 170-Computer Applications ................................................................ .
3
3
Econ 111 $-Introduction to Microeconomics ..............................................
3
Mgmt 270-lntroduction to Management Information Systems .................. .
3
Mgmt 357-Business Law ......................................................................... .
3
3
*Qualifies for single-field endorsement.
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Marketing Education Endorsement
(Must have completed the Business Education Teaching Major.)
BuEd 286-Personal and Family Economics ...... .................. ............... .. .... .
BuEd 352E-Ethics and Consumer Economics ................................ ..... .. .. .
Econ 112S-lntroduction to Macroeconomics .. ..... ............................ ... .... ...
Mgmt 250-Business Statistics .... .. .. .... ... ..... ........ ..... ........ ........ .......... .......
Mgmt 360-Marketing Principles ... .... ......... ................. ..... ........... ........ .......
Mgmt 363-Marketing Communications .............................. ...................... .
Math 117-Probability and Linear Mathematics ................ ....................... .. .

(21 crs.)
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Chemistry
For an endorsement in the major teaching field of Chemistry, a student must complete the requirements
for the B.A. with a major in Chemistry and C&I 426 (see the Department of Chemistry section of this
catalog and below). Individuals possessing a baccalaureate must meet these requirements by completing the courses at The University of Montana or demonstrating course equivalency.
For endorsement in the minor teaching field of Chemistry, a student must complete the courses in the
minor teaching field (see the Department of Chemistry section of this catalog and below) at The University of Montana or demonstrate course equivalency.
*Major
Minor
Field
Field
(76-79 crs.) (59-60 crs.)
(40-43 crs. (31-32 crs.
in Chem)
in Chem)
Chem 101N-Chemistry for the Consumer ....... ................... .......................
3
3
Chem 152N or Bioc 381-Gen . Chemistry or Gen. Biochemistry ........... .... .
3-4
Chem 161N-162N, 164N-165N-College
Chemistry and Laboratory .......................................................................
10
10
Chem 221-222-223 or 261-262-263-0rganic
Chemistry and Laboratory .......................................................... ............ .
8
Chem 261-262-263-264-0rganic Chemistry and Laboratory ....... .............. .
10
Chem 331-Chemistry Literature and Seminar ............. ........ ..... ................ .
1
Chem 370 or 371-Physical Chemistry .................................................... ..
3
Chem 371-372-Physical Chemistry........ .... ...............................................
6
Chem 341-Quantitative Analysis Instrumental Methods .... ........................
3
3
Chem 342-lnstrumental Analysis and Physical Measurements ..... .. ..........
3
Chem 485-Laboratory Safety.... ..... ... ... ....................... ........ ......................
1
Chem electives to include biochemistry (consult advisor) .......... .......... .. ... ..
3-6
C&I 426-Teaching Science in Middle & Secondary Sch ls .........................
3
3
CS 101-lntroduction to Programming ........ .. .............. .. ........................ .. ...
3
3
Math 152-153-251-Calculus ....................... .. .............................................
12
4
Math 241-Statistics...... ..... ........................................................................
4
4
10
10
Phys 101N-102N or 221N-222N- General Physics. .. .... .................... .. .......
Evst 101N-Environmental Science............ .............. ........................... .......
4
4
*Qualifies for single-field endorsement. There is a limited demand in most Montana high schools for
teachers with a single endorsement in chemistry and students should complete the requirements for
a second teaching endorsement (major or minor).
Drama*
For an endorsement in the major teaching field of Drama, a student must complete the requirements
of a Bachelor of Arts with a major in Drama with a Drama Education Emphasis (see the Department
of Drama/Dance section of this catalog and below). Individuals possessing a baccalaureate must meet
those requirements by completing the courses at The University of Montana or demonstrating course
equivalency.
For an endorsement in the minor teaching field of Drama, a student must complete the courses for
the minor teaching field (see below) at The University of Montana or demonstrate course equivalency.
Major
Minor
Field
Field
(39 crs.)
(26 crs.)
Dram 106A-107A-Theatre Production .. ............... ........ ............................ ..
4
4
Choose two of the following:
Dram 131-Scenery Construction
Dram 141-Costume Design
Dram 151-Theatre Electricity and Electronics .................. .................... .
6
6
2
Dram 210-Voice and Speech I ................... ............ ................................ ..
Dram 211-Voice and Speech 11 ................. .. ............................................ .
2
6
6
Dram 214-215-Acting I and II .................... .............. .. ...................... ........ .
Dram 220L-Dramatic Literature ................ ... ............. ...................... ..... .....
3
Dram 221 L-Dramatic Literature .............. .... ........ .. .. ..... ............ ....... ... .......
3
Dram 244-Stage Makeup . .... .................. .... ............... .. ...... ... ........ .. ..........
2
6
Dram 320-321-Theatre History ., ......................... ,............... .. ........ ............
Dram 380-lntroduction to Directing .... ..... ,......... .......,....... ............ .... .........
3
3
2
2
Dram 402-Methods of Teaching Theatre .. ..................................... ...........
*The demand in Montana high schools for teaching of courses in this field is limited. The student should
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complete the required second endorsement (major or minor) in a field other than Economics, Geograpny,
Journalism, Psychology or Sociology.
Earth Science*
For an endorsement in the major teaching field of Earth Science, a student must complete the requirements for the B.A. with a major in Geology, Earth Science Education emphasis (see the Department of Geology section of this catalog and below). Individuals possessing a baccalaureate must meet
these requirements by completing the courses at The University of Montana or demonstrating course
equivalency.
Major
Field
(60-67 crs.)
(37 crs.
in Geology)
3
Geol 1DON-General Geology ........................................ .................. .... .. ....
Geol 101N-Geological Hazards, Water Resources and Humans...............
3
Geol 106N-Oceanography and History of Life..........................................
3
4
GeoI 202-Stratigraphy and Sedimentation ........... .......... ...........................
Geol 226-Rocks, Minerals and Resources................................................
3
Geol 230-lntroductory Field Geology and Maps........................................
3
Geol 310-General Paleontology. ...............................................................
3
Geol 330-Structural Geology........................................................ ............
3
Geol 429- Field Geology............................................................................
6
Geol 430-Geotectonics and Earth History.................................................
3
3
Geog 303-Meteorology . ..... ................ .......................................................
6
Astr 131 N-132N-Elementary Astronomy....................................................
4
Math 121-Precalculus...............................................................................
Math 344-Statistical Methods .............. ............................. ................. .......
3
CS 101-lntroduction to Programming.......................................................
3
C&I 426-Teaching Science in Middle and Secondary Schls .....................
3
Biol 121N-122N- lntroductory Ecology and Laboratory OR
Chem 151N-152N- General Chemistry OR
Phys 101N-102N-General Physics.........................................................
3-10
1
Chem 485-Laboratory Safety....................................................................
*The demand in most Montana high schools for teaching in this field is limited and students should
complete the requirements for the required second teaching endorsement (major or minor).
Economics*
For an endorsement in the major teaching field of Economics, a student must complete the requirements
for the B.A. degree with a major in Economics (see the Department of Economics section of this catalog
and below). Individuals possessing a baccalaureate degree must meet these requirements by completing the courses at The University of Montana or demonstrating course equivalency.
For an endorsement in the minor teaching field of Economics, a student must complete the courses
in the minor teaching field (see the Department of Economics section of this catalog and below) at The
University of Montana or demonstrate course equivalency.
Minor
Major
Field
Field
(62-64
(24 crs.)
crs.)
(34 crs. (22 crs.
in Econ) in Econ)
Econ 111 S-112S- lntroduction to Micro and Macro Economics ........................ .
6
6
Econ 304-Public Finance: Expenditures ...........................................................
3
3
Econ 311-312-lntermediate Microeconomics ....................................................
3
6
Econ 313-lntermediate Macroeconomics ......................................................... .
3
3
Econ 314-Application of Mathematics to Economics ....................................... .
3
Econ 317- Monetary Economics and Institutions .............................................. .
3
3
Econ 321 - lntroduction to Labor Economics ..................................................... .
3
3
Econ 406-Monetary Economics OR Econ 411-Advanced
Macroeconomics OR Econ 413-Advanced Macroeconomics ........................ .
3
Econ 460- Econometrics .................................................................................. .
4
C&I 428-Teaching Social Studies in Middle and Secondary Schls .................. .
3
3
Math 117, 150 or 152-153-Probability, Linear Math, Applied Calculus
OR Calculus I, 11 ............................................................................................ .
7-8
4
Math 241-Statistics ..........................................................................................
CS 170- Computer Applications ....................................................................... .
3
Four of the following:
Anth 101 H- lntroduction to Anthropology
Soc 1ODS- Principles of Sociology
PSc 100S- American Government
Phil 210- lntroduction to Logic: Deduction
Hist 151H-152H-The Americans.. .................................................................. 11-12
*The demand in Montana high school for teaching in this field is limited, and the student is advised
to complete the required second endorsement (major or minor) in a field other than Drama, Geography,
Journalism, Psychology or Sociology.
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English
For an endorsement in the extended major teaching field of English, a student must complete the requirements for the B.A. with a major in English, Teacher Preparation emphasis (see the Department
of English section of this catalog and below). Individuals possessing a baccalaureate must meet these
requirements by completing the courses at The University of Montana or demonstrating course
equivalency.
For an endorsement in the minor teaching field of English, a student must complete the courses in
the minor teaching field (see the Department of English section of this catalog and below) at The University
of Montana or demonstrate course equivalency.
*Extended
Major
Minor
Field
Field
(40 crs.)
(30 crs.)
3
Enlt 120L-Contemporary Imagination ....... ........ ............... ........................... .
3
Enlt 220L-History of British Literature ........................... ............................. .
3
3
Enlt 221 L-History of American Literature ................................................... .
3
3
Enlt 320-Shakespeare ................................................................................
3
3
3
Enli 470-Structure and History of English ....................... ........................... .
3
Enlt 421 or 422-20th Century Theory or Theoretical
Approaches to Literature ......................... ................................................. .
3
3
Entt 440-Teaching Composition .. ................................ ............... ................ .
3
Entt 441-Teaching Literature .......................................: ............................. .
3
3
Entt 442-Methods of Teaching English ...................................................... .
3
3
One course emphasizing poetry and one course emphasizing
American literature chosen from: ................................................................. .
6
6
Enlt 321-Studies in a Major Author
Enlt 322-Studies in Literary History
Enlt 323-Studies in Literary Forms
Enlt 324-Studies in Literature and Society
Enlt 325-Studies in Literature and Other Disciplines
English Electives .. ........ ... .............. .. ..... .. ........ .. .......... .......... .. .......... ............
12
*Qualifies for single-field endorsement.

tFrench
(K-12)
For an endorsement in the extended major teaching field of French, a student must complete the requirements for the B.A. with a major in French including Fren 401 and 410 (see the Department of Foreign
Languages and Literatures section of this catalog and below). Individuals possessing a baccalaureate
must meet these requirements by completing the courses at The University of Montana or demonstrating
course equivalency.
For an endorsement in the minor teaching field of French, a student must complete the courses in the
minor teaching field (see the Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures section of this catalog
and below) at The University of Montana or demonstrate course equivalency.
*Extended
Minor
Major
Field
Field
(48 crs.)
(30 crs.)
Fren 101-102-Elementary French .............................................................
10
10
Fren 201-202-lntermediate French ...................... .................................... .
8
8
Fren 301-0ral and Written Expression .................................................... .
3
3
Fren 302-French Civilization and Culture ................................................ .
3
3
Fren 311-312-Survey of French Literature .............................................. .
6
Fren 401-Applied Linguistics ...... ............................................................ .
3
3
Fren 402-Advanced Composition and Conversation ................................ .
3
:j:Fren 410-Methods of Teaching French (offered alternate years) ........... .
3
3
Fran-literature at the 400-level ................................................................ .
3
Fran-upper-division electives .................................................................. .
3
Hist-two courses from 306, 307, 309, 310, 311H, 312H,
314, 315, 316 ....................... .. ............................................................... .
3
tForeign Languages and Literatures Department recommendation on the student's proficiency is required for student teaching. An overall minimum grade-point average of 3.00 is required for upper-division
work. Study in a French-language country, provided either through UM's Study Abroad Program or
as experience considered to be equivalent, also is required.
:j:Must be taken prior to student teaching.
*Qualifies for single-field endorsement. However, there is a limited demand in the majority of Montana
high school for teachers with a single endorsement in French. Students should complete the requirements
for a second teaching endorsement (major or minor) in another field in more demand in high schools.

General Science
Broadfleld Major
For an endorsement in the extended major field of General Science, a student must complete the reg,uirements for a B.A. degree with a major in Biology, Environmental Biology emphasis (see the Biology
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section of this catalog and below). Individuals with a baccalaureate must meet these requirements by
completing the courses at The University of Montana or demonstrating course equivalency.
*Extended
Major
Field
(68-69 crs.)
(35 crs.
in
Bio/Chem)
Astr 131N, 134N-Elementary Astronomy and Laboratory..............................................
4
Biol 103N-104N-Diversity of Life and Laboratory ....... ... . ................... . .......... ............ .....
5
Biol 221-222-Cell and Molecular Biology and Laboratory..............................................
5
Biol 223-Genetics and Evolution...................................................................................
4
Biol 340-341-Ecology and Laboratory .. .... ................. .... ............ ........... .. .......... .... ... ......
5
10
Chem 161 N-162N-College Chemistry and Laboratory...................................................
Chem 152N, 154N-General Chemistry and Laboratory.................................................
5
1
Chem 485-Laboratory Safety ............ . .................... ....................... ....... ........ ... ... . ... ...... .
CS 170-Computer Applications.....................................................................................
3
Geol 1OON-General Geology.........................................................................................
3
3
Geog 330-Meteorology ... ....... ........... ... ... ............... .......................... .................. ...........
Evst 101 N-Environmental Science OR
3-4
Geol 101 N-Environmental Geology............................................................................
4
Math 150 or 152-Calculus .............. .. ...................... ..................... ...................... .... .......
10
Phys 101N-102N or 221N-222N-General Physics..........................................................
3
C&I 426-Teaching Science in Middle and Secondary Schls..........................................
*Qualifies for single-field endorsement.
Geography*
For an endorsement in the major teaching field of Geography, a student must complete the requirements
for a B.A. degree with a major in Geography (see the Department of Geography section of this catalog
and below). Individuals with a baccalaureate must meet these requirements by completing the courses
at The University of Montana or demonstrating course equivalency.
For an endorsement in the minor teaching field of Geography, a student must complete the requirements
for the geography minor as given in the section Requirements for a Minor (see the Department of
Geography section in this catalog and below) by completing courses at The University of Montana or
demonstrating course equivalency.
Major
Minor
Field
Field
(33 crs.)
(21 crs.)
Geog 101S-lntroduction to Human Geography ....................................... .
3
3
3
3
Geog 102N-lntroduction to Physical Geography ..................................... .
Geog 103S-World Regional Geography ...................................................
3
3
Geog 104-lntroduction to Maps and Air Photos ...................................... .
3
Geog 259-Montana ................................................................................. .
3
3
3
One upper-division techniques course to be selected from the following: ..
Geog 385-Field Techniques
Geog 386-Spatial Analysis
Geog 387-Principles of Cartography
One upper-division human geography and one
upper-division physical geography course
6
(minor may choose one or the other) .................................................... .
3
One of the following courses for teachers: ................................................ .
3
3
Geog 394-Geography for Teachers
Geog 494-Seminar in Teaching Geography
C&I 428-Teaching of Social Studies in Middle and Secondary Sch .........
3
3
Electives selected from regional geography courses..................................
6
3
*The demand in Montana high schools for teaching of courses in this field is limited. A student should
complete the required second endorsement (major or minor) in a field other than Drama, Economics,
Journalism, Psychology, or Sociology.
tGerman
(K-12)

For an endorsement in the extended major teaching field of German, a student must complete the requirements for the B.A. with a major in German including Germ 400 (see the Department of Foreign
Languages and Literatures section of this catalog and below). Individuals possessing a baccalaureate
must meet these requirements by completing the courses at The University of Montana or demonstrating
course equivalency.
For an endorsement in the minor teaching field of German, a student must complete the courses in
the minor teaching field (see the Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures section of this catalog
and below) at The University of Montana or demonstrate course equivalency.
*Extended
Minor
Major
Field
Field
(45 crs.)
(30 crs.)
10
10
Germ 101-102-Elementary German ..................................., ..................... .
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Germ 201-202-lntermediate German ...................................................... ..
8
8
Germ 301-302-0ral and Written Expression I ......................................... .
6
6
Germ 311-312-lntro to German Literature .............................................. ..
6
Germ 400-Applied Linguistics ..................................................................
3
3
:j:Germ 410-Methods of Teaching German .............................................. .
3
3
Germ-literature at 400-level ................................................................... ..
6
Hist-one course in history of Central Europe at 200-300-level ............... .
3
tForeign Languages and Literatures Department recommendation on student's proficiency is needed
for student teaching. In addition, an overall grade-point average of 3.00 is required in this language,
to be maintained through the student's upper-division work. Study in a German-language country, provided either through UM's Study Abroad Program or an experience considered to be equivalent, also
is required.
:j:taken prior to student teaching
*Qualifies for single-field endorsement. However, there is a limited demand in the majority of Montana
high schools for teachers with a single endorsement in German. Students should complete the requirement for a second teaching endorsement (major or minor) in another field in more demand in high schools.
Government
For an endorsement in the major teaching field of Government, a student must complete the requirements
for a B.A. degree with a major in Political Science (see the Department of Political Science section
of this catalog and below). Individuals possessing a baccalaureate degree must meet these requirements
by completing the courses at The University of Montana or demonstrating course equivalency.
For an endorsement in the minor teaching field of Government, a student must complete the requirements
for a minor in Political Science (see the Department of Political Science section of this catalog and
below) by completing courses at The University of Montana or demonstrating course equivalency.
Major
Minor
Field
Field
t(36 crs.)
:j:(24 crs.)
PSc 100S-lntroduction to American Government .................................... .
3
3
PSc 200S-Public Policy Issues ............................................................... .
3
3
PSc 230S-lntroduction to International Relations .................................... .
3
3
PSc 250E-Political Theory ...................................................................... .
3
3
PSc-one course in comparative government.. ......................................... .
3
3
PSc-one course in three of the five fields:
1) American Government
2) Public Administration
3) Political Theory
4) Comparative Government
5) International Relations ....................................................................... .
9
PSc-one course in two of the five fields:
1) American Government
2) Public Administration
3) Political Theory
4) Comparative Government
5) International Relations ........................................ ."............................. ..
6
PSc-electives in upper-division political science ... .. .. ...... ...... .. ... .... ...... ....
9
C&I 428-Teaching Social Studies in Middle and Secondary Schools.......
3
3
tTwenty-one of the 33 credits in political science must be in upper-division courses.
:j:Nine of the 24 credits in political science must be in upper-division courses.
Health and Human Performance (K-12)
For an endorsement in the extended major teaching field of Health and Human Performance, a student
must complete the requirements for a B.S in Health and Human Performance with an area of emphasis
in Teaching (see the Department of Health and Human Performance section of this catalog and below).
Individuals possessing a baccalaureate degree must meet those requirements by completing the courses
at The University of Montana or demonstrating course equivalency.
For an endorsement in the minor teaching field of Health and Human Performance, a student must
complete the courses for the minor teaching field (see below) at The University of Montana or demonstrate
course equivalency.
*Extended
Major
Minor
Field
Field
(71 crs.)
(40 crs.)
(51 crs.)
(26 crs.)
(in HHP)
(in HHP)
HHP 200-225-Professional Activities ...................................................... ..
3
1
HHP 181-Foundations of Physical Education and Sport ......................... .
3
3
HHP 184-Personal Health and Wellness ................................................. .
3
3
HHP 226-Physical Conditioning/Weight Training ................................... ..
2
HHP 240-Care and Prevention of Athletic Injuries ................................. ..
3
3
HHP 246-Fitness, Nutrition and Weight Control ...................................... .
3
HPE 289-Advanced First Aid, Emergency Care and CPR ....................... .
3
3
HHP 301-lnstructional Strategies in Secondary Health
and Physical Education ..........................................................................
3
3
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HHP 339-lnstructional Strategies in Elementary Health
and Physical Education ..........................................................................
HHP 361-Assessment in the Exercise Profession ................................... .
HHP 365-Physical Education, Sport and Fitness Management.. ............. .
HHP 384-Developmental Motor Learning ................................................ .
HHP 386-387-Applied Anatomy, Kinesiology and Biomechanics ............. .
HHP 446-Nutrition for Sport .................. ..................................................
HHP 475E-Legal and Ethical Issues in the Exercise Profession ..............
HHP 477-Physiology of Exerciset .......................................................... .
HHP 478-Physiology of Exercise Laboratory ........................................... .
Biol 106N-Elementary Medical Microbiology ........................................... .
Comm 111A-lntroduction to Public Speaking ...........................................
Enex 101-English Composition ............................................................... .
Entt 440-Teaching Composition ...............................................................
Math 117-Probability and Linear Math .................................................... .
Psyc 240S-Developmental Psychology or C&I 355-Child in
the Family ............................................................................................. .
Soc 11 OS-Principles of Sociology ........................................................... .
*Qualifies for single-field endorsement.
tPrerequisites include Biol 212N and 213N or equiv.

3
3
3
3
6
3
3
3

3
3

3

1

1

3
2
3
3
3

3
2
3
3

3
3

3

*History
For an endorsement in the major teaching field of History, a student must complete the requirements
for a B.A. with a major in History with an emphasis in History Education (see the Department of History
section of this catalog and below). Individuals with a baccalaureate must meet these requirements by
completing the courses at The University of Montana or demonstrating course equivalency.
For an endorsement in the minor teaching field of History a student must complete the courses in the
minor teaching field (see the Department of History section of this catalog and below) at The University
of Montana or demonstrate course equivalency.
Minor
Major
Field
Field
(30 crs.)
(42 crs.)
4
4
Hist 104H-105H-European Civilization (choose one). ...............................
Hist 151H-152H-The Americans... ............................................................
8
8
3
Hist 269-Montana and the West .. ....... ......... .......... ... ................ ........ .......
3
3
Hist 300-The Historian's Craft .................................................................
3
Hist-non-western course ................. ... .. ...... .. ....... ...... ........ .............. ... ......
3
3
Upper-division courses in United States history.........................................
6
3
6
Upper-division courses in European history...............................................
3
6
History electives-upper-division courses in history...................................
C&I 428-Teaching Social Studies in Middle and Secondary Schools. ......
3
3
*Students are advised to complete the required second endorsement (major or minor) in a field other
than Drama, Geography, Journalism, Psychology or Sociology.
Journalism*
For an endorsement in the minor teaching field of Journalism, a student must complete the courses
in the minor field (see below) at The University of Montana or demonstrate course equivalency.
Minor
Field
(22 crs.)
Jour 100-lntroduction to Mass Media.......................................................
3
1
Jour 150-Elements of Writing ....... ... ... .............. ...... .. ..... ........ ............... ...
Jour 227-Elementary Photography...........................................................
3
3
Jour 270-Reporting..................................................................................
Jour 316-School Publications and Teaching Methods..............................
3
3
Jour 371-Advanced Reporting .................................................................
Jour 380-News Editing ... ... ....... ..... .. ....... ......... ....... ..... ........ ........... .........
3
3
Jour 489-Editorial Writing and Interpretation............................................
*The demand in Montana high schools for teaching of courses in this field is limited. The student should
complete the required second endorsement (major) in a field other than Drama, Economics, Geography,
Psychology, or Sociology.
tLatin
(K-12)
For an endorsement in the major teaching field of Latin, a student must complete the requirements
for the B.A. with a major in Latin as well as Lat 410 (see Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures
section of this catalog and below). Individuals possessing a baccalaureate must meet these requirements
by completing the courses at The University of Montana or demonstrating course equivalency.
For an endorsement in the minor teaching field of Latin, a student must complete the courses in the
minor teaching field (see the Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures section of this catalog
and below) at The University of Montana or demonstrate course equivalency.
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*Major
Minor
Field
Field
(49-51 crs.) (29 crs.)
1O
Lat 101-102-Elementary Latin... ...... ..... ................... ..... .... ........ ... ... ..........
10
Lat 211-Latin Readings and Grammar Review.... ... .... ...... ..... ................ ..
4
4
Lat 212-Latin Readings: Vergil .... ...................... ......... ... ... ........... .. .... ... ...
3
3
15
Lat 300-Major Latin Writers ............... ......... ............ .. .... .......... .... ... ..........
6
Lat 402-Composition... .. ...... .... .... ............................. ....... ..... .. ..... .............
3
3
:j:Lat 410-Methods of Teaching Latin ........... ............................................
3
3
Hist 104H-European Civilization to 1450.. ........................... ...... ...... ..... .. ..
4
FLLG 160L-Classical Mythology ......... ..................... ................................
3
FLLG 361 L-Roman, Early Christian , and Byzantine Art. .... ... ..... ..... ..... ....
3
FLLG 395-Readings in Roman Art. ............................ ..............................
1-3
tForeign Languages and Literatures Department recommendation on student's proficiency is needed
for student teaching . In addition, an overall grade-point average of 3.00 is required in this language,
to be maintained through the student's upper-division work.
:j:taken prior to student teaching
*There is a limited demand in the majority of Montana high schools for teaching of courses in this field.
The student should complete the required second endorsement (major or minor) in another field in more
demand in high schools.
*Library-Media
(K-12 Endorsement)
(Minor Only)

Minor
Field
(27 crs.)
C&I 316-Children's Literature and Critical Reading ............ .......................................... .
3
C&I 470- Young Adult Literature and Critical Reading ..... ................................ ..............
3
C&I 471-Fundamentals of Media Production ...... ...... ... ............. .... ............................ .... .
3
C&I 472-Library-Media Technical Processes ..................... .. .. ............ ........................... .
2
C&I 473-Computer Applications Library-Media Operations ......... ........................... ....... .
2
C&I 474-Administration and Assessment of Library-Media Program ... ....... ................... .
3
C&I 475-Library-Media Practicum .......... ................ ......... ...... ....... .... ............ .................
3
C&I 476-Reference, Media Skills, Information Services ....... .... ... ...... ........................... .
3
C&I 477-Library-Media Collection Development and Curriculum ............................. ......
3
Electives selected with library-media education advisor: ...... ................. ................... .......
2
C&I 415-lnstructional Media and Computer Applications Lab 1 er. (R-2)
C&I 478-Library Media Workshop R-4 er.
*NOTE: Students are referred to the section of the University catalog relative to credits required for
a major. Completion of a minor in the area of library at the undergraduate level usually results in over
47 credits in Education courses if the student is a degree major in Education.
Mathematics
For an endorsement in the extended major teaching field of Mathematics, a student must complete
the requirements for the B.A. degree with a major in Mathematics with a Mathematics Education emphasis (see Department of Mathematical Sciences section of this catalog and below). Individuals with
a baccalaureate degree must meet these requirements by completing the courses at The University
of Montana or demonstrating course equivalency.
For an endorsement in the minor teaching field of Mathematics, a student must complete the courses
in the minor teaching field (see Department of Mathematical Sciences section of this catalog and below)
at The University of Montana or demonstrate course equivalency.
*Extended
Major
Minor
Field
Field
(40-41 crs.)(30-31 crs.)
8
8
Math 152-153-Calculus I, II. ........... .. ....... ....... .......................... ....... .... ........
4
Math 251-Calculus 111........ ............. ............................... ........... ........ ...........
Math 305-lntroduction to Abstract Mathematics ......... .. ... ....... ............. ... .....
3
3
3
Math 324-Linear Algebra.. ........ ....... ........ ... ......... .......... ............. .................
Math 326-Elementary Number Theory ........ ...... ...... ............ .........................
3
3
3
3
Math 341-lntroduction to Probability and Statistics .... ............... ..... ........ ......
Math 401-Mathematics for Teachers.... ......... .... ..... ......................... ............
3
3
Math 406-History of Mathematics. ... ............ ............... ..... .... ........... ... ........ ..
3
Math 431-Euclidean and Non-Euclidean Geometry ...... ...............................
3
3
3-4
3-4
A course in computer programming language .............. ........ .......... ..... .. ... .....
C&I 430-Teaching Math in Middle and Secondary Schools.........................
4
4
*Eighteen science credits or a second teaching major or minor is required.
Music

(K-12)
For an endorsement in the extended major teaching field of Music, a student must complete the requirements for a Bachelor of Music Education (see the Music section of this catalog and below). Individuals possessing a baccalaureate degree must meet these requirements by completing the courses
at The University of Montana or demonstrating course equivalency.
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*Extended
Major
Field
(61 crs.)
Mus 101-201-301-Principal Performance .......................................................................
5
Mus 106-107-108-109-110-Ensembles ...........................................................................
5
4
Mus 111-112-Theory I, 11 ............................................................................................. .
Mus 117-Voice in Class ............................................................................................... .
1
Mus 115-116-Piano in Class I, 11. ................................................................................. .
2
Mus 124-125-String Instruments in Class .................................................................... .
2
Mus 126-131-Woodwind, Brass, Percussion in Class ................................................... .
6
Mus 135-lntroduction to Music Literature ..................................................................... .
3
Mus 137-138-Aural Perception I, II .............................................................................. .
4
Mus 211-212-Theory Ill, IV .......................................................................................... .
4
Mus 215-216-lntermediate Piano in Class I, II ..............................................................
2
Mus 234-235-History of Music I, 11 ................................................................................
6
Mus 237-238-Aural perception Ill, IV.............................................................................
4
Mus 302 or 305-lnstrumental Conducting or Methods and Materials ........................... .
2
Mus 303-Choral Conducting, Methods and Materials I, II .............................................
3
Mus 322-323-General Music Methods and Materials I, II ............................................. .
6
Mus 328-0rchestration I .............................................................................................. .
2
*Qualifies for single-field endorsement.
All students seeking upper-division standing in applied music will appear in an upper-div:Jion recital
performance. In order to qualify for this performance the student must be recommended by the divisional jury on the basis of performance ability, repertoire studied and sight reading on his/her performing instrument. The recital must be approved by the full music faculty.
Failure in the upper-division recital performance bars students from admission to music courses numbered
300 or above. Transfer students shall be admitted to 300 or above courses with the stipulation that
they complete lower-division requirements within their first two semesters of residence. Successful completion of all lower-division core courses is required for admission to upper-division academic study
in music and student teaching in music. The lower-division core includes Music 111-112 (Theory I, II),
4 crs.; Music 211-212 (Theory Ill, IV), 4 crs.; Music 135 (Introduction to Music Literature), 3 crs.; Music
137-138 (Aural Perception I, II), 4 crs.; Music 237-238 (Aural Perception Ill, IV), 4 crs.; Music 234-235
(Music History), 6 crs.; Music 114-115 (Piano in Class), 2 crs.; Music 215-216 (Intermediate Piano in
Class), 2 crs. including successful completion of the piano functional examination and successful completion of the upper-division recital performance.
*Physics
For an endorsement in the major teaching field of Physics, a student must complete the requirements
for a B.A. with a major in Physics (see the Department of Physics and Astronomy section of this catalog
and below). Individuals with a baccalaureate must meet these requirements by completing the courses
at The University of Montana or demonstrating course equivalency.
For an endorsement in the minor teaching field of Physics, a student must complete the courses in
the minor teaching field (see the Department of Physics and Astronomy section of the catalog and below)
at The University of Montana or demonstrate course equivalency;.
Major
Minor
Field
Field
(54-55 crs.) (46-47 crs.)
(34-35 crs. (26 crs.
in Phy/Astr) in Physics)
3
Phys 104N-Physics of Energy.....................................................................
*Phys 221N-222N-General Physics (coreq. of Calculus for 221N)...............
10
10
Phys 322-323-Light or 314-Electricity. ...... ............ ...... ......... .............. ........
3-4
Phys 322-323-Light .... ....... ........ .... ..... ... ............ ...... ..... ........ ........ ....... ........
4
Phys 328-Methods of Teaching Physics. .....................................................
3
3
2
2
Phys 341-Fundamentals of Modern Physics ................................................
Phys 371- Mechanics...................................................................................
3
3
6
Astr 131N-132N-Elementary Astronomy ......................................................
Electives-courses in physics and
astronomy ..................................................................................................
4
4
Chem 151N- General Chemistry...................................................................
3
3
Math ·152-153-Calculus I and II ............. .... .............. .. .. ........ . ............ . ..........
8
8
3
3
Math 158-lntroductory Differential Equations...............................................
CS 101-lntroduction to Programming
or CS 131-Fundamentals of Computer Science
3
3
or CS 201-Programming Languages........................................................
Evst 101N-Environmental Science OR
Geol 101N-Geological Hazards, Water Resources and Management.......
3-4
3-4
*The demand in Montana high schools for teaching of courses in this field is limited. A student should
complete the required second endorsement (major or minor) in another field in more demand in the
high schools.
Psychology•
For an endorsement in the major teaching field of Psychology, a student must complete the requirements
for the B.A. degree with a major in Psychology, General emphasis, including Psyc 315N. Individuals
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with a baccalaureate degree must meet these requirements by completing the courses at The University of Montana or demonstrating course equivalency.
For an endorsement in the minor teaching field of Psychology, a student must complete the courses
in the minor teaching field (see the Department of Psychology section in this catalog and below) at
The University of Montana or demonstrate course equivalency
Minor
Major
Field
Field
(39-40 crs.) (21 crs.)
Psyc 100S-lntroduction to Psychology. ............................... ........................
3
3
Psyc 120-lntroduction to Psychological Research ............. ............. .............
3
3
3
Psyc 220-Psychological Statistics.................................................... ............
3
Psyc 240S-Developmental Psychology .................................... ....................
3
Psyc 260S-Learning and Memory ............... .. ......... ........... ..... ....... .. ............
3
Psyc 270N-Fundamentals of Biological Psychology... ............ .................. ....
3
Psyc 315N-Substance Use and Dependence. .................................. .. ... ......
Psyc 320-Advanced Psychological Research Methods .................... ............
3
Psyc 330S-Abnormal Psychology ................................ .............. ........ ..........
3
One course selected from:
Psyc 235S-Fundamentals of Clinical Psychology
Psyc 336S-Child and Adolescent Psychological Disorders
Psyc 337-Principles of Cognitive Behavior Modification
Psyc 365-Cognition
Psyc 456-Advanced Personality Theory .............. ...... .................. ... ......... .
3
One course selected from :
Psyc 350S-Social Psychology
Psyc 351S-Psychology of Personality ........... ....................... ................... .
3
One course selected from:
Psyc 371-lntermediate Physiological Psychology
Psyc 372-lntermediate Behavior Biology
Psyc 373-lntermediate Sensory and Perception ........... ............................
3
One course selected from:
Psyc 350S-Social Psychology
Psyc 351S-Psychology of Personality ..... ..... ... ................ ... ... ...................
3
One course selected from:
Psyc 235S-Fundamentals of Clinical Psychology
Psyc 330S-Abnormal Psychology
Psyc 336S-Child and Adolescent Psychological Diseases
Psyc 337-Principles of Cognitive Behavior Modification ... ..................... ...
3
Two courses selected from:
Psyc 270N-Fundamentals of Biological Psychology
Psyc 371-lntermediate Physiological Psychology
Psyc 372-lntermediate Behavioral Biology
Psyc 373-Sensory Systems and Perception ....... ................. .................... .
6
Math 117 or 152-Probability and Linear Math or Calculus...........................
3-4
C&I 428-Teaching Social Studies in Middle and Secondary Schools.. .........
3
3
*The demand in Montana high schools for teaching of courses in this field is somewhat limited. The
student should complete the required second endorsement (major or minor) in a field other than Drama,
Economics, Geography, Journalism or Sociology.
*Reading (K-12)

(Minor only)
Minor
Field
(21 credits)
C&I 315-Teaching Language and Literacy. .................... .... ......... .. ....... .... .............. .......
5
C&I 316-Effective Instruction in Children's Literature and Reading .... ...... ........ .............
3
C&I 427-Reading and Writing in Middle and Secondary School ............................... .. ..
2
C&I 433-Basic Diagnosis and Correction of Reading and Writing.......... .......................
3
C&I 434-Reading and Writing Internship.. .. ................... ............ ...... .. .......... ..................
6
C&I 435 -Organizing Classroom Reading and Writing Programs ... ... ...... .. ...... ........ ......
2
*NOTE: Students are referred to the section of the University catalog relative to Credits Required for
a Major. Completion of a minor in the area of reading at the undergraduate level usually results in over
47 credits in education courses if the student is a degree major in elementary education.
*Russian
(K-12)

For an endorsement in the major teaching field of Russian, a student must complete the requirements
for the B.A. with a major in Russian including Russ 301-302, 401 and 410 (see the Department of Foreign
Languages and Literatures section of this catalog and below). Individuals possessing a baccalaureate
must meet these requirements by completing the courses at The University of Montana or demonstrating
course equivalency.
For an endorsement in the minor teaching field of Russian, a student must complete the courses in
the minor teaching field (see the Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures section of this catalog
and below) at The University of Montana or demonstrate course equivalency.
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tMajor
Minor
Field
Field
(45 crs.)
(30 crs.)
Russ 101-102-Elementary Russian ............................................................. .
10
10
Russ 201-202-lntermediate Russian ........................................................... .
8
8
Russ 301-302-0ral and Written Expression I
and 11 .........................................................................................................
6
6
Russ 311-312-lntroduction to Russian
Literature (minors take 312) .......................................................................
6
3
Russ 401-Advanced Conversation and Composition ................................... .
3
:t:Russ 410-Methods of Teaching Russian .................................................. .
3
3
Russ-upper-division electives ......................................................................
6
Hist-one course chosen from Hist 344, 345, 346 ........................................ .
3
*Foreign Languages and Literature Department recommendation on student's proficiency is needed
for student teaching. In addition, an overall grade-point average of 3.00 is required in this language,
to be maintained through the student's upper-division work.
;taken prior to student teaching
tThere is a limited demand in the majority of Montana high schools for teaching of courses in this field.
The student should complete the required second endorsement (major or minor) in another field in more
demand in high schools.

Comprehensive Social Science
Students seeking teaching certification in Comprehensive Social Science must complete special degree
requirements for the combined major in history and political science (see the Department of History
or the Department of Political Science sections of this catalog). Students who already hold a baccalaureate
degree should seek advice from the School of Education regarding whether these requirements have
already been satisfied.
*Major
Field
(70-76 crs.)
(48 crs.
in Hist-PSc)
Hist 104H-105H-European Civilization
Hist 151H-152H-The Americans (choose 3) ...............................................................
12
Hist 300-Methodology ........ ....... ......... .... .. ........ .............. ............... ....... ...................... ...
3
Hist-upper-division electives to include
American and non-American history............................................................................
9
P Sc 100S-lntroduction to American Government...................................................... ...
3
3
P Sc 200S-Public Policy Issues....................................................................................
P Sc 230S-lntroduction to International Relations .........................................................
3
15
P Sc-upper-division electives........................................................................................
C&I 428-Teaching Social Studies in Middle and Secondary Schools............................
3
Complete two of the following four sets of courses
for example, economics and geography):
Econ 100S, 111S, 112S..................................................................................................
10
Psyc 100S, 240S, 330S ..................................................................................................
9
Geog-select a minimum of 12 credits from among the
following: 101 S, 104, 195, 496, one upper-division
human geography, and upper-division regional geography..........................................
12
Soc 11 OS, 201, 320, choice of 235S or 330S ...... ........... .................. ............... ........... ... .
13
*Qualifies for single-field endorsement. Only 12 credits of lower-division political science courses and
12 credits of 100-level courses in history may be counted.
Sociology•
For an endorsement in the major teaching field of Sociology, a student must complete the requirements
for a B.A. with a major in Sociology (see the Department of Sociology section of this catalog and below.).
Individuals with a baccalaureate degree must meet these requirements by completing the courses at
The University of Montana or by demonstrating course equivalency.
For an endorsement in the minor teaching field of Sociology, a student must complete the courses in
the minor teaching field (see the Department of Sociology section in this catalog and below) at The
University of Montana or demonstrate course equivalency.
Major
Minor
Field
Field
(25 crs.)
(37 crs.)
3
Soc 110S-Principles of Sociology .............................................................. ..
3
Soc 201-Social Science Methods ............................................................... .
4
4
Soc 202-Elementary Social Statistics ......................................................... .
3
Soc 210S-Social Psychology OR 320-Complex Organizations .................. .
3
Soc 220S-Race and Ethnic Relations ........................................................ ..
3
Soc 235S-Criminology OR 330S-Juvenile Delinquency ............................ .
3
Soc 455-Foundations of Contemporary Sociological Theory ....................... .
3
Soc-one course in social institutions selected from
Soc 300S, 302, 304S, 306S, 308S, 450 .....................................................
3
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Soc-at least one course from any two of the following areas:
Criminology/Deviance: 230, 235S, 324, 330S, 332, 333, 334, 335, 435, 438
Population and Social Change: 250S, 255S
Social Problems: 120S, 220S, 322
Cross-Cultural Sociology: 240S, 242S, 244S
Collective Behavior: 130S, 140S, 310
Community Studies: 340, 344, 346 ... .. .. ... .... ......... ..... ... ....... ....... ..... ..........
6
Soc-electives...............................................................................................
9
Soc-electives at 200-level and above ..... ........ ........ ........ ........ .............. .......
9
C&I 428-Teaching Social Studies in Middle and Secondary Schools...........
3
3
*The demand in Montana high schools for teaching of courses in this field is limited. A student should
complete the required second endorsement (major or minor) in a field other than Drama, Economics,
Geography, Journalism or Psychology.
*Spanish
(K-12)
For endorsement in the extended major teaching field of Spanish, a student must complete the requirements for the B.A. with a major in Spanish including Span 300, 301, 302, 405, 408 and 410 (see
the Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures section of this catalog and below). Individuals
possessing a baccalaureate degree must meet these requirements by completing the courses at The
University of Montana or demonstrating course equivalency.
For an endorsement in the minor teaching field of Spanish, a student must complete the courses in
the minor teaching field (see the Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures section of this catalog
and below) at The University of Montana or demonstrate course equivalency.
tExtended
Major
Field
(45 crs.)
Span 101-102-Elementary Spanish ...............................................................................
10
Span 201-202-lntermediate Spanish ................ ........... ................................................. .
8
Span 301-Phonetics and Oral Expression .................................................................... .
3
Span 302-Written Expression in Cultural Contexts ...................................................... .
3
Span 331-lntroduction to Contemporary Spanish Literature ......................................... .
3
Span 332-lntroduction to Literature of Contemporary Latin America ............................ .
3
Span 405-Applied Linguistics .......................................................................................
3
Span 408-Advanced Composition and Conversation .................................................... .
3
:j:Span 410-Methods of Teaching Spanish ....................................................................
3
Span-two literature courses at 400-level ...................................................................... .
6
FLLG 310-Cervantes ......... ............. ............................................................................. .
3
*Foreign Languages and Literatures Department recommendation on student's proficiency is needed
for student teaching. In addition, an overall grade-point average of 3.00 is required in this language,
to be maintained through the student's upper-division work. Study in a Spanish-language country, provided either through UM's Study Abroad Program or as experience considered to be equivalent, also
is required.
:j:taken prior to student teaching
tOualifies for single-field endorsement.However, there is a limited demand in the majority of Montana
high schools for teachers with a single endorsement in Spanish. Students should complete the requirement for a second teaching endorsement (major or minor) in another field in more demand in high schools.
*Special Education
(K-12 Endorsement)
(Minor Only)
Minor
Field
(26-27 crs.)
tC&I 457-Assessment and Instruction for Exceptional Learners/Practicum...................
5
C&I 463-Advanced Classroom Management for Exceptional
Learners/Practicum ..... ................. ... ...... ......... ... ..... .... ....... ....... ....... ...... ..... ..... ...... ......
3
C&I 433-Basic Diagnosis and Correction of Reading and Writing.................................
3
C&I 461-Teaching Gifted Pupils....................................................................................
3
C&I 469-Student Teaching: Special Education (taken after course
work completed) ................. ................. .... ..................... ...................... .........................
1O
C&I 465-Educ of Students with Mild-Moderate Disabilities or
C&I 467-Legal Aspects of Special Education.............................................................
2-3
tC&I 357 must be taken prior to beginning major course work on endorsement program.
*NOTE: Students are referred to the section of the University catalog relative to Credits Required for
a Major.1 Completion of a minor in special education at the undergraduate level usually results in over
47 credits in education courses if the student is a degree major in education.
Speech Communication
For an endorsement in the minor teaching field of Speech Communication, a student must complete
the courses in the minor teaching field (see the Department of Communication Studies section of this
catalog and below) at The University of Montana or demonstrate course equivalency.
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Comm 110S-lntroduction to Interpersonal Communication............................................
Comm 111 A-Introduction to Public Speaking................................................................
Comm 173-lntroduction to Language............................................................................
Comm 202-Nonverbal Communication..........................................................................
Comm 220S-lntroduction to Organizational Communication ... .............................. ... ... ..
Comm 240S-Communication in Small Groups..............................................................
Comm 242-Argumentation ......... ...... ........ ..................... ....................... ................ ..... .. ..
Comm 330-Message Composition ... ......... .. .................. ........... ........... ...................... ....
C&I 428-Teaching Social Studies in Middle andSecondary Schools .............................
Dram 101 L-Theatre Appreciation..................................................................................

Courses

Minor
Field
31 crs.
(25 crs.
in Comm)
3
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or graduate credit, G = for graduate credit.
Rafter the credit indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated after the R.
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Beginning Keyboarding 2 er. Development of basic keyboarding skills. With one high
school entrance unit, no credit.
181 Advanced Keyboarding 2 er. Prereq., BuEd 180 or equiv. Development of advanced
keyboarding and job application skills.
184 Introductory Alphabetic Shorthand/Notetaklng 5 er. Theory and speed development.
With one high school entrance unit, no credit.
185 Advanced Alphabetic Shorthand/Notetaklng 5 er. Prereq., BuEd 184 or equiv. Advanced theory development, dictation, and transcription of letters and notes.
187 Business Communications 3 er. Prereq., BuEd 180 or consent of instr. Communication fundamentals, business letter writing, business report writing, and oral communication.
283 Introduction to Word Processing 2 er. Prereq., BuEd 180 or consent of instr. Introduces
word processing systems. Includes experience using text-editing equipment.
286 Personal and Family Economics 3 er. Individual and family economics with consumer
emphasis on financial planning, taxes, credit, savings, home ownership, transportation,
insurance principles, retirement and estate planning.
287 Electronic Office Procedures 3 er. Prereq., BuEd 283 or consent of instr. Terminology,
concepts and technologies in the electronic office. Barriers and benefits of the electronic
office as it relates to mail handling, inventory control, telephone, reprographics, information processing, work flow, and aspects of record control and retrieval.
288 Advanced Business Technology 3 er. Prereq., BuEd 283 or consent of instr. Advanced study of modern office technology including computer applications utilizing graphics,
publishing, computerized accounting, electronic mail and facsimile transmission. Regulations, policies, selection, application, service and maintenance of equipment.
295 Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Offerings of visiting professors, of new courses, or
one-time offerings of current topics.
352E Ethics and Consumer Economics 3 er. Prereq., lower-division course in Perspective
5 or consent of instr. Same as C&l 352E.Analysis of personal resource use and consumer
choice based on ethical theory, personal needs, market and governmental influences, and
global issues.
380 Teaching Business Subjects 4 er. Prereq., BuEd 181, 185, Acct 202, or business
teaching experience, or consent of instr. Methods of lesson planning and presentation including student assessment, test design, grading, and skill building techniques in: shorthand, typing, word processing, basic business, computer applications, and office
procedures.
382 Advanced Word Processing 3 er. Prereq., BuEd 283 or consent of instr. Applications
of electronic text-editing systems. Study of the impact of advanced word processing and
desktop publishing in business.
383 Office Management 3 er. Prereq., BuEd 287 or consent of instr. Principles of modern
office management and supervision of office personnel.
395 Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
485 Philosophy and Procedures of Vocational Buslneaa Education 3 er. Prereq., consent of instr. Theories and issues in vocational business education including the development of philosophy, organization, operation, and evaluation of programs.
486 Advanced Technology and Supervision of Vocational Buslne8S Education 3
er. Prereq., BuEd 485 or consent of instr. Planning, supervision, utilization, and evaluation of advanced computer-based technology in vocational business education.
494 Seminar Variable er. (R-6) Special topics to cover unique current seminar-related
situations.
580 Improvement of Instruction Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of Instr. Improvement
of instruction in specific areas as designated.
180
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Unit Course in Business Education Variable er. {R-6) Prereq., consent of instr. Each
unit course will carry a special title designating topic covered that is related to improvement of instruction.
Special Topics Variable er. {R-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
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Increasing Reading Effectiveness 1 er. Instruction and guided practice in methods
of increasing reading rate and comprehension. Includes use of microcomputers and software to reinforce reading flexibility. Credit not allowed toward a degree.
160 Learning Strategies for Higher Education 2 er. Instruction and application of college
study skills including lecture notetaking, time management, reading textbooks, test taking, and critical thinking. Elective credit only.
200 Exploring Teaching through Field Experiences 2 er. Prereq., admission to Teacher
Education Program. Introductory experiences for students committed to teaching as a profession . Combines a field experience with seminar. Discussion of school curriculum, realities
and expectations of teaching, and teacher education program requirements.
244 Food Science 3 er. Coreq., C&l 245. Offered alternate years. Study of the physical properties of colloidal food dispersions, and the chemical components of carbohydrates, lipids,
and protein foods. Emphasis on the effects of these properties in food preparation, safety,
storage and nutrient retention.
245 Food Science Laboratory 1 er. Coreq., C&I 244. Offered alternate years. Laboratory
analysis of the physical properties of colloidal food dispersions, and the chemical components of carbohydrates, lipids and protein foods. Experiments evaluate the effects of
these properties on preparation, safety, storage and nutrient retention.
249 Energy and Living Patterns 3 er. Offered alternate years. An examination of personal
choices affecting energy consumption. Analysis of energy conservation alternatives related
to transportation, clothing, food, housing, and equipment.
250 Family in Transition 3 er. Offered alternate years. Examination of current research investigating variations in the family experience. Topics include the family systems perspective on conflict and change, divorce and remarriage, dual-income marriages. gender roles
and marital power, voluntary childlessness, singlehood, family violence, and aging in the
family.
254 Parenthood Education 3 er. Offered alternate years. Knowledge and skills of parenting responsibilities, parental influence in guiding child and adolescent development, and
assessment of social parenthood issues impacting the quality of life for children.
295 Special Topics Variable er. {R-6) Offerings of visiting professors, new courses, or current topics.
296 Independent Study Variable er. {R-6) Prereq., consent of advisor and instr.
298 Internship Variable er. {R-6) Prereq., consent of advisor, instructor, and director of field
experiences.
301 Education Laboratory/Elementary 1 er. {R-4) Prereq., C&l 200. Laboratory experience
in assigned elementary schools.
302 Education Laboratory/Secondary 1 er. {R-4) Prereq., C&l 200. Laboratory experience
in assigned secondary schools.
303 Educational Psychology and Measurements 3 er. Prereq., Psyc 100S and C&I 200.
Analysis of fundamental psychological concepts underlying classroom teaching, learning
and evaluation. Emphasis on the cognition and motivational aspects of learning. Basic concepts of educational measurement.
309 Teaching Mathematics In the Elementary School 3 er. Prereq., C&I 200 and 303, Psyc
240S, and an introductory course in mathematics for teachers. Methods of teaching and
evaluating elementary school mathematics from a child-centered approach. Laboratory
materials will be used as well as problem solving and technology.
310 Teaching Social Studies In the Elementary School 2 er. Prereq., C&I 200 and 303,
Psyc 240S. Foundations and purpose of the elementary social studies curriculum. Elements
of lesson design including instructional methods and evaluation. Management and organization, including resources.
311 Teaching Science in the Elementary School 2 er. Prereq., C&I 200 and 303, Psyc
240S, and Sci 125or127. Introduction to useful ideas, methods, and evaluation for teaching
elementary school science. Emphasis on planning and presenting hands-on activities.
315 Teaching Language and Literacy 5 er. Prereq., C&I 200 and 303, Psyc 240S. Introductory course covering theories, methods and materials of reading and language arts from
a socio-cultural perspective; lab experiences included.
316 Effective Instruction in Children's Literature and Reading 3 er. Prereq., elementary
education majors, C&I 200 and 303, Psyc 240S; others: consent of instr. Genre survey including a multi-ethnic literature module; focus on extensive reading and responding to quality
children's literature through listening, speaking, writing, drama, and media activities; emphasizes criteria for selection, critical thinking skills, the "whole language" approach, and
effective integration of literature into the elementary curriculum.
322 Micro Teaching and Lesson Design 2 er. Prereq., C&I 303. Introduction to micro
teaching, lesson development and teaching strategies. Interrelationships among various
secondary school subjects developed via video taping and self evaluation.
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Environmental Education 3 er. Prereq., Sci 350 and consent of instr. Offered alternate years. Identification and examination of potential solutions to environmental problems
and their impact on society. Major emphasis on teaching methods as they apply to environmental science.
330 Early Childhood Education 3 er. Prereq., consent of instr. Offered alternate years.
Theory and techniques of teaching in pre-school and primary levels of education. Observation and participation in pre-school progams. Recommended for kindergarten and primary
teachers.
352E Ethics and Consumer Economics 3 er. Prereq., lower-division course in Perspective
5 or consent of instr. Same as BuEd 352E. Analysis of personal resource use and consumer choice based on ethical theory, personal needs, market and governmental influences,
and global issues.
355
Child in the Family 3 er. Prereq., Psyc 100S. Physical, social, emotional and intellectual development, learning theories and child rearing practices related to children 0-6 years
of age.
357 Introduction to Exceptionality 3 er. Prereq., admission to teacher education program.
Introduction to the characteristics and identification of exceptional students. Considers legal
issues, family concerns and community services. Includes a practicum in a special education setting.
358 Family Management Systems 3 er. A social systems approach exploring the interfaces
between the family and other social systems. Addresses family roles, organization issues
and management of resources across the life span.
367 Pre-School Practicum Laboratory 3 er. Prereq., C&I 355. Practicum experiences including observational assessment of children, study of the planning process, team teaching
of a one-week unit plan, and planning and directing parent/teacher conferences. Students
will complete selected readings and assignments on child development, early childhood
ecological arrangements, and classroom management. Weekly seminars include early
childhood pedagogy.
383 Physical Education and Recreation for the Special Student 3 er. Same as HHP 383.
Learning characteristics, needs, and instructional strategies for accommodating individual
development needs of exceptional students in adapted and regular physical education.
393 Omnibus Variable er. (R-9) Independent work under the University omnibus option. See
index
394 Seminar Variable er. (R-9) Group analysis of problems in specific areas of education.
395 Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
396 Independent Study Variable er. (R-9)
404 Student Teaching: Elementary Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of Director of Field
Services.
405 Student Teaching: Secondary Varlable er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of Director of Field
Services.
407E Ethics and Policy Issues 3 er. Prereq., lower-division course in Perspective 5 and consent of instr. Analyzes American public school in its political and social setting; emphasizes
ethical concerns specific to teaching profession. Major policy issues framed by ethical considerations include curriculum definition, funding equity, governance, at-risk youth, gender
and multicultural equity, and legal rights of students and teachers.
410 Exceptionality and Classroom Management 3 er. Prereq., C&l 303, Psyc 240S. Focus
on classroom management and the characterisitics and instructional adaptations for exceptional students in the regular classroom.
415 Instructional Media and Computer Applications Laboratory 1 er. (R-2) Prereq., C&I
303, Psyc 240S. Introduction to the use of technology in instruction and to computer software application in the classroom.
420 Curriculum and Methods in Early Childhood Special Education 3 er. Prereq., C&I
357 and 459. Principles in selecting and adapting early childhood curriculum materials for
young children with handicaps; development, implementation and evaluation of individualized
education plans; and appropriate teaching strategies for the early childhood special education
classroom. Includes 22 hours of tutoring in a special education pre-school setting.
421 Issues In Early Intervention 3 er. Prereq., C&I 357. For case managers, school
psychologists and special educators involved in P.L. 99-457. Issues in parent and child
advocacy, least restrictive placements in pre-school and school environments, transitions
concerning service providers and plans, case management in rural communities,
transdisciplinary teaming processes, and individualized family service plans.
426 Teaching Science in the Middle and Secondary School 3 er. Prereq., C&I 303, a
science teaching major or minor, and consent of instr. Methods and materials to teach
science in grades 5-12. Techniques of evaluation.
427 Reading and Writing in Middle and Secondary School 2 er. Prereq., C&I 303, consent of instr. Programs, materials, testing, reading in the content fields. Emphasis on research
findings and recommended strategies for teaching writing in all content areas.
428 Teaching Social Studies in the Middle and Secondary School 3 er. Prereq., C&l 303,
consent of instr. Foundations and purpose of the middle and secondary social studies cur-
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riculum. Elements of lesson design, including instructional methods and evaluation. Management and organization, including resources .
430 Teaching Mathematics in the Middle and Secondary School 4 er. Prereq., C&l 303;
at least two-thirds of the teaching major or minor in mathematics. Teaching mathematics
in grades 5-12 with emphasis on problem solving and alternate approaches to teaching
including technology.
433 Basic Diagnosis and Correction of Reading and Writing 3 er. Prereq., C&I 315 or
consent of instr. Approaches to diagnosing and correcting reading and writing difficulties.
Emphasis on administering and interpreting standardized and informal assessment
measures. Students apply their knowledge to diagnostic and tutorial work.
434 Reading and Writing Internship 6 er. Prereq., C&I 315, 433 and 543. The internship
is designed to provide students classroom teaching experience under direct supervision.
Students teach reading and writing and apply knowledge of diagnosing and correcting
reading difficulties in elementary grades.
435 Organizing Classroom Reading and Writing Programs 2 er. Prereq., C&l 315 or 427.
Offered alternate years. Emphasis on methods and materials for teaching reading and writing
using basal reading programs and whole language literacy approaches. Students are expected to design and teach lessons using commercially prepared and teacher-made
materials.
440 Global Food System 3 er. Prereq., HHP 346. Offered alternate years. A study of issues
related to the problems of providing nourishment on a sustainable basis for the world's
growing population.
450 Issues in Family Management 2 er. (R-4) Prereq., C&I 250, 252, 355 or 358; HHP 236.
Application of family management concepts to current family issues.
457 Assessment and Instruction for Exceptional Learners 5 er. Prereq., C&l 357, admission to special education program; coreq., C&I 459. Understanding and using assessment
information for educational decision making. Instructional models and strategies used in
teaching students with learning and behavior problems. Includes field experience.
459 Consulting/Resource Teacher 3 er. Prereq., C&I 357. Consultation approaches for
educating exceptional learners in regular classes and managing resource rooms. Rural
education and multicultural issues are emphasized.
461 Teaching Gifted Pupils 2 er. Prereq., eight credits in C&I. Needs, aims, traits, identification, curriculum, teaching methods and research of and for bright and gifted pupils.
463 Advanced Classroom Management for Exceptional Learners 3 er. Prereq., C&l 357.
In-depth study of the principles and procedures for managing problem behaviors with an
emphasis on prevention and classroom management. A field experience is required .
465 Education of Students with Mild-Moderate Disabilities 2 er. Prereq., C&I 357 and
admission to special education program. Theoretical issues, curriculum and educational
practices relevant to children with mild to moderate disabilities.
467 Legal Aspects of Special Education 3 er. Prereq., C&I 357 and admission to special
education program. Application of legal reasoning and knowledge of litigation and legislation to the solution of legal problems related to the education of handicapped children.
469 Student Teaching in Special Education 10 er. Prereq ., completion of all courses in
the program and consent of instr. and Director of Field Experiences. Supervised field experience in special education.
470 Young Adult Literature and Critical Reading 3 er. Genre survey; extensive read ing,
auding, and viewing of literature and media addressed to students age 13-18. Emphasizes
effective teaching strategies for using quality literature with secondary students. Not a
substitute for C&I 316.
471 Fundamentals of Media Production 3 er. Focus on principles of design and laboratory
practice in equipment operation and basic media production.
472 Library-Media Technical Processes 2 er. Coreq., C&l 473. Focus on acquisition, processing, descriptive cataloging, application of AACR2, and the Dewey Decimal Classification for the print and non-print media collection.
473 Computer Applications in Library-Media Operations 2 er. Coreq. , C&I 472. Use of
computers in school library-media programs and services including word processing, data
bases, spread sheets, cataloging, and introduction to aspects of automation.
474 Administration and Assessment of the Library-Media Program 3 er. Coreq., C&l 475.
Administrative and management procedures, and assessment in terms of state, regional,
and national guidelines for library-media programs and services.
475 Library-Media Practicum 3 er. Prereq., 12 credits in library-media course work and corisent of instr. Supervised field experience in selected phases of library media center
operations.
476 Reference, Media Skills, Information Services 3 er. Evaluation, selection , and use
of basic reference works and other information resources. Teaching of media skills, information negotiation, search strategy, data base use, and information services.
477 Library-Media Collection Development and the Curriculum 3 er. Focus on building
and maintaining a foundation print and non-print media collection; devising a selection policy;
demonstrating media use in support of the curriculum, and compiling an annotated
bibliography.
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Library-Media Workshop Variable er. (R~4) Prereq., consent of instr. Offered alternate
years. Investigation of issues in library media field, technology, and information resources.
General sessions and committee work; individual projects on issues or problems of special
interest within the workshop topic.
Statistical Procedures in Education 3 er. Same as HHP 486. Introduction to basic concepts and procedures characterizing both descriptive and inferential statistics. Awareness
of ways in which statistical procedures are commonly misused.
Adult Education 2 er. Offered alternate years. Teaching techniques and strategies of
classes and programs for adults based on needs, interests and psychological principles
of adult learning.
Omnibus Variable er. (R-9) Independent work under the University omnibus option. See
index.
Seminar Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr. Group analysis of problems in
specific areas of education.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Independent Study Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr.
Philosophy of Education 3 er. Major philosophical schools of thought and leading proponents of each. Concepts of society, the educative process, and the role of education.
History of American Education 3 er. Antecedents to, and the history of, American
education; cyclical behavior and the extent to which past practices and thinking have influenced or in some cases led to today's curriculum, instruction, organization, administration, and supervision.
Comparative Education 3 er. How the American educational system compares with
those in selected other countries.
Sociology of Education 3 er. Modern public education as it affects and is affected by
religious, economic, and political systems and other social institutions.
Advanced Educational Psychology 3 er. The exploration of theoretical and empirical
issues in psychology (e.g., learning thettry,,and intelligence).
Educational Futures 3 er. Predicting and projecting the near and more distant future
of education. The changing place and nature of education in tomorrow's society.
Computer and Other Technological Applications In Education 3 er. Prereq., a basic
computer course of demonstrated computer literacy. Computer systems and other hardware utilizing various software applications by administrators, counselors, librarians,
teachers, and students.
Tests and Measurements 3 er. Prereq., undergraduate course in measurement or consent of instr. Offered alternate years. Test construction and utilization, types of assessment and when to use each, and social issues related to educational measurement.
Research and Program Evaluation 3 er. An understanding of basic quantitative and
qualitative research methodology and terminology, particularly as they are used in studies
presented in the professional literature. Examination of the most prominent models of program evaluation.
Socio-Cultural Foundations of Reading 3 er. Prereq., C&I 306 or equiv. and teaching
experience. A survey of theory and research related to teaching elementary school children
to read and learn; teaching reading as an interactive process and the development of appropriate methods and materials.
Advanced Diagnosis and Correction of Reading and Writing 3 er. Prereq., C&l 546,
530, teaching experience, and consent of instr. Survey of theory and research related to
diagnosing .and correcting reading and writing difficulties; practical approaches for classroom
teachers and clinicians; correlation of reading and writing problems, assessment, and
remediation.
Teaching Reading and Writing In Miiidle and Secondary Schools 3 er. Prereq.,
teaching experience and consent of instr. Survey of theory and research related to teaching
reading and writing in the middle and secondary schools; developing and integrating reading
and writing instruction in content areas through thematic units.
Reading and Writing Practicum: Application of Research Variable er. (R-10) Prereq.,
C&I 520 and 532, teaching experience, or consent of instr. Offered in summer; provides
classroom teachers opportunities to analyze and remediate reading and writing difficulties
through literature-based remedial instruction.
Supervision and Teaching of Language Arts 3 er. Prereq., teaching experience and
consent of instr. Analysis of current methods and materials in the teaching of language
arts in the elementary school and the role of a supervisor in the language arts areas.
Supervision and Teaching of Children's Literature and Critical Reading 3 er. Prereq.,
undergraduate course in children's literature or consent of instr. Literature-based "whole
language" study involving extensive critical reading and integrated curricular use of high
quality nonfiction and classical, contemporary, and multi-cultural fiction, addressed to grades
1 through 8.
Supervision and Teaching of Mathematics 3 er. Prereq., teaching experience and consent of instr. Offered alternate years. Curriculum trends, instructional materials, research
and supervisory techniques relevant to a modern school mathematics program.
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Supervision and Teaching Reading 3 er. Prereq., C&I 530, teaching experience, and
consent of instr. A survey of theory and research related to developing and supervising
reading instruction in the elementary schools. The focus is on models of teaching reading
and the teacher as a supervisor and manager.
Supervision and Teaching of Science 3 er. Prereq., Sci 125, 126, 127, 128 or equiv.,
teaching experience and consent of instr. Designing curricula based on the structure of
knowledge, and analyzing existing elementary science programs.
Supervision and Teaching of Social Studies 3 er. Prereq., teaching experience and
consent of instr. Historical trends and curriculum issues related to social studies instruction. Emphasis on current research concerning social studies curriculum design, instructional practices, and use of resources.
Supervision and Teaching of Young Adult Literature and Critical Reading 3
er. Prereq., undergraduate course in young adult literature or consent of instr. Extensive
reading among classical, contemporary, and multicultural literature including novels, poetry,
short stories, and drama; selection of quality works, evaluation, and curricular utilization
in grades 8 through 12.
Supervision of the Media Program and Services 3 er. Prereq., course in administration of the school media program and services or consent of instr. Appraisal of the application of management principles to the functions of the media center as an integral part of
the teaching-learning process. Management of personnel, budget, materials and physical
resources in the development of the program; design, communication, and evaluation of
media center services.
Foundations of Curriculum and Instruction 3 er. Prereq., elementary or secondary
teaching experience or consent of instr. The history and theoretical bases of current K-12
curriculum and instruction.
Information Searching, Retrieval and the Curriculum 3 er. Prereq., basic course in
reference or consent of instr. Search strategy, informed selection, and curricular utilization of general and subject reference and information sources; integration of research and
media skills into the K-12 curriculum.
Elementary Curriculum and Instruction 3 er. Prereq., C&I 550. Current elementary
curriculum design and instructional approaches and their origin in theories of learning and
child development; student grouping and evaluation; reform reports.
The Middle School 3 er. Prereq., C&I 550. The transformation fo the concept of the
"junior high school" into the phenomenon of the "middle school"; its origins in research,
special needs of early adolescents, organization, administration, program; the reform
literature.
Secondary School Curriculum and Instruction 3 er. Prereq., C&I 550. Creation and
implementation of the secondary curriculum; appropriate instructional techniques; interdisciplinary cooperation; recommendations of the reform reports.
Media Design and Production 3 er. Prereq., undergraduate course in media design
and production or consent of instr. Development of instructional sequences based upon
a systematic approach; producing audiovisual media and incorporating technology as integral components.
Evaluation of the School Media Program 3 er. Prereq., completed course work for
library-media or consent of instr. Study and application of measures used to evaluate school
media program and services; includes district, state, regional, and national instruments.
Continuing Study in Curriculum and Instruction Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., consent
of instr.
Seminar Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of instr.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Independent Study Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr.
Research Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of instr.
Internship Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of instr.
Educational Statistics 3 er. Prereq ., C&I 486 or equiv., or consent of instr. Advanced
statistical methods and use of the mainframe computer and microcomputer for data analysis.
Use of a recognized statistical package (e.g., SPPS-X) for research applications.
Qualitative and Quantitative Research 3 er. Prereq., C&l 618 or equiv. In-depth review
of descriptive, experimental historiographic, ethonographic, and other quantitative and
qualitative research methods, designs, and approaches. The development of a research
proposal.
Advanced Educational Research and Practicum 3 er. Prereq., C&I 620 or equiv. Ad·
vanced design and writing in educational research. Participation in a research apprenticeship
with an interested faculty member toward the development and completion of a publishable
study or a pilot study for the doctoral dissertation.
Special Topics in Reading and Writing 3 er. Prereq., C&I 530 or 531 or equiv. and
consent of instr. Selected topics in reading and writing related to current educational issues
and instructional practices covered in-depth.
Issues In Curriculum and Instruction 3 er. Prereq., C&I 550 or consent of instr. Curricular and instructional decision making and process, innovation and change, trends and
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Foundations of Educational Leadership 3 er. Prereq., C&I 550 or consent of instr.
Basic functions of K-12 administration and supervision and how contemporary views have
evolved; models of leadership style and practice compared; responsibilities and relationships of school boards and chief school officers.
The Supervision and Evaluation of Public School Educators 3 er. Prereq., A&S 550.
Conflicting views and models of supervision; supervision in relation to administration and
evaluation . Development of instruments for the formative and summative evaluation of
teaching and their use in simulated cases.
School Law 3 er. Prereq., A&S 550. Key Montana and national legislation regarding
public education. Landmark cases of the U.S. Supreme Court and other federal, regional,
and state courts as they affect the operation of public schools and the rights of school board
members, administrators, teachers, students, and parents.
The Finance of Public Education 3 er. Prereq., A&S 550. Revenue sources for K-12
public schools; proper expenditures; Montana's foundation program and related legislation; major court cases and how they have affected ways of funding schools; developing
effective school and district budgets.
School Public Relations 3 er. Enhancing site- and district-level internal and external
relations; conducting needs assessments, inservice workshops, and funding campaigns;
improving administrators' writing, listening, and speaking skills; composing press releases
and newsletters; working with the media.
Elementary-Level Leadership 3 er. Prereq., A&S 550. Leadership and management
roles of the modern elementary principal; working in traditional self-contained and alternatively organized schools.
Secondary-Level Leadership 3 er. Prereq., A&S 550. The role of the secondary principal in large, medium-sized, and small secondary schools. Supporting and decision-making
responsibilities of assistant principals and department chairs. Effective leadership for departmentalized and alternatively organized secondary models.
Fieldwork in Educational Administration and Supervision 2-3 er. Prereq., A&S 560
or 565. Fieldwork at the school level (when the student is not completing an internship).
with the cooperation of the principal and under the guidance of a University of Montana
professor.
Seminar Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of instr. Group analysis of problems in
specific areas of education.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Independent Study Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of instr.
Research Variable er. (R-10) Prereq., consent of instr.
Internship in Educational Administration and Supervision Variable er. (R-10) Prereq.,
consent of instr.
Professional Paper Variable er. (R-9)
School Personnel Administration 3 er. Prereq., A&S 550. Administration of classified
and certificated school employees; personnel-related laws, functions, and decisions; unions,
bargaining contracts, grievances, etc.
The Economics of Public Education 3 er. Prereq., A&S 556. School finance from a
national perspective; alternative budgeting and school-revenue models; equity considerations.
Facilities Planning and Other School Business Functions 3 er. Prereq., A&S 550.
Working with architects, school personnel, and others on educationally and financially sound
plans for new and remodeled facilities; the school business official's responsibilities regarding buildings and grounds, maintenance and custodial services, transportation, food services, and the administration of classified personnel.
Advanced School Administration: The School Superintendency and Administrative
Theory 3 er. Prereq., A&S 550. Appropriate leadership and management roles of the
modern school superintendent; how current related theories inform the practice of the effective district-level educational administrator in both supervisory and business functions.
The Community College and Adult Education 3 er. The organization, administration,
curriculum and instruction of two-year colleges and postsecondary vocational institutions;
the special methods appropriate for adult learners.
The American College Professor 3 er. Investigation of the prevailing curriculum and
instruction in American undergraduate and graduate education and consideration of reform
reports.
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College and University Administration 3 er. Prereq., C&l 667 or consent of instr. Administration of college and university programs, departments, and schools; the roles of program director or coordinator, department chairperson, dean, vice president, provost,
president, chancellor, and commissioner.
Advanced Seminar: Educational Administration and Supervision Variable cr.(R-9)
Advanced Research in Educational Administration and Supervision Variable er. (R-9)
Thesis/Dissertation Variable er. (R-10)
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Counseling and Development in Elementary Schools 3 er. Prereq., education major
or graduate standing or consent of instr. Examination of counseling models, techniques,
and approaches relevant to prevention and remediation of behavioral, social, emotional,
and academic problems for students K-8. An overview of programs for the enhancement
of normal development and prevention of maladjustment considered from the framework
of child development theory.
Group Laboratory 1 er. (R-2) Prereq., G&C 520 or consent of instr. A laboratory experience as a group member to learn about self, group process, group design, group development and group leadership.
Counseling Fundamentals 3 er. Prereq., graduate status or consent of instr. Overview
of counseling's history. Concepts forming the basis of counseling profession including introduction to ethics. Representative counseling theories (cognitive, behavioral, relational)
are included .
Theories and Techniques of Counseling 3 er. Prereq ., G&C 510. Examination of a
set of currently used counseling theories and techniques. A supervised laboratory component explores counselor behavior, techniques, and dynamics of counselor-client relationships.
Group Counseling and Guidance 2 er. Prereq., G&C 510. Theories, approaches, and
methods for group counseling and guidance.
Individual Counseling Practicum 2 er. Prereq., G&C 510, 511 and consent of instr.
Intensive supervised work with counseling.
Individual Appraisal 3 er. Prereq., C&I 517 or consent of instr. Overview of appraisal
techniques utilized in counseling , including interviewing, observation , and
psychological/educational testing. The processes of selection, administration, scoring, interpretation, and reporting information from appraisal techniques are examined in relation
to practical, legal, and ethical considerations.
Introduction to Marital and Famlly Counseling 2 er. Prereq., G&C 510 or consent of
instr. An introduction to the major theories, techniques, and diagnostic tools in marriage
and family counseling .
Developmental Counseling: Elementary and Adolescence 3 er. Overview of guidance
and counseling in school settings including an examination of the roles and functions of
the school counselor. Presentations of models and issues applicable to the process of
guidance program development and management in schools.
Developmental Counseling: Career, Mid-life and Aging 3 er. Examination of theories
of career choice and development; information sources for career counseling; techniques
and approaches of career counseling with clients at different stages of career and life
development and from diverse populations.
Chemical Dependency Counseling 2 er. Prereq., G&C 510. Understanding chemical
dependency and its treatment. Development of school/community programs for prevention and remediation. Counseling techniques and methods. Understanding the addictive
process.
Student Colloquium In Guidance and Counseling 1 er. (R-3) Prereq., G&C 520. Current topics, literature, and research in the fields of guidance and counseling. Student presentations.
Seminar Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of instr. Group analysis of problems in
specific areas of education .
Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Independent Study Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr.
Research Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of instr.
Internship Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of instr. and G&C 510, 511, 530. Supervised counseling internship in a field setting.
Professional Orientation and Ethics 2 er. Prereq., G&C 510, 511 and consent of instr.
The public and institutional roles and responsibilities of counseling professionals including
ethical and legal responsibilities.
Diagnosis and Treatment Planning in Counseling 2 er. Prereq., G&C 630. Overview
of diagnosis, treatment planning and case documentation in counseling.
Advanced Practicum Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., G&C 530 and consent of instr. Intensive supervised work with counseling clients.
Supervision of Counseling 2 er. (R-4) Prereq., G&C 630. Theories, models, techniques and aproaches for supervision of counseling.
Thesis/Professional Paper Variable er. (R-10) Prereq., C&I 618, 620.
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Faculty

Professors
Rhea Ashmore, Ed.D., The University of Montana, 1981
Lyle L. Berg, Ed.D., The University of Montana, 1968 (Emeritus)
Emma H. Briscoe, M.S., Colorado State University (Home Economics, Emeritus)
James W. Cox, Ph.D., Montana State University, 1969
William H. Fisher, Ed.D., Columbia University, 1949 (Emeritus)
John J. Hunt, Ed.D., Colorado State College, 1959
James J. Lewis, Ed.D., University of Kansas, 1961
William E. Patton, Ed.D., The University of Montana, 1973 (Chair)
Audrey Peterson, M.S., Pennsylvania State University, 1970
John D. Pulliam, Ed.D., University of Illinois, 1965 (Emeritus)
Harry E. Ray, Jr., Ed.D., University of Idaho, 1969
J . Francis Rummel, Ph.D., State University of Iowa (Emeritus)
Geneva Van Horne, M.S.L.S., University of Wisconsin, 1958
Lee N. Von Kuster, Ed.D., The University of Montana, 1971 (Emeritus)

Associate Professor
Marlene J. Bachmann, M.S., University of Nebraska, 1967
Lawrence W. Hodges, M.A.L.S., University of Michigan (Emeritus)
Vanetta Lewis, M.E., The University of Montana, 1959 (Home Economics, Emeritus)
Jerry Long, Ed.D., Oklahoma State University, 1972
Jean Luckowski, Ed.D., Oklahoma State University, 1983
JoAnne Putnam, Ph.D., University of Michigan , 1979
Harland D. Seljak, M.E., The University of Montana, 1950 (Emeritus)
Sara C. Steensland, M.S., Montana State University, 1955 (Home Economics, Emeritus)
Richard van den Pol, Ph.D., Western Michigan University, 1981
Fred A. Weldon, Ed.D., The University of Montana, 1971 (Director of Counseling Center)

Assistant Professors
Roberta D. Evans, Ph.D., University of Nevada, Reno, 1988
Sally Freeman, Ph.D., Purdue University, 1983
Donald E. Hjelmseth, Ed.D., The University of Montana, 1972 (Director of Career Planning and Placement Center)
Billie J. Herrin, Ed.D., The University of Montana, 1991
Cathy Jenni, Ph.D., Saybrook Institute, 1990
Patricia Lamphere, Ph.D., University of Houston, 1988
· John C. Lundt, Ed.D., The University of Montana, 1988
Cynthia Schulz, Ph.D., Southern Illinois University, 1977
Rita Sommers-Flanagan, Ph.D., The University of Montana, 1989

Adjunct Associate Professor
Richard Offner, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, Madison, 1981

Department of Health
and Human
Performance

Sharon Dinkel Uhlig, Chair
The department offers a Bachelor of Science in Health and Human Performance; a Master of Science
in Human Performance, and Master of Science for Teachers of Human Performance.
Department programs provide instruction in the academic study of sport and physical education as well
as preparation for professional careers in related fields. The undergraduate curriculum includes core
coursework along with a choice of six areas of emphasis including: athletic training, exercise sciences,
health and fitness specialist, health and wellness, sport and exercise studies, and teaching.
Undergraduates choose one or more areas of emphasis in conjunction with their professional aspirations.
The Athletic Training emphasis is intended for those students desiring to pursue a career in athletic
training or sports medicine-related fields. Students desiring to work at the elementary or secondary
levels are encouraged to complete the requirements for the teaching emphasis as well.
The Exercise Sciences emphasis is designed to give the student a broad background in the scientific
bases of human movement. This emphasis may serve as preparation for continued study at the graduate
level.
The Health and Fitness Specialist emphasis is intended for students seeking employment as health
and fitness program directors and technicians in the areas of health, wellness, and preventive and
rehabilitative fitness programs.
The Health and Wellness emphasis is designed to provide students with supportive coursework in the
fundamental areas of health and wellness. Students receiving a bachelor degree could expect to seek
employment in federal, state or local health agencies. This emphasis may serve as preparation for continued study in a health-related field.
The Sport and Exercise Studies emphasis provides students with a broad background in the natural
sciences, the social sciences, ethics, and historical and cultural studies, together with a specific
background in the sport and exercise discipline. This emphasis is designed for students preparing for
graduate study or for career opportunities in a variety of fields such as the psycho-socio aspects of
human performance enhancement, sport and exercise information and promotion, entrepreneurship,
or administration.
The Teaching emphasis is designed for students primarily interested in teaching health and physical
education and coaching at the elementary or secondary level. Certification is approved for K-12 grades.
Students selecting this emphasis are encouraged to supplement their HHP major with another teaching
major or minor in the School of Education.
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Theory courses include basic psychological and biological foundations of physical education and health,
structure and function of the human body, principles of nutrition, sport in society, history and philosophy,
adapted physical education, athletic training principles, curriculum development and teaching
methodology, and management. American Red Cross certifications are offered in conjunction with swimming and first aid courses.
The department also provides a large service program which includes instruction in a wide variety of
individual, .team, and recreation sports skills.

Special Degree
Requirements

Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the catalog. See index.
Students must fulfill the requirements listed below. Upper-division students must maintain a cumulative
grade-point average of 2.00 to continue as majors in the department. All H HP majors and minors must
earn a minimum grade of a C in all within-department requirements. A 2.50 grade-point average is required to qualify for student teaching. To successfully complete the program in teacher preparation ,
a student must receive a grade of C or above in every course in the following areas: teaching major,
teaching minor, professional education courses, a drug abuse course, Psychology 100S and English
440. None of these courses may be taken as pass/not pass except where that is the only grade available.
Courses specifically listed in this catalQg as requirements for health and human performance majors
must be taken on the traditional letter-grade basis. This includes courses in HHP as well. as out-ofdepartment courses.
Enex 101 is required. Students failing to demonstrate an acceptable college standard (score of 17 on
the ACT English examination) must receive tutoring through the English Department's Writing Laboratory.
All HHP majors and minors must enroll in the appropriate number of HHP 200-225 courses to satisfy
the professional activity requirements. HHP 103-189 will not satisfy the requirement except as noted
in the Teaching emphasis. To remain enrolled in professional activities 200-225, students must meet
the minimum departmental proficiency level in both skill and knowledge of the activity. Exemptiort from
courses may be allowed for a demonstrated high level of proficien.cy.
~
Admission Policies for .Professional Athletic Training Emphasis
~
The Athletic Training curriculum is divided into a pre-professional program lasting two to three years,
and a professional program during the final two years. The professional program requires a practicum
and sequential courses; therefore, students must enter the program during autumn semester. The number
of students admitted into the professional program is limited.
Students may apply for admission into the professional program by obtaining an application from the
Athletic Training Program Director. This application must be submitted with a written statement of purpose and three letters of recommendation. The following criteria must be met:
1. Completion of all required pre-professional coursework.
2. Attainment of a minimum overall grade point average of 2.75.

Areas of Emphasis (undergraduate students must complete requirements for a minimum of
one of the areas of emphasis listed below. The typical student may take more than four years
to complete these requirements, especially in the athletic training and teaching emphases.)
Athletic Training Emphasis (required courses). Within Department (57 crs.): 181, 184, 226, 240, 246,
289, 305, 361, 365, 389, 410, 411,- 446, 462, 475E, 477, 478, 479, 3 crs. of 489. Out of Department
(48crs.): Enex 101; Comm 111A; Chem 151N, 152N; Biol 106N, 212N, 213N; Psyc 100S; Soc 110S;
PT 364, 365, 382, 383, 376, 377; For 220; Phar 11 ON.
Exercise Sciences Emphasis (required courses). Within Department (46 crs.): 181, 1 er. from 200-225,
226, 289, 305, 384, 386, 387, 446, 475E, 477, 478, 483, 484, 486, 3 crs. of 498, 6 crs. of electives exclusive of 103-179. Out of Department (44 crs.): Enex 101; Comm 111A; Soc 110S; Math 117; Biol 212N,
213N; Psyc 100S; Chem 151 N, 152N; Phys 101 N; For 220; 9 crs. of electives to be chosen from biology,
chemistry, physics, computer science.
Health and Fitness Specialist Emphasis (required courses). Within Department (57 crs.): 181, 184,
227, 236N, 240, 246, 289, 361, 365, 386, 425, 475E, 477, 478, 481, 482, 483, 484, 6 crs. of 498, 3
crs. of electives exclusive of 103-179. Out of Department (39 crs.): Enex 101; Psyc 1OOS, 337; Biol 212,
213; Comm 111A, 220 or 240; Acct 201; Mgmt 360; Fin 322; CS 170; SW 425S; C&I 494.
Health and Wellness Emphasis (required courses). Within Department (45 crs.): 181, 184, 226, 233,
236N, 289, 305, 425, 475E, 477, 478, 482, 494, 4 crs. of 498, 6 crs. of electives exclusive of 103-179.
Out of Department (42 crs.): Biol 106N, 212, 213; Evst 101N; CS 170; Chem 101N; Comm 111A; Math
105; Psyc 100S, 337; Enex 101; C&I 494; Mgmt 340S; Anth 265N .
Sport and Exercise Studies Emphasis (required courses). Within Department (46 crs.): 181, 305,
350, 361, 365, 384, 386, 387, 425, 446, 450, 475E, 477, 478, 479, 480S, 3 crs. of electives exclusive
of 103-179. Out of Department (31 crs.): Enex 101, 120L; Comm 111A; Soc 110S, 210S; Math 117;
Biol 212N, 213N; Psyc 100S, 240S .
Teaching Emphasis (required courses). Within Department (54 crs.): 181, 184, 6 crs. from 200-225
(Students must take at least two activities each in team and individual sports and one dance activity.
Two of the six credits may be 103-179 provided they are: 1) level II or higher, 2) not offered as a professional activity, and 3) not credit for a varsity sport.), 226, 240, 246, 289, 301 , 339, 361, 365, 384, 386,
387, 466, 475E, 477, 478. Out of Department (58 crs.): Enex 101, 440; Soc 110S; Comm 111A; C&I
200, 301, 302, 303, 404, 405, 407, 410, 415, 427; Biol 106N, 212N, 213N; Math 117; Psyc 100S, 240S
or C&I 355.

·
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Courses

U = undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or graduate credit, G = for graduate credit.
Rafter the credit indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated after the R.
U
100-179 Physical Education Activities 1 er. Students may include up to but not more than
4 credits earned in HHP 100-179 activity courses in the total number of credits required
for graduation. Students graded Pass/Not Pass.
U
180
Physical Fitness for Life 2 er. Overview of the components necessary for lifetime
fitness and wellness. Fitness component includes the understanding and measurement
of body composition, muscular strength and endurance, cardiovascular endurance, flexibility, and development of personalized fitness programs. Other wellness components
include stress management and nutritional guidelines to meet healthy lifestyle needs.
U
181
Foundations of Physical Education and Sport 3 er. Historical, philosophical,
biological, sociological, and psychological bases of physical education and sport emphasizing the development of sound educational principles.
U
184
Personal Health and Wellness 3 er. Focus on health principles and their relevance
in contemporary society, the evaluation and application of scientific advances to
hypothetical lifestyles, and on contemporary problems in life.
U
200-225 Professional Activities for Majors and Minors 1 er. All students required to meet
proficiency entrance standards set by instructor. (200) Swim Skills/Aquatic Fitness, (202)
Rhythmics and Tumbling, (204) Softball, (206) Archery, (209) Soccer, (211) Volleyball,
(212) Handball, (213) Racquetball, (215) Tennis, (217) Basketball, (218) Badminton, (219)
Skiing, (220) Golf, (221) Cross-Country Skiing, (222) Canoeing, (223-225) Special Activities.
U
226
Physical Conditioning/Weight Training 2 er. Theory, principles, and practice of
physical conditioning and weight training.
U
227
Fitness Activities and Exercise Leadership 2 er. Exercise leadership strategies
incorporated with skill analysis and development in a variety of fitness activities.
U
233
The School Health Program 3 er. Appraisal and preventive aspects of health problems of students and implementation of remedial school health programs. Includes
use and abuse of drugs, and education concerning Acquired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome.
U
236N
Nutrition 3 er. The principles of science as applied to current concepts and controversies in the field of human nutrition.
U
238
Lifeguarding-New Method 2 er. Prereq., Swim II or equiv. skills. Skill development needed for the safe participation in various aquatic activities including the ability
of self-recovered rescue of others. Provides the necessary knowledge and skills to serve
as a pool lifeguard.
U
240
Prevention and Care of Athletic Injuries 3 er. Prereq. or coreq., Biol 212. Prevention, assessment, treatment, rehabilitation, emergency care, educational and counseling procedures for athletic injuries. The duties and responsibilities of the athletic trainer
and coach stressed .
u 246
Fitness, Nutrition and Weight Control 3 er. Basic principles of nutrition as related
to fitness and health; special emphasis on weight control.
u 250
Ski Instructor's Qualification Program 2 er. Prereq., consent of instr. Offered alternate years. Open to all students with above average skiing ability. Techniques of teaching
skiing including finished .technical forms, teaching methods, ski school progression, and
ski mechanics. Prepares the potential ski instructor for certification by the Professional
Ski Instructors of America.
Advanced First Aid, Emergency Care and CPR 3 er. Development of knowledge
u 289
and practical skills of emergency care and CPR techniques. Provides certification by
the American Red Cross and the American Heart Association.
u 295
Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Offerings of visiting professors, new courses, or
current topics.
u 296
Independent Study Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of advisor and instr.
u 301
Instructional Strategies In Secondary School Health and Physical Education 3
er. Prereq., HHP 184 and junior standing. Application of educational theory in planning, analyzing, and presenting learning experiences in secondary school health and
physical education for students in grades 7-12.
Computer Applications In the Health Professions 2 er. A study of the various comUG 305
puter applications pertinent to the health and exercise professions.
Coaching of Soccer and Volleyball 3 er. Prereq., HHP 209 and 211 or consent of
u 310
instr. Coaching theories of soccer and volleyball. Organization and administration of
programs and competitive coaching strategies, instructional skills, offensive and defensive strategies, and training methods and techniques.
Coaching of Swimming and Track and Field 3 er. Prereq., consent of instr.
u 311
Coaching theories of swimming and of track and field. Organization and administration
of programs and competitive coaching strategies. Instructional skills, training methods
and techniques.
u 312
Coaching of Football and Basketball 3 er. Prereq., HHP 217 or consent of instr.
Coaching theories of football and basketball. Organization and administration of programs and competitive coaching strategies, instructional skills, offensive and defensive strategies, and training methods and techniques.
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Leadership in Youth Sports 3 er. Theories of coaching strategies, analyzing sports
skills, and management skills associated with youth sports.
Aquatic Certifications 1-2 er. (R-4) Prereq., HHP 238 or equivalent certifications.
Offered on a rotating basis. Training for Water Safety Instructor, Lifeguard Training Instructor, or Adapted Aquatics Instructor. Red Cross Instructor's Certificate awarded upon
successful completion of requirements.
Instructional Strategies in Elementary Health and Physical Education 3
er. Prereq., HHP 184 and junior standing. Application of educational theory in planning, analyzing, and presenting learning experiences in health and physical education
for children in grades K-6.
Nutrition throughout the Life Cycle 3 er. Pr~req., HHP 236N. Offered alternate
years. An in-depth study of nutritional needs of individuals at each stage of the life cycle. Evaluation of food patterns, food products and current literature in relation to specific
needs. Community, state and federal agencies that provide nutritional services identified for specific individual needs.
Nutrition and Disease 3 er. Prereq., HHP 236N, Biol 212-213, Chem 151N-152N,
or consent of instr. Modifications of the normal diet to meet the nutritional requirements
of individuals with pathological conditions. Course limited to pre-nursing students or
consent of instr.
Social Psychology of Exercise Leadership 3 er. Prereq., Soc 11 OS, Psyc 1OOS.
Application of sociological and psychological principles to assist exercise professionals
in promoting exercise adherence and performance enhancement in physical education, health and fitness, and sport programs.
Assessment in the Exercise Professions 3 er. Prereq., math course numbered
above 100. Orientation to testing and measuring, the administrative use of tests, elementary statistical techniques and procedures.
Physical Education, Sport and Fitness Management 3 er. Prereq., HHP 181 and
junior standing. Organization, leadership, group dynamics, personnel management,
budget and finance as they relate to physical education, fitness and sport programs.
Physical Education and Recreation for the Handicapped Student 3 er. Same as
C&I 383. Characteristics of handicapped students and instructional strategies for adapted
physical education. Includes information about public law 94-142.
Developmental Motor Learning 3 er. Prereq., HHP 339 or equiv. Application of
research on developmental and motor learning to physical education and sport.
Applied Anatomy, Kinesiology and Biomechanics I 3 er. Prereq., Biol 212, 213.
Neuromusculoskeletal system as it relates to motion and function. Basic kinesiological
principles with specific applications to physical activity.
Applied Anatomy, Kinesiology and Biomechanics II 3 er. Prereq., HHP 386.
Description and analysis of kinesiological and biomechanical principles with specific
applications to physical activity.
Advanced Techniques of Athletic Training 3 er. Prereq., HHP 240, PT 364, Biol
213, Chem 152N. Current techniques for the prevention and treatment of athletic injuries used by certified athletic trainers.
Practicum In Athletic Training 3 er. (R-6) Introduction to basic clinical experience
working in a National Athletic Training Association approved setting.
Advanced Practicum in Athletic Training 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., HHP 410. Advanced
clinical experience in a National Athletic Training Association approved setting. Each
student manages injuries of a specific sport and performs administrative duties.
Relaxation and Self Enhancement 3 er. Prereq., Psyc 100S or equiv. The use of
psychosomatic and somatopsychic relaxation techniques, with emphasis on exercise
for relaxation and self enhancing techniques.
Administration of Aquatics 3 er. Offered alternate years. Facilities and equipment
operation, sanitation and health standards, programming and scheduling, management
and personnel, promotion and budgeting, safety and liability, National Swim Pool Foundation Pool Certification awarded upon successful completion of requirements.
Nutrition for Sport 3 er. Prereq., HHP 236N or Biol 213 and junior standing. Nutritional parameters of athletic performance including intervention planning, energy production, the energy nutrients, vitamins and minerals, principles of balanced diets, timing
and composition of intakes, hydration, weight management strategies, and nutritional
needs for special situations.
Sport and the Arts 3 er. Prereq., Enex 101 or equiv. Review and critique of literature
and cinema with sport as a primary or secondary theme.
Research in Physical Therapy 4 er. Prereq., Math 241. Basic principles of research
and measurement; planning and implementing the inquiry process; investigation and
analysis of published research; research and writing on a special interest topic.
Blomechanics in Physical Therapy 3 er. Description and analysis of biomechanical
principles in pathomechanics, injury, rehabilitation, equipment, and exercise prescription.
Curriculum Development 3 er. Systematic curriculum development and implementation for a school or community educational setting.
Adapted Physical Education: Assessment and Program Planning 3 er. Prereq.,
HHP 383 or C&I 306. Theoretical and practical considerations in selecting, interpreting,
and utilizing psychomotor assessment measures for the handicapped student.
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Advanced Adapted Physical Education 3 er. Prereq., HHP 383 or C&I 306. Legal,
organizational and programmatic designs for the management of physical education
programs for the handicapped student.
Legal and Ethical Issues In the Exercise Professions 3 er. Prereq., lower-division
course in Perspective 5, upper-division or graduate status, or consent of instr. Legal
and ethical bases for litigation in the exercise professions, with emphasis on tort, contract, and civil rights issues.
Physiology of Exercise 3 er. Prereq., Biol 213; coreq., HHP 478. A study of the
physiological changes and the significance of these changes which occur during different types of exercise.
Physiology of Exercise Laboratory 1 er. Prereq., Biol 213; coreq., HHP 477.
Laboratory session examining the physiological effect of the different types of exercise
on the functions of the human body.
Sports Medicine 1 er. Prereq., HHP 477 and PT 364. The etiology and management of sports related injuries/illnesses. Includes: therapeutic use of drugs, preparticipation screening techniques, ergogenic aids, the aging athlete, the sports medicine
team concept and current orthopedic treatments for sports injuries.
Sport and Society 3 er. Prereq., Soc 11 OS. Development of sociological inquiry and
background skills to explore and examine the relationships between sport and society.
Key themes include: 1) sport is a social institution, 2) sport is a microcosm of the larger
society, and 3) numerous interconnections exist among the basic institutions in society, including sport.
Exercise Programs for Special Populations 2 er. Prereq., HHP 477, 478. Offered
alternate years. Exercise program development and implementation for children, senior
citizens, the handicapped and others with special needs.
Health Promotion Strategies a3 er. Prereq., HHP 477. The application of health
intervention techniques to fitness and wellness programs.
Preventive and Rehabilitative Exercles Programs: Lecture 3 er. Prereq., HHP 477.
Principles of cardiac rehabilitation and the assessment of physical fitness based on exercise physiology principles and the American College of Sports Medicine Guidelines;
focus on exercise testing, electrocardiogram interpretation, and exercise prescription.
Preventive and Rehabilitative Exercise Programs: Laboratory 1 er. Prereq., HHP
477; coreq., HHP 483. Laboratory session examining fitness assessment, exercise
testing, ECG interpretation, and exercise prescription.
Teaching and Counseling In the Health Professions 2 er. Offered alternate years.
Basic counseling skills and instructional strategies for planning, implementing and
evaluating educational programs in health settings.
Statistical Procedures In Education 3 er. Same as C&I 486. Concepts and procedures characterizing both descriptive and inferential statistics. Awareness of common statistical errors.
Evaluation and Rehabilitation of Athletic Injuries 3 er. Prereq., HHP 389. Evaluation
techniques and rehabilitation principles for various athletic related injuries; concentration on current literature and application of techniques.
Omnibus 1-3 er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr. Independent work under the University omnibus option. See index.
Seminar 1-3 er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Independent Study 1-3 er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr.
Research 1-3 er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr.
Internship 1-6 er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr.
Research Methods 3 er. Descriptive and experimental methods of research and
appropriate design and analysis strategies.
Research Practicum 2 er. Prereq., HHP 501, 486 or equiv. Field experience in
qualitative and quantitative research methodologies.
Human Performance and Health Assessment 2 er. Prereq., HHP 361. Development and use of tests in health, physical education and fitness programs; in work and
sport; statistical techniques and procedures used to develop job-related and sport-specific
tests.
Health and Fitness Program Development 3 er. Prereq., HHP 483 and 484 or equiv.
Health programs, delivery systems and evaluation strategies; application to specific
settings.
Advanced Techniques In Adapted P.E. 3 er. Prereq., HHP 470. Legal, organizational, and programmatic design of adapted physical education programs for physically, neurologically, and health impaired children.
Advanced Physiology of Exercise 3 er. Prereq., HHP 387, 478 or equiv.
Mechanisms underlying the acute and chronic effects of exercise, with special reference
to fitness, health and performance in work and sport.
Psychology of Human Performance 3 er. Prereq., graduate status. The study of
the psychological components of human performance, with emphasis on application
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to motor learning, the psychology of sport, and performance enhancement through
psychosomatic formats.
Ethics and Human Performance 3 er. A critical examination of ethical issues as
they relate to physical education, sport, fitness, and other areas of human performance.
Management In the Exercise Professions 3 er. Prereq., HHP 365 or equiv. or consent of instr. Offered alternate years. An overview of management and organizational
theory and strategies as they relate to sport and exercise settings. Includes organizing,
leading, planning, controlling, decision making, personnel management and public
relations.
Construction and Administration of Questionnaires 2 er. Prereq., HHP 501 or consent of instr. Students are provided with procedures for proper development, administration and appropriate analysis of questionnaires as a data gathering tool.
Analysis of Teaching 2 er. Experience with systematic analysis of teaching and selfanalysis. Data based observation techniques as well as theoretical concepts. Geared
toward improving classroom presentations and gymnasium teaching lessons.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Independent Study Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr.
Research Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., HHP 486, 501.
Internship Variable er. (R-4) Prereq., HHP 501, consent of instr. Supervised field
work in public and private agencies and institutions.
Professional Paper Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., HHP 486, 501.
Thesis Variable er. (R-6)

Professors
George P. Dahlberg, B.A., The University of Montana, 1925 (Emeritus)
Kathleen Miller, Ph.D., University of Iowa, 1971 (Chair)
Gary Nygaard, EdD., University of Oregon, 1971
Walter C. Schwank, Ph.D., State University of Iowa, 1955 (Emeritus)
Brian J. Sharkey, Ph.D., University of Maryland, 1965 (Emeritus)
Thomas R. Whiddon, Ed.D., The University of Montana, 1975
Sharon Dinkel Uhlig, Ed.D., University of Utah, 1982

Associate Professors
Carolyn Campbell, Ph.D., Cornell University, 1986
George Cross, M.S., Indiana University, 1956 (Emeritus)
Mavis M. Lorenz, M.S., University of Washington, Seattle, 1954 (Emeritus)
Arthur W. Miller, Ph.D., University of New Mexico, 1981
Scott Richter, M.A., Oregon State University, 1982 (Program Director, Athletic Training)
Frederick A. Stetson, M.S., Purdue University, 1962

Assistant Professors
Gene Burns, Ed.D., The University of Montana, 1988
Daniel Graetzer, University of Utah, 1991
Dennis T. Murphy, M.S., University of Arizona, 1976 (Head Athletic Trainer)

School of Fine Arts
James D. Krlley, Dean
The School of Fine Arts has a dual responsibility. As the only school of Fine Arts in Montana, it has
a primary responsibility through its faculty to provide the finest professional training in Art, Dance, Drama
and Music. In addition, it trains serious young people who wish to teach in the fine arts. These two
goals are part of a strong professional program, for the faculty of the school feels that the best practitioners make the best teachers and that an honest regard for excellence is best developed through
a true involvement in creative experience.

Department of Art

The department seeks to provide an integrated and comprehensive introduction to studio art, including
art criticism and theory. Its programs aim at providing an intensive professional training for the student
interested in a career in the field of art.
Students may specialize in any of several areas and, with faculty guidance, construct an individual program fitted to particular objectives. Degree concentrations for the B.A./B.F.A., and M.A./M.F.A. degrees
are offered in Ceramics, Painting and Drawing, Printmaking, and Sculpture. Art History courses include
a Survey of Art of Western Civilization to the present, a variety of upper-division courses, with some
special attention given to art from the Renaissance to the modern period, and contemporary movements.
Courses in criticism are also included in the program. The curriculum includes courses which prepare
students for certification and careers as art teachers in elementary and secondary schools.
The graduate program of the department trains students to become independent and self-directed practicing artists. Graduate students are expected to integrate their studio work with their studies in art history,
criticism and course work outside the department.
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Special Degree
Requirements

Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the catalog. See index.
Art majors seeking the B.A. degree must complete 48 credits in art: Art Fundamentals, 9; Art History,
9; Photography, 3; Crafts/Design, 3; Ceramics, 3; Printmaking, 3; Sculpture, 3; Painting, 3; Drawing,
3; upper-division studio courses, 6; Art Criticism, 3. One semester of English composition must be completed with a grade of C or better, and University General Education requirements must be fulfilled
as listed previously in the catalog.
The Bachelor of Fine Arts is a professional degree requiring 75 credits in art distributed as follows:
Art Fundamentals, 9; Art History, 12; Photography, 3; Crafts/Design, 3; Ceramics, 3; Printmaking, 3;
Sculpture, 3; Painting, 3; Drawing, 3; Art Criticism, 6; Senior Thesis, 6; upper-division courses, 6; area
of concentration, 9; art studio electives, 6. One semester of English composition must be completed
with a grade of C or better, and University General Education requirements must be fulfilled as listed
previously in the catalog.
A student may elect either the B.A. or the B.F.A. program.
Art 123A, 125A and 135S form a visual fundamentals series. They are prerequisites for all 200-level
studio art courses. Studio courses fulfill general education Perspective 1. The 200-level painting, printmaking, ceramics, sculpture, drawing and crafts/design courses are introductions to materials and processes. These courses follow Art 123A, 125A and 135A and are prerequisite to enrolling in a major
area of concentration. Art 203, Introduction to Criticism, is a writing course for general education. Art
history survey series 150L and 151 L is a prerequisite or corequisite for upper-division art history and
criticism courses which fulfill general education requirements for Perspective 2 or 3.

Bachelor of Arts with an Art Education Emphasis
The art education emphasis is designed for the student seeking an endorsement (K-12) in the extended major teaching field of art.
A student must meet complete Art 123A, 125A, 135A, 150L, 151L, 215A, 227, 229A, 235, 240, 307,
and 314 and one course chosen from Art 231, 232, 233, or 234. Dance 427, Philosophy 340, three elective credits in Drama and three elective credits in Music also are required.
For an endorsement to teach art (K-12), a student also must gain admission to Teacher Education and
Student Teaching and meet all the requirements for teacher certification (see the School of Education
section of this catalog).
Minor Teaching Field of Art: For an endorsement in the minor teaching field of Art, a student must
complete Art 123A, 135A, 235, 240, 307, and 314; one course chosen from Art 150L-151L; and one
course chosen from Art 231, 232, 233 or 234. A student also must gain admission to Teacher Education and Student Teaching and must meet the requirements for teacher certification (see the School
of Education section of this catalog).

Suggested Course
of Study

Programs for the B.A./B.F.A. Degree. Credits in parentheses are
additional requirements for the B.F.A.
A
First Year
Art 123A-125A-Art Fundamentals ... ............ ....... .. ........................................... . 3
Art 150L-151L-Art of Western Civilization ....................................................... . 3
Art 13{iA-Three-Dimensional Fundamentals ............ ............. .......................... .
Art 240-Painting I .......................................................................................... . 3
Art 235-Sculpture I ......................................................................... ............... .
*Enex 101-English Composition ....................................................................... 3
General Education courses .............................................................................. . 3-6

s
3
3
3
3

1:.§.

15-18 15-18
*Semester of enrollment depends on beginning letter of student's last name.
Second Year
Art 203-lntroduction to Art Criticism .............. ................................................. . 3
Art 229A-Ceramics I ....................................................................................... 3
Art 215A-Photography I .............................................. ................................... .
Art 223-Drawing I ...................................... .................................................... . 3
Art 231 or 232 or 233-Beginning Printmaking ................................................ .
Electives and General Education ..................................................................... ..§.--~
15-18
Third Year
Art History (300-level) ............ ............................ ..... .................... ...................... . 3
Studio II courses .............................................................................................. . 3
Art 303H or 403H-Art Criticism ...................................................................... . (3)
General Education ........................................................................................... ~~
16-18
Fourth Year
Area of concentration-BFA ............................................................................... . (6)
Advanced studio art courses (400-level) ........................................................... . (3)
Senior thesis ..................................................................................................... (3)
Electives and General Education ... .......................... ........................................ . 7-9

3
3
~g

15-18
(3)
3
9-12
15-17
(3)
(3)
(3)
6-9

19-21 15-18
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Requirements for
a Minor

Art History/Criticism
To earn a minor in art history/criticism the student must complete at least 24 credits to include the following: Art 123A, 150L, 151L, 203; 9 credits from 300-level art history courses; 3 credits from Art 405H,
451, 303H, or 403H.

Art Studio
To earn a minor in art studio the student must complete at least 27 credits to include the following:
Art 123A, 125A, 135A; 150L, 151L; 9 credits from Art 215A, 227, 229A, 231, 232, 233, 234, 235, 240,
323; and 3 credits in 300-level studio courses.

Courses

U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or graduate credit, G = for graduate credit.
R after the credit indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated after the R.

Studio Courses
U

U

U

U

u
u
u
u
u
u

,.
..

u
u
u
u

u
u

U
UG
UG
UG

UG

123A Art Fundamentals 3 er. An introduction to the studio practice and theory of art. Exploration of drawing media and techniques including the use of illusionistic space, design
and abstraction.
125A Color and Design 3 er. Prereq. or coreq., Art 123A. An exploration of the basic elements
and principles of design, including the use of color. Emphasis is on solving specific design
problems through conceptualization and technique.
129 Ceramics for Non-Majors 3 er. A general introduction to art using clay as a basic material
for building. Use of clay and glazes. Less specialized than Ceramics I for art majors. Credit
not allowed toward a B.A., B.F.A., or minor in art.
135A Three-Dimensional Fundamentals 3 er. Basic three-dimensional course for both general
education and beginning art students. Information gained in this class is prerequisite to
beginning sculpture and beginning ceramics. Emphasis placed on conceptualization and
formal development of the 3-D object in the areas of value, mass, scale, texture, space
and color.
140 Painting for Non-Majors 3 er. A general introduction to various painting media and
techniques. Credit not allowed toward a B.A., B.F.A., or minor in Art.
195 Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
215A Photography I 3 er. Prereq., Art 123A. Introduction to photography as an art form. Exposure developing, printing/enlarging, print finishing techniques.
227 Crafts 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., Art 123A, 125A, 135A; also 235 for Crafts: Metals. An introduction to equipment, processes and design concepts in either small scale nonferrous metals
construction, or weaving, or other media. Course content to vary by semester.
229A Ceramics I 3 er. Prereq., Art 135A.lntroduction to clay as a historical and contemporary
art-making medium. Basic methods of building with clay, with emphasis on handbuilding;
elementary solutions to problems of glazing and surface treatment.
231 Printmaking I: Etching/Lithography 3 er. Prereq., Art 123A. Offered alternate years.
Introduction to basic techniques of metal engraving and etching, or lithography.
232 Printmaking I: Wood Relief 3 er. Prereq., Art 123A. Offered alternate years. Introduction to basic techniques of wood cutting and wood engraving.
233 Printmaking I: Collagraphy 3 er. Prereq., Art 123A. Offered alternate years. Introduction to basic collagraph techniques.
234 Printmaking I: Silkscreening 3 er. Prereq., Art 123A, 125A. Introduction to silkscreening
techniques.
235 Sculpture I 3 er. Prereq., Art 135A. Introduction to basic technical skills in the areas
of woodworking, welding, and casting. Problem-solving in the areas concept, aesthetics,
materials and process; studio safety. Issues of content and formal criticism as it relates
to personal expression.
238 Watercolor 3 er. Prereq., Art 123A, 125A. Introductory course emphasizing techniques
in wash drawing, transparent and opaque application of watercolor medium.
240 Painting·I 3 er. Prereq., Art 123A and 125A.Acrylic and/or oil painting emphasizing composition, the practical application of color theory, and the unification of pictorial elements
in a two-dimensional format. Completion of three series of work: still life, portraits, and paintings of the figure. Informational research notebook is required.
295 Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
315 Photography II 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., Art 215A. Advanced photography techniques, including color photography.
323 Drawing II 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., Art 123A, 140. Offered alternate years. Continued work
in drawing with a wide variety of media.
329 Ceramics II 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., Art 125A and 229. Further exploration of the ceramic
process introducing more complex ways of handbuilding and developing the art of throwing. Examination of the technology and chemistry of clay, glazes and high temperature
oxidation and reduction firing.
333 Printmaking II 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., 6 credits from Art 231, 232, 233, 234. Continued work
in lithography, silkscreen, and combinations of etching/collagraph and relief/intaglio.
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Sculpture II 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., Art 135A and 235. Focus on kinetics, light, and electronic media. Technical investigation paralleled by students' development in personal expression. Works of Tinguely, Rickey, Calder, Di Suvero and Oppenheim provide a context.
Painting II 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., Art 240. Continued exploration of painting with primary
emphasis on conceptual experimentation and personal expression. Studio, lectures and
group critiques.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Cooperative Education Internship Variable er. (R-12) Special cooperative education
internships under direction of the department allowing students practical experience in a
chosen area.
Independent Study in Photography 2-6 er. (R-12) Prereq., Art 215A, 315. Individual
advanced photographic techniques.
Independent Study in Drawing 2-6 er. (R-12) Prereq., Art 123A, 125A, 323. Individual
advanced drawing techniques.
Independent Study in Crafts/Design 2-6 er. (R-12) Prereq., Art 135A, 227. Individual
research in specific craft techniques.
Independent Study in Ceramics 2-6 er. (R-12) Prereq., Art 125A, 229A 329. Continued
exploration of ceramic technology. Individualized approach with student initiative in determining projects. Students mix clay and fire their own work.
Independent Study in Printmaking 2-6 er. (R-12) Prereq., 6 credits in Art 333. lndependent projects in printmaking.
Independent Study in Sculpture 2-6 er. (R-12) Prereq., Art 135A, 235, 335. Individual
advanced techniques in sculpture.
Independent Study in Painting 2-6 er. (R-12) Prereq., Art 123A, 125A, 135A, 240, 340
and consent of instr. Independent projects in painting.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Senior Thesis 12 er. Prereq., senior status. Exhibition and professional practices. Required of all B.F.A. students.
Graduate Professional Practices Seminar 3 er. (R-6) Essential information needed by
the exiting graduate student to compete in professional life. Includes portfolio and resume
preparation, career and grant opportunities, networking and gallery affiliations. Required
for all graduate students.
Graduate Studio/Drawing 2-12 er. (R-24) Prereq., one semester of Art 323 or consent
of instr. Advanced work in drawing.
Graduate Studio/Design 2-6 er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of instr. Advanced work in
design.
Graduate Studio/Ceramics 3-6 er. (R-18) Prereq., consent of instr. Advanced work in
ceramics.
Graduate Studio/Printmaking 2-12 er. (R-24) Prereq., consent of instr. Advanced work
in printmaking.
Graduate Studio/Sculpture 2-6 er. (R-18) Prereq., one semester of Art 335 or consent
of instr. Advanced work in sculpture.
Graduate Studio/Painting 3-6 er. (R-18) Prereq., graduate status and consent of instr.
Advanced work in painting.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Independent Study 2-6 er. (R-18) Prereq., consent of instr.
Research 2-6 er. (R-24)
Internship 2-6 er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of chair.
Thesis and Terminal Project Variable er. (R-15)

Art History
U

U
U
UG

UG

UG

100L Art Appreciation 3 er. An introduction to the visual arts exploring various approaches
to understanding art. Art history and terminology, techniques and media, motivating factors behind the creative act.
150L Art of Western Civilization: Ancient to Medieval Art 3 er. Survey of history of visual
art from antiquity through the European Middle Ages.
151 L Art of Western Civilization: Renaissance to Modern Art 3 er. Survey of history of visual
art from Renaissance to the modern period in Europe and America.
380H Ancient Greek Civilization and Culture 3 er. Same as FLLG 360H and LS 340H. Offered alternate years. Slide/lecture course. Ancient Greek works of art and architecture,
related to and explained by contemporary ideas and values of Greek society.
381L Roman, Early Christian and Byzantine Art 3 er. Same as FLLG 361L and LS 341H.
Offered alternate y<Jars. A survey of developing styles in painting, mosaic and building,
. with attention to philosophic and religious content and its influence on later ages. Slide
lectures.
384L Art of the Italian Renaissance 3 er. Prereq., consent of instr. Offered alternate years.
Italian Renaissance from the 14th through the 16th century.
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386L European Art of, the 18th and 19th Centuries 3 er. Prereq., consent of instr. Offered
alternate years. Painting, sculpture and architecture of Europe from 1700 to 1s90.
388L Modern European Art 3 er. Prereq., consent of instr. Offered alternate years. European painting, sculpture and architecture from 1890 to the present.
389L American Art 1860 to the Present 3 er. Prereq., consent of instr. Offered alternate
years. American painting, sculpture and architecture from the Civil War to the present.
405H Women Artists and Art History 3 er. Prereq., consent of instr. Offered alternate years.
A survey of major women artists in context of social history and.aesthetics from medieval
to modern times. Analysis of feminism and works by several 19th and 20th century artists.
Women artists in film and video.
451 Independent Study In Art History 2-6 er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr.
550 Graduate Studies/Art History 2-6 er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of instr. Research in art
history and art theories.

Art Criticism
U
UG

UG

UG
G

203

Introduction to Art Criticism 3 er. Prereq., Art 150L. Introduction to a range of methods
and philosophies in art criticism, such as formalism, social history, structuralism, etc.
303H Topics In Art Criticism and the Social History of Art 3 er. Prereq., Art 203 or consent
of instr. Same as LS 345. Analysis of visual arts in their social context. Topics alternate
between printmaking and the multiple image and art in early Celtic-Germanic and Northwest
Indian traditions; critical methods of Franz Boas, Coomaraswamy, John Berger, Walter Benjamin, etc.
403H Critical Theories In the Visual Arts 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr. Offered alternate years. Theories of semiotics, phenomenology, deconstruction, Marxism, post-Marxism,
feminism applied to several visual arts-painting, sculpture, architecture, film, video.
452 Independent Study In Art Criticism 2-6 er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr.
501 Graduate Critique Seminar 1 er. (R-4) Weekly meetings to critique graduate student
work with graduate students and faculty. Required each semester.

Art Education

Faculty

UG

307

UG

314

Teaching Art K-12 for Art Majors 4 er. Prereq., Art 123A, 125A, 135A, 150L, 151 L and
junior standing. Preparation for art specialists to include history and current trends in curriculum development, teaching procedures, child growth and development in art, resources,
evaluation, advocacy and directed teaching experiences in a school setting.
Elementary School Art 3 er. Prereq., Art 123A, or 125A and Art 100L. Visual art teaching
methods for elementary school teachers, philosophical foundations, curriculum components,
visual scanning, media management, evaluation resources and guided teaching experiences
in a school setting.

Professors
Donald Bunse, M.F.A., University of Washington, 1960
Marilyn Bruya, M.F.A., Bard College, 1986
James G. Todd, M.F.A., The University of Montana, 1970

Associate Professors
Stephen T. Connell, M.A., California State University, Long Beach, 1969
David James, M.F.A., University of Arizona, 1984
Elizabeth Lo, M.F.A., The University of Montana, 1974-

Assistant Professors
Lili Bezner, Ph.D., University of Texas, 1992
Thomas Rippon, M.F.A., School of the Art Institute of Chicago, 1979
Barbara Tilton, M.E., The University of Montana, 1988

Department of
Drama/Dance

Joe Proctor, Chairman
The Department of Drama/Dance is housed in a fine; multi-million dollar performing arts complex which
includes three theatre/dance performance spaces and television/radio studios. The program is productionoriented with approximately ten major productions presented each year including contemporary, historical,
period, musical, and experimental plays, as well as dance concerts. The Montana Repertory Theatre,
a professional touring company based at UM, often involves students both on and off stage. The faculty is strong, possessing a diversity of educational and professional theatre and dance backgrounds.
The Bachelor of Arts with a major in Drama provides the student with a broad liberal arts education
and a general focus in drama. The degree allows the student to complete an additional major and may
form the basis for further training on the graduate level. The Bachelor of Fine Arts with a major in Drama
or Dance is a professionally-oriented degree designed for the student who plans to pursue a career
in theatre, dance or a related field. A specialization area must be designated such as acting, dance
or design/technical. Graduate programs lead to the Master of Arts and the Master of Fine Arts with
majors in Drama.
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Special Degree
Requirements

Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the catalog. See index.

Advisement
Each drama/dance major must have a faculty advisor who is assigned by the department and who is
usually from the student's specialization area. The department, through its advisement program, often
recommends non-drama electives and specific General Education courses to the student depending
on the student's area of emphasis. Majors may not take core or area required courses on a pass/not
pass basis.

Auditions and Portfolio Reviews
Actors, dancers, designers and technicians undergo periodic review in the form of auditions or portfolio presentations. These on-going evaluations provide each student with the opportunity and challenge
of individualized critiques from faculty and staff professionals.

Bachelor of Arts with a major in Drama
The following courses constitute the complete Drama requirements for the Bachelor of Arts degree:
Core Courses
Credits
107A-Theatre Production I: Construction Crew ............................................. .
Drama
3
Choose two of the following three ....................................................................
6
131-Scenery Construction
141-Costume Construction
151-Theatre Electricity and Electronics
201A-lntroduction to Theatre Design ............................................................ ..
3
207-Theatre Production II: Construction Crew ................................................
3
214-Acting I ...... ............................................................................................ .
3
220L-Dramatic Literature (Script Analysis) .................................................... .
3
221 L-Dramatic Literature .............................................................................. .
3
320-Theatre History ...................................................................................... .
3
321-Theatre History ...................................................................................... .
3
380-lntroduction to Directing ..........................................................................
3
Senior project
Total........... ...........................................................................................

33

Bachelor of Arts with a major in Drama, Drama Education Emphasis
The major in Drama with a Drama Education emphasis is designed for the student seeking an endorsement in the major teaching field of Drama.
Credits
Drama
106A-107A-Theatre Production .................................................................... ..
4
Choose two of the following: ........................................................................... .
6
131-Scenery Construction
141-Costume Design
151-Theatre Electricity and Electronics
210-211-Voice and Speech I, 11 ......................................................................
4
214-215-Acting I, II ..................... ...................................................................
6
220L-221 L-Dramatic Literature .......................................................................
6
244-Stage Makeup .........................................................................................
2
320-321-Theatre History ............................... ................ ................................. .
6
380-lntroduction to Directing ......................................................................... .
3
402-Methods of Teaching Theatre ................................................................ .
2
Total ....................... ........ .......................................................................
39
For endorsement to teach Drama, a student also must gain admission to Teacher Education and Student Teaching and meet all the requirements for certification as a secondary teacher (see the School
of Education section of this catalog).
The demand in Montana high schools for teaching of courses in this field is limited. Students should
complete the required second endorsement (major or minor) in a field other than Economics, Geography,
Journalism, Psychology or Sociology.
Minor Teaching Field of Drama: For an endorsement in the minor teaching field of Drama see the
School of Education section of this catalog.

Bachelor of Fine Arts with a major in Drama
Normally, a student should declare intent to pursue the B.F.A. degree no later than the beginning of
the second year of a four-year program. The student must designate an area of emphasis, either acting
or design/technical. Requirements for these areas are specified below. A student may elect a Special
Emphasis in directing, music theatre, or other discipline in addition to the B.F.A. core and area-emphasis
requirements. The program is designed in consultation with the student's advisor and must be approved by the faculty. The Special Emphasis option may require five years to complete.
The following courses are required of all B.F.A., Drama, students:
Core Courses
Credits
Drama
106A-Theatre Production I: Running Crew .................................................... .
1
107A-Theatre Production I: Construction Crew ............................................. .
3
131-Scenery Construction ..............................................................................
3
141-Costume Construction .............................................................................
3
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151-Theatre Electricity and Electronics..........................................................
201A-lntroduction to Theatre Design..............................................................
206-Theatre Production II: Running Crew .......................................... ............
207-Theatre Production II: Construction Crew................................................
214-Acting 1...................................................................................................
220L-Dramatic Literature (Script Analysis) .... ..... ..... ..... ................. ..... ............
221 L-Dramatic Literature .. ... .................. ....... ................. ... ........... ...... ............
320-321-Theatre History.................................................................................
380-lntroduction to Directing ..........................................................................

3
3
1
3
3
3
3
6
3

Total....... ...............................................................................................
Acting Emphasis

38

Drama

Dance

116A-Production Acting I .............................................................................. .
210-Voice and Speech I ................................................................................
211-Voice and Speech II ...............................................................................
212-Physical Performance Skills 1................................................................ ..
215-Acting II ... ...............................................................................................
216A-Production Acting II ..............................................................................
244-Stage Makeup.........................................................................................
310-Voice and Speech 111 ............................................................................. ..
311-Voice and Speech IV ..............................................................................
312-Physical Performance Skills II .................................................................
314-Acting 111 ••••....•••.....•••.•••••...••••...••• •..•••...•.••..••••••..••.••..•••••.••••.••••••••••••..••••
315-Acting IV .... ........................................................................................... ..
316-Production Acting Ill .............................................................................. .
414-Acting V ..................................................................................................
415-Acting VI .................................................................................................
105A-Theatre and Dance Techniques ........................................................... .
120A-lmprovisation: Introduction to Laban Theory ........................................ .
BalleUModern/Jazz (choose one) .....................................................................
Senior project

Credits
1
2
2
2
3
1
2
2
2
2
3
3
1
3

3
2
2
2

Sub-Total............................................................................................
Core Courses. ....................................................................................

38
38

Total........ ..............................................................................................
Deslgn/Technlcal Emphasis

76

Drama

231-Drafting for the Theatre 1........................................................................
251-Theatre Lighting I ...................................................................................
261-Theatre Sound I ......................................................................................
334-Scene Design I .......................................................................................
346-Costume Design I ...................................................................................
371-Stage Management 1•.•.••••.••••••.•.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••.•••••
408-Production Team II OR
409-Production Design II (Senior Project) .................................................... ..
Upper-division design/technical electives ....................................................... ..
Senior project

Credits
3
3
3
3

3
2
2
18

Sub-Total............................................................................................
Core Courses ... .... . .. ... .. .. ... ..... ... . .. .. ... .. .... .. .... . .... ... ..... ...... .. .... . ... ... .... .

37
38

Total.. ....................................................................................................

75

Senior Projects
A senior project is required of all B.A. and B.F.A. drama majors. The senior project is usually productionrelated and has both practical and written components. Degree and area requirements for the project
vary and are outlined in the Department of Drama/Dance Handbook.

Bachelor of Fine Arts with a major in Dance
The department offers two emphases in dance, one in studio teaching and the other in choreography
and performance. Each requires the same forty-five credits in core courses, plus additional specified
credits in an emphasis. All majors are required to do a junior and a senior creative or research project
and a production project. If not qualified for advanced placement in Modern II, the student must take
Modern I as a prerequisite.
Core Courses
Credits
Dance
104A-Ballet I ..................................................................................................
4
120A-lmprovisation: Introduction to Laban Theory ........................................ .
2
200A-Modern Dance II ...................................................................................
6
201 A-Beginning Composition ........................................................................ .
2
202A-Rehearsal and Performance ................................................................ .
2
(must perform in two student choreographed pieces or one faculty piece)
300-Modern Dance Ill .................................................................................. ..
6
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Drama
Biology

333-Dance History: Primitive to 1850.............................................................
334-20th Century Dance................................................................................
429-Advanced Techniques of Modern Dance.................................................
494-Dance Seminar.......................................................................................
141-Costume Construction.............................................................................
151-Theatre Electricity and Electronics..........................................................
212-Anatomy and Physiology.........................................................................

3
3
6
1
3
3
4

Total............ .............................................................................................

45

Credit is optional for the junior and senior creative or research project and for the production project.
From 1-6 credits may be received for the creative or research project and 1-2 credits for the production
project.
Studio Teaching Emphasis
Credits
107A-Jazz Dance I ........................................................................................
Dance
4
325-Methods of Teaching Dance .................................................................. .
3
(includes teaching one semester of a beginning level class)
402-Business Seminar ...................................................................................
2
427-Teaching Creative Movement. ................................................................ .
3
(or designated course by advisement)
491-Teaching Projects ...................................................................................
4
(assisting in a technique class for 2 semesters)
252-Specialty Lighting ...................................................................................
Drama
3
261-Theatre Sound! ......................................................................................
3
346-Costume Design I ...................................................................................
3
371-Stage Management! ...............................................................................
2
Sub-Total ............................................................................................
27
Core Courses .................................................................................... .
45
Total......................................................................................................

72

Choreography and Performance Emphasis
Dance

Drama

202A-Rehearsal and Performance ................................................................ .
(perform in one faculty piece in junior and senior year)
301-lntermediate Composition .......................................................................
305-Choreographing Musicals ........................................................................
329-Technique Plus ...................................................................................... .
214-Acting 1•••...••••.•.••..••••......••••••• ••••••• .•• •• ••••••••••••• •••••• ••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••• ••
Philosophy-340-Aesthetics .......................................................................... .
Sub-Total ............................................................................ ............... .
Core Courses .....................................................................................

Credits
4

3
3
12
3
3
28
45

Total......................................................................................................
73
Recommended electives:
Drama
210-Voice and Speech I................................................................................
2
215-Acting II ..... ... ....... ...... ........ ............... .... ....................... ...........................
3
All choreography/performance majors are required to participate in a lecture demonstration tour during
their senior year. An optional 1-3 credits may be received for this. They must choreograph for their
junior and senior projects.
Special Projects
1. Production project: involves producing a showcase performance or another major production responsibility, such as publicity, stage managing, sound, lighting, costumes, multi-media.
2. Junior and Senior projects: must be planned with the student's advisor and submitted to the faculty for approval at the beginning of the year. The completed project must receive final approval
6 weeks prior to the end of the year.
Students also are required to meet the campus-wide General Education requirements. Students are
urged to consult with their advisors before General Education courses are selected.

Suggested Course
of Study

The recommended curriculum for the B.A. program in Drama is:
First Year
Dram 107A-Theatre Production I: Construction Crew ..................................... . 3
Choose two from:
Dram 131-Scenery Construction
Dram 141-Costume Construction
Dram 151-Theatre Electricity and Electronics ............................................... 6
Dram 214-Acting I .......................................................................................... 3
Electives and General Education ..................................................................... . 20

32
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Second Year
Dram 201 A-Introduction to Theatre Design.... .................................................
3
3
Dram 207-Theatre Production II: Construction Crew. ............. .........................
6
Dram 220L-221 L-Dramatic Literature. ... ......................... ........................... ......
Electives and General Education .................................. .......... ...... .... .. . ..... .. .. .. .. 20
32
The recommended curriculum for the B.F.A., Acting Emphasis, is:
First Year
Dram 116A-Production Acting I........ ..............................................................
1
Dram 141-Costume Construction....................................................................
3
Dram 151-Theatre Electricity and Electronics.................................................
3
4
Dram 210-211-Voice and Speech I, 11........................... ................ ..................
Dram 212-Physical Performance Skills I ..... .. ..... ...... ... ....... ........ ..... .... ............
2
Dram 214-215-Acting I, 11.................... ............. ............................................ ...
6
Dram 244-Stage Makeup.................... ................................................ ............
2
Electives and General Education .... .......... ........ . .. .......... ............... ....... ..... ... ..... 12

33
Second Year
Dram 106A-Theatre Production I: Running Crew ......... ...................................
1
Dram 107A-Theatre Production I: Construction Crew...... ................................
3
Dram 206-Theatre Production II: Running Crew ............................................. 1
3
Dram 207-Theatre Production II: Construction Crew. ... ...................................
Dram 220L-221 L-Dramatic Literature .. .......... ............... ....... .... ........ ...... ..........
6
Dram 131-Scenery Construction. ....................................................................
3
Dram 310-311-Voice and Speech Ill, IV.................... ................. .......... ...........
4
Dram 314-315-Acting Ill, IV....................................... ...................................... 6
Dan 105A-Theatre and Dance Techniques..................................................... 2
Dan 120A-lmprovisation: Introduction to Laban Theory. ... ...............................
2
Electives and General Education ................................... ,.................................. _L
32
The recommended curriculum for the B.F.A., DesignfTechnical Emphasis is:
First Year
1
Dram 106A-Theatre Production I: Running Crew.... .................... ....................
3
Dram 107A-Theatre Production I: Construction Crew......................................
Dram 141-Costume Construction ......... ...................... ...................... .... ........... 3
Dram 151-Theatre Electricity and Electronics.................................................
3
Dram 214-Acting I ....... .. .. ........ .. .. .. ..... . ........... ..... ...... ............ .. ... ... ..... .. .. .. ... .. . 3
Dram 231-Drafting for the Theatre !................................................................
3
Electives and General Education. ..................................................... ................ 16
32
Second Year
Dram 131-Scenery Construction........ ........................................................... .. 3
Dram 201A-lntroduction to Theatre Design. ............ ................ ........................
3
Dram 206-Theatre Production II: Running Crew.............................................
1
Dram 207-Theatre Production II: Construction Crew.. .....................................
3
6
Dram 220L-221 L-Dramatic Literature .. ........... ........... .. ....... ................ ... ..........
Dram 251-Stage Lighting................................................................................ 3
Dram 371-Stage Management I ........... ............. . ......... .. ....... .. ...... .... ............. .. 2
Electives and General Education...................................................................... 12
33
The recommended curriculum for the B.F.A. program in Dance is:
First Year
Dan 104A-Ballet 1•••• •••••• .•• •••••••••• .•.• .•••• ••• :.................. ..................................... 4
2
Dan 120A-lmprovisation: Introduction to Laban Theory.......... .........................
6
Dan 200A-Modern Dance II (for Dan 100, if needed)......................................
2
Dan 201A-Beginning Composition ..... ........... ...................... ............................
Dram 141-Costume Construction.................................................................... 3
Dram 151-Theatre Electricity and Electronics .......... ... ......... ...... .. .............. ..... 3
Electives and General Education...................................................................... 12
32
Second Year
Dan 333-Dance History: Primitive to 1850 OR
Dan 334-20th Century Dance .. ........... .... .......... ............ .......... ...... ...... .. .......... 3
Dan 200A-Modern Dance II OR 300-Modern Dance Ill .. ............ .. .... . ............ 6
Dan 202A-Rehearsal and Performance. ...................... ....................... ............. 2
. Biol 212-Anatomy and Physiology................................................................... 4
Electives and General Education ...... .. ....... ... .. . ......... .. .. . ................ .............. . .. .. 17
32
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Requirements for
a Minor

Minor In Drama
The department provides the student the opportunity to focus the minor in a particular area such as
acting, costume, etc. Twenty-seven credits, including a common core of sixteen credits are required
for the minor. A department advisor should be consulted for guidelines regarding the specific focus.
Credits
1
106A-Theatre Production I: Running Crew ...... .... .......................................... .
Drama
107A-Theatre Production I: Construction Crew .............. ............................... .
3
Choose two of the following three: ................................................................. ..
6
131-Scenery Construction
141-Costume Construction
151-Theatre Electricity and Electronics
220L-Dramatic Literature .............................................................................. .
3
320 or 321-Theatre History .. ................................................... ..................... ..
3
Focused areas ................................................................................................ .
11
Total ......................................................................................................
Minor in Dance
Twenty-nine credits are required in dance.
Dance

1OOA-Modern Dance ....................... ............................... ....................... ........ .
104A, 204A, 304-Ballet I, II, or Ill (level depends on experience) ................. ..
107A-Jazz Dance ................................................. ........ ................................. .
120A-lmprovisation: Introduction to Laban Theory ........................................ .
200A-Modern Dance II ................................................................................. ..
201 A-Beginning Composition ..................... ...... ................. .... ....................... ..
202A-Rehearsal and Performance ................... ...... ...... ................................. .
333-Dance History: Primitive to 1850 ........................................................... ..
334-20th Century Dance ........................ ................................. .......... ............ .
494-Dance Seminar ...................................................................................... .
Total ......... ....................................... ................. ........................................

27

Credits
4
4

2
2
6
2
2
3
3
1
29

U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or graduate credit, G = for graduate credit.
Rafter the credit indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated after the R.

Dance
U

U
U
U
U

U
U

U
U
U

U
U

u
UG

UG

UG
UG

100A Modern Dance I 2 er. (R-4) Introduction to basic modern dance vocabulary through exercises for alignment, strength, and stretch and movement across the floor.
104A Ballet I 2 er. (R-4) Introduction to basic ballet positions and steps.
105A Theatre and Dance Techniques 2 er. (R-4) A practice study of the relationship between the performance skills and devices of theatre and dance.
107A Jazz Dance I 2 er. (R-4) Introduction to basic strengthening and stretching exercises
and stylistic characteristics of jazz.
120A Improvisation: Introduction to Laban Theory 2 er. Prereq., consent of instr. Exploration
of movement through improvisational problem solving and application of Laban Movement
Analysis.
194 Dance Seminar 1 er.
195 Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
200A Modern Dance II 3 er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of instr. Extension of the modern dance
vocabulary through lengthier combinations of movement.
201 A Beginning Composition 2 er. (R-4) Basic use of space, time and energy in dance. Movement composition studies assigned each week.
202A Rehearsal and Performance 1-4 er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of instr. Open to students
who are choreographing a dance for a concert or to those who have been selected through
audition to perform.
204A Ballet II 2 er. (R-6) Prereq., Dan 104A, 6 er. or consent of instr. Development of ability
to combine steps; carriage of head and arms.
207A Jazz Dance II 2 er. (R-6) Prereq., Dan 107A, 4 er., or consent of instr. Continuation of
107A.
294 Dance Seminar 1 er. Prereq., Dan 194. Seminar held monthly to discuss special topics
of interest to the dance profession.
300 Modern Dance Ill 3 er. (R-12) Prereq., Dan 200A 6 credits or consent of instr. Performance of exercises and combinations that are technically demanding in strength, balance,
agility and line.
301 Intermediate Composition 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., Dan 201A and 6 credits of dance technique. Explores ways to manipulate several dancers in space, through repetition of shapes,
through related rhythms. Includes choreography for videotape.
304 Ballet Ill 2 er. (R-8) Prereq., Dan 204A, 4 er., and consent of instr. Develops petit and
grand allegro.
305 Choreographing Musicals 3 er. (R-9) Prereq., Dan 201A and two years dance technique or consent of instr. Offered alternate years. Movement composition for musical theatre.
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u
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u
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u
u
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u

494

UG 495
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UG 497

Methods of Teaching Dance 3 er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of instr. Methods and experiences in teaching modern dance, ballet and jazz.
Technique Plus 3 er. (R-24) Prereq., consent of instr. Exploration of some new body
works systems, for example, Alexander method, Feldenkrais, Pilates and work on aerobic
fitness.
Dance History: Primitive to 1850 3 er. Introduction to dance in Western history; primitive
and ancient cultures, Middle Ages, Renaissance, Baroque, Romanticism.
20th Century Dance 3 er. Cultural forms and figures in 20th Century dance, including
the Diaghalev Ballet Russe and the beginnings of modern dance in the U.S. and Germany.
Dance Seminar 1 er. (R-2) Prereq., Dan 294. Seminar held monthly to discuss special
topics of interest to the dance profession.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-24) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Independent Study: Dance Projects 1·3 er. (R-24) Prereq., consent of instr.
Junior Creative or Research Projects 1·6 er. (R-6) Independent study in choreography
or a research paper which could be on such subjects as teaching styles, multiple intelligence
studies, dance historical topics, dance injuries, etc. An initial proposal is required and a
journal.
Business Seminar 2 er. Offered alternate years. Guest lecturers on business issues
of concern to dancers. How to open and run a commercial dance studio, how to apply for
grants to sponsor dance productions, etc.
Teaching Creative Movement 3 er. Prereq., consent of instr. Offered alternate years.
Experience in planning, observing and directing creative movement as a teaching tool or
as a recreational aid.
Advanced Techniques of Modern Dance 3 er. (R-12) Prereq., Dan 300, 6 er., and consent of instr. Continuation of Dan 300.
Teaching Projects 1·6 er. (R-24) Prereq., consent of instr. Independent study that may
involve either assisting in the teaching of a dance technique class or actually planning and
teaching it.
Dance Seminar 1·6 er. Prereq., Dan 394. Seminar held monthly to discuss special topics
of interest to the dance profession .
Special Topics Variable er. (R-24) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Independent Study: Dance Projects 1-6 er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of instr.
Senior Creative or Research Projects 1·6 er. (R-6) Independent study in choreography
or a research paper which could be on such subjects as teaching styles, multiple intelligence
studies, dance historical topics, dance injuries, etc. An initial proposal is required and a
journal.

Drama
U
U
U
U

U
U
U
U
U
U

U

U

100A Rehearsal and Performance 1-4 er. (R-8) Students engaged in any aspect of production including acting, directing, lighting, stagecraft, makeup, costumes, properties, business
and publicity, are eligible for registration.
101 L Theatre Appreciation 3 er. The various elements of play production and dance. The
basic artistic principles underlying dance, theatre and all the arts.
106A Theatre Production I: Running Crew 1 er. (R-4) Operation and running a show
backstage on a scenery, costume, or prop crew for a major departmental production.
107A Theatre Production I: Construction Crew 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., Dram 131, 141, or consent of instr. The construction and completion of scenery, costumes and props under supervision. Most assignments involve very basic construction techniques. Involves three 3-hour
labs a week.
111 A Acting for Non-Majors I 3 er. An introduction to the skills and techniques required of
the actor to be effective in communication with others on stage and off stage.
112A Acting for Non-Majors II 3 er. Prereq., Dram 111A. Continuation of 111A.
116A Production Acting I 1-6 er. (R-12) Credit for acting in approved Drama/Dance productions.
131 Scenery Construction 3 er. Scenery planning and construction for theatre and TV.
Methods of shifting and rigging, painting and set dressing techniques.
141 Costume Construction 3 er. Basic costume construction skills as applied to theatrical
production.
151 Theatre Electricity and Electronics 3 er. Introduction to electricity, electronics and wiring
systems for theatre lights, sound and special effects. Installations and repairs, basic tools
and test meters, maintenance, soldering and power hook-ups.
166L History of Musical Theatre 3 er. Same as Mus 166L. Exploration of origins, developing trends, and cultural/historical contexts of musical theatre through films, lectures, and
discussion.
195 Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
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200A Beginning Theatre Workshop Variable er. (R-8) Credit for students engaged in any
aspect of production including acting, directing, lighting, stagecraft, makeup, costumes,
properties, business and publicity.
201A Introduction to Theatre Design 3 er. Basic understanding of the principles of design
of scenery, costumes and lighting for the theatre and television. Team work design and
problem solving are stressed.
206 Theatre Production II: Running Crew 1 er. (R-4) Prereq., Dram 106A. Operation and
running a show backstage, as in scenery, costume, or props for a major departmental production.
207 Theatre Production II: Construction Crew 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., Dram 107A, 131, 141,
or consent of instr. The construction and completion of scenery, costumes and props. Advanced construction assignments; supervision of a small construction crew.
210 Voice and Speech I 2 er. Voice production, phonetics and speech for the stage.
211 Voice and Speech II 2 er. Prereq., Dram 210. Continuation of 210.
212 Physical Performance Skills I 2 er. Concentration, centering, balance, agility and movement skills through ancient martial arts and stage movement techniques.
214 Acting I 3 er. Intensive development of basic acting skills through psycho-physical
technique: dramatic action, image-making and improvisation.
215 Acting II 3 er. Prereq., Dram 214. Continuation of 214. Further exploration of improvisation, textual links and development of performance project.
216A Production Acting II Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., Dram 116A. Credit for acting in approved Drama/Dance productions.
220L Dramatic Literature I 3 er. The study of representative texts in dramatic literature as
a foundation for play analysis.
221L Dramatic Literature II 3 er. A survey of the major works of dramatic literature.
231 Drafting for the Theatre I 3 er. Drawing techniques for the theatre with an emphasis
on drafting as utilized by technicians, designers, stage managers and directors.
244 Stage Makeup 2 er. Principles of and practice in theatrical makeup. Students will work
on makeup for major productions.
251 Theatre Lighting I 3 er. Prereq., Dram 151 or consent of instr. Introduction to lighting
theory, instruments and practice. The end goal is to prepare students in the skills required
to be a Master Electrician in theatre.
252 Specialty Lighting 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., Dram 251 or consent of instr. Lighting for dance,
with special attention to theory and practice. Students will light dance productions. Alternate year focus on lighting for television and motion pictures.
261 Theatre Sound I 3 er. Prereq., Dram 151 or consent of instr. Introduction to sound;
beginning understanding and use of sound equipment for theatre; applications for home,
dance, musicians, public address and broadcasting.
278 Stage Management In Production 2 er. (R-6) Prereq., Dram 371 or consent of instr.
Stage management practicum involving stage managing a showcase production or assistant stage managing a major show. Involves evening work.
296 Independent Study: Theatre Projects Variable er. (R-12) Independent study in all the
arts of the theatre.
300 Theatre Workshop Variable er. (R-20) Prereq., previous work in drama or theatre
courses. Advanced laboratory production in all the arts of the theatre.
301 Playwriting 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr. Techniques and practice in writing short
and full-length plays.
307 Production Construction I Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of instr. Students serve
as the construction crew in either the sound, light, costume, or scene shop for departmental productions.
308 Production Team I Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of instr. Students function as
part of the production team in a role of responsiblity (i.e., master electrician, sound board
operator, cutter, first hand, etc.) for minor productions. These assignments and duties may
serve also as part of the required senior project.
309 Production Design I Variable er. (R-12) prereq., consent of instr. Students serve as
member of the production team in a role of designer (i.e., set designer, costume designer,
light designer, etc.) for productions. These assignments and duties may serve also as part
of the required senior project.
310 Voice and Speech Ill 2 er. Prereq., Dram 211 . Dialects, accents, and continued development of good voice and speech skills.
311 Voice and Speech IV 2 er. Prereq., Dram 310. Integration of voice and speech skills,
vocal character.
312 Physical Performance Skills II 2 er. Specialized physical skills for acting such as stage
combat, mime, and circus skills.
314 Acting Ill 3 er. Prereq., Dram 215. Scene study and characterization. Works selected
from realism and poetic realism.
315 Acting IV 3 er. Prereq., Dram 314. Selected speeches, scenes, and projects from verse
drama, especially Shakespeare.
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Production Acting Ill Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., Dram 216. Credit for acting in approved Drama/Dance productions.
Theatre History I 3 er. Fine arts, architecture, interior decoration, clothing, everyday
artifacts and music from ancient times to the Industrial Revolution in context with the theatre
of the period.
Theatre History II 3 er. Prereq., Dram 320. Continuation of 320. The many and varied
periods of the 19th and 20th centuries as reflected in the theatre of the times.
Drafting for the Theatre II 3 er. Prereq., Dram 231 or consent of instr. For scene
designers including elevations, drop-point perspective, measured drawings for furniture,
and other techniques used by scene designers.
Scene Design 1 .3 er. Prereq., Dram 201A or consent of instr. introduction to the problems encountered in designing scenery; analyzing of script, research and practical demands
of theatre conventions. Projects include those for theatre, musicals, opera, dance and
television.
Scene Design II 3 er. Prereq ., Dram 334. A continuation of the techniques and projects in Dram 334.
Flat Pattern Design and Drafting 3 er. Prereq., Dram 141. Pattern design using the
flat pattern method, pattern drafting of various garment parts, advanced principles of fitting.
Fashion Industry 3 er. The nature, activities, and relationships of the enterprises involved in production and distribution of fashion goods.
Textile Selection and Manipulation 3 er. Analysis of fibers, yarns, structures and
finishes, as related to selection and use for the theatre. Basic dyeing, distressing in painting.
Social History of Costume I 3 er. History of Western costume from ancient Egypt to
1800.
Social History of Costume II 3 er. History of Western costume, 1800 to the present.
Costume Design I 3 er. Prereq., consent of instr. Introduction to principles and practices of stage costume design.
Theatre Lighting II 3 er. Prereq., Dram 251 or consent of instr. Advanced theatre lighting.
Training for position of light designer for theatre. Design requirements and decisions, color, development of stage picture; variations in light design for thrust and arena theatre.
Theatre Sound ii 3 er. Prereq., Dram 261 or consent of instr. Advanced theatre sound.
Training for position of theatre sound designer. Principles, practice and equipment used
to create sound and music effects for the theatre, dance and related areas.
Digital and Synthesized Sound 3 er. Prereq., Dram 251 or consent of instr. One-half
of semester focus on digital sound recording and reproduction techniques, with special
attention to theory and practice. One-half of semester focus on synthesizers and MIDI controlled keyboards and modules.
Summer Theatre Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of department chair. Intensive
practical application in the creative and technical areas for work with summer theatre.
Stage Management I 2 er. Beginning study of the duties of the stage manager concentrating on the rehearsal process in the non-professional theatre situation.
Technical Direction 3 er. Prereq., Dram 231, 331 or consent of instr. Training for position of technical director. The role and scope of technical direction, production scheduling, design analysis, budgets and bookkeeping, and methods of construction.
Technical Direction Practicum 3 er. (R-12) Prereq., Dram 374. Technical direction on
a major show in the drama season in the Montana or Masquer Theatres.
Stage Management Practicum I 2 er. (R-6) Prereq., Dram 371 or consent of instr. Stage
management practicum involving stage managing a showcase production or assistant stage
managing a major show. Involves evening work.
Introduction to Directing 3 er. Prereq., Dram 214, 201A, 220L. Introduction to the
analytical skills, staging and conceptual techniques of the director: includes some practical application in scene work.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Independent Study: Theatre Projects Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of instr.
Internship Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of instr.
Touring Variable er. (R-20) Prereq., consent of department chair. Laboratory experience
in total play production through participation in state, regional, national and international
touring production programs.
Arts and Expression in Education 3 er. Offered alternate years. "Hands-on" arts experience for students who plan to be involved with education . Methodology, theory and
practical activities to integrate and collaborate with the various art forms in individual and
group expression.
Methods of Teaching Theatre 2 er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr. Building and addressing specific curriculum in theatre arts.
Production Construction II Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of instr. Students serve
as construction crew in one of the shops for minor productions.
Production Team II Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of instr. Students serve as a
member of the production team in a role of responsibility (i.e., master electrician, sound
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board operator, cutter, first hand, etc.) for major productions. These assignments and duties
may serve also as part of the required senior project.
Production Design II Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of instr. Students serve as
a member of the production team in a role of designer (i.e., set designer, costume designer,
light designer, etc.) for major productions. These assignments and duties may serve also
as part of the required senior project.
Acting V 3 er. Prereq., Dram 315. Selected scenes and projects from various historical
periods.
Acting VI 3 er. Prereq., Dram 414. Acting for the camera, developing personal performance skills, and introduction fo the "business" of acting.
Production Acting IV Variable er. (R-12) Credit for acting in approved Drama/Dance
productions.
Performance Theory and Criticism 3 er. Offered alternate years. Survey of the theories,
elements and ingredients of multi-cultural live performance forms, including theatre, popular
entertainment, ceremonies, and other public events. Includes instruction in and application of various approaches to the criticism of live performance.
Draping 3 er. Prereq., Dram 341. Garment design based on manipulation of fabric on
a body form; emphasis on creative solutions to design problems and the interrelationships
between fabric, design, and form.
Tailoring 3 er. Prereq., consent of instr. Offered alternate years. Principles used in the
construction of tailored garments.
Advanced Makeup 2 er. (R-6) Prereq., Dram 244 or consent of instr. Characterization,
prosthesis, wigs, masks and special problems. Students will work on makeup for major
production.
Costume Design II 3 er. (R-9) Prereq., Dram 346. Advanced techniques in costume
design; possible topics include design for dance, opera, large scale drama and musicals.
Stage Management II 2 er. Prereq., Dram 371 or consent of instr. Additional study of
stage management concentrating on pre-rehearsal duties, aspects of maintaining a show's
integrity as established by the director, inter-production relationships, supervision of crews
and union contracts. Understanding a stage manager's need for paperwork and writing
skills. Students encouraged to enroll in Dram 378 to use skills in a living situation.
Theatre Management I 3 er. Prereq., previous study and experience in theatre and
consent of instr. Production management and theatre organization, planning, scheduling,
contracts, budgeting, touring problems, theatre health, safety and liability.
Theatre Management II 3 er. Prereq., Dram 475. Financial and personnel management,
marketing and development, grant writing and fund raising, and arts agencies.
Stage Management Practicum II 3 er. (R-9) Prereq., Dram 471 or consent of instr. Stage
managing a major show in the drama season in the Montana or Masquer Theatres or assistant stage managing for an Equity stage manager on an Montana Repertory Theatre production.
Directing I 4 er. (R-12) Prereq., Dram 380 or consent of instr. Directing skills for the
advanced student; extensive scene work.
Directing II 4 er. (R-12) Prereq., Dram 480. Continuation of 480. Course material coordinated with laboratory projects.
Omnibus Variable er. (R-24) Prereq., consent of department chair. Independent work
under the University omnibus option. See index.
Seminar 2 er. (R-6) Prereq., 10 credits in drama or in English dramatic literature and
consent of instr. Intensive study of dramatic theory relating to acting, directing, design and
dramaturgy.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Independent Study: Theatre Projects Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of instr.
Research Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of instr.
Internship Variable er. (R-12) Prereq. , consent of instr.
Touring 1-10 er. (R-20) Prereq., consent of instr.
Problems In Playwriting 1-3 er. (R-12)
Technical Production Assignment 2-4 er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of instr. Production
assignment made by the faculty. Student assigned a responsible technical position such
as technical director, master electrician, sound engineer, cutter/draper or scenic artist. Credit
variable and will be assigned by faculty.
Design Production Assignment 2-4 er. (R-24) Prereq., consent of instr. Production
design assignment made by the faculty. Student designs an element of a Drama/Dance
production with the supervision of a faculty designer.
Problems In Voice/Speech 1-2 er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of instr.
Problems In Movement/Dance 1-2 er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of instr.
Studio Training for the Actor 1-3 er. (R-18) Prereq., consent of instr. Intensive rehearsal
and project work with emphasis on integration of advanced skills.
Problems In Acting 1-3 er. (R-18) Prereq. , consent of instr.
Introduction to Graduate Study 2 er. Introduction to basic research and writing skills.
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Graduate Scene Design 3 er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of instr. Development of specific
design skills in scenery.
Problems In Scene Design 3 er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of instr. Development of specific
technical skills in scene design.
Graduate Costume Design 3 er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of instr. Development of specific
design skills in costuming.
Problems In Costume Design 3 er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of instr. Development of
specific technical skills in costume design.
Graduate Light Design 3 er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of instr. Development of specific
design skills in light design.
Graduate Sound Design 3 er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of instr. Development of specific
design skills in sound design.
Problems In Sound Design 3 er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of instr. Development of specific
technical skills in sound design.
Summer Theatre 2-8 er. (R-24) Prereq., consent of department chair.
Technical Direction 3 er. Prereq., consent of instr. Role and scope of technical direction, production scheduling, design analysis, budgets and bookkeeping and methods of
construction.
Problems In Theatre Management 1-6 er. (R-18) Prereq., consent of instr.
Technical Direction Practicum 3 er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of instr. Technical direction of a major show in the drama season in the Montana or Masquer Theatres.
Stage Management Practicum 1-6 er. (R-18) Prereq., consent of instr. Practical work
in stage management projects.
Directing Ill 3 er. Prereq., Dram 481 or consent of instr. Literary and artistic genres
and traditions.
Directing IV 3 er. Prereq., Dram 580. Research and practical project work in various
styles of theatre.
Seminar 1-3 er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of instr.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-18) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Independent Study 1-6 er. (R-24) Prereq., consent of instr.
Research 1-6 er. (R-24) Prereq., consent of instr.
Internship 2-6 er. (R-24) Prereq., consent of instr.
Professional Paper Variable er. (R-4)
Graduate Design Studio I 3 er. Prereq., consent of instr. Design students meet together
to cover various venues (proscenium, thrust, round, open space) and genres (plays, musical
theatre, including book musicals, operas, revues, dance, film and TV) in which designers
are asked to work.
Graduate Design Studio II 3 er. Prereq., Dram 606. Continuation of 606.
Graduate Design Studio Ill 3 er. Prereq., Dram 607. Continuation of 607.
Graduate Design Seminar 3 er. (R-18) Prereq., consent of instr. Emphasis on contemporary design materials and ideas. A paper suitable for publication caps this class.
Directing V 3 er. Prereq., Dram 581. The history and literature of directing.
Problems In Directing 1-3 er. (R-18) Prereq., consent of instr.
Thesis. Variable er. (R-12)

Professors
Randy Bolton, Ph.D., Florida State University, 1981
Juliette Crump, M.A., George Washington University, 1975
James D. Kriley, Ph.D., University of Utah, 1971 (Dean)
Rolland R. Meinholtz, M.A., University of Washington, 1964
Bill Raoul, M.A., University of Washington, 1969

Associate Professor
Christine Milodragovich, M.A., Washington State University, 1973
Joe Proctor, M.F.A., Brandeis University, 1971 (Chairman)

Assistant Professors
Cole Harris, M.F.A., University of Texas, 1987
Greg Johnson, M.F.A., New York University, 1974
Amy Ragsdale, B.A., Harvard-Radcliff, 1980

Department of
Music

Robert A. Flum, Chairman
The Department of Music offers students who have demonstrated talent in music the opportunity
to continue further study either for a profession or an avocation, and to acquire at the same time
a broad general education. Complete sequences of courses are given to prepare a student for a
career as teacher or supervisor of music in the public schools; for a career directed toward composition, private teaching, or concert work; or, for a thorough training in music within the structure
of a broad liberal arts curriculum.
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Degree programs at the undergraduate level include the Bachelor of Music Education, Bachelor of
Music with emphases in performance, theory or composition; and, Bachelor of Arts with a major in
music. Graduate degree programs are Master of Music with majors in performance or composition; Master of Music Education; Master of Arts with a major in music history and literature.
The Music Department is an institutional member of the National Association of Schools of Music.
In general, admission as a freshman in the Music Department is by certificate from the high
school from which the student graduates. The faculty of the Music Department is more concerned
with evidence of talent, conspicuous achievement in music, promise of development and in
scholarship in general, than it is in the precise content of the program which the prospective
music student has followed prior to admission to the University.
The Music Department welcomes the opportunity to consult with students and parents during the
high school period by correspondence or by interviews on the campus. Every student who wishes
to become a music major must audition for placement during orientation week.

Special Degree
Requirements

Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the catalog. See index.
1. For the Bachelor of Music Education degree, course requirements in Curriculum A must be completed.
2. For the Bachelor of Music degree, course requirements in Curriculum B must be completed.
3. For the Bachelor of Arts degree, course requirements in Curriculum C must be completed.
4. All students majoring in music are required to attend recitals as specified by the department.
5. All majors seeking a B.M., B.M.E., or B.A. degree and who are registered for 5 or more credits
must participate in band, orchestra or a choral group each semester of residence of the regular
school year. Students who are wind instrument majors in their performance field must register
for band (or orchestra, if designated) every semester; string majors must register for orchestra
every semester; voice majors must register for choir or collegiate chorale every semester. Piano
and organ majors must fulfill this requirement by taking Music 140A, 190 or 106A-110A. Exceptions to this requirement are made only by the music faculty.
6. Candidates for the B.M. or B.M.E. degree and for the teaching major in music must demonstrate,
through examination by the piano staff, functional knowledge of the piano normally achieved by
completing Music 216-lntermediate Piano in Class II, or equivalent.
7. Outstanding seniors in Curriculum A or C may give a one-half recital only. Students who must
give a full recital (Curriculum B) may satisfy the requirement by giving two half recitals.
8. Candidates for the B.M.E., B.M., or B.A. degree enrolled in performance study above the Music
100A level shall take divisional juries as scheduled by area faculties. Students may be excused
from divisional juries if graduating in that semester, or if they have performed a half or full recital,
or successfully completed an upper-division recital performance during that period.
9. All students seeking upper-division standing in applied music will appear in an upper-division recital
performance. In order to qualify for this performance the student must be recommended by the
divisional jury on the basis of performance ability, repertoire studied and sight reading on his/her
performing instrument. The recital must be approved by the full music faculty.
Failure in the upper-division recital performance bars students from admission to music couses numbered
300 or above. Transfer students shall be admitted to 300 or above courses with the stipulation that
they complete lower-division requirements within their first two semesters of residence. Successful completion of all lower-division core courses is required for admission to upper-division academic study
in music and student teaching in music. The lower-division core includes Music 111-112 (Theory I, II),
4 crs.; Music 211-212 (Theory Ill, IV), 4 crs.; Music 135L (Introduction to Music Literature), 3 crs.; Music
137-138 (Aural Perception I, II), 4 crs.; Music 237-238 (Aural Perception Ill, IV), 4 crs.; Music 234H-235H
(Music History I, II), 6 crs.; Music 115-116 (Piano in Class I, II), 2 crs. and successful completion of
the upper-division recital performance.

Curriculum A-Bachelor of Music Education Degree
For students who feel the challenge and vital service opportunity in the teaching profession, and whose
high school background includes experience in musical organizations, the University offers the Bachelor
of Music Education degree, which meets the state requirements for certification for public school teaching
(see School of Education for special certification requirements) and provides training and background
for conducting instrumental and choral groups and teaching general music (K-12).
Music course requirements total 71 credits: Music 101 (Principal Performance Area I), 2 crs.; 201 (Principal Performance Area II), 2 crs.; 301 (Principal Performance Area Ill), 1er.;100A (Performance Study),
2 crs.; 106A (University Choir), 107A (Collegiate Chorale), 108A (Orchestra), 109 (Marching Band), 110A
(University Band), 140A (Piano Ensemble) or 190 (Independent Studies/Piano Accompanying) 7 crs.;
of which 2 crs. must be 109 for students with brass, percussion or woodwind principal and 1 er. must
be 109 for students with keyboard, voice or string principal. Only students with keyboard as their principal performance area may include Music 140A and/or 190 to a maximum of 3 crs. Music 111-112
(Theory I, II), 4 crs.; 211-212 (Theory Ill, IV), 4 crs.; 137-138 (Aural Perception I, II), 4 crs.; 237-238 (Aural
Perception Ill, IV), 4 crs.; 115-116 (Piano in Class I, II), 2 crs. (except keyboard principals); 215-216
(Intermediate Piano in Class I, II), 2 crs. (except keyboard principals); 117A (Voice in Class), 1 er. (except voice principals); 124-125 (String Instruments in Class I, II), 2 crs.; 126 (Double Reed Class), 1
er.; 127 (Flute, Clarinet and Saxophone Class), 1er.;128 (Upper Brass Class), 1er.;129 (Lower Brass
Class), 1 er.,; 130-131 (Percussion Instruments in Class I, II), 2 crs.; 135L (Introduction to Music Literature),
3 crs.; 234H-235H (History of Music I, II), 6 crs.; 302 (Instrumental Conducting), 2 er.; 303 (Choral Conducting, Methods and Materials), 3 crs.; 305 (Instrumental Methods and Materials), 2 crs.; 322, 323
(General Music Methods and Materials I, II) 6 crs.; 328 (Orchestration I), 2 crs.; 408 (The Arts in Socia-
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ty), 1 er.; upper-division music electives for keyboard principals, 4 crs.; for voice principals, 4 crs.; and
for orchestral instrument principals, 3 crs.
Students taking keyboard as principal performance area must complete Music 320 (Piano Methods and
Materials I) 2 crs. and Music 346 (Advanced Functional Piano) 1 er. in addition to upper-division music
electives.
Students who complete an academic teaching minor need not complete the upper-division music electives.
Degrees are possible in both Curriculum A and B if all requirements in both curricula are completed.
A double degree program requires a minimum of 160 credits.

Curriculum B-Bachelor of Music Degree with Majors in
Performance, Composition, or Theory
The serious instrumentalist or vocalist may enroll for training leading to the Bachelor of Music degree
with a major in performance. Enrollment may not be completed until the student has received the recommendation of a major professor or a committee of the music faculty. Enrollment as a theory or composition major requires the approval of an area faculty member. This degree does not qualify a student
for public school teaching in Montana.
Emphasis in Piano or Organ (B-1)
Music requirements for an emphasis in piano or organ total 85 credits: Music 151 (Major Performance
Area I), 6 crs.; 251 (Major Performance Area II), 8 crs.; 351 (Major Performance Area Ill), 8 crs.; 451
(Major Performance Area IV), 8 crs.; 106A (University Choir), 107A (Collegiate Chorale), 108A (Orchestra),
109 (Marching Band), 11 OA (University Band), 140A (Piano Ensemble) or 190 (Independent Studies/Piano
Accompanying), 8 crs. of which at least 4 must be in 140A or 190 and at least 2 in 106A-11 OA; 111-112
(Theory I, II), 4 crs.; 211-212 (Theory Ill, IV), 4 crs.; 137-138 (Aural Perception I, II), 4 crs.; 237-239 (Aural
Perception Ill, IV), 4 crs.; 135L (Introduction to Music Literature), 3 crs.; 234H-235H (Music History I,
II), 6 crs.; 346 (Advanced Functional Piano), 1 er.; 361-362 (Form and Analysis I, II), 4 crs.; 320-321
(Piano Methods and Materials), 4 crs.; 445 (Senior Recital), 2 crs.; upper-division electives 11 crs., toward
which piano majors must complete 432, 433 (Keyboard Literature), and 302 or 303 (Instrumental Conducting or Choral Conducting, Methods and Materials), and toward which organ majors must complete
303 (Choral Conducting, Methods and Materials) and 2 crs. of independent study in organ construction, design and pedagogy.).
Students interested in piano pedagogy may select as electives Music 333 (Practicum in Piano Pedagogy)
and Music 440 (Readings in Piano Pedagogy).
A minimum of 40 non-music credits is required, including 6 credits in English, to include English 101,
and for organ majors only, 10 credits in French or German.
Emphasis in Voice (B-2)
Music course requirements for an emphasis in voice total 84 credits; Music 151 (Major Performance
Area I), 4 crs.; 251 (Major Performance Area II), 4 crs.; 351 (Major Performance Area Ill), 4 crs.; 451
(Major Performance Area IV), 4 crs.; 106A (University Choir) or 107A (Collegiate Chorale), 8 crs.; 123
(Opera Workshop), 2 crs.; 111-112 (Theory I, II), 4 crs.; 211-212 (Theory Ill, IV), 4 crs.; 137-138 (Aural
Perception I, II), 4 crs.; 237-238 (Aural Perception Ill, IV), 4 crs.; 135L (Introduction to Music Literature),
3 crs.; 234H-235H (Music History I, II), 6 crs.; 115-116 (Piano in Class I, II), 2 crs.; 215-216 (Intermediate
Piano in Class I, II), 2 crs.; 181-182 (Diction), 4 crs.; 303 (Choral Conducting, Methods and Materials),
3 crs.; 361-362 (Form and Analysis I, II), 4 crs.; 340 (Vocal Repertoire), 8 crs.; 341 (Vocal Pedagogy),
2 crs.; 445 (Senior Recital), 2 crs.; upper-division electives, 6 crs.
A minimum of 40 non-music credits is required, including 6 credits in English (to include English 101);
Dram 111A, 3 crs.; and 10 credits of foreign language to be chosen from French, German or Italian.
Emphasis in Orchestral Instrument (B-3)
Music course requirements for an emphasis in an orchestral instrument total 85 credits: Music 151 (Major
Performance Area I), 6 crs.; 251 (Major Performance Area II), 6 crs.; 351 (Major Performance Area Ill),
8 crs.; 451 (Major Performance Area IV), 8 crs.; 108A (Orchestra) or 110A (University Band), 8 crs.;
140A (Chamber Ensembles), 4 crs.; 111-112 (Theory I, II), 4 crs.; 211-212 (Theory Ill, IV), 4 crs.; 137-138
(Aural Perception I, II), 4 crs.; 237-238 (Aural Perception Ill, IV), 4 crs.; 115-116 (Piano in Class I, II),
2 crs.; 215-216 (Intermediate Piano in Class I, II), 2 crs.; 135L (Introduction to Music Literature), 3 crs.;
234H-235H (Music History I, II), 6 crs.; 302 (instrumental Conducting) 2 crs.; 361-362 (Form and Analysis
I, II), 4 crs.; 445 (Senior Recital), 2 crs.; upper-division electives, 8 crs. to include (for string majors
only) 309 (Pedagogy of Strings).
Non-music requirements include a minimum of 40 credits, including 6 credits in English (to include
English 101 ).
Major in Composition or Theory (B-4)
Music course requirements for a major in composition or theory total 85 credits: Music 101 (Principal
Performance Area I), 2 crs.; 201 (Principal Performance Area II), 2 crs.; 301 (Principal Performance
Area Ill), 1 er.; 100A (Performance Study), 3 crs.; 106A (University Choir), 107A (Collegiate Chorale),
1OBA (Orchestra), 109 (Marching Band), or 11 OA (University Band), 8 crs.; 111-112 (Theory I, II), 4 crs.;
211-212 (Theory Ill, IV), 4 crs.; 137-138 (Aural Perception I, II), 4 crs.; 237-238 (Aural Perception Ill,
IV), 4 crs.; 135L (Introduction to Music Literature), 3 crs.; 234H-235H (Music History I, II), 6 crs.; 115-116
(Piano in Class I, II), 2 crs.; 215-216 (Intermediate Piano in Class I, II), 2 crs.; 159 (Composition I), 4
crs.; 259 (Composition II), 4 crs.; 328 (Orchestration I), 2 crs.; 361-362 (Form and Analysis I, II), 4 crs.;
10 crs. of music electives for theory majors (to include 302 or 303), and 6 crs. of upper-division electives for composition majors (to include 302 or 303). Composition majors must also complete 6 crs.
selected from 124-131 (Instruments in Class); 424 (Music of the 20th Century), 2 crs.; 359 (Composition
Ill), 6 crs.; and 459 (Composition IV) 6 crs. Theory majors must also complete 329 (Orchestration II)
2 crs.; 379, 380 (Counterpoint), 6 crs.; and 395 (Special Topics), 4 crs. and 495 (Special Topics), 4
crs. The special topics will include emphasis on pedagogy of theory and supervised practicum with
undergraduate students.
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A minimum of 40 non-music credits is required , including 6 credits in English (to include English 101).
Students taking voice or instrument in the Music 101-401 series, must take Music 100A, Piano, until
a jury examination demonstrates adequate proficiency.
Composition majors must pass a faculty jury examination of representative work in composition at the
end of their sophomore year. Seniors present a full recital (or equivalent) of original music for solo voice
or instrument, and vocal and instrumental groups including at least one composition for large ensemble.

Curriculum C-Bachelor of Arts Degree with a Major in Music
Students with a pre-college background in performance may elect curriculum C, a course designed
to develop musicianship, to gain scholarly insight into the art of music, and to develop substantial
background in the arts. This degree does not qualify a student for public school teaching in Montana
but does provide groundwork for graduate study in musical performance and scholarship in preparation for teaching careers in colleges or private schools.
The elective portion of the program provides opportunities for a concentration of courses in a particular
field, either in the College of Arts and Sciences or in one of the Professional Schools.
Minimum credit requirements for this degree are at least 51 credits in music and a minimum of 73 credits
in non-music courses, of which 51 credits must be in the College of Arts and Sciences. Maximum music
credits applicable toward this degree: Performance, 8 crs.; Ensemble Music, 8 crs. Course requirements
for Curriculum C include: Music 101 (Principal Performance Area I), 2 crs.; 201 (Principal Performance
Area II), 2 crs.; 301 (Principal Performance Area Ill). 2 crs.; 401 (Principal Performance Area IV), 2 crs.;
106A (University Choir), 107A (Collegiate Chorale). 108A (Orchestra). 109 (Marching Band). or 11 OA
(University Band), 140A (Piano Ensemble), or 190 (Independent Studies/Piano Accompanying), 8 crs.
(only students with keyboard as their principal performance area may include Music 140A and/or 190
to a maximum of 3 crs.); 111-112 (Theory I, II), 4 crs.; 211-212 (Theory Ill, IV), 4 crs.; 137-138 (Aural
Perception I, II), 4 crs.; 237-238 (Aural Perception Ill, IV), 4 crs.; 135L (Introduction to Music Literature).
3 crs.; 115-116 (Piano in Class), 2 crs.; 234H-235H (Music History I, II), 6 crs.; 361-362 (Form and Analysis
I, II), 4 crs.; upper-division music electives, 4 crs.; English, 6 crs. (to include English 101); foreign language,
20 crs. (with a minimum of two semesters in one language); Liberal Studies 151L-152L, 8 crs.

Suggested Course
of Study

Bachelor of Music Education Degree (A)
First Year
*Mus 106A-110A, 140A, 190- Ensembles.:.. .. ...................... ...........................
Mus 101-Principal Performance 1................................................................
Mus 111-112-Theory I, 11....... ......................................................................
Mus 115-116-Piano in Class I, II.................................................................
Mus 117-Voice in Class. ............................ .................................................
Mus 135L-lntro to Music Literature ..................................... ......... .............. .
Mus 137-138-Aural Perception I, 11..............................................................
Psyc 100S-lntroduction to Psychology ... .................................................... .
Electives and General Education (English 101) ....................... ......................
Second Year
Mus 106A-110A, 140A, 190- Ensembles................................................... ..
Mus 201-Principal Performance 11.......... ........................................... ..........
Mus 211-212-Theory Ill, IV ..........................................................................
Mus 215-217-lntermediate Piano in Class I, 11.............................................
Mus 234H-235H-Music History I, 11..............................................................
Mus 237-238-Aural Perception Ill, IV...........................................................
Mus 124-125-Strings in Class ... ..................................................................
Mus 126-129-Woodwinds or Brass in Class....... .........................................
Professional education ...... ..... ............. ........ .... ....... ....... .... .... ........ ..... .. ... ......
Electives and General Education ..... ... .......... .......... ...... .... .. .. ...... ........ .... .... ..

Third Year
Mus 106A-110A, 140A, 190-Ensembles ... .................................................. ..
Mus 100A-Performance Study ................................................................... ..
Mus 126-131-Woodwinds, Brass or Percussion in Class ............................ .
Mus 301-Principal Performance 111 ............................................................. .
Mus 302-lnstrumental Conducting .............................................................. .
Mus 303-Choral Conducting, Methods and Materials ................................. .
Mus 305-lnstrumental Methods and Materials .. .......................................... .
Mus 322-323-General Music Methods & Materials I, II ............................... .
Mus 328-0rchestration I.. .......................................................................... ..
Professional education ....................................................................... .......... .
Electives and General Education ................................................................. .
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Fourth Year
Mus 106A-110A, 140A, 190-Ensembles ...................................................... .
Mus 100A-Performance Study .....................................................................
Mus 408-The Arts in Society ................. .................................................... . .
*Upper-division music electives .......................... ........................................... .
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1
1
1
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2
3
3
3
17
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**Student Teaching .............................................. ............................................
Professional education ............... ... .. ................... .......................................... .
Electives and General Education ......... .............. .. ............. ....... ............... .. ... .

12
3
7

16
12
*Keyboard principals also must take Music 320 and Music 346.
**May be scheduled autumn semester with appropriate adjustments in remaining schedule.

Bachelor of Music, Major in Performance, Emphasis in Piano or Organ
(B-1)
First Year
A
Mus 106A-110A, 140A, 190-Ensembles ........................................................
1
Mus 111-112-Theory I, 11............................................................................... 2
Mus 135L-lntroduction to Music Literature....................................................
Mus 137-138-Aural Perception I, 11................................................................ 2
Mus 151-Major Performance Area I ..............................................................
3
Electives and General Education (English 101) ............................................... -~
Second Year
Mus 106A-110A, 140A, 190-Ensembles ....................................................... .
Mus 211 -212-Theory Ill, IV ........................................................................... .
Mus 234H-235H-Music History I, II ...............................................................
Mus 237-238-Aural Perception Ill, IV ........... ..................................................
Mus 251-Major Performance Area II ............................................................ .
Electives and General Education ....................................................................

Third Year
Mus 106A-110A, 140A, 190-Ensembles ........................................................
Mus 320-321-Piano Methods and Materials I, 11 ............................................
Mus 346- Advanced Functional Piano .......................... ..................................
Mus 351-Major Performance Area Ill ........................................................... .
*Upper-division music electives ....................................................................... .
Electives and General Education ....................................................................
Fourth Year
Mus 106A-110A, 140A, 190-Ensembles ........................................................
Mus 361-362-Form and Analysis I, 11. ........................................................... .
Mus 445-Recital ........................................................................................... .
Mus 451-Major Performance Area IV ............................................................
* Upper-division music electives ....................................................................... .
Electives and General Education ................................................................... .
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*Piano majors must include Music 432-433 (Keyboard Literature), and either 302 or 303 (Instrumental Conducting or Choral Conducting, Methods and Materials). Organ majors must include
Music 303 (Choral Conducting, Methods and Materials) and 2 crs. of independent study in organ
construction, design, and pedagogy.

Bachelor of Music, Major in Performance, Emphasis in Voice (B-2)
First Year
Mus 106A-107A-Ensembles ..........................................................................
Mus 111-112-Theory I, 11...............................................................................
Mus 115-116-Piano in Class I, 11...................................................................
Mus 135L-lntroduction to Music Literature ..... ...............................................
Mus 137-138-Aural Perception I, 11................................................................
Mus 151-Major Performance Area I..............................................................
Mus 181-182-Diction .....................................................................................
Electives and General Education (English 101) ...............................................
Second Year
Mus 106A-107A-Ensembles ..........................................................................
Mus 211-212-Theory Ill, IV........... .................................................................
Mus 215-216- lntermediate Piano in Class I, 11...............................................
Mus 234H-235H- Music History I, II ...............................................................
Mus 237-238- Aural Perception Ill, IV.............................................................
Mus 251-Major Performance Area II .............................................................
Foreign language ........................................... ...................... ...........................
Third Year
Mus 106A-107A-Ensembles ..........................................................................
Mus 123-0pera Workshop ..... .......................................................................
Mus 303- Choral Conducting Methods and Materials.....................................
Mus 340-Vocal Repertoire.................................................................. ...........
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Mus 341-Vocal Pedagogy .............................................................................
Mus 351-Major Performance Area Ill ........................................................... .
Mus 361-362-Form and Analysis ...................................................................
Electives and General Education ....................................................................
Fourth Year
Mus 1Q6A-1Q7A-Ensembles ..........................................................................
Mus 34Q-Vocal Repertoire .............................................................................
Mus 445-Senior Recital ................. ............................................................... .
Mus 451-Major Performance Area IV ........................................................... .
Upper-division music electives ....................................................................... .
Electives and General Education ................................................................... .
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Bachelor of Music, Major in Performance, Emphasis in Orchestral Instruments (B-3)
First Year
A
Mus 1Q8A, 11QA-Ensembles......................................................................... 1
Mus 111-112-Theory I, 11............................................................................... 2
1
Mus 115-116-Piano in Class I, 11...................................................................
Mus 135L-lntroduction to Music Literature....................................................
Mus 137-138-Aural Perception I, 11................................................................ 2
Mus 151-Major Performance Area I...................................... ........................ 3
Electives and General Education (English 1Q1) ............................................... _]_
Second Year
Mus 1Q8A, 11 QA-Ensembles ........................................................................ .
Mus 211-212-Theory I, 11 .............................................................................. .
Mus 215-217A-lntermediate Piano in Class I, II ........................................... .
Mus 234H-235H-Music History I, II .............................................................. .
Mus 237-238-Aural Perception Ill, IV ............................................................ .
Mus 251-Major Performance Area II ............................................................ .
Electives and General Education ................................................................... .
Third Year
Mus 1Q8A, 11QA-Ensembles ................................................................... ..... .
Mus 14QA-Chamber Ensembles ........ ................................ ........................... .
Mus 3Q2-lnstrumental Conducting ................................................................ .
Mus 351-Major Performance Area Ill ........................................................... .
Mus 361-362-Form and Analysis I, 11. ..•••••••••..•••••.••••••.••••.••••••••••.•••••.•.•••••.•.••
Upper-division music electives ..... ....... ........................................................... .
Electives and General Education ................................ ;.................................. .
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Fourth Year
Mus 1Q8A, 11 QA-Ensembles ........................................................................ .
Mus 14QA-Chamber Ensembles ................................................................... .
Mus 445-Recital ............................................................................................
Mus 451-Major Performance Area IV ........................................................... .
Upper-division music electives ....................................................................... .
Electives and General Education ....................................................................
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Bachelor of Music with a Major in Composition (B-4)
First Year
Mus 1Q1-Principal Performance Area!..... ... ..................................................
Mus 1Q6A-11QA-Ensembles ..........................................................................
Mus 111-113-Theory I, 11...............................................................................
Mus 115-116-Piano in Class . ....... ......... ...... .... ...... ........ .... .. .......... .......... ......
Mus 135L-lntroduction Music Literature.........................................................
Mus 137-139-Aural Perception I, 11................................................................
Mus 159-Composition I ..... .. ...... ......... .... ............ .......... ....... ....... ....... ............
Electives and General Education (English 1Q1) ...............................................
Second Year
Mus 1Q6A-11QA-Ensembles ..........................................................................
Mus 2Q1-Principal Performance Area 11.........................................................
Mus211-213-Theorylll,IV ............................................................................
Mus 215-216-lntermediate Piano in Class I, 11...............................................
Mus 234H-235H-Music History I, II ...............................................................
Mus 237-238-Aural Perception Ill, IV.............................................................
Mus 259-Compositlon II ... .... .... ..... ........ ...... ............ .......... ..... ......... ........ ......

_r_ _i.
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Electives and General Education ................................................................... .
Third Year
Mus 100A-Performance Study ..................................................................... .
Mus 106A-110A-Ensembles ......................................................................... .
Mus 124-131-lnstruments in Class ............................................................... .
Mus 301-Principal Performance Area 111 ...................................................... ..
Mus 302-lnstrumental Conducting or
Mus 303-Choral Conducting, Methods and Materials ................................ ..
Mus 328-0rchestration ..................................................................................
Mus 359-Composition Ill .............................................................................. .
Upper-division music electives ....................................................................... .
Electives and General Education ................................................................... .
Fourth Year
Mus 100A-Performance Study .................................................................... ..
Mus 106A-110A-Ensembles ......................................................................... .
Mus 124-131-lnstruments in Class .............................................................. ..
Mus 361-362-Form and Analysis I, 11. ........................................................... .
Mus 424-Music of the 20th Century ............................................................ ..
Mus 459-Composition IV ... .......................................................................... ..
Upper-division music electives ...................................................................... ..
Electives and General Education .................................................................. ..
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First Year
A
Mus 101-Principal Performance Area !..........................................................
1
1
Mus 106A-110A-Ensembles ..........................................................................
2
Mus 111-112-Theory I, 11...............................................................................
Mus 115-116-Piano in Class I, 11................................................................... 1
Mus 135L-lntroduction to Music Literature ....................................................
Mus 137-138-Aural Perception I, 11................................................................
2
Mus 159-Composition I ..................... ~....... .. .............. . ............... ..... .. ........... ..
2
Electives and General Education (English 101) ............................................... _2_

S
1
1
2
1
3
2
2
4

16
Second Year
Mus 106A-110A-Ensembles ......................................................................... . 1
Mus 201-Principal Performance Area 11. ....................................................... . 1
Mus 211-212-Theory Ill, IV ........................................................................... . 2
Mus 215-216-lntermediate Piano in Class I, 11 .............................................. . 1
Mus 234H-235H-Music History I, II .............................................................. . 3
Mus 237-238-Aural Perception Ill, IV ............................................................. 2
Mus 259-Composition II ............................................................................... . 2
Electives and General Education ................................................................... . _£_

16

Bachelor of Music with a Major in Theory (B-5)

Third Year
Mus 100A-Performance Study ................ .................................................... ..
Mus 106A-110A-Ensembles ......................................................................... .
Mus 301-Principal Performance Area 111. ...................................................... .
Mus 302-lnstrumental Conducting or
Mus 303-Choral Conducting, Methods and Materials ..................................
Mus 328-329- 0rchestration I, 11 .................................................................... .
Mus 361-362-Form and Analysis I, 11. ........................................................... .
Mus 395-Special Topics in Theory .................................... ............................
Upper-division music electives ....................................................................... .
Electives and General Education ................................................................... .
Fourth Year
Mus 100A-Performance Study ..................................................................... .
Mus 106A-110A-Ensembles ......................................................................... .
Mus 379-380-Counterpoint I, 11 .................................................................... ..
Mus 495-Special Topics in Theory ................................................................
Upper-division music electives ....................................................................... .
Electives and General Education ....................................................................
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Bachelor of Arts with a Major in Music (C)
First Year
Mus 101-Principal Performance Area!... .......................................................
Mus 106A-110A-Ensembles ......................................................................... .

1
1
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Mus 111-112-Theory I, 11...............................................................................
Mus 115-116-Piano in Class I, 11...................................................................
Mus 135L-lntroduction to Music Literature....................................................
Mus 137-138-Aural Perception I, 11................................................................
Electives and General Education (English 101) ...............................................
Second Year
Mus 106A-110A-Ensembles .......................................... ................................
Mus 201-Principal Performance Area 11.........................................................
Mus 211-212-Theory Ill, IV..........................................................................
Mus 234H-235H-Music History I, II ...............................................................
Mus 237-238-Aural Perception Ill, IV.............................................................
Foreign language and General Education .......................................................
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i
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2
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16
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Third Year
Mus 106A-110A-Ensembles .......................................................................... 1
1
Mus 301-Principal Performance Area 111........................................................ 1
1
Mus 361-362-Form and Analysis I, 11............................................................. 2
2
Foreign language and General Education ....................................................... _lg_ _lg_
16
Fourth Year
Mus 106A-11 QA-Ensembles ... ....... ....... .......... ..... .. .... ...... .. ...................... ......
1
Mus 401-Principal Performance Area IV ....... ...... ..... ............................... ......
1
Upper-division music electives ....... ........ ........ ...... ...... ......... .......................... ..
2
Electives and General Education ............................................. ....................... .J.g_
16

16
1
1

2
12
16

Requirements for
a Minor

To earn a non-teaching minor in music the student must earn at least 30 credits to include the following: Music 101 (Principal Performance), 2 crs.; 2 crs. chosen from Music 106A, 107A, 108A, 109, 110A,
122A, 123A, 124, 140A, 141A (Ensembles), taken concurrently with 101; Music 111, 112 (Music Theory
I, II), 4 crs.; Music 135L (Introduction to Music Literature), 3 crs.; Music 137, 138 (Aural Perception
I, II), 4 crs.; Music 235H (Music History II), 3 crs.; and 12 crs. of music electives approved by a music
advisor.

Courses

U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or graduate credit, G = for graduate credit.
R after the credit indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated after the R.
U
100A Performance Study 1-2 er. Prereq., consent of instr. Individual instruction in voice, piano,
organ, string, wind and percussion instruments. A total of 8 credits is allowed in any one
performance area.
U
101 Principal Performance Area I 1-2 er. (R-6) Prereq., audition and consent of instr. Instruction in voice, piano, organ, string, wind and percussion instruments. A student entering 101 should show evidence of the equivalent of two years' prior study.
U
106A University Choir 1 er. A major musical organization open to all University students.
Audition not a prerequisite for enrollment but may be required in certain groups for proper
seating or section placement. Music majors refer to curricula for specific requirements.
Non-music majors may apply 8 credits of 106A-110A, 122A, 123A, and 140A-141A toward
graduation.
U
107A Collegiate Chorale 1 er. See Mus 106A.
U
108A Orchestra 1 er. See Mus 106A.
U
109 Marching Band 1 er. See Mus 106A.
U
110A University Band 1 er. See Mus 106A.
U
111 Theory I 2 er. Coreq., Mus 137. Materials and structure of music. Application of principles in two-, three-, and four-part writing and at the keyboard.
U
112 Theory II 2 er. Prereq., Mus 111. Coreq., Mus 138. Continuation of Mus 111.
U
115 Piano in Class I 1 er. All majors and minor scales 2 octaves HS. All major and minor
triads in all positions. Harmonization of simple tunes with I IV V7 chords. Materials such
as Oxford and Burrows Adult Beginners books. Transposition, memorization and sight
reading.
U
116 Piano In Class II 1 er. Prereq., Mus 115. Continuation of 115.
U
117A Voice In Class 1 er. Breathing, resonance, vowel formation and posture as related to
tone production. Simple vocalises, methods of producing crescendo, diminuendo, legato,
staccato, flexibility, velocity. Sight reading. The teaching of vocal technics.
U
120 Music Fundamentals 2 er. Basic principles of notation, including clefs, scales, intervals, chords and rhythm.
U
122A UM Jazz Bands 1 er. (R-8) Prereq., consent of instr. Study and performance of the jazz
repertoire.
U
123A Opera Workshop 1 er. (R-8) Prereq., consent of instr. Study and performance of the
standard opera repertoire.
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U
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U
U
U

181
182
195

String Instruments in Class I 1 er. (R-2) Group instruction for beginning students on
violin, viola, cello and bass, with emphasis on teaching procedures.
String Instruments in Class II 1 er. (R-2) Prereq., Mus 124. Continuation of 124.
Double Reed Class 1 er. (R-2) Basic instruction in oboe and bassoon, with emphasis
on teaching procedures.
Flute and Single Reed Class 1 er. (R-2) Basic instruction in flute , clarinet, and saxophone, with emphasis on teaching procedures.
Upper Brass Class 1 er. (R-2) Basic instruction in trumpet and horn, with emphasis
on teaching procedures.
Lower Brass Class 1 er. (R-2) Basic instruction in trombone, baritone, and tuba, with
emphasis on teaching procedures.
·
Percussion Instruments I 1 er. (R-2) Basic instruction in percussion instruments (membranophones), with emphasis on teaching procedures.
Percussion Instruments II 1 er. (R-2) Basic instruction in percussion instruments
(idiophones), with emphasis on teaching procedures.
History of Jazz 3 er. The development of jazz in the 20th century with emphasis on
critical listening and the recognition of important trends and people in its history.
History of Rock and Roll 3 er. A study of the roots, components, and development
of the musical art form labelled "Rock and Roll". Significant performing artists and
movements with the style identified and presented. Includes traditional lecture with substantial use of audio and visual aids.
Music Appreciation 3 er. Music in our present-day culture; illustrated lectures for the
layman on forms, styles and composers of various kinds of music. Guided listening to recordings; concert attendance. For non-Majors only. Credit not allowed for both Mus 134L and
135L.
Introduction to Music Literature 3 er. Prereq., for non-majors, consent of instr. Comparative study of the various kinds of music used in contemporary American life-art, popular,
film, background, school and ceremonial-with emphasis on the making of value judgments.
Credit not allowed for both Mus 135L and 134L.
Music of the World's Peoples 3 er. Introduction to the diversity of music among the
world 's peoples. Selected music systems throughout the world examined in their broad
cultural contexts: religious, historical, and social. Introduction to ethnomusicology-a combination of musiciology, anthropology and other related disciplines.
Aural Perception I 2 er. Coreq., Mus 111. A laboratory course in singing and dictation
to supplement Theory I.
Aural Perception II 2 er. Prereq., Mus 137; coreq., Mus 112. Continuation of 137.
Chamber Ensembles 1 er. (R-8) Prereq., consent of instr. Young Artist String Quartet.
The University of Montana Woodwind Quintet, Brass Quintet, Saxophone Quartet. Other
string, woodwind, brass, percussion, piano and vocal ensembles and piano accompanying as appropriate to meet student needs.
Renaissance Ensemble 1 er. (R-8) Study and performance of madrigals and other vocal
repertoire from the Renaissance. Apropriate instruments of the period may supplement
the voices.
Jazz Theory and Improvisation I 2 er. A performance oriented course to provide a
basic understanding of jazz harmony. Application of scales and melody patterns in improvising over various harmonic progressions.
Jazz Theory and Improvisation II 2 er. Prereq., Mus 142. Continuation of 142.
Beginning Folk Guitar 2 er. A beginning course in the fundamentals of playing the folk
guitar. Includes introduction to the rudiments of music.
Major Performance Area I 1-4 er. (R-12) Prereq., audition and consent of instr. Instruction in voice, piano, organ, string, wind or percussion instruments. Students entering 151
must show talent for solo performance and evidence of the equivalent of four years prior
study.
Composition I 2 er. (R-4) Prereq., consent of instr. An introduction to the basic art of
music composition. (May be substituted for upper-division electives for students not majoring in theory or composition.)
Electronic Music Laboratory 1-2 er. (R-4) Prereq., Mus 134L or 135L or equiv. or consent of instr. A practical introduction to classic electronic studio techniques, for music majors or non-majors.
Language of Music I 3 er. Music fundamentals including scales, intervals, triads, and
rhythm as they are written and heard. Practical application to the voice and/or keyboard .
Language of Music II 3 er. Prereq ., Mus 161. Continuation of 161 with emphasis on
analysis of musical examples and aural recognition of basic harmonic patterns.
History of Musical Theatre 3 er. Same as Dram 166L. Exploration of origins, developing trends, and cultural/historical contexts of musical theatre through films, lectures, and
discussion.
English and Italian Diction for Singers 2 er. Offered alternate years.
German and French Diction for Singers 2 er. Offered alternate years.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
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Independent Studies In Music 1-3 er. (R-9)
Principal Performance Area II 1-2 er. (R-4) Prereq., audition and consent of instr. Continuation of 101 .
211 Theory Ill 2 er. Prereq., Mus 112 and 138; coreq., Mus 237. Continuation of 112.
212 Theory IV 2 er. Prereq., Mus 211; coreq., Mus 238.
215 Intermediate Piano in Class I 1 er. Prereq., Mus 116 or equiv. Continuation of 116.
216 Intermediate Plano in Class II 1 er. Prereq., Mus 215. Continuation of 215, culminates
in piano functional examination .
217 Intermediate Plano in Class Ill 1 er. (R-2) Prereq., Mus 216 or consent of instr. Instruction
of repertoire, technique and reading skills.
218 Intermediate Piano In Class (Honors) 1 er. Prereq., placement examination. Accelerated
offering of the material covered in Mus 215 and 216.
234H History of Music I 3 er. Prereq., Mus 135L. The history of music in Western Civilization from its origin to modern times and its relationship to general cultural development.
235H History of Music II 3 er. Prereq ., Mus 135L. See 234H.
237 Aural Perception Ill 2 er. Prereq., Mus 112 and 138; coreq., Mus 211. A lab course
in singing and dictation to supplement Theory Ill.
238 Aural Perception IV 2 er. Prereq., Mus 237; coreq., Mus 212. See 237.
251 Major Performance Area I 1-4 er. (R-12) Prereq., audition and consent of instr. Continuation of 151.
259 Composition II 2 er. (R-4) Prereq., 4 hours credit of Mus 159. Original work in composition. May be substituted for upper-division electives for students not majoring in theory
or composition .
301 Principal Performance Area Ill 1-2 er. (R-4) Prereq., audition and consent of instr. Continuation of 201.
302 Instrumental Conducting 2 er. (R-6) Prereq., upper-division standing in music. Conducting methods and practice. Teaching methods and materials.
303 Choral Conducting, Methods and Materials 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., upper-division standing in music. Development of practical knowledge to effectively conduct, instruct, and
administer the choral program in the public schools.
305 Instrumental Methods and Materials 2 er. Prereq., upper-division standing in music.
Development of practical knowledge to effectively instruct and administer the instrumental music program in the public schools.
308 Workshop in Music Education 1·3 er. (R-6) Special workshops and clinics in elementary and secondary public school teaching problems.
309 Pedagogy of Strings 1-2 er. (R-4) Prereq., upper-division standing in music and consent of instr. Procedures and materials in class string instruction.
220 Plano Methods and Materials I 2 er. Prereq., upper-division standing in music or consent of instr. Offered alternate years. Methods and materials for teaching piano classes
in public schools and private studios. Procedures in teaching beginning, intermediate and
advanced students in private studios. Practical demonstrations and supervised laboratory
experience with children and children's classes.
321 Piano Methods and Materials II 2 er. Prereq., Mus 320. Offered alternate years. Continuation of 320.
322 General Music Methods and Materials I 3 er. Prereq., upper-division standing in music
and C&I 200. Development of practical knowledge to effectively instruct and administer
general music classes in the public schools, grades K-12.
323 General Music Methods and Materials II 3 er. Prereq., upper-division standing in music
and C&I 200 Continuation of 322.
326 Choral Arranging 2 er. (R-4) Prereq., upper-division standing in music. Practical experience in arranging for vocal groups including the specific problems of the immature and
changing voice.
328 Orchestration I 2 er. Prereq., upper-division standing in music. Orchestrating and
transcribing for orchestra and band instruments.
329 Orchestration II 2 er. Prereq., Mus 328. Continuation of 328.
333 Practicum in Piano Pedagogy 1-2 er. (R-4) Prereq. or coreq., Mus 320, 321. Student
teaching of young pianists.
335 Music Education in the Elementary Schools I 3 er. Prereq., C&I 200. Integration of
fundamental skills and basic rudiments of music into the various aspects of teaching music
creatively in the elementary school. For non-majors only.
336 Music Education in the Elementary Schools II 3 er. Prereq., Mus 335. Continuation
of 335.
340 Vocal Repertoire 2 er. (R-8) Prereq., upper-division standing in music. A series of
courses designed to give the voice major a comprehensive acquaintance with styles and
interpretation in French, German, Contemporary, and Operatic repertoire. Each area offered alternate years.
341 Vocal Pedagogy 2 er. Prereq., Mus 117 or equiv. and upper-division standing. Offered
alternate years. Procedures, philosophies and terminology used in the teaching of singing. Individual and group techniques.
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Junior Recital 1-2 er. Coreq., Mus 301 or 351.
Advanced Functional Piano 1 er. Prereq., upper-division standing in music. Offered
alternate years. Techniques of harmonization, transposition, sight-reading, modulation, and
improvisation .
Major Performance Area Ill 1-4 er. (R-12) Prereq ., audition and consent of instr. Continuation of 251.
Composition Ill 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., upper-division standing in music and 4 hours credit
in Mus 259. Creative writing of music.
Introduction to Computer-Assisted Music Composition 3 er. Prereq., upper-division
standing in music. Development of music composition skills and techniques through introduction to the use of computers and electronic musical instruments (MIDI). Limited to
composition majors. One semester of Mus 360 is required of all composition majors and
may be substituted for three credits of Mus 359.
Form and Analysis I 2 er. Prereq., upper-division standing in music. Offered alternate
years. Detailed harmonic and formal analysis of representative works from the Baroque
period to the present.
Form and Analysis' ii 2 er. Prereq., upper-division standing in music and Mus 361. Offered alternate years. Continuation of 361 .
Counterpoint I 3 er. Prereq., upper-division standing in music. Offered alternate years.
Writing and analysis of contrapuntal styles through the 18th century.
Counterpoint II 3 er. Prereq., Mus 379. Offered alternate years. Continuation of 379.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Principal Performance Area IV 1-2 er. (R-4) Prereq., audition and consent of instr. Continuation of 301.
The Arts in Society 1 er. Prereq., upper-division standing in music. The role of music
and the arts in contemporary and recent cultures.
Medieval and Renaissance Music 2 er. Prereq., upper-division standing in music. Offered alternate years. Survey of music from monophony to the 16th century.
Music of the Baroque Period 2 er. Prereq., upper-division standing in music. Offered
alternate years. Detailed analysis and comparison of selected instrumental, vocal and
keyboard compositions of the Baroque Period, 1600-1750.
Music of the Classical Period 2 er. Prereq., upper-division standing in music. Offered
alternate years. Detailed analysis and comparison of selected instrumental, vocal and
keyboard compositions of the Viennese-Classical Period, 1750-1828.
Music of the Romantic Period 2 er. Prereq., upper-division standing in music. Offered
alternate years. Detailed analysis and comparison of selected instrumental, vocal and
keyboard compositions of the 19th century.
Music of the 20th Century 2 er. Prereq., upper-division standing in music. Offered alternate years. Detailed analysis and comparison of selected instrumental, vocal and keyboard
compositions of the 20th century.
History of American Music 2 er. Prereq., upper-division standing in music. Offered
alternate years. The development of American music from its antecedents. The effect of
an evolving democratic state on the arts, the development of various centers of performing arts, and the types of music performed.
Keyboard Literature I 2 er. Prereq., upper-division standing in music. Offered alternate years. Keyboard literature from the developments of the baroque era to the contemporary period including the suite, sonata, character pieces, etc.
Keyboard Literature II 2 er. Prereq., Mus 432. Offered alternate years. Continuation
of 432.
Current Trends in Music Education 2 er. Prereq., upper-division standing in music.
Offered alternate years. An examination and evaluation of current trends in music teaching
in the public schools with emphasis on general music programs and group instrumental
instruction.
Readings in Piano Pedagogy 1 er. Prereq., Mus 321 . Offered alternate years. Independent reading and comparison of pedagogical approaches of selected master piano teachers
from C.P.E. Bach to the present.
Senior Recital 1-2 er. Prereq., Mus 401 or 451 .
Major Performance Area IV 1-4 er. (R-12) Prereq., audition and consent of instr. Continuation of 351.
Composition IV 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., 6 hours credit in Mus 359. A continuation of composition with writing in the larger forms.
Computer-Assisted Music Composition 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., Mus 360. Offered alternate years. Practical application of compositional techniques learned in Mus 360. One
semester of 460 may be substituted for Mus 459.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Independent Studies In Music 1-3 er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of instr.
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Secondary Performance Area 1-2 er. (R·6) Prereq., audition and consent of instr. Con·
tinuation of 100.
Performance Area 1-2 er. (R·4) Prereq., audition and consent of instr. Continuation
of 401.
Advanced Conducting 2 er. (R·6) Prereq., Mus 331 and consent of instr. Class and/or
individual study of the art of conducting with emphasis on performance with university performing groups.
Repertoire for Public School Music Students 2 er. (R-4) Prereq., graduate standing
in music. Offered alternate years. Concentrated study of repertoire for instrumental or vocal
soloists, chamber ensembles or large ensembles.
Classroom Music: Tradition and Innovation 2 er. Prereq., graduate standing in music.
Offered alternate years. Examination of materials and procedures being used in today's
general music classes. Focus on learning styles and experiential process.
Research in Music 3 er. Prereq., graduate standing in music. Research problems: their
statement, organization, techniques, tabulation of materials, and concepts necessary for
interpretation of data. Development of a research proposal.
Psychology of Music 2 er. . Prereq., graduate standing in music. Offered alternate years.
Investigation of the perception, processing and cognition of music. Psychological foundations of musical behavior: psychoacoustics, measurement and prediction of musical ability, functional music, music and society, music learning, and effective response to music.
Philosophy of Music 2 er. Prereq., graduate standing in music. Offered alternate years.
An investigation of the meaning of music, the relationship to various societies and social
structures and the leading philosophical ideas which relate to music and music instruction.
School Music Administration and Supervision 2 er. Prereq., graduate standing in
music. Offered alternate years. The organization, supervision and administration of the music
program in the elementary, middle and high school.
Seminar in Vocal Literature 2 er. (R-6) Prereq., graduate standing in music. Offered
alternate years. Concentrated study of opera literature, song literature or choral literature.
Seminar in .Instrumental Literature 2 er. (R-4) Prereq., graduate standing in music.
Offered alternate years. Concentrated study of symphonic literature or instrumental chamber
music literature.
Major Performance Area 1-4 er. (R-12) Prereq., audition and consent of instr. Continuation of 451.
Advanced Orchestration 2 er. (R-4) Prereq., graduate standing in music. Offered alternate years. Individual projects in scoring for large or small ensembles.
Analytical Techniques I 3 er. Prereq., graduate standing in music. A survey of the
theoretical approach of leading composers from the polyphonic period to the present.
Analytical Techniques II 3 er. Prereq., Mus 554. Continuation of 554.
Techniques of Composition 2 er. (R-4) Prereq., graduate standing in music. Offered
alternate years. An introduction to composition for graduate students. Development of techniques and skills necessary to the composer.
Pedagogy of Theory 2 er. Prereq., graduate standing in music. Offered alternate years.
The teaching of theory, including techniques, procedures and sequences of materials. A
comparison of standard theory texts and the application of teaching techniques to theory
instruction in secondary schools and colleges.
Composition Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr. Continuation of 459.
Professional Projects Variable er. (R-4) Prereq., graduate standing in music.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-8) Offered alternate years. Experimental offerings of
visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current
topics.
Independent Study Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr. Students must have
projects approved by a music faculty member before enrolling.
Thesis Variable er. (R-10) Prereq., graduate standing in music.

Professors
Dennis Alexander, M.M., University of Kansas, 1970
Eugene Andria, M.A., University of Washington (Emeritus)
Lance R. Boyd, M.F.A., University of Minnesota, 1968
Donald Carey, M.M.E., University of Kansas, 1959
Thomas Cook, D.A., Northern Colorado University, 1983
Gerald H. Doty, Ed.D., Indiana University (Emeritus)
John C. Ellis, D.M.A., University of Kansas, 1975
Esther England, B.A., The University of Montana, 1966
J. George Hummel, M.A., Columbia University (Emeritus)
Donald 0. Johnston, D.M.A., Eastman School of Music, 1961
John L. Lester, B.M., Southwestern University (Emeritus)
George D. Lewis, M.M., The University of Montana, 1952 (Emeritus)
William Manning, M.M., Drake University, 1957
Roger Dale McDonald, M.M., Yale University, 1973
Joseph Mussulman, Ph .D., Syracuse University, 1966 (Emeritus)
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Florence Reynolds, D.M.A., Eastman School of Music, Rochester, 1964 (Emeritus)
Edwin Rosenkranz, Ed.D., Northern Colorado University, 1964
Donald W. Simmons, Ed .D. , University of Illinois, 1963
Rudolph Wendt, M.M., Eastman School of Music (Emeritus)
Patrick Williams, M.A., Eastern Michigan University, 1973

Associate Professors
Priscilla Chadduck, M.M., University of Michigan, 1956
Robert A. Flum, D.A., University of Northern Colorado, 1985 (Chairman)
Joseph Henry, D.M.A., Eastman School of Music, 1965
Zoe A. Kelley, Ph.D., University of Kansas, 1981
Walter Olivares, M.M., Texas Tech University, 1977
Steven Hesla, M.M., University of Illinois, 1972

Assistant Professors
Fern Glass, M.M., Yale University, 1978
Robert LedBetter, D.M.A., University of North Texas, 1991
Margaret Schuberg, M.M., The University of Montana, 1980

School of Forestry
Sidney S. Frissell, Dean
Edwin J. Burke, Associate Dean
Education in forestry at The University of Montana began in 1913 with the founding of the School of
Forestry. Through the 79 years of its existence, the School has established a national reputation for
strong education programs based on both technical competence and social responsibility.
Present day land management challenges range from intensive resource utilization to organism or
ecosystem preservation. Resource professionals need a broad range of talents and perspectives to
solve present day problems and quickly adapt to address an even more complex future. Our instructional programs produce both specialists and broadly trained generalists, all of whom understand the
complex interrelationships between resource use and quality of the human environment.
All instructional programs emphasize interaction with practicing professionals and opportunities to observe
and participate in current field resource management situations. Field trips are offered in many courses.
In addition, students in several areas of emphasis may obtain intensive field experience through onsite
course offerings in a camp setting at the Lubrecht Experimental Forest. Recreation Program Services
students take a Camping and Outdoor Recreation Education program (CORE) in a backcountry setting
(See BSRM, Recreation Program Services area of emphasis).
High School Preparation: Students planning to enter the School of Forestry should attain a sound
high school background in English, social studies, mathematics, biology, and other sciences.
Entering freshmen and non-resident transfer students will be admitted to the School of Forestry in accordance with general university admissions requirements listed previously in the catalog. See index.
Resident transfer students must have a grade point average of 2.0 or above to be admitted to the School
of Forestry. Resident transfer students with less than a 2.0 grade point average can be admitted to
the University in accordance with general University admissions requirements.
University students wanting to change their major to the School of Forestry must have a grade point
average of 2.0 or above.
Students are required to consult with their advisors before each registration period. New students needing
an advisor and current students who wish to change advisors should contact the Dean's Office. Students
may change their advisor at any time, and often do when their specific interests develop or change.
Students are responsible for fulfllling the published requirements. Students are urged to solicit
the advisor's help at all times.

Special Degree
Requirements

Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the catalog. See index.
Degree candidates must complete a curriculum that includes:
1. A minimum of three courses primarily designed to develop communication skills with at least one
each in the areas of oral communications and written communications.
2. A minimum of four quantitative courses primarily designed to develop quantitative skills not to include Math 005, 100, 130 or 132.
3. Except for the B.S. in Wildlife Biology, a course of study containing not less than 36 traditional
letter-graded semester credits in the School of Forestry, of which a minimum of 20 credits must
be taken while an approved major within the School of Forestry.
4. Except for the B.S. in Wildlife Biology, a minimum of 400 hours of work experience appropriate
to the degree being sought and to the student's career objectives, as determined by the forestry
faculty.
5. An overall course of study approved by the Forestry faculty selected from one of the following
academic program areas:
...
...
...
.. .

Forest Resources Management Emphasis (BSF)
Range Resources Management Emphasis (BSF)
Recreation Resources Management Emphasis (BSRM)
Recreation Program Services Emphasis (BSRM)
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... Terrestrial Emphasis in Wildlife Biology (BSWB)
... Aquatic Emphasis in Wildlife Biology (BSWB)
... Honors Option in Wildlife Biology (BSWB)
. . . Resource Conservation (BSRC)
Each student will select an area of academic emphasis, preferably during the first or early in the second year. A coursework program will be worked out for each student with an advisor, according to
the guidelines and any additional requirements set forth in the current University Catalog. Additional
curricula requirements have been defined for programs in Forest Resource Management, Range
Resources Management and Wildlife Biology.
To continue coursework in the School of Forestry beyond the freshman year, the student must maintain a cumulative grade average of 2.00 (C) or above. To graduate, the student must have a cumulative
grade point average of 2.00 (C) for all forestry courses taken as well as a cumulative 2.00 overall average
(2.5 for wildlife biology).
All students taking courses in the School of Forestry are assessed a forestry fee each semester for
travel, laboratory materials, teaching assistants, and other instructional costs. Some courses are exempted from this fee (see class schedules).

Bachelor of Science in Forestry
This degree emphasizes the training and preparation of students in the art and science of multiple-use
land management. Two areas of emphasis are offered in this degree: forest resources management
and range resources management. Both are described below.
Forest Resources Management Area of Emphasls:This curriculum, accredited by the Society of
American Foresters, is designed to provide students with education and training in the art and science
of resou rce analysis and in making and implementing land management decisions to provide for the
best use of all resources of the forest environment. Current philosophy and methods of producing forestbased goods and services such as recreation, timber, water, range and wildlife are stressed, with a
heavy emphasis in field methods and applications. Completion of the requirements for this degree allows
for qualification as a Forester for the U.S. Civil Service Commission, a requirement of all who wish to
practice as a forester for federal agencies such as the U.S. Forest Service, and many state government
and private forestry employers.
Students selecting the forest resources management emphasis must complete the following required
courses or their equivalent, if transferred from another college or university. Transferrance and equivalency
will be determined by the University and School of Forestry. Electives may be taken at any time, keeping in mind these requirements as well as the University's General Education requirements for graduation.
First Year
Credits
Biol 120N- General Botany .......................................... .......................... ..................... .................. 3
Chem 151N-General Chemistry...... .......... ........................ ........................................................... 3
Comm 111 A-Introduction to Public Speaking ... .. ....................... .......... .......... .............................. 2
Econ 111 S-lntroduction to Microeconomics ................................................................................. 3
Enex 101-Composition ................................................ ............. ......................... .......................... 3
Math 121-Pre-Calculus ......... ....................................... ................................................................ 4
Math 150- Applied Calculus ......... .. ......... ........ ............. ..... ........ ... ............................. ................... 4
Electives and General Education ................................... ............................................................. 7-13
Second Year
For 200-lntroductory Forest Biometrics .. ... ... ...... ... ...... ................... ... .................. ... ..................... 2
For 201-Advanced Forest Biometrics .................................... ...................................................... 3
For 220-Technical Writing .............. .. ........................................................................................... 3
For 210N-lntroductory Soils ............ ....... ..................................................................................... 3
For 230-Forest Fire Management ......................... .. .... ................................................................. 2
For 232-Forest Insects and Diseases. ......... ................................................................................ 2
For 240N-Tree Biology..... ................................................................................. .......................... 3
For 241N-Tree Identification Laboratory ............ ..... ,.................................................................... 2
For 250-Plane Surveying ... ... ....... .................... ............. ............................................................... 3
Electives and General Education ... .......... ................ ............... ....................................................8-14
Third and Fourth Years: For 300, 320, 330, 340, 341, 346, 351, 360, 385, 422, 480, 481; Reem 310;
WBio 370.
Range Resources Management Area of Emphasis : This curriculum is designed to prepare students
for a variety of career opportunities in rangeland vegetation management. The program emphasizes
rangeland ecology, use, management and conservation. The interrelationships of soil, plants, and animals
are studied in great breadth and depth, with extensive field and laboratory experience stressed. Opportunities for employment as a range management specialist include, but are not limited to, federal
agencies such as the U.S. Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management; state agencies and private
corporations and ranches that require the expertise of a professional range manager.
Students selecting the range resources management emphasis must complete the following required
courses, or their equivalent if transferred from another college or university. Transferrance and equivalency
will be determined by the University and School of Forestry. Electives may be taken at appropriate times,
keeping in mind these requirements as well as the University's General Education requirements for
graduation.
First Year
Credits
Biol 120N-General Botany .................. :.......................... ........................................ ...................... 3
Chem 151N-General Chemistry ............................................................ :...................................... 3
Comm 111A-lntroduction to Public Speaking .............................................................................. 2
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Econ 111 $-Introduction to Microeconomics ..................... ......................... .. ............... ........ .......... 3
Enex 101-Composition ..... .... ........ .... ... ... .... ...... ... ....................... ................................ .. ...... ....... .. 3
Geog 102N-lntroduction to Physical Geography .......................... ................. ............. ......... ..... .... 3
Math 121-Pre-Calculus .......... ..... .............................. ..... .. .......... ................... .............. .. ..... ... ........ 4
Math 150-Applied Calculus ............................... ........ ..................................... ............................. 4
Electives and General Education ........ ......... ........... .... .... ...................... .......... .... ....... ... ....... ... .... 6-12
Second Year
Biol 165N-Rocky Mountain Flora .................................. ....... ...................................... .................. 3
Biol 344-Plant Physiology ....................................... ...... ...................... ......... .... .. ......... ............... .. 4
For 200-lntroductory Forest Biometrics ..... ................................................... ........... ........... ...... .. ." 2
For 201-Advanced Forest Biometrics ..... .............. ....... ..... ..... ....... ............... .,............... ........... .... 3
For 21 ON-Introductory Soils ................. ..... ............. ... ..... ... ............ ..... ....... ... .. ........ .. ... ................ 3
For 220-Technical Writing .. ........ ..... ....................... ... .......................... ..... .... ........... .. ..... .......... ... 3
For 230-Forest Fire Management .... .............. ............ .. ............................... ......... ...... ................ .. .2
Electives and General Education ............ ............. ..... ....... ............................... ............... ....... .... 10-16
Third and Fourth Years: For 321 , 330, 351, 360, 361, 363, 385, 415, 460, 461, 462, 463, 467, 480,
489E; WBio 370.

Bachelor of Science in Wildlife Biology
The School of Forestry cooperates with the Division of Biological Sciences in offering a degree program in wildlife biology.
Wildlife biology is the study of wild vertebrate animals, their habitats and their environment. The
undergraduate curriculum constitutes pre-professional training for employment in fish and game conservation, and provides an excellent background in general ecology.
Since few employment opportunities exist in wildlife management or research for students with the
bachelor's degree, wildlife biology students should plan to continue their education, at least through
the master's degree, to qualify for most state and federal wildlife management or research positions.
Three curricula are offered in the wildlife biology program: Terrestrial, Aquatic, and Honors. Curriculum
requirements are found under the Wildlife Biology section in tlfis catalog.,
·

Bachelor of Science in Recreation Management
Two areas of emphasis are offered: Recreation Resource Management and Recreation Program Services. Detailed descriptions of these emphases, including curriculum requirements, are found under
the Recreation Management section in this catalog.

Bachelor of Science in Resource Conservation
This degree provides a broad academic foundation in natural resources with emphasis on their social
importance. The degree is designed for individuals with unique or specific career objectives not served
by the School's other degree programs. This program provides career opportunities by combining the
science and management base gained from natural resource-oriented courses with courses from departments in the social sciences and liberal arts. Graduates from this program can be prepared well for
specialization in environmental law. Graduates might also seek employment with advocacy and professional organizations dealing with natural resources. This degree is not intended to prepare students
for professional careers in forest management, recreation management or wildlife biology. Students
wishing to pursue careers in these areas should enroll in the appropriate degree program.
Students selecting the Bachelor of Science in Resource Conservation should complete the following
suggested courses. In addition , the student, with advice and consent of his or her advisor from the
School of Forestry, will design a curriculum addressing their specific needs. Any deviations from this
program can only be made with the advice and consent of the student's faculty advisor.
First Year
Credits
Biol 120N-General Botany ................. .... ................... ... ......... ........... ... ... ....................... ...... ...... ... 3
Chem 151N-General Chemistry ... ..... ........ ..... .... ...... ....... ..... ...... ..... ...... .... .... ........ ....................... 3
Comm 111A-lntroduction to Public Speaking .... ...... .............. ......... .... ...... ... ............... ....... ....... ... 2
CS 170-Computer Applications .... ...... ....... ..... ............... ...... ....... .............. .... .... ............... ...... ... ... 3
Enex 101-Composition ........... ..... .... ................ ........ ... .... ...... ................................ ... ......... ......... .. 3
Math 121-Pre-Calculus ..... ..... .... .................... ... .. .. .. ............. ...... ............. .................. ................... 4
Math 150-Applied Calculus ........ ............ .. .................... ........................... .................. ............. ..... 4
For 130N-lntroductory Ecology ....... ....... ..... ... ...... ....... ......... ......... ..... ... ................................ ....... 3
For 180-Careers in Natural Resources ......... ....... ........ ....... ...... ...,......... ......... ..... ....... ... ...... ..... ... 2
Electives and General Education ........... ......... ........ .......... .............. ..... ........ .............. ...... ...... ......4-9
Second Year
Econ 111 $-Introductory Microeconomics ... .... ............... ............... ................. :....... , ................... ... 3
Econ 1128-lntroductory Macroeconomics.. ......... ....... ... ........... .......................... ....... ... ........... ..... 3
PSc 1008-lntroduction to American Government ..... .... .... ..... ....... ............................................... 3
For 210N-lntroductory Soils ... ....... .... .. ..: ........ .. ....... ..... ..... ......... ..... ............. ..... ........ ............... .. . 3
For 220-Technical Writing ... ....... ..... ... ... .. .............. ...................................................................... 3
For 245-lntroductory Forest Management ... ................ ... .... .. .. ..................... .... ............ ................ · 3
For 280$-Perspectives in Environmental Management.......... .. .... ..... .. ....... .. .................... ............ 3
Reem 11 OS-Introductory Recreation Management.... ..... ..... ........ ....... ..... ................ ............ .... ..... 3
Electives and General Education .. ........... ............... ....... ....... ........... ........ .................. ..... ...... ..... .9-13
Third and Fourth Years: For 330, 360, 380, 385; minimum of 30 credits at the 400-level or above to
include For 422; WBio 370.
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Graduate Programs
The School of Forestry offers these graduate degrees: Master of Science in Resource Conservation,
Master of Science in Forestry, Master of Forestry, Master of Science in Wildlife Biology, Master of Science
in Recreation Management, and Doctor of Philosophy.
For further information on these programs contact the Graduate School.

Courses

U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or graduate credit, G = for graduate credit.
R after the credit indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated after the R.
U
130N Introduction to Ecology and Environmental Management 3 er. Consideration of
ecological principles underlying the use and conservation of natural resources, and the
societal constraints on their management. Group-project oriented and on-site observation.
U
140 Introduction to Urban Forestry 2 er. An introduction to urban forestry principles and
practices. Benefits of the urban forest. Topics covered include plant species selection, site
design, site assessment, planting, watering, fertilization, insects and diseases, pruning and
tree care, inventory of property values, and community forestry development.
U
180 Careers in Natural Resources 2 er. Same as WBio 180 and Reem 180. Subject matter and fields of study within natural resources management. Topics include forestry, wildlife
biology, range, water, recreation management, forest products production, and other opportunities for careers in natural resources.
U
195 Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
U
196 Independent Study Variable er. (R-3) Prereq., consent of instr. Problems course designed to allow individual research at the undergraduate level.
U
200 Introductory Forest Biometrics 2 er. Prereq., Math 121 or 150. Introduction to statistical
procedures applied to biological populations. Includes use of number scale, descriptive
statistics and introduction to hypothesis testing ("Z", "t" and "F" tests). Lectures are reinforced with lab exercises including an introduction to the use of computers to solve statistical
problems.
U
201 Advanced Forest Biometrics 3 er. Prereq., For 200. Applying statistics, hypothesistesting and computer programming to biological problems.
U
210N Introductory Soils 3 er. Prereq., Chem 151N . An introduction to the chemical, physical,
biological and morphological properties of soils.
U
220 Technical Writing 3 er. Stresses principles of effective technical writing, primarily clarity
and conciseness. Short writing assignments are criticized for grammar, sentence structure, organization and work economy. Emphasizes self-editing as a means of improving
writing and discusses problems of literature citation.
U
230 Forest Fire Management 2 er. Presuppression and suppression of fire and the uses
of fire in management practices. Fire weather, the measurement of fire weather, the factors that influence fire behavior, and fire management decisions. Class meets for half
semester.
U
232 Forest Insects and Diseases 2 er. Identification, significance of and remedies for insect infestations and infectious and non-infectious diseases of forests and forest products.
Class meets for half semester.
U
240N Tree Biology 3 er. Suggested coreq., For 241 N. The physical and biological requirements
for the growth and development of trees. Discussions of: identification, classification, range,
and economic importance of the major tree species of North America.
U
241N Tree Identification Laboratory 2 er. Prereq., Biol 120N; suggested coreq., For 240N.
Methods and techniques for identifying the major families of North American trees, based
on gross morphological and anatomical features. Building and use of identification keys.
U
245 Introduction to Timber Management 3 er. A survey of the concepts basic to timber
management. Areas covered are silvics, mensuration, silvicuiture and yield regulation.
U
250 Plane Surveying in Resource Data Systems 3 er. Prereq., Math 121. Principles, field
techniques and applications of plane surveying.
U
270N Conservation of Wilderness, Wild Rivers and National Parks 3 er. Same as Evst 270N
and Reem 270N. Examination of the historical, philosophical and legislative background
for development and management of our national system of wilderness areas, wild and
scenic rivers, trails, and national parks; their place in our social structure.
U
271 Wilderness Ecology 3 er. Prereq., For 130N or Evst 101 N. A study of forestry and wildlife
issues which affect the maintenance of wilderness integrity. Topics include: global climate
changes; management of wildfires, cattle grazing and noxious weeds; game management;
threatened and endangered species, including grizzly bears, wolves, bird and fish species.
U
272 Wilderness and Civilization 3 er. (R-6) Core course in the Wilderness and Civilization
Program. Includes field instruction in wilderness resources and orienteering, participation
in wilderness issues, and study and discussion of wilderness in Montana and in society
as a whole.
U
280S Perspectives in Environmental Management 3 er. Offered alternate years. Study of
how western people and people of other cultures have managed forest lands and other
wildlands, both past and present. Includes discussion of philosophies of natural resource
use, and legal, social, economic, political and ecological constraints on resource policy.
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Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors; new
courses or one-time offerings of current topics.
296 Independent Study Variable er. (R-3) Prereq., consent of instr. Individual research at
the undergraduate level.
300 Forest Mensuration 4 er. Prereq., For 201. The theory and practice of timber inventory and growth projection, including sampling procedures, statistical methods, field procedures, and use of microcomputers to compile inventories and simulate stand growth under
specified management prescriptions.
304 Conservation of Natural and Human Resources in Montana 3 er. Prereq., consent
of instr. Same as EVST 304. Conservation in Montana; environmental problems such as
air pollution, water pollution, mining impacts and resource management of wildlands,
timberlands, and wildlife.
307 Computer Modeling in the Natural Sciences 3 er. (R-6) The construction and analysis
of computer models or simulations of processes, systems and populations in the natural
sciences. A project-oriented course.
310 Soll Physics 3 er. Prereq., For 210. The physical and mechanical properties of soils
with special emphasis on the role of water in influencing those properties. A lab will accompany the course.
320 Forest Economics 3 er. Prereq., Math 150; Econ 111 S. Economic analysis involved
in the use and distribution of forest resources.
330 Forest Ecology 3 er. Prereq., Biol 120N or Biol 103N, 104N; prereq., or coreq., For
21 ON. Examination of the processes and variation of forests with field labs at Lubrecht in
the months of April and May; interpretive ecology and development of skills in observation, taxonomy, measurement, data interpretation and problem solving.
331 Wlldland Fuel Management 3 er. Prereq., For 230 or equiv. Fire ecology, western
vegetation types; planning for prescribed use of fire; fuel management objectives and techniques: mechanical, chemical, prescribed fire; smoke management considerations.
332 Forest Entomology 3 er. Prereq., For 232. Classification, identification, life cycles, and
control of insects which injure forests and forest products.
340 Timber Harvesting and Forest Products Manufacturing 5 er. Prereq., junior standing
or consent of instr. Survey of ground, cable and aerial timber harvesting techniques and
the subsequent manufacture of wood-based products from this harvest. Laboratory field
trips to timber harvesting operations and several local manufacturing facilties.
341 Timber Management 3 er. Prereq., For 320, 346. Management of timber stands, including assessment of site quality, stocking, stand condition, and other factors influencing
growth; use of growth and yield projections; development of stand management prescriptions; economic evaluation of alternative management strategies; stumpage appraisal and
harvest scheduling.
342 Wood Anatomy, Properties and Identification 3 er. Prereq., Biol 120N or For 240N,
241 N. Lecture and laboratory investigation of the structure, identification and physical and
mechanical properties of the commerical tree species of North America.
346 Principles of Multiple Resource Sllvlculture 1 er. Prereq., a course in ecology. Principles of silviculture to meet multiple resource objectives. Field trips will be arranged.
347 Practice of Multiple Resource Sllviculture 2 er. Prereq., For 300, 330; coreq., For 346.
The practice and application of silvicultural techniques to forest ecosystems to meet multiple resource objectives. Field trips will be arranged.
351 Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing 3 er. Prereq., Math 121, For 250. The theory
and application of photo- and electro-optical remote sensing for mapping resources and
developing information systems.
352 Advanced Surveying 3 er. Prereq., For 250. Introduction to precision-ordered instruments, electronic distance measurements, control surveys, satellite-based positioning,
·
and data processing.
360 Range Management 3 er. Prereq., junior standing or consent of instr. An introduction
to rangelands and their management, grazing influences, class of animal, grazing capacity, control of livestock distribution, improvements, competition and interrelationships with
wildlife. Laboratory exercises to gain on-the-site experience on topics and concepts presented
in lectures.
361 Range Forage Plants 3 er. Prereq., For 360 and Biol 165N. Description, identification,
forage value and ecology of forage plants of the western United States; important weed
species, management of grazing lands, and the relationship of ecophysiology and morphology to grazing response.
362 Range Livestock Production 3 er. Prereq., For 360 or consent of instr. Offered alternate years. An introduction to livestock production in natural systems and the role of livestock
production in the world food situation; emphasizes selection, production and management
principles of beef cattle systems.
372 Wildlife Administration, Enforcement and Biopolitics 3 er. Overview of the laws affecting wildlife and how those laws are initiated, implemented, and enforced; impact of
politics, interest groups, and agency jurisdictions.
3805 Environmental Conservation 3 er. Prereq., junior standing. The interrelationships of
resource conservatiQn problems and programs; management and conservation in the context
of an expanding economy.
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Introduction to Watershed Management 3 er. An introduction to physical and biological
controls over water movement and storage in the environment, and how those controls
are affected by land management practices. Laboratory exercises introduce basic watershed measurement and analysis techniques.
Integrated Resource Management of Riparian/Wetland Areas 3 er. Prereq., one introductory ecology course. Importance of riparian/wetland areas and the complexities
associated with their management for short and long term benefits.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-12) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Cooperative Education Internship Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of department.
Extended classroom experience that provides practical application of classroom learning
during placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the faculty supervisor and the Cooperative Education Office.
Sampling Methods 3 er. Prereq., For 201 or equiv. Offered alternate years. Definitions,
sampling with and without replacement, equal and unequal probability sampling, sample
size and allocation, estimates and their variances, simple random sampling, stratification,
doubling sampling, two-stage sampling, PPS and 3P sampling uses and precision.
Soil Morphology, Genesis and Classification 3 er. Prereq., For 210N. The morphological characteristics of soils, how the horizons formed and an introduction to the Soil
Taxonomy classification system used in this country. Field trips will be included.
Ecosystem Ecology 3 er. Prereq., For 210N, 310, 315. Discussions of the functioning
of ecosystems with emphasis on processes, leading to understanding of landscape ecology.
Emphasis on the ways humans can alter ecosystem processes and how systems that have
been disturbed recover.
Forest Resources Finance and Valuation 3 er. Prereq., For 320. Theory and practice
of evaluating financial and other economic impacts of forest resources management opportunities.
Natural Resources Policy and Administration 3 er. Policy formation in the United States
and a survey of the major resource policies interpreted in their historical and political contexts.
Natural Resources Law 3 er. Prereq., senior standing. Offered alternate years. Survey
of the structure of the American legal system with emphasis on the principles of law relevant to natural resource management.
Forest Regions of North America 3 er. Prereq., a class in ecology. Ecological development of forest regions of North America, successional patterns, limiting factors; development and application to forestry problems of selected classification systems.
Forest Habitat Typing and Management Implications 3 er. Prereq., For 330 or Biol
355. Habitat typing and ecological classification used as a forest management tool in the
northern Rocky Mountains.
Advanced Fire Weather 4 er. Prereq., For 230. The study of mesoscale and synoptic
meteorological influences on fire behavior, danger and climate in the northern Rocky
Mountains.
Fire Management Planning 3 er. Prereq., For 331 or consent of instr. Offered alternate years. Planning analysis using case studies; consideration of fire history, weather,
and fuels in wilderness fire management; smoke management and multiple resource coordination.
Advanced Timber Harvesting 3 er. Prereq., For 340. Timber harvest unit and transportation system layout, logging planning, and system organization for the application of groundbased, cable, and aerial timber harvesting systems; economic feasibility of alternative practices; achieving compatibility with environmental constraints.
Technical Processing of Wood Products 5 er. Prereq., For 340 and 342. Lecture,
discussion, laboratory manufacture, and evaluation of solid and composite wood products.
Exercises include lumber manufacture and drying at School's sawmill; plywood, laminated
beam manufacture and strength testing; particle board and flakeboard manufacture and
testing.
Nursery Practices and Tree Improvement 3 er. Prereq., For 346. The study of nursery
practices and forest tree breeding methods for genetically improved forest tree seedlings
and seed.
Advanced Aerial Photogrammetry 3 er. Prereq., For 351. Aerial photogrammetric
methods in map construction and compilation, resource inventories and forest engineering.
Remote Sensing in Resource Management 3 er. Prereq., For 351. Imaging systems,
multi-band and multi-spectral imaging, image analysis for resource information and
evaluation.
Advanced Image Analysis 3 er. Prereq., For 451. Offered alternate years. Analysis of
problems in the use of remote sensing media and their evaluation as sources of resource
information.
Range Inventory and Analysis 3 er. Prereq., For 360 and one course in statistics.
Methods of measuring range and shrub-land vegetation at individual and community level
for determining plant composition, changes following treatments, and carrying capacity
of range livestock and native ungulates.
Animal Nutrition 3 er. Prereq., For 360 or consent of instr. Elements of animal nutrition, physiology of ruminant nutrition, nutritional characteristics of forage plants related
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to nutrition requirements of livestock and wildlife, and nutritional strategies of free-roaming
animals.
462 Range Ecology 3 er. Prereq., For 360 and one course in plant ecology. Applied ecology
of rangeland uses by various biota, synecological response to grazing, fire, herbicides, fertilizers and mechanical treatments, structural and functional responses of grassland systems
to disturbance.
463 Range Improvement 3 er. Prereq., For 360. Methods of improving rangelands, including
grazing systems, control of weeds, controlled burning, seeding, fertilization and mechanical
soil treatments.
467 Rangeland Planning 3 er. Prereq., For 460, 462, 463. Development of a detailed
management plan for a specified land unit. Field problem in planning, inventory, analysis,
allocation and management.
480 Forest and Rangeland Area Planning and Design 2 er. Prereq., senior standing. A
multidisciplinary planning team approach to developing detailed, site-specific resource
management planning for units of forest and rangeland at the area or watershed level. Includes use of geographic information systems, computer modelling, and linear programming.
481 Forest Planning 3 er. Prereq., For 341 or consent of instr. A multidisciplinary planning
approach to integrated multiple use planning at both the management unit and forest-wide
levels: defining multi-resource management goals, generating management alternatives,
projecting outcomes, assessing environmental impacts, and implementing preferred options. Includes introduction to linear programming and other modeling techniques of forest
planning.
483 Foundations of National Forests 3 er. Offered alternate years. Historical and topical
seminar on the development of forest planning under the National Forest Management Act;
current issues in forest planning including the appeals process.
485 Advanced Watershed Management 3 er. Prereq., For 385 or consent of instr. Effects
of land management practices on water and sediment yields from wildland watersheds.
Introduction to statistical methods in hydrology. Introduction to water yield and sediment
modeling techniques.
487 Northwest Forest Resources Field Trip 3 er. Prereq., senior standing. One-week trip
will focus on field and mill applications of silviculture, harvesting, regeneration, manufacturing, management, and watershed, wildlife and recreation practices in the Pacific Northwest.
489E Ethics and the Management of Public Lands 3 er. Prereq., lower.:clivision course in
Perspective 5 or consent of instr. Theoretical and practical ethical issues affecting the
management of natural resources in national forests and on other public lands.
495 Special Topics Variable er. (R-12) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
496 Independent Study 1-3 er. (R-10) Prereq., consent of instr. Individual study or research
problems.
497 Senior Thesis 3 er. Prereq., senior standing and consent of instr. Preparation of a major paper based on study or research in a field selected according to the needs and objectives of the student.
498 Cooperative Education Internship Variable er. (R-15) Prereq., consent of instr. Extended classroom experience which provides practical application of classroom learning
during placements off-campus. Prior approval must be o.btained from faculty advisor and
Cooperative Education Office.
500 Forest Growth and Yield 3 er. Prereq., For 300 or consent of instr. Offered alternate
years. Theory and methods for projecting quantitative measures of tree and stand growth
over time; includes analysis of computer growth and yield models used in the region.
501 Research Methods 3 er. Prereq., a course in statistics or consent of instr. The nature
of scientific research, planning research projects, organization and presentation of research
results. Emphasis on the development of study plans for specific research projects.
502 Advanced Research Methods 3 er Prereq., For 501 or equiv. The use and analysis
of advanced statistical procedures related to natural resources research.
503 GIS: Methods and Applications I 3 er. Prereq., consent of instr. General principles
of geographic information systems. Instruction and lab use of specific software packages
used for management decision-making in natural resources management. Students have
hands-on experience in digitizing, mapping, spatial analysis and data-base creation.
504 GIS: Methods and Applications II 3 er. Prereq., For 503. Continuation of 503.
511 Soll Chemistry 3 er. Prereq., For 210N, 330. A series of lectures on soil chemistry in
the beginning of the semester, emphasizing water and nutrient movement, followed by a
series of laboratory and lecture classes on soil chemistry, emphasizing data interpretation
and problem solving.
520 Advanced Forest Economics 3 er. Prereq., For 320. Economic basis for multi-product
management of forest land resources and industries.
523 Forest Land Resource Economics 3 er. Prereq., For 320. Economic analysis of forest
land in terms of institutional arrangements, allocation, and production relationships.
530 Forest Meteorology 3 er. Prereq., graduate standing or consent of instr. A brief introduction to synoptic and mesoscale meteorology, followed by 1)10re intense study of physics
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in the forest environment: transfers of heat, light and momentum and their influen{:es on
plant structure, function, productivity and survival.
Fire in Forest Ecosystems 3 er. Prereq., For 210N, 330. A discussion of ecosystem
function in terms of energy, nutrients, matter, gases, landscape concept, with emphasis
on how fire alters natural cycles and triggers changes in vegetation and the cycling of
materials gases and energy. A series of field trips to burns of different ages in fall.
Forest Ecosystem Processes 3 er. Prereq., For 330 or equiv. Current research on important processes in forest ecosystems, including carbon, water and nuitrient cycles, with
emphasis on recent computer simulation models.
Use of Fire in Wildland Management 3 er. Prereq., consent of instr. Offered alternate
years. Western fire ecology and the planned use of fire. Wildlife, range and forestry applications of prescribed fire. Seminars and discussions; research applications.
Tree Growth-Wood Quality Relationships 3 er. Prereq., For 342. Offered alternate
years. Lecture and laboratory investigation of the effects of genetics, growth rate and other
factors on the quality of wood produced by trees. Basic engineering concepts as well as
destructive mechanical testing in the laboratory.
Foundations of National Forest Planning 3 er. Same as Evst 580. Offered alternate
years. Historical and topical seminar on the development of forests under the National Forest
Management Act; current issues in forest planning including the appeals process.
Global Resource Problems 3 er. Prereq., graduate standing or consent of instr. A review
of the major global resource issues including population growth, deforestation, acid rain,
feeding the world, soil erosion, agroforestry, international tourism and the role of natural
resources in economic development.
Snow Hydrology 3 er. Prereq., graduate standing or consent of instr. Offered alternate
years. The physics of snow formation, distribution and ablation. Snow and forest management in the subalpine zone.
Graduate Seminar In Forestry 1 er. (R-3) Prereq., graduate standing. Presentation by
students, staff and visitors of issues and topics in their fields.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-12) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Independent Study 1-3 er. (R-10) Prereq., consent of instr. Individual study or research
problems.
Professional Paper Variable er. (R-15) Preparation of Master of Forestry professional
paper.
Graduate Research Variable er. (R-15) Independent graduate research in forest
management, wood science, soils, wildlife management, silviculture, recreation and other
topic areas.
Thesis Variable er. (R-15) Preparation of thesis/dissertation.

Professors
Donald J. Bedunah, Ph.D., Texas Tech University, 1982
Arnold W. Solle, D.P.A., Harvard University, 1960 (Dean Emeritus)
Sidney S. Frissell, Ph.D., University of Minnesota, 1971 (Dean)
Fredrick L. Gerlach, M.F., The University of Montana, 1957
David H. Jackson, Ph.D., University of Washington, 1975
C. Leslie Marcum, Ph.D., The University of Montana, 1975
B. Riley McClelland, Ph.D., The University of Montana, 1977
Stephen F. McCool, Ph.D., University of Minnesota, 1970
Alan G. McQuillan, Ph.D., The University of Montana, 1981
Joel F. Meier, Ph.D., Indiana University, 1973
Thomas J. Nimlos, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1959
Robert D. Pfister, Ph.D., Washington State University, 1972 (Associate
Director, Montana Forest and Conservation Experiment Station)
Donald F. Potts, Ph.D., State University of New York, 1978
Robert R. Ream, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1963
Steven W. Running, Ph.D., Colorado State University, 1979
Richard E. Shannon, Ph.D., Ohio State University, 1955 (Emeritus)
Nellie M. Stark, Ph.D., Duke University, 1962
Robert W. Steele, Ph.D., Colorado State University, 1975 (Emeritus)
Ronald H. Wakimoto, Ph.D., University of California, 1978
E. Earl Willard, Ph.D., Utah State University, 1971
Hans R. Zuuring, Ph.D., Iowa State University, 1975

Associate Professors
Edwin J. Burke, Ph.D., Colorado State University, 1978 (Associate Dean)
Paul L. Hansen, Ph.D., South Dakota State University, 1985 (Research)
James H. Lowe, Ph.D., Yale University, 1966
Kelsey Milner, Ph.D., The University of Montana, 1987
Daniel H. Pletscher, Ph.D., Yale University, 1983

Assistant Professors
Carl Fiedler, M.S., The University of Montana (Research Specialist)
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E. Raymond Hunt, Ph.D., University of Michigan, 1984
Kevin L. O'Hara, Ph.D., University of Washington, 1987
Stephen F. Siebert, Ph.D. , Cornell Univesity, 1990 (Adjunct)
Michael S. Yuan, Ph.D., University of Illinois, 1988 (Research)

Professional Staff
Keith Boggs, M.S., Montana State University, 1984 (Research Specialist)
Henry Goetz, M.S., The University of Montana, 1980 (Manager, Lubrecht Experimental Forest)
Scott Miles, M.A., The University of Montana, 1989 (Research Specialist)
Jennifer O' Loughlin, M.S., The University of Montana, 1980 (Editor)
John Kent Riekena, B.S. , The University of Montana, 1983 (Program Analyst)
Richard V. Ringleb, M.S., The University of Montana, 1988 (Research Specialist)
Michael Sweet, M.S., The University of Montana, 1975 (Research Specialist)
Kenneth Wall, B.S., The University of Montana, 1976 (Research Specialist)

Recreation
Management

The B.S. in Recreation Management degree is designed to prepare students for professional positions
· developing and managing recreation and park programs and resources. The degree offers two areas
of emphasis: Recreation Resources Management and Recreation Program Services. Both are described below.

Special Degree
Requirements

Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the catalog. See Index.
Recreation Resources Management Area of Emphasis: This curriculum provides the educational
background necessary for the recreation manager to evaluate lands for their aesthetic and recreational
values. The student also learns the processes and develops the skills needed to determine alternative
management strategies, make management decisions and carry out management programs. Included
are courses leading to an understanding of the basic ecological characteristics of recreational lands
and their responses to various uses by recreation visitors. Emphasis is placed on presenting problems
that would be encountered while managing national parks and forests, state and regional parks, wilderness
areas, and wildland scenic systems.
Students selecting the recreation resources management area of emphasis should complete the following
suggested courses or their equivalent if transferred from another college or university. Transferrance
and equivalency will be determined by the University and the School of Forestry. Electives may be taken
at any time, keeping in mind these suggested courses as well as the University's General Education
requirements for graduation .
First Year
Credits
Biol 103N-Diversity of Life ........ .. .......... ............ ................. .................................... ................... ... 3
Biol 120N-General Botany .... ................ .............................. ................ ............................ .. ........... 3
Chem 151N-General Chemistry ........................................................... ... ..................................... 3
Comm 111A-lntroduction to Public Speaking ............... .............. .. ........ .................... ...... .. .. ......... 2
CS 170-Computer Applications .......... .. .. ............. ................................... ....................... .... .......... 3
Soc 110S-Principles of Sociology ... ..... .. ...................................................................................... 3
Enex 101-Composition ...... ................................................... ........................................ ............... 3
Math 121-Pre-Calculus ......................................................................................... ................ ....... 4
Reem 11 OS- Introductory Recreation Management... ........... .. ................................. .. .................... 3
Electives and General Education ............. ..................... ....................... . .. .................. ... .. .. ......... .. .. 9
Second Year
Geol 100N-lntroductory Geology ............ ....................................... .............................................. 3
For 220-Technical Writing ....... .............. ....... ................................ ..... ............................. ........ ..... 3
Econ 111 S-lntroduction to Microeconomics... ...... .................. .. ..................................... .............. . 3
Psyc 100S-lntroductory Psychology ..................... ............................... ... ............................... ... ... 3
PSc 100S-lntroduction to American Government .. ...................................................................... 3
Soc 21 OS-Social Psychology ... ... .................... .......................................................... ..... .......... .. .. 3
One of the following statistics courses:
Math 241, Soc 202, For 200 ............... .. ........................ .. ....................... ................................ ... 2-4
For 210N-lntroductory Soils ......... .. .............. ... .... .. ....... ........... .. ............................. ................. .... 3
Reem 210-lssues in Recreation Management ....... ....... ............................................................ ... 1
One of the following communications courses:
Comm 240S, 241S, 242 or For 220 ............................ .............................................. ........ ......... 3
HHP 299-First Aid .................................. .................................................................... ................. 3
Electives and General Education ..................... ....... ....... ............ ...... ................... ........... ..............7-9
Third and Fourth Years: One approved upper-division social science course; For 330, 422; Reem 310,
330, 460, 470, 480, 481, 482, 485.
Recreation Program Services Area of Emphasis: The focus of this curriculum is on the planning, supervision and administration of recreation programs and activities in public and private parks and recreation areas. Competencies in selected programs such as outdoor recreation, sports activity or fine arts
can be developed. Course work emphasizes understanding motivations and preferences of recreationists
and the skills necessary to assist them in attaining satisfying recreational experiences.
Students in this emphasis are required to participate in the Camping and Outdoor Recreation/Education (CORE) program in the spring of their senior year. Students enroll for the block of CORE courses
(Reem 331 , 430, 431 , 410), all taught with a significant field component located in a backcountry, forest
camp setting. In addition, Reem 496 may be added by the student, either as credits beyond the 16
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credits of the block, or as a substitute for courses in the CORE program that the students may have
already had. The backcountry component offers the student the experience of planning and administering
a group wilderness trip, while at the same time participating as a client.
Students selecting the Recreation Program Services area of emphasis should complete the following
suggested courses or their equivalent if transferred from another college or university. Transferrance
and equivalency will be determined by the University and School of Forestry. Electives may be taken
at the appropriate time, keeping in mind these requirements as well as the University's General Education requirements for graduation.
First Year
Credits
Biol 103N-Diversity of Life...................... ..................................................................................... 3
Biol 120N-General Botany ........................................................................................................... 3
Comm 111 A-Introduction to Public Speaking .... .... ........... .... ... ..... ........ ...... ... ............ ..... ....... ... .. . 2
CS 170-Computer Applications .... , ............................... ............................................................... 3
Enex 101-Composition ... .. .......... ... ..... ........... ... ............... ......... ....... ... ........ ... ........... .... ........ ....... 3
Soc 110S-Principles of Sociology ........................................ ..... ................................................... 3
Psyc 100$-lntroductory Psychology ............................................................................................ 3
Math 121-Pre-Calculus ........................... ..................................................................................... 4
Reem 11 OS-Introductory Recreation Management....................................................................... 3
Electives and General Education .......... ... ............ ......... ............................. ............. .. .................... 9
Second Year
Geol 100N-lntroductory Geology ................................................................................................. 3
Psyc 240S-Developmental Psychology........................................................................................ 3
PSc 100S-lntroduction to American Government ........................................................................ 3
Econ 111 $-Introduction to Microeconomics ................................................................................. 3
Soc 21 OS-Social Psychology....................................................................................................... 3
One of the following communication courses:
Comm 240$, 241 S, 242 or For 220 .. ........ ........... ........ ......... ...... ....... ..... .... .......... .. ......... .......... 3
Reem 210-lssues in Recreation Management ............................................................................. 1
HHP 299-First Aid ................ .. ..................................................................................................... 3
One of the following statistics courses:
Math 241, Soc 202, or For 200 ................... .............................................................................. 2-4
Electives and General Education ............... ... ............................................................................ 10-12
Third and Fourth Years: Minimum of 6 credits from at least two of art, drama, dance, music and health
and human performance; Reem 310, 331, 410, 430, 431, 460, 480, 485.

Courses

U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or graduate credit, G = for graduate credit.
R after the credit indicates the course may be repeated for credit to maximum indicated after the R.
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1105 Introduction to Recreation Management
3 er. The basic motivations and socioeconomic determinants of recreation needs and preferences. History of the development
of the resource base, trends in user participation, classification of recreation lands, recreation
opportunities and needs, management objectives, economics of outdoor recreation, and
definitions of leisure and recreation.
180 Careers in Natural Resources 2 er. Same as For 180, WBio 180. Subject matter and
fields of study within natural resources management. Topics include forestry, wildlife biology,
range, water, recreation management, forest products production and other areas of opportunity for students seeking careers in natural resources.
195 Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
210 Issues In Recreation Management 1 er. Prereq., Reem 110$. Designed to familiarize
sophomore-level majors in recreation management with contemporary issues in recreation, tourism, and leisure. Includes linkages between wildland management, changes in
patterns of leisure use, federal and state policy, and municipal priorities.
270N Conservation of Wilderness, Wild Rivers and National Parks 3 er. Same as Evst 270N
and For 270N. Examination of the historical, philosophical, and legislative background for
development and management of our national system of wilderness areas, wild and scenic
rivers, trails, and national parks; their place in our social structure.
295 Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
3 er. Prereq., Reem 110S or major in forest
310 Wlldland Recreation Management
resources management. The management of land as an environment for outdoor recreation. Understanding the relationship between recreation visitor, resource base and management policies. Recreation planning on multiple-use forest lands, parks, wilderness areas
and private lands.
330 Programming in Recreation 3 er. Prereq., Reem 11 OS. Offered alternate years. Principles of program planning for organized offerings in recreation. Selection, adaptation and
evaluation of activities.
331 Recreation Leadership 3 er. Prereq., Reem 110S or consent of instr. Principles and
practices in group leadership, program skills for various age groups and for special groups,
such as the handicapped.
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Wilderness Issues Lecture Series 1 er. (R-3) Same as Evst 371. Explores current issues
in wilderness preservation, management and research.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-12) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, new
courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Cooperative Education Internship Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of instr. Extended classroom experience which provides practical application of classroom learning
during placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the faculty supervisor and the Cooperative Education Office.
Current Trends in Recreation 3 er. Prereq., consent of instr. Contemporary problems
and literature dealing with the use of leisure time and recreation resources.
Principles and Techniques of Interpretation in Recreation Areas 3 er. Prereq., one
ecology course; one public speaking course. Principles, concepts, techniques essential
to providing high quality interpretive programs in natural or cultural history.
Outdoor and Wilderness Programs: Organizations and Leadership 5 er. Prereq.,
Reem 110S or consent of instr. Principles and practices in group leadership of outdoor
and wilderness programs; skills and experiences essential to understanding organized expedition planning, including financing, legal, educational, environmental and leadership
problems, as well as decision making. Intensive involvement in outings.
Outdoor Education and Camping 5 er. Prereq., Reem 110S, 330 or consent of instr.
The role of outdoor education and camping in public, private and voluntary organizations;
strategies for instructing, leading, and administering programs.
Practicum In Recreation 1-15 er. (R-15) Prereq., Reem 480, senior standing, and consent of instr. Supervised pre-professional practice in approved recreation management
agencies.
Wilderness and Wild Rivers Management 3 er. Prereq., Reem 270N. Examination of
how different agencies respond to the mandate of the Wilderness Act and Wild and Scenic
Rivers Act which require maintenance and restoration of natural ecosystems while providing primitive recreation opportunities; problems in doing so. Case studies from the intermountain region.
Organization and Administration of Recreation Services 3 er. Prereq., Reem 110S
and 330 or consent of instr. Personnel, finance, facilities, programs and public relations.
Coordination with youth-serving institutions, government agencies, and private or commerical
organizations.
Managing Wildland Resources and Visitors 4 er. Prereq., Reem 310. Offered alternate years. Balancing the needs of people for recreation with the impact of recreational use.
Park Management 3 er. Prereq., Reem 110S and 383 or consent of instr. Examination
of the origin, evolution, and application of the park concept on state, federal, and international levels. Evaluation of legislation, philosophy, and policy leading to consideration of
goals, objectives, and strategies for park management.
Planning for Outdoor Recreation 4 er. Prereq., Reem 482. Offered alternate years.
Needs for recreation opportunities and response to those needs through planning, demand
assessment, and resource analysis.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-12) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, new
courses or one-time offerings of current topics.
Independent Study Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr. Individual study or
research problems.
Cooperative Education Internship Variable er. (R-15) Prereq., consent of instr. Extended classroom experience that provides practical application of classroom learning during
placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from faculty advisor and
Cooperative Education Office.
Recreation Research Methods 3 er. Prereq., one course in statistics. Methods used
in recreation research.
Seminar in Administration of Recreation Programs 3 er. Problem areas associated
with administration of organized recreation; programs in municipal, state and federal systems,
as well as private and commercial enterprises.
Advanced Wildland Recreation Management 3 er. Prereq., graduate standing. Offered
alternate years. Examination of contemporary issues in management of recreational opportunities. Includes such topics as conflict, recreation carrying capacity and tourism.
Graduate Seminar in Recreation 1 er. (R-3) Prereq., graduate standing. Presentations
by students, staff and guest speakers of issues and topics in their fields .
Special Topics Variable er. (R-12) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, new
courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Independent Study Variable er. (R-10) Prereq ., consent of instr. Individual study or
research problems.
Research Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., graduate standing. Independent graduate research
in recreation management.
Cooperative Education Internship Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., consent of instr. Extended classroom experience that provides practical application of classroom learning during
placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from faculty advisor and
Cooperative Education Office.
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Professional Paper Variable er. (R-15) Preparation of professional paper.
Research Variable er. Independent research in recreation.
Thesis Variable er. (R-15) Prereq., graduate standing. Preparation of thesis.

Alan G. McQuillan (Associate Professor of Forestry) Director
The Wilderness Institute in the School of Forestry offers the Wilderness and Civilization program. This
program is designed to provide students, at or beyond the sophomore level, with a broad intercisciplinary
introduction to the subject of wilderness, focusing on the multi-faceted values that wild lands hold for
civilized society. The intent is to produce informed citizens, better able to participate in processes for
public involvement concerning wilderness issues; the program is not intended as a professional land
management qualification, although many students supplement their professional education through
this program. A special feature is that students develop a sense of community by participating as a
group in the intensive package of courses and field experiences required. Students who complete the
Wilderness and Civilization program become eligible for the wilderness studies minor.

Requirements for
a Minor

To earn a minor in wilderness studies the student must participate in the Wilderness and Civilization
two-semester program and fulfill the course requirements shown below (about 24 credits). The program's
course offerings may vary from year to year, but will include sufficient courses from the A and B lists:
Credits
Two semesters of:
For 272-Wilderness and Civilization ........ ...... ......... ........ ..... .. ... ..... ......... ........ ....... ...... .. ....... .. . 3
and at least four courses from Section A-literature, philosophy and culture:
Dram 200A-Wilderness and Expression .......................... ............... ......................................... 1-4
Enlt 221 L-History of American Literature................................................................................. 3
Evst 301 E-Ethics, Beauty and the Environment.... ........ ........................................................... 3
LS 302-American Indian Literature .............................. ............. ..... .......................................... 3
NAS 303E-Ecological Perspectives in Native American Traditions ............ ............................... 3
Phil 327E-Environmental Ethics.... ............................ .............................................................. . 3
RS 347-Nature and Cosmology .................................. ........................................................... .. 3
and at least two courses from Section B: science and social science:
Econ 345S-Economics of Wild land Preservation ...... ........... ... ......... ... ..... ..... ..... ......... .......... ... 3
Evst 101 N-Environmental Science ........................................................................................... 4
For 130N-lntroduction to Ecology ............................................................................................ 3
For 271-Wilderness Ecology .................................................................................................... 3
For 304-Conservation of Natural and Human Resources in Montana ...................................... 3
Reem 270N-Conservation of Wilderness, Wild Rivers and National Parks............................ ... 3

Wildlife Biology

Andrew L. Sheldon (Professor of Zoology and Wildlife Blology) Director
Wildlife Biology is the study of wild animals, their habitats and their conservation. The Bachelor of Science
in Wildlife Biology degree constitutes the preprofessional training for future employment in wildlife biology
and management, and provides an excellent background in general ecology. The educational requirements for certification by The Wildlife Society can be met within the framework of the undergraduate
program.
While employment opportunities do exist in wildlife management or research for students with the bachelor
degree, most students plan to continue their education, through the Master degree to qualify for wildlife
management or research positions.
Three optional curricula are offered in the Wildlife Biology Program: terrestrial, aquatic and honors. The
terrestrial and aquatic emphases follow the same schedule of courses for the freshman and most of
the sophomore year, then pursue different curricula for the last two years. Each leads to a B.S. in Wildlife
Biology.
The University is well-suited for instruction in wildlife biology because of the excellent opportunities
for field instruction and research, and the presence of such facilities as the Lubrecht Experimental Forest,
Yellow Bay Biological Station at Flathead Lake, the Montana Forest and Conservation Experiment Station, the Montana Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit, the Roosevelt Memorial and Bandy ranches.
High School Preparation: in addition to general University admission requirements, for this or any
other degree offered in the School of Forestry, the student should elect four years of mathematics and
three years of science, including biology, chemistry and physics.

Special Degree
Requirements

Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the catalog. See index.
The student must complete the requirements for one of the emphases indicated below. A reading
knowledge of a modern foreign language is suggested for students electing preparation for graduate
work leading to a doctorate.
Students must first pass all stated prerequisites with a grade of C or better before taking any required
course. This requirement may be waived in individual cases by the Wildlife Biology Committee. Students
must have a 2.5 grade point average (with a C or higher in each course) in all courses required by
this program to obtain the B.S. in Wildlife Biology degree.
Suggested sequence-subject to frequent change. Some courses are offered more than one
semester.
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Terrestrial and Aquatic Emphases
First Year
Biol 101N-Principles of Biology ................ .......... .......... .. ....... .. .................. ... ....... .... .................... 3
Biol 102N-Principles of Biology Laboratory .. .. ... ............ ...... ............. ..... .... .. ........... ..................... 1
Chem 151N-General Chemistry ................. ........................ ............. ..................................... ........ 3
Chem 152N-General Chemistry ............... .......................................... ............... ...... ..... ................ 3
Chem 154N-General Chemistry Laboratory ........ .. .................... ................ ............. ..................... . 2
Enex 101-Compostion ..... ............. .... ...... .............. ........ ......... .. ..... ...... ... ......... .................. ........... 3
For 180-Careers in Natural Resources .. ....................... ............ .................................... ..... .......... 2
Math 121-Pre-Calculus ..................................... .. ........ ..... ............. ............................ .... ............... 4
Math 150-Applied Calculus ........ ............ ... ...................... ....... .......... .. ............ .... ... .... .................. 4
Electives and General Education ............. ........ ..................... ...................................................... 7-11
Second Year
Biol 165N-Rocky Mountain Flora ............ .... ........... ...... ....................... ................. .. ...................... 3
Biol 221-Cell and Molecular Biology ...... ........ ........ .. ............... ................ .. ..... .. ........ ... .. ............... 4
Biol 223-Genetics and Evolution ........... . .......... ........ .. . ......... ........ .. .. ........... ........ ... .............. ... .... 4
Comm 111 A-Introduction to Public Speaking .. ....... ... .. ... ............... ........ .... ...... .... ... .... ................. 2
Math 241-Statistics ...... .. ............. ....... .... ....... ... ....... ..... ........ .... ........ ....... ... .. ..... ..... ............. ........ 4
For 220-Technical Writing ................. ....... .......... ................................................. ... ..................... 3
Electives and General Education ........ ..... ........................................... ............................. .. ..... .. 13-17
Third and Fourth Years-Terrestrial Emphasis: Biol 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 340, 341, 345; For 360,
481; WBio 370, 371, 470, 494.
Third and Fourth Years-Aquatic Emphasis: Biol 308, 309, 311, 340, 341, 344, 345, 366; For 385, 481.

Wildlife Biology Honors Option
The honors curriculum is designed particulary for students with strong academic records who intend
to do graduate work. Entrance into this option is open only to students who, at the beginning of the
junior year of the wildlife biology program, have a grade-point average of 3.5 or above and who petition
the faculty for entrance.
Honors students must complete either WBio 370, 472 and 494 (terrestrial emphasis) or Biol 308, 366
and For 494 (Aquatic emphasis). Honors students are encouraged to enroll also in WBio 497-Senior
Thesis. The balance of the coursework for the junior and senior years will be developed in consultation
with the honors student's faculty advisor and committee appointed by the director of the wildlife biology
program.
All students in the honors option are required to meet with their faculty advisors prior to autumn semester
registration of their junior and senior years to work out their course schedules.

Requirements for
a Minor

To earn a minor in wildlife biology, the student must successfully complete the following coursework:
Biol 101N, 102N, 165N; For 180, 270N, 330 or 360, 422; WBio 370.

Courses

U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or graduate credit, G = for graduate credit.
Rafter the credit indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated after the R.
U
180 Careers in Natural Resources 2 er. Same as For 180, Reem 180. Subject matter and
fields of study within natural resources management. Topics include forestry, wildlife biology,
range, water, recreation management, forest products production and other areas of opportunity for students seeking careers in natural resources.
U
195 Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
U
295 Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
UG 370 Wildlife Habitat Conservation and Management 3 er. Prereq., an ecology class and
junior standing. Application of principles of wildlife biology to conservation and management of wild bird and mammal habitats.
UG 371 Wildlife Habitat Conservation and Management Laboratory 1 er. Coreq., WBio 370.
Field applications of principles of wildlife biology to conservation and management of wild
bird and mammal habitats.
UG 373 Wildlife Techniques 2 er. Prereq., junior standing. Lab and field oriented class in
commonly-used wildlife research and management techniques.
u 395 Special Topics Variable er. (R-12) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
u 398 Cooperative Education Internship Variable er. (R-15) Prereq., consent of department.
Extended classroom experience that provides practical application of classroom learning
during placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the faculty supervisor and the Cooperative Education Office.
UG 441 Field Methods in Fishery Biology and Management 1-4 er. Prereq., upper-division
major in biological science and consent of instr. Same as Biol 415. Field instruction by
practicing biologists covering population surveys, biological and hydrological inventories,
and use and maintenance of technical equipment.
UG 470 Conservation and Management of Wildlife Populations 3 er. Prereq., 300-level animal
ecology class, For 370, and senior standing. The mandate for and the management of rare,
over-abundant, and harvested wild bird and mammal populations.
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Bird and Mammal Conservation 3 er. Prereq., For 330 or Biol 304 or 340 or consent
of instr. Conservation of birds and mammals with emphasis on their environmental requirements and on management of populations.
Senior Wildlife Seminar 1 er. Prereq ., senior standing in wildlife biology or consent
of instr. Analysis and discussion led by students of current topics in wildlife biology.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-12) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, new
courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Independent Study Variable er. (R-10) Prereq., consent of instr. Original investigations
or problems not related to student's thesis.
Senior Thesis 1-3 er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr.; senior stantjing. Preparation of
major paper based on study or research of a topic selected with an advisor according to
needs and objectives of student.
Wildlife Habitat, Structure and Function 3 er. Prereq ., For 330, 360; WBio 370. Study
of selected topics in habitat classification and analysis, and animal-habitat interactions.
Survey of Wildlife Diseases and Parasites in the Northwest 2 er. Prereq., graduate
standing or consent of instructor. Offered alternate years. Survey of common diseases and
parasites with emphasis on effects on populations and dangers to humans and domestic
animals.
Graduate Seminar in Wildlife Biology 1 er. (R-3) Prereq., graduate standing in wildlife
biology. Analysis of selected problems in wildlife biology and conservation.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-12) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Independent Study Variable er. (R-10) Prereq., graduate standing and consent of instr.
Original investigations or problems not related to student's thesis.
Research Variable er. Prereq ., graduate standing in wildlife biology or consent of instr.
Graded pass/not pass only.
Professional Paper Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., graduate standing in wildlife biology and
consent of instr. Professional paper written in the area of the student's major interest based on either primary or secondary research. Subject matter must be approved by graduate
committee. Graded pass/not pass only.
Thesis Variable er. (R-15) Prereq., graduate standing in wildlife biology and consent
of instr. Preparation of thesis.

School of Journalism
Charles E. Hood, Dean
Courses in the School of Journalism examine the news media-emphasizing their history, privileges
and responsibilities-and provide instruction in skills required for careers with newspapers, radio and
television stations, magazines, news services and related agencies.
The School of Journalism offers the Bachelor of Arts in Journalism, the Bachelor of Arts in Radio-Television
and a Master of Arts with a major in journalism (write to the Graduate School).
About one-fourth of the work for the B.A. in Journalism or Radio-Television is taken in the School of
Journalism; the remaining credits required for graduation provide a background in the liberal arts, stressing
history, government, economics, philosophy, literature, foreign language, psychology and sociology.
Journalism majors specialize in one of two emphases: print or broadcast.
Students interested in broadcasting careers that are not primarily devoted to news should work toward
the B.A. in Radio-Television.
For students interested in obtaining a teaching minor in journalism, course requirements to meet teacher
certification are listed under the School of Education in this catalog.
High School Preparation: In addition to University admission requirements, study of a foreign language
and typing is recommended .

Special Degree
Requirements

Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the catalog. See index.
Candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Arts in Journalism must complete a minimum of 32 credits
in the School of Journalism and a minimum of 90 credits outside the School. At least 65 of the outside
credits must be in the liberal arts: the humanities, the social sciences and the natural sciences. Students
also must complete a minor in another field of study.
In both print and broadcast emphases, students must take a specified nine core courses. Electives
complete the curriculum.
Core courses in the print emphasis, totaling 25 credits, are Journalism 100, 227, 270, 332, 367, 371,
380, 481, and 482.
Core courses in the broadcast emphasis, totaling 27 credits, are Radio-Television 151 and Journalism
100, 270, 350, 351, 367, 450, 481, and 482.
All journalism majors must acquire practical experience through internships or other employment approved by the dean.
All majors must pass a grammar test or earn a C or higher in Journalism 150, Elements of Writing.
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Credits earned in 150 count toward the University graduation credit requirement, but do not count toward
the 32-credit requirement in journalism.
Majors who receive a grade lower than C in any required reporting or editing course must repeat the
course. Only one repeat of Journalism 270 is allowed.
To enroll in Journalism or Radio-Television courses in the junior or senior years, journalism students
must have a 2.00 grade average or higher in their major as well as in all other university coursework.
Two semesters of a foreign language at the University are required.

Courses

U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or graduate credit, G = for graduate credit.
R after the credit indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated after the R.
U
100 Introduction to Mass Media 3 er. A survey of the history, development and current
status of the mass media in society, including newspapers, magazines, radio, television,
books, movies and recordings. Involvement of advertising and public relations in the mass
media. Some basic ethical dilemmas of the mass media.
u 150 Elements of Writing 3 er. Review of the fundamentals of grammar, syntax and language,
with emphasis on clarity, brevity, precision and other characteristics of effective writing.
u 195 Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
u 227 Elementary Photography 3 er. An introduction to photojournalism. Students learn to
use cameras, develop film, print photographs, shoot news, feature and sports assignments.
Emphasis on content of photographs. Students supply film and paper.
u 270 Reporting 3 er. Prereq., Jour 150 with grade of C or better or passing grade on equivalency test. Fundamentals of reporting and writing news for print and broadcast media.
u 316 School Publications and Teaching Methods 3 er. Prereq., consent of instr. Offered
alternate years. Open to non-majors. For students who plan to teach journalism courses
in high schools or act as advisors to school publications.
u 327 Intermediate Photography 3 er. Prereq., beginning photography or consent of instr.
Mastery of the technical aspects of photography; printing, studio lights, double strobe setups,
color filters. Students shoot black and white and color film.
UG 328 News Photography 3 er. Prereq., Jour 327 or consent of instr.Advanced black and white
and color photography. Students shoot news, feature, sports and illustration pictures. Goal
of the course is published work.
UG 332 Publications Design 3 er. Prereq., Jour 380 or consent of instr. Introduction to layout
and design techniques for newspapers, magazines and other publications. Projects in design,
typography, headline writing; use of photographs, art work and informational graphics. Some
assignments on Macintosh computers.
u 333 Magazine Article Writing 3 er. Prereq., Jour 371 or consent of instr. The techniques
of preparing and selling articles to national and regional magazines.
u 345 Advanced Radio News Variable er. (R-3) Prereq., R-TV 151 and Jour 270. Covering
news for radio. Lab work will include writing, reporting and anchoring the news for KUFM.
UG 350 Broadcast News I 4 er. Prereq., A-TV 151 and Jour 270. Classroom instruction and
practical experience in reporting, writing and editing news for both radio and television.
UG 351 Broadcast News II 4 er. Prereq., Jour 350. Continuation of 350. Advanced broadcast
reporting skills, including coverage of state and local government. Students also produce
newscasts for radio and television.
UG 360 Media Advertising and Management 3 er. Prereq., consent of instr. The role of advertising and management procedures and techniques in the print and electronic media.
u 367 Law and Ethics of Mass Communications 3 er. Prereq., Jour 270 or consent of instr.
Overview of issues related to journalism and the law. Exploration of libel, privacy, prior
restraints, access and other First Amendment questions along with ethical problems peculiar
to media newsgathering.
UG 371 Advanced Reporting 3 er. Prereq., Jour 270. Coverage of actual new events under
deadline conditions for the print media.
UG 375 Kalmln Reporting 1-2 er. (A-3) Prereq., Jour 371. Reporting for the Montana Kaimin.
UG 380 News Editing 3 er. Prereq., Jour 270. Fundamentals of editing and headline writing
for the print media.
UG 389 Literature of Journalism 3 er. Prereq., consent of instr. Study of literary journalism.
Seminar focusing on important books about journalism and journalists.
u 395 Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
396 Advanced Journalism Problems Variable er. (A-6) Prereq., consent of the dean. Independent study.
UG 450 Broadcast News Senior Project 3 er. Prereq., Jour 351 and consent of instr. Production of a major project for broadcast on radio or television by students with a broadcast
emphasis. Students work singly or in groups. Examples of projects are half-hour documentaries or multi-part series on issues of public importance.
470 Reporting Public Affairs 3 er. Prereq., Jour 371 . Instruction for advanced journalism
students in covering government and issues of public concern.

u

u
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Senior Seminar I 2 er. Prereq. , senior standing in journalism or consent of instr. Ideas,
individuals and movements that have shaped contemporary society and which constitute
the background for today's news. Year-long writing project.
Senior Seminar II 2 er. Prereq., Jour 481 or consent of instr. Continuation of 481.
Opinion Writing 3 er. Prereq., Jour 371 or consent of instr. Examination of the function and responsibilities of editorial writers. Practice in editorial and opinion writing.
Internship Variable er. (R-3) Prereq., Jour 371 . Practical experience working for
newspapers, magazines, or other approved businesses, agencies or organizations.
Teaching Journalism In Secondary Schools 3 er. Developing a high school journalism
curriculum and advising school publications.
Studies In Press and Broadcast Law 3 er. Examination and discussion of state and
federal court cases affecting the mass media, with emphasis on First Amendment issues.
Problems in Governmental Reporting 3 er. Student coverage of government agencies followed by analysis and critiques with the instructor.
The Media and Public Opinion 3 er. An analysis of leading theories of public opinion
with emphasis on how the mass media influence opinion; survey methods.
Theories of Communication 3 er. Prereq., consent of the dean.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-8) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Methods of Journalism Research 3 er. Prereq., consent of the dean.
Professional Project Variable er. (R-6) Planning, research and execution of a major
project in print, photographic or broadcast journalism.
Advanced Problems Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of the dean. Independent study.
Research in Journalism Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., consent of the Dean. Independent
study.
Thesis Variable er. (R-6) Research and writing of master's thesis.

Joe Durso, Jr., Chairman

Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the catalog. See index.
The core curriculum in radio-television (25 credits), required of all candidates for the degree of Bachelor
of Arts in Radio-Television, comprises Radio-Television 151, 201, 350, 450, 494 and Journalism 100,
270 and 367.
In addition, the candidate for the degree of Bachelor of Arts in Radio-Television must complete a minimum
of seven credits from Radio-Television 251, 301, 351, 395, 399, 498, and Journalism courses approved
by the department chairman . Moreover, students must complete at least 90 credits outside the journalism school. At least 65 of the outside credits must be in the sciences and liberal arts. Students also
must complete a minor in another field of study.
Two semesters of a foreign language at the University are required.
Majors receiving a grade lower than C in Journalism 270 must repeat the course. Only one repeat is
allowed.
Majors must pass a grammar test or earn a C or higher in Journalism 150, Elements of Writing. Credits
earned in 150 count toward the University graduation credit requirement, but do not count toward the
32-credit requirement in the major.
Majors who receive a grade lower than C in any required production course must repeat the course.
To enroll in Journalism or Radio-Television courses in the junior or senior years, radio-television students
must have a 2.00 grade average or higher in their major as well as in all other university course work.
All radio-television majors must acquire practical experience through internships or other employment
approved by the department chairman.
Students interested primarily in broadcast news should seek the B.A. in Journalism, with the broadcast
emphasis.
U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or graduate credit, G = for graduate credit.
Rafter the credit indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated after the R.
U
151 Introduction to Radio-Television Production 3 er. Prereq., Jour 100 or consent of instr.
Introduction to broadcast production techniques. Use of microphones, mixers, cameras,
videotape and audio tape editing, field and studio production.
U
195 Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
U
201 Broadcast History 3 er. Prereq., Jour 100. An examination of the technical, financial,
legal and artistic forces that have shaped the electronic media. Emerging technologies.
U
251 Radio/Audio Production 3 er. Prereq., R-TV 151. Advanced audio production and recording techniques for radio and television.
U
298 Internship Variable er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr. Radio production work with the
Telecommunication Center, KUFM, and other radio production internships.
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Broadcast Programming 3 er. Prereq., R-TV 201. An examination of formats, distribution
systems, ratings, programming strategies and the business aspects of programming in the
broadcast industry.
350 Television Production I 4 er. Prereq., R-TV 151. Production and direction of studio
and remote television programs.
351 Television Production II 4 er. Prereq., R-TV 350. Continuation of 350. Advanced production and direction techniques in both the studio and field.
395 Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
396 Advanced Radio-Television Problems Variable er. (R-6) Independent study.
450 Senior Production 3 er. Prereq., R-TV 351. Senior production project under the direct
supervision of the faculty. Projects are designed to allow the student to demonstrate proficiency in all aspects of production.
494E Senior Seminar 3 er. Prereq., senior standing in R-TV and lower-division course in
Perspective 5 or consent of instr. Exploration of the current and historic place of broadcasting in American society and current business and ethical issues in the industry. Each
student will complete a major research paper as part of the course.
498 Broadcast Production Internship 1-3 er. (R-3) Prereq., A-TV 351. Required approved
internship under the direct supervision of the faculty.

Professors
Nathaniel Blumberg, Ph.D., Oxford University, 1950 (Emeritus)
Edward B. Dugan, M.A., University of Missouri (Emeritus)
Joe Durso, Jr., M.S., Columbia University, 1968 (Chairman of Radio-Television)
Jerry Holloron, M.A., The University of Montana, 1965 (on leave 1990-91)
Charles E. Hood, Jr., Ph.D., Washington State University, 1980 (Dean)
Gregory MacDonald, M.A., University of Michigan, 1973 (on sabbatical, winter and spring 1991)
Robert C. McGiffert, M.A., Ohio State University, 1965 (Emeritus)

Associate Professors
Sharon Barrett, M.A., University of Wisconsin, 1967
William L. Knowles, B.A., San Jose State College, 1959

Assistant Professors
Carol Van Valkenburg, M.A., The University of Montana, 1988
Patricia Reksten, B.J., University of Missouri, 1976

Instructors
Gus Chambers
Terry Conrad
William Marcus
Ray Ekness
David Wilson

Lecturer
John Talbot (Visiting)

School of Law
J. Martin Burke, Dean
Steven C. Bahls, Associate Dean
Law is the study of the official rules and regulations under which people live in organized American
society; of the methods by which such rules are devised and applied; of the part that lawyers, judges
and public officials play in the application of such rules; and of the specialized techniques, practices
and procedures involved.
The program of instruction at the School of Law is designed to prepare students for the practice of
law in any state. The Law School's curriculum, teachi,ng methodology, and assessment techniques are
designed to address the following components of a lrJwyer's work: (1) knowledge of the law; (2) analytical
ability; (3) practical skills; (4) perspective on the societal role and responsibilities of law and lawyers;
and (5) sensitivity to the dynamics of social and interpersonal interaction.
The School uses a variety of pedagogical methCYJs to achieve its educational goals. To cultivate students'
analytical abilities, faculty use the traditional r.:ase method, the careful and rigorous study of appellate
opinions. Individual and collaborative legal pr.oblem solving assignments complement the case method.
The innovative "law firm"' program, in which the 75-member, first-year class is divided into groups
of six or seven students, requires students, to work collaboratively to devise collective products or solutions to problem solving exercises whicn. integrate material from first-year courses. The School's trial
and appellate advocacy programs ens1Jre that students develop oral communication skills.
Issues of professional ethics and respiJnsibility are addressed in separate formal course work as well
as in conjunction with other courses 'taught in the School. The historical and intellectual foundations
of the law are examined in the first 'fear in order to provide the student with a perspective on the role
which law and lawyers play in soc:1ety.
A variety of clinical programs round out the academic experience by providing students with an opportunity to handle real legal issu,es and appear before courts and administrative agencies.
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The Law School is accredited by the American Bar Association and the Association of American Law
Schools.
The Law School operates on a semester basis with the school year divided into two semesters of about
18 weeks each , including vacation periods.
For detailed information concerning facilities, official descriptions of courses and administrative regulations, consult the Law School bulletin.
Tentative Calendar
Autumn Semester 1992
September 1, Tuesday ............................................ ....................Classes Begin, First-Year Students
Registration and Payment of Fees;
All Students;
September 2, Wednesday ...... .................. ................................................................... Classes Begin
Second and Third-Year Students
September 7, Monday ....... ............ .......................... .. .......................................... Labor Day, Holiday
October 12, Monday ..................................................................................... Columbus Day, Holiday
November 3, Tuesday .............................................. ................ ........................Election Day, Holiday
November 26-29, Wednesday-Sunday ....... ..................................................... Thanksgiving Vacation
December 17, Thursday ........ ............................ ................................................. Last Day of Classes
Christmas Vacation, After Last Class
January 4-13, Monday-Wednesday ..................................•................................... Final Examinations
Spring Semester 1993
January 25, Monday ........... ................................. Registration and Payment of Fees, Classes Begin
February 15, Monday ................................ ................................................... Presidents Day, Holiday
March 20, Saturday ................................... ............................................................... Spring Vacation
March 29, Monday ............... .............. ...................................................................... Classes Resume
May 13-22, Thursday-Saturday ........................................ Final Examinations for Third-Year required
Courses and All Electives
May 15, Saturday .. ............. ......... ......................................................•..................... Commencement
May 17-26, Saturday-Monday ...... ............................................................Examinations for First-Year
and Second-Year
Required Courses
June 4, Friday ............................. ....... ................................................................. Hooding Ceremony

Admission
1. Criteria For Admission
The law faculty passes on all applications for admission to the School of Law. Calldidates must be of
good moral character, of intellectual promise, and must have received a baccalaureate degree from
an approved college or university prior to matriculation. Each entering class is limited to 75 students.
The law faculty policy is that the most important admissions criteria are the cumulative undergraduate
grade point average and the score on the Law School Admission Test (LSAT), from which is derived
a prediction index produced by a formula based on the experience of the first-year students in the School
of Law. In making admissions decisions, the Admissions Committee weighs such factors as writing ability,
college or university attended, trend in college grades, qualitv of work in difficult courses, change in
performance after an absence from college, and experience prior to application to law school, including
graduate study.
The School of Law subscribes to Standard 212 of the American Bar Association Standards for Approval
of Law Schools. In accordance with the standard, the School recognizes a commitment to providing
full opportunities for the study of law and entry into the legal profession of qualified members of groups
(notably racial and ethnic minorities) which have been victims of discrimination in various forms. This
commitment is implemented by special recruitment efforts and by a special concern for determining
the potential of such applicants through the admission process.
No general course of study is prescribed for admission to the School of Law. Applicants are encouraged to pursue studies that develop the capacity to think analytically, to reason logically, and to concentrate effectively.
Courses stressing the ability to write lucidly are strongly recommended. If the background of an applicant or the academic performance of a law student discloses a deficiency in writing skill or background,
thtl law faculty may require further work in English composition. The standards and conditions of performance in remedial work are established by the law faculty.
2. Requirements
For the past several years, there have been from five to six serious applicants for every position in the
75-mem.ber first-year class. The Admissions Commmittee, composed of faculty members, reviews all
applications in light of the stated criteria, and endeavors ,to select those applicants with the strongest
qualificatio'ns.
For informal'ion on LSAT and grade point average ranges .a nd averages of students enrollin11 in the
School of Law, refer to the Law School bulletin, which is available on request.
As a state sup,oorted institution, the School of Law limits the enrollment of nonresidents to no more
than twenty pement of an entering class. To be eligible for coMideration for admission, nonresideot
applicants must tiave attained cumulative undergraduate grade potnt averages and LSAT scores co,,,.
parable to those of resident applicants.
Academic work bey,ond the first bachelor's degree is notconsidel.ed in~e computation of the cumulative
grade point average. Academic credits received in credit/ll(K:redlt, J>8St!llJlo-pasa, .Ntlsfactory/unsatisfactory, or similar grading options will be considered at the "C"' le,vel 1,.1.J)) in IN computation of the
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undergraduate cumulative grade-point average of an applicant, unless documentation is provided indicating a higher grade or explaining that no other grading option was available for a course.
If the Law School Admission Test is taken more than once, the scores on the last three tests taken
by the applicant within the past five years will be averaged.
3. Application Procedure
The application materials which must be submitted by the applicant include the Application for Admission, the Personal Statement, the LSAT/LSDAS Law School Application Matching Form, and the application fee of $20. The deadline for submission of applications for admission is 5 p.m., March 15.
The School of Law reserves the right to change this date as the rate of applications may require.
The application forms for admission may be obtained by writing to The University of Montana School
of Law after August 15. These forms must be completed, signed, and returned to the School of Law.
The application fee in the amount of $20 must accompany these forms. (Make checks or money orders
payable to The University of Montana.) This fee covers the administrative costs of processing the application. It is not refundable and is not credited toward any charges when an applicant who has been
accepted registers as a student.
The LSAT is required of all applicants. The School of Law will not consider an LSAT score dated more
than five years before the date of application. Each applicant must register with the Law School Data
Assembly Service (LSDAS) and have official transcripts sent to LSDAS. The LSAT Bulletin and application
forms may be obtained from most colleges and universities as well as the School of Law and the Law
School Admission Services, Box 2000, Newtown, PA 18940. The LSAT is given in June, October,
December and February. Applicants are urged to take the June, October, or December tests; no test
score achieved later than one from the February examination can be considered in admissions decisions for the entering class of the subsequent September.
Each applicant should request the authorities of the colleges or universities attended to send an official
transcript of all courses taken and grades received to the Law School Data Assembly Service. If the
applicant is in college when application is made, the transcript should cover all work completed to date.
The applicant should continue to submit records of academic courses subsequently completed to the
School of Law to insure that all current academic work will be considered. The applicant must insure
that transcripts listed under a name different from that on the application to the School of Law reach
the proper application file. After acceptance, an official transcript showing the final degree awarded
must be furnished to the School of Law.
Applicants are required to provide both general reference and academic reference letters, and forms
and directions for these letters are included with application materials available from the School of Law.
Letters of recommendation are used to determine the academic potential and moral character and fitness
of applicants as a prospective member of the legal profession. Falsified letters of recommendation or
any other falsified information submitted for consideration will cause an application to be denied.
Admission is granted for the fall semester of each academic year. There are no midterm admissions.
Admission for one academic year cannot be deferred to another academic year. Files of all applicants
are retained for three years. Individuals resubmitting an application for admission are required to update but not duplicate the application.
4. Review of Applications
Completed applications are considered beginning in February and continuing through June. A completed application contains the documents described in the preceding sections. Completed applications are either accepted, denied or placed in a "hold" category and applicants are notified of the
determination. A determination of "hold" means that the application is held over to be considered again
at the next review; it does not mean that the application has been denied. Applicants whose files are
completed by February 1 will receive a first response (accept, deny or hold) by March 25. The last consideration of all complete pending applications is made in June. Applicants not admitted or denied are
placed on the waiting list and informed of their positions on the list. If vacancies occur in the entering
class, applicants will be admitted, in order, from the waiting list.
5. Admissions with Advanced Standing
Application for admission as a transfer student must be filed in the School of Law by 5 p.m., May 1.
The faculty policy is that the present ceiling of 75 positions in the first-year class is to be maintained
for both the second- and third-year classes, and that within that limitation, the best qualified applicants
for admission with advanced standing will be accepted, based upon consideration of an applicant's
cumulative undergraduate grade point average, score on the Law School Admission Test, and academic
performance in the law school previously attended, including an evaluation of the quality of the law
school attended. An applicant for admission with advanced standing must show: (1) that the law work
previously undertaken has been in a law school approved by the American Bar Association; (2) that
the average in all law work for which the student has registered and received a grade is equivalent
to that required for graduation from the institution attended; (3) that the applicant is in good standing
and eligible to continue in the law school previously attended (evidenced by a letter from the Dean of
the school from which transfer is proposed); (4) that the applicant is eligible to continue in this law school
under the policies specified in the Law School bulletin; and (5) that the applicant ranked in the upper
one-third of applicant's law class at the completion of one year of law study. Except in exceptional circumstances, no more than one year of law study (30 semester credits) will be credited upon transfer
toward the satisfaction of the 90 semester hours required for graduation from The University of Montana School of Law.
6. Admission Deposit
Accepted applicants are required to make an advance nonrefundable deposit of $100 no earlier than
April 1. For those who enroll, the deposit is credited toward total University fees. Applicants who fail
to make the deposit within the time specified in their letters of admission forfeit their places in the entering
class.
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7. Physical Examination
A physical examination is not required. Accepted applicants new to the University or students returning after one year or more must complete and file with the Student Health Service a Medical History
Record. The forms are provided by the Student Health Service.
8. Change of Course or Withdrawal
Courses may not be added after the end of the fifteenth day of class of the semester in the School
of Law. Dropping courses without penalty is permitted until the last class day or final grade assignment. Withdrawal from the School of Law without penalty and the assignment of grades of "W" is permitted during the first 14 weeks of a semester. A student who withdraws during the first semester of
the first year and who applies subsequently for readmission is not considered as a former student but
must complete the admission process required of all applicants.
9. Basis for Exclusion
To be in good standing, students must obtain a 2.0 cumulative grade point average in all courses for
which they have registered and received a grade by the time they have completed two semesters of
course work totalling any number of credits. If a student fails to obtain and maintain a 2.0 grade point
average as set out above, he or she shall be placed on academic probation. The student will remain
on academic probation until achieving a 2.0 cumulative grade point average, graduating with a cumulative
grade point average of at least 2.0, or being excluded from the School of Law. A student shall be excluded from the School of Law if he or she fails to achieve a 2.0 grade point average in any semester
while on academic probation. Any required course in which an "F" grade is received shall be repeated.
A student shall have the option conditioned on class scheduling, of repeating a course in which a
"D" grade has been received. Both grades in repeated courses will be included in calculations of
cumulative grade point averages for the purpose of academic ranking. Only the second grade, if a "D"
or higher, will be included in a student's cumulative grade point average for all other purposes. A student who receives an "F" grade in the first semester of a continuing required first-year course may
not enroll in the second semester of the course. Instead, the fall semester course must first be repeated
with a grade of "D" or higher as soon as scheduling of classes permits. Courses and credits in which
"F" grades are received or in which a "D" grade has been received and the course has been repeated
with a grade of "D" or higher will not be counted toward graduation requirements. The Academic Review
Committee shall review the law school record of a student placed on academic probation and the committee may require that the student meet prescribed conditions, including limiting extracurricular activities, curtailing employment, reducing courses, or enrolling in specific courses.
A student excluded on the basis of substandard performance shall not be readmitted, except in cases
when satisfactory showing is made to the faculty, by written petition, that the substandard performance
was the result of circumstances that no longer exist, or that the student has demonstrated the capability and desire to perform satisfactory work since his or her exclusion.

Graduation
Candidates for the degree of Juris Doctor (J.D.) must: (1) be graduates of an approved college or university;
(2) complete six semesters in residence at a law school approved by the American Bar Association
with 60 semester hours successfully completed at The University of Montana School of Law; (3) complete 90 semester hours of law with an index of 2.00 on all law courses for which the student has registered
and received a grade; and (4) complete all courses taught in the first and second year as specified
in the program of instruction and the following third-year courses; Commercial Transactions, Estate
Planning, Law Review or Clinical Training, Advanced Lawyering Skills, and Appellate Advocacy.
Credit is earned by successfully writing final examinations, except in practical skills programs. Regular
class attendance, thorough preparation and satisfactory recitation are required. Failure to attend classes
regularly may result in disciplinary action.
A candidate for the degree of Juris Doctor who has fulfilled the requirements for graduation will not
be recommended for the degree if, in the opinion of the majority of the law faculty, the candidate is
unqualified in accordance with generally accepted standards for admission to the bar.
CHANGE OF REGULATIONS: The School of Law reserves the right to change at any time its regulations respecting admission to the school, continuance and graduation.
PROGRAM OF INSTRUCTION
First Year
First Semester
504 Civil Procedure I ....................................................................................................................3
511 Contracts I ............................ ................ ..... ............................................................................3
521 Pretrial Advocacy I ................................................ .................................................................1
531 Legal Writing !. .......................................................................................................................3
535 Property I ...............................................................................................................................2
543 Torts I ............................................................ ........................................................................2
14
Second Semester
505 Civil Procedure II. ...................................................................................................................2
512 Contracts II ............................................................................................................................2
522 Pretrial Advocacy II ................................................................................................................2
532 Legal Writing II ....................................................................................................................... 1
536 Property II ..............................................................................................................................3
544 Torts II ...................................................................................................................................3
546 Legislation .............................................................................................................................. 1
547 Drafting ................................................... ....... .. .. ................ .................................................... 1
15
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Second Year
First Semester
555 Business Organizations I ....................................................................................................... .2
559 Federal Tax ............................................................................................................................4
563 Constitutional Law ..................................................................................................................4
574 Evidence ................................................................................................................................4
583 Legal Writing 111 •.....•....•..••.....•••••••••••••••••.••••••••......•............•.•..•..•..............•.•..•....••••••••••••••••• •• 1
15
591 Montana Law Review I or Public Land Law Review I ............................................................. 1
Second Semester
556 Business Organizations II .......................................................................................................3
578 Professional Responsibility .....................................................................................................2.
585 Trial Practice .......................................................................................................................... 2
593 Criminal Law ..........................................................................................................................3
594 Criminal Procedure ................................................................................................................3
Electives ..................................................................................................................................3
16
592 Montana Law Review II or Public Land Law Review II .......... .... .............................................1
All designated courses in the first two years with the exception of Law Review are required.
Third Year
Required First Semester
601 Commercial Transactions ......................................................... ...................... .. ...................... 3
625 Advanced Lawyering Skills .....................................................................................................2
631 Estate Planning ............................... .......................................................................................4
651 Clinical Training ..................................................................................................................1-4
603 Montana Law Review Ill or Public Land Law Review 111 .......................................................... 1
Required Second Semester
615 Appellate Advocacy (Legal Writing IV) .......................................................... ............... .......... .2
652 Clinical Training .................................................................................................................. 1-4
or
604 Montana Law Review IV or Public Land Law Review IV ......................................................... 1
Elective Courses available to second or third year students:
621 Bankruptcy .............................................................................................................................2
640 Remedies ...............................................................................................................................3
650 Labor Law ........ ......................................................................................................................3
656 Local Government ..................................................................................... .............................2
660 Oil and Gas .................... ........................................................................................................ 2
661 Indian Law ............................................................................................................. ................ 3
662 Environmental Law ............................................................................................................. .... 2
663 Employment Discrimination and Civil Rights Legislation ................................................ ...... ... 2
664 Public Land and Resource Law ..............................................................................................3
665 Taxation of Corporations ................................................................. ................ ..... .................. 3
666 Agricultural Law ........................................................................ ...................... .. .... ................. 3
683 Federal Courts .......................................................................................................................2
685 Advanced Trial Practice ......... ................................................................................................1
690 Administrative Law .................................................................................................................3
*691 Contemporary Legal Problems ...............................................................................................3
*692 Contemporary Legal Problems ...............................................................................................3
694 Workers' Compensation ......................................................................................................... 3
695 The Family ............................................................................ ................................................. 3
698 Philosophy of Law ....... .................... ........... ............................................................................3
Elective Courses available to third year law students only.
671 Real Estate Secured Transactions ....................................................................................... .. .2
688 Water Law .............................................................................................................................. 3
692 Charitable Tax Planning Regulation ................................................................................ ....... 1
Limited Enrollment Courses-available to third year students only:
681 Independent Study ................................................................................................................. 2
682 Independent Study .................................................................................................................2
691 Negotiation and Dispute Resolution ........................................................................................2
699 Moot Court ............................................................ ................................................................. 2
*Products Liability, Consumer Transactions, Partnership Taxation, Legal History, Contemporary Problems in Constitutional Law, and Gender Bias and the Law are examples of subjects that have been
available under this description.

Faculty

Professors
Steven C. Bahls, J.D., Northwestern University, 1979 (Associate Dean)
Margery H. Brown, J.D., The University of Montana, 1975
Bari R. Burke, J.D., University of California at Davis, 1979
J. Martin Burke, LL.M., New York University, 1982 (Dean)
Scott J. Burnham, LL.M., New York University, 1981
William L. Corbett, LL.M., Harvard University, 1971
Gardner Cromwell, S.J.D., University of Michigan, 1958 (Emeritus)
William F. Crowley, LL.M., New York University, 1951
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E. Edwin Eck, J.D., The University of Montana, 1973
Larry M. Elison, S.J.D. , University of Michigan, 1962
Maurice M. Michel, J.D., Loyola University, 1952 (Law Librarian)
Robert G. Natelson, J.D., Cornell Law School, 1973
David J. Patterson, LL.M ., University of Michigan, 1966
Lester R. Rusoff, LL.M. , University of Michigan, 1952 (Emeritus)
Albert W. Stone, J.D., Duke University, 1948
Robert E. Sullivan, J.D., Notre Dame (Dean Emeritus)
Carl W. Tobias, LLB., University of Virginia, 1972

Assistant Professors
Cynthia Ford , J.D., Cornell Law School, 1978
Carole A. Granger, M.L.S., University of Washington, 1971 (Assistant Law Librarian)
Melissa Harrison, J.D., Vanderbilt University, 1984
Gregory S. Munro, J.D., The University of Montana, 1975

Lecturer
Thomas P. Huff, Ph .D., Rice University, 1968

Adjunct Faculty
Brenda Desmond, J.D. , State University of New York at Buffalo, 1976
John L. Horwich , J.D., Cornell Law School, 1975
John W. McDonald, J.D., The University of Montana, 1961, Adjunct Professor
Larry E. Riley, J .D. , The University of Montana, 1966
Klaus Sitte, J.D., The University of Montana, 1972
Margaret A. Tonon, J.D., The University of Montana, 1974

School of Pharmacy and Allied Health Sciences
David S. Forbes, Dean
Lori J. Morin, Assistant Dean
The School of Pharmacy and Allied Health Sciences offers baccalaureate degrees in pharmacy and
physical therapy and the M.S. degree in the pharmaceutical sciences.
The focus of these programs is to provide a composite of educational experiences which will produce
both a well-educated person and a highly trained professional health care practitioner.

Pharmacy

Admission

Pharmacy is the study of the physical, chemical and biological characteristics of medicinal substances
and the utilization of these substances in the prevention, treatment, and control of illness and disease.
It also encompasses a study of the systems of delivering health care and the function of the professional pharmacist within these systems.
The School of Pharmacy was established in 1907 at Montana State College and was transferred to
the University in 1913.
The School of Pharmacy is a member of the American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy and the
baccalaureate program is accredited by the American Council on Pharmaceutical Education.
The curriculum offered by the School of Pharmacy consists of a five-year program leading to the degree
of Bachelor of Science in Pharmacy. The first two years, or pre-professional portion of the curriculum,
are spent in studies of the basic physical and biological sciences, and in course work necessary to
satisfy the University general education requirements.
During the final three years, students devote their time to the study of the pharmaceutical sciences
and pharmacy practice. Areas of study include pharmaceutics, pharmaceutical chemistry, pharmacology,
natural products, social administrative pharmacy, and clinical pharmacy. A program of selected electives allows the student to obtain further educational experience in specialized areas of pharmaceutical
knowledge.
Upper-class students may choose approved elective courses designed to prepare them specifically for
either community pharmacy, sales and management, research and teaching or for hospital and institutional pharmacy practice. All students must confer with assigned advisors prior to each registration
period, and receive approval of proposed courses.
In addition to their formal educational program, students, to become registered pharmacists, must complete "practical experience" or internship under the direction of a registered pharmacist and pass an
examination given by the State Board of Pharmacy.
Career opportunities exist in the fields of community pharmacy, institutional pharmacy, federal or state
government service, public health agencies, and with the pharmaceutical industry in sales positions
or in manufacturing. Those with advanced degrees are in demand for research positions and in pharmaceutical education.
High School Preparation: In addition to the general University admission requirements, algebra,
trigonometry, biology, chemistry, physics and a course in typing are recommended.
The general requirements for admission to the University are listed separately in this catalog.

Pre-Pharmacy Program
The pre-pharmacy curriculum, which requires a minimum of two years of full-time study, may be taken
at any accredited college or university.
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Students at The University of Montana may enter the pre-pharmacy program during any semester. It
is recommended that students considering pharmacy as a major declare a pre-pharmacy major as early as possible in order to receive appropriate advising. Upon designating pre-pharmacy as a major,
students will be assigned an advisor within the School of Pharmacy.

Professional Pharmacy Program
Students must apply for admission to the professional program. Class size in the professional pharmacy program is restricted, and admission to the program is competitive. The admission process is
designed to admit the best overall class into professional study. Completed applications are evaluated
by the School of Pharmacy Admissions Committee. Acceptances are made by the pharmacy faculty
and the dean based on the recommendations of the committee. The primary admission criteria are the
student's grade point averages, both overall and in the required pre-pharmacy coursework. To be eligible for admission, students must have a minimum grade point average of 2.3 on a 4 point scale, both
overall and in required pre-professional courses. For the past several years there have been more than
two applicants for each opening, and the grade point average of the entering class has been about
3.2. Students may be admitted with deficiencies in certain course work, but any deficiencies must be
removed prior to entering into the second year of the professional curriculum.
As a state-supported institution, the School of Pharmacy gives all applicants from the Montana University System equal consideration for admission into the professional pharmacy program. There is no
restriction on admission of out-of-state students, however, Montana residents are given priority among
students with equal qualifications. Students will be notified of their admission status in writing.
The curriculum of the professional pharmacy program is sequential. Therefore, students may enter the
program in the autumn semester only. Application forms for admission to the professional curriculum
may be obtained from the Office of the Dean, School of Pharmacy and Allied Health Sciences or from
a pre-pharmacy advisor. Applications must be received no later than March 15th preceding the autumn
semester of the year for which admission is requested.
An application fee of $100.00 must be submitted with the application. This fee is credited to the student's tuition upon acceptance or returned upon rejection. The $100.00 application fee is fully refundable for withdrawal of an application until July 1st, after which the fee is retained by the University.
Admission for one academic year cannot be deferred to another academic year. Official transcripts of
all academic courses taken must be forwarded directly to the School of Pharmacy.
The professional curriculum of the School of Pharmacy must be taken in residence at the University.
Students transferring from other accredited schools of pharmacy may be admitted with advanced standing, determined on the basis of credits accepted, providing they are in good academic standing. Transfer
credit for required professional courses taken at other institutions is accepted only for those courses
which are deemed equivalent and in which a letter grade of C or better is obtained. One full year of
study in residence at The Univesity of Montana is required for transfer students.

Academic Progression
The general University academic standing requirements are listed separately in this catalog. See index.
Students enrolled in the professional pharmacy program must maintain satisfactory academic progress.
Students in the professional program who have a cumulative or professional GPA less than 2.0 will
be placed on academic probation . The student will be removed from probation when a GPA of 2.0 has
been achieved. A student on academic probation must petition the Academic Standards Committee
to be allowed to progress to the next year of the professional curriculum. Because the program is
academically intense, employment beyond minimal part-time is not recommended.
Students who have failed ten or more credits of required professional coursework or who fail to progress in the expected manner for two consecutive years may be dismissed from the professional pharmacy program, subject to review of the Academic Standards Committee and the dean of the School
of Pharmacy and allied Health Sciences.
Students dismissed from the program for substandard performance will not be readmitted, except in
cases where substantiation is made to the faculty, by written petition, that the substandard performance
was the result of circumstances that no longer exist, or that the student has demonstrated the capability and desire to perform satisfactory work since his or her dismissal from the program.
Students leaving the program by their own volition are quaranteed readmission if they are in good
academic standing and exit by interview with the assistant dean for student affairs. Those students
leaving the program by their own volition and not in good standing must reapply for admission.
The professional pharmacy curriculum consists of an integrated sequence of required courses which
is designed to be completed in three consecutive academic years. With appropriate justification, parttime study in the professional pharmacy program may be allowed. Students desiring to be enrolled
in part-time study must make their request by petition to the Academic Standards Committee. Because
the curriculum is revised periodically, students who take longer than three years to complete the professional program normally will be required to complete curricular changes applicable to the class in
which they graduate.

Special Degree
Requirements

Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the catalog. See index.
Candidates for the B.S. in Pharmacy degree must:
1. Meet the general University requirements for graduation.
2. Earn a grade point average of 2.0 or higher in each of the following areas:
a. all courses attempted at The University of Montana (cumulative GPA).
b. all courses which carry a pharmacy prefix (pharmacy GPA).
c. all required courses in the professional pharmacy curriculum (professional GPA).
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3. Complete at least five full academic years, including pre-pharmacy instruction and a minimum
of six semesters of professional instruction as a full-time student registered for a minimum of twelve
credits per semester.
4. Complete not less than 160 credits of course work.
Llcensure In Montana
An applicant for licensure as a registered pharmacist in Montana must pass an examination administered
by the State Board of Pharmacy. The State Board Examination is normally administered by the Montana Board of Pharmacy in June at the School of Pharmacy. To qualify for the examination, the applicant must of good moral character and a graduate of an accredited school of pharmacy. However, an
applicant will not receive a license until an internship is completed.
Internship Regulations
1. The internship requirement for licensure as a registered pharmacist in Montana is regulated by
the Montana State Board of Pharmacy. Students must be registered with the Board of Pharmacy
as a pharmacy intern in order to accrue internship hours.
2. Only those students who have completed the first year of the professional pharmacy curriculum
may begin their internship.
3. The internship requirement consists of 1,500 hours of experience in an approved pharmacy. The
intern is permitted to acquire not less than 20 hours nor more than 48 hours experience in not
less than five days per calendar week. The student may also acquire up to 700 hours concurrently
with school attendance in courses, clinical pharmacy programs, or demonstration projects which
have been approved by the Board of Pharmacy.
4. The following courses and programs currently offered by the School of Pharmacy are approved
and applicable toward·fulfilling the internship requirement as part of the 700 hours and are assigned academic credit and internship hours as indicated: Pharmacy 380-Pharmacy Practice, 1 to
3 crs. at 2h/wk/cr; Pharmacy 581-Community Pharmacy Externship, a minimum of 5 credits and
200 clock hours; Pharmacy 582-Hospital Pharmacy Externship, a minimum of 5 credits and 200
clock hours; Pharmacy 583-Clerkship, a minimum of 6 credits and 200 clock hours. Other clinical
pharmacy courses and programs developed by the School of Pharmacy and approved by the Board
of Pharmacy will be included as they become available to the student.
5. Students will receive credit for internship time and/or courses taken if such experience is certified
by the preceptor and/or instructor and approved by the State Board of Pharmacy.

Pre-Pharmacy Curriculum
The courses shown here must be completed in the first two years. The sequence of courses is illustrative
and if proper prerequisites are satisfied, the student may alter the order in which the courses are taken.
S
First Year
A
Chem 161N, 162N College Chemistry......................................................... 3
3
Chem 164N, 165N-College Chemistry Laboratory.................................... ...
2
2
*Math 121-Pre-Calculus................................................................................ 4
*Math 150-Applied Calculus.........................................................................
4
tEnex 101-English Composition....... ............................................................
3
2
Comm 111 A-Introduction to Public Speaking .......... ..... ...... .......... ...............
6
**Electives and General Education ................................ ........... .......... ....... ...... .. 3
15
17
tSemester of enrollment depends on beginning letter of student's last name. Course waived by a score
of "exempt" on the writing placement exam.
*Students with a deficiency in mathematics should take Mathematics 005 and/or 100 prior to taking
Mathematics 121 or 150.
Second Year
3
Chem 221 , 222-0rganic Chemistry ......................... ........... .......... ... ............ 3
2
Chem 223-0rganic Chemistry Laboratory ............ ....... ................................
Biol 221-Cell and Molecular Biology............................................................ 4
Econ 111 S-lntroduction to Microeconomics ..............., .................................
3
Phys 101N-Basic Physics ............................................................ :..............
5
**Electives and General Education.................................................................... .1
9
17
15
**The student must complete the University's General Education requirements as described in the degree
requirements section of this catalog. Due to the limitation in elective credits in the professional curriculum, students are advised to complete the General Education requirement during the pre-pharmacy
curriculum.

Professional Pharmacy Curriculum
Students must apply for admission to the professional curriculum. For requirements see section on
Admission.
Students enrolled in the professional pharmacy curriculum are assessed a supplemental fee. This fee
does not apply to pre-pharmacy students. Refer to the fees section of this catalog for details:
Students must demonstrate a typing proficiency of at least 30 words per minute prior to entering the
second professional year.
S
First Year
A
Chem 381, 382-Elementary Biochemistry...................................................... 3
2
Micb 302-Medical Microbiology ........... ........... ............. ..................... ...... ....... 3
Biol 107N-Elementary Microbiology Laboratory.............................................
1
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Phar 301-lntroduction to Pharmacy Practice ... ............ ... ..................... ......... .
Phar 302-Pharmacy Law ........ .......... ....... .. ................. ............................. ..... .
Phar 331-Pharmaceutics 1....... .. .••.. .. .•... .. ••. ..••.... .. ....•. ...••... •... •••...........•. •......
Phar 341, 342-Applied Anatomy and Physiology ... ..... .. .. .. ... ............ ... .. ..... ....
*Phar 380-Pharmacy Practice .. ..... ............... ...... ... ...... ........ ................ ..... .. ....
Electives ......... ...... .. ............. ..... ......... ............ ............ ..... ...... ... .. ............ .... ... .. .

Phar
Phar
Phar
Phar
Phar
Phar
Phar

Second Year
411-Pharmacy Management ......... ... .... ....... ........ ... ......... ..................... .
412-Pharmacy Relations ...... .... ... ...... ............ ............... .... ...... ... ........... .
421 , 422-Medicinal Chemistry I, 11. .... ..... .... .. .... .. ...... ...... ... ......... .. ...... .. .
428-Chemotherapeutic Agents ...... ...... ... .......... ... ........... ............... ....... .
432-Pharmaceutics II .. ..... .. ...... ...... ............ ....... .......... ..... ......... .. ...... .. ..
443, 444-Pharmacology and Toxicology .... ............ ..... .. ....... ...... .......... ..
4S1 , 4S2-Therapeutics I, 11 ...... ............................................................ . .

Third Year
Phar SOS-Dispensing ............. ..... ...... .... ....... ...... .... ...... .... .. .............. ......... .... .
Phar S33-Clinical Pharmacokinetics ................. ................. .. .................. ........
Phar SS3-Therapeutics 111 ..... ........ ....... ... .. ... ... ....... .... ......... ... •.. ... ... ........... .. ..
Phar SSS-Clinical Antim icrobials .......... ...... ... ..... ..... ..... .. ........ ...... ........ ..... .... .
• *Phar S81-Community Pharmacy Externship .... ..................................... ... .... ..
• • Phar S82-Hospital Pharmacy Externship ........ ....... .... ..... ...................... ........ .
• • Phar S83-Clerkship ...... .. ... .... ......... .. .... .... .... .. .... .. .......... .... .. .. ......... ... ...... .... .
Electives ........ ...... ..... .. ...... .. ...... ................. ..... .... .... ....... .. ........ .... ........ ..... .. .....

3

s

3
4
4
1
3

1S

17

3
3

3
3
3

4
4
3

4
3

17

16

4
2
4
2

s
s
6

3

1S
16
*Need not be taken this semester, but must be taken prior to Phar S81, S82, and S83. Waived by presenting evidence of 30 hours of equivalent experience after entering the professional curriculum . Hours
may be applied toward satisfying the 1SOO hours of clinical experience required by the State Board
of Pharmacy.
#Phar S81, S82, and S83 consist of full-time professional experience in community and hospital pharmacies and other clinical sites. Since only a limited number of sites are available in Missoula, many
students will be assigned to pharmacies in other Montana cities for that experience.

Courses

U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or graduate credit, G = for graduate credit.
Rafter the credit indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated after the R.
U
11 ON Use and Abuse of Drugs 3 er. Drug dependence and abuse. Satisfies requirement for
teacher certification as a drug education course.
U
125 Drugs and Athletic Performance 2 er. Information about nutritional influences on athletic
performance, drugs reputedly enhancing athleticism, and the risk-benefit component of
various ergogenic aids.
U
195 Special Topics Variable er. (R-16) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
U
201 Over The Counter Drugs 3 er. Facts and fallacies about nonprescription drugs, including
product comparison, evaluations and the benefits and risks of self-medication .
u 202 Prescription Drug Therapy 3 er. The use of prescription drugs in the treatment of common disease states.
u 301 Introduction to Pharmacy Practice 3 er. Prereq. , Math 1SO. The role of the pharmacist
in systems involved in health care delivery. Introduction to the prescription and pharmacy
calculations.
u 302 Pharmacy Law 3 er. Prereq., Phar 301; coreq., Phar 331. Federal and state laws and
regulations pertaining to pharmacy practice. Introductory dispensing laboratory.
UG 324 Medicinal Plants 2-3 er. Plants and other natural substances which nourish, heal , injure, or alter the conscious mind.
u 331 Pharmaceutics I 4 er. Prereq., Chem 222, first professional year standing. Physical pharmacy and dosage forms; with laborabory.
u 341 Applied Anatomy and Physiology 5 er. Prereq., Chem 222, Phys 101 N, Biol 221 . Principles of anatomy, normal and abnormal physiology; with laboratory.
u 342 Applied Anatomy and Physiology 4 er. Prereq., Phar 341 . Continuation of 341 without
laboratory.
u 380 Pharmacy Practice 1-2 er. (R-3) Prereq., Phar 301. Supervised protessional experience
in the Student Health Service Pharmacy.
u 395 Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, er one-time offerings of current topics.
u 397 Research 1-3 er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr. Individual participation in library or
laboratory research.
u 411 Pharmacy Management 3 er. Prereq., second professional year standing. Management
of personnel, space, inventory and other resources in pharmacy practice.
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Pharmacy Relations 3 er. Prereq., second professional year standing and a course in
communication. The social, economic, legal, ethical, and psychological factors involved
in professional and patient relationships of pharmacists.
421 Medicinal Chemistry I 3 er. Prereq. , Chem 381. The chemistry of organic compounds
used medicinally and their biochemical mechanisms of action.
422 Medicinal Chemistry II 3 er. Prereq., Phar 421 . Continuation of 421 plus the chemistry
of medicinal agents of biological origin.
423 Drug Induced Malnutrition 2 er. Prereq., Phar 451 (non-majors, consent of instr.). Basic
concepts in nutrient and drug metabolism, drug-nutrient interactions and nutritional disorders
caused by drugs.
428 Chemotherapeutic Agents 3 er. Prereq., Chem 382, Micb 302. Drugs used in the
therapy of parasitic, microbial and neoplastic diseases.
432 Pharmaceutics II 4 er. Prereq ., Phar 331 or consent of instr. Biopharmaceutics and
pharmacokinetics.
443 Pharmacology and Toxicology 4 er. Prereq., second professional year standing. Basic
principles of pharmacology, toxicology and therapeutics; with laboratory.
444 Pharmacology and Toxicology 4 er. Prereq., Phar 443. Continuation of 443 without
laboratory.
451 Therapeutics I 3 er. Coreq., Phar 443. The therapy of common disease states emphasizing those conditions amenable to self-treatment with over-the-counter drugs or other health
products.
452 Therapeutics II 3 er. Prereq ., Phar 432 and 444. Introduction to the clinical practice
of pharmacy and discussion of the therapy of common disease states with emphasis on
the selection and monitoring of drug therapy.
460 Cosmetics 2 er. Prereq., second professional year standing in pharmacy. Cosmetic formulation.
495 Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
497 Research 1-3 er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr. Individual participation in library or
laboratory research.
505 Dispensing 4 er. Prereq., Phar 302, third professional year standing. Theoretical and
practical aspects of the dispensing of medication; with laboratory.
514E Case Studies in Pharmacy Ethics and Law 3 er. Prereq., Phar 302, lower-division
course in Perspective 5 or consent of instr. Case law pertaining to pharmacy practice. How
ethical values help the courts interpret legislation in matters pertaining to drugs and their use.
515 Drug Development and Marketing 2 er. Prereq ., consent of instr. Offered alternate
years. Administrative activities and decisions involved in the development and distribution
of new pharmaceutical products.
516 Advanced Pharmacy Administration 2 er. Prereq., consent of instr. Offered alternate
years. Analysis of the pharmaceutical industry.
533 Clinical Pharmacoklnetlcs 2 er. Prereq., Phar 432 and 452. The application of pharmacokinetic principles in drug dosage regimen design.
534 Pharmacokinetlc Computing 1 er. (R-2) Prereq., Phar 432. Applications of computers
in pharmacokinetics.
536 Advanced Pharmaceutics 2-3 er. (R-6) Prereq., Phar 331 and 432. Offered alternate
years. Topics in biopharmaceutics, physical pharmacy and dosage form design.
537 Advanced Pharmacoklnetics 2-3 er. (R-6) Prereq., Phar 432. Offered alternate years.
Pharmacokinetic theory and models.
545 Pharmacodynamlcs Laboratory 2 er. (R-6) Prereq., Phar 443. Laboratory designed to
give the interested and qualified student an opportunity to study basic principles and
methodology useful in determining drug effect.
546 Toxicology 2 er. Prereq., Phar 422. The role of the pharmacist in poisoning prevention and emergency treatment.
553 Therapeutics Ill 4 er. Prereq., Phar 452. The therapy of common disease states with
emphasis on the selection and monitoring of drug therapy.
554 Therapeutics IV 2 er. Prereq., Phar 452. The therapy of common disease states with
emphasis on the selection and monitoring of drug therapy.
555 Clinical Use of Antimicrobials 2 er. Prereq., Phar 428 and 452 or consent of instr. Use
of antimicrobial agents in a clinical setting.
556 Psychopharmacotherapeutlcs 2 er. Prereq., Phar 452 or consent of instr. A discussion of the more common childhood and adult psychiatric disorders with emphasis on a
pharmacologic approach to their treatment.
570 Computer Applications in Pharmacy 1-2 er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr. Individual
projects with an emphasis on computer applications in pharmacology, pharmacokinetics
or pharmacy management.
573 Institutional Pharmacy 3 er. Prereq., Phar 301 and 331. The pharmacist's role and
activities in drug distribution and control in hospitals and related institutions with an emphasis on the preparation and administration of sterile products.
412
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Faculty

u

581

u

582

u

583
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UG

594
595

UG
UG

596
597

G
G

599
602

G
G
G

605
619
632

Community Pharmacy Externship Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., Phar 380, 412 and 505
or consent of instr. Supervised professional experience in a community pharmacy.
Hospital Pharmacy Externshlp Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., Phar 380, 412 and 505 or
consent of instr. Supervised professional experience in a hospital pharmacy.
Clinical Clerkship Variable er. (R-12) Prereq., Phar 533, 553 and 555 or consent of
instr. Supervised professional experience in the clinical functions of the pharmacist.
Seminar 1 er. (R-6) Prereq., senior or graduate standing in pharmacy.
Special Topics Variable er. (R-9) Prereq., senior or graduate standing in pharmacy.
Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or onetime offerings of current topics.
Independent Study Variable er. (R-9)
Research Variable er. (R-6 for undergraduates; R-10 for graduates) Prereq., senior or
graduate standing in pharmacy. Individual participation in library or laboratory research.
Thesis Variable er. (R-10)
Advanced Pharmacognostlc Techniques 1-3 er. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr. Techniques used in investigative pharmacognosy.
Chemistry of Natural Products 3 er. (R-6) Prereq., Phar 416 or consent of instr.
Advanced Pharmacology/Toxicology 3 er. (R-6) Advanced mechanisms of drug action.
Advanced Pharmaceutics 3 er. (R-6) Advanced studies involving dosage formulations
and pharmacokinetics.

Professors
Gordon H. Bryan, Ph.D., University of Maryland (Emeritus)
Donald H. Canham, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1959 (Emeritus)
Gayle A. Cochran, Pharm.D., Duquesne University, 1976
Charles L. Eyer, Ph.D., Washington State University, 1976
David S. Forbes, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1973 (Dean)
Rustem S. Medora, Ph.D., University of Rhode Island, 1965
Frank A. Pettinato, Ph.D., University of Washington, 1958 (Emeritus)
Robert L. Van Horne, Ph.D., The State University of Iowa, 1949 (Emeritus)
John L. Wailes, Ph.D., University of Colorado, 1954 (Emeritus)

Associate Professors
Todd G. Cochran, Ph.D., University of Washington, 1970
Lori J. Morin, M.B.A., The University of Montana, 1981 (Assistant Dean for Student Affairs)
William J. Docktor, Pharm.D., University of Michigan, 1977
David S. Freeman, Ph.D., University of Washington, 1974
Michael P. Rivey, M.S., University of Iowa, 1982
Jerry R. Smith, Ph.D., University of Mississippi, 1977

Assistant Professors
Angeline M. Carlson, Ph.D., University of Minnesota, 1990
Craig A. Johnston, Ph.D., Michigan State University, 1982
Sarah Johnston Miller, Pharm.D., Mercer University, 1985
Bryan D. Tarr, Ph.D., Washington State University, 1985

Clinical Assistant Professors
Douglas R. Allington, Pharm.D., University of South Carolina, 1988
Lulies A. Cress, Pharm.D., University of California, San Francisco, 1980
Dana Headapohl, M.D., University of Washington, 1980
Larry E. Patterson, Pharm.D., University of Southern California, 1972

Instructors
J. Michael Kinsella, Ph.D., The University of Montana, 1969
John P. Peterson, Pharm.D., Philadelphia College of Pharmacy and Science, 1984 (Visiting)
Robin Wheeler, B.S., The University of Montana, 1982

Adjunct Associate Professor
Gary T. Elliott, Ph.D., University of Florida, 1985

Physical Therapy

Richard Gajdoslk, Chair
Physical Therapy is a health care profession concerned with the habilitation and rehabilitation of individuals having limitations resulting from pathological, surgical or traumatic conditions. The profession is also concerned with prevention of disability in an effort to promote maximal use of an individual's
capacities. Physical therapists are trained to evaluate neurological, musculoskeletal, cardiovascular
and respiratory disorders. Physical agents, such as heat, cold, light, electricity, massage, and exercise
are used to promote healing, relieve pain, maintain or restore strength, and improve joint range of motion and functional capabilities. Physical therapists play key roles in: 1) rehabilitating injured workers
to return to their jobs, 2) rehabilitating senior citizens after debilitating disease to enable them to remain independent 3) helping handicapped children to live within the least restrictive environment, 4)
' preventing and treating sports related injuries, and 5) conducting research in the basic and clinical
sciences. Knowledge of the psychological and social ramifications of disability affecting the individual
and his or her family is an integral part of physical therapy treatment.
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Physical therapy is practiced in diversified settings, including hospitals, clinics, skilled nursing facilities,
sports medicine programs, public schools, and private practices. Recent legislation in Montana now
permits direct public access to physical therapists for evaluation and treatment without a physician referral.
Even so, physical therapists remain committed to function as an integral member of the health care team.
The physical therapy educational program at The University of Montana seeks to prepare physical
therapists who have a broad base of skills upon graduation, and who will be able to structure and/or
implement physical therapy services primarily in rural settings. These types of settings require a physical
therapist to serve not only as a provider of direct patient care, but to fulfill the roles of administrator,
supervisor, teacher, consultant, and researcher. Students successfully completing the professional program meet the competencies for physical therapy as determined by the Commission on Accreditation
in Education of the American Physical Therapy Association, receive a Bachelor of Science in Physical
Therapy, and are prepared for state licensure.
The program is fully accredited by the American Physical Therapy Association.
High School Preparation:
Specific high school courses are not required but a background is recommended in mathematics,
chemistry, biology, physics, English and other communication skills.
Pre-Professional Physical Therapy Program
The pre-professional curriculum usually requires three years of study at any accredited college or
university.
A high school graduate who fulfills the requirements for admission to The University of Montana will
be admitted to the Pre-Professional Physical Therapy Program as a freshman with a Pre-Professional
Physical Therapy major. Application can be made by submitting a uniform University of Montana application to the office of Admissions.
Students from community colleges, other colleges or universities or from other programs at The University
of Montana may transfer into the Pre-Professional Physical Therapy Program at the beginning of any
semester. Students who plan to apply for entrance into the Professional Physical Therapy Program
are encouraged to transfer into the Pre-Professional Program as early as possible and be advised by
a physical therapy advisor on a semester basis.
Professional Physical Therapy Program
Enrollment in the two-year and two-summer sessions Professional Physical Therapy Program is limited
to twenty students in each class (first and second professional years). A student who has successfully
completed the Pre-Physical Therapy Program requirements must apply for admission to the Professional Program. An applicant must demonstrate that at the time of matriculation into the program all
prerequisite courses will have been completed successfully, and that The University of Montana's General
Education requirements have been substantially met.
Because the professional program is sequential, students must enter the program in the autumn semester
of the first professional year.
An applicant who has not previously been a student at The University of Montana must apply to the
Office of Admissions and be admitted as a regular University of Montana student before being formally
accepted into the Professional Physical Therapy Program. Former University of Montana students, unless
they have attended another school since their enrollment at the University, need only apply to the Professional Program. Application forms and information about admission policies are available from the
Physical Therapy Department, McGill Hall; an application fee is required.
The following policies and procedures should be noted:
The application form and the supporting documents for admission to the first professional year must
be forwarded directly to the Chairman, Student Selection Committee, Physical Therapy Department
no later than February 15, preceding the autumn semester of the year for which admission is requested.
Preference will be given to Montana resident students. To be considered for admission, an applicant
who is a resident of Montana must have obtained a cumulative grade point average of at least 2.50
(on a four-point scale) in all college courses for which the applicant has registered, as well as a minimum
of 2.50 in the required pre-professional courses. Non-resident applicants must have attained a cumulative
grade point average of at least 3.00 in all courses for which the applicant has registered, as well as
a minimum of 3.00 in the required pre-professional courses. To qualify as a resident applicant, the student must be a Montana resident on the closing date for submission of the application for admission.
In addition to these requirements, applicants must demonstrate an appreciation and knowledge of the
practical duties and responsibilities of the physical therapist through direct exposure in a variety of clinical
settings (a minimum of 120 hours of work or observation and work under the direct supervision of a
physical therapist).
After completed applications have been received, the Selection Committee will screen the applications
based on GPA in required courses, overall GPA, stated purpose, work experience, and letters of recommendation. Based upon the results of this screening, only those applicants who appear best qualified
will be invited for a personal interview.
Although an invitation to appear for interview does not assure the applicant a place in the class, the
final selection will be made from those interviewed. All applicants will be notified in writing of their status.

Special Degree
Requirements

Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the catalog. See index.
Once admitted into the Professional Physical Therapy Program, failure to maintain a minimum grade
point average of 2.00 in any semester will cause the student to be placed on probation. The student
will be removed from probation when an overall grade point average of 2.00 or better is again achieved. All first year professional students must maintain a minimum GPA of 2.00 in courses required in
the physical therapy curriculum in order to advance into the second professional year.
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Because the program is academically intense, and because courses may be offered at various times
during the day, evening and on Saturday, employment is not recommended . All students enrolled in
the program are expected to maintain a full-time academic course load (minimum of 12 semester credits)
during each semester of the program.
Students who fail to progress in the expected manner for two consecutive years will be dismissed from
the Professional Physical Therapy Program, subject to review by the Academic Requirements Committee of the Physical Therapy Department and the Dean of the School of Pharmacy and Allied Health
Sciences.

Pre-Professional Physical Therapy Curriculum
First Pre-Professional Year
Biol 101N-Principles of Biology ................................ .. ............. .......... ........ ..
Chem 151N-152N-General Chemistry ..... ..... .............. .. .............. ......... .... .... .
Chem 154N-General Chemistry Laboratory ................................. .... ........ .. ..
*Enex 101-English Composition .... ................ .. ....... ...... ....... .. ..... ......... ..... ... ..
Comm 111A-lntroduction to Public Speaking .......................... .. ................. ..
Biol 106N-Elementary Medical Microbiology ............ .................................. ..
Psyc 1005-lntroduction to Psychology ...... .. .... ............... ....................... ..... ..
Soc 110S-Principles of Sociology ............ ... ........ ........ ............... ............. ... ..
Electives and General Education ............................................................ .... .
Second Pre-Professional Year
HHP 299-Advanced First Aid/CPR ..... .. ................ .... ..... ........................ ...... .
Math 241-Statistics .............................................. .... .... ............... ....... ........ ..
Phys 101N-102N-General Physics ...................... ..... .................. ......... ........ .
Soc 21 OS-Social Psychology ............ ..... ...... .............. .................... .. ........... .
Electives and General Education ....... .............................. ............... .............

A
3
3
2
3

s
3
2
3

3
2

3
5

16

16

3
4
5

5
3
5

7

16

16

Third Pre-Professional Year
Biol 212-213-Anatomy/Physiology I, 11 .............................. ..... .. .................... . 4
Psyc 3305-Abnormal Psychology ............................ ............................ .... ... .
* * Electives and General Education .... ............ ...... ........ ................................... 12

4
3
9
16

16
*Semester of enrollment depends on beginning letter of student's last name.
**As you review your suggested course of study, keep in mind the General Education Requirement
when considering electives. Because of the !Imitation In electlve credits In the professlonal curriculum, students are required to complete the majority of the General Education requirements
during the pre-physical therapy curriculum.

Professional Physical Therapy Curriculum
First Professional Year
PT 352-Neuromusculoskeletal Pathology ................. ..... ......... .. ..... ...... .......... ..
PT 361-Clinical Clerkship 1....................................................... ..... ................ .
PT 364-Applied Anatomy and Kinesiology .................................... ................ ..
PT 365-Applied Anatomy and Kinesiology Laboratory ...................... ..... ........ ..
PT 366-Neurosciences for the Health Professions ............... ......................... ..
PT 367-Neurosciences for the Health Professions Laboratory ....................... ..
PT 368-Physical Therapy and the Health Care System .. ..... ....................... .. .. .
PT 376-Therapeutic Exercise 1.................. ..................................................... .
PT 377-Therapeutic Exercise I Laboratory ............ ...................................... ... .
PT 382-Physical Therapy I ............... .................. ........................................ .... .
PT 383-Physical Therapy I Laboratory .................................. ........... .............. .
PT 386-Human Motor Development Through the Life Span ........ .. ........ ........ ..
Biol 455-Medical Physiology .................. ...................... ............. .. .................. ..
HHP 462-Biomechanics in Physical Therapy ............... .. ....... ........................ ..
Electives .................................................. ....................... .............. ....... ......... ... .

A
(1)
4
1

Second Professional Year
452-Clinical Medicine and Surgery ........................................ ................... .
461-Research in Physical Therapy ................ ................... .... ................... ..
462-463-Clinical Clerkship II, 111 ............................ ...... ........................ ... .. ..
466-Advanced Anatomy Laboratory ............................ .... .. .. ......... ............ ..
471-Research and Writing in Physical Therapy ......... ...... .......... ........ ....... .
478-Therapeutic Exercise 11 .. ......... ....... ..... ......... ..... ................. .. .... ....... ... .
479-Therapeutic Exercise II Laboratory ................................................... ..
484-Physical Therapy 11 ....... ................................. ..... ......... ...................... .
485-Physical Therapy 111 .......... ....... ...................... ...... .......... ........ ........... ..
486-Physical Therapy Practice and Administration .............. ................ .. .. ..
488-Electrophysiological Testing and Therapeutics ..... .......... ........ ........... .

2
(1)
4
1

2
4
1
4
1
2
3

3
2
17-18 17-18

Summer Session
PT 398-Clinical Internship I ......................... ...................... ...... ................ ..... ..
PT
PT
PT
PT
PT
PT
PT
PT
PT
PT
PT

s

4
A

s
2

4
2
(1)

2
(1)
2

3
1
3
3
3
2
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HHP 485-486-Physiology of Exercise and Laboratory .................. ...... .......... ...
Electives ...... ...... ... ...... ... ..... ...... .. ... ........ ... ........ .. .. ... .... .. ...... ..... .... .. ... .............. .

4
3
17-18

Summer Session
PT 498-Clinical Internship 11 ... .. .. ... .. ..... ..... .. .... ... ..... ............ ... ..... ... ................ .
PT 499-Clinical Internship 111 ... .... ..... ........ ... ...... .. ... ...... ... ............................. . ..

17-1
8
4
4
8

Breakdown of Credits .................. .. .... .. ........ .. ......... .... .. .................. .................. ..
Pre-Professional Physical Therapy Curriculum: Required: ............................... ..
Electives: ... .. ...... ..... ....... .... ....... .. ........ ... .. .. ... ...................... ......... .... ..

56
40

Professional Physical Therapy Curriculum: Required: .. .. ...................................
Electives: ............................ ... .. ...... .. ................................................ ..

77
5

96

Total Credits Required ....... .. .... .... ..... .... .. .................. ...................................... ..

'Courses

82
178

U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or graduate credit, G = for graduate credit.
Rafter the credit indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated after the R.
U
195 Special Topics Variable er. (R-4) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
280 Introduction to Physical Therapy and the Health Professions 3 er. Offered alternate
U
years. Introduction to the physical therapy profession, including clinical practice theories
in areas of specialization, and a survey of related health care professions.
U
352 Neuromusculoskeletal Pathology 2 er. Prereq., PT 364 and 365 or consent of instr.
The pathology and medical and surgical treatment of musculoskeletal and neurological
diseases and disabilities.
U
361 Clinical Clerkship I 1 er. Prereq., enrollment in the PT program. Clinical experience
in physical therapy departments with an emphasis on observation, treatment and mentorship.
U
364 Applied Clinical Anatomy and Kinesiology 4 er. Prereq., course in human anatomy
and consent of instr. Anatomy of the neuromusculoskeletal system and body cavities in
relation to movement, function and clinical correlates.
U
365 Applied Clinical Anatomy and Kinesiology Laboratory 1 er. Coreq., PT 364. Clinical
applications of PT 364.
U
366 Neurosciences for t he Health Professions 4 er. Prereq., PT 364, 365 or consent of
instr. Anatomy of the head and neck, and neuroanatomy of the human nervous system
with emphasis on evaluation of central nervous system lesions and pathological conditions.
U
367 Neurosciences for the Health Professions Laboratory 1 er. Coreq., PT 366. Application
of PT 366.
U
368 Physical Therapy and the Health Care System 2 er. Prereq., consent of instr. An introduction to physical therapy and its relationship to the health care system. Topics include
medical terminology, medical record keeping, patient motivation and compliance, and professional issues in physical therapy.
U
376 Therapeutic Exercise I 4 er. Prereq., PT 364, 382, 383. Musculoskeletal assessment
and treatment; including posture, gait analysis and instruction, special tests, exercise equipment, therapeutic programs, and proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation.
U
377 Therapeutic Exercise I Laboratory 1 er. Coreq., PT 376. Clinical applications of PT 376.
U
382 Physical Therapy I 4 er. Prereq., consent of instr. Physiology, indications, contraindications, and application of physical agents; patient transfer and positioning procedures;
manual muscle testing, gonimometry and massage.
U
383 Physical Therapy I Laboratory 1 er. Coreq., PT 382. Clinical applications of PT 382.
U
386 Motor Development through the Life Span 2 er. Prereq., PT 364, 365 or consent of
instr. Survey of human motor development: including embryology, pediatrics and geriatrics.
U
395 Special Topics Variable er. (R-4) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
U
398 Clinical Internship I 4 er. Prereq., PT 361. Six weeks of supervised clinical experience
emphasizing patient evaluation and treatment.
U
452 Clinical Medicine and Surgery 3 er. Prereq., PT 352 or consent of instr. Special lectures in medicine and surgery as related to physical therapy with emphasis on recognition
of signs and symptoms of disease as well as implications for treatment. Topics include
cardiac, pulmonary, renal, and gastrointestinal disease; diabetes; hematology; cancer; AIDS;
substance addiction; and radiology.
U
461 Research in Physical Therapy 4 er. Prereq., Math 241. Same as HHP 461. Basic principles of research and measurement; planning and implementing the inquiry process; investigation and analysis of published research; research and writing on a special interest
topic.
U
462 Clinical Clerkship II 2 er. Prereq. , PT 361, 398 and consent of instr. Clinical experience
in physical therapy departments with emphasis on patient evaluation and treatment, and
department organization and administration.
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Faculty

u

463

u

466

u

471

u

478

u
u

479
484

u

485

u

486

u

488

UG

u

494
495

u

498

u
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Clinical Clerlcship Ill 2 er. Prereq., PT 462 and consent of instr. Continuation of PT
462 but in a 1ciifferent setting.
Advanced Anatomy Laboratory 1 er. Prereq., PT 364, 365, 366, 367. Regional dissection and study of the back, neck, upper extremity and lower extremity, including clinical
correlates.
Research and Writing in Physical Therapy 2 er. Prereq., PT 461. Research and writing
on a special topic as related to physical therapy.
Therapeutic Exercise II 3 er. Prere., PT 376, 377. Neurological assessment and treatment; including adult neurology, neurodevelopmental procedures, spinal cord injury,
wheelchair and adaptive equipment needs and architectural barriers.
Therapeutic ElKercise II Laboratory 1 er. Coreq., PT 478. Clinical applications of PT 478.
Physical Therapy II 3 er. Prereq., PT 382, 383. Evaluation and treatment procedures;
including units in arthritis, prosthetics, orthotics, manual therapy and chronic pain.
Physical Therapy Ill 3 er. Prereq., PT 384. Continuation of PT 484; including units in
obstetrics, burns, respiratory, peripheral vascular disease and cardiac rehabilitation.
Physical Therap)• Practice and Administration 3 er. Prereq., consent of instr. Organization and management of the physical therapy department with emphasis on the therapist's
role as administrator, supervisor and consultant.
Electrophysiolo91lcal Testing and Therapeutics 2 er. Prereq., PT 382, 383 and consent of instr. Theory and application of electrodiagnosis and electrotherapy procedures;
includes laboratory.
Seminar Varlablle er. (R-6)
Special Topics Wariable er. (R-4) Prereq., consent of instr. Offerings of visiting professors or one-tim13 offerings of current topics.
Clinical Internship II 4 er. Prereq., PT 463 and consent of instr. Six weeks of supervis·
ed clinical experience in all aspects of professional practice.
Clinical Internship Ill 4 er. Prereq., PT 498 and consent of instr. Continuation of PT
498 but in another physical therapy setting.

Professor
Vincent V. Wilson, M.A., New Yo1rk University, 1947; L.P.T., Montana (Emeritus)

Associate Professors
Richard Gajdosik, Ph.D., University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1989; L.P.T., Montana (Chair)
Nora Staael, M.A., Columbia Univorsity, 1932; L.P.T., Montana (Emeritus)

Assistant Professors
Carrie Gajdosik, M.S., University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1986; L.P.T., Montana
Beth Ikeda, M.S., Massachusetts General Hospital Institute of Health Professions, 1989; L.P.T., Montana
Charles Leonard, Ph.D., Medical College of Pennsylvania, 1985

Instructor
David L. Levison, S.S., The University of Montana, 1986

Pre-Nursing

Gayle A. Cochran (Professor, School of Pharmacy and Allied Health Sciences),
Director and Advisor
Lori J. Morin (Associate Professor, School of Pharmacy and Allied Health Sciences), Advisor
The pre-nursing curriculum is a two-year program which is designed to provide the basic undergraduate
education needed for entry into the professional portion of a baccalaureate nursing program. Students
who intend to pursue the Bachelor of Science in Nursing degree at Montana State University should
plan to transfer to the Bozeman campus two semesters prior to upper-division placement in order to
complete the required lower-division nursing courses. Students may petition for guaranteed placement
in upper-division coursework up to a year prior to placement regardless of whether or not they have
been admitted to MSU. Students desiring admission to other schools of nursing should consult with
their advisor for the selection of a pre-nursing program.

Pre-Nursing Program
Lower-division courses required by Montana State University School of Nursing:
Chem 151N-152N-General Chemistry
Chem 154N-General Chemistry Laboratory
HHP 236N-Human Nutrition
HPE 348- Nutrition and Disease
Biol 105N-Elementary Microbiology
Biol 106N-Elementary Microbiology Laboratory
Psyc 100S-lntroduction to Psychology
Psyc 240S-Developmental Psychology
Soc 11 OS-Principles of Sociology
Biol 21;2N-213N-Anatomy and Physiology I & II
Check with advisors for additional course requirements.

Credits
3,3

2
3
3
3
2
3
3
3
3,3
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Health Sciences

Health science courses are concerned with fundamental issues in human health and disease and are,
therefore, interdisciplinary in both scope and content. They have been designed not only for students
anticipating careers in medicine" dentistry, nursing, pharmacy, medical technology, physical therapy,
cytotechnology and numerous other health care professions and services, but for all students interested
in individual and community health, the clinical and paramedical arts, and the biomedical sciences.
Health sciences courses are listed under two designations: 1) Health Sciences; 2) other disciplines.
Health Science Courses
Health Sciences
195 Special Topics
389 Recent Advances in Clinical Medicine
395 Special Topics
495 Special Topics
Anthropology
360N Introduction to Biological Anthropology
361 Culture, Health, and Disease
388 Native American Health and Healing
Health and Human Perfcirmance
180 Physical Fitness for Life
184 Personal Health and Wellness
236 Nutrition
248 Nutrition and Consumer Choice
346 Nutrition Through the Life Cycle
348 Nutrition and Disease
Microbiology
306 Applied and Environmental Microbiology
307 Applied and Environmental Laboratory
406 Clinical Diagnosis
407 Clinical Diagnosis Laboratory
411 Epidemiology
Pharmacy
11 OS Use and Abuse of Drugs
125 Drugs and Atllletic Performance
201 Over the Counter Drugs
202 Prescription Drug Therapy
324 Medicinal Plants
343 Culture and Population
423 Drug Induced Malnutrition
Philosophy
321 E Medical Ethics

Courses

U = for undergradU1ate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or graduate credit, G = for graduate credit.
R after the credit indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated after the R.
U
195 Special Topics Variable er. (R-6) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
U
389 Recent Advances in Clinical Medicine 1 er. (R-3) Prereq., junior or senior standing.
Weekly presentations throughout the semester by local clinical medical practitioners describing in non-technical terms recent advances in their specialities.
U
395 Special Topics Variable er. (R-12) Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
UG 495 Special Topics Variable er. (R-12) Experiments! offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.

Mansfield Library
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The Library
Karen Hatcher, Dean
Campus libraries contain almost 600,000 volumes in their collections. The library's collection of books
and serials is organized into three major subject areas: humanities, sciences, and social sciences. Each
subject area occupies one floor of the five-level structure.
Major service functions are located on the main floor (level 3) of the library. The reference area, which
includes the card catalog, houses a c,ollection of encyclopedias, dictionaries, bibliographies, directories,
indices and abstracts brought togethE.ir to facilitate the finding of specific information. Access to current
information contained in books, reports, and journals is also identified through the use of computers.
Several electronic workstations provide the public with compact disc entry into subject fields such as
education, psychology, sociology, bio.logy, forestry, environmental science, recreation and wildlife
management, languages and literature'. At the reference/information desk, librarians offer personal
guidance in the use of periodical indexes, compact discs, the card catalog, online databases, and general
library reference resources. Other functions on the main floor include book circulation, the reserve book
room, microforms, and interlibrary loan. The library maintains an active interlibrary loan program for
students and faculty through affiliation anc.1 liaison with major library networks and individual research
libraries, both in this country and abroad. In addition to the main University library, separate collections
are housed in the Journalism and Law Sctiools.
Government documents, maps, archives and special collections are housed together on one floor. Since
1965, the library has been the regional depository for the state and receives all U.S. government publications available to depository libraries. Significant holdings of Montana history are found in archives and
special collections. Represented are rare boo~'<s, pamphlets, papers, manuscripts and photographs.
These reflect important literary and political figures, as well as business and industry, in Montana. The
Montana state documents collection contains th'ose books and periodicals issued by state agencies.
Instructional Media Services, a division of the Mansfield Library, is an audiovisual library and production center located on the first floor of the Social SC'ience Building. It incorporates viewing and listening
facilities for all standard media formats, video, CD a·nd laser recordings, and downlink videoconferencing. Music scores and music reference works are av.~ilable also at IMS for convenient use by listeners.
All nonprint items are circulated as library materials. Audiovisual equipment is loaned to both students
and faculty to facilitate the use of nonprint materialsi in connection with academic pursuits.
The nonprint collection has more than 86,000 items which circulate and are available to faculty and
enrolled students. Part of this collection is a film/video library which serves the campus as well as a
five-state regional area with both rental and sponsored 16mm motion pictures, videotapes, and slides.
This film and video collection also enjoys a national rep1.1tation through interlibrary loan and as a rental
library.
IMS offers, on campus, laser color copying from slides;, negatives, and color originals, a complete
photographic production and film processing service and assistance in developing creative instructional
aids. Other production services include audio and video' recording, editing, and duplication, as well
as general assistance with systems design. Print and poster mounting, plastic lamination, and shrinkwrapping are available.
Some of the special features of the library include small study rooms, faculty and student seminar rooms,
private study carrels, a specially equipped room for the v·isually handicapped, rooms for typing and
viewing microforms, as well as facilities for rapid photocopying of materials. At the request of the faculty, selected titles from the book collection are placed on short-term loan in the reserve book room for
required or recommended reading in certain courses.
The library provides orientation programs designed to acquailnt students with general and specific subject oriented resources. Requests for such services may be anranged through the library office. Regular,
interim, and holiday hours are permanently posted at the library.

Courses

U = for undergraduate credit only., UG = for undergraduate or 1~raduate credit, G = for graduate credit.
Rafter the credit indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated after the A.
U
100 Library Use Instruction 2 er. Introduction to E1ffective use of basic library resources,
emphasizing research strategies for writing term papers or other uses.

Faculty

Professors
Devon Chandler, Ed.D., University of Oregon, 1973 (Director of Instructional Media Service)
Karen Driessen, M.A., University of Denver, 1967 (Media Libra,rian, Instructional Media Service)
Karen Hatcher, M.L.S., University of Wisconsin, Madison, 1964 (Dean)
Dale L. Johnson, Ph.D., The University of Montana, 1976 (Archivist)
Douglas E. Mills, M.A., University of California, 1950 (Director o•f Technical Services Emeritus)
Dennis L. Richards, M.A., Florida State University, 1963 (Documents Librarian)
Robert G. Schipf, M.L.S., University of Oklahoma, 1961 (Science' Librarian; Emeritus)

Associate Professors
Richard T. Dunn, MAL.A., Rosary College, 1972 (Librarian)
William W. Elison, M.A., University of Denver, 1970 (Social Science Librarian)
Adelaine S. Midgett, B.A., The University of Montana, 1933 (Catalog Librarian Emeritus)
Christopher Mullin, M.A., University of Washington, 1969 (Special Collections Librarian)
Erling R. Oelz, M.S., University of Illinois, 1968 (Director of Public Services)
Bonnie H. Schuster, M.A., University of Minnesota, 1968 (Monograph and Serials Acquisitions Librarian)
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Assistant Professors
Barry Brown, M.l.L.S., University of Michigan, 1989 (Science Librarian)
Kathryn E. Higgins, M.S.L.S., University of Southern California, 1971 (Assistant Catalog Librarian)
Coburn R. Johnson, M.A., University of Denver, 1972 (Assistant Catalog Librarian)
Rita Nelson, B.A., The University of Montana (Assistant Acquisitions Librarian Emeritus)
Ying Xu, M.L.S., Rutgers University, 1989 (Humanities Librarian)

Western Montana College
of The University of Montana
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Western Montana College
of The University of Montana
W. Michael Easton, Provost
Western Montana College of The University of Montana is a small, liberal arts college in Dillon, Montana. The College has the special dual mission of preparing teachers and coaches as educators for
Montana and the nation, while also providing students with a strong liberal arts education for solid career
opportunities. Enrolling an average of 1,000 students, Western specializes in providing individual attention, personal services and hands-on classroom experience using state-of-the-art technology.
A branch campus of The University of Montana since 1983 Western Montana College offers bachelor
of science degrees in elementary education and secondary education with emphases in art, business,
education, English, general science, history, social science, biology, health and physical education,
industrial arts, mathematics and physical science.
The College's liberal studies degree program has a solid academic foundation of liberal arts and science
courses with concentrations in arts; communications technology/administrative science; science; and
social science/administrative science. In addition, a complete masters degree program in curriculum
and instruction is offered full-time by The University of Montana at Western's campus.
Western grants Associate of Science degrees in business, information processing, human resource
management, office systems technology, early childhood education and tourism and recreation. A general
Associate of Arts degree and an Associate of Arts with an emphasis in advertising design are also
available.
Western's Microcomputer Center and Office Simulation Center house over 100 Apple and IBM computers for student use, providing one computer for every ten students. Western's Learning Center provides individualized instruct for basic skills remediation, and the College's Study Skills program assists
students in making effective use of their college years
Men's and women's basketball, wrestling, rodeo, football, and volleyball are major NAIA Frontier Conference collegiate sports at Western, and intramural activities are popular throughout the campus community.
Western is the home of the nationally recognized Rural Education Center-a resource and educational
program providing specialized training for rural educators. Western's exclusive Big Sky Telegraph-a
multiple phoneline electronic telecommunications bulletin board system linking Montana's one- and
two-room schools, communities and business-has gained national and international acclaim as an
innovative telecommunications system for the future. In addition, Western is currently a national
demonstration site for the continuing development of a "model classroom" to prepare teachers for rural
settings.

Courses

For a catalog of courses at Western Montana College of The University of Montana, call the Admissions Office at Western, toll-free in-state 1-800-WMC-MONT, or 406-683-7331; or contact the Registrar's
Office.

Faculty

Professors
David H. Beier, Ph.D., University of Colorado, 1983
Barney P. Brienza, M.A., Western New Mexico, 1968
W. Michael Easton, Ed.D., University of Oregon, 1969
Sylvester L. Lahren, Ph.D., University of Colorado, 1979
Lawrence Leith, Ed.D., The University of Montana, 1985
William O'Connor, Ph.D., University of Colorado, 1974
Walter P. Oldendorf, Ph.D., Northwestern University, 1980
Keith K. Parker, Ph.D., University of California, 1977
Frank D. Tikalsky, Ed.D., University of Northern Colorado, 1966
David L. Warner, D.M.E., University of Colorado, 1986

Associate Professors
Robert D. Anthony, J.D., Memphis State, 1982
James D. Corr, M.E., The University of Montana, 1961
Nyles A. Humphrey, Ph.D., University of Utah, 1973
John S. Kirkley, Ph.D., Utah State University, 1985
Jane H. Maddock, Ph.D., University of Utah, 1985
Eve Malo, Ph.D., University of New Mexico, 1981
John M. Rogan, Ph.D., University of California, 1985
Judith P. Ulrich, Ph.D., Michigan State University, 1988
Karl E. Ulrich, Ph.D., Michigan State University, 1984
Craig E. Zaspel, Ph.D., Montana State University, 1975

Assistant Professors
John W. Bailey, N.R.E., Brigham Young University, 1967
Clara A. Beier, M.S. Western Oregon State College, 1979
Bonnie J. Bilant, M.B.A., The University of Montana, 1985
Linda Bolte, M.S., University of Iowa, 1987
Julia Bullard, M.E., Northern Montana College, 1987
Glenda W. Elser, M.S., Montana State University, 1988
Jerold A. Hilton, M.A., Brigham Young University, 1965
Brenda Houchen, M.E., The University of Montana, 1985
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Cheri A. Jimeno, M.S., Montana State University, 1985
David L. Kendall, M.S., Indiana University, 1965
Michael A. Lundin, Ph.D., The University of Montana, 1990
George Marinkovich, M.S., Montana State University, 1974
Eva Mastandrea, M.A., Montana State University, 1989
Frank B. Odasz, M.S., University of Wyoming, 1984
Sandra 8. Oldendorf, Ed.D., University of Kentucky, 1987
Bonnie J. Sheriff, M.S., Montana State University, 1972
E. Otis Thompson, M.S., Montana State University, 1968
Richard 8. Turner, Ph.D., University of Nevada, Reno, 1986
James J. Valach, M.S., Western Montana College, 1985
Dona J. Wallace, M.E., Montana State University, 1968

Instructors
Ronald G. Fischer, M.F.A., The University of Montana, 1988
Daniel M. McGrath, M.S., Montana State University, 1988
Clayton Schultz, S.S., Art Center College of Design, 1959
Marlene Stonelake, B.S., Western Montana College, 1972
Cleo Sutton, S.S., Western Montana College, 1983

Expenses, Services, Organizations
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Expenses

Fees

General
The student expense information provided in this catalog is based upon policies in effect on July 1, 1991.
More current information may be obtained by contacting the Controller's Office, Lodge, The University
of Montana, Missoula, Montana 59812. (Phone 406-243-2223) or by referring to the current semester's
Schedule of Classes. The Board of Regents reserves the right to adjust fees at any time.
Students are encouraged to have funds on deposit in a Missoula bank for fees, board, room and other
necessary expenses and be able to write a check for the exact amount during registration periods. Foreign
and Canadian checks are not accepted. Canadian money is discounted. Students' registration is not
complete until all fees are paid and the schedule/bill has been finalized or validated by a cashier.

Fee Schedule
The fee schedule below is only a general estimation of fees for the autumn semester of 1992. These
estimates are conversions of 1991-92 quarterly rates. No increases are reflected, but it is expected that
the Board of Regents will approve an increase. Law School and summer students will find a different
fee schedule applied. Information on these fees is published in separate publications. These fees may
change without notice.

Credits
In-State Fees
1 .............................................................. $ 81.15
2............... ...............................................
132.30
3..............................................................
183.45
4..............................................................
234.60
5..............................................................
285.75
6... ...........................................................
336.90
7..............................................................
499.80
8..............................................................
550.95
9..............................................................
602.10
10 ............................................................ , 653.25
11.............................................................
697.80
12 ............................................................
742.35
13 ............................................................
768.15
14-18 ........................................................
793.95
19 ............................................................
838.50
20............................................................
883.05
21 ............................................................
927.60
22............................................................
972.15
23 ............................................................ 1,016.70
24 ............................................................ 1,061.25
25 ............................................................ 1,105.80

Out-of-State Fees
$ 174.15
318.30
462.45
606.60
750.75
894.90
1,150.80
1,294.95
1,439.10
1,583.25
1,720.80
1,858.35
1,938.90
2,019.45
2,157.00
2,294.55
2,432.10
2,596.65
2,707.20
2,844.75
2,982.30

Students enrolled for 6 credits or fewer have the option of paying an additional amouni to cover the
ASUM activity fee and health service.
Health Insurance Fee
Insurance coverage is available to students for an additional fee. The health insurance fee is used to
purchase health insurance for students who do not have adequate existing health coverage. The insurance plan is specially designed to cover costs of hospitalization and medical services which cannot
be provided on campus, such as major surgery, intensive care, or specialist consultation. No student
should waive the health insurance unless they have equivalent existing coverage. Students may waive
this fee provided they sign a waiver form at the time they request their courses. Insurance coverage
begins the date fees are paid. Coverage cannot be purchased (or waived if registration has been finalized) after five class days.

Other Course Fees
Additional fees frequently are assessed for selected courses offered in the following subjects: Art, Biology,
Dance, Drama, Forestry, Geology, Health and Human Performance, Music, Pharmacy, and Physical
Therapy. Special fees are assessed for extended field trips in various departments. An Educational Service Fee is charged for the off-campus M.B.A. and M.P.A. programs.
The same fees apply to audit courses as to take them for credit.

Law School Fees
The School of Law fees for 12 credits are approximately $738.35 for an in-state student and $1854.35
for an out-of-state student. The Health Service fee is included. Health Insurance coverage is available
to students for an additional charge. These figures are estimates based on 1991-92 rates. No increases
are reflected, but it is expected that the Board of Regents will approve an increase.
Law Special Fees
All persons who apply for admission to the School of Law must pay a non-refundable acceptance fee
of $100.00 which is applied toward payment of fees upon entering and attending the School of Law in
the semester for which application was made.

I
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In addition to the above fees, Law School students must pay an additional $600.00 per semester which
is applied to instructional costs.
All law students are assessed a $20.00 law activity fee each year payable the first semester of school.

Summer Programs and Continuing Education
Fees, room and board costs for Summer Programs and fees for registration in Continuing Education
are contained in separate publications. These publications can be obtained by contacting the Center
for Continuing Education and Summer Programs, The University of Montana, Missoula, MT 59812.

Other Registration Costs and Policies
Late Registration
A student who does not complete registration, including payment of fees and finalization (validation of
the schedule/bill by a cashier), during the scheduled registration period (see current Schedule of Classes)
is assessed a late registration fee of $40.00.
Dishonored Checks
A charge of $15.00 will be assessed each time a check is returned from the bank. Any check tendered
in payment of registration fees and not honored by the bank upon which it is drawn may result in postponement of a student's registration. The student will then be assessed the late registration fee of $40.00
in addition to the $15.00 service charge.

Fee Polley on Drop/Adds
Students must pay for all courses for which they are enrolled at registration. However, within the first
fifteen class days, they may drop or add courses. The courses for which students are enrolled on the
fifteenth class day will determine any fee adjustments (see fee schedule). Beginning the sixteenth class
day, courses dropped will not result in a reduction of fees but courses added will increase credit hour
enrollment and may result in an additional charge.
Drop/Add Processing Fee
A $10.00 processing fee will be charged to each course that is added after the fifteenth class day or
dropped after the twenty-fifth class day.
Duplicate Receipt Fee
A $2.00 fee will be assessed each time a duplicate receipt is prepared for a student. Students receive
an original receipt at no charge.
Deferred Fee Payment Plan
The Regents of Higher Education have authorized a deferred fee payment plan which provides for the
payment of at least one third of the total fees along with a $30.00 administrative charge at the time of
registration, payment of one third within 30 days of registration and payment of the full balance within
60 days of registration. Registration, Incidental, Health Service, Activity, University Center and Building
Fees, and Residence Halls and Food Service charges which have not been received from Financial
Aid sources may be deferred. The signing and adherence to the terms and conditions of a promissory
note Will be required and no fees may be deferred by any person who owes the University any fees,
fines, loans or other charges or who has previously deferred fees and failed to make timely payments.
A $15.00 fee will be assessed each time a payment is late. This plan is not available for the summer session.
Non Payment
No person who owes the University any fees, fines or other charges will be permitted to (1) receive academic
credit or grades; (2) register; (3) secure any transcript or record; or, (4) access any University facilities
or services, regardless of the relationship thereof to the amount owed, until the full amount due has
been paid or satsifactorily adjusted with the Controller's Office. Interest may be charged at the rate of
8% on the balance due from the day after the due date until the full amount has been paid and any
attorney's fees or other costs or charges necessary for the collection of the amount owed may be added
to the balance due. The University shall have the right to apply any portion of any amount it may owe
such individual for any reason, including wages, to payment of the balance owed to the University.

Refund for Withdrawal from the University
The withdrawal process begins in the University College office in Corbin Hall. The date used in determining refunds is the official withdrawal date as recorded by the University Registrar. Generally, no fees
are refunded after the fifteenth class day of the semester.
Students using the deferred payment plan will have their refund calculated according to refund policy
and may still owe some or all of the deferred balance. All existing debts such as a deferred payment
plan balance, library charges, health service charges, etc., will be deducted from any refund due for
the withdrawal.
Financial aid funds may be returned to the funding source for students who have received aid the semester
they withdraw. Consult the Financial Aid Office for information.
Students who purchase summer health insurance and withdraw during spring semester will be refunded in full for the summer insurance.
Fees paid for room and board charges are refunded on a pro-rata basis. During the final two weeks
of the term, room fees will be forfeited.

Determination of In-State Fee Status
The Montana University System classifies all applicants for admission and students as either in-state
or out-:<>f-state. This classification affects admission decisions and fee determinations. The basic rules
for making the classification are found in Board of Regents' Policy. It Is each student's responalblllty
to secure and review a copy of the pollcy. Failure to be aware of the rules will not be cause for gran-
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ting any exceptions to them. A copy of the policy is available from the Admissions Office or the Registrar's
Office. It is important to bear in mind that each residency determination is based on the unique set of
facts found in each individual's case. If you have questions concerning your particular case, be sure
to contact the unit to which you are applying for admission or at which you are already enrolled. Generally,
the Admissions Office or the Registrar's Office will be able to assist you.
With certain exceptions, in order to be eligible for in-state status, a person must meet a 12-month durational residency test. You will have to demonstrate a bona fide intent to become a Montana resident.
The 12-month period does not start until some act indicative of an intent to establish residency is taken.
Mere presence in Montana or enrollment at a unit will not serve to start this period. Sufficient acts to
start the period are registration to vote, obtaining a Montana driver's license, registration of a motor vehicle in Montana, purchase of a home in Montana, filing of a resident Montana tax return. If and only
if none of these indicators is applicable to you, you may file an Affidavit of Intent to Establish Residency
in order to begin the 12-month period. Such an affidavit must be filed with the unit, and you should
check with the unit to see if such an affidavit is applicable in your case.
After the 12-month period has commenced, you are expected to act in a manner consistent with Montana residency and to do all those things required by law of a Montana resident. Any actions inconsistent with or in contradiction of a claim of Montana residency may result in your classification as out-of-state.
For example, if you vote absentee in another state you will not be permitted to claim Montana residency.
If you are receiving financial aid based on non-Montana residency (such as a state scholarship or a
guaranteed student loan from another state), you will not be able to claim Montana residency. A Montana driver's license should be obtained within the 12-month period, and any motor vehicle to be operated
in Montana should be registered in Montana during the period. Close attention is paid to meeting the
income tax filing requirements-all taxable income earned during the 12-month period must be reported.
The policy lists various acts that are consistent with a claim of Montana residency.
In addition to acquiring in-state status based on residency, you may be eligible for in-state status based
on one or more exceptions provided for in Regents' policy. Because they are exceptions, these additional means of acquiring in-state status will be strictly construed. It is important to note that in-state
status under an exception can be lost if you no longer meet the requirements for the exception to apply.
Consequently, if you can also meet the requirements for in-state status based on 12-month residency,
it is to your advantage to be classified based on residency rather than on an exception.
All presently enrolled students have a classification, and applicants for admission will be classified by
the appropriate college or university upon receipt of their applications. The initial classification can be
appealed, and students are permitted to petition for reclassification at any time. In order to be eligible
for in-state status for fee purposes, it is necessary to meet the requirements for such status on or before
the 15th instructional day of the semester for which the status is sought. Reclassification is not automatic
and will not occur unless the individual so petitions. It is your responsibility to meet any filing deadlines
that are imposed by the appropriate unit of the System. All students should check with their appropriate
unit to determine the time limits for filing. The appeal process is given in the Regents' policy.

Costs of On-Campus Services
Housing and Food Service
Students living in University residence halls are required to take meals in the Residence Halls Lodge
Food Service facilities. Room and board rates are the same for in-state and out-of-state students. Students
who are approved to move out of the residence halls and terminate their food service contract will receive
a prorated refund based upon the days remaining in the semester.
Residence Halls
Estimated rent for double room in a University residence hall is:
Occupant
Days

Semester
Rate

121
$882.00
Autumn Semester
Spring Semester
124
896.00
150.00
Single Room (additional per semester)
These rates are the approved rates for the 1991-92 academic year. Rates for the 1991-93 academic year
are expected to increase.

Food Service
The Residence Halls Lodge Food Service serves breakfast, lunch and dinner. Residence Halls students
must choose meal plan A, B, or C. All meal plans are available to off campus students.
Autumn
Semester

Meals
Purchased

Spring
Semester

Meals
Purchased

Annual
Cost

Semester

$862.00
(242)
$1724.00
Meal Plan A
$862.00
(242)
799.00
(200)
799.00
(200)
1597.00
Meal Plan B
Meal Plan C
693.00
(130)
693.00
(130)
1386.00
451.00
(82)
Meal Plan D
451.00
(82)
902.00
These rates are the approved rates for the 1991-92 academic year. Rates for the 1992-93 academic year
are expected to increase.
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Family Housing
Family housing is available. A $75.00 deposit is required and application should be made to the Family
Housing Office, Elkhorn Court, Missoula, MT 59801.
Craighead
and
Elliot
Village
Sisson
$152.00
Studio
$202.00
184.00
One-Bedroom
225.00
230.00
Two-Bedroom
274.00
246.00
Three-Bedroom
296.00
Four-Bedroom
313.00
These rates are the approved rates for the 1991-92 year. Rates for the 1992-93 academic year are expected to increase.

Vehicle Registration Fee
Any motor vehicle, including motorcycles, which will be parked on campus by students, staff or faculty
must be registered with the Department of Campus Safety and have a current parking decal affixed
to the vehicle. Parking decals cost $60 for "A" decals, and $10 per decal for each additional vehicle.
Reserved parking is available on a first come, first served basis at a cost of $180.
Motorcycles are issued "B" decals which cost $10 per year. If one drives infrequently, a "Buck-A-Day"
pass may be purchased from the Department of Campus Safety or the University Center. The pass allows
parking all day for $1. Hourly pay lots are available at a cost of $.25 per hour.
Partial refunds will be made for semesters not attended provided that the parking decal is returned and
that an application has been filed within 30 days of termination. No refunds wlll be made on motorcycles or second car parking fees.
If a vehicle is sold, transferred or destroyed, the University decal must be removed and returned to the
Department of Campus Safety for replacement without charge. A charge of $2 is made for all decals
lost and not returned.
Other Campus Services
On campus there are other services provided such as the swimming pool, laundry facilities, locker rental, a full service bookstore, prescription pharmacy, testing programs, etc. The rates charged for these
services are too varied to present in this publication. If more information is required concerning these
services, contact the department providing the service.

Veterans' Benefits for Education Assistance
Under Public Law 95-202 and Public Law 815
A veteran may be eligible to receive benefits under various GI Bills. In applying for educational benefits,
it is essential that the veteran's status is known (Montgomery Bill, VEAP, Vocational Rehabilitation or
Survivors or Dependents). Refer to the Veteran's Guide available in the Lodge, 201. The veteran must
be enrolled and pursuing an approved program of education or training to be eligible for benefits.
All veterans and eligible persons receiving subsistence allowances under the GI Bill are required by
law to report promptly to the Veterans Administration any changes which may affect the amount of money
being received. These include dropping individual courses, withdrawing from school, not attending classes
for which currently registered, changes in marital status, and not formally withdrawing from the University when they stop attending. The Veterans Administration expects the veteran not only to make satisfactory
progress, but to regularly pursue a goal and regularly attend classes.
To be considered full time, undergraduate students must carry twelve credits or the equivalent and graduate
students must carry nine graduate credits or the equivalent.
The following chart indicates the minimum credit hours for which veterans must be registered to receive
benefits:
Graduate Students*
Undergraduate Students
Benefits
Full
Three-Quarter
One-Half
Fees only
*Graduate credits only

12

9, 10, 11
6, 7, 8

9
7, 8
5, 6

Less than 6

Less than 5

If a veteran is attending during the summer session, he or she should contact the veterans' coordinator,
Lodge 201 , as a separate form is required.
The repeat of a grade (A,B,C,D,P,I) will not be permitted to count toward the required minimum credit
hours. The repeat of an F may be counted toward the required minimum hours. Veteran students should
not register as an audit nor fail a course under the pass/not pass option if they wish the credits to count
toward the required minimum. Questions concerning these matters should be referred to the veterans'
coordinator.
Additional information, advice on the benefits, or application forms may be obtained by contacting the
veterans' coordinator, Lodge 201.
Those veterans wishing to receive the advance payment should contact the veterans' coordinator approximately forty-five days in advance of the semester for which they plan to register.
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Financial Aid

Financial Aid Office
The Financial Aid Office is located in Room 218 of the Lodge Building. All undergraduate and graduate
aid, including scholarships, grants, fee waivers, loans and student employment, is monitored by this
office. Students should request applications and further information by writing to the Financial Aid Office, The University of Montana, Missoula, MT 59812 or calling (406) 243-5373.
Notice: Any policy is subject to change if required by federal or state law, Board of Regents, or Financial
Aid Office action.
Acceptance to UM
Students must be accepted for admission (or readmission) to the University in a degree program before
financial aid requests are considered.
Presidential Leader Scholarships
This award is open to incoming freshmen who have demonstrated high academic achievements, leadership
and promise for success in their high school experiences. The award is renewable for four years based
on meeting eligibility requirements. Further information is available in the application which must be
submitted by February 1 for the autumn term award. Applications are available from the Financial Aid
Office, the UM Honors Program and high school counselors from Montana.
Campus-Wide Scholarships
The University offers a campus-wide scholarship program. Students should apply each year as most
scholarships are awarded on an annual basis.
Requests for applications may be directed to the Financial Aid Office or Montana High School Counselors.
The filing deadline is February 1 for incoming freshmen and March 1 for all others. Students are notified
in May.
Some scholarships are based on need. Students who file a Financial Aid Form may increase their scholarship opportunity.
Departmental Scholarships
Many departments offer scholarships based on skill or academic potential. Students should contact the
major department for deadlines and more information.
Financial Aid Application
To increase possibilities for aid, including scholarships, all students should file the Financial Aid Form
(FAF) with the College Scholarship Service (CSS). Early application is recommended as funds are limited.
Priority is given to early filers for programs such as College Work Study (CW-S) and Perkins Loans.
Only FAF's received at CSS by March 1 will be considered for those programs.
Applications received after March 1 are used to process Stafford, PLUS, SLS Loans and Pell Grants.
Determination of Eligibility
Most financial aid, including College Work Study, Pell Grants, supplemental grants, Perkins and Stafford Loans are based on meeting the definition of " need" as defined by Congress and the Department
of Education. Financial need is determined by substracting the student's expected contribution, scholarships and, if dependent, the parent's contribution from the cost of education at the University.
Financial Aid Package
Students who have financial need as indicated from the FAF will usually receive aid from several sources.
Pell Grant may be included. For those who applied by March 1, College Work Study and Perkins Loans
are considered. Any remaining need is funded with the Stafford Loan within loan limits.
Some students may find it necessary to borrow money with the Parent Loan (PLUS) or the Supplemental Loan for Students (SLS) to meet need or replace expected contributions. The PLUS and SLS require
additional application procedures.
Students receiving financial aid will be sent an award letter only after information and evaluation are
complete.
Employment
Many students find part-time employment to help finance their education. This may be through College
Work Study or regular employment. The Financial Aid Office coordinates all campus student employment. Open positions are posted near the office and at the University Center Information desk. Students
who desire to work off campus should check with the Career Center or seek employment on their own.
Satisfactory Progress
Any student receiving financial aid is required to make satisfactory progress in a program leading to
a degree. Complete information is provided with the award letters.
Short Term Loans
Limited short term loan money is available to registered students who are eligible and submit complete
applications.
·

Reduced Fees
Fee Waivers
The Montana Board of Regents has authorized the waiver of registration and incidental fees for certain
categories of students. Applications for any of the fee waivers listed below must be made in writing each
year to the Financial Aid Office. The request must be made prior to the start of the semester in which
the student expects the waiver.
Minimum academic standards are necessary to receive fee waivers. Other requirements and limitations
may apply. Contact the Financial Aid Office for application forms or more information.
Montana Veterans Fee Waiver
• bonafide resident of the State of Montana for at least one year
• Honorable Discharge
• at one time qualified for veterans benefits under Title 38 of the U.S. Code, but are no longer eligible
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• served during a time of war as determined by the Attorney General (World War II, 940 to 9-2-45;
Korean War, 6&50 to 1155; Vietnam War, 1-1-64 to 5-7-75)
Native American Fee Waivers
• resident of the State of Montana for one year prior to enrollment at The University of Montana
• documentation proving at least one-quarter (?) degree blood
• meet admissions guidelines of the University
• must have financial need as determined by the Financial Aid Office
• meet satisfactory academic progress according to the standards of the Financial Aid Office
Senior Citizens Fee Waiver
• permanent resident of the State of Montana
• 62 years of age or older
University of Montana Employees
• employed at least three-quarter time on the date of registration
• approval from department head
• limited to six credits or fewer
High School Honors
• awarded by Board of Regents to top graduating seniors in Montana
• student must submit form to the Montana unit they plan to attend
Other
There are several other fee waivers including War Orphans and Dependents of Prisoners of War. Contact the Financial Aid Office for details.
Western Undergraduate Exchange
The Western Undergraduate Exchange (WUE) Program may be available to beginning students. Current participating states are Alaska, Colorado, Hawaii, Idaho, Minnesota, Nevada, New Mexico, North
Dakota, Oregon, South Dakota, Utah and Wyoming. If eligible, students pay a special WUE fee that
is approximately 150% of in-state charges. See the Admissions section of this catalog for further information.

Department of Military Science
Students enrolled in advanced ROTC courses are paid a tax-free, subsistence of $100.00 per school month
($1,000/year maximum). Two-, three-, and four-year scholarships (full tuition, fees, an allowance for books,
and the $100.00 per month subsistence) are available to a number of qualified high school seniors and
college freshmen and sophomores. For more details see the Military Science Department, College of
Arts and Sciences.

Services
Housing and
Food Service

Residence Halls Community
The University of Montana residence halls' community is very much a part of the total University and
Missoula communities. The campus is a center for educational, cultural, and social activities. Residing
in residence halls places you at the center of these activities. Our mission is creating an atmosphere
that is safe, provides for individual growth, and promotes academic exploration and learning. The University houses nearly 2100 students in eight residence halls on campus.
No community is totally risk free. Crimes take place in our society at large and this problem exists on
university campuses. The University and the Housing Office take many precautions for safety. The best
protection against criminal acts is for all students, faculty, and staff to be aware of and report any
suspicious acts. All members of our community can reduce the risk of campus crime by being responsible for our personal safety and taking practical precautions.
It is important to understand and become involved in the residence halls' community. The residence
halls are owned and operated by the University on a self-supporting basis. This means room fees pay
for the cost of operations (utilities, maintenance, and staffing), capital improvement work, and repayment of money borrowed for the original capital loan and the interest on this loan. These buildings are
the students' University home and cooperation, personal concern, and care is needed to avoid any
unnecessary and wasteful expenses such as damage repair and replacement.
The residence halls staff are resource people. Sharing ideas, observations, or questions with them will
benefit residents. Resident Assistants will offer help when problems with University life are experienced.
The University of Montana requires all freshmen and students who have earned fewer than 30
semester credits to reside In the University's residence halls. Students are required to continue
residence hall llvlng until the student earns 30 semester credits. Exceptions are made for students
who reside with their parents and for students who are married or are single parents. Other exceptions
are made under special circumstances on an individual basis. Any student requesting an exception
to the residency requirements must complete an application for a release form, available from the Housing
Office. All requests must be in writing, accompanied by supporting documentation. Students are not
released from the residency requirements until the student receives an official notification from the Director
of Housing.
Students who have earned 30 semester credits or more are not subject to the residency requirements
but are encouraged to live on campus. Students not subject to the residency requirements may
opt for residence halls living on a semester basis. These students who register in the residence
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halls are required to live In the halls for the entire semester. All students living In the residence
halls are also required to contract for one of the available meal plans.
Rooms in residence halls are provided in order of application. Application forms and information may
be obtained by writing the Office of Admissions (new students) or the Residence Halls Office (returning
students).
A limited number of rooms have been designed to accommodate students with disabilities. Application
for these rooms should be accompanied by a statement of the specific disability.
Students living in the residence halls are eligible to receive and use a long distance credit card which
gives access to The University of Montana telephone systtem. By way of a PIN- (Personal Identification Number), utilizing any phone set on campus with a 243 prefix, long distance telephone calls may
be made to anywhere in the world and charged directly to the student. There will be no special application, waiting period or initial deposit to receive the card. If a housing application has been submitted
in advance, a PIN- will be assigned and waiting upon arrival on campus. Initially, all accounts have
a $50 credit limit. The rates are comparable to discounted AT&T rates. Students are expected to pay
the monthly charges or any periodic billings (sent if the credit limit has been reached) immediately upon
receipt.
As a condition of residence a student must agree to familiarize himself or herself with all regulations
the University and the residence halls have enacted or may enact. These regulations can be found
in the University catalog and the residence halls handbook and brochure.
Below are specific regulations pertaining to residence:
•Admission to the University and a $100 prepayment for board and room, as outlined in the residence
halls brochure, are required before an application will be considered.
•Cancellation of a room reservation must be received in the Residence Halls Office by July 15 for the
autumn semester and by the opening day of spring, or summer terms.
• Once the semester has begun a resident who has taken occupancy must pay fees for the entire semester
of residence. A student who withdraws from the University during a semester will be refunded on a
prorata basis. Fees are outlined in the residence halls brochure. Residence hall charges must be paid
either in advance at the beginning of the semester or in installments as arranged with the Controller's
Office. A student is not eligible for refunds until a release has been secured from the Director of Housing.
• Students who live in the residence halls are required to board at the residence halls food service.
Validated meal passes or prepaid guest passes are required for admission and use of these services.
• The student is expected to vacate and remove personal belongings from his or her residence hall
room immediately upon withdrawal from the residence hall or the University. Non-University persons,
including former students not currently enrolled, may not reside in residence halls without special permission of the Director of Housing.

Residence Halls Food Services .
If you live in the residence halls, you will eat meals in either the Treasure State or Cascade Dining
Rooms. Both are conveniently located in the Lodge.
Monday through Friday meals are served from 7:00 a.m. to 10:15 and 10:30 to 1:30 p.m. and from 4:15
p.m. to 6:30 p.m. Weekend hours are 10:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. and 4:15 to 6:15 p.m.#
You may choose from an appealing entree menu, served cafeteria style, or you can personalize your
meals from special bars featuring soup, Mexican food, hot sandwiches, vegetarian dishes, beef pattie
sandwiches and hot dogs, pizza, salad, ice cream and beverages. You also may have unlimited
"seconds".
Take-out sack meals can be scheduled to accommodate job or conflicting class schedules. Also, sack
meals for casual absences such as off-campus outings, trips home, etc., may be scheduled. These
sack meals will reduce your meal balance by one meal for each meal ordered.
The food service caters floor dinners in the residence halls and provides party snacks at no additional
charge.
The Country Store, a fast-food take-out area, is open between meals. The Regency Room is available
upon reservation for fine dining.
Both the Treasure State and Cascade Dining Rooms are accessible to students with disabilities.
Meal Plans
Dorm residents must purchase one of three food service plans. Each plan offers a flexible choice of
meal schedules:
Plan A-allows students to miss a few meals each week. This plan will provide adequate nutrition.
Plan B-provides minimum level of nutrition. Students can plan to miss about one meal a day.
Plan C-does not provide adequate or minimum nutrition. Residents who select this plan should expect to supplement their food needs from other sources.
Excess account balances are not carried forward to the next semester and no refunds are issued for
unused meals.
Students may purchase additional meals anytime during the semester. Students living off campus may
select any of the meal plans above or select the special Plan D which provides about 5 meals a week.

Family Housing
The University has 394 apartments for married students, all within walking distance of the campus.
Units range from studios to four-bedroom apartments.
To be eligible for University family housing, one adult member of the family must attend the University
full time (summer session excluded). Only persons dependent on the full-time student may live in University family housing.
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Unmarried graduate students may rent studio apartments if existing vacancies cannot be filled by qualified
married student applicants.
Housing is assigned according to the date of application and notification is given about 20 days before
housing becomes available. All applications must be updated every six months in order for applicants
to remain on the assignment list. A $75 deposit must be submitted when an apartment is assigned.
The deposit is refunded at the end of the rental period provided the apartment is in good, clean condition. The deposit is forfeited if the student cancels after accepting his or her assigned apartment.
Because of the demand for married student apartments, the Family Housing Office should be contacted
early to make reservations and obtain detailed information.

Community Services

Alumni Association
The University of Montana Alumni Association, with offices in Brantly Hall, represents approximately
57,000 graduates, former students and friends. The mission of the Alumni Association is to coordinate
the support of alumni and friends to strengthen the academic, research, service and leadership programs of the institution. To accomplish these goals, the UMAA will do the following:
**Provide educational, cultural, social, and leadership opportunities for alumni and friends of The University of Montana
**Recognize and reward achievements by alumni
**Communicate regularly with alumni, primarily through the Montanan
**Support University fund-raising, legislative and alumni networks
**Uphold the heritage, traditions, and goals of The University of Montana
The Alumni Association maintains student contact by providing support to the UM Advocates, Spurs,
and Mortar Board. The ASUM president serves as an ex-officio member of the Alumni Board of Directors.

Bureau of Business and Economic Research
The Bureau of Business and Economic Research is the research and public service branch of the School
of Business Administration. The Bureau is regularly involved in a wide variety of activities, including
economic analysis and forecasting, natural resource industry research, and survey research. It has conducted the Montana Economic Outlook seminars since 1975. Economic forecasts are provided through
the Economics Montana Program and research concerning Montana's important industries are conducted as part of the Natural Resource Industry Research Program and the Forest Products Industry
Research Program. The Bureau has been a center for survey research since 1968. It regularly conducts the Montana Poll which is co-sponsored by the Great Falls Tribune.
The Montana Business Quarterly is published by the Bureau and contains timely articles pertinent to
Montanans and others interested in the State.

Bureau of Government Research
The bureau, an adjunct of the Political Science Department, serves its faculty and students as a vehicle for research and publication. An occasional series of pamphlets and monographs has been published
since 1958.

Montana Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit
The Wildlife Research Unit was established in 1949. It is staffed and supported by the Montana Fish,
Wildlife and Parks Commission, the Fish and Wildlife Service of the U.S. Department of the Interior,
and the University.
The Unit, through its graduate research fellowship program, investigates wildlife problems to assist the
Fish, Wildlife and Parks Commission in improving management of the state's wildlife resources. At the
same time, this research work, carried on under the supervision of the Unit leaders and University faculty,
helps train graduate students in wildlife biology and related disciplines.

Continuing Education and Summer Programs
Extension/Conferences and Institutes
The Center for Continuing Education conducts state-wide educational services for persons employed
in governmental agencies, school districts, businesses and other organizations and for individuals investigating new careers or expanding their interests. The Center offers courses on and off campus for
University of Montana credit, Continuing Education Units and non-credit personal and professional enrichment. Program formats are variable-weekly class meetings, forums, institutes, workshops-depending
on community or organization needs. A variety of special programs are sponsored by the Center including: Toyo Language and Culture Institute, K. W. Swanke Honors Institute, University Transition,
and Elderhostel.
Cooperative Education Internship Program
A Cooperative Education Internship program is available to students in most disciplines offered at The
University of Montana. Cooperative Education allows a student to work in a field related to his or her ·
academic and career goals while utilizing skills learned in the traditional classroom setting. Learning
contracts must be developed with a supervising faculty member. It may be possible to secure credit
for the work experience if relevance to the academic discipline being pursued can be established. Credit,
if awarded, is determined by the academic department and must be approved by the supervising instructor, department chair and Cooperative Education Director prior to the placement semester.
Information, application and other forms are available at the Cooperative Education Office, Lodge 162,
243-2815.
Upward Bound
Upward Bound is a federally-funded, pre-college preparatory program designed to generate the skills
and motivation necessary for success in postsecondary education. The project maintains an enrollment
of 55-60 high school students, grades 9-12, who come from low-income or educationally disadvantaged backgrounds.
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A six-week summer program emphasizing basic skills development is supported by an academic-year
follow-up program which offers individual counseling and tutoring.
Summer Programs
The University of Montana Summer Program consists of several enrollment options including two fiveweek sessions, a ten-week session, and a special two-week session. Both graduate and undergraduate
courses are offered in more than thirty disciplines. In addition, many departments offer special workshops,
colloquia and seminars. The Summer Schedule of Classes includes information on dates, fees and room
and board charges. This schedule may be obtained by writing to the Director of Summer Programs,
Continuing Education Center.
Master of Administrative Sciences
This multi-disciplinary graduate degree program is offered to Maimstrom Air Force Base personnel and
the Great Falls community. Administrative courses in business, public administration, communications,
computer science and education are offered on a two-year cycle. Contact the UM Master of Administrative
Sciences Coordinator at the Base Education office, Malmstrom AFB.
Night School
The University of Montana offers a number of undergraduate and graduate classes after 4:00 p.m.
Students may work toward an Associate of Arts degree by taking classes at night. Support services
available to students taking classes at night include evening registration and fee payment.

Facilities

Computing and Information Services
Computing and Information Services, located in the Liberal Arts Building, operates a computer network which includes two large Vax 6000 model 510 computers running VMS and a DECsystem 5500
running Ultrix. These timeshared computers support approximately 300 users concurrently and are accessible from numerous terminals and microcomputers on campus; remote access is also provided
via telephone for off-campus users. An Internet link provides access to various national and international networks for the exchange of electronic mail, remote logins via telnet, and file transfers via ftp.
The computing labs on campus offer a variety of equipment including computer terminals, PCcompatibles, Macintoshes, Apple II microcomputers, and adaptive machines for users with disabilities.
Software includes a wide selection of programming languages and tools for mathematics, statistics,
graphics, database management, and word processing. The facilities may be used by students, faculty, and staff in accordance with University policies. Computing and Information Services also offers
non-credit short courses, a consulting service and numerous free documents to help users become
proficient in the UM computing environment.

Montana Forest and Conservation Experiment Station
The Experiment Station was established in 1937 by the Montana Legislature. Its purpose is to sponsor
and perform research on forests and related lands in Montana. The station has active research projects on the character and dynamics of wildlands and their use and management for wood products,
water, wildlife, forage, recreation and wilderness.
The Dean of the School of Forestry is the Director of the Station. Financial support for research and
service activities comes from federal and state appropriations and research grants from government
agencies and private sources. Research is carried on at Lubrecht Experimental Forest and at other
locations in Montana.
The Montana Forest and Conservation Experiment Station has obtained as a gift a 3,000 acre working
cattle, hay, and timber ranch. The Bandy Ranch is located 20 miles east of Lubrecht Forest and will
serve also as a teaching and research unit of the Experiment Station.

Stella Duncan Memorial Research Institute
The Institute was created initially by a bequest from an alumna of the University; the funds were designated
originally for research on the cause and treatment of bronchial asthma, and more recently broadened
to research of biomedical significance. Currently, the Institute is supported by the Stella Duncan Memorial
Fund and by grants from federal and private sources. It is housed within the Division of Biological Sciences
in the Health Sciences Building and consists of three fully equipped laboratories and offices, an incubator, cold, animal, equipment and isolation rooms. The scope of the Institute presently includes
basic and fundamental research on differentiation and the leukotrienes.

Institute for Tourism ·and Recreation Research
The Institute was created by the Montana University System Board of Regents in June 1987 to conduct
the travel research mandated by the 1987 Legislature. The Institute is the research arm for Montana's
tourism and recreation industry; its mission is to conduct research that will strengthen this component
of the state's economy. The Institute conducts research in four areas: (1) impact of travel, tourism and
recreation on employment, income and taxes; (2) visitor preferences for recreation opportunities and
facilities; (3) development of markets for Montana's recreation resources and marketing effectiveness;
and (4) increasing the quality of the supply of recreation opportunities.

Wilderness Institute
The Wilderness Institute is a formal unit within the School of Forestry, whose objectives are:
1) to promote the development and dissemination of factual information about wilderness and similar
resources;
2) to assist the public, agencies, universities, and private landowners in allocating and managing
wilderness and similar resources;
3) to develop professional expertise for application to wilderness-related problems; and
4) to promote research and public education concerning wilderness and a wilderness ethic.
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In fulfilling its broadly defined objectives, the Institute seeks to encourage and support teaching, research
and extension programs focusing on wilderness. The Institute administers the Wilderness and Civilization program of interdisciplinary undergraduate education, which is required for the Wilderness Studies
minor (see the School of Forestry).

Wood Chemistry Laboratory
The laboratory provides a center for fundamental studies on carbohydrate, polysaccharide and
lignocellulosic chemistry. Currently, this program is directed mainly toward investigation of: conversion
of wood residues and cellulosic materials to chemicals and fuel; thermal properties of carbohydrates
and combustion of cellulosic materials; the chemical processes involved in the spreading of fires, the
formation of combustible and toxic gases and analysis of smoke components. Another major project
on sucrose chemistry is aimed at production of new food bulking agents.
The laboratory is directed by a member of the chemistry faculty, and is staffed by postdoctoral research
associates, research assistants, visiting scientists, and students. It is well instrumented, with electron
spin resonance, nuclear magnetic resonance, atomic absorption and mass spectrometers, various thermal
analysis units, several gas chromatographs and a variety of other analytical equipment including Fourier
transform infrared spectrometers.

Services for Students

Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 (Buckley Amendment)
Consistent with the provisions of the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 and University
policy, every person who is or has been a student at this University, and the parents of students under
18 who are not taking postsecondary courses, have the following rights:
1. Upon completion of the appropriate request form and submission thereof to the person responsible for the custody and maintenance of the records, a student has the right to inspect and review
within 45 days from the date of initial request that portion of any official record which directly relates
to the requesting student and to have a copy thereof upon payment of the cost of the copy. An
"official record"' is any record intended to be used for "school use"' or to be available to parties
outside the school or school system, specifically incuding but not necessarily limited to identifying
data, academic work completed, level of achievement (grades, standardized achievement test
scores), attendance data, scores on standardized intelligence, aptitude, and psychological tests,
interest inventory results, health data, family background information, teacher or counselor ratings
and observations, and verified reports of serious or recurrent behavior patterns.
'
The right of inspection and review shall not extend to psychiatric, medical, or counseling records
which are intended for personal diagnostic or treatment purposes only. Neither does the right extend retroactively to items of record previously obtained with assurances that confidentiality would
be maintained.
With regard to such confidential items, the student has the option of either waiving the right of
inspection and review and having those items retained as a part of the record, or of requesting
that such confidential items be removed from the student's record and returned to the source or
destroyed.
2. The right to a hearing before the Student Court to delete any portion of any record which is inaccurate, misleading or inappropriate. Discrepancies should first be brought to the attention of those
responsible for maintaining the records so they may have an opportunity to cure any defects. To
the extend defects are not cured, upon request a hearing may be initialed by a written request
from the student delivered to the Student Affairs Office. The matter before the Student Court will
be the question of the accuracy or appropriateness of the record itself and will not be extended
to questions of the judgment of those who contributed to the record. The court will consider (1)
whether the record accurately reflects matters intended to be contained here. (2) whether the record
is misleading because in its present form it would lead a reasonable person to an incorrect conclusion, or (3) whether matters within the record are inappropriate because the record does not
usually or should not reasonably contain such matters as those in question. Upon appropriate determination of the court, any such matters may be ordered deleted from the record.
3. The right to have education records or personally identifiable information from education records
kept confidential and not released to third parties without the written consent of the student, except for release to the following:
a. University personnel for legitimate purposes and to the extend required in the ordinary course
of the performance of their duties.
b. Authorized represenatives of (a) the Comptroller General of the United States, (b) the Secretary,
(c) an administrative head of an education agency, or (d) state educational authorities having access to student or other records which may be necessary in connection with the audit and evaluation of federally supported education programs, or in connection with the enforcement of the federal
legal requirements which relate to such programs. Provided, that, except when collection of personally identifiable data is specifically authorized by federal law any data collected by such officials with respect to individual students shall not include information (including Social Security
numbers) which would permit the personal identification of such students or their parents after
the data so obtained has been collected.
c. In compliance with judicial order or any lawfully issued subpoena upon condition that the student is notified in advance of compliance.
d. In connection with a student's application for or receipt of financial aids.
4. The right to refuse to permit the designation of any or all of the following categories of personally
identifiable information as "directory information'" which is not subject to the above restrictions:
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a.
b.
c.
d.

name, campus address, home address and telephone listing
age, date and place of birth
sex and marital status
name and address of parents

e. major field of study, including the college, division, department or program in which the student
is enrolled
f. classification as a freshman, sophomore, junior, senior or graduate student
g. participation in officially recognized activities and sports
h. weight and height of athletic teams
i. dates of attendance, graduation and degrees received
j. honors and awards received
k. the most recent educational institution attended by the student
Any student wishing to exercise this right must inform the University Registrar in writing within
one week after the close of registration of any personally identifiable information which is not to
be designated as directory information with respect to that student in that academic year.
5. The right to have available for inspection by the student a written form signed by any representative of the Comptroller General of the United States, the Secretary, or any administrative head
of an education agency who requested and was granted access to the records which states the
legitimate educational or other interest that each such person had in requesting access to that
particular record.
6. The right to have personal student records transferred to third parties only on condition that such
parties will not permit any other party to have access to such information without the written consent of the student. All student records transferred to third parties shall have printed or stamped
thereon: "No other person may have access to this information without written consent of the student.

Equal Opportunity
The University of Montana is committed to a program of equal opportunity for education, employment
and participation in University activities without regard to race, color, sex, age, religious creed, political
ideas, marital status, physical or mental handicap, or national origin or ancestry.
Statement Of Law
Equal opportunity laws and orders applicable to The University of Montana include, but are not limited
to, Titles VI and VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972,
Rehabilitation Act of 1973, Vietnam Era Veterans Readjustment Act of 1974, Executive Order 11246,
Civil Rights Restoration Act of 1988, Montana Fair Practices Act of 1974 and the Montana Nondiscrimination by State and Local Government Act of 1975.
It is illegal in the State of Montana to discriminate against anyone because of race, religion, color, political
ideas, age, marital status, sex, mental or physical handicap, national origin or ancestry in employment,
training, public accommodations, financing, education and government services. With the exception
of marital status, this also applies to housing.

Grievance Procedures
The University of Montana has established a discrimination grievance procedure for employees, students,
and applicants for employment or admission who claim to have been unlawfully discriminated against
because of any University regulation, policy, practice or the official action of any University employee.
The University is prohibited from retaliating against an individual who has made charges, testified, assisted
or participated in any way in any proceeding, investigation or hearing in regard to the violations or alleged
violations of laws or orders requiring equal educational and/or employment opportunity.
Persons believing they have been discriminated against should contact:
Nancy Borgmann, Director, Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity
260 Lodge, The University of Montana
(406) 243-6760
OR
Montana Human Rights Division
Room C-317, Cogswell Bldg.
Helena, MT 59620
(406) 449-2884
Complaints must be filed within 60 days of the alleged discrimination.

Student Identification Cards
During the initial registration term students receive a University of Montana student identification card.
The student identification card is recognized as the official identification card by campus services and
departments. This card is validated after each term's registration and is required for obtaining many
campus services and for entry into University facilities and programs. Students who lose their card may
pay a fee and obtain a replacement card at the Student ID Office in Turner Hall. During the summer
term the registration fee receipt is used in place of the identification card.

Center for Studies Abroad
The Office of Foreign Languages and Literatures, located in 313 of the Liberal Arts building, serves
as The University of Montana's Center for Studies Abroad, with Stephanie Anderson as the Study Aborad
Advisor. That office acts as an information and referral center for foreign study opportunities in a wide
variety of countries, including the department's own annual programs in Beaune/Paris, France; Salamanca, Spain or Oaxaca, Mexico; and Vienna, Austria; and its semi-annual programs in Leningrad, Soviet
Union and Tokyo, Japan. In addition, the department offers occasional programs in China and South
America. Students from all majors may apply for these UM programs. Other academic departments
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occasionally offer study abroad programs-such as the New Zealand program offered by Geology and
Geography. Some individual exchanges also are arranged by the Office of International Programs in
University Hall. A member of the Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures faculty also serves
as campus Fulbright advisor. Questions concerning foreign study opportunities of all kinds should be
directed to faculty in the Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures and to Stephanie Anderson, Center for Studies Abraod, in Liberal Arts 313.

Counseling Center
The Counseling Center at 626 Eddy, provides the following services to students as well as serving as
a resource and referral agency on and off campus:
Counseling
Counseling covers the broad range of personal, educational, marital, and occupational concerns and
is a free, confidential service. Counseling may help a student choose a field of study, solve a personal
or social problem, or improve academic performance.-!
Drug and Alcohol Coordinator assists students by providing programs and support systems associated
with addictive behaviors. Services include peer training procedures for individual, group, and programmatic activities throughout the campus community.
Marriage Counseling is offered for those couples whose relationship is experiencing dysfunctional patterns as well as ones wishing to enrich their communication or commitment. Special testing and group
programs are also available.
Group Counseling gives the opportunity for interpersonal growth in a supportive setting. Special groups
are also offered that cover such areas as: parent effectiveness, study skills, communication skills, coping with stress, weight reduction, and others. Information regarding these programs is contained in
the Counseling Center Newsletter.
Wellness Counselor provides developmental programming and services to students focusing on their
physical, social, emotional, spiritual, intellectual, and vocational growth. A variety of programs and activities are coordinated with the Director of the Campus Wellness Program.
Testing
Tests are not administered routinely, but are used when additional or supportive information can assist
or shorten the counseling process. Tests are assigned and interpreted by a counselor. Test fees are
minimal to cover the cost of purchase and scoring. The Counseling Center also offers testing for college entrance and for admission to professional or graduate schools. Tests available include the following:
ACT (American College Testing)
AHPAT (Allied Health Professions Admission Test)
DSAT (Dental School Admission Test)
CLEP (College Level Examination Program)
MCAT (Medical College Admission Test)
MAT (Miller Analogies Test)
NTE (National Teachers Exam)

International Programs Office
The International Programs Office, located in University Hall 022, administers faculty and student exchange programs with overseas institutions. Student exchange opportunities are currently available
at Hangzhou University in the People's Republic of China, Sophia and Kumamoto Universities in Japan,
and Massey University in New Zealand. The Director of International Programs chairs the International
Committee, which promotes international programs on The University of Montana campus. Traditionally, spring is International semester at The University of Montana.

Career Services
The Office of Career Services assists the student in developing a viable career objective and the plans
necessary to attain it. Assistance is also provided to students who wish to modify career goals and improve their chances of finding employment upon graduation. Graduates are aided in finding a position
suitable to their interests and applicable to their educational background. Interview schedules, employer
information, and vacancy listings are available for positions in education, business and industry, and
government service. Career Services also assists UM alumni to find new positions for which both a
degree and experience are required. Throughout the year, this office offers workshops covering such
topics as: writing resumes and cover letters and the finer points of interviewing techniques and job
search strategies.
The Career Resource Center is an integral part of Career Services. It functions as an information center
with current materials on general and specific career options. The Center houses undergraduate and
graduate school bulletins; government career information; and recruitment literature on companies in
business and industry. It provides students, alumni, and the general public with career information that
is helpful in their career development.

Disability Services for Students (DSS) provides academic support services for students
with a disability. These services include educational auxiliary aides, priority registration, counseling,
alternative testing, academic adjustments, and advising for disability-related concerns in the academic
setting, taped textbooks, tape recorders, special parking permits and University/community liaison
assistance. A Disabled Student Handbook and a Campus Accessibility Map are available upon request.
Students with disabilities are encouraged to plan ahead and contact the Disability Services for Students
office prior to arriving on campus. For additional information, contact James Marks, Coordinator, Disability
Services for Students, 33 Corbin Hall, (406) 243-2243 VOICE/TDD.
Student Health/Dental Service
EMERGENCY CARE IS AVAILABLE 24 HOURS A DAV BY CALLING 243-2122. NURSES ARE ON
DUTY AND PHYSICIANS AND DENTISTS ON CALL AT ALL TIMES WHEN SCHOOL IS IN SESSION.
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NOTE: "School Term" means calendar schedule for semester system. No exception is made.
The Student Health Service provides medical and dental care to all students during the regular academic
year. The summer program and hours are not the same and students should consult the summer bulletin
for particulars. Every registered student who pays the student health/dental service fee is covered by
the Student Health Plan. Coverage extends from the first day of registration through the last day of
the term.
Health Service privileges are not available to faculty, staff or members of a student's family.
The Student Health Center is staffed by full-time physicians, full-time dentists and at specific times,
consultant physicians from Missoula. A staff of registered nurses, laboratory and X-ray technicians,
dental hygienist and supportive personnel complement the service.
The Center has a 16-bed capacity for in-patients which can be increased during emergencies. Diagnostic
laboratory, X-ray and minor surgery facilities are available.
Dental care is provided on a minimal fee-for-service basis and includes emergency dental care and
preventive dentistry as time permits. A hygienist provides oral hygiene instruction and cleaning by appointment.
Students may call the Health Service at 243-2122 and the Dental Service at 243-5445 for appointments
during clinic hours from 9:00 to 12:00 or 1:00 to 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday. (Summer Session
hours are 9 a.m. to 12 noon and 1 p.m. to 4:00 p.m., Monday through Friday.)
NOTE: The Health Service is closed during semester breaks.
The services are limited to the Health Center facilities. All off-campus medical and dental care will be
the student's responsibility.
NOTE: The Health Center has consultants available in specialty areas and the capability to cover nearly all student problems. It is recommended, where there is a question, that the student contact the Health
Center for help.
The Student Health Committee strongly recommends the supplemental Blue Cross plan which covers
the student between semesters and during summer vacation and dovetails with the Health Center plan
when needed to provide off-campus medical and hospital service. (Refer to the Blue Cross Brochure.)
Services Provided
1. Continuing check, at the student's request, on any significant health problems revealed in the student's required Medical History Record.
2. Medical care for acute illnesses. Services may be provided for chronic or pre-existing conditions
if they can be properly handled at the Health Center. More intensive care or specialist care cannot
be provided for chronic or pre-existing illnesses.
3. Mental health services as part of general medical care.
4. Diagnostic X-rays and laboratory tests at a physician's direction. Occasional laboratory and X-ray
charges are made for specific procedures.
5. Emergency care during routine school sessions commensurate with the facility capability.
6. Referrals to specialists when necessary.
7. Elective minor surgery by appointment as time and facilities permit.
8. Vaccines for routine immunization on a cost basis. Allergens and ;:ither series preparations are
administered and a charge made for the injection. The student must provide the allergen and explicit instructions from his or her doctor.
9. Certification completed for teacher's certification, marriage licenses, graduate school applications
where appropriate, as a physician determines. Occasionally, certain charges must be made to
cover the cost of required tests.
10. Vision screening.
Services Not Provided
1. Treatment of injuries suffered in motor vehicle accidents regardless of where they occur.
2. Illnesses or injuries that occur between semesters, during vacation periods and before the school
year.
3. Chronic illness or physical defects that existed before the start of the school year and that cannot
be cared for at the Health Center.
4. Injuries that are covered by industrial accident insurance.
5. Off-campus hospitalization and doctor fees.
6. Allergy diagnostic services.
7. Routine eye refractions and prescribed corrective lenses.
8. Special nurses.
Attention International students: Health care in the United States is largely a private, not a governmental function. While students at The University of Montana are required to buy health insurance policies,
and while the University operates a Health Service and Dental Clinic, there are charges to the student for many medical services. These may range from a few dollars for very simple procedures to
thousands of dollars for extended hospitalization or major operations. (The Health Service Dental Clinic
charges students for each visit. Dental work not completed at the clinic is sent to a private dentist. All
these charges are the student's responsibility.) In many instances, insurance will not pay for this
work. In these cases, the student, not the University, Is responsible for payment.
Prescription Pharmacy
The University pharmacy is in the Student Health Center and offers students and their dependents (spouse
and children) a complete prescription service at very reasonable rates. Charges are on a cash only
basis; the pharmacy cannot accept credit cards or third-party billing.
The pharmacy is operated by the School of Pharmacy in cooperation with the Student Health Service
and is used for training pharmacy students under the supervision of registered pharmacists.
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The pharmacy is open from 9 a.m. to noon and 1 to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday during the regular
school year. The pharmacy is closed on University holidays and between semesters with limited hours
during the summer session.

Clinical Psychology Center
The Clinical Psychology Center is operated by the Department of Psychology as part of the doctoral
program in clinical psychology. It offers a full range of psychological services, including assessment
of interests, ability and personality, and counseling regarding vocational, academic, marital and personal concerns. There are no restrictions as to who may use the services.

Physical Therapy Clinic
The Physical Therapy Clinic is a valuable component of the professional physical therapy clinical education
program. The clinic is staffed by licensed physical therapists who supervise professional physical therapy
students. University students are welcome to call for an appointment to receive evaluation of problems
related to injuries, posture, neck and back pain, joint or muscle pain or tightness, and other movement
dysfunctions. Treatment programs are administered according to the specific needs of the patient.
Clinic hours are from 1-5 p.m., Monday through Friday during the regular school year. The clinic is
closed on University holidays and during the summer session. Arrangements can be made over the
winter and spring breaks.

University Center
Mission Statement: The University Center brings students, favulty, staff, alumni and the communityat-large together to meet and interact. The University Center strives to:
1) furnish inviting vacilities and services of high quality;
2) provide opportunities for formal and informal interction among members of the campus community;
3) offer educational and leadership activities; and
4) present a wide range of entertaining cultural and recreational programs.
The University Center will meet the needs of the campus through involvement and assessment by individual members of the campus community. The UC provides for the fulfillment of campus life, the
celebration of multiculturalism and the development of active citizenship.
Facilities and services: Art Gallery; Campus Quick Copy and Word Processing Services; Customer
Service offers check cashing, United States Postal Services and Box Office; Game Room provides billiards
(pool), table tennis video games and video arcade; Information Desk offers newspaper and magazine
checkouts, posts student job announcements, houses lost and found items and provides information
on upcoming campus and community events; music listening room; Rockin Rudy's records and tapes;
Shear Perfection hair styling; student lounge; Travel Connection travel agency; UC Bookstore and UC
Market food and sundries. Programs offered through UC and/or ASUM Programming include popular
events, performing arts series, special events and art fairs. To receive a taped announcement of upcoming events, dial 243-2020.
A la carte cash food services available to the public located In the University Center: Copper Commons, D'Angelo's pizza and pasta, Hellgate Dining Room (waited service), Temptations frozen yogurt
and Union Market.
Other food services: Contract meal services and catering services are available through the University
Center Food Service.

Sports and Recreation
Organized sports and recreational activities are an important part of academic and leisure life at the
University.

Intercollegiate Athletics
The University of Montana is a Division I member of the National Collegiate Athletic Association, the
Big Sky Conference. The Grizzly men's program has varsity competition in basketball, cross country,
football (Division I-AA), indoor and outdoor track, and tennis. The Lady Griz program offers competition
in basketball, cross country, tennis, indoor and outdoor track, and volleyball. Athletic scholarships are
available in all sports.
Over the years the Grizzly men have won conference championships in all sports. The Lady Griz have
won championships in basketball, cross country, gymnastics and outdoor track. Grizzly student athletes
have participated as teams or individuals in national collegiate championships in basketball, cross country,
football, gymnastics, swimming, tennis, track, volleyball and wrestling.
According to the National Collegiate Athletic Association, to practice and compete in intercollegiate
athletics student-athletes mµst m!ike "satisfactory progress" toward a degree, meet grade point average
requirements, and must be bona fide students, regularly enrolled and registered for a minimum academic
load of twelve credit hours. Before the beginning of the fifth semester of all collegiate work, student
athletes must declare a specific degree program. In addition, student-athletes who have been in residence
at The University of Montana for one academic year or more must satisfactorily have completed an
average of at least twelve semester hours of academic credit during each of their previous academic
terms. Only credit acceptable toward a specific baccalaurate degree is countable. As an alternative
to the twelve credit average, student athletes may satisfactorily complete 24 semester hours of credit
acceptable toward a specific baccalaurate degree since the beginning of their last season of competition.

Recreation
The Campus Recreation Department offers a wide variety of services and programs to the students,
faculty and staff of The University of Montana. A comprehensive intramural sports program provides
opportunities for men's, women's, and corecreational team competition and individual events. Activities
include: badminton, basketball, billiards, touch football, golf, handball, racquetball, runs, softball, swim·
ming, soccer, indoor soccer, table tennis, tennis, triathlons, volleyball, wallyball and wrestling. League
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play and tournaments are organized each semester. Recreational classes in aerobics, martial arts, and
yoga are offered to students for a nominal fee.
Recreational facilities include gymnasiums, weight rooms, an indoor running track, handball and racquetball courts, tennis courts, indoor swimming pool, an indoor climbing wall, and a golf course. Sports
equipment such as balls, bats, gloves, etc. can be checked out for free and other equipment such as
volleyball nets, badminton sets, and horseshoes require a cash deposit. The Recreation Center in the
University Center offers video games, billiards, and table tennis for student use.
The Outdoor Program offers services to students, faculty, staff and the general public, supplying information, training, and education about outdoor pursuits and sports. Weekly lectures and slide shows
are presented featuring local and international authorities in the field. Outdoor skills classes in kayaking, canoeing, rafting, rock climbing, alpine mountaineering, ski-camping, nordic skiing (flat-track and
telemarking) are run by the Outdoor Program at minimal cost. Instructors are knowledgeable and welltrained. Classes are offered on a non-credit basis or for activity credits through the Health and Physical
Education Department.
The Outdoor Program organizes outdoor trips. Usually transportation and leadership are provided at
a "break-even" cost. These trips include day hikes and backpack trips to local areas, National Parks
and Wilderness Areas. Alpine ski trips visit resorts such as Jackson Hole and Sun Valley. Three times
a year, the Outdoor Program sponsors a used outdoor gear sale. Volunteers who work the day of the
sale are able to attend a special pre-sale. A complete equipment rental system featuring backpacks,
sleeping bags, tents, pads, kayaks, canoes, rafts, wetsuits, x-c and telemark skis is available to students.
The Campus Recreation Department hires a large number of students to maintain its operation. Jobs
as intramural referees, outdoor program staff, class instructors, office aids, equipment room workers,
lifeguards, and intramural sports supervisors are some of the possibilities. All positions are available
for qualified work-study students and some jobs are offered to students without work-study.

University Golf Course
The University of Montana has a picturesque nine/eighteen hole golf course open to students, faculty
and staff, as well as the general public. It is located at 515 South Av. E., approximately one-half mile
south of the main campus.
The course has a clubhouse restaurant, driving range, putting and chipping green. The pro shop is
well-stocked and club and cart rentals are available. Private lessons are offered by appointment with
an assortment of rate structures.
The course hours of operations are 7:00 a.m. to dusk every day during the season (April-October). Tee
times are needed and can be made by calling 728-8629 two days in advance for weekdays and Monday
mornings for the following weekend.

Grizzly Pool
The University of Montana Grizzly Pool serves the University and greater Missoula communities. It is
a 7-lane, 25-yard pool with durafirm standards and one- and three-meter duraflex diving boards. Rental
lockers are available in both men's and women's locker rooms. A sauna is also available. Present programs include: fitness swims, recreational swims, classes for all ages (infant to adult), lifesaving classes,
and competitive skills lessons. In addition certain organizations from both on- and off-campus utilize
the Grizzly Pool to conduct programs such as the community swim team program, the adapted aquatics
program for special education and handicapped groups, and to teach kayaking, scuba classes and water
aerobics. The facility is available for rental by all University, public, and private groups. Special rates
are available to students.

Organizations
The University fosters a broad program of social and cultural activities of value and interest to both
students and the University community.
While attending the University, the student may become involved in student government, social fraternities or sororities, clubs related to specific academic interests, professional and honorary organizations, athletic clubs and other special interest groups. The student organizations are as varied as the
individuals on the campus itself.

Policies

To enable the many student groups to effectively use and enjoy University facilities and to ensure the
financial responsibility of an organization to its members, student organizations must register at the
ASUM Offices in the University Center.
Until registered, an organization is not entitled to use space in campus buildings or the name of the
University. Registration does not imply University support for the views or positions taken by registered
student organizations.
The University does not attempt to control or sway the public expression of personal opinions or beliefs
of students through their organizations, but students are expected to respect the rights of others and
maintain financial responsibility for the actions of their organizations.
The University is dedicated to the principle that members of student organizations should be chosen
without regard to sex, race, mental or physical disability, religion, age, creed, color or national origin.
The University stands firmly behind any group whose right to adhere to this principle is questioned.
The University has developed specific regulations governing registered student organizations to clarify
the above policies. A copy of these regulations and further information about registered student organizations is available at the ASUM office.
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Student
Government

By paying the student activity fee, the student becomes a member of the Associated Students of The
University of Montana (ASUM). ASUM is governed by officers elected at large, consisting of a president, vice president, and business manager, and a 20-member Senate. Together they have full authority
over the ASUM general fund, which consists of the yearly activity fee collections and a total annual
cash flow approximating 1.5 million dollars. The sole power to determine the allocation of the student
budget resides with ASUM, pursuant to a 1970 Board of Regents policy. After the ASUM president
presents the annual executive budget, the Senate determines the final allocations, and the business
manager and Budget and Finance Committee (a Senate committee) then assume full responsibility for
the disbursement of student money along with the ASUM accountant.
ASUM's budgeting units include activities ranging from Campus Recreation to ASUM Programming
to Legal Services and the Montana Kaimin (a daily student newspaper). Also, the Black Student Union,
Dance Ensemble, environmental research groups, and a variety of other student activities are funded
by ASUM. After the regular winter budgeting session, a special allocation fund is available for emergency
expenses.
ASUM Programming is the sole student programming agency on campus. Five different areas, each
with a coordinator, provide the University and Missoula communities with a wide variety of entertainment and activities. They are: Pop Concerts, Spotlight, Lectures, Films, and Performing Arts. The Programming Director is appointed by the ASUM president.
ASUM Day Care provides several child-care facilities for activity-fee paying students. The Student Action Center (SAC) is the volunteer-action arm of ASUM. SAC serves as a vehicle for the application
of student energies by organizing projects/activities relevant to both academic training and social responsibility. ASUM hires a full-time professional lawyer for Legal Services. Legal Services is available aid
to all activity-fee paying students for a one-time fee of $5 plus any court costs. Legal Services handles
everything from tenant-landlord problems to major legal needs that students may have, not including
major felonies.
Student appointments to full-voting membership on student/University committees are made by the
ASUM vice-president. Such committees virtually govern many aspects of the University, including curriculum, campus development, and scholarships and loans. Ad hoc committees may be appointed at
any time by the ASUM president or vice-president.
ASUM has three semi-autonomous standing committees, which share in student governance. Publications Board has full power as publisher over all ASUM publications. Student Union Board is charged
with policy making for and administration of the University Center. The Student Legislative Action is
the ASUM policy making committee which advises the full-time lobbyist who works on behalf of the
University students in local, state, and national issues.
ASUM posts outside its offices housing available for rent. The listings include trailers, houses, apartments, rooms, and roommates wanted. ASUM has established a short-term loan program and also offers garden plots to students during the summer for a nominal fee.
The ASUM offices are located in the University Center, Room 105, telephone number 243-2451.

Special
Organizations

The Arts
ASUM Programming sponsors a cultural series and cooperates with the School of Fine Arts in bringing
visiting artists to the campus. Faculty, student and traveling exhibitions are scheduled throughout the
year in the University Gallery of Visual Arts, the Paxson Gallery in the Performing Arts/Radio-Television
Center, and the University Center Gallery.
The School of Fine Arts trains teachers and practitioners of the arts and offers courses for non-majors
that enable them to increase their enjoyment of visual and performing arts. Every student is given a
chance to participate in creative activity to the extent of his or her capacity to do so. Membership in
the University band, orchestra and other performing organizations is open by audition to every student.
The Departments of Art, Drama/Dance and Music present vocal and instrumental concerts, dance recitals,
dramatic productions and art exhibits during the year.
The student also benefits from community cultural resources that include a symphony orchestra and
chorale, and commercial galleries.

Special Interest Groups
In addition to the organizations mentioned in this bulletin, students have organized many special interest groups. Information about them can be obtained in the ASUM Offices in the University Center
or in the student's academic department.

ADSUM
ADSUM, Alliance for Disability and Students of The University of Montana, is the voice and representative body of UM students who are interested in disability and post-secondary educational issues. ADSUM is Latin for "I am here". It serves the student body in a variety of ways. These include helping
to inform students, staff, and faculty of the capabilities and rights of persons with disabilities, activism
to promote the breaking down of architectural, attitudinal, and informational barriers, and providing
students and prospective students with referrals to services within the campus and community. In addition, the ADSUM office is a place where students interested in disability issues can meet for discussion or to read a variety of materials. Anyone from the student body or community can become a member
or make use of ADSUM's services. The office is located in the University Center Room 206, which is
in the lounge across from the gallery. ADSUM's telephone numbers are (406) 243-2635 and 243-2626.

Fraternities and Sororities
The Greek system is the name given to the fraternities and sororities at The University of Montana.
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The Greek system at UM was started in 1902. It was founded on principles of scholarship, friendship
and human service. Today, the Greek system at UM continues to promote these ideals.
The Greek system at UM comprises nine national fraternities (Alpha Tau Omega, Phi Delta Theta, Phi
Gamma Delta, Pi Kappa Alpha, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Sigma Chi, Sigma Nu, Sigma Phi Epsilon and
Theta Chi) and four national sororities (Alpha Phi, Delta Gamma, Kappa Alpha Theta and Kappa Kappa
Gamma). All maintain chapter houses near campus.
Members may choose to live in a fraternity or sorority house rather than in a University residence hall
once freshman dormitory residency requirements are fulfilled. Room and board, membership dues and
program expenses in most chapters are comparable or less than the cost of room and board in the
University residence halls.
The "Greeks", are one of the oldest and largest organized groups of students at UM. Greeks are actively involved with many aspects of UM, including student government, drama, athletics and honorary
organizations.
The Greek system is a fine place to learn, grow and make friends. The time to find out what the greek
system has to offer is during "rush" week. "Rush" is the term applied to the period in which students
meet with and become acquainted with the members of the fraternities and sororities. Membership in
one of the fraternities or sororities is by mutual selection process. Membership selection is also based
on academic performance without regard to race, creed or national origin. An invitation for membership is issued to the prospective members after they participate in the "rush" period.
For more information on fraternities or sororities, visit, call or write the Greek Advisor's office at University Center 210, The University of Montana, Missoula, MT 59812. (406) 243-2005. A booklet describing
fraternity and sorority life is customarily sent during the summer to all newly accepted freshman and
transfer students for fall term.

Circle K Club
The Circle K Club at The University of Montana is part of Circle K International, which is recognized
as the world's largest collegiate service organization with over 15,000 members in 850 clubs in seven
countries. Circle K is composed of college students who wish to become actively involved on their campus and in their community via service projects and activities. As an organization, Circle K does not
limit itself to one or two particular service activities. Members also participate in social events, learning
leadership skills, work with business and community leaders, and form long lasting friendships while
striving toward common goals- and having a great time doing it. The UM Circle K Club is sponsored
by the Missoula Kiwanis Club and is also affiliated with Key Club International. Circle K Is open to
all college students.

Honorary Organizations
As recognition for high scholastic achievement and service to the University, students may earn membership in a service organization or scholastic honor society. The five groups described below are open
to students of all majors, but limited to those of a particular school year. In addition, most academic
departments have honorary organizations open to their majors.
Alpha Lambda Delta
A national honorary for freshmen students who attain a 3.50 cumulative grade-point average their first
two semesters in college. This organization encourages high academic achievement among freshmen,
promotes intelligent living and a continued high standard of learning, and assists women and men in
recognizing and developing meaningful goals for their roles in society.
Phi Eta Sigma
National scholastic honorary for freshmen who achieve at least a 3.50 cumulative grade point average
their first semester. The organization promotes academic excellence by sponsoring guest lecturers,
assisting with tutoring, and offering scholarships to chapter members. In addition, the group enjoys
an active social calendar.
Spurs
Tanan of Spurs is an international service honorary for sophomore women and men. The purpose of
the organization is to serve the college and the community, to support the activities in which the student body participates and to foster among all students a spirit of loyalty and helpfulness. Spurs are
selected on the basis of interest and participation in college activities, sense of honor, unselfishness
and a sense of democracy, and a scholarship rating equal to at least an accumulative 2.5 grade point
average.
Mortar Board
A national senior honorary society. Its ideals are scholarship, leadership and service with an emphasis
on the promotion of the status of women. Membership represents a commitment to these ideals.

Siient Sentinel
An independent group of outstanding seniors, Silent Sentinel is organized to advance the best interests
of the University.

Administration
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The Montana
University System

The following statement was adopted by the Board of Regents in March, 1990.

Mission Statement
Under the Constitution of the State of Montana, the governance and control of the Montana University
System are vested exclusively in the Board of Regents of Higher Education which has full power, responsibility, and authority to supervise, coordinate, manage, and control the Montana University System.
In addition, the Board of Regents exercises programmatic oversight of Montana's three community colleges. The Board of Regents appoints, by constitutional mandate, a Commissioner of Higher Education as the chief administrative officer of the Montana University System.
In 1987, the Legislature vested the Board of Regents with general administrative oversight and supervision of post-secondary vocational-technical education. The Commissioner of Higher of Education serves
as chief administrative officer for post-secondary vocational-technical education in Montana.
As public servants of the state of Montana, the Regents and Commissioner are obligated to exercise
several principal responsibilities on behalf of the citizens:
Coordination for the Maintenance of Diversity and Access
Fundmentally, all units of public post-secondary education exist to serve the educational, social, and
campus environmental needs of a diverse student population not bounded by the traditional definition
of college-age students. It is reasonable for these Montanans to expect a wide range of instructional
programs in their institutions of higher learning. College-bound and vocational-technical students should
find available in Montana academic and technical disciplines commensurate with those found in other
states. Generally, undergraduates and vocational-technical students should not have to leave Montana
to pursue programs of study because they are unavailable in the State. In cases where a particular
program of study is not offered in Montana, the Regents will make every effort to secure access to
such a program in another state through interstate cooperative arrangements.
To be sure, not all programs can be made available on each college campus or vocational-technical
center. However, the Board of Regents must be cognizant of educational needs in all areas of the State
and endeavor to provide reasonable access to as many programs as possible for as many qualified
citizens as possible. This effort should involve, when feasible, state-of-the-art technology for distance
learning and the development of nontraditional modes for the delivery of courses and programs.
For reasons of economy and necessity, public expectations for diversity must necessarily narrow when
considering graduate education. Master's programs should be initiated and continued only when needs,
resources, and institutional mission so dictate. Doctoral programs should be very limited in number
and scope. They should not initiated or continued if resources are inadequate to permit regional and/or
national reputations of high quality as determined by appropriate external reviews.
The Board of Regents has the responsibility for coordinating the delivery of public post-secondary education in Montana. Accordingly, the System must set the proper role and scope configuration of programs
at each campus, determine state-wide educational needs, and provide leadership and support to the
several campuses in meeting these needs. The Regents must be mindful of economic limitations and
wary of unnecessary duplication.
Assurance of Quality
Through careful and regular review of programs in both vocational-technical and academic areas, the
Board of Regents assures high educational standards in all public post-secondary institutions. Further,
the Regents seek to provide institutional budgets that are consistent with the maintenance and enhancement of high quality instruction, research, and public service.
In cooperation with secondary schools in Montana, the Montana University System establishes appropriate
statewide standards for admission to post-secondary education. Minimum admission standards improve
the preparation of college-bound students and provide to students assurances of increased likelihood
of success. In addition, through various scholarship programs, the Montana University System seeks
to attract outstanding Montana high school students to one of the several campuses.
The Board of Regents, in concert with the several campuses and centers, has the responsibility of providing leadership in helping to attract and retain outstanding faculty, staff, and administrators. This is
to be done through improved salaries, better working conditions, andd professional development opportunities.
Accountablllty to the Public
Montana citizens have over the years placed a high priority on public higher education and, therefore,
have a right to proper accounting for the actions and expenditures of the Montana University System
and the post-secondary vocational-technical education centers in the State. Accordingly, the Board of
Regents makes public explanations of activities, expenditures, and discharge of responsibilities.
The Regents exercise their responsibility to be accountable in several ways. First, they require that
all institutions achieve and maintain accreditation by the Northwest Association of Schools and Colleges. Second, the Montana University System encourages, and in some cases requires, specific program accreditation. Third, the Regents are responsible for monitoring learning accomplishments of
students and professional accomplishments of faculty, Finally, the Board of Regents must provide appropriate reports of financial expenditures. The best system of education exists when the greatest possible
results are achieved with the most efficient expenditure of the taxpayers'" investment. The Regents
have committed themselves to this ideal and seek always to provide explanations and assurances to
the citizens that their funds are being prudently expended.
Seek Adequate and Stable Funding
Inasmuch as excellent higher education is essential for the cultural, economic, and social well being
of Montana, it is imperative that funding for higher learning in Montana be adequate and stable. Consequently, it is an obligation of the Board of Regents to advise the legislative and executuve brances on
fiscal challenges and opportunities facing higher education. Undeniably, it is a primary responsibility
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of the Board of Regents to be staunch and committed advocates of adequate educational funding . To
that end, the higher education community must stand ready to provide accurate, broadly-based data
to be used in the construction of a tax structure for all state purposes. In addition, the Board of Regents
has the responsibility of seeking creative funding alternatives to supplement state revenues. These would
include but not be limited to institutional partnerships with private businesses and industry, aggressive
fund raising efforts from both private and public agencies, and internal reallocations that eliminate unnecessary expenditures and assure funding for programs of high quality, priority, and demand .
Enhancement of Economic, Environmental, and Cultural Well-Being of Montana
Through its many programs in teaching, research, and public service, post-secondary education has
the responsibility of making Montana a better place to live. Continuation of the State's economic growth
will be increasingly dependent upon its ability to meet the demands of existing commercial enterprises
and new industries seeking to locate within its borders. Higher education opportunities for managers,
scientists, and technicians must come largely from the colleges, universities, and vocational-technical
centers. Moreover, the development of new products can be enhanced through expanded research
capabilities within the Montana University System. Low-cost counsel to nascent businesses and assistance
in the transfer of technology from laboratory to factory to marketplace are proper obligations of the campuses and vocational-technical centers.
Montana has been blessed with a splendid natural environment-clean air and water, abundant wildlife,
verdant and plentiful forests, spaciousness, and breathtaking beauty. The systems of higher learning
in Montana, through educational, research, and service programs, assist in the preservation of this natural
environment while encouraging desired economic growth and diversification.
The quality of Montana's human environment rests in large measure on the competence of its teachers,
health care providers, public administrators, law enforcement personnel, business leaders, and officers
of the judiciary. The Montana University System and post-secondary vocational education enhance th is
rich human resource through a myriad of educational opportunities for training, retraining, and upgrading.
In addition, the Board of Regents recognizes its responsibility to help improve the educational fortunes
of Montana's large Indian population. Measures of this commitment include closed cooperation with
the tribally-controlled community colleges, Indian student fee waivers, establishment of Native American
Study Centers on the campuses, extensive data collection and student tracking; and many other efforts to recruit and retain Indian students.

Role and Scope Statement
The Montana University System is comprised of six colleges and universities bound together for the
common purpose of serving the citizens of Montana. The System includes comprehensive research
universities, specialty institutions, and smaller colleges closely attuned to regional needs. The State
of Montana does not need nor can it support six identical comprehensive institutions of higher learning. Hence, the System is committed to provide reasonable access without unnecessary duplication
of programs. Indeed, examination of the six institutions will reveal that they are diverse, shaped by
different histories, and designed to meet different needs. This uniqueness is recognized and encouraged .
While the institutions are unique, they function as part of an integrated whole seeking to achieve maximum cooperation and interdependency as directed by the Board of Regents. This cooperation and
interdependency is marked by:
*Sharing of intellectual and material resources;
*Collaboration among units in teaching, research, and public service;
*Participation in a common academic core curriculum;
*Guaranteed acceptance of credits from other institutions in the System;
*Use of a common academic calendar;
*Mutual efforts to assure orderly educational changes in response to shifts
in society.
Further, all units of the Montana University System have the common and fundamental purpose of
developing the intellectual potential and aesthetic awareness of all students, including the skills of inquiry, reasoning, and expression. Through a variety of professional programs, the System seeks to impart essential competencies that students will require for successful careers both now and in the future.
The Montana University System emphasizes undergraduate education through a broad range of Associate
and Bachelor's degrees in the arts, humanities, sciences, social sciences, and professional disciplines.
In addition, Master's, Specialist, and Doctoral degrees are offered in certain fields . The System is committed to lifelong learning opportunities and continuing education for both degree-seeking, and
nondegreeseeking students.
The Montana University System recognizes the significant relationship of research (including artistic
and creative works) to all instructional programs. Accordingly, each campus has a research mission
consistent with its defined role and scope. The community of scholars operates in an atmosphere conducive to free inquiry, unfettered exploration of the unknown, and honest examination of hypotheses
and accepted bodies of knowledge. Moreover, the System affirms those commonly accepted principles
of academic freedom that are hallmarks of American public higher education.
Public service is a natural and desired outgrowth of the instructional and research activities of the System .
Each institution offers public services consistent with its specified role and scope, and when adequate
expertise exists to assure the quality of the program. In addition, all units in the System serve as cultural
centers for their local communities and regions . Through a variety of shows, festivals, performances,
and symposia, Montanans are exposed to artistic and cultural devlopments from around the world .
The entire higher education enterprise is coordinated by the Office of the Commissioner of Higher Education so that the needs of the state can be met efficiently and effectively with a minimum of cost.
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Role and Scope of The
University of Montana

Nature of the Institution
Since receiving its charter in 1893, T,he University of Mo.n tana has evolved into a comprehensive, doctoral level university with a home campus at Missoula, a separate campus at Dillon, residence centers
in numerous locations, and broad responsibilities statewide for on-site and technological delivery of
academic programs and services. As a major public university, The University of Montana generates
new knowledge through research and creative activities, transmits that knowledge through its instructional programs, and commits its academic resources to the public good through a variety of service
activities, including important contributions to Montana's economic development. Excellence is expected
in all these areas. Admission, at both the undergraduate and graduate levels, is competitive, under
policies endorsed by the Board of Regents of Higher Education.
The University of Montana has been recognized as the center of liberal education in Montana and will
be supported in its efforts to perpetuate a rich academic tradition which for decades has constituted
a special and unusual asset to Montana and the Rocky Mountain West, and which has given the University
its special character within the Montana University System. Consistent with both its heritage and its
comprehensive mission, The University of Montana maintains extensive and diverse academic offerings, fostering dialogue between professional school and academic disciplines, sciences and humanities,
theorists and practitioners. Equal emphasis is placed on traditional learning-through a rigorous general
education requirement for all students and through undergraduate and graduate degree offerings in
the humanities and the social, behavioral, physical and biological sciences-and on specialized academic
and professional career preparation in the Graduate School and in the schools of Business Administration, Education, Fine Arts, Forestry, Journalism, Pharmacy and Allied Health Sciences, and Law. Through
a variety of faculty and student exchanges, research partnerships, diverse offerings in languages and
cultures, Mansfield Center programs, and other special efforts, the University has established a unique
role in international programming; this special commitment will continue.

Areas of Emphasis
The University of Montana is assigned exclusive responsibility within the Montana University System
for instructional programs in Journalism, Law, Forestry, Pharmacy, Physical Therapy, and Social Work,
and currently offers the only graduate degree programs in Accounting, Business Administration and
Administrative Sciences. Lead responsibility for graduate offerings In the humanities, the arts, and the
social and behavioral sciences will remain a key institutional mission. Appropriate instructional and other
academic entities should be combined into a Center for Western Studies. The University shares lead
responsibility in the physical and biological sciences and the allied health professions.
The Montana Science and Technology Alliance has sited the Center of Excellence in Biotechnology
at The University of Montana which it operates in partnership with Montana State University. The University
of Montana also cooperates with Montana State University and Eastern Montana College in the Montana Entrepreneurship Center. In addition to the teaching and scholarly resources within each department and school, the University maintains a number of specialized laboratories, institutes and facilities:
Yellow Bay Biological Station, Montana Forest and Conservation Experiment Station, Maureen and Mike
Mansfield Center for Public Affairs, Wood Chemistry Laboratory, Bureau of Business and Economic
Research, Division of Educational Research and Services, Stella Duncan Memorial Institute, Montana
Water Resources Research Center (in cooperation with Montana State University), Geology Field and
Research Station at Dillon, Montana University Affiliated Program/Institute for Human Resources in
Rural American including Rural Rehabilitation Training Center, Montana Defender Project, Center of
Excellence in Biotechnology, Montana Entrepreneurship Center, Center for Population Research,
Wilderness Institute, Telecommunications Center (including KUFM), Montana Repertory Theatre, Bureau
of Press and Broadcasting Research, Clinical Psychology Center, Center for Continuing Education and
Summer Programs, Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit, Montana Public Policy Research Institute, Institute for Tourism and Recreation Research, and Speech, Hearing and Language Clinic.

Areas of Continuing Development
The University of Montana will maintain its commitment to program diversity through an essential balance
between liberal learning and professional preparation. Nonacademic support services, essential to the
quality of st4dent life, will remain an institutional priority. The University will continue to respond to
the needs of citizens for courses and programs through continuing education, telecommunications, and
higher education centers in accord with regential policies; this responsibility is particularly strong in
those areas in which the University has been assigned exclusive professional or graduate programmatic responsibi!ity within the system. The University will be encouraged to strengthen its international
programming, especially toward the peoples of the Pacific Rim. Programs related to Montana's K-12
educational system, to economic development, and to environmental quality will receive sustained support.

Degree Levels
The University of Montana awards associate, bachelor's, master's, specialist and doctoral degrees,
as well as certificates of completion, among its more than fifty undergraduate and more than forty graduate
and first-professional disciplines. In addition, it maintains, through its Night School and through a variety
of developmental programs, access for nondegree students.

Constituencies Served
Consistent with its status as a major public university, The University of Montana recognizes multiple
constituencies, local, national, and international. Its student population will remain cosmopolitan, with
large numbers of graduate, international, off-campus, out-of-state, and nontraditional student enrollments.
Local students will continue to benefit from the University's developmental and Night School Programs,
while telecommunications and other continuing education activities will continue to address the increasing
demands of a statewide constituency.
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Institutional
Philosophy

Accreditation
and Support

To meet its obligation to students and the state, the University maintains programs of high quality in
liberal arts and professional disciplines at both undergraduate and graduate levels. The liberal arts emphasis of the College of Arts and Sciences is supplemented by the professional programs in both the
College and the Schools. Undergraduate teaching is a major concern of the University, while graduate
education encourages faculty members to stay abreast of developments in their fields and to contribute
to new knowledge through research.
The University promotes high-quality instruction through support of traditional programs, development
of new curricula, encouragement of innovative and interdisciplinary programs, and modification or elimination of programs that require change or no longer warrant support. It recognizes the individuality of
each student by encouraging close contact between student and teacher and by providing advising
and counseling services.
The University's foremost responsibility in service to the state is to prepare students for the intellectual
and ethical challenges of responsible citizenship. But it also maintains a strong program of continuing
education, including sponsorship of off-campus programs, courses and workshops; promotes public
access to cultural programs and other University-sponsored events; and encourages faculty members
to offer their knowledge and creative talents to the public through publishing, consultation, artistic performance and participation in public affairs and forums.
The University serves the broader society and the nation by exploring for new knowledge and seeking
solutions to social problems. It vigorously supports research programs and gives high priority to the
maintenance of adequate laboratory facilities and library services.

Accreditation
The University of Montana is fully accredited by the Northwest Association of Schools and Colleges.
Many of the professional schools and departments have the approval of appropriate accrediting organizations, also. The Department of Art is accredited by the National Association of Schools of Art and Design
(NASAD); all programs of the School of Business Administration are accredited by the American Assembly
of Collegiate Schools of Business; the Chemistry Department's Bachelor of Science program is approved by the American Chemical Society; drama is accredited by the National Association of Schools
of Theater at the undergraduate and graduate level; all programs in the School of Education are accredited by the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education; the athletic training emphasis
in the Health and Human Performance Department in the School of Education is accredited by the
National Athletic Trainer's Association; the forest resources management program is accredited by the
Society of American Foresters; the School of Journalism's undergraduate news-editorial and radiotelevision programs are approved by the American Council on Education in Journalism and Mass Communications; the School of Law has approval of both the Association of American Law Schools and the American
Bar Association; the Department of Music is fully accredited at the undergraduate and graduate levels
by the National Association of Schools of Music; the professional baccalaureate program in pharmacy
is accredited by the American Council on Pharmaceutical Education; the professional baccalaureate
program in physical therapy has been granted accreditation by the Commission on Accreditation in
Physical Therapy Education of the American Physical Therapy Association; the graduate program in
clinical psychology is accredited by the American Psychological Association; and the baccalaureate
program in social work is accredited by the Council on Social Work Education.
The University of Montana is fully accredited by the American Association for Accreditation of Laboratory
Animal Care.

Support and Endowment
Federal land grants made available during territorial days were allocated to the University on its creation. It continues, however, to receive its main support in the form of biennial legislative appropriation
and student fees. It also receives gifts, grants and endowments for scholarships, teaching, development and research from private and other sources. The University of Montana Foundation, among others,
is a tax-exempt trust, separately chartered and managed to receive, manage and distribute private contributions for University purposes.

University Officers

Board of Regents of Higher Education
Stan Stephens, Governor ....................................................................................................ex officio
Nancy Keenan, Superintendent of Public lnstruction ...........................................................ex officio
William L. Mathers (Chairman) ........................................................................................... Miles City
Paul Boylan ................................................................................................................ ........ Bozeman
Jim Kaze .................................................................................................................................Havre
Brad Musgrove ........................................................................ .............................................. Helena
Cordell Johnson ............. ........................................................................................................ Helena
Kermit R. Schwanke ............................................................................................................ Missoula
Thomas F. Topel ........................................................................................................ ........... Billings
John Hutchinson, Acting Commissioner of Higher Education ..............................................ex officio

Local Executive Board
Arlene Breum ......................................................................................................................Missoula
Bob Griel .............................................................................................................................Missoula
Leonard Landa .................................................................................................................... Missoula
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Administrators
George Dennison, Ph.D.
President
W. Michael Easton, Ed.D.
Provost
Western Montana College
of The University of Montana
Robert Kindrick, Ph.D.
Provost and
Vice President for Academic Affairs

Barbara B. Hollmann, Ph.D.
Dean of Students
Raymond C. Murray, Ph.D.
Associate Provost for Research
and Economic Development and
Dean of the Graduate School
Sheila M. Stearns, Ed.D.
Vice President for University Relations
James Todd, Ph.D.
Vice President for
Administration and Finance

Academic Deans

J

James A. Flightner, Ph.D.
College of Arts and Sciences
Larry D. Gianchetta, Ph.D.
School of Business
Administration
Sharon E. Alexander, Ed.D
Center for Continuing Education
and Summer Programs
Donald L. Robson, Ed.D
School of Education
James D. Kriley, Ph.D.
School of Fine Arts

Sidney Frissell, Ph.D.
School of Forestry
Raymond C. Murray, Ph.D.
Graduate School
Charles E. Hood, Jr., Ph.D.
School of Journalism
J. Martin Burke, LL.M.
School of Law
Karen Hatcher, M.S.
Library Service
David S. Forbes, Ph.D.
School of Pharmacy

Other Administrative Officers
Michael Akin, M.S.
Director of Admissions
William S. Johnston, M.P.A.
Director of Alumni Relations
Kenneth R. Stolz, B.A.
Director of Campus Services
Donald E. Hjelmseth, Ed.D.
Director of Career Services
Stephen S. Henry, M.A.
Director of Computing and
Information Services
Rosemary Keller, B.S.
Controller
Terry D. Berkhouse, M.B.A.
Director of Cooperative Education
Internship Program
Fred A. Weldon, Ed.D.
Director of the Counseling Center
Kay Cotton
Assistant Dean of Students
for Operations

Hugh A. Jesse, M.S.
Director of Facilities Services
Myron L. Hanson, M.B.A.
Director of Financial Aid
David Strobel, Ph.D.
Associate Dean of the Graduate School
Nancy Fitch, M.D.
Director cif Health Service
Kathy Crego
Director of Human Resource Services
James P. Olomon, B.S.
Director of Institutional Research
Devon Chandler, Ed.D.
Director of Instructional Media Service
Bill Moos, M.S.
Director of Intercollegiate Athletics
Joan Newman, J.D.
Legal Counsel
Frank Matula
Director of New Student Services
Philip T. Bain, Ph.D.
Registrar
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Faculty Affiliates
Jeffrey L. Addington, Pharmacy
Frank A. Albini, Forestry
Leslie C. Allen, Pharmacy
Linda K. L. Altans, Pharmacy
Carol H. Ammons, Psychology
Charles R. Anderson, Pharmacy
Scot Anderson, Social Work
William D. Anderson, Pharmacy
Michele Antonioli, Drama/Dance
Mary Louise Archer, Pharmacy
Jack W. Armstrong, Pharmacy
Stephen F. Arno, Forestry
Paul Bach, Psychology
I. Joe Ball, Biological Sciences and Forestry
Esther Bamford, Physical Therapy
Edwin T. Bangen, Pharmacy
Richard J. Barney, Forestry
Cindy Bartling, Social Work
Wendell G. Beardsley, Forestry
Deborah Beason, Physical Therapy
William B. Bekemeyer, Pharmacy
Jamie L. Belkowski, Pharmacy
T. D. Bell, Biological Sciences and Pharmacy
Florence Bergum, PhysicalTherapy
Kenneth J. Bergum, Pharmacy
Ron Bergum, Pharmacy
Jo Anne Bernt, Physical Therapy
Susanne L. Bessac, Anthropology
Allen C. Bjergo, Social Work
M. E. Bloom, Biological Sciences
James P. Boggs, Anthropology
D. Wayne Bollinger, Pharmacy
Steven L. Brammer, Pharmacy
Marjory Brandon, Physical Therapy
Eric Braun, Geology
Marci Bray, Pharmacy
James K. Brown, Forestry
John T. Browne, Biological Sciences
Peggy M. Brownlee, Pharmacy
John M. Bruckner, Health and Human Performance
William Brunett, Physical Therapy
Laurie Brunette, Physical Therapyj William D. Burton, Pharmacy
Vince Buzzas, Physical Therapy
Ira R. Byock, Pharmacy
James C. Cain, Pharmacy
Harlan D. Caldwell, Biological Sciences
Sally Cameron-Russell, Social Work
James Carder, Pharmacy
Clinton E. Carlson, Biological Sciences and Forestry
Lyle W. Carte, Pharmacy
Timothy J. Casey, Psychology
Bruce W. Chesebro, Biological Sciences
Richard J. Christopher, Pharmacy
David K. Clark, Philosophy
Dan Cleveland, Social Work
John Emmons Coe, Biological Sciences
David N. Cole, Forestry, Geography
Vincent J. Colucci, Pharmacy
Clancy L. Cone, Pharmacy
Jerome B. Connolly, Physical Therapy
Stuart W. Conner, Anthropology
J. Daniel Connors, Pharmacy
J. William Cook, Psychology
Timothy Cordial, Physical Therapy
Robert J. Cortright, Pharmacy
Joy Corwin, Physical Therapy
Thomas Cotner, Health and Human Performance
Elizabeth Couch, Physical Therapy
Roger .G. Cox, Forestry
David R. Crabtree, Biological Sciences
Dale A. Crane, Forestry
James Crumley, English

Gary D. Curran, Pharmacy
Robert B. Curry, Health and Human Performance
Kim Curtis, Pharmacy
Christopher Daly, Geography
Stephanie N. Davis, Pharmacy
Brad Dean, English
David F. Decker, Native American Studies
Rick DeMarinis, English
Rebecca H. Deschamps, Pharmacy
Bryan DiSalvatore, English
Paulette K. Docktor, Pharmacy
Byron E. Dodd, Pharmacy
Daryl Dodd, Physical Therapy
Terry Donahue, Pharmacy
Richard L. DonTigney, Physical Therapy
Karen Dooley, Physical Therapy
Jeff Dorrington, Pharmacy
Joyce Dougan, Physical Therapy
Tim Downey, Pharmacy
Daniel Driscoll, Pharmacy
Myra Ducharme, Social Work
Aubrey K. Dunkum, Foreign Languages and Literatures
Daren Eastwold, Drama/Dance
Debby Edelstein, Physical Therapy
W. Daniel Edge, Forestry
Clay Edwards, Physical Therapy
Pam Edwards, Physical Therapy
Mark Eichler, Pharmacy
Arthur C. Ekberg, Pharmacy
Ray Ekness, Journalism
Mary Elliott, Physical Therapy
Albert E. J. Engel, Geology
William R. Engler, Pharmacy
Joyce Erickson, Physical Therapy
Angela Gayle Evendon, Biological Sciences
Lisa Everett, Physical Therapy
Joan S. Fessenden, Chemistry
Robert Fields, Geology
John Fischer, Social Work
William C. Fischer, Forestry
Albert A. Fisher, Pharmacy-*Lql
Nancy Fitch, Health and Human Performance
Maureen J. Fleming, Psychology
Patti Fletcher-Seely, Physical Therapy
Richard Ford, English
Lee Foster, Mathematical Sciences
Russell Francetich, Social Work
Alan A. Gabster, Pharmacy
Daniel Gallacher, History
Cindy Garthwait, Social Work
Charles W. George, Forestry
Gordon F. Gerrish, Psychology
Ann L. Gidel, Pharmacy
John J. Gilliam, Geography
Michael Girard, Pharmacy
David W. Goens, Forestry, Geography
Catherine Goodman, Physical Therapy
Carolyn C. Goren, Pharmacy
Richard Gotshalk, Philosophy
James E. Gouaux, Pharmacy
Robert J. Grady, Pharmacy
John K. H. Griffith, Pharmacy
Arlene Grossman, Social Work
Warren H. Guffin, Pharmacy
Shan Guisinger, Psychology
Christian Gunther, Mathematical Sciences
David Guth, Pharmacy
Curtis H. Halvorson, Forestry
Richard F. Hammen, Biological Sciences, Chemistry
Robert G. Hammer, Forestry
Bruce Hardy, Pharmacy
Edward J. Harrington, Pharmacy
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Larry Hartman, Forestry
Dot Hash, Physical Therapy
A. Eugene Havens, Pharmacy
Wayne Hedman, Pharmacy
Jane W. Heinzmand, Physical Therapy
Sallie J. Hejl, Biological Sciences
Colin Henderson, Biological Sciences
M. Joan Hess-Homier, Psychology
Noel L. Hoell, Pharmacy
John T. Hogg, Biological Sciences
Jackie Holland, Physical Therapy
Gloria Horejsi, Social Work
John A. Horner, Geology
Helga Hosford, Foreign Languages and Literatures
George E. Howe, Forestry
Duncan L. Hubbard, Pharmacy
Ripley Hugo, English
Roger Hungerford, Forestry
Dudley lmprota, Health and Human Performance
Jon Jackson, English
Kathleen Jackson, Political Science
David Jacobson, Physical Therapy
Penny Jankovsky, Physical Therapy
Mary Jenni, Psychology
Carolyn Johns, Geology
Glenn Johnson, Physical Therapy
J. Gregory Jones, Forestry
Jackie S. Jones, Biological Sciences
Alden Joscelyn, Pharmacy
Patrick Kane, Pharmacy
Karen Kaufmann, Drama/Dance
Nicholas P. Kaufman, Geography
Ivan H. Kays, Pharmacy
Mary Joyce Keast, Phamacy
Robert J. Kelley, Pharmacy
Bill Kelly, Physical Therapy
Judith R. Kelly, Biological Sciences
Judith Kerfoot, Physical Therapy
Margaret Kingsland, English
Peter Koch, Forestry
Daniel A. Korb, Pharmacy
Michael E. Korn, Native American Studies
Brent L. Krause, Pharmacy
Palmer Kronen, Pharmacy
Garry C. Kryszak, Health and Human Performance
Klaus Lackschewitz, Biological Sciences
Bill Laforest, Social Work
Clarisse Landry, Physical Therapy
Mary C. Langenderfer, Pharmacy
Noel Larrivee, Social Work
·
Don J. Latham, Forestry
Sandra H. Lawson, Pharmacy
Kevin C. Leach, Pharmacy
Shull Lemire, Pharmacy
James LePard, Pharmacy
Owen L. Leraas, Pharmacy
Georgia Lett, Physical Therapy
Margot P. Liberty, Anthropology
Thomas C. Lindgren, Pharmacy
Thomas E. Literski, Pharmacy
D. L. Lodmell, Biological Sciences
C. Paul Loehnen, Pharmacy
Jerry E. Loomis, Pharmacy
James E. Lotan, Forestry
Gregory J. Loushin, Pharmacy
Robert E. Lovegrove, Forestry
Robert C. Lucas, Geography
Gary Lusin, Physical Therapy
John Lynn, Social Work
L. Jack Lyon, Forestry
Richard D. Mack, Pharmacy
Judy Magee, Physical Therapy
Dave Mahugh, Physical Therapy
Nancy Manning, Pharmacy
Reed Marbut, Forestry
Nick J. Marchiando, Pharmacy

Michael Marks, Psychology
Cynthia Marshall, Physical Therapy
Larry K. Martin, Pharmacy
Robert D. Martina, Pharmacy
Clifford J. Martinka, Forestry
Ed Mathews, Forestry
Stephen E. Mathison, Pharmacy
William McDonald, Health and Human Performance
Mary B. McHugh, Pharmacy
Maureen McKinnon, Physical Therapy
Bruce Mclellan, Forestry
Bradford W. McMullin, Pharmacy
Deirdre McNamer, English
Neil McMahon, EnglishDan A. McWhorter, Physical Therapy
C. E. Mead, Biological Sciences
Diane Mechtly, Physical Therapy
Susan Meng, Pharmacy
Thomas W. Mensing, Pharmacy
Craig Mentler, Drama/Dance
Janice L. Midyett, Education
H. Dean Mikes, Pharmacy
C. N. Miller, Geology
Steven Minta, Biological Sciences
John A. Mitchell, Biological Sciences
Lawrence Mitchell, Biological Sciences
Margaret Moffat, Physical Therapy
Lance Mohl, Pharmacy
Marianne Moon, Social Work
Robert Moon, Health and Human Performance
James Moran, Pharmacy
Dan Morgan, Social Work
Idelle M. Morgan, Pharmacy
Glen A. Morris, Forestry
Robert M. Morris, Pharmacy
Richard P. Morrison, Biological Sciences
Leo Moser, Mansfield Center
John J. Munoz, Biological Sciences
Nancy Munro, Anthropology
Anne M. Murphy, Pharmacy
Kent R. Myers, Chemistry
Gary D. Myllymaki, Pharmacy
D. Scott Nafts, Pharmacy
Robert Naumann, Forestry
Nancy Neiley, Physical Therapy
David Nelson, Physical Therapy
Donald A. Nevin, Pharmacy
Alan Newell, History
Chris Newman , Physical Therapy
Hien Nguyen, Mathematical Sciences
Robert H. Nicol, Physical Therapy
Tim Nielsen, Physical Therapy
John V. Nyman, Pharmacy
James E. O'Connor, Pharmacy
Bartholomew W. O'Gara, Biological Sciences and Forestry
Gene L. O'Hara, Pharmacy
Diane Olhoeft, Physical Therapy
Arnold Olsen, Forestry
Barry Olson, Physical Therapy
Jill Olson, Physical Therapy
Gordon Opel, Health and Human Performance
Conrad 0 . Orr, Biological Sciences
Jill Owen, Physical Therapy
Jay A. Palmatier, Psychology
Keith K. Parker, Chemistry
Colleen C. Parks, Pharmacy
Dorothy Patent, Biological Sciences
Cheryl Pell, Pharmacy
Phil Peters, Drama/Dance
David M. Peterson, Pharmacy
James A. Peterson, Geology
Robin Peterson, Physical Therapy
Joseph Petkewich, Physical Therapy
Samuel G. Pleshar, Pharmacy
Diane W. Rankin, Pharmacy
Ernest M. Ratzburg, Pharmacy
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Susan Recchiuti, Physical Therapy
Maria Redfern, Physical Therapy
Tim Redfern, Physical Therapy
Russell Read, Health and Human Performance
Linda Weston-Redfern, Physical Therapy
Bob Reid, English
Jackie Reilly, Health and Human Performance
Melanie Reynolds, Social Work
Barbara Rhodes, Pharmacy
Ty Richardson, Drama/Dance
Verne D. Riley, Pharmacy
Thomas H. Roberts, Pharmacy
Leonard Robinson, English
James R. Rohrdanz, Pharmacy
Linda Rohwein, Social Work
Jim Rolando, Social Work
James W. Rolle, Pharmacy
Arne E. Rosquist, Forestry
Dean E. Ross, Pharmacy
Richard Rothermel, Forestry
Jan Roush, Physical Therapy
Jon A. Rudback, Biological Sciences
Brent Russell, Physical Therapy
Ronald L. Russell, Forestry
Kevin Ryan, Forestry
Jeanne Sangray, Pharmacy
Mark Sanz, Pharmacy
Stephen E. Schiff, Pharmacy
Marc Schimke, Pharmacy
Donovan Schreibman, Physical Therapy
Cindy S. Schultz, Pharmacy
Harlan Schuttler, Pharmacy
James Seifert, Pharmacy
Christopher Servheen, Biological Sciences
Raymond C. Shearer, Forestry
Ervin Schuster, Forestry
Reginald L. Scott, Pharmacy
Christopher Servheen, Forestry
Raymond C. Shearer, Forestry
Helen Shewman, Pharmacy
L. Duane Shinn, Pharmacy
Chris Siegler, Health and Human Performance
George Sinelnik, Pharmacy
Michael J. Silverglat, Pharmacy
Sue Sivage, Pharmacy
Robert D. Skaggs, Pharmacy
Sally Slocum, Anthropology
Edie Smith, Physical Therapy
Gary Smith, Physical Therapy
Judy Smith, Social Work
Patsy Smith, Physical Therapy
Richard Smith, Physical Therapy
Neil E. Snyder, Pharmacy
John Sommers-Flanagan, Psychology
Jerry Sorensen, Physical Therapy
Marianne Spitzform, Psychology
Del. L. Steiner, Pharmacy
Robert A. Stenberg, Pharmacy
Kathy Stevenson, Pharmacy
Peter F. Stickney, Biological Sciences and Forestry

Glen M. Stocking, Pharm~cy
Jerome F. Stoick, Pharmacy
John R. Stone, Pharmacy
Jonathan D~ Stone, Pharmacy
Jay S. Stott, Pharmacy
Dale T. Stoverud, Pharmacy
Brett Stubson, Pharmacy
William Suda, Psychology
Ronald A. Susott, Chemistry
Richard P. Swenson, Psychology
Barry Swidler, Physical Therapy
William J. Sybrant, Pharmacy
Richard Taber, Forestry
Cal Tassinari, Forestry
Nick Thennis, Pharmacy
Susan M. Thompson, Physical Therapy
Gary Thorgaard, Biological Sciences
Richard V. Thysell, Psychology
John M. Trauscht, Pharmacy
Julie Turunen, Social Work
Ty Tyvand, Pharmacy
Terry Ulrich, Biological Sciences
Wayne H. Valentine, Forestry
Joseph F. .Vicars, Pharmacy
Hertha F. Voorhis, Pharmacy
Diane Vulcan, Physical Therapy
Dave Walter, History
Helen H. Watkins, Psychology
Alan Watson, Forestry
Patrick-£. Watson, Pharmacy
Douglas Webber, Pharmacy
Brom Weber, English
Jackie Wedell-Monnig, Psychology
James Welch, English
·
Jim Westberg, Pharmacy
Joseph Weydt, Pharmacy
Kerrylyn Whalen, Pharmacy
Gail Wheatley, Physical Therapy
Joanne Whipple, Physical Therapy
Leslie Whitney, Pharmacy
Sue Wilkins, Social Work
Zan Williams, Physical Therapy
Jeff Wills, Physical Therapy
Wesley W. Wilson, Pharmacy
W. Stan Wilson, Pharmacy
Linda Wing, Pharmacy
Steve Wing, Drama/Dance
Dale R. Wiseley, Pharmacy
Peter D. Wolfgram, Pparmacy
Kristen Wood, Physical Therapy
David Woodbury, Physical Therapy
John L. Woon, Pharmacy
Tom Worth, Pharmacy
Lorin Wright, Physical Therapy
Linda Zimmerman, Psychology
Lisa C. Yeager, Pharmacy
Denis Yost, Pharmacy
Robert D. Yurko, Pharmacy
David .Zwang, Pharmacy
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Index
Academic policies and procedures 16
Academic probation 19
Academic suspension 17
Accounting 154
Accreditation 279
ACT 13, 269
Adding and dropping courses 17, 259
Administration 154, 275
Administration and Supervision 184
Admission 9
Admission by examination 9
Advanced placement 13
Advising 16
Advising Programs 6
African-American Studies 35
Alliance for Disability and Students of The
University of Montana 273
Allied Health Professions Admissions Test
269
Alpha Lambda Delta 274
Alumni Association 265
American College Testing program 13, 269
Anthropology 35
Archaeology 35
Art 191
Artificial Intelligence 64
Arts, The 273
Asian Studies 39, 107
Associate of Arts Degree 21
Astronomy 125
Athletics 271
Audit fees 258
Bacteriology 52
Biochemistry 41
Biological Sciences, Division of 40
Biological Station 42
Biology 43
Board of Regents 279
Botany 43
Buckley Admendment 267
Business Administration 153
Business and Economic Research, Bureau of
265
Business Education and Office Administration 178
Business Systems Emphasis 64
Campus Recreation 271
Cancellation of courses 21
Candidacy for degree 21
Career Services 269
Cartography Emphasis 90
Catalog governing graduation 21
Cellular Biology 43
Center for Studies Abroad 268
Certification to teach 162
Change of major 26
Chemistry 56
Chinese 80
Circle K Club 274
Class level defined 19
Classics 80
Clinical laboratory technician 52
Clinical Psychology Center 271
College of Arts and Sciences 34
College Level Examination Program 13, 269
Communication Studies 60
Comparative Literature 63
Competency requirements 22
Computation of cumulative grade average 18
Computing and Information Services 266
Computer Science 63
Computer Science-Physics 63

Continuing Education 265
Cooperative Education credit 265
Corequisites 20
Correspondence study 22
Counseling Center 269
Course numbering system 20
Creative Writing 72
Credit by examination 13, 20
Credit defined 20
Credit for military service and schooling 13
Credit for training programs 13
Credit maximums 22
Credit load, maximum 19
Credits required for degree 21
Credits required for major 26
Credits required for minor 27
Criminology 144
Cross-listed courses 20
Cumulative grade average 18
Curriculum and Instruction 179
Cytotechnology 51
Dance 195
Dean's List 20
Decision Sciences 155
Deferred payment 259
Degree application 21
Degree candidacy 21
Degree programs 4
Dental School Admissions Test 269
Disability services 269
Distributional requirements 23
Division of Biological Sciences 40
Double degree 21
Double major 26
Drama 195
Dropping and adding courses 17, 259
Earth Science 95
Early admission 9
Economics 68
Education 161
Elementary teaching certificate 162
Emphases 27
Employee registration 17
Endowment 279
English 72
English as a second language 72, 111
English writing requirement 22, 26
Environmental Biology 43
Environmental Studies 78, 107
Epidemiology 52
Equal opportunity 268
Equivalent courses 20
Executive Board 279
Expenses 258
Extension 265
Facilities 266
Faculty Affiliates 281
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of
1974 267
Family Housing 260, 263
Fee waivers 262
Fees 258
Film 80
Final examinations 21
Finance 154
Financial aid 262
Fine Arts 191
Flathead Lake Biological Station 42
Food service 260, 264, 271
Foreign Language Aptitude Test 269
Foreign language placement 13

Foreign language requirement 22
Foreign Language and Literatures 80
Foreign student admission 10
Forest and Conservation Experiment Station
266
Forestry 217
Former student admission 17
Fraternities 273
French 80
Full-time student defined 19
General Education Requirement 22
General Educational Development, GED, Admission 14
General Science 44
Geography 90
Geology 94
German 80
Golf Course 272
Governing catalog 21
Government Research, Bureau of 265
Grade average requirement 19, 26, 27
Grading system 17
Graduate nondegree 12
Graduate Record Exam 269
Graduate School 9
Graduation, Catalog governing 21
Graduation requirements 21
Greek 80
Grizzly Pool 272
Guidance and Counseling 185
Handicapped students, advising 269
Handicapped Students, registration 17
Handicapped students, residence halls 263
Health and Human Performance 186
Health examination 13
Health Sciences 248
Health Service 269
Helping Services 19
High School Pilot Program 13
History 99
History-Political Science 99
Honor roll 20
Honoraries 274
Honors, graduation with 26
Honors College 30
Housing, family 260, 263
Housing, student 260, 263
Human and Family Development 106
Identification card 268
Immunology 52
lncompletes, policy on 18
In-state status for fee purposes 259
Independent work 20
Instructional Materials Service 250
Institute for Tourism and Recreation
Research 266
Institutional philosophy 279
Intercollegiate athletics 271
International Programs Office 269
International student admission 10
International Student Exchange 14
Japanese 80
Journalism 230
Late registration 258
Latin 80
Law 233
Letter grades 17
Liberal Studies 107
Libraries 250
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Index
Library-Media program 164
Linguistics 111
Literature, English 72
Literature, foreign 80
Majors 4, 26
Majors, teaching 165
Management 154
Mansfield Center 30
Mansfield Library 250
Master of Administrative Sciences 266
Marketing 155
Mathematical Sciences 112
Maximum credit load 19
Medical assistant 54
Medical History Record 13
Medical records librarian 54
Medical College Admissions Test 269
Medical Technology 51
Microbiology 52
Military service credit 13
Military Science 118
Miller Analogies Test 269
Minors 4, 27
Minors, teaching 165
Montana Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit
265
Montana Forest and Conservation Experiment Station 266
Mortar Board 274
Motor vehicles 261
Music 205
Mycology 52
National Student Exchange 14
National Teachers Exam 269
Native American Studies 120
Natural History 43
New Student Services 16
Night School 266
No credit grading 18
Numbering system, course 20
Office Administration minor 165
Omnibus 20
Organismal Biology and Ecology 40
Organization of Instruction 4
Organizations 272
Orientation 16
Paramedical Arts 54
Parasitology 52
Pass/Not Pass 18
Perspectives 23 ·
Pharmacy 238
Phi Eta Sigma 274
Philosophy 122

Physical Education 186
Physical Therapy 243
Physical Therapy Clinic 271
Physician's assistant 54
Physics 125
Physics-Computer Science 126
Placement 259
Plagiarism 19
Political Science 129
Political Science-History 129
Pre-Agriculture/Horticulture 55
Pre-Engineering 133
Pre-Law 134
Pre-Medical Sciences 55
Pre-Nursing 247
Pre-Pharmacy 238
Pre-Physical Therapy 243
Prerequisites 20
Prescription pharmacy 270
Professional Education 161
Professional Schools 151
Protozoology 52
Psychology 134
Public Administration 129
Publications 272
Radio-Television 232
Readmission 17
Recreation Management 225
Recreation programs 271
Refund of fees 259
Regents 279
Registration 16
Reinstatement 19
Religious Studies 140
Remedial Services 19
Repeating a course 20
Reserve Officers Training Corps 118
Residence halls 260, 263
Residence credit requirement 22
Residence status for fee purposes 259
Resource Conservation 217
Retention 19
Role and scope statements 276
Russian 80
SAT 13
Scientific applications emphasis 64
Scholarship requirements 18
Scholarship information 262
Science 142
Second bachelor degree 21
Secondary teaching certificate 162
Silent Sentinel 274
Social Work 142
Sociology 144

Software Systems Emphasis 64
Sororities 273
Soviet Studies 149
Spanish 80
Special admission 14
Special interest groups 273
Speech 60
Sports and recreation 271
Spurs 274
Stella Duncan Memorial lnsitute 266
Student conduct code 15
Student government 273
Student Health Center 269
Student Identification Cards 268
Student organizations 272
Student services 263
Student teaching 162
Student union building 271
Summer Programs 265
Support 279
Suspension 19
Teacher certification 162
Teacher preparation, English 72
Teaching majors and minors 165
Testing 13, 20, 269
Tourism and Recreation Research, Institute
for 266
Traditional letter grades 17
Transcripts 21
Transfer 10, 14
Undergraduate nondegree 11
University Center 271
University College 31
University Honors College 30
University officers 279
Upward Bound 265
Validation required credit 15
Vehicle registration fee 261
Veterans benefits 261 , 262
Virology 52
Vocational-Technical credits 15
Western Interstate Commission for Higher
Education (WICHE) 15
Western Montana College 15, 254
Western Undergraduate Exchange (WUE)
15, 263
Wilderness Institute 266
Wilderness Studies 228
Wildlife Biology 228
Withdrawal from the University 17, 259
Women 's Studies 107
Wood Chemistry Laboratory 267
Writing Requirement 22, 26
Zoological Sciences 43
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Aber Hall, DABE ... F4
Art Annex, AA . . . E3
Botany, BOT . .. E4
Brantly, BRAN ... B4
Business Administration, BA ... 03
Center for Continuing Education, CEC . . C6
Chemistry-Pharmacy, GP .. . E7
Clinical Psychology Center, CPC . . . E7
Corbin Hall, COR ... B4
Craig Hall, DCRA . .. C6
Ouniway Hall, DDUN .. . B7
Elrod Hall, DELR . .. B7
Field House, FH . . . E2

Fine Arts, FA ... C/04
Forestry, FOR ... E/F6
Forest Service Lab, FORS ... E7
Health Sciences, HS . .. C/07
Heating Plant, HEAT ... F3
International House, INTH . .. C1
Jeannette Rankin Hall, JRH ... O/E4
Jesse Hall, DJES ... A/B4
Journalism, JOUR .. . E6
Knowles Hall, DKNO . . . B/C5
Law School, LAW ... C/02
Liberal Arts, LA ... C/04/5
Lodge, LO ... A/B5/6

Mansfield Library, MLIB . .. E/F6
Mathematics, MATH .. . 06
McGill Hall, MCG ... E3
Miller Hall, DMIL .. . A6n
Music, MUS ... C/03
Native American Studies, NAS ... A5
North Corbin, NCOR . . . B4
Performing Arts and Radio-TV
Center, PART ... 02
Pharmacy/Psychology, PHP . .. 06n
Physical Plant, PP ... G3
Pool, POOL .. . F3
Riverbowl, RB .. . 01

G,.phic Design SerYice

Schreiber Gym, SG ... F6
Science Complex, SC ... E7
Social Sciences, SS ... 04
Student Health Services, SHS ... B/C2
Tennis Courts, TC ... E4
Turner Hall, TURH ... B/C4/5
University Center, UC ... E/F4/5
University Hall, UH .. . E5
Harold C. Urey Lecture Hall, ULH . . . 06
Washington-Griuly Stadium, WGS .. . F2/3
724 Eddy, 724E .. . C/02/3
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